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SYNOPSIS OP PARTS I, II, AND III.

This synopsis is for the purpose of directing attention to the more

important of the results of the work carried out on the Indian manga-

nese-ore deposits, and for giving brief accounts of the more important

theories. The results are summarized chapter by chapter : but it has

not been considered necessary to summarize Part IV, in which are

contained the descriptive accounts of the various deposits ; nor all

the chapters in the other parts. For Part IV and the chapters not

summarized, the lists of contents given at the beginning of this

work are sufficient.

[ Part I.]

[INTRODUCTION AND MINERALOGY.]

[CHAPTER II.]

The effect of the presence of manganese on the colour of a mineral

is considered, and attention drawn to the remarkable colour change

that may be produced intr. a mineral by the presence in it of a small

percentage of this element sometimes even of a trace. Whilst manganese

minerals may exhibit almost any colour, the colours that seem to be

5 2
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specially characteristic of the presence of manganese are various

shades of red, pink, and lavender. A list is given enumerating all the

well-defined minerals containing either a considerable proportion of

manganese, or sufficient of this element to produce a marked change in

the characters of the mineral, especially of the colour. The nimiber of

such minerals is 156. Of these minerals 44—enumerated on page 34

—

have been found in India, the identifications of 11 of them being

doubtful, and really indicating the already-known mineral to which the

Indian one bears the closest resemblance. Later examination of these

may in some cases show that they are different to any previously

known minerals. During the examination of the minerals found in the

Indian manganese deposits several new varieties and species have been

discovered. These are as follows :

—

Oxides :

—

Vredenburgite,

Sitaparite,

Manganates :

—

Hollandite,

Beldongrite,

Pyroxenes :

—

Blanfordite,

Amphiboles :

—

Winchite,

Juddite,

whilst two new names

—

spandite and grandite-—h.ave been introduced to

designate certain garnets. Accounts of these various minerals are

given in the succeeding chapters. In addition to the minerals that

have been sufficiently investigated to be named, one manganiferous

phosphate and three arsenates, all probably new, have been found.

Some of the manganiferous micas found are also probably new varie-

ties.

[CHAPTER III.]

Oxides.

Vrederihurfiite.—This is a bronze-tinted dark eel-grey mineral;

roughly speaking it is as magnetic as magnetite, sometimes even
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exhibiting polarity. H = 6'5. G = 4"74 to 4'85. Its composition seems

to be best expressed by the formula 3Mn30i.2Fe203. It has been

found at Beldongri, Nagpur district, Central Provinces ; and Garividi,

Vizagapatam district, Madras.

S itaparite.— This is another dark bronze-grey mineral, easily distiji-

guished from vredenburgite by the fact that it is only slightly magnetic.

Its composition is complex and may be represented somewhat doubt-

fully by the formula 9Mn2O3.iFe2O3.MnO2.3CaO. It is found at

Sitapar, Chhindwara district, Central Provinces.

Braunite.—Measurable ciystals of this mineral have been found at

five localities in India, narcely, Kajlidongri in Central India, and

Kacharwahi, Lohdongri, Kodegaon, and Sitapar, in the Central Pro-

vinces. Ten figures of crystals are given illustrating the following

10 forms , of which the last three are ones not previously recorded on

this mineral :— (001), (100), (110), (101), (111), (421), (423), (42^), (201),

and (865). The total number of forms that has been recognized on

braunites from all parts of the world is 16. The mean value of the

fundamental angle pp' is determined as 77° 21'. This being so

close to the value 77^19' found by Flink for Swedish braunites, the

latter, corresponding to a value of 0'99220 for the vertical axis c
, is

accepted as the mean value for braunite ; but it is probable that there

is a real variation, between narrow limits, of the value of this angle

owing to differences between the composition of different crystals.

The composition of the mineral is discussed at some length, the previous

literature on the subject being reviewed. The conclusion arrived at

is that the formula of this mineral can be represented in the most

general way as :

—

mRMn03 + HRSi03,

in which R is to a large extent Mn, but may be partly Fe, Ca, Ba, etc.;

and in which the ratio tn : n varies between 4 : 1 and 3:1. The three

chief varieties correspond to the three formulae :

—

4Mn203 + MnSiOa

7Mn203 + 2MnSi03

3Mn203-f MnSiOg.

The isomorphism of the different varieties of this mineral is explained
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as due to the M112O3 group being probably a manganite with the

following structural formula :—

0

0

fsomorphous with the structural formula of a metasilicate :

—

0

/

0

By the admixture in different proportions of molecules with different

elements as R. all the varieties of braunite can be obtained, the only

limits to the proportion in which these molecules may be mixed,, so that

the mineral is still braunite, being that the ratio of RMnOs to RSiOs

must not lie outside the limits i : 1 and 3:1, and that the number of

molecules with Mn for R must be largely predominant.

Mamjanite.—Several occurrences are known in India of minerals

with the crystallographic form of manganite ; but none of them seem

to be fresh. Some have been completely converted into pyrolusite,

whilst some of them bridge the gap, as regards both chemical

composition and physical properties, between pyrolusite and manganite.

For these forms the name pseudomanganite is introduced.

[CHAPTER IV.]

Manganates and Carbonates.

Hollandite.—The original notice of this new mineral is contained in

the Iransactiotm of the Mining and Geological hvititute of India, Vol. I,
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p. 76, (1906). It is to be regarded as the crystalline form of

psilomelaiie, and is a crystalline manganate of the general formula

mR"2MnO-, + «R"'4(Mn05)3, in which R" may be Mn, Fe, Ba, Ca, Mg,

K2, Na2, Co, Ni, Cu, and H2, and R'"may be Mn, Fe, and Al. The

most important of the elements replacing the R" are usually Mn,

Ba, K2, and H2, named in order of importance, and of those replacing

R'", Fe and Mn. An analogous mineral is the one found in Arizona

and named coronadite. It is chiefly a lead-manganese manganate, and

is probably isomorphous with hcllandite. The crystallography of

hollandite has not yet been properly worked out, although definite

crystals are available. The crystals are found at KajHdongri in Central

India ; but the mineral has also been found at Sitapar, Balaghat,

Jnnawani, and other localities in the Central Provinces, and is largely

exported from two of the mines, namely Sitapar and Balaghat. It

varies in colour from light grey to almost black, has a hardness of 6 on

crystal faces and of 4 on fracture surface. The specific gravity of the

mineral from the type locality, Kajlidongri, is about 4"95, whilst the

value for that from Sitapar is only 4"70.

Psihinelane.—This is the most widely spread and abundant ore

of manganese found in India. Several analyses are given and it is

shown that the supposition first put forward by Laspeyres that

psilomelane may be regarded as derived from a hypothetical acid

of the composition H4Mn05 is in all probabihty correct. The general

formula is the same as that already given for hollandite, and the

relative importance of the constituents replacing R" and R'" is about

the same. An example is given of the way in which an analysis of

a piece of ore composed mainly of a mixture of psilomelane and

braunite can be recalculated into terms of the mineralogical composi-

tion of the ore.

Beldongrite.—This is the name given to a black pitch-like

mineral that is probably to be regarded as the product of alteration

of spessartite. After eUminating other substances from the one

analysis made, the balance is found to correspond very closely to the

formula GMn30.n.Fe203.8H20. If this be the true composition

of the mineral, then there is no doubt that it is a distinct mineral, to

be regarded as closely allied to psilomelane, but with ferric oxide and

water in addition to the MnsOr,, which can be regarded as Mn2Mn05;
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but it cannot be regarded as certain that this is really a distinct

mineral until the formula has been confirmed by further analytical

work. The mineral was found at Beldongri, Nagpur district, Central

Provinces ; and what looks like the same substance occurs at Char-

gaou in the same district.

Wad.—The term wad is used to designate all the non-crystalline

and indefinite mixtures of manganese and other oxides that do not

correspond to a defimite formula, such as that of psilomelane.

[CHAPTER v.]

Silicates : Pyroxenes and Amphiboles.

Blanfordite.—The original account of this mineral is given in

the Transactions of ihe Mining and Geoloijical Institute of India
^

Vol. I, p. 78, (1906). It is a manganiferous pyro:s.ene of the follow-

ing striking pleochroism :

—

a = rose -pink,

b = bluish hlac,

c= sky-blue.

The foregoing corresponds to the mineral found at the original locality,

Kacharwahi, Nagpur district, Central Provinces. Similar but less

marked pleochroism is seen in pyroxenes from Ramdongri in the

Central Provinces, Kajlidongri in Central India, and Narukot in

Bombay.

Notes on mangan-hedenbergiie and minerals that may be schefferite

and urbanite are also given.

Rhodonite.—The occurrence, characters, altemtion, and use of this

mineral are noticed.

Of manganese-amphiboks three varieties are noticed, namely one

that may be dannemorite, and two new varieties, winchiie and juddite.

Winchite.—The original account is given in Rec. G. S. I., XXXI,

p. 23.5, (lOOi). The mineral is blue in hand-specimen and is distin-

guished by its zoned structure and the following pleochroism :

—

a= pinkish lilac,

b= pale lilac,

c — blue.
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Chemical analysis shows the mineral to be allied to both tremolite

and richterite. It is found in schistose rocks at Kajlidongri and is of

metamorphic origin.

Juddite.—The chief diagnostic of this mineral is the following

beautiful pleochroism :

—

a= carmine,

b= blue with a lilac tinge, to pale green with a Jilac tinge,

c= orange.

It is found with blanfordite in a braunite-albite rock at Kacharwahi,

and is probably of igneous origin. It is further distinguished as being

one of the rare amphiboles with the optic axial plane at right angles

to the plane of symmetry of the mineral, instead of coinciding with

it.

[CHAPTER VI.]

Silicates : Garnets.

Mamjaneae-garnds are very abundant in some of the Indian

manganese-ore deposits. The varieties found in the Central Provinces

are grouped under the name spessartite, and the series of rocks in

which they occur, which is of metamorphic origin, is called the gondite

series. Many good crystals of this spessartite have been found and

eight examples are figured. The chief form is the trapezohedron. The

locaHties for the best crystals are Jothvild, Hatora, Bichua, Gaimukh,

Chargaon, Satak, Waregaon, and Kulu, all except the first and last

being in the Central Provinces.

Spandite.—The garnets found in the kodurite series—of igneous

origin—in the Vizagapatam district, Madras, are found to be roughly

intermediate between spessartite and andradite in composition. For

convenience of use they have therefore been designated spandite, a con-

traction of spessart- andradite. Spandite has not yet been found exhibi-

ting definite crystal faces, being always in more or less romided gran-

ules.

Grandite.—^ocks, of the kodurite series seem also to occui at

Boirani in the Ganjam district of Madras. But the garnet is found

to dift'er in composition from that of Vizagapatam and to be a
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manganiferous variety intermediate between grossularite and andradite.

On the same principle this garnet should be called mangan-grandite, or

more convenientlv grandite.

Calderite.—This name was proposed by Piddington for a rock

from the Hazaribagh district, Bengal, composed of a mixture of

quartz and garnet, in which the quartz may sometimes be absent.

The analysis given indicates a garnet of the composition 3MnO.

Fe203.3Si02, which is not one of the six recognized varieties. It is

not certain, however, that such a garnet really exists.

[CHAPTER VTI.]

Silicates : Epidotes, Micas, etc.

Piedmontite.—Manganiferous epidote.? have been found at severa

localities in the Central Provinces, and at Kajlidongri and Jothvad.

None of them have been really critically examined, so that it cannot

be said at present if all of them are to be regarded as piedmontite, or

if some of them are mangan-epidote, the distinction between these two

minerals being a question of sign. Throughout this Memoir all these

minerals are referred to as piedmontite. The only examples showing

well-marked crystal forms come from Jothvad.

Micas.—A very large number of micaceous minerals has been

found in the Indian manganese-ore deposits, especially those of the

gondite series. None of them have been quantitatively analysed, so

that it is not at present possible to say if they all fall under already-

described varieties, or not. Judging from their pleochroism schemes I

should say that some of them are probably new varieties, whilst some

fall under alurgite and manganophyllite. Some may be mangan-chlorite.

At two localities—Chikhla and Balaghat

—

ottrelite has been found in

phyllites and mica-schists.

[CHAPTER VIII.]

Titano-silicates, Niobates, Phosphates, and Tungstates.

The rare manganiferous variety of sphene known as greenovite

occurs in granitic veins traversing the manganiferous rocks at J othviid

in Narukot.
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Manganapatite.—This has been found in abundance at two local-

ities in the Vizagapatam district, in rocks of the kodurite series. That

found at Kodur is lilac and that found at Devada sea-green.

A manganesian phosphate of oil-green colour occurs at Chargaon

in the Nagpur district. It is probably a new species.

[CHAPTER IX.]

Associated Nou-Mang^aniferous Minerals.

A list of some 20 non-manganiferous minerals found in association

with the manganese-ores is given. The most interesting of them are the

three arsenates to which reference has already been made, and barytes,

which has been found at seveial localities in small quantities in

association with the deposits of the gondite series.

[CHAPTER X.]

The Identification of Manganese Minerals.

In this chapter some hints are given as to the points to be noticed

in distinguishing the Indian manganese minerals one from another.
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[ Part ii.]

[ GEOLOGY.]

Mode of Occurrence and Origin.)

[CHAPTER XI.]

General.

A brief accouut is given of the Archaean rocks of the Indian

Peninsula, and the following classification of the Indian pre-Cambrian

rocks is adopted :

—

I. Archaean :

—

1. The oldest gneisses (Bengal Gneiss).

2. The schistose gneisses and the Dharwars.

3. The plutonic intrusives, such as the Bundelkhand granite

and the charnockite series,

II. Purana :

—

The Bijawars, Kadapahs, \'indhyans, etc.

The occurrences of manganese-ores and minerals in India are

classified according to the age of the rocks with which they are

associated, although they have in many cases been formed by secondary

processes subsequently to these associated rocks. All the ores at

present being worked are associated with rocks of Archaean age, with

two exceptions. Those of Archaean age are divided into three main

groups :

—

1. Those associated with the rocks of the kodurite series of the

Vizagapatam and Ganjam districts, Madras.

2. Those associated with the rocks of the gondite series of the

Central Provinces, and Jhabua, in Central India.

3. Those occurring as lateritoid on the outcrops of rocks

of Dharwar age, in Belgaum, Jabalpur, Mysore, Sandur,

and Singhbhum.

The two exceptions are those ores that can be regarded as occur-

ring in true laterite—though this is very closely related to lateritoid,

—
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as in Goa, Belgaum, and Jabalpur ; and possibly the ores being

worked in Baluchistan ; but about the latter deposits I have no trust-

worthy information.

[CHAPTER XII.]

The Kodurite Series of Vizagapatam and Ganjam.

The rocks of the Vizagapatam district are divided into the follow-

ing groups :

—

1. Kodurite series. ^

2. Charnockite series. [• Igneous.

3. Gneissose granite.

4. Calc-gneisses. ")

r iri 1 Ti. • f Metamorphic.
5. Khondalite series. J ^

6. Contact products of 2 and 5.

The evidence obtained is held to point to the intrusive nature of

the rocks of the kodurite series with regard to the khondalite series

and the calc-gneisses. The evidence in favour of the igneous origin

of the kodurite series is summed up as follows :

—

1. The mineralogical and chemical composition of the rocks,

which could be explained only with difficulty on any other

hypothesis.

2. The signs of magmaiic differentiation found.

3. Some masses of crystalhne limestone at Kodur supposed to be

xenoliths.

4. A pegmatoidal variety of the kodurite series at Ramabhadra-

puram.

5. The varying horizon that the rocks of this series occupy in

the succession of calc-gneisses and khondalites.

6. The fact that in two cases, Chintelavalsa and Taduru, they are

also associated with rocks that probably belong to the

charnockite S3ries.

The typical rock of this series is that designated kodurite after the

Kodur mine. It is composed of potash-felspar (orthoclase), man-

ganese-garnet (spandite), and apatite, in varying proportions. Other

members of the series receive their names in accordance with the
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additional minerals present in the rock. Some of these varieties are

more acid and some of them more basic than the typical kodurite.

The following is a classification of them according to their basicity :—

Quartz-orthoclase-rock.
)

Apatite-quartz-orthoclase-rock.
[ Acid.

Quartz-kodurite in part. )

Quartz-kodurite in part. ^ ,

Orthoclase-rock. j
Intermediate.

Kodurite. ^

Pyroxene-kodurite. C Basic.

Biotite-kodurite. J

Spandite-rock.

Apatite-spandite-rock. \

Pyroxene-spandite-rock. )• Ultra-basic.

Manganese-pyroxenites.
|

Graphitic manganese-pyroxenites. J

At Kodur, the more basic members of the series, such as spandite-

rock, occur as large patches and streaks surrounded by zones of less

basic composition, such as kodurite, in a general matrix of quartz-

felspar-rock or felspar-rock, the most acid members of the series.

Such an arrangement is just such as one would expect had magmatic

differentiation of the magma set in prior to its eruption. And such

is taken as the explanation of the mode of association of these various

rocks.

As the result of the analysis of two specimens of opalized kodarite

from Kotakarra in the Vizagapatam district, and Boirilni in the

Ganjam district, the mineralogical compositions of the unaltered rocks

have been calculated as follows :—
Kotakarra Boirani
kodurite.l kodurite.

Apatite .... 3-36 2-62

Orthoclase .... 41-29 57-80

Albite .... 2-79

Garnet .... 55-04 36-55

TiO. 0-29 0-24

CuO 0-02 trace

10000 10000

Specific graviiy 3-23 2-92

The aiiatite is lower in this analysis tlian it would have been on a large sample of the rock ;
for

tile apatite is arranged in bands in the rock, and the apatite Ibands were scarce In the specimen

analysed.
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[CHAPTER XIII.]

The Kodurite Series—concluded.

The alteration of the series and. the formation of the manganese-ores.

In this section evidence is giten to show that the manganese-ores

were formed subsequent to the eruption of the kodurite series by the

action of aqueous solutions percolating through the masses of rock.

The various changes brought about are supposed to have been effected

by solutions containing dissolved carbon dioxide and alkaline

carbonates. The key to the changes that have taken place lies in the

following equation :

—

K20.Al203.6Si02 + C02+ 2H20 = 2H20.Al203.2Si02 + K2C03 + 4Si02.

Orthoclase. Kaolin.

By this reaction the felspar gets converted into lithomarge or kaolin,

and a solution of colloidal silica in water containing alkaline carbonates

and carbon dioxide results.

In many cases, probably owing to attack by these carbonated

alkaline waters, manganese has been taken into solution from the

garnets and pyroxenes, doubtless as bicarbonate, and carried to another

part of the rock-mass. Here, probably owing to the saturation of the

solution with manganese bicarbonate, the manganese has been deposited

so as to replace all the minerals of the rock, except those containing

manganese, which have in some cases remained fresh and unaltered, and

in others have also been broken up. Thus the manganese-ore resulting

from the replacement of kodurite consists sometimes of compact psilo-

melane studded with bright red or orange spandite -garnets, and at other

times entirely of manganese-ore. In cases where the mineral replaced

by the manganese-ore is felspar the reaction can be explained as

follows :

—

MnH2(C03)2 + 2(K20.Al203.6Si02) + 0
Orthoclase.

:=2K2C03 +2Al203+12Si02 -l-H2Mn03.

The result of the actions represented in both the equations given

above is the passage into solution of silica in the colloidal form. This

has often been subsequently deposited in the form of either chert or opal

,

with a complete replacement of the rock where the former is deposited

and a partial replacement where the latter is deposited.
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In cases where the mineral replaced by the attacking solutions is

spandite, the action can be represented as taking place according to

the following equation, when we must suppose that the manganese

derived from the garnet is added to that deposited from the solution.

2[3(Ca,Mn)0.(Fe,Al)203.3Si02]* + 3MnH2(C03)2 + SOg + 6H^0 =
Spandite.

= 0 (MnOg.HoO) * 2(Fe,Al)203 4 3CaH2(C03)2+6Si02.

The ores formed by these secondary processes can be divided into

three groups :

—

1. Those formed by the replacement of rocks, such as quartz-felspar-

rocks, not originally containing manganese. In this case all the

manganese is of external origin.

2. Those formed by the replacement of rocks, such as kodurite, that

contain a fair amount of manganese silicate, the manganese of the latter

being added to that of the attacking solutions. In this case the larger

proportion of the manganese is of external origin.

3. Those formed by the decomposition in situ of rocks composed

almost entirely of manganese silicates, to the manganese of which a

further portion, brought by the attacking solutions, is added. In this

case about half of the manganese is of external origin.

The ores formed according to these three methods arc shown below :

—

1. Pyrolusite and psilomelane.

2. Psilomelane with some braunite.

3. Psilomelane with braunite as specks and patches.

Depths lo which the ores extend.

The solution of this question seems to depend on the determination

of the depths at which kaoliniza^^ion takes place. Of the two reagents,

carbon dioxide and .sulphuric acid, by which the kaolinization might

have been effected, carbon dioxide is regarded as the more probable.

The conclusion reached is that kaolin is formed near the surface rather

than at considerable depths ; in fact, according to Lindgren, kaolin is

found in the zone of oxidation, giving way to sericite at greater depths.

The formation of the manganese-ores and the kaolin must have taken

place since the rocks of the kodurite series came into the zone of

weathering, as defined by Van Hise. The depth to which the zone cf

* Ca and Mn assumed present in equal molecular proportion."*.
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weathering may have extended in the past depends on the level of

ground water in past times. The conclusion arrived at is that

the alteration of the rocks of the kodurite series with formation of

oxidized ores may be guessed as having extended to a maximum depth

of 500 feet.

[CHAPTER XVI.]

The Mang-aniferous Rocks of the Dharwar Facies, including the

Gondite Series.

Towards the end of the Archaean era there seems to have been a

time during which a vast succession of sediments—clays, sandstones,

limestones, etc.,—was deposited, accompanied by the extrusion of basic

lava flows. These rocks have been smce subjected to metamorphism as

the result of tectonic movements, with the production of slates, phyllites,

mica-schists, quartzites, crystalline limestones, complex gneisses, and

hornblende-schists, the degree of metamorphism being different in

different areas. At different times the following names have been

proposed for the rocks of the different areas :

—

Name cf series. Year. Locality;

Champane r .... 1869 Gujarat.

Aravalli .... 1877 Rajputana.
ChilpiGhat . . . . 1885 Central Provinces.

Dbarwar .... 1886 Dharwar, Bellary, and Mysore.

Since it is almost certam that these different series are roughly

contemporaneous it is desirable to use one name for the whole of them.

For this purp( se Dharwar is chosen because it is the best kiiown ; and

it is to be noted that the Dharwars of India are probably equivalent

to the Huronians of America. Where the Dharwars have been subjected

to more severe metamorphism than usual they have been rendered

so crystalline that they can be separated from the remainder of the

crystalhne complex with difficulty only, and in the Nagpur-Balaghat

portion of the Central Provinces are referred to as a portion of the

metamorphic and crystalline complex.

It is supposed that during the deposition of the Dharwar sediments

manganese oxides were sometimes deposited chemically from solution.

7
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In places where the degree of metamorphism to which these rocks were

subsequently subjected was not great, any layers of manganese oxides

were consolidated into manganese-ores, mechanically mixed with any

impurities that may have been mechanically deposited with the

manganese oxides. A good example of this is the Balaghat manganese-

ore deposit.

But in places where these sediments with their manganiferous layers

were subjected to considerably more intense metamorphism, through

being folded in to a greater depth, a chemical reaction often took

place between the manganese oxides and the clay or sand mixed

with them. The result of such interaction was the formation of

manganiferous silicates, especially the manganese-garnet, spessartite, and

to a less extent the manganese-pyroxene, rhodonite. The series of

rocks thus formed has been designated the gondite series after the race

of so-called aborigines in the Central Provinces, known as the Gonds. The

rocs of this series are of course only one particular facies of the

Dharwar series. They are found principally in the Balaghdt, Bhandara,

Chhindwara, and Nagpur districts, in the Central Provinces ; at Kajli-

dongri in Jhabua State, Central India ; and at Jothvad in Narukot

State, Bombay.

By the subsequent oxy-alteration of these manganese-sihcate-rocks

manganese-ores have been formed. As they are supposed to have been

formed in depth, they are referred to as deep secondary ores, to distinguish

them from the outcrop secondanj ores, often formed by the replacement

of Dharwar rocks at the surface.

The rocks and ores of the gondite series are found associated with

a ' country ' of phyllites, schists, quartzites, and gneisses. Manganese-

ores are also found in crystalline limestones in association with the

manganiferous epidote, piedmontite. Now the determination of the

origin of these ores obviously depends upon determining that of the

crystalline limestones. I have elsewhere put forward an opinion that

some of the crystalline limestones of the Chhindwara district have been

formed by the chemical alteration of quartz-pyroxenes-gneisses under

the influence of waters containing carbon dioxide. Briefly the idea is

as follows :

—

Amongst the sediments deposited in Dharwar times, there must
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have been some calcareous ones, deposited chemically. Sometimes

these were pure and sometimes they were rendered impure by ad-

mixture, at the time of deposition, with mechanical sediments, such as

sand and clay. When this series of sediments was metamorphosed the

pure calcareous sediments were converted direct into crystalline

limestones, whilst the impure ones, owing to interactions between the

calcareous matter and the sand and clay, were converted into gneisses

with the liberation of carbon dioxide. These gneisses are the ones I

have called quartz-pyroxene- gneisses. On the amelioration of the condi-

tions of pressure and temperature under which these gneisses were

formed, the carbon dioyide set free during their formation was

able to attack the gneisses and bring about their more or less

complete conversion into crystalline limestones, studded with accessory

minerals, representing the constituents of the gneisses that were able to

escape or resist this attack by carbon dioxide. In places amongst the

original calcareous sediments, manganese oxides were chemically

deposited, sometimes pure and at other times admixed with calcareous

and other impurities. When these sediments were metamorphosed

they were, if sufficiently pure, converted direct into crystalHne lime-

stones containing manganese-ore or piedmontite, according to whether

the manganese oxides were deposited pure or admixed with calcareous

matter. But where the whole mass of the sediment was impure, owing

to admixture with sand, clay, etc., the resultant rock seems to have

been a piedmontite-gneiss. This has been subsequently attacked with

formation of piedmontite-limestone in the same way as the quartz-

pyroxene-gneiss has been converted into limestone without piedmontite.

It should be noticed that for the sediments to yield a gneiss on

metamorphism they must have contained some felspathic material.

It is doubtful if any considerable proportion of the manganese-ores

in crystalline limestones has been formed by the subsequent chemical

alteration of the manganese silicate, piedmontite ; it seems more

probable that in the majority of cases the manganese-ore was formed

direct, by the compression of the manganese-oxide sediment originally

deposited. Where, however, the limestones contain spessartite and

rhodonite, as well as piedmontite, some ores seem to have been formed

by secondary alteration ; but such ores do not seem to be of any

commercial importance.

72
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ateritoid ores):—

metamorphosed type of

\ Psilomelane and p5T0.

> lusite
;

rarely braun.

) ite and hollandite.

I

1 Psilomelane, pyrolusite,

I"

wad, pseudo-manga-

I

nite, and polianite(?).

J

At the end of this chapter the following classification is given of the

manganese-ores associated with the Dharwar rocks :

—

Classification, according to origin, of the manganese-ores associated with

the Dhdrwdr rocks.

A. W^tli the less metamorphosed type of
|

Dharwars :—
(a) .

—

Primary ores :
—

Balatiiiat*

Panch Mahals*
Singlibluim*(?)

(b) . —Outcrop secondary ores

Dharwar .

Jabalpur*
Mysore* .

North Kanara .

Panch Mahfils .

Sandur Hills* .

Singbhum*
B. With the more

Dharwars :—
(a)

—

Primary ores :
—

a- Associated with the gondite series.

Probably some in nearly all the areas men-
tioned in c.a*

IB. Associated with crystalline limestones.

Nagpur district* ....
(h).—Outcrop secondary ores:—

o. Associated with the gondite s?ries.

Probably some in nearly all the areas

mentioned in ca.

/3. In cavit'es in crystalline limestone.

Nagpur district . . .

(c) .

—

Deep secondary ores

:

—
a. Associated with spessartite- and rhodonite-

bearing rocks (the gondite series)

Narukot
Jhabua*
Palaghat*

Bhandara* ,

Chhindwara*
Nagpm-*

/3. Associated with crystalline limestones contain-

ing piedmontite, often spessartite, and

rarely rhodonite.

Chhindwara* .....
Na2pur ......

C. In latorite resting on the Dharwars :
—

l^elgautn* ......
Goa*
Jabalpr.r

• Occurroncca being worked in 1907

I
Same as c.a.

) Hollandite,

) psilomelane.

braunite,

Soft, dirty ores

melane and
I site.

Pyrolusite.

;
psilo.

pyrolu-

Psilomelane, braunite
;

rarely hollandite,

sitaparite, vreden-

burgite.

J

) Psilomelane, braunite,

) and lioUandite.

") Psi'omelane, pyrolu.

site, pseudo-man
ganite, and wad.
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[CHAPTER XV.]

The Gondite Series.

In this chapter the geology and origin of the portion of the Dhiirwar

Series known as the gondite series is discussed in some detail.

The main conclusions as to origin are :

—

1. That portions of the metamorphic and crystalline complex

with which the manganese- bearing rocks of the gondite

series are associated in the districts of Chhindwara, Nagpur,

Bhandara, and Balaghat, are the more highly metanior-

phosed equivalents of the locks that have been designated

the Chilpi Ghat series in the Balaghat district.

2. That the manganese-bearing rocks are not intrusive in these

metamorphosid sedimeiits, but have been formed by the

metamorphism of manganese-bearing sediments deposited

contemporaneously with the sands, clays, and impure grits,

from which these quartzites, mica»schiats, and gneisses

were formed.

One of the most important reasons for the second conclusion is the

evidence that the mica-schists, spessarti'ce-bearing rocks, and gneisses,

of Ukua in the Balaghat district, are stratigraphically ecjuivah nt to the

phyllites, interbanded manganese- ores andquartzitts, and conglomeratic

grits, respectively, of the Balaghat deposit.
tt r .

[CHAPTER XVI.]

The Gondite continued.

In this chapter are given lists of the minerals found in and associat-

ed with the rocks of the gondite series. This is followed by a brief

account of the petrology of the series, with lists of the numerous rocks.

A few of these are described. The most important is gondite. This

is a rock composed of a mixture of quartz and spessartite-garnet in vary-

ing proportions. It is typically fine-grained, so that it sometimes

looks at first sight like a quartzite. But it may be very coarse-grained,

when the spessartite often occuis as well-formed crystals of considerable

beauty.
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[CHAPTER XYIL]

The Gondite Bevies—concluded.

In a discussion of the chemical composition of the series it is shown

that gondite and rhodonite-quartz-rock would have the compositions

shown below, according as the constituent minerals were present in

equal proportions by weight or by volume :

—

(SPESSAEiniiQu'^TZ-ROCK.) !

BH01,0NIIJi.QI7ABIZ-E0CK.

I

Equal parts
by weight.

Equal parte
by volume.

Equal parts
by weight.

Equal parts
by volume.

MnO . . , .
• 21 46 26-25 27-02 31-25

ALiOj t • • • • 10-29 12-57

SiOo ..... 68-25 6118 72-98 68-75

An actual analysis of a piece of typical gondite from the Chhind-

wara district corresponds to the following mineral composition :

—

By weight. By volume.

Spessartite 57-94 46-30

Quartz 42-06 53-70

The spessartite is not, however, of the theoretical composition

corresponding to the formula 3MnO.Al203.3Si02, but has a part of

the MnO replaced by FeO, CaO, and MgO.

The question of the alteration of the rocks of the gondite series

with formation of manganese-ores is then discussed ; the conclusions

arrived at as to the origin of the gondite series and the associated

manganese-ores may be summed up as follows :

Points that may be considered as fairly certain :

—

1. The rocks of the gondite series are the product of the metamor-

phism of the less pure manganiferous sediments of Dharwar

age, the metamorphism of these sediments having taken

place towards the end of the Dharwar period.
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2. A portion of the ores has been formed directly by the compres-

sion of the purest of the original manganese-oxide sedi-

ments.

3. Another portion of the ores has been formed by the subsequent

alteration of the manganese silicates produced by the above-

mentioned metamorphism.

Points that are more doubtful :—

4. The ores formed by the alteration of the rocks of the gondite

series were formed by a combined decomposition and

replacement of the gondite, spessartite-rock, or rhodonite-

rock, as the case may be.

5. The alteration of manganese-silicates to manganese-ores took

place at the close of the Dharwar period of folding, and

hence in Archaean times.

6. The alteration took place at considerable depths, so that, taken

in conjunction with the supposition that a portion of the

ores are merely compressed manganese-oxide sediments,

workable ores may be expected to extend in some places

to as great a depth as the rocks of the gondite series,

7. The alteration was due to the attack on the manganese-silicate

-

rocks by waters containing either carbon dioxide or

sulphuric acid, more probably the former ; and also oxygen.

8. The carbon dioxide may have been a portion of that liberated

in the conversion of original impure calcareous sediments

into the quartz-pyroxene-gneisses of this area ; and the

oxygen a portion of that liberated in the conversion of

original impure manganiferous sediments into the manga-

nese-silicate-rocks

.

9. A small proportion of softish and more or less porous ore has

been formed since the rocks of the gondite series were

exposed at the surface, and is probably still bemg formed.

[CHAPTER XIX.]

Manganese in La' erite.

Laterite consists essentially of a mixture of hydiated oxides of iroil

and alumina, with often a considerable percentage ef titania, and
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sometimes a large percentage of manganese oxide, although laterite

is often quite free from this constituent. When iron oxides

predominate the rock may be of value as an ore of iron ; when it

consists chiefly of oxide of aluminium it is known as bauxite and

is of use as an ore of aluminium; whilst when manganese oxides

predominate, usually in the form of psilomelane, pyrolusite, or wad,

the rock is an ore of manganese.

Laterites can be divided into two main divisions according to their

situation, namely low-level laterite and high-level laterite. The only

authenticated occurrence of manganese in low-level laterite is in Goa.

The high-level laterite is found in its best development on the Deccan

plateau, and in the Central Provinces and Central India. It is usually

confined between the elevations of 2,000 and 7,000 feet. Numerous

theories have been advanced to account for the origin of high-level

laterite ; of these the following are the most important :

—

1. H. B. Medlicott and W. T. Blanford consider two possible

methods of formation : namely that the rock has been

formed as the result of the alteration in situ of various

rocks, especially of basalt, and that it may be a sedimen-

tary rock. They give objections to both hypotheses.

2. F. K. Mallet supposes that the laterite may have been formed

in lakes occupying shallow depressions on the surface of

the Deccan Trap, at the close of its period of eruption,

by being precipitated as oxides of iron from waters drain-

ing into the lakes, partly by the action of oxidizing

influences, and partly as the result of the vital activity of

organisms, such as algae, living in the lakes.

3. T. H. Holland suggests that the rock is formed in situ, as the

result of the chemical alteration of rocks, the energy

necessary for the breaking up of the siUcates being derived

from the vital activity of organisms.

4. E. W. Wetherell supposes that the laterite of the Bangalore

and Kolar districts in Mysore is of detrita! origin and was

formetl by the washing of the decomposed surface detritus

of the svrrounding elevated ground into a lake, where it

became mixed with non-detrital material to a small extent.
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and was subsequently cemented by the action of segrega-

tive tendencies, due to the presence of some organism in

the lake, such as one allied to Girvanella. This theory

is only a variant of Mallet's.

5. J. M. Maclareu, relying on a very clear section at Talevadi in

the Belgaum district, holds that lateritic deposits are

derived from mineralized solutions brought to the surface

by capillarity, and are essentially replacements—mechani-

cal or metasomatic— of soil, or of rock decomposed in situ,

or of both.

An actual case is then considered, namely the bauxitic lateritfc of

the Yeruli plateau in the Satara district. The conclusion arrived at

is that the uppermost portion of this l iteritehas been formed in the way

supposed by Mallet, and that the underlying portions have been formed

by the chemical alteration of the trap rocks in situ. And the point is

emphasized that no one theory of origin can be appUed to all laterites,

but that each case must be considered on its merits.

In the formation of laterite manganese often seems to have been

entirely removed. When present it does not seem to form intimate

mixtures with the oxides of iron and alumina in the same way as these

two do with one another ; on the other hand it nearly always appears

as definite segregations in the ordinary laterite, although there are

exceptions to this. Of all the many occurrences of manganese-ore in

lateritic rocks, however, only three are in rocks that would be called

laterite without hesitation. These are the occurrences of Goa, Talevadi

in Belgaum, and Gosalpur in the Jabalpur district.

The remainder of the occurrences of manganese- ore are in a rock

that some geologists would probably designate laterite ; but others

would probably object to the application of this term. The rock

referred to has a lateritic aspect and usually consists of a cavernous

mixture of various oxides of iron, chiefly hard limonite, yellow ochre,

and soft hematite. When no other constituents are present, the rock

often resembles typical laterite so closely in its structures and mineral

composition that when detached from its rock masses it could not be

distinguished from pieces of ordinary ferruginous laterite (of non-

detrital origin). It frequently contains ores of manganese—wad.
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psilomelane, or pyrolusite—irregularly mixed with iron-ores. But this

rock does not always consist entirely of iron and manganese-ores. It

often contains patches of quartz, quartzite, slate, or phyllite. Under

the microscope it is seen that these are residual pieces of rock set in a

matrix of ore, and that the latter has been formed by the metasomatic

replacement of. the former. Examination of the masses of rock in the

field, especially as revealed in the workings for manganese, confirms

this deduction, and shows that there is a downward passage from the

lateritic mass of iron and manganese-ore at the surface, through rock

containing more and more quartzite, slate, or other rock, and less and

less ore, to a rock free from all signs of ore. As the rocks that have

undergone this conversion into ores by metasomatic replacement do

not usually contain more than a very small proportion of manganese,

it is e\adent that the manganese must have been brought in from

outside by percolating waters. On account of the Hmited extent of

each of these masses of rock, their different elevations, their want of

horizontal bases, and the numerous cases in which the rock contains

angidar fragments of other rocks, most geologists would probably

prefer to consider these occurrences as distinct from the masses of

typical laterite occurring in horizontal sheets, often of considerable

extension, and free from included fragments of rock different in

character from the laterite. For this reason these occurrences are

referred to in this Memoir as lateritoid, to indicate their similarity to

laterite, and yet introduce a distinction. It is evident that my
views as to the origin of these masses of lateritoid and their included

manganese-ores are practically identical with Maclaren's theory of the

origin of laterite in general. The high-level laterite of Talevadi on which

Maclaren bases his theory undoubtedly is related to the lateritoid

occurrences, and may be considered as the connecting link between

lateritoid and true high-level laterite.

The term lateritic is taken to include both true laterite, high-level

and low-level, and lateritoid, and the following classification is given

of the lateritic manganese-ores :—

Classification of the deposits of lateritic manganese-ores.

I.—In low -level 'aterite :

—

1. Goa.

2. Chengalput.
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II.—In high-level laterite :

—

(a) On the Deccan Trap :

—

i. Bidar.

' 2. Bijapur (Ingleswara)

(6) On the Dharwars :

—

1. Talevadi in Belgaum.

III.—In lateiitoid (always on the Dharwars) :

—

^ 1. Bengal:—^Singhbhum.

2. Bombay :—Dharwar, North Kanara.

3. Central Provinces :—Jabalpur.

4. Goa.

5. Madras :—Bellary, Sandur.

6. Mysure :— Chitaldrug, Kadur, Shimoga, Tumkur.

IV.—^In lateritic soil resting on the Deccan Trap :

—

1. Satara.

V.—Exact mode of occurrence unknown :

—

1. Morbhanj.

Although as a rule the lateritic deposits are not of great economic

importance, yet the deposits of one area—the Sandur Hills—compare

favourably, as regards total quantity of ore available near the surface,

with those of almost any other area in India of similar size.

[CHAPTER XX.]

Mang-anese in the Tertiary and Recent Formations.

Several interesting occurrences of manganese-ore of recent age are

noticed, and then the origin of deep-sea manganese nodules is discu.s,?ed.

From a consideration of the figures put forward by Murray it is

concldded that had all the manganese that is being constantly brought

into the oceans by the rivers remained in solution, every cubic mile

of sea-water would now contain 1,140,600 tons of manganese sesqui-

oidde, so that the manganese would form 0*7% of the total salts

dissolved in sea-water. Since analyses of the total salts omit any

reference to manganese, it is concluded that most of the manganese

must have been removed from solution in the waters of the ocean.

Reasoning from this point of view, and also considering the hypotheses
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previously put forward, the following ideas as to the origin of the

deep-sea manganese nodules are formed :

—

1. The manganese, although probably partly derived from cosmic

dust and volcanic debris, has been mostly precipitated

from solution in sea-water, the manganese salts having

been originally brought into the sea by rivers.

2. The manganese oxide, although possibly partly precipitated as

a result of the \ntal processes of organism?, both vegetable

and animal, ha«! been mainly precipitated by calcium

carbonate aided by the process of segregation from solution

round a nucleus.

3. Where the sea bottom consists largely of calcareous sediments,

the precipitation may have been brought about mainly by

the solution of some of this calcium carbonate, with the
ft

deposition of an equivalent amount of manganese oxide,

owing to the presence of free oxygen

4. Where the sea-bottom consists of red clay, it does so because

the depths are there so great that the tests of thin-shelled

organisms are completely dissolved by the sea-water before

they reach the bottom. The calcareous matter in being

dissolved deposits an equivalent amount of manganese

oxide, which descends to the bottom, and there acts as a

nucleus for the segregative extraction of manganese from

the waters at the sea-bottom. The deposition of mangan-

ese oxide by means of calcium carbonate associated with

the red clays probably also occurs to a subordinate extent,

for the shells of thick-shelled organisms may reach the

bottom before being entirely dissolved.
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[Part ill.]

[ECONOMICS AND MINING.]

[CHAPTER XXI.]

History of the Indian Manganese Industry.

From time immemorial manganese-ores have been worked to a small

extent by the natives of India, the uses to which they put the ores

being in glass-making, as surma for the eye-brows, and in the manufac-

ture of special brands of iron. And in connection with this it is

interesting to note that there is at least one word that apparently

signifies manganese-ore as distinct from other ores. This is waral, used

by the Dhavads of Mahabaleshwar.

It was not until 1892, however, that any attempt was made to work

the Indian deposits for export to the European and American markets.

During the following years the manganese-quarrying industry has

spread to many parts of India, and the export of this commodity has

now reached such a large figure that in 1906 India reached the first

place as a producer of manganese-ore, which position she probably

retained during 1907.

The following table shows the dates at which the industry started in

the various parts of India :

—

District or State. Province. War

Vizagapatam . Madras ...... 1892

Nagpur .... Central Provinres..... 1899

Ealaghat Ditto 1901

Bhandara Ditto 1901

Jhabua .... Central India ..... 1903

Singhbhum Bengal ...... 1904
Belgaum Bombay ...... 1905

Sandur .... Madras ...... 1905

Shimoga.... Mysore ...... 1905

Panch Mahals . Bombay ...... 1906
Chhindwara Central Provinces . . . 1906
Goa .... Pol tuguese India ..... 1906
Chitaldrug Alysore ...... 1906
Tumkur.... Ditto 1906
Las Eela Baluchistan...... 1907
Jabalpur ' Central Province?..... 1907
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An account of tte fluctuations in the price of nianganose-ore is also

given.

[CHAPTER XXII.]

Statistics of Production of Manganese-ore in India.

Detailed figures of production (as far as possible of ore raised and

not ore railed) are given deposit by deposit, based largely on

information obtained direct from tlie mine operators. It is only by

obtaining the figures of output given separately for each deposit

in this way that one can hope to be able to check the accuracy of

the information supplied. Hence it is hoped that these figures will

be taken as superseding those previously issued in the reports of the

Chief Inspector of Mines in India, and in the Annual Reviews of

Mineral Production in India. The annual output figures are sum-

marized in the following table :

—

Year.
Baluchis-
tan.

Bengal. Bombay. central
India.

Central
Pro\incos.

Madras. Mysore. Totals.

Long tons. Long tons. Long ton=. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long ton«.
1892 674 674
1893 3,130 3,130
1894 11,410 11,410
1895 15,816 15,816
1896 56,869 56,869
1897 74,-4fi7 74,467
1898 62,980 62,980
1899 84,652 84,652
1900 47", 257 92,008 139,265
1901 81.263 76,473 157,736
1902 76,154 68,171 144,325
1903 e'.soo 107,947 63,074 177,821
1904 11,564 85,024 53,602 150,190
1905 '640 30,251 151,547 64,989 247,427
1906 I'ooo 7,520 50,073 351,880 114,710 46,312 571,495
1907 15 2,933 22,617 35,743 540,577 159,219 112,807 873,911

Totals. 15 3,933 30,777 134,431 1,441,649 1,002,244 159,119 2,772,168

Note ;—In 1907 some 7,000 to 8,000 tons of nian;'anese-ore were mined i 1 Goa.

Nine of the Indian deposits have yielded over 100,000 tons of

manganese-ore up till the end of 1907. They are as follows :

—

Garbbam
Kodur mines
Balagliat

Kandri
Mansar
Lohdongri
Kajlidongri

Kumsi
Chikbla 1

Totnl output in
long tons.

553,140

276,364
210601
175,726

154,358

147,787

I.34,431

II.3,667

100,477
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After comparing the Indian output figures with the variations in

price, tables are given showing the output of manganese-ore and. man-

ganiferous iron-ore by the various countries of the world since 1890.

Tables showing the yearly exports of Indian manganese-ore and the

distribution of it when exported are also given.

[CHAPTER XXITL]

Labour and Costs of Production.

The daily number of workers employed in the Indian manganese

quarries has risen from about 1,000 in 1895 to about 14,000 in 1906,

and probably about 20,000 in 1907.

The various items in the cost of putting Indian manganese-ore on

the markets in Europe and America are considered, and the following

figures are deduced as representing the average cost per ton of dehveting

ore from the various producing provinces c. i. f. at English and Con-

tinental ports :

—

Average Cost of Indian Manganese-ore delivered c. i. /. at English and

Continental Ports.

Area from which derived.
Port from which

exported.
Average cost

per ton.

Rs. a.

Central Provinces ..... Bombay 26 14

Ditto Calcutta . 31 6

Jhabua, Central India ..... Bombay . 22 1

Vizagapatam, Madras ..... Vizagapatam 23 7

Sandur, Madras ..... Mormugao 23 7

Mysore ....... Mormugao 29 8
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[CHAPTER XXIV.]

Valuation and Chemical Composition of Manganese-ores.

Ores of manganese and iron are usually classified for commercial

purposes into tliree groups :—manganese -ores, manganiferous iron-ores,

and iron- ores. The second term is considered to be too loosely applied
;

it is used to include ores containing a mucli larger percentage of man-

ganese than of iron, i e., for ores that woidd be more accurately

designated ferruginous manganese-ores. For classifying ores containing

an amount of Mn + Fe equal to 50% or over the following figures are put

forward :

—

Mn per cent. Fe per cent.

Manganese-ores ...... 40—63 0—10

Ferruginous manganese -ores .... 25—50 10—30

Manganiferous iron-ores .... 5—30 30—65

Iron-ores ....... 0-5 45—70

Analytical figures are then given of samples and hand-specimens of

Indian ores from the various districts and States, and also of the

cargoes as received at Middlesborough ; and for comparison a table is

given of analyses of manganese -ores from all parts of the world.

Reference is also made to the following of the rarer constituents of

Indian manganese-ores :—Al, Ba, Ca, Mg, K, Na, As, S, Co, Ni, Cu, Pb,

Zn, Ti, combined water, and CO2.

[CHAPTER XXV.]

Value of the Indian Manganese-ore Production.

By making use of the figures of cost of production given in the

previous chapter and the curr.^nt market values of the Indian ore

according to its analysis, detailed f.gures of the /. 0. b. or export value
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of the ore produced in each area are worked out. They are summarized

in the following table :
—

Export Values in Sterling, f. o. b. at Indian Ports, of the Manganese-ore

produced in the various Provinces of India from 1892 to 1907.

Jt ear.
Baluchis-

tan.
BengaL

:

Bombay. Central
India.

Central
Provinces.

Madras. Mysore. Totals.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

1,050 1,0.50

18U3 4,460 4,460
1891 11,220 11,220
1895 14,037 i 4,037
1896 66,821 66,821
1897 80,362 80,362
1898 55,895 55,895
1899 :: 91,354 91,354
IflOO 100,618 125,744 226,362
1901 133,407 82,527 215,934
1902 93.923 57,093 151.016
1903 5,638 138,982 43,889 188,509
1904 9,588 91,047 37,298 .. 137,933
1905 "l9 19,159 162,281 41,972 223,431
1906 1,417 1.3,904 70,938 700.828 114,212 6*7,779 969,078
1907 20 5,010 46,880 61,061 1,193,774 238,300 203,420 1,748,465

Totals. 20 6,427 60.803 166,3S4 2,614,860 1,066,234 271,199 4,185,927

In comparing the value of the manganese-ore with that of other

minerals produced in India it is usual to use the export value of the

manganese-ore. According to this method manganese-ore was the sixth

in order of value for the years 190.3 to 1905, and third in 1906 and 1907

But the true value on the world's markets is the c. i. f. value of the.

ore. Inserting this in the table of values and making a few corres-

ponding alterations in the figures for other Indian minerals, manganese-

ore is seen to stand fourth in order of value in 1906 and third in 1907.

Most of the other Indian mineral products are not, however, valued in

the raw condition, but in the condition in which they are fit for man's

use. If the manganese ore be given the value the manganese has when

converted into ferro-manganese, then manganese- ore shares the first

place with coal as regards value. Since, however, the value to India is

the export value of the ore, and not either its c. i. /., or ferro-manganese

value, it is evident that the difference between the export value and

the ferro-manganese value may be taken as a rough measure of the

loss that India suffers by exporting its ore in the raw condition, instead

of smelting it in the country. The following table shows the value o

the Indian output of manganese-ore for the years 1905, 1906 and
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1907, according to the three different methods of evaluating, and also

the total value from the beginning of the industry to 1907 :

—

Year.
Export or

/. 0. b. value.
1 c. i. /. vnlue.

' Ferro-manganese
value.

£ £ £

1905 .... 223,431 454,364 2,096,952

1906 .... 969,079 1,502,471 4,971,998

1907 .... 1,748,465 2,564,115 5,024,982

1892—1907 4,185,927 6,773,283 17,422,692

[ CHAPTERS XXVI AND XXVII.]

The Mining and Quarrying of Manganese-ores.

In the former of these chapters the way in which it would be best

to work the Indian manganese-ore deposits, taking into consideration

their geological structure, is considered. In the second chapter a

description is given of the methods actually in use in the Indian man-

ganese quarries, and attention is drawn to the waste of valuable ore

that takes place in some quarries with the present methods of work.

And to show that in some countries it is thought worth while to em-

ploy more elaborate methods in mining the ores, to win lower grade

ores than are considered worth notice in India, and, ii necessary, to

subject the ore when won to some sort of mechanical concentration,

a short account is given of methods in vogue in Brazil, Virginia,

Pacama, and other countries.

[CHAPTER XXVIII.]

The Uses of Manganese.

An attempt is made in this chapter to bring together such facts

as are available concerning the manufacture of spiegel-eisen and ferro-

manganese, the literature of which is very scanty and scattered. It is
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shown that the difference between the cost of the materials that would

be required to manufacture ferro-manganese in India, and the price

the alloy produced would fetch on the European and American markets

is so large that it is improbable that the other items in the manufac-

ture of this alloy besides the cost of materials—and concerning which

no figures are available—would account for the whole of this difference

;

and in fact that it is not improbable that considerable profit would

attach to the manufacture of ferro-manganese in India, once a market

for it had been obtained.

Accounts are also given of the use of manganese-ore in India in

native iron-smelting, in colouring glass and enamels, and for pottery,

and of the use and valuation of peroxide ores as a source of oxygen.
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THE

MANGANESE-ORE DEPOSITS OF INDIA

PART I

INTRODUCTION AND MINERALOGY

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.
History of the investigation—Scope of this Memoir—Acknowledgments—Analy-

tical work—The visitor to India—Literature of Indian manganese-ore deposits

—

Literature of foreign manganese-ore deposits.

Nature of manganese—Origin of the word ' manganese'—Recognition as a

new element—Distribution in Nature—In the mineral kingdom—In the vegetable

kingdom—In the animal kingdom.

Although it has long been known that ores of manganese exist in

„ , , various widely separated parts of India, yet it
History of the investi- ior>, i •

,

gation. was not until 1891 that any serious attempt was

made to work them. In that year a syndicate,

which later was formed into the Vizianagram Mining Company, Limited,

fitarted work on the deposits of the Vizagapatam district, Madras, the first

export of ore taking place in 1892 ; since then prospecting over various

parts of India has led to the discovery of many other deposits, and to the

opening up both of the newly discovered deposits and of those that were

previously known and had been noticed in Ball's Economic Geology.

The production of manganese-ore in India has increased almost con-

tinuously from year to year, so that this country has taken a higher

and higher place amongst the manganese-producing countries of the

world. In 1906, India probably reached the first place, which she is

likely to retain for at least the present year. Before the beginning of the

I fi 2
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industry the Geological Survey was in possession of nearly all the

information—summarized in Ball's Economic Geology and Mallet's

Mineralogy—that was available concerning the Indian manganese-ore

deposits. But, as so often happens when a particular set of mineral

deposits is first opened up, our knowledge of the deposits did not increase

commensurately ^vith the development of the industry ; and the geologi-

cal evidence made available by the opening up of the manganese

quarries was neglected. Consequently by the year 1903 there was a

flourishing industry in our midst about which the Geological Survey

knew very little ; and in this same year I was deputed by Dr. Holland,

Director of the Geological Survey, to investigate the manganese-ore

deposits of India.

During the previous field season (1902-03) I had, in company
with Jlr. E. Vredenburg, first come into contact with manganese-ore

deposits in the field
;
namely, in Indore State and the Dhar Forest ra

Central India, and in the Hoshangabad and Nimar districts in the Central

Provinces. During the ensuing field seasons I visited the following

manganese areas :

—

1903-04.—Nagpur, Chhindwara, Bhandara, Balaghat and Jabal-

pur districts. Central Provinces.

1904-05.—Jabalpur district, Central Provinces
;
Ganjam and Viza-

gapatam districts, Madras
;
Singhbhmn district, Bengal ; Jhabua State,

Central India ; Panoh Mahals and Satara districts and Narukot State,

Bombay.

In December, 1906, I was able to revisit the deposits of Kandri,

Mansar, Satak, Beldongri, Lohdongri, Kacharwahi, Waregaon, Mandri,

and Manegaon, in the Nagpur district, and bring my knowledge with

regard to these deposits up to date. I was also able to examine two fresh

deposits : Panchala in Nagpur and Asalpani II (Karli) in Bhandara.

During August and September, 1907, I made a brief examination

of a few of the deposits in the Sandur State, Bellary district, Madras ;

and during September, in the Chitaldrug, Kadur, Shimoga, and Tumkur
districts, Mysore. In October and November, 1907, I found a few

occurrences of manganese-ore in the Nilgiri Hills, and in the latter

month paid a short visit to some of the deposits in the Portuguese

territory of Goa. In December, 1907, I visited Talevadi in Belgaum,

and revisited parts of the Central Provinces ; whilst in January, 1908,

I was abl'; to examine Leda Hill in Singbbhum.
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Of the manganese areas not examined by me, Mr. J. M. Maclaren

visited the Belgaum and Dharwar districts (in 1905) ; and he has kindly

supplied me vnth notes and specimens from the deposits of these parts.

During the field season of 1906-07 Messrs. H. Walker and A. M.

Heron, whilst working in the Jhabua State, were able to examine some

unimportant deposits not visited by me ; I have made use of their notes

in amplifying the account of the deposits of Jhabua.

It will thus be seen that some considerable time has elapsed since the

main body of the field work was carried out. Before the investigation

was begun, the little knowledge we had about this mineral did not lead

us to expect results of more than ordinary interest. The field-work,

however, showed that the manganese-ore deposits are in some parts,

notably the Central Provinces, Vizagapatam, Jhabua, and Narukot,

associated with most interesting and fascinating series of rocks ; and that

the deposits themselves contain many rare minerals and not a few spe-

cies and varieties new to science. It was felt that even bare justice could

not be done to the subject without a somewhat detailed investigation of

these rocks and minerals.

Further, diiring the laboratory examination of these specimens,

fresh specimens, and information relative to the discovery of new

deposits of manganese-ore, have been pouring in from miners and pros-

pectors in all parts of India. Hence the delay in the appearance of this

accomit of the Indian manganese-ore deposits. The gap has been to a

certain extent filled by the publication of the paper entitled ' Manganese

in India ', referred to on page 11. It was read on March 26th, 1906,

and published in the autumn of the same year.

I have endeavoured to treat the subject of this Memoir with some

, , .
fullness, from each of the following points of

fecope of this Memoir. . tt- i • . i • i i

View :—Mmeralogical (Fart I), geological and

genetic (Part II), economic (Part HI), and descriptive (Part IV). I have

not, however, been able to keep in touch with all the fresh discoveries,

and can usually give only meagre accounts of deposits not visited by

myself or one of my colleagues. Even whilst this work is passing through

the press fresh discoveries are being made, accounts of which it will be

impossible to include. But although I have not been able to examine

every known deposit, I do not think I have missed any important type.

In the descriptive part of this Memoir I have given fairly detailed

accounts of a large number of deposits. It might be thought that a
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general account of the deposits of each type would have been sufl&-

cient. Almost every deposit, however, has its own peculiarities and

interesting features, structural, mineralogical, or petrological ; whilst

such details of the structure of each deposit as can be given will be

very useful to the mining commimity, in helping to the rational develop-

ment of the deposits. In the mineralogical section I have described

several new species and varieties of minerals, in sufficient detail to war-

rant the bestowal of new names ; most of these descriptions are, however,

incomplete ; but I hope that it may be possible in the future to investi-

gate some of the many points that still require elucidation. There are

several other minerals that are probably new, but which I have not been

able to examine in any detail. Nevertheless for the sake of convenience

and future reference, I have given an account of their characters as far

as they have been determined ; these points may require some modifi-

cation when the minerals are examined in more detail. During the

microscopic examination of thin sections of the rocks, I detected several

other minerals that were not visible macroscopically, and could not

be identified at the time. Whether they are new minerals, or previously

known but rare minerals, has not been determined. They are not

mentioned in this Memoir. As the fulness of the mineralogical treat-

ment might render this work less useful to mining men, and prevent it

from being of use to them in the identification of the minerals they find,

I have inserted at the head of each of the more important minerals

a short account of its chief features as given in Dana's System of

Mineralogy, 6th Edition, and appendices.^ Further, I have added a

chapter on the identification of the Indian manganese minerals, which

will, I hope, enable anyone with a little mineralogical knowledge to iden-

tify the minerals commonly found in the Indian manganese-ore

deposits. The treatment of the economic side of the subject is not as full

as I should have liked, particularly with regard to the details of costs of

working and despatch to the smelting centres ; but that the mining

community should often be reticent on these points is not surprising,

considering the keen competition that exists in the manganese industry.

Such information as I possess relative to the economics of the subject

has been obtained through the courtesy of the
Acknowledgments. . , p .i • •

various members oi the mmmg community, com-

panies, syndicates, and individuals. Further, I must express here my
indebtedness to the various companies and syndicates for the permission,

1 It is this edition of this well-known work that I shall refer to as Dana's Mineral,

ogy in the body of this Memoir.
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always readily given, to visit their properties and publish freely any

information obtained. I am also deeply grateful to the managers of these

companies and syndicates, and to the managers of the various mines,

for the courtesy with which they have in every way facilitated my visits

to their properties ; for the readiness with which they have answered

questions, sometimes, perhaps, of too inquisitive a nature ; and lastly

for the kind way in which they have often personally shown me the main

features of their deposits, so that I have been able to carry out a detailed

examination with the salient points already grasped.

I cannot do better than quote here a remark of that eminent expon-

ent of the science of ore-deposits, Professor Franz Posepny. In his

work entitled ' The Genesis of Ore-Deposits ', p. 3, (1902), he sa^s

' Mining, indeed, constantly furnishes fresh evidences in new openings, but it

destroys the old at the same time ; and if these are not preserved for science

before it is too late, they are lost forever. The whole mining industry is in its

nature transitory ; but the nation, whi^h intrusts to the miner, upon certain con-

ditions, the extraction of its mineral wealth, has a right to demand that the

knowledge thus gained at the cost of a part of the national resources shall not be

lost to science.'

Now, although most members of the manganese-mining community

of India may not have read this passage, yet they seem to be imbued

with the spirit of it. They do not, as a rule, record these ' fresh evid-

ences ' themselves ; but they are only too willing to draw the attention

of the geologist to the discovery of what seems to them an interesting

or important exposure or mineral, and further to facilitate in every way
his personal visit to the place of interest and examination of the same.

The fault of the non-recording of every interesting piece of geological

interest exposed lies perhaps with the geologist, for he is often unable,

from pre-occupation with other work, to accept an invitation to visit

the point of interest. This fault is, however, not personal, but due to

the fact that a comparatively small body of men have the guardianship,

so to speak, of the mineral resources of an area that is almost as big as a

continent and out of all proportion to their nimabers.

If the members of the Indian manganese-mining community find

this Memoir of interest or value to themselves, I shall be happy if they

realize that it has only been rendered possible through their cordial

co-operation and friendly interest.

The various companies, syndicates and individuals to whom I am
indebted in the various ways specified above are the following :

—

Bombay Company, Limited ; Central India Mining Company, Limited
;

Central Provinces Prospecting Syndicate ; Indian Manganese Company,
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Limited ; Jambon & Cie
;
Gordon, Woodroffe & Co.

;
Jessop & Co.

;

Kiddle, Reeve & Co. ; P. Macfaydeii & Co.
;
Macqueen Bros. ; Madhu

Lall Doogar Miniag Syndicate ; New Mysore Manganese Co., Limited

;

Peninsular Minerals Company of Mysore, Limited
;

Shaw, Wallace

& Co. ;
Shimoga Manganese Company, Limited.

Messrs. R. 0. Ahlers, C. Aubert, F. G. Anderson, Cooverjee Bboja,

P. N. Bose, T. Caplen, W. H. Clark, W. W. Coen, H. D. Coggan,

R. T. Coggan, and R. D. Connell ; Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy

;

Messrs. K. C. Cowasji and E. S. T. Davies ; Miss A. E. Dawson ; Messrs.

0. Dodswortb, P. C. Dutt, W. J. Eales, F. A. H. East, J. J. Evans,

C. S. Fawcitt, H. B. Geeson, A. Ghose, J. H. GoodcHld, P. Gow,

H. M. Hance, H. R. Holmes, H. St. Jobn Jackson, S. Kiddle,

D. Laxminarayan, C. E. Low, H. C. McNeill, G. M. Pricbard, H. E.

E. Proctor, R. S. Rennie, A. D. Sanders, F. L. Scbwenk, H. Kilburn

Scott, and I. Sbrager ; Dr. W. F. Smeetb ; the late Mr. A, M. Gow
Smith; Messrs. H. F. Strickland, S. G. Stromquist, A. H. Whittle,

A. Whyte, W. Whyte, H. J. Winch, C. M. P. Wright, and E. L. Yomig.

In addition, my thanks are due to certain of the officials of the districts

and States I have had occasion to visit, for help given me whilst moving

in their respective areas ; and to certai i of my colleagues, particuJarly

Dr. HoUand,'^ Messrs. Middlemiss and Vredenburg, and Dr. Christie,

for their kindly suggestions and criticisms. I have also to thank Mr. H. B.

W. Garrick, Artist to the Geological Survey, for several excellent photo-

graphs of mineral specimens, to Avhich, however, justice has not been

done in the reproduction. Further, two students—G. G. Narke of

Nagpur and Kiran Sengupta of Calcutta—working in the laboratory

of the Geological Survey of India, have given me considerable help in

testing minerals, taking specific gravities, and compiling statistics.

A work of this sort would have been impossible withoiit a consider-

able number of analyses, both of ores and picked
Analytical work. . , . , . _

i i t

mmerai specimens, h or these 1 am largely de-

pendent on a series of 84 partial and complete analyses carried out at

the Imperial Institute by Mr. G. S. Blake, under the supervision of

Professor W. R. Dunstan, and to a further series of 67 partial and

camplete analyses carried out by Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson of

N3wcastle-on-Tyne. These have been supplemented by several other

analyses, particularly of picked specimens of minerals, carried out in the

Geological Survey laboratory, chiefly by Mr. T. R. Blyth, Assistant

Curator of the Geological Museimi, but partly by my colleague, Mr. J.

1 Now Sir Thomas H. Holland, K.C.I.E,
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Coggin Brown, and by myself. Messrs. Winch and Fawcitt have also

kindly analysed a few specimens of manganese minerals. Further I

have been supplied with a considerable series of analyses by the various

manganese mining companies, carried out partly by their own chemists,

and partly by well-known firms of chemists in England : the chemists

in India to whose analyses I have had access are Messrs. E. D. ConneU,

H. H. Dains, C. S. Fawcitt, S. A. Jones, G. M. Prichard, V. G. Speira,

H. J. Winch, and Dr. Schulten ; whilst the English firms are Messrs. J.

and H. S. Pattinson of Newcastle-on-Tyne, Pattinson and Stead of

Middlesborough, W. N. Pearson & Co. of London,- and E. EUey of

London. The fact that I have not taken any samples for analysis of

the ores of Southern India—Sandur, Mysore, Goa, and Belgaum—may
give rise to comment ; the reason is that I was not able to visit

these parts until this work was practically finished.

Should any mineralogist or geologist become sufiiciently interested

in the manganese-ore deposits of this country to
The visitor to India. • r -n i, 11 •

i r 1 •

pay it a visit, he will be well repaid for his

trouble. If he wish to see the pick of the deposits, let him visit

Kandri, Balaghat, Garbham, Kajlidongri, and Kumsi ; if he wi^h to

feast his eyes upon apparently endless and unlimited supplies of ore, let

him visit the Kamataru section of the Sandur Hills ; and if he would
like an exciting time amongst the minerals and rocks, let him visit

Kacharwahi, Sitapar, Kajlidongri, Mansar, and Kodur, for from any
one of these deposits he could coUect in a day material sufiicient to

provide him with months of research work, whilst he would probably

find minerals he had not seen before, and possibly varieties and species

new to science. I am sure the managers of the various companies

would gladly grant him permission tc visit their properties, provided

his objects were purely scientific. Should any one be unable to visit

India and yet desire to work out any of the numerous points I have
left untouched, and only a small proportion of which I can ever hope
to deal with myself, I am sure the Director of the Geological Survey
would gladly let me supply such material as I have.

In the course of this investigation I have, of course, collected and ex-

, , , amined all the literature I could find on the
Literature of Indian

i • , <• • t t
manganese-ore deposits. Subject ot manganese m India. From the list of

papers given at the end of this work it will be seen

that the subject has apparently been extensively dealt with before.

This is not the case; for most of these references are of trivial
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importance, being mere records or short accounts of isolated occur-

rences. Some of them, however, are of more importance, and to these I

shall here refer.

Leaving out a vague reference by Dr. W. Ainslie ^ in 1813 to the
occurrence of manganese in Mysore, the earliest references to the

occurrence of manganese in India are contained in two papers
by Captain F. Jenkins2 and Dr. H. W. VoyseyS, respectively,

dealing with the mineralogy and geology of the Nagpur area,

Central Provinces ; the manganese-ore deposits referred to occur in

crystalline limestone and are described in this Memoir as the Junawani
and Ghogara deposits. After this Lieutenant (and later Captain) T. J.

Newbold, F.E.S., in a series of papers on the mineralogy and geology of

Southern India published between the years 1840 and 1846, mentions
several occurrence? of manganese-ore in Madras, Bombay, Mysore,
and Haidarabad. Of these the most important are the accounts of the

occurrence in the Kappat Gudda at Chik-Vadvati 4 [the Chick
Wodoorti of Newbold], and of the lateritic manganese-ore of Bidar in

Haidarabad 5. In 1852 Dr. A. J. Scott6 published an account
with analyses of two specimens of manganese-ore from the Vizagapatam
district, he being the first to discover the existence of braunite in India.

In 1879, F. R. Mallet published two papers entitled ' On Braunite, with
Rhodonite, from near Nagpur, Central Provinces '7, and ' On Pyro-
lusite with Psilomelane occurring at Gosalpur, Jabalpur District ' 8.

On pages 326-332 of Part III, Economic Geology, of the Manual of the

Geology of India, published in 1881, V. Ball gave a very good simimary
of aU that had been written previous to this date on the subject of Indian
manganese-ores. To this work I shall refer in the body of this Memoir
as Ball's Economic Geology. A further paper by F. R. Mallet, entitled
' On Lateritic and other Manganese Ore occurring at Gosalpur. Jabalpur
district' 9, was published in 1883 ; whilst the same author on pa^es

55-59, 61, 62, 84, 90, 113, 139, 140, of Part IV, Mineralogy, of the

1 ' Materia Medica of Hindoostan', p. 57.

2 Asiatic Researches, XVIII, pt. 1, pp. 208, 210, (1833); abstract in Glean Sci I
pp. 226, 227, (1829).

'
'

3 A.i. Re,9.. XVIII, pt. 1, p. 127, (1833) ; abstract in Glean, fici., I. p. 28, (1829).
4 Madras Jour. Lit. Set., XI, pp. 44-46, (1840); and Jow, Boy. As Sac VII nn

212-214, (1843). " '

5 Jo2ir. A.S. Soc. Beng., XIII, pp. 992-995, 1002, (1844).

•

6 Edtn. New Phil. Jour.. \AU, Y>V- 277-279,(1862).
7 Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., XII, pp. 73, 74, (1879).
8 Ihid., pp. 99, 100.

9 Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., XVI, pp. 116-118, (1883).
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Manual of the Geology of India, published in 1887, gave a summary of

what was then known about the Indian manganese minerals. To this

work I shall refer as Mallet's Mineralogy. After this, two important papers

entitled ' The Manganese-iron and Manganese- ores of Jabalpur '
l

and ' The Manganiferous Iron and Manganese ores of Jabalpur '2,

respectively, were written by P. N. Bose, then of the Geological Survey

of India. The former paper deals with the economic results of an

examination of the deposits round Gosalpur and Sihora in the Jabalpur

district, Central Provinces, and the second with their geological occurrence

and origin. My own work has been summarized in Dr. Holland's

Review of Mineral Production and in his General Reports on the work of

the Geological Survey of IndiaS ; whilst I have so far published the

following papers relative to the Indian manganese-ore deposits :

—

1. Analyses of Manganese ores.^

2. ' A new form of blue Amphibole from Central India.'*

3. ' An unusual occurrence of Common Salt.'*

4. ' Notes on the Petrology and Manganese-Ore Deposits of the Sausar
Tahsil, Chhindwara district, Central Provinces. '7

5. ' On Manganite from the Sandur Hills. '8

6. ' On the Association of Gibbsite with Manganese-ore from Talevadi, Bel-

gaum district, and on Gibbsite from Bhekowli, Satara district. '9

7. ' Manganese in India.

'

Of these, the last-named paper was published in the Transactions of the

Mining and Geological Institute of India, Vol. I, pp. 69-131 (discussion

pp. 221-233). Besides various woodcuts and photographs of manganese
mines it contains three maps. It is at present out of print, but is being

reprinted and will probably be available again before this Memoir.

Those who require only a brief outline accotmt of Indian manganese-ore

deposits, I would refer to the paper mentioned rather than to the pre-

sent Memoir.

1 Rec. Q. S. I., XXI, pp. 71-89, (1888).
2 Op. cit, XXn. pp. 216-226, (1889).

3 Bee. G. S. I., XXXII, pp. 56-59 and 144-146, (1905) ; XXXIII, pp. 94-100, (1906)
XXXV, pp. 22,23.38 40,(1907).

v "
4 Op. c!<., XXXI, pp. 47, 48, (1904).
5 Ibid., pp. 235, 236.

6 Ibid., p. 237.

7 Op. cit., XXXIII, pp. 159-220, (1906), with map and photo-micrographs.
8 Ibid., pp. 229-232, with photo.

9 Op. cit., XXXIV, pp. 167-171, (1906), with photo-micrographs.
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It was my original intention to render this Memoir more complete

and generally useful by including in it a brief
Literature of foreign

. r . i <• • i •
, e

manganese-ore deposits, accoimt 01 tne loreign deposits ot manganese-ore

.

On going into the question, however, I found the

literature about this mineral to be so voluminous and the deposits so

numerous, that to do justice to the subject it would be necessary to

increase the size of this work much beyond its present dimensions. Conse-

quently I have decided to omit any account of the foreign deposits except

for comparative references in the text. Instead, however, I will give a

short bibliography, which makes no pretension to completeness, but gives

some of the more important papers dealing with this mineral. By looking

up these references, especially those deaUng with the subject in a general

way, it will be possible for anyone to obtain access to practically all

the available literature.

By far the best general account of the manganese-ore deposits of the

world is contained in A. W. Stelzner and A. Bergeat's ' Die Erzlager-

statten the first of the references classified under ' general ' below. In

this work the deposits are classified according to their origin and mode

of occurrence, whilst copious references are given to the literature of the

subject.

List of Literature of the Poreig-n Mana^anese-ore Deposits.

General.

1. A. W. Stelznek & A. Bergeat, 'Die Erzlagerstatten ', pp. 239-264, (1904);

571-576. (1905-06), Leipzig.

2. E. FucHS and L. de Launay ' Tralte des Gites Mineraux et Metallifdres ', II,

pp. 1-32, (1893), Paris.

3. R. Beck & W. H. Weed, ' The Nature of Ore Deposits', pp. 104-111, 198, 199,

535-538, (1905), New York.

4. Leon Dsmaret. ' Les principaux gisements des Minerais de Manganese du
Monde', Annales des Mines de Relgique, X, pp. 809-901, (1905).

5. J. D. Weeks &.J. BtRKiN bine, articles on ilanganese in the ' Mineral Resources

of the United Stales ' from 1885 to date, U. S. Geol. Surv.

6. Articles on Manganese in the annual volumes of ' The Mineral Industry ', 1891 to

date, New York.

7 F P. DuNNtNGTON, ' On the formation of deposits of Oxides of Manganese

dm. Jour. Sci., 3rd series, XXXVI, pp. 175-178, (1888).

8 R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., The Chemical Relation of Iron and Manganese in Sedi-

mentary Rocks', Jour, of Genl., I, pp. 356-370, (1893).

9. G. Bebtband, ' Le Manganese dans la nature ', Remie Generale de Chimie,

mi. pp. 205-217, (190.5).

Arranged according- to continents and countries.

Africa-
Cape Colony :—

I. Miniruj Journal, 21st April, 1906, ji. 509.
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America.
Brazil :—

1 J C Beannek, ' The Manganese-Deposits of Bahia and Minas, Brazil Trans-

Amer. inst. Min. Eng., XXIX, -pip. 156-nO, (1^00)-
, , „ ,r r^.ona

2. H. K. Scott, ' The Manganese Ores of Brazil ', Jour. Iron Sled Inst., No. I ot 1900,

3. 0. A. Derby, ' On the Manganese Ore Deposits of the Queluz (Lafayette) District,

Minas Geraes, Brazil'. Amer. Jour Sci., XII, pp. 18-32, (1901).

4. J. BiRKiNBmE (0. A. Derby and others), Min. Res. U. S., 1898-99, pp. 140-142 ;

1901, pp. 140-143.
. . , -r

5. H. K. Scott, ' O Manganez no Brazil', Jornal (Zo Cowmercjo, Rio de Janeiro, 1902,

58 pages.
. , . ,

6. O. A. Derby, ' O Manganez em Nazareth ', Boldim da bccrelana rfe Agncidiura

do Estado da Bahia, V, pp. 62-65, (1905).

7. M. A. LiSBOA. ' Report on the Manganese Ore Deposit of Morro da Mina ', BradL-

tan Engineering and Mining Review, III, Nos. 6 and 7 ;
reprint of 21 pages, received 1907.

Canada :—

1. R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., ' Manganese : Its Uses, Ores, and Deposits ', Ann. Rep.

Geol. Surv. Arkansas for 1890, Vol. I, pp. 496-538.

2. E. D. Ingall, Section on Manganesp, Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. Canada for 1902-3,

pp. 148s-169s.

Chile :—

1. Weeks & Birkinbine, Min. Res. U. S., 1894-95, pp. 439-443 ; 1898-99,

pp. 142-147.

2. Beck & Weed, p. 110, (1905).

Columbia :—

1. E. J. CniBAS, ' The Manganese-Deposits of the Department of Panama, Republic

of Columbia', Tra7is. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., XXVII, pp. 63-76,(1897).

2. E. (i. Williams. ' The Manganese Industry of the Department of Panama,
Republic of Columbia '. Op. cif., XXXIII, pp. 197-234, (1902).

Cuba :—

1. Weeks & Birkinbine (E. J. Chibas), Min. Res. V. S., 1891, pp. 142-143
;

1896-97, pp. 312-3 ; 1899-1900, pp. 146-9.

2. H. C. Brown, Civil Report of the Military Governor of Cuba, Vol. V, part II,

(quoted in the 31 in. Res. U. S.).

3. A. C. Spencer, " The 3Ianganese deposits of Santiago Province, Cuba ', Engin.
Min. Jour., 23rd Aug. 1902, pp. 247-8.

Mexico :—
' 1. E. Halse, ' Notes on the Occurrence of Manganese Ore near Muleg^, Baja Cali-

fornia, Mexico ', Trans. North of Eng. Inst. Min. & Mech. Eng., XLI, pp. 302-307, (1892).

2. J. G. ActriLERA, ' The Geographical and Geological Distribution of the Mineral
Resources of Mexico ', Trans. Am. hist. Min. Eng., XXXII, p. 505, (1902).

United States of America :—

1. R. A. F. Penrose, ' Manganese : Its Uses, Ores, and Deposits An. Rep. Geol.

Surv. Arkansas for 1890, Vol. 1, (1891).

2. F. L. Nason, ' The Franblinite-Deposits of Mine Hill, Sussex County, New Jersey',
Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., XXIV, pp. 121-130, (1894).

3. J. F. Kejip, 'The Ore Deposits of the United States and Canada ', 4th edit., pp.
416-422, (1901).

4. T. L. Watson, ' Geological Relations of the Manganese Ore- Deposits of Georgia',
Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., XXXIV, pp. 207-253, (1903).

5. J. E. WoLFi.', ' Zinc and Manganese Deposits of F anklin Furnace N. J.' V. 8.
Geol. Surv.. Bull No, 213, pp. 214-217, (1903)
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6. Weeks & Biekinbine, The Mineral Besources of the United States' , 1885
to date.

7. ' The Mineral Industry VoL I (1891) to date.

Asia
Borneo :—

1. A. DiESELDOBEF, ' Neue Manganerz-Vorkommen in Britisch Nord-Bomeo',
Zeiisch. f.

prak. Oed., XIV, pp. 10-11, (1906) ; abstract in Trans. Min. Geol. Inst. Ind.,

I, p. 132,(1906).

Cyprus :—

1 A. Gaudky, ' Geologie de Tile de Chypre ', Mem. Soc. geol. de France, 2nd series,

VII, pp. 191-2, (1860).

Japan :—

1.
' The Mineral Industry ', X, p. 446, (1901).

Java :—

1. • The Mineral Industry ', X,"p. 446, (1901),

Turkey-in-Asia :—
1. The Mineral Industry

,
VU, p. 504, (1898).

2. L. DoMiNiAS, ' Mining in Turkey ', Eng. Min. Jour., 4th Aug. 1904, p. 185.

Australasia.

New Zealand :—

1. Weeks, Min. Bes. V. S., 1893, p. 164.

Queensland :

—

1. L. C. Ball, ' Some Manganese Deposits in the Gingin, Degilbo and Waiwick
Districts', Geol. Surv. Queensland, Publication No. 189, pp. 1-10,(1904).

2. ' The Mineral Industry ', XI, p. 464.(1902).

Europe.

Austria :—
1 B. Walter, ' Die Erzlagerstatten der siidhchen Bukowina ', Jarlib. d. k. k. gtol-

Eeichsanst, XXVI, pp. 373-382,(1876).

2. L K-MosEB, ' Manganerzvorkommenvon Krogljebei Dolina in Istrien', Verhandl.

d. k. k. geol. Beichsanst., Vienna, 1903, pp. 380-381.

Sosnia :

—

1. B. Waltee, ' Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Erzlagerstatten Bosniens ', pp. 44-72,

(1887).

2. Other papers cited by Stelzner & Bergeat, p. 252.

3. F. Katzer, ' Die geologischen Verhaltnisse des Manganerzgebietes von Ovl-
janovic in 'Bosm&a' ,

Berg -u. Hiitlenmdnnisches Jb. d. k. k. mont. Hochschulen zu Leoban

u. Pribram, LIV, pt. 3, 42 pages, (1906) ; abstr. in Ged. Centralbl., VIII, pp. 507-510,

( 1906).

France :—

1. M. Beauoey, ' Note sur les gites de manganese des Hautes-Pyrdn6es ', BuU.
Soc. Ged., France, XVU, pp. 297-301, (1889).

2. C. A. MoBEiiJG, ' The Manganese Mines of Las Cabesses, Pyrenees, France',

Trane. Inat. Miti. Met., U, pp. 260-264,(1894).
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3. A. Laceoix, ' Sur les mineraux des gisements manganesif^res des Hautes-
Pyrenees', Bull. Soc. Franc. Miner., XXIII, pp. 251-255, (1900).

4. E. FucHS & L. DE LaxtnAY 'Gites Mineraux', II, pp. 13-16, (1893).

Germany :—
The numerous deposits are often of considerable interest, but are of little economic

importance. References to the copious literature are given in :

—

1. SrELZNER-BERGEAT, pp. 250, 573-575,(1904-1906).

Of papers not quoted in (1) the following may be mentioned :

—

2. R. Delklskamf, 'Die hessischen u. nassauischen Manganerzlagerstatten, etc.',

Zeilsch. f. prak. Geol., IX, pp. 356-365,(1901).

3. J. BELLrs'OER, ' Cber die Entstehung der Mangan and Eisenerzvorkommen
bei Niedertiefenbach im Lahntal', Zeitsch. f. prak. Geol., XI, pp. 237-241, (1903); also

pp. 68-70.

Great Britain :—

1. E. Halse, ' The Occurrence of Manganese Ore in the Cambrian Rocks of

Merionethshire ', Trans. North Eng. Inst. Min. Mtch. Eng., XXXVI, pp. 103-117, (1887).
2. Weeks, Min. Res. U. S., (1886), pp. 199-200; (1887), pp. 154-159.

3. H. DE LA Beche, ' Report on the Geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset',

pp. 609, 610, (1839).

Greece :—

1.
' The Mineral Industry ', VU, X, XII, (1898-1903).

2, Osterr. Zeitsch. f. Berg- u. Hiittenw., LXV, p. 614,(1897); quoted in Stelznbb.
Bkegeat, p. 260.

Hungary :—
1. F. KossMAT & C. V. John, ' Das Mangan-Eisenerzlager von Macskamezo in

Ungam', Zeitsch. f. praifc. Geol., XIII, pp. 305-325, (1905).

Italy :—
1. Stelzner-Beegeat, p. 253, (1904).

2. De Saussure, Voyage dans lesAlpes', Vin,p. 229, (1796) ; Fuchs & Ladnay,
II, p. 9,(1893).

Portugal :—

1. BiBKiNBmB, Mm. Bea. of the V. S., 1901, pp. 149, 160.

Russia :—
1. P. Stevens, ' Report on the Manganese Ore Industry of Sharopan ', Foreign

Office Reports, No. 307, 8 pages, London, (1893).

2. F. Drake, ' The Manganese-Ore Industry of the Caucasus ', Trans. Am. Inst.

Min. Eng., XXVIII, pp. 191-208, 841, (1898).

3. F. Drake, ' The Nicopol Manganese District in Southern Russia ', ' The Mineral
Industry', X, pp. 447-455, (1901).

4. N. SoKOLOv, ' Die Manganerzlager in den tertiaren Ablagerungen des Gouveme-
ments Jekaterinoslaw ', Memoiret' du Comiie geologique, St. Fetersburg, XVIII, No. 2,

pp. 61-79(1901) ; abstr. in Trans. N. Eng. Inst. Min. Eng., LIU, Appendix I, pp. 90, 91,
(1904).

5. A. Kandelaki, ' Das kaukasische Manganerz ', Gliickauf, 17th June 1906,

pp. 764-767.

6. G. Lebedew, ' Die Konulow'sche Schlucht und das Vorkommen von Rhodonit
im Ural ', Verh. d. kais. russ. min. Gesellsch., 2nd Ser., XIII, p. 1, (1878) ; abst. in Zeitsch,

f. Eryst., n, pp. 501-502, (1878).

Sardinia :—
1. E. Halse, ' On the Manganese Deposit of the Islet of San Pietro, Sardinia'

Trans. North Eng. Inst. Min. Mech. Eng., XXXIV pp. 146-158, (1885).

2. FocH« & Launay, pp. 25-26, (1893)
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:

Spain :—
1. FucHS & Launay, pp. 22-25, (1893).

2. J. A. Jones, 'The Covadonga Manganese District and its Mines ', Trans. Inst
Min. Met.,lll, pp. 263-274, (1894-95).

3. F. Johnson, 'The Manganese Deposits of Huelva', Ihid., pp. 276-284.
4. C. DoETSCH ' The Manganese Ore Deposits of the Province of Hue va', The

Mining Journal, 7th Dec. 1901, p. 1529.

Sweden :—
1 Numerous papers quoted in Stelzner-Bekgeat, pp. ''0, 241 , (1904)
2. Beck & Weed, pp. 104-106, (1905).

3. J. D Weeks. (K. A. Wallrotii), Min. Res. V. 8., 1894-95. pp. 449-451
1895-96, pp. 217-220.

Turkey :—
1. ' The Mineral Industry ', VII, XIII, XIV, (1898, 1904,1905).
2. L. DoMiNiAN, 'Mining in Turkey', Engineering Min. Jour., 4th Aug. 1904

p. 185.

3. B. NogARA, ' Mining in Turkey ', Mining Mag., XIII, pp. 13-14, (1906).

Nature of Manganese and its Distribution in Nature ^

Manganese in the elementary form is a metal belonging to the man-

- ^ ^ . ,^ ganese-iron group of elements, comprising man-
Nature of Manganese. ^ •

^ ^ t • \ ^ ^

ganese, iron, cobalt, and nickel, which, owing to

their more or less similar chemical properties, often occur in association

in Nature. When pure, metaUic manganese is said to be of a greyish

white colour. It is, for a metal, extremely hard, cutting both glass and

hardened steel. In the following table some of its physical constants

are compared with those of the other members of the group. 2

Table 1.

Physical constants of the manganese-iron group of elements.

Symbol.
Atomic
weight.

Specific

gravity.

Atomic
volume.

Specific

heat.

Melting
point.

Manganese.... Mn. 550 800 6-9 0-110

C.

1245"

Iron .... Fe. 55-9 7-86 7-1 0114 1600°

Nickel' .... Ni. 58-7 8-80 6-7 0108 1470°

Cobalt .... Co. 59-0 8-80 6-7 0-104 1530*

1 See also the very interesting work by R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., An. Hep. Ocol. Surv.

Arkansas for 1890, Vol. I, ' Manganese : Its Uses, Ores and Deposits' , pp. 1 to 56 ; and a

more recent paper by G. Bertrand entitled ' Le Manganese dans la nature ', published

in the Eevue Oenerale de Chimie, VIII, pp. 205 to 217,(1905).
2 Roberts-Austen, 'An Introduction to the Study of Metallurgy ', jjp. 79, 73, (1898),

with severa alterations in accordance with later research'
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Manganese does not occur in nature in the metallic condition, but only

Origin of the word Combination, usually in the form of oxide, man-
' manganese '. ganate, carbonate, or silicate. In the form of oxide

manganese has been known from very early times.

Pliny considered the oxide to be a form of magnetite or lodestone,

calling both substances magnes manganese oxide being of the feminine

gender and not attracting iron'. In the middle ages both the black

oxide of manganese and the white oxide of magnesium were known as

magnesia, being distinguished as magnesia nigra and magnesia alba,

respectively. In the Didionnaire de Chymieoi Macquer^ published in

1778, that is, just after the recognition of manganese as a new ele-

ment, three sorts of magnesia are distinguished. These are magnesie

calcaire, magnesie d''Epsom and magnesie noire, the last named being

even then also known as manganese and savon de verre ; the latter name
refers to the property of manganese peroxide of removing from glass

the greenish colour due to the presence of ferrous iron. It is not known
how or when the word manganese originated. It is supposed by some to

have been derived from magnesia nigra by metathesis or interchange of

letters. In Latin manuscripts of the sixteenth, century it appears in the

form la-pis manganensii, and still later as m,anganesium 3. In his

' Opuscula Physica et Chomica', (1788/*, Bergmann, in giving an account

of the then newly discovered metal, gives it the Latin name of magne-

sium, from magnesia nigra. According to Bertrands. Guyton de Morveau

proposed to translate this term magnesium into French not as magnesie,

as this would have caused confusion, but as manganese. Since then

the latter term has been used in science, the English form of the word

being, of course, manganese.

UntU 1740, when Pott 6 showed that black oxide of manganese does

„ not contain iron, whilst it yields a definite series
Kecognition as a new t , . , .

element. of salts, the oxides of manganese and iron were con-

founded one with the other. But Pott did not

suggest that oxide of manganese contains a metal. Indeed, according

to Bertrand 7, Bergmann was the first to give serious reasons for

1 Ro8coe & Schorlemmer, ' Treatise of Chemistry Vol. 11, Part II, p. 1, 1879 .

2 Quoted by G. Bertrand, loc. ext., 205.
3 Roscoe & Schorlemmer, loc. cit, p. 2.

4 Quoted by Bertrand, loc. cit., p. 206.
5 Loc. cit., p. 206.

6'Exa i en chymicum magnesia vitrariomm, Germanis Braunstein, (Roscoe 4
Schorlemmer, loc. cit., p. 2.)

7 Loc. cit., p. 20a

I Q
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classifying manganese oxide amongst the calxes rather than amongst

the earths. At Bergmann's request, Scheele experimented on manga-

nese, and, although he did not succeed in isolating the metal, he

discovered sufficient of the characters of its compoimds to show the

existence of a new element 1. Two years later (1776) Gahn succeeded

in isolating the metal2.

Of all the elements manganese is one of the most widely distributed

throughout the three kingdoms of Nature ; it is
Distribution in Xature. , , , , , . . , , . . .

,

to a large extent co-extensive with iron m its

occurrence.

The total number of well-defined minerals yet found in the earth's

^ s th
crust, either in its rocks or its mineral deposits,

mineral kingdom. is in round numbers about 1,000. Of these about

130 to 140 contain manganese as an essential

constituent, whilst many more often contain it in less important quan-

tities. The consequence is that most of the rocks of the earth's crust

contain manganese, though usually in small proportion only. According

to F. W. ClarkS 0*10 per cent, of the earth's crust consists of manga-

nese protoxide (MnO), manganese ranking as the fifteenth most import-

ant element in this respect. As the result of the decomposition and

denudation of the earth's surface by meteoric agencies, its various

constituents are carried either in suspension or solution to the sea.

It has been estimated by Murray* that one cubic mUe of average

river water contains in solution 5,703 tons of manganese sesquioxide

(Mn203), and that 6,524 cubic miles of river water are annually

discharged into the sea5. This means that about 37,000,000 tons of

Mno03, containing nearly 26,000,000 tons of metallic manganese, are

brought every year by rivers into the oceans. This process has pre-

tsnmably been going on for untold ages, so that now we should expect

to find large quantities of manganese salts in solution in sea-water.

This, however, is not the case, and it seems bo me that in this dis-

appearance of manganese from solution in the water we have the

1 Stockholm INIcmoirs, 1774 (Kongl. Svenska Vetenkaps-Akademiens Handlingar)

! Penrose) ; also see ' The Chemical Essays of Charles William Scheele translated from
the Transactions of the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm ' by Thomas Beddoes,
London (1780), Essay V.

2 Roscoe & Schorlemmer, Vol. II, Part II, p. 2.

3 17. S. Gcol. Surv. Bulletin No. 228, p. 19, (1904).

4 HcoUixh Geographical Magazine, III, p. 77, (1887).

5 Op. cit_, IV, p. 41. 11888).
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explanation of the presence of the large numbers of concretions of

manganese oxide that are so abmidantly dredged up in nearly aU deep-

sea exploration work from the bottom of the ocean i. Manganese is

also sometimes found in meteorites.

It is well-known that plants obtain through their roots a certain pro-

portion of their nourishment by the absorption
Manganese in the vege-

f^.^^^^ ^^ve soU of water containing mineral sub-
table kingdom.

_ . .

stances in solution. In view of the ease with

which the manganese minerals are known to imdergo decomposition

and to pass into solution in surface waters, it is not surprising to find

that nearly all plants seem to contain a certain proportion of manganese,

presumably obtained from the soil through the medium of their

roots. The work on this subject is well summarized by Bertrand

in the paper already cited 2. It seems that Scheele was the first

to detect manganese in plants, finding it in the ashes of the wild cummin
and wood. Later, in 1849, Herapath foimd manganese in the ashes of

the radish, turnip, beetroot and carrot ; then Richardson found it in the

ashes of the sugarcane and Salm Hortsdar in those of oats. In 1852

Liebig detected both iron and manganese in the ashes of tea and coffee.

Since then the amounts of manganese in many plants have been esti-

mated, and this element has been recognized as occixrring in potato,

wheat, grapes, and many other vegetables, fruits, cereals, and wood,

in addition to those already mentioned. When working in the field on

the manganese-ore deposits I was not aware of the universal distribution

of manganese in plants, and collected specimens of wood from trees

that were growing actually on the manganese-ore, with the idea of

seeing if they had taken up any manganese. I also collected some
specimens of bamboo from the top of a laterite hill in the Balaghat

district in the Central Provinces to serve as a blank so to speak ; for

this laterite did not contain any visible manganese oxide. I only had
time to deal with this sample. It was divided into short lengths,

the outside cut off and rejected, and then 533 • 5 grammes of the

wood were incinerated in a platinum dish with the production of 8*8

grammes of ash of a bluish green colour, thus testifying to the presence

of manganese in the bamboo. In order to find out if manganese is an

essential constituent of plants and not an accidental one, Bertrand made
some experiments on the latex of the tree from Tonkin kno\vn as Rhus
succedanea. It appears that when the bark of that tree is incised a thick,

1 See especially :

—

Challenger Re-ports, Vol. on Deep Sea Deposits, (1891).
2 P. 212.

C3
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whitish juice exudes, which rapidly turns first brown and then black on

exposure to the air. This latex consists of laccase, laccol, and water.

The laccase is in solution in the water and the laccol is in a finely divided

state as an emulsion. The experiments show that the laccase contains

manganese and that the latter acts as a carrier of oxygen from the

atmosphere to the laccol. Laccol is not present in aU plants, but its place

is very often taken by analogous chemical substances such as tannin,

boletol, and hydroquinone. It appears from these experiments that the

presence of manganese is in all probability not fortuitous, but of vital

importance to the plant, and connected with the extraction of oxygen from

the air, whenever this is necessary for the causation of various chemical

changes necessary to the vital activity of the plant.

Since all animals Uve either directly on plants , or directly or ultimately

on other animals that eat plants, one would
Manganese m^the animal

^^p^^^ manganese to be found in animal tissues.

This is found to be the case ; but the presence of

manganese in the animal kingdom does not seem to have been so

thoroughly investigated as in the case of the vegetable kingdom.

Bertrand, in the paper already mentioned, mentions its detection by
VauqueHn in hair, Berzelius in bone, Chevreul in mutton grease,

-

Oidtmann in the liver and human spleen
;

whilst, according to Millon,

du Buisson, and Riche, it occurs in small quantities, namely 1 to 5

milligrammes per kilogramme, in the blood of human beings and

other mammals. The proportion of manganese to iron in the human
body is said to be 1 to 20 i.

1 Penrose, loc. cil,, p. 2.



CHAPTER II.

MINERALOGY.

General.

Distribution of manganese in minerals and rocks—Colours of manganese
minerals—Occurrence of manganese minerals—List of known manganese minerals

—List of Indian manganese minerals—List of associated non-manganiferous

minerals—New species and varieties.

The total number of well-defined minerals yet found in the earth's

crust, both in its rocks and in its mineral deposits.

Wide distribution of in round nvunbers about one thousand. Of
manganese in minerals , , , , , _ ^ , .

and rocks. these more than 100 contam manganese as an

essential constituent, whilst many more frequently

contain it in less important quantities. The consequence is that most

of the rocks of the earth's crust contain this element, though usually

only in smaU proportion ; and according to F. W. Clark^ 0*10 per cent,

of the earth's crust consists of manganese protoxide (MnO), manganese

ranking as the fifteenth most important element in this respect.

There are many minerals that ordinarily do not contain this elc'

ment in appreciable amount. Under somewhat

ne£°minerak rare circumstances, such as when such minerals

have been formed in the presence of large quantities

of manganese compounds, as in the metamorphism of manganiferous

sediments, a small quantity of manganese may enter into the composition

of the mineral with a most remarkable efiect on the colour, and therefore

frequently on the pleochroism, of the mineral, without affecting its other

properties appreciably. As a very good example of this winchite may
be mentioned ; this is practically a variety of tremolite, a colourleps

mineral, but contains smaU quantities of manganese, iron, and alka-

lies, in addition to the usual constituents. The winchite, instead of being

white or colourless, is blue or lavender in the hand-specimen, and shows

very beautiful pleochroism, under the microscope, in shades of Ulac and
blue. In the same way blanfordite is a pyroxene containing a cer-

tain quantity of manganese and alkalies ; in the hand-specimen it is of

a deep crimson colour, whilst under the microscope it shows as beautiful

pleochroism, in shades of blue, carmine, and lilac, as has been noticed

W. a. Geol. Surv., BvUetin No. 228, p. 19, (1904).
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for any known mineral. Similarly tlie manganese-micas show various

shades of pink, delicate green, orange, and lilac-brown, ia thin scales

examined imder the microscope. As other examples of the effect on

the colour of a mineral may be mentioned the manganese-epidote, pied-

montite, and the manganese-sphene, greenovite. Excepting the oxides,

which are usually of some shade of black or dark grey, the minerals of

manganese usually show some variety of blue, pink, lilac, or crimson,

whilst orange and yeUow tints are found in the garnets. Other colours,

such as green and brown, are also found in manganese minerals, but

they are of much rarer occiu'rence. The colour of a given miueral

depends, of course, on the other constituents besides the manganese,

so that it is difficiilt to say which colours are specially due to the man-

ganese. Thus in winchite and blanfordite, mentioned above, the soda

present has perhaps partly contributed to the colour. But a com-

parison of the colours of minerals containing mangan^ese with those of

minerals otherwise similar but practically free from this constituent

points to the fact that the colours specially due to the presence

of manganese in a mineral are red, pink, and lavender, and allied tints.

Rose quartz and amethyst may also be cited as exhibiting in a remark-

able manner the colour ef?ects produced by manganese ; for both these

varieties of quartz have been shown to contain this element i.

As regards mode of occurrence manganese minerals exhibit the

greatest variety ; for they are found in igneous,
The occurrence of , -i- it x i j- - i

manganese minerals. metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks, and m mmeral

veins traversing these rocks, as original minerals

formed at the same time as the enclosing rock or vein-filling. In all

these rocks and veins they may also be foimd as secondary minerals

formed by the chemical alteration of pre-existing minerals in the rocks

or veins, or by the introduction of manganese salts in solution from

without. Moreover, by the weathering of these minerals when they

are exposed at the surface secondary manganese minerals are frequently

formed. The minerals most frequently foimd are the oxides, which

occur in metamorphic and sedimentary rocks and in veins, and per-

haps rarely in igneous rocks^. The carbonates are not found in

igneous rocks, but are found in all the others. Silicates are especially

characteristic of the metamorphic rocks
;
they are foimd somewhat less

1 Rose quartz, see page 212; amethyst, siee SL Berthelot, Comptesrendues, CXXXXIII,
pp. 477 to 488, (1906).

2. O. A. Derby has ascribed an igneous origin to an ore or rock composed of polianite

(Mn02) and speseartite-gamet. Aif tr. Jour. Sci., XII, pages 26 , 30, (1901.)
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often in igneous rocks, rarely in mineral veins, and probably never in

sedimentary rocks. The niobates, tantalates, and tungstates, are found

either in igneous i veins, whilst the phosphates, arsenates, and antimo-

nates, probably occur in both igneous veins and metamorphic rocks.

The titano-silicates are also found in igneous and metamorphic; rocks.

Of the large number of manganese minerals known, only a moderate

proportion has been found in India. Taking into acco ant, however, the

considerable variety of the Indian manganese minerals yet found—includ-

ing members of the groups of oxides, manganates, carbonates, silicates,

phosphates, arsenates, niobates, and tungstates— , and the fact that the

list of Indian manganese minerals is being constantly extended, one

may expect to find almost any of the manganese-bearing minerals

met with in other parts of the world. Consequently I propose to give

here a list of aU the weU-defined minerals containing a considerable

proportion of manganese, together with the formula, crystal system,

specific gra'vity, and hardness of each. The figures given in this list as

well as the formulae, are almost all of them taken from the sixth

edition of Dana's System of Mineralogy, its Supplement, and

Appendix.

Table 2.

List of knoicn manganese minerals loith their chief properties.

Name. Formula.
Crystalline

system.
Specific-

gravity.
Hardness.

Sulphidea—
Alabandite

Hanerite

1

MnS ....
MnS" ....

T. Tetrahe-
dral.

dral

3 -95-4 -04

3-46

3-5-4

4

Chlorides—
Scacchite ilna2 ....

Oxides^
Manganosite . 3InO I. . 518 5-6

Pyrophanite .

Bixbyite .

j

ilnO.TiOo

FeO. Mn02

in. Rhomb-
tetartohe-

dral.

I. .

4-51

4-95
j

5

6-6 5

1 lacludiag ' aqneo-igneoas ' vems.
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Table 2

—

contd.

List of known manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name. Formula.
CrystaUine
system.

Specific

gravity.
Hardness.

^ J! e,lrD;U. J( 1j,1Vu1;U2
TTT rliriwiiii.. X ri-rnom-

bohedral.

*± 10—0 0 0

T A A-R'±—* \J

Manganmagne-

Franklinite .

(Fe,Mn)O.Fe203

(Fe,Zn,Mn)0.(Fe,Mn)203 .

I. .

I. .

5-06

5-07-5-22

(5-5-6-5)

5-5-6-5

Jacobsite (]VIn,Mg)0.(Fe.Mn)j03 I. . 4-75 6

Hausmannite IVInO.MiijOs II. .
4-73-4 -86 5-5-5

Manganoferrite
(artificial).

{Fe,Mn)304 ...

Crednerite . y—0 i 4 0

Vredenburgite 3Mn304.2Fej03 4-74-4-84 6-5

Sitaparite 9Mn203.4Fe203,Mn05.3CaO •• 4-93-5 09 7

Braunite 3Mn203.MnSi04 II. . 4-75-4-82 6-6-5

Polianite MnOj II. . 4-83-5-03 6-6 5

Pyrolusite M11O2 IV(?). 4 -73-4 -80 2-2-5

MaDganite .
TVi V

Manganbrucite (Mg,Mr)0H20. III Rhom-
bohedral.

(2-38-2-4) (2-5)

Pyrocbroite . MnO.H20 Ditto , 3-20 2-5

Cbaleophanite (Mn,Zn)0,2Mn02.2H20. Ditto . 3 '91-4 -01 2 5

Manganates—

Hollaadite m(Ba,MD)2Mn05 +«Fe4(Mu
05)3-

VI(?) .
4-95 4-6

Coronadite
1

i

R2Mn05, with R = chiefly

Mn.Pb.
Fibrous 5-246 4
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Table 2

—

contd.

List of known manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name. Formula.
Crystalline

system.

Specific

CTavitvoi » ivy ,

Hardnesi.

Psilomelaue . HiJInOo, with H replaced

by Fe, Mn, Ni, Co, Mn,
xSa, Ca, Jv, etc.

Amorphous 3 1-4

1

5-6

Beldongrite . 6Mn3O5.Fe2O3.8H2O Ditto . 3 -22 4

Wad . Impure Mn oxides passing
into psilomelane. Ditto . 3 0-4 3 l-«

Carbonates—

Mangancalcite {Ca,Mn)C03 . m. Rhom-
bohedral.

2 78-2 -84
(3)

Mangandolo -

mite.

(Ca,Mg,Mn)C03 Ditto . 2 -83-2 '89 (3-5-4)

Aukerite CiaOU3.(iu.g,x e,Mn)(>Us Ditto . 2 '95-3 '1 3 "5-4

Mangansiderite
(oligonite).

(Fe,Mn)C03 . Ditto .
3 -71-3 -74 (3 0-4)

Rhodochrosite MnCOs .... Ditto . 3 -45-3 6 3 0-4 -6

Metasilicates-—

Violan .

Anthochroite J

Manganiferous diopside .

|

V. .

V. .

3 -21-3 -27

5-0

Blanfordite . Probably allied to violan • V. . 3 "15

Manganheden-
bergite.

Asteroite

Ca(Fe,Mn)(Si03)2 .

Var. of manganhedenbergite

V. .

V. .

3 55 (5-6)

Schefferite .

j

(Ca,Mg)(Fe,Mn)(Si03)2 . V. .

JeSersonite .

j

(Ca,Mg)(Fe,Mn,Zn)(Si03)2 V, .
3 -36
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Table 2

—

coixld.

List of known manganese minerals with then chief properties.

Name, Formula.
Crystalline

system.
Specitic

gravity.
Hardness.

TTrliJiTi i ff* (Ca, Mg,Mn) SO + 2Na Fe'"
(Si03)2.

V. 5-C

Manganptcto-
lite.

H20.Na20.4(Ca,Mn)0.6Si02 V. 2 '84 5

T 1 '(f*a> V CUl l-v

[(Si,Zr)03j2.

V. Q

xviiuuuiiii'c; • VI. •i -A Tie 0 '5-6 '5

Bustamite (Mn,Ca)Si03 ••

Fowlerite (Mn,Zn,Fe,Ca)Si03 VI. . 3-67

Babingtonite . (Ca, Fe,Mn)Si03 and Fe2{Si

03)3-

VI. 3 -35-3 37 5-5-0

J 1- Ad 'Ji-11 K • Tremolite containing a little

Mn. V. . 3-0 .„

VV lUCll'vC •

Na, K, and Jin. V. . 2 -98-3 "08 _^

Dartneinorite .

V. silfbergite.

(Fe,Mn,Mg)Si03 . . V. . 3-45 5-5

Richterite [(K,Na)2,Mg,Ca,Mn]Si03 • V. . 3 09 ...

Astochite (Mg,Mn,Ca)Si03 and (Xa,K,

H)2Si03.
V. .

3 -05-3 '10

Gamsigradite Manganese-hornblende
V. .

Barkevikite Mn-amphibole near glau-

cophane.
V.

Infermediate

Silicates—

Barysilite Pb3Si207 with Mn, Ca, an J
' Mg.

in. .
6 -11-6 -55 3

Ganomalite . Pb3Si207.(Ca,Mn)2Si04 .

,

11. .
4 -98-5 -74 3
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Table 2

—

contd.

List of known manganese mineraU with their chief 'properties.

Name. Formula.
Crystalline

system.

Specific

gravity.
Hardness.

OrthosilicaUs—

Helvite .

Danalite

(Mn,Fe)2(Mn2S)Be3(Si04)3

(Fe,Zn,Mn)2 L(Zu,Fe)2S]

Be3(Si04)3.

I. Tetrahe-
dral.

I. .

3 16-3 -36

3 35-3 43

6-6 -5

5-5-6

Mangan-gross-
ularite

3(Ca,iMn)O.Al203. 3Si02 . I. . 3 "24

Spessartite 3]VlnO.Al203.3Si02 I. . 4 -0-4 -3 6 -5-7 -5

Spandite 3{Ca,Mii)0.{Al,Fe)203.

3Si02.
1. . 3 •8-4-1 6-5-7-5

AUochroite
Polyadelphite
Aplome
Rothoflfite

) Manganiferous varieties

> of andraditc

) 3CaO.Al203.3Si02.

I. . •• ••

Partschinite . (Mn,Fe)3Al2Si30i2 • V, .
4-01 6-5-7

Glaucochroite CaMnSi04 IV. .
3-41 6

Hortonolite . (Fe,Mg,Mn)2Si04 IV. .
3-91 6-5

Knebelite (Fe,Mn)2S:04 IV. .
3 -9-4 -17 6-5

Tephroite Mn2Si04 IV. .
4-4 "12 5-5-6

Roepperite (Fe,Mn,Zn)2Si04 IV. . 3 "95-4 -08 5-5-6

Trimerite

Troostite

Friedslite

(Mn,Ca)2Si04.Be2Si04.

(Zn,Mn)2Si04

H7(Mna)Mn4(Si04)4.

VI (pseudo-

Rhombohe-
dral).

III. Rhom-
bohedral.

Ditto .

3*47

3 •89-4 -IS

3 -06-3 -07

6-7

5-5

4-5

Pyrosmalite . H7[ (Fe,Mn)ai (Fe,Mn)4(Si

04)4.

1

Ditto .
3 '06-3 '19 4-4-5

Basic Silicates—

Mangan-vesu-
vianite.

Mangan-anda-
lusite.

Silicate of Ca,Al,Fe, with
Mn.
(Al,Mn)203.Si02

IV. .

IV. .

(3 "35-3 -45)

(3 •16-3-20)

(6-5)

(7-5)
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Table 2

—

corad.

List of known manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name. Formula.
Crystalline

system.
j

Specific

gravity.
Sardn6sS«

Tin o.^ IIVTnrkQ^I^-ijuotc wrifiAJtfti/i

cates—
Witbamite Epidote with small (jAian-

tity of Mn.
V. . 3'14 6-6-3

Piedmontite . Ca2 (AlOH) {Al,Mn,Fe)2
1

V. .
i

3-40 6-0

Hancockite Vx^D,ca,br,Mn)2 L(-^>-'' c,Mnj.

OH](Al,Fe,Mn)2(Si04)3
1 V. .

Axinite -Doro-oiiicate oi iiJ, j?e, ua,

Mn.
i VT' V X. D 0—/

Acid OrllMsilicate-

Harstigite . JI7 lCa,Mnjl2Al3 blio U40. IV. . 00

Svb8Uicaie.s—

Leticophoenicite

(manganese-
H2(Pb,Mn,Ca, Zn)7Si30]4. V.(?) 3-85

Hvaite HCa re"2 Fe "'Si2 O9 with
often ]Mn

IV. .
3 -99-405 5-6-6

ArdGimitc ±l5l)in4ai4 V 014^23 TV 0 Oi—O DiS 0—7

Langbanite mSb203.wFe203.pMn"(Mn''',
Si)03.

III. Rhom-
bohedral.

4-65-4 -92 6

Kentrolite 2PbO.Mn203.2Si02
;

IV. . 6-19 5

Carpholite H4]VInAl2Si20i6 • .
' V. . 2-93 5-5-5

Hydroua SUieales-

Inesite . 2(Mn.Ca)Si02 + H2O. VI. . 3-03 6

€ranophyllite . 6H20.71VInO.Al203.8Si02. V. . 2-84 4-4-5

Agnolite H2Mn8{Si03)4+H20. VI. . 3-05-3-07
1

5
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Table 2

—

eontd.

List of known manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name.

'

Formula.
Crystalline

system.
specific

oravitv
Hardness.

Manganophyl-
lite

;

1

Biotite with 5-21% MnO. . V. ••

Alurgite . ! A manganese-mica V. 2-83-3 2-25-3

Roscoelite Vajiadium mica some-
times with Mn.

2 -92-2 -94

Caswellite (al-
|

tered mica).
Ca, Mg, Mn, Fe, Al, silicate 3-54 2-5-3

Other manga-
|

nese-micas.

Salmite Mauganesian chloritoid VorVL 3-38 ...

Masonite Ditto Ditto . 3-45 ...

Ottrelite H2(Fe,Mn)Al2Si209. V. 3-3 6-7

Manganchlorite Silicate of H, Al, Mg, with
Mn.

V. •• ...

Strigovite H4(Fe,Mii)2^Fe,Al)2Si20ii. •• 314 ...

Marjatskite . Manganese-glaucpnite

Bementite 2MnSi03.H20 2-98

Caryopilite 4MnO.3SiO2.3H2O . .

,

2-83-2-91 3-3-5

Neotocite Hydrated silicate of Mn
andFe.

2-64-2-8 3-4

Titano- Silicates—

Greenovite CaTiSiOswithMn V. (3-4-3-56) (5-6-6)

Neptonite R'2 R" TiSi40i2, w th R' =
Na, K, and R'=Fe, Mn*

3-23 5-6
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Table 2

—

conld.

List of known manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name. Formula.
Crystalline

system.
specific

gravity.
Hardness.

Hellandite Ca2 R"'3(R'"0)3 (Si04)4.

Fe,Mn.

..

Astrophyllite . (Na,K)4 (Fe,lMn)4 Ti(Si04)4 IV. 3

Lamprophyllite Contains Na,Fe,5In,Ti, and
Si02.

IV. 3-45

N {abates and
^tfYtf/i]nip ?

Colnmbite and
Tantalite.

(Fe,Mn)(Nb,Ta)206. IV. . 5-3-7-3 6

Manganocolum-
bite.

MnNb206.MnTa206. IV. . 6-59

Manganotan-
talite.

MnTa206 IV. . 7-30

Hielmite Stanno-tantalate of Y, Fe,

Mn and Ca.

IV. . 5-82 5

Phosphate * and
Arsenalec—

Berzeliite (Ca,Mg,Mn)3As208 I. 4 07-4-09 5

Soda-berzeliite (Ca,Mi\,Na2)3As208. I. 4 -21 4-4 5

Caryinite (Pb,Mn,Ca,Mg)3As208? V(?) . 4-25-4-29 3-3-5

Triphylite

Lithiophilite .

Li(Fe,Mn)P04

,

Li(Mn,Fe)P04
\ IV. .

1

3-42-3-56 4-5-5

Natrophilite . NaMnPOi IV. . 3-41 4-5-5

Graftonite (Fe,Mn,Ca)3P208 V. 3-67 5
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Table 2

—

contd.

List of knoivn manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name. Formula

.

Crystalline

system.

Specific

gravity.
Hardness.

Mcanganapatite 3Ca3P208.CaF2 with Mn. III. Pyrami-
dal.

3 14-3 -39 5

Triplite R3P2O8.RF2 with R=Fe
cillQ llill.

V. 3 -44-3 -8 4-5-5

Triploidite . (Mii,Fe)P208.(Mn,Fe)(OH)2 V. 3-70 4-5-5

Sin T"Itin J ^"A V. 4'17-4 19 4-6

Acid and Basic
Phosphates arid

Arsenates—

Brackebushite (Pb,Fe,Mn)3V208.H2 0? V? ••

Chondarsenite Mn3As208.3Mii(OH)2. 3

AUactite Mn3As208.4Mn(OH)2. V. 3-83-3-85 4-5

WAl Mn^A«0< ivfn^nTT\o^^^l,l*lxl/-n.avy4.-L'lIiv KJn. ^2" V. 4*5

Flinkite MnAs04.2Mn(OH)2. IV. 3-87 4-4 -5

Hematolite (Al,]VIn)As04.4Mn (0H)2. III. Rhom-
bohedral.

3 -30-3 -40 3-5

Arseniopleite . Hydrated arsenate of Mn,
Ca, Pb, Mg and Fe.

Ditto?

Manganostibiite MnioSb20i5? IV.?

Hematostibiite Mn8Sb20i3? . .

Ferrostibian . Hydrated antimonate of Mn
and Fe.

v.? 4

Stibiatil Sb205,Mn203,and FeO V? 5-5-5
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Table 2

—

contd,

Inst of known manganese minerals with their chief 'properties.

Name.
i

Formula
Crystalline

i system
Specific

gravity. 1
Hardness.

Hydrou PJios-

phaies and
Arsenates, etc.—

1

—

Purpwrite (Mn'", re"')2P208 + H2O .
IV.? 3- 15 4-4-5

Dicknsonite 1 3R„P„Oi! + H„0 witli

R=t Mii,Fe,Xa3, also Ca,

V, 3*34 3o-4

Fillowite 3R3P20-5+ H2O with
R^Afn Fp Pa and \a .

V. 3-43 4-5

Brandtite Ca2MnAs208 + 2H20. VI. 3-67 5-5-5

Fairfieldite Ca2MnP208 + 2H2O. VI. 3- 07-3- 15 3-5

Reddingite Mn3P208 + 3H2O IV. 3- 10 3-3-5

Jd.ur6aiilit€ • HoMmfPO^ili 1- 4HoO Y_ 5

Hemafibrite . UlnaAs208.3Mn(OH)y + 2H2
0.

IV. 3- 50-3- 65 3

Childremte (Fe,Mn)Al{OH)2P04 + 2H2O. IV. 3- 18-3 24 4-5-5

Eosphorite {Mn,Fe)Al(OH)2P04 + 2H2O. IV. 3- 11-3- 15 5

Atopite Ca2Sb207 with often Mn. I. 5-03 5-5-6

Borates—

Sussexite H(Mn,Mg,Zn)B03 IV? 3-42 3

Pinakiolite 3MgO.B203 + Mn0.iln20«. IV. 3-88 G
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Table 2

—

concld.

List of known manganese minerals with their chief properties.

Name. Formula.
Crystalline

system.

Specific

gravity.
Hardness.

Sulphates—

Szmikite IVInSOi f II2O Amorphous 3-15 1-5

Ilesite . (Mn,Zn,Fe)S04 + 4 H2.O . V? . "*

Luckite (Fe,Mn)S04 ^ 7H2O. V. .

Mallardite MnS04 + 7H2O V. .

A t niln 1 ^"

o

x\ nj (Jlilll LL • V. 1* 78 1" 5

Bushmanite . (Mn,Mg)Al2(S04)4 + 24H2O. V? .

Dietrichite (Zn,Fe.Mn)Al2(S04)4

+ 24H2O.
V? . 2

Tungstaies—

Wolframite (Fc,Mn)W04 . V. . 7- 2-7-

5

5-5" 5

Hiibnerite MnW04 V. . 7-2-7-5 5-5-5

In addition to the minerals mentioned in the foregoing list there are

many others that contain manganese in quantities too small to pro-

duce any essential change in the characters of the mineral. There

are also many minerals containing a considerable proportion of man-
ganese, but which have not been sufficiently investigated for their proper

position in the above classification to be ascertainable. Of these the

following Swedish arsenates and antimonates of manganese, often con-

taining other bases such as iron, may be mentioned :—basiliite,

chlorarsenian, chondrostibian, elfstorpite, lamprostibian. magnetostibian

,

melanostibian, retzian, rhodarsenian, sjogrufvite,

I D
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Of the minerals given in the above list about one quarter have been

foiuid in India, a few of the occurrences being open to doubt. The

following is a list of the manganese minerals yet found in India :—

Table 3.

List of Indian manganese minerals

Oxides

—

Pyrophanite ?

Dyshiito.

Manganmagnetite.
Hausmannite ?

Vredenburgitc ( 3Mn304.2Fe203).

Sitaparite (OMniOs 4Fe203.Mn02.3C'aO).

Braunite.

Polianite.

Pyrolusite.

Manganite.

Manganates—
Hollandite.

Psilomelane.

Beldongrite (6MD3O5.Fe2O3.8H2O).
Wad.

Carbonates

—

Ankerite.

Rhodochrosite.

Silicates

—

Blanford'te v

Manganhedcnbergite J

Brown and yellow pyroxenes f

(.schefterite ? nnd urbanite ?) ^ Manganese-pyroxenes.
Jeffersonlte ? V

Rhodonite
j

Other Mn pyroxenes

Winchite N
Juddite

, , f Manganese-amphiholes.
Yellow and greenish grey amphiboles I

(dannem rite ?) /

Spessartite

Maneanese-garnets.

Spanditc

Grandite (mangan-)

Aplome
Calderite

Withamite
Manganepidote \ Manganese-epidotes.

Piecbnontite

Ilvaite ?

C'arpholite ?

Manf.'anoi)hyilite ?
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Alurgite ? -v

Other Mn micas ( -Manganese- micas.

Manganchlorite ? j
Ottrelite.

Titano-silicates

—

Greenovite

Tscheft'kinite.

Niobates and tentalates

—

Columbite.

Phosphates

—

Manganapatite.

Triphte.

A soda-manganese pliosphate.

Tungstates—
Wolframite.

For the non-manganiferous minerals associated with the manganese

ores of India see the lists on pages 323 to 325. Some of these are,

however, of sufficient interest to be considered here. The following

is a list of such minerals :

—

Table 4.

List of certain minerals associated with the Indian manganese-ore deposits.

Graphite.

Chalcopyrite

Pyrite.

Pyrrhotite.

Halite.

Rose quartz.

Amethyst.

Chalcedony and chert.

Opal.

Hematite.

Magnetite.

Martite.

Limonite.

Gibbsite.

Microcline.

Sapphirine.

Lithomarge and Kaolin.

Arsenates

Barytes.

On comparing the list of Indian manganese minerals with the

list of known minerals containing this element it will be seen that in

some groups the manganese minerals are adequately represented in India,

whilst in other groups there are very few or no Indian representatives.

The adequately represented groups are the oxides, manganates,

carbonates, silicates, niobates, and tungstates ;. the sulphides, chlorides,

arsenates, antimonates, borates, and sulphates are not represented at

all, and the titano-silicates and phosphates only very inadequately. It is

in the phosphates, arsenates, and antimonates, that the deficiency of

the Indian list is most marked, for, of the total number of 156

minerals given in the list on pages 23 to 33, 33, or nearly a quarter

of the whole number, belong to these three allied groups. Considering,
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however, that three arsenates, which do not contain manganese, however,

and one manganesian phosphate apart from manganapatite, have

been foimd associated with the Indian deposits, it may fairly be expect-

ed that future investigation will lead to the discovery of arsenates

containing manganese, and of a further number of phosphates.

I now propose to give a short account of each of the minerals given

in the foregoing lists of Indian minerals. The notes here given are

not intended to be exhaustive, but simply to put on record such facts

as have been ascertained about the Indian manganese minerals.

Many of the identifications are only provisional requiring the test of

complete chemical analysis to confirm them. The result of such

analysis will doubtless be to show that many of the minerals distinguished

with a query mark in the above list, are not identical with the mineral

mentioned, but are closely allied, showing small differences owing to

isomorphous replacement of one constituent by another. Moreover,

it will be noticed that many of the names given in the list are new to

science. They are only a few of the many new
New species and . , . . .

i ,i .

varieties. species and varieties of manganese minerals tnat

in all probability exist in the Indian manganese-ore

deposits. The following is a list of these new species and varieties :

—

Vif denburgite Sitparite Hollandile

Beldongrite Blnnfordito Wincliits

With one, and perhaps all, of the three arsenates found. Some
of the manganese- micas will in all probability be found to be new varie-

ties, whilst the soda-manganese phosphate is probably a new species.

Several other minerals that are probably new, have been noticed in the

course of the examination of the specimens collected in the Indian

manganese deposits ; but they are not mentioned here as their charac-

ters have not been sufficiently investigated for anything accurate to be

stated about them.

It has not yet been found possible to examine carefully some of

the well-known minerals like rhodonite and pyrolusite and give figures

for their physical characters, such as specific gravity and hardness, based

on determinations made on Indian material. Consequently in the case

of the more important and commonly occurring minerils, which it is

of importance that all engaged in mining manganese-ore should be

able to identify, I have taken the figures required from Dana's System

of Mineralogy ; and when reference is made to this work it is always

to the 6th edition, unless otherwise stated.



CHAPTER III.

mmERALOGY—conUnued.

Oxides.

Pyrophanitc—Dysluite—Manganmagnetite—Hausmannite—Vredenliurgiie

—

Sitaparite—Braunite—Polianite—Pyrolusite—Manganitc.

Pyrophanite.

This mineral, of the chemical formula MnTiOs , was originally found

at the Harstig manganese mine in Sweden, and has been subsequently

recorded as occurring in the Piquiry manganese-ore deposit in Brazil^

In the course of the microscopic examination of thin sections

of manganese-silicate-rocks from both the Central Provinces and the

Kajlidongri mine, Central India, I have several times noticed a mineral

of a blood-red colour, non-pleochroic character, and high index of

refraction, that may very well be the mineral pyrophanite. It always

occurs m such small quantities, just a flake or two, that it is aot

possible to isolate any and subject it to chemical tests to conhrm this

supposition as to its nature.

Dysluite.

This mineral, which is a zinc-manganese-spinel of the "^formula

(Zn,Fe,Mn)0.(Al,Fe)203,was found in 1897 by Mr. C. S. Middlemiss of

the Geological Survey of India in a felspar-rock containing corundum
and sometimes biotite, muscovite, and, in one case, chrysobery. This

rock occurs as veins ramifying through the elaeolite-syenite-gneiss

between Sivamallai Hill and Karutapallaiyam in the Coimbatore dis-

trict. According to Mr. Middlemiss2 the dysluite generally occurs

in irregular masses or veinlets, but sometimes shows an attempt at

the regular spinel form, namely the octahedron. The m.iueral was
determined by H. H. Hayden, to whom it was forwarded from the field,

the particular locahty for the dysluite thus determined be'iig IJ miles

S.S.E. of Padiyur. Mr. Hayden reported the mineral to be a zinc-iron-

1 O. A. Derby, Amer. Jour. Sci., XII, p. 21, (1901).
2 Manuscript notes.
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manganese gahnite, the ratio of iron to alumina being 55 : 47. Besides

iron and alumina it was found to contain a good deal of zinc and rather

less manganese than zinc, with a trace of lime and magnesia, and a very

little silica. The specific gravity was foimd to be 3-95—4' 17.

The specimens collected by Mr. Middlemiss show masses of the dys-

luite up to 5 inches in length. They are very irregular in shape, some-

times shewing a tendency to the octahedral form characteristic of

spinels. The immediately associated minerals are white and pink

felspar, and biotite. The dysluite itself is black, breaking with a sub-

conchoidal fracture, which when fresh shows a somewhat resinous

lustre. The mineral scratches quartz. It is very difficult, however,

to obtain a reaction for manganese in the ordinary way by fusion with

nitre and fusion mixture. The result of two such tests was to lead to

the supposition that manganese was not present. On first fusing the

uiineral with acid potassium sulphate and then adding nitre and fusion

uiixture a decided manganese reaction was, however, obtained. The

streak of the mineral is a somewhat darkish grey.

Manganmagnetite.

As its name implies mangaimiagnetite is a variety of magnetite con-

taining manganese. Three localities have been so far recorded for

this variety. They are :

—

Locality. Contains :— G.

Vester Silfberg, Swedenl . . 3 80 and 6-27% MnO . . 5-064

New Zealand2 . . . 4-63% Mn203 and 7-15% MgO 4-67

Kodur, Vizagapatam, Madras3 . 3-00% Mn304, 2-52% AI2O3 5-045

There seems to be some doubt as to which portion of the magnetite

molecule contains the manganese. Thus the general formula of man-

ganmagnetite may be expressed as (Fe,Mn)0.(Fe,Mn)304
;
or, if allowance

be made for the magnesia shown in the New Zealand specimen and

the alumina shown in the Kodur specimen, the formula may be stated

as follows :—(Fe,Mn,Mg)0.(Fe,Mn,Al)304. And, if the presence of the

alumina be neglected, manganmagnetite may be looked upon as provid-

ing the connecting link between magnetite and jacobsite. The Indian

1 Mats WeihuU, Min. v. jxlr. Mitlheil., VII, j). 109. (1886).

2 A. H. Ch.-ster, Min. Mwj., VIII, p. 125, (1889).

3 T. H. Holland, Rec. Oeol. Sur. Ind., XXVI, p. 165. (1893).
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specimen investigated by Dr. Holland was strongly magnetic, showing

distinct polarity, and otherwise exhibiting the properties of mag-

netite, except that its streak was reddish brown instead of black.

In mv examination of the manganese-ore deposits of the Vizaga"

patam district I found that what was apparently manganmagnetite is

rv not at all uncommon. The difficultv is
Occurrence.

to avoid confounding it with braumte,

for, as is explained on another page (63), this mineral is also

magnetic, although to a much smaller degree. Both minerals have a

lustrous black conchoidal to sub-conchoidal fracture, but braunite

usually exhibits a well-marked octahedral cleavage not shown by mangan-

magnetite. When in small grains, however, the cleavage of the brau-

nite may be difficult to develop. In this case if the luineral be not

strongly magnetic it may be taken to be braunite. but it is best to

confirm this deduction as to the character of the mineral by making

a chemical test. The best is to treat the finely powdered mineral with

strong hydrochloric acid. If the mineral be braunite it will leave a

residue of gelatinous sihca : whilst if it be manganmagnetite it \vill

either dissolve completely, or it wiU leave only a very small residue due to

mechanically included silica, which will not be gelatinous. If the mineral

contain only a small amount of manganese, this will of course

show that it is not braunite ; but the prese»Mie of a large amount of

manganese does not necessarily mean that the mineral is braunite. for

there is another magnetic mineral, vredenburgite. that contains a

high percentage of this element. The deposit at which I found mangan-

magnetite in the greatest abundance is Garbham, but I also foimd it

at Kodur and Avagudem. At Garbham it occurs in two ways. One

is in a rock composed of manganese-garnet (spandite) with some

apatite and a little mica (rich brown), in which the manganmagnetite

fomis perhaps one-third of the rock. The grains of manganmagnetite

are I to ^ inch in diameter, ^\^len freshly fractured they are seen

to be traversed by rather numerous thin veinlets of psilomelane. To
test if the mineral were really manganmagnetite, containing the mangan-

ese in combination as a part of the molecule, was therefore a matter

of some difficulty. After a lot of trouble some pieces were picked out

that had fresh fracture surfaces on every side and showed no trace of

the psilomelane veinlets. These were found to give decided reactions

for manganese indicating its presence in appreciable ciuantitv. but not

in large amount. I must confess that I do not feel absolutely certain

that any of the pieces tested were really quite free from psilomelane
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:

veinlets, although as far as I could determine, by careful examination of

the specimens to be tested under the microscope, they seemed quite pure.

The manganese-ore quarried at Garbham is frequently seen to contain

scattered shining specks which at first sight one takes to be braimite.

Judging, however, from the magnetism test, these bright specks consist

more often of manganmagnetite than of braunite at Garbham, thus

accounting for the high percentage of iron found in these ores.

At Avagudem a rather common form of ore is one composed of a

mixture of psilomelane and pyrolusite Avith abundant scattered specks

of a very magnetic mineral. As at Garbham this magnetic mineral

is traversed by veinlets of psilomelane, but to a still greater extent.

With the greatest difficulty a piece was picked out which seemed to be

free from these veinlets ; this gave only a very weak reaction indicat-

ing not much more than a trace of manganese. At Kodur the patches

and specks of the shining mineral that is so often seen in the mauga-

nese-ores are found to consist more often than not of braunite ; but

sometimes manganmagnetite traversed by psilomelane veinlets is found.

As regards the origin of this manganmagnetite it is obvious that

when it forms a part of the manganese-ores—which, as is explained

on pages 262 to 272, are of secondary

origin formed by the chemical alteration,

with solution and re-deposition, of various constituents of the

rocks of the kodurite series—it must also have been formed during

the series of chemical changes by which the ores were formed. In

the case of the spandite-rock at Garbham in which it occurs it seems,

however, possible that it may be an original mineral formed at the same

time as the enclosing rock. Microscopic examination does not

definitely settle this question. Under the microscope it is seen that the

garnet is undoubtedly being replaced by manganese-ore (psilomelane).

In places in the rock there are curious rims or borders of garnet to the

opaque minerals consisting of manganmagnetite and psilomelane.

Reflected light shows that o:i one side of the rim is mangamnagnetite

(grey-black)^ and on the oth(!r psilomelane (duW black) evidently replacing

the garnet. The manganmagnetite does not show this evident replace-

ment ; hence it seems possible that the original rock was composed mainly

of spandite and manganmagnetite and that manganiferous solutions

have attacked the rock and replaced the garnet, in some places com-

pletely and in some cases only partially, so as to leave an unaltered rim

of garnet between the manganmagnetite and the secondarily formed

manganese-ore ; whilst the manganmagnetite has escaped alteration,
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except perhaps along the psilomelane veinlets that often traverse it in

all directions. It is not certain, however, that the manganmagnetite

is original as here supposed, although this hypothesis seems to suit the

evidence.

In other parts of India manganmagnetite has not been commonly

found. Probably, however, in most of the magnetite-bearing

gneisses at Kandri and Mansar, Nagpur district, the supposed magnetite

is manganiferous, being usually manganmagnetite, but possibly in

some cases braunite.

Hausmannite.

Up to date no undoubted specimen of hausmannite has been found

in India. It is true that Mr. R. B. Foote^ says that the manganese-

ore of Ramandrug in the Sandur Hills probably contains its manganese

in the form of braimite or hausmannite. But the analysis quoted is

sufficient to disprove this ; for the amount of oxygen found is much in

excess of that required for either mineral. The specimens collected by

Foote are apparently nodules of very impure psilomelane. Several

selected specimens of manganese-ores from the Central Provinces were

analysed at the Imperial Institute, London ; sometimes the specimens

so analysed were found to be simple in composition and composed of

one mineral only, but at other times they were found to be mixtures of

two or more minerals. In calculating these latter analyses to their

mineral composition it was sometimes found that the analysis might be

taken as indicating the presence of a certain proportion of hausmannite.

Thus alternative arrangements of the analyses of specimens Nos. 995

(Kandri) and 1037 (Mansar) given on pages 868 and 887 are the

following :

—

Spicirneu No. 'J'J3. Sp-cirm n Ko. 1037.

(Kandri.) (Mansar.)

Apatite .... . 0-35 0-49
Calcite .... . 0-14 014
Braunite (.3Mn203.MnSi03) . 01-85 56-02
Psilomelane (including Fe) . 16-21 22-94
Hausmannite . 19-74 20-39
Quartz . . . . . 1-64 0-30
As^Oo . . . . . 0-019 0-017
Moisture . 0 15 0 10

100-099 100-457
Oxygen assumed . 0-07
Oxygen surplus 6-30

100-029 100-757

iMem. Geol. Sur. Ind., XXV, p. 195, (1895).
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The specimens, however, only indicated the presence of two minerals,

one of them occurring in small crystalline grains set in a dull matrix

of the other (psilonielane). Some of the crystalline grains might have been

braunite and some hausmannite ; but as the ore was similar to many other

specimens in which calculation did not indicate the presence of hausman-

nite, it seemed likely that in these two cases also it was not

present. This difficulty was surmounted by assuming that the ferric oxide,

included in the psilomelane above as ferric manganate, replaced a part

of the MngOs of the braunite. It was foimd possible to take the

Mn203 thus set fi'ee into the psilomelane together with the manganese

oxide previously calculated as hausmannite ; and thus the mineral com-

position was expressed in the terms of two minerals only (neglecting,

of course, the traces of quartz, apatite, etc.) as shown on pages 869

and 888. These considerations have nevertheless been introduced here

to show the possibility that some of the Central Provinces manga-

nese-ores may contain hausmannite, although it has not been yet

found possible to prove this in any particular case.

Vredenburgite,

In two different parts of India, namely Beldongri in the Nagpm' district,

Central Provinces, and Garividi in the Vizagapatam district, Madras, I have

found a mineral that everything agrees in showing is a new species. In

colour the mineral is a dark steel-grey exhibiting a bronze tint, especially

in the sun. In fact it was this bronzy colour

that first drew my attention to the mmeral at

Beldongri : the difference in tint between this and the ordinary man-

ganese-ore of the mine was most marked, the latter, composed of a

mixture of braunite and psilomelane, being of a dark steel-gi-ey to black

colour, with sometimes a tinge of bluish. The lustre of the mineral is

metallic, but not very bright, except on cleavage surfaces. The Garividi

specimen shows well-marked cleavage, the nature of which is not obvious,

but which I would suggest is parallel either to the isometric octahedron or

to the tetragonal pyramid, according to whether the mineral is isometric

or tetragonal ; for it wil' probably be found to belong to one of these

two systems if specimens be ever found showing recognizable faces.

The streak of the mineral is a deep brownish black tending to a deep
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chocolate. Its hardness is about 6 "5. The most interesting feature of the

mineral, however, is its magnetism, for it seems to be just as strongly

magnetic as ordinary magnetite ; and indeed, any one picking up a piece

of it and testing it with a magnet would say at once that it was mag-

netite. That this would be incorrect is shown by the fact that the min-

eral contains a high percentage of manganese ; in fact, about twice as

much of this element as of iron. The mineral is, moreover, distinctly

polar, and pieces can be broken off, one end of which will attract one

pole of a balanced magnetic needle and repel the other. The coarsely

crystallized Garividi specimen is more suitable for this test than the more

finely crystalline ore from Beldongri, the latter being of the nature of

an aggregate in which the polarity of one individual may neutralize

that of another.

The Beldongri specimen was found as a thin band, one inch in

thickness, intercalated with the other ores in the south-east corner of the

quarry, at the point D in Plate 37. This ore is moderately coarsely

crystalline, as compared with the usual manganese-ores of this part

of India, the individual grains averaging to J inch across. This crystal-

line aggregate is very compact, and in parts the magnetic mineral tends

to get mixed with a little psilomelane. A piece, apparenth^ free from this

latter impurity and having a specific gravity of 4 "74, was selected

for analysis, the latter being carried out at the Imperial Institute. The

other specimen was obtained from amongst the heaps of ore from the

Garividi deposit, stacked ready for despatch at the station of the same

name. In contrast to the Beldongri specimen this is very coarsely

crystalline, a piece about three inches in length consisting of only three

individuals interlocldng one with the other in a sort of poikilitic way. One

of these individuals is two inches long. The Garividi specimen, more-

over, does not contain any other admixed mineral. The piece of it

chosen for analysis had a specific gravity of 4 "84, which is somewhat

higher than that of the Beldongri specimen. This may mean that there

was a little admixed psilomelane in the Beldongri ore, although the way
in which the analysis works out to a definite formula does not support

this supposition. The shght differences in specific gravity may be due

to slight differences in the impurities that each
Chemical composition. r , i ii •

oi the specunens probably contam ( see the

analyses on the )iext three pages ). The Garividi specimen was

analysed by Messrs. J. & H. S. Pattinson of Newcastle-on-

Tyne.
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The two analyses are given side by side below :—

Specimen Nu. 1080. Specimen No. A. 346.
(Beldongri.) (Garividi.)

Manganese peroxide (MnOa) . 23-67 24-94
Manganese protoxide (MnO) . 38-24 38*53
Ferric oxide (Fe203) . . . 28-85 31-29
Alumina (AI2O3) . . . r32 2-10
Barvta(BaO) . . . TSO 0-03
Lime;CaO) . . . . r53 0-90
Magnesia (MgO) . . . 0-99 1-20

Potash (K2O) 0-06
Soda (Na20) 0-14
Combined silica (Si02) . . 0-91 0*20
Free silica (Si02) . . .0-80 Nil
Sulphur 0-03
Phosphoric oxide (P2O5) . . 1 -07 0-03
Arsenic oxide (AS2O5) . . 0-01 Nil
Cobaltous oxide (CoO) .... 0-05
Nickelous oxide (NiO) . ... Nil
Cupric oxide (CuO) 0-03
Lead oxide (PbO) NU
Zinc oxide (ZnO) Nil
Titanic oxide (Ti02) 0-14
Cldorine and fluorine .... Nil
Combined water . . . r32 0-30
Moisture at 100°C . . .0-18 0 20
Carbon dioxide (CO2) . . . O'OO Nil

100-34 100-17

Manganese . . . .44-02 45-02
Iron

20-19

21-90
Silica (total) . . . .1-77 0-20
Phosphorus . . . .0-47 0-02

Specific gravity . . . . 4"74 4*84

It is evident from the foregoing analyses that these two specimens

represent one and the same mineral composed practically entirely of oxides

of manganese and iron ; all the other constituents being present in

insignificant proportions may be regarded as impurities. The question is

then to calculate from these two analyses the formula of the mineral.

I will first consider the mineralogical composition of the Beldongri

specimen. If the combined silica shown in the analysis be really in this
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condition then it will probably be as braunite. On this assumption

the analysis can be re-stated as follows :

—

Apatite 2-47
Calcite 0-20
Braunite 9- 12
Hausmannite 53-82
Hematite 28-85
Impurities

—

Alumina 1-32
Baryta 1-30

Lime 0-02
Magnesia 0-99
Combined water 1-32

Quartz 0-86
Arsenic oxide 001
Moisture 0-18

100-46
Subtract oxygen assumed 0-12

100-34

On the supposition that the combined silica is present as braunite

there is no alternative to the above interpretation of the analysis ; for

the jVIn304 and Fe203 are not then present in any simple molecular

proportion. But in accordance with this interpretation there should

be three constituents easily visible in the hand-specimen, namely brau-

nite, hausmannite, and hematite. Examination of the specimen, however,

does not reveal the presence of more than one constituent. If, on

the other hand, we assume that the combined sUica is in combination

with some of the impurities, then the analysis can be stated as follows :

—

Apatite 2-47

Calcite 0-20

ilnsOi 61-93

Fe203 28-85

Impurities 5-86

Quartz 0-86

AS2O5 001
Moisture 0-18

100-36
Subtract oxygen a».suined 0 02

100-34
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Now the Mn304 and Fe203 are present in the molecular proportions

of 3 to 2 as shown below :

—

61-93
=-2704 = 3 X 09013

229

28-85
=-1803 = 2 X -09015

IfiO

Hence we can suppose that they form a mineral of the composition

3Mn304.2Fe203, rather than a mixture of hausmannite and hematite.

Taking now the case of the Garividi analysis, all the constituents

may be regarded as impurities accidentally picked up during the

formation of the mineral, except the oxides of manganese and iron, to

which, as in the case of the Beldongri specimen, we will confine our

attention. The oxides of manganese given in the analysis on page 44

correspond to :

—

Manganese . . . .45-61
Oxygon 17-86

Now 45 '61 manganese requires 17*70 oxygen for the formation of

Mn304, so that here also it seems almost certain that the manganese is

present in the form of the proto-sesquioxide. Again the question arises

as to whether this Mn304 is to be regarded as hausmannite in mecha-

nical admixture with the Fe203 in the form of hematite, or whether

the oxides of m.anganese and iron are in combination as some definite

molecule with a definite molecular formula. Calculation shows that

the relation between the Mn304 and the Fe203 is not so exact as in the

case of the Beldongri specimen. Neglecting all the constituents

except the oxides of manganese and iron the composition of the mineral

is :—

Mn304 . . . . 63-31

FezOs 31-29
Surplus oxygen . . .0-16

94-70

Now to satisfy the formula 3Mn304.2Fe203, (53 'SI Mn304 requires

29*49 Fe203, whilst 31*29 is available; that is, there is a sur-

plus of 1 * 80 Fe203. This is not excessive and may be taken as showing

that the (Jarividi specimen has the same formula as the Beldongri
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specimen, the extra Fe203 being regarded as a further portion of the

impurities.

On the evidence of the foregoing calculations it might then be con-

sidered as fairly certain that the formula of this mineral is really 3Mn304.

2Fe203. At first sight, however, there might seem to be an objection

to this formula in the fact that the mineral is so strongly magnetic that

the iron must be supposed to be present as Fe304 rather than as Fe203.

But this is not a real objection, because there are several minerals

exhibiting magnetic properties—usually it is true, to a much smaller degree

than magnetite—that do not contain their iron in the form of Fe304. Thus

pyrrhotite or magnetic pyrites, a sulphide of the formula FeiiSi2, is

often strongly magnetic. Ilmenite is often slightly magnetic. Its

formula may be written either as FeTiOs, as (Fe,Ti)203, or as

mFeTi03.»Fe203. Whichever interpretation be the correct it is seen that

the iron is in the form of either FeO or Fe203. Since hematite (Fe203)

is usually non-magnetic, it seems as if the magnetism of ilmenite must

be due to the presence in it of titanium and not iron. In the same way
all the Indian braunites are more or less magnetic. Although the

formula of braunite is open to some doubt, as is shown in the section

dealing with this mineral, yet no interpretation of it shows the presence of

an R3O4 group. Now the Indian braunites usually contain an appre-

ciable proportion of iron replacing a part of the manganese. Such

iron must, therefore, be in the form either of Fe203 or, less likely, of FeO.

It so happens, however, that some braunites are very low in their iron

percentage, and yet are still magnetic. Hence we must suppose that, as in

the case of the ilmenite the magnetic properties of the mineral are due

to the titanium rather than to the iron, so in the case of braunite the

magnetism is due, to the manganese rather than to the iron. Hence

in the case of the mineral under consideration it does not necessarily

follow that its magnetic properties are due to the iron, even though

it is present in large amount. The manganese may be the cause of the

magnetism ; but considering the strength of this property it seems

more probable that the iron has something to do with the magnetism.

It may be that this particular proportion of manganese and iron oxides

gives rise to the magnetism. It will be seen from the foregoing that

even if the magnetism be entirely due to the presence of the iron, it does not

follow that it is present in the form of Fe304. It will be interesting,

however, to see if the analysis can be interpreted on the supposition

that the iron is present in the Fe304 condition.
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If in each of the analyses the iron be supposed to be present in the form

of Fe304 and the manganese in the form of Mn203, then the amounts of

these oxides work out as follows :

—

MU2O3
re304

8iibtrac( 0 assumed .

Beldongri. Garividi.

64-08 65-51
27-89 30-25

91-97 95-76
1-21 1-00

90-76 94-76

With this arrangement the formula works out as corresponding in

both cases very closely to 10Mn2O3.3Fe3O4. Since, however, the

error in the oxygen is on this interpretation so large, it would be better

to suppose that the manganese is not all in the form of Mn203, but that

a portion of it is in the R3O4 group isomorphously replacing a portion

of the iron. On this supposition and using the oxygen, manganese,

and iron, as actually determined, as the basis of calculation, the

composition works out as follows :

—

Beldongri. Garividi.

Mn203 , . . . 28-23 35-89

MnsOi .... 34-64 28-62

YezOi .... 27-89 30-25

90-76 94-76

The molecular proportions of the three oxides then work out as follows :

—

Beldongri.

Mn203
Mn304

Fe304

. - -1787

. = 1513")

[ -2715

. = -1202)

Garividi.

= 2x

= 3x

•0893

-0905

Mn203
Mn304

Fe304

. = -2271

. = -1249T

[ -2553

. = -1304 )

= 7 X

= 8x

0324

•0319

These correspond respectively to the formulae

—

Beldongri . . . 2Mn203-3(Mn.Fe);i04
Garividi . . . 7Mn203.8(Mn,Fe)304

We have thus arrived at the following alternative formula) :

—

Beldongri. Garividi.

3Mn304.2Fe203
|

3Mn:i04.2Fe203
10Mn2O3.3Fe3O4

|

10Mn2O3.3Fe3O4
2Mn203.3(Mn,Fe)304 ' 7Mn203.8(Mn,Fe)30t
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Of these formulae the simplest is the first, to which the analyses

correspond more nearly than to any other, if a httle of the iron be

regarded as impurity in the Garividi specimen. The second is the least

probable interpretation as it is then necessary to assume errors of 1
" 00

and 1'21, respectively, in the determination of the oxygen. Which-

ever be the correct formula there is no doubt that this mineral is a new

mineral species. I propose to call it vredenhurgite after my colleague

Mr. E. W. Vredenburg, under whom I spent my first field season in

India and first came in contact with deposits of manganese-ore. Its

main interest lies in its combination of strongly magnetic characters with

a high percentage of manganese. In consequence of the former property

it is liable to be mistaken for magnetite if—as is only natural, considering

that up to the present the only black strongly magnetic mineral^ that has

been recognised is magnetite—its chemical character be not determined.

Whilst on account of its well-marked cleavage and the fact that it is

found in manganese deposits, it is liable to be mistaken for braimite,

unless its magnetic characters be examined. The fact that it dissolves

up practically completely in acid, without leaving a residue of silica,

serves to distinguish it from braunite ; so also does its duller lustre on

cleavage surfaces and its curious bronzy lustre in the sun. Otherwise,

in hardness, cleavage, and specific gravity, there is a remarkable simi-

larity between these two minerals

Sitaparite

At Sitapar in the Chhindwara district, Central Provinces, there occurs

amongst the interesting association of minerals forming the ores of this

place a dark bronze-coloured mineral that looks very hke the one I have

called vredenhurgite. It is, however, distinguished from the latter by
the fact that it is only slightly magnetic, vredenhurgite being about as

magnetic as magnetite. The actual colour of the mineral may be de-

Chara te s

scribed as dark bronze-grey, the bronze tint being

especially well seen in the sun. It is, moreover,

sufficiently well marked for the mineral to be at once distinguished

from its associates in the ores in which it occurs. The streak is

black, the lastre metallic. The mineral is brittle and tends to break

along almost perfect cleavage planes, which may be octahedral.

The hardness of the mineral is about the same as that of quartz.

The specific gravity seems to be somewhat variable, three pieces showing

1 Excluding native element?.

I E
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values for this constant of 4:"93, 4*99, and 5*09, the mean value being

5'00. An analysis of this mineral was made by Mr. T. R. Blyth,

. , . . of the Geological Survey of India, on a piece having
Cnenncal composition. . / rrn

a specmc gravity oi -4 '93. Ihe result is as

follows :

—

Specimen No. 843 A.

Manganese peroxide
Manganese protoxide
Ferric oxide

Alumina
Baryta .

Lime
Magnesia
Silica

Moisture at 100° 0.

Manganese .

Iron

Specific gravity

36-79
26- 89
27- 60
1-02
0- 10
6-14
1-02
1-17

0 09

100-82

44-09
19-32

4-93

Below are compared the figures for the oxides of manganese and

iron, and metallic manganese and iron, with those for the two specimens

of vredenburgite of which the full analyses are given on page 44 :

—

Beldongri. Garividi. Sita par

Mn02 . 23 67 24 94 36 79
MnO . 38 24 38 53 26 89
Fe203 . 28 85 31 29 27 60

90 76 04 76 91 28

Mansranese . . 44 62 45 62 44 09
Iron . . 20 19 21 90 19 32

It will be seen that there is a striking resemblance between the Sitapar

mineral and the two specimens of vredenburgite, particularly in the

amounts of ferric oxide, manganese, and iron. The difference

between the two minerals lies, however, in the state of oxidation of

the manganese. Whilst vredenburgite contains considerably more MnO
than Mn02, the relative amounts of these two oxides are reversed in the

Sitapar mineral. Consequently the Sitapar mineral cannot be made

to conform to the formula of vredenburgite. In the case of vreden-

burgite I regarded the constituents other than the above as impurities,

because none of them was present in any important quantity, nor had
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any important effect on the formula. Their total amount was, however,

not so small, being about 9 per cent, in the Beldongri specimen and 5 per

cent, in the Garividi specimen.

In the present case one of the constituents other than oxides of man-

ganese and iron is present in sufficient quantity for it to be necessary

to take it into account in calculating the formula. This is the lime
;

and in investigating the significance of this constituent in the for-

mula I have grouped with it the oxides of barium and magnesium.

Below I give the figures for the molecular ratio of each constituent :

—

Mn02 ^r^=r. 0 -4230 =10 x "0423

MnO =_26-89 ^ Q.gyg^ = 9 x 0421
71

Fe203 = — = 0 1725 = 4 x 0431
KiO

CaO = = 0-1096 "1

or,
,

I

M^O = = 00253 !- = 0-1355 = 3 x -0-:52

40 -36
I

I

BaO = = OOOOG J
153-4

SiOo =-. ^ 0 0194 = t X 0485
00 -4

In the last line I have also given the molecular ratio for the silica to

show that it is present in too small a quantity to be taken into account

in working out the formula of the mineial. It will be seen, however,

that the CaO, MgO and BaO taken together are molecularly nearly as

important as the ferric oxide. According to the above the formula

ij as follows :

—

10MnO2 . 9MnO. 4Fe203 . 3(Ca,Mg,Ba) 0.

Leaving out the MgO and BaO and grouping together the oxides of

manganese this can be stated more simply as follows :

—

9Mn203 . 4Fe203 . Mn02.3CaO

.
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From this it might be thought that the mineral is only to be regarded

as a variety of the very rare sort of braunite having the simple formula

Mn203, in which a portion of the manganese is replaced by iron, the

one molecule of Mn02 and the 3 of CaO being impurities. The quan-

tity of the latter seems to me to be too large for it to be treated as an

impurity, especially as the specimen analysed was a portion of one crystal

only and was apparently quite pure and free from adventitious mat-

ter. Apart from the presence of the lime and excess Mn02, the bronze

tint of the mineral is sufficient to show that the mineral is not a variety

of any sort of braunite ; for the latter usually possesses a rich black

colour, and is, moreover, present in the same ore, as a mineral of very

different appearance. Another alternative is to regard the iron as

being present in the form of Fe304. Under this supposition the formula

of the mineral works out as 6Mn3O4.4Fe3O4.i2MnO2.5CaO. It

does not, even in this form, show any close relationship in formula to

any other mineral. Hence it seems better to accept the simpler formula

9Mn203,4Fe203.Mn02.3CaO, as the best expression of the compo-

sition of this mineral, and to regard it as a new species. As the locality

where it is found contains such a number of interesting minerals I think

this mineral can be most appropriately called sitaparite} I do not at

present know what is the meaning of the variable specific gravity noted

above. It may correspond to a variation in the composition of the

mineral in which one constituent is replaced by another without altering

the general formula of the mineral. Further work on the mineral, when

a larger number of specimens have been analysed, may result in a

modification of the formula of the mineral as given above, but it wiU

not alter the fact that the mineral has a individuality that enables it

to be distinguished from all other manganese minerals. The only two

minerals to which it bears any resemblance are manganmagnetite and

vredenburgite. It is distinguished from the former by its bronze tint

and weak magnetism ; and from the latter, which it resembles in its

bronze tint, by its weak magnetism.

Braunite.

Of all the manganese-ores found in India braunite is, with the

exception of psilomelane, the most important. The existence of this

1 To be pronounced with the accent on the third sj'Uable' in which the ' a ' is like

the 'a' in ' park '. The ' i
' in 'Sita' is pronounced like ' ee '.
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mineral in India was first recognized by Dr. A. J. Scott in 1852 ^, who

analysed two specimens said to have come from Vizianagram and

Bimlipatam, respectively. As manganese-ores are not known to exist at

either of these towns, the probability is that the specimens were obtained

from the manganiferous area of the district in which these two places

are situated. From the account given of the characters of the ores

examined it is evident that they consisted of mixtures of braunite and

psilomelane. The analyses of these two specimens are given in the

paper cited, and Scott remarks with regard to the Vizianagram ore that

its analysis agrees most nearly with that of Damour's Marcellin, an

impure braunite from St. Marcel in Piedmont. Two years later Mr.

Marcadieu recorded the discovery near Dharmsala in the Punjab (see

page 1156) of a mineral that 'approaches by its composition and

crystalline form to marcelline '. The crystals he describes as octahedral

with a square basis. ^ Since then it has been found to occur in

great abundance in various parts of India. I do not intend to give

here a detailed account of all the occurrences of this ore, but will only

refer to the most interesting and important of them. An account

of all that was knowTj about Indian braunite up to the year 1887 will,

however, be found on pages 55 to 57 of Mallet's ' Mineralogy '.

As far as my own experience goes braunite is found in India only in

association with the manganese-ore deposits that
Occurrence. occur in the Archaean rocks. And, as is described

in the chapters dealing with the geology of these

deposits, there are two chief groups of these deposits. The braunite that

occurs in the deposits formed by the chemical alteration of the rocks

of the Jjodurite series in Vizagapatam has, if my view of the origin of

the ores of this area be correct, been formed during the chemical changes

by which the manganese-ores were derived from the manganese-sili-

cate minerals. In these deposits, however, braunite is not nearly so

abundant as in the deposits occurring in the rocks of Dharwar age in the

Central Provinces, Central India, and Narukot, i.e., in association

with the gondite series. In these latter deposits I suppose that a portion

of the manganese-ores has been formed direct by the metamorphism of

the original manganiferous sediments, whilst another portion of the ores

has been formed by the chemical alteration of the manganese silicates

that were formed by the metamorphism of the more impure of the

1 Edin. New Phil. Jour., nil, pp. 277-279.
2 Selections, PubJic Correspondence, Punjab Administration, II, No.vii, p. 4.
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original manganiferous sediments. It is probable, as far as can be

judged from the careful study of the specimens collected, that braun-

ite, which is often the predominant mineral in these deposits, has been

formed in both ways. At one locality in the Central Provinces, namely

Kacharwahi in the Nagpur district, braunite crystals are found in

abundance in an albite-rock that is probably intrusive in the ore-body.

Hence we see that the Indian braunite has been formed in three distinct

ways, as follows :

—

1. By crystallization from an igneous intrusive ; at Kacharwahi.

2. By the metamorphism of manganiferous sediments ; in the Cen-

tral Provinces, Central India (Jhabua), and Narukot.

3. During the chemical alteration under the influence of waters

—

probably heated, and containing chemical reagents and solvents—of

manganese silicates, sach as manganese garnets and manganese-pyroxenes,

these silicates being contained (a) in the igneous rocks of the kodurite

series in Vizagapatam, and ( o) in the metamorphic rocks of the gondite

series in the Central Provinces, Central India, and possibly Narukot.

There is no certain evidence of the occiirreiice of this mineral in

any other areas in India, or in rocks of any other age, than those men-

tioned above. It must be mentioned, however, that minute specks

of a crystalline mineral sometimes showing octahedral faces are occa-

sionally seen sparsely distributed in the ores of other areas, especially

the Sandux Hills. This mineral may also be braunite, but has not

been investigated, and is perhaps more likely to be magnetite.

In view of the enormous quantities of this mineral that exist in

India it might be thought that abundance of material would now

be available for the convenient study of the crystallographic characters

of this mineral. Such, however, is not the case, the mineral being

only rarely found in measurable crystals. In the Vizagapatam deposits

it usually occurs as specks and patches of irregular shape embedded

in a matrix of psilomelane. In fact I have not obtained from this area

a single specimen showing crystal faces. In the deposits of the Central

Provinces, Jhabua, and Narukot, the mineral usually occurs in one of

two forms. One of these is a finely granular aggregate in which all

the grains are braunite pressed one against the other, but showing

a tendency to a general octahedral shape. The other is a rock composed

of a mixture of braunite and psilomelane, little granules of the braunite

being set in a matrix of psDomelane. ( Plate i shows a photo-

micrograph of a pohshed and etched slice of such ore.) The proportions
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Feimor. Photomicrograph. Be>inose,Coilo., Doby.

X i6.

Photomicrograph by reflected light of a

polished and etched slice of manganese-ore

from Ramdongri, Nagpur district, C. P.

The dark part is braunite (crystalline), and

the light part, or matrix in which the

braunite is set, is psilomelane.
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between the two are subject to great variation, ard such ore can grade

into psilomelane on the one hand and into the njanular aggregate of

braunite mentioned above on the other hand. In this mixture the braunite

individual* sometimes become quite large, as much as k to 1 inch across ;

but even then the development of crystal faces is prevented by the

cement of psilomelane, or by the braunite crystals either interlocking

with or pressing against one another. In one case, namely at Lohdongri

in the Nagpur district, there are spaces between the layers of ore in

which the braunite has had the opportunity of developing crystal faces

(for an account of the exact mode of occurrence see page 917) ; whilst at

Kajlidongri also, crystals with well developed faces have been obtained

by Mr. H. J. Winch, presumably from some cavity in the ore ; a single

specimen was also obtained by the late Mr. A. M. Gow Smith at Kodegaon

in the Nagpur district. The best locality for crystals is, however, Kach-

arwahi, where they are to be found in abundance in an albite-rock, fre-

quently containing blanfordit3 and sometimes quartz, and which as men-

tioned above is intrusive in the ore-body. One individual showing

crystal faces was also noticed amongst the ores from Sitapar. The total

number of specimens from these five localities is considerable, as also

is the number of faces represented.

I have not yet been able to carry out a detailed crystallographic

investigation of all the forms represented, so that

chS^MtersTvakie'' of I do not propose to give here details of the angular
the fundamental measurements made up to date. The angle pp'
'^^^

' between the faces of the unit pyramid was measured

on a considerable nimiber of crystals. For this purpose the crystals

from Kajhdongri were foimd to be the best fitted, since they give the

brightest reflections. The mean of the value for this angle determined

over 12 edges measured on 6 crystals was fovmd to be 70^ 22', the range

in angles being from 70° 17' to 70° 27^'. In the majority of the Kachar-

wahi specimens the edges are rounded, with a corresponding corrosion

of the faces, so that good reflections are difficult to obtain. Hence of a

number of measurements made only 5 were considered to be worth taking

into account. These were made on five edges distributed over four

crystals. The values ranged from 70° 13J' to 70° 25i', the mean being

70° 18|'. Of the Lohdongri braunite only two suitable Specimens were
available. From these only one measurement was of any value, being

79° 25'. The Kodegaon and Sitapar specimens were not suitable for

goniometric measurement. The mean of all the values given above is
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70° 21', Now the following values for tMs angle pp' have been deter-

mined by various observers :

—

Author. Locality. Value.

Haidinger 1 . . . St. Marcel, Piedmont 70^ 7'

Des Cloizeaux 2 . Ditto 70° 14'

Vom Rath 3 Ditto 70° 8' and 70° 13'

Flink* .... Langban, Sweden .
70° 19'

It will be seen that the mean of my determinations agrees with

Flink's value rather than those of other observers ; and as the difference

from that of Flink is only 2', I shall accept his value for the present. I

do not, however, think that the determinations of the other observers

are to be regarded as incorrect ; indeed I think it probable that there is a

small variation in the value of this angle from crystal to crystal, corre-

sponding with the variation in composition to be noted later ; and pro-

bably the difference betweim the values of this angle on the Kajlidongri

and Kacharwahi braunites and on the foreign braunites is due to some .

difference between the composition of the crystals from the different

places. It is further probable that even at one locality there is a variation

from specimen to specimen. Thus of the crystals from Kajlidongri one

gave the following four values for :— 70° 27', 27^', 26', and 17', the

images for the first three angles being very good and one of those for the

fourth edge poor ; whilst another crystal from the same mine gave

the following values, of which the first three are from very good reflec-

tions :—70° 18', 181', 18', and 20|'. Hence it seems probable that the

composition of these two specimens must be slightly different, corre-

sponding to an angle of 70° 27' in one case and 70° 18' in the other.

From the value 70° 19' Flink calculates the value

cal^axfs^V^
^'^'ti- of f, the vertical crystallographic axis, to be 0-9924,

in the paper cited above, and 0*99218 in a later

paper. 5 From this value 70° 19', however, I calculate the value to

be 0-99220, giving the value for c2, so useful in calculating the angles

between the faces of the crystals, as 0-98447.

The habits of the crystals from the different localities vary consider

-

1 Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinh., XI, pp. 132-134, (1831).
2 Annales des Mines, imo. Ser., I, p. 423, (1842).
^ Silzungsb.d.nied. Gesells. Bonn, p. 224, Dec. 1882.
« liihung. k. 8v. Vet. Aknd. llandl., XIII, Part II, No. 7, p. 37, (1888).
» Op. cif., XVI, Part II, No. 4, ,,. 7, (1890).
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ably.

The
crystals

Thus the prevailing form at Kajlidongri is the combination

of the fundamental pyramid p or (111) with the
KajUdougn

^^^^^.^.^g^j^^i pyramid X or (421), see fig. 1. Some-

times thin bevelling edges of r or (865) are present,

Fig. 1.—Braunite, Kajlidongri. Fig. 2.—Braunite, Kajlidongri.

as in fig. 2, and very rarely little faces of the prism of the first order m
or (110) shown in the same figure. Very rarely these crystals are

truncated by the basal plane c or (001). Simple pyramids or octahedra

are very rare and no twins have yet been observed.

At Kacharwahi, on the other hand, simple tetragonal pyramids or

.
octahedra are common, although they often show

crjstls. the basal plane c as well, as in fig. 3. Frequently

the octahedral crystals are rendered more com-

plicated by the presence of faces of the ditetragonal pyramid ij or (423),

as shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 3.—Braunite, Kacharwahi, Fig. 4.—Braunite, Kacharwahi.
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The ditetragonal pyramid x is also fairly often present, oue of

its commonest combinations being with p, as in fig. 1 ; but as the

angles are somewhat rounded these crystals tend to be barrel-shaped

in aspect. Fig. 5 shows a combination of /?, x, ij, m, and c, this being the

only example of the face in found on the crystals from this locality.

Fig. 5.—Braunite, Kacharwahi. Fig. 6.—Biaunite twin, Kacharwahi.

Another crystal, which, if perfect, would be some 4 inches long, shows

one face of r, in addition to the forms p and x shown in fig. 1 . Besides

^ . these simple crystals, twins are very abundant
Twins. r ^ ^'

^

in this deposit. One of the commonest is a simple

contact twin on the plane e or (101), shown in fig. 6. Since the fun-

damental pyramid of braunite approaches very closely to the cubic

octahedron, the edges AB and BC of fig. 6, instead of showing a

I"

Fio. 7.— Braunite twin, Kacharwahi. Fig. 8.— Braunite twin, Kacharwahi.
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re-entrant angle, seem to be in a perfectly straight line ; whilst the two

adjacent faces ABO and BCO are almost in the same plane, so that they

seem to reflect light almost simultaneously, and, as viewed on the

goniometer, give images that are only a few minutes distant from each

other. Consequently, when the pyramid is not truncated by the basal

plane in the way shown in fig. 6, the fact that the crystal is a twin is

very apt to be overlooked. If, however, the crystal is cleaned its

twinned nature is revealed by the existence on the apparently

continuous plane AOC of the line BO. When the basal plane

is present, the twinned character of the crystal is rendered obvious by

the juxtaposition of the two planes c and c . These contact twins

also show the faces y modifying p. In addition to the contact twins,

interpenetration twins are common. One of these, composed of c, p,

and X, is shown in fig. 7, the presence of x giving rise to re-entrant angles.

Interpenetration twins of the form c, p, and
^J,

have also been found,

as in fig. 8.

One other habit that requires notice is that illustrated in

fig. 9, in which the forms represented are v, x, ti, and
A new i 01111. . r.,, , s.

^
. ,

the new face ij. The latter is, of course, a pyramid

of the second order, steeper than the pyramid of the second order, e or

(101), mentioned above as a twinning plane, but to be noticed below as a

Fig. 9.—Braunite, Kacharwahi. Fig. 10.—Braunite, Lohdongri.

face actually observed. The specimen from which this figure was drawn
was a minute chip showing only one corner of the crystal with two p
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faces, two n faces, one x face, and one g face. The formula of the face g
is completely determined as (201) by the fact that it is situated in

the two zones whose symbols are [112] and [112]. The angular measure-

ments confirm the symbol (201).

For the Lohdongri crystals I am mainly dependent on the notes

^ . I made when at Lohdongri, where Mr. E. L. Young

tals.
^ '^^'^^^ '^'^^

has a fine set of specimens of braunite from this

deposit. One of these, kindly lent to me by Mr.

Young, is shown in Plate 2, from which it will be seen what a size the

Indian braunite crystals sometimes attain. This specimen shows the

simple octahedron or pyramid, p, one of which measures 3 inches along

an edge between two pyramid faces ; one of the pyramids is truncated

by c. Of some small crystals presented by Mr. W. H. Clark of Kamthi,

three show the simple octahedron, whilst one is a contact twin on e, of

the habit represented in fig. 1 , the forms present being p and x. Of the

specimens I examined at Lohdongri, one is represented in fig. 10, being a

combination of p and m, with the prism of the second order, a or (100),

which I have not seen on any other Indian specimen. Another crystal

showed a combination of c, p, x, and the rare face e or (101), which,

although commonly found as a twinning plane, is very rarely seen as a face

on braunite crystals. Other crystals show combinations of c, p, and y,

similar to fig. 4, but with c and y more prominently developed relatively

to p. One octahedron was elongated along a horizontal axis bisecting

the angle between the two lateral axes of braunite, so that the trun-

cating basal plane was drawn out into a long rectangular face.

From Kodegaon only one crystal has been obtained. This is a

, fine specimen, which if whole would be some 2 to 3
The Kodegaon irys- . j. r i.

•

v.

tal. mches across. It is ol great interest on account

of the faces shown, being a combination of p, y,

and the rare form e, all well developed, with in addition a new form z.

^ ^
This is a ditetragonal pyramid that is less steep than

e, and consequently forms the top end of the crystal.

Only two faces are shown, and on account of the large size of the specimen,

so that it cannot be accurately measured on the reflecting goniometer,

and the fact that the new face cannot be referred to two intersecting zones,

or even to one zone with two known faces, I have not yet been able to

determine for certain what is the symbol of the face. It may be

either (425) or (849) ; the measurements agree more closely with (425)

than with the other form. As this form has not yet been certainly

determined I have not figured it here.
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From the above it will be seen that the Indian braunites have yielded

three new forms, designated by the letters g, z, and

r. The face (j, or (201), foimd only on one Kachar-

wahi specimen, I have already noticed. The face ,•• is found quite

commonly on the Kajlidongri specimens. Owing to the extreme narrow-

ness of the edges representing this form, the images it gives are extremely

faint and usually very blurred. Consequently it is not certain that it

is always the same face that is present. The most likely one, however,

seems to be that having the formula (865) ;
sometimes; however,

there is more than one of these faces between p and x ; one of these

others may then correspond to (976). One face in the same position

has also been noticed on a specimen of Kacharwahi bramiite. This

was too dull for measurement, but is probably the same as that found on

the Kajlidongri mineral. The third new face z, of the probable formula

(425), is noticed above.

vSome of the faces of the Indian braunite crystals often exhibit stria-

. ^.
tions. The commonest are horizontal ones, some-

times taking the form of deep grooves, on the

faces of X, parallel to the intersection of each face of this form with the

corresponding face on the opposite side of the plane containing the

lateral axes ; for example, parallel to the intersection of 421 and 42T

More rarely the faces of the form y are striated parallel to their

intersections with the faces of the form -p. Thus 423 would be striated

parallel to its intersection with 111, and 423 to its intersection with

111. Further, on the Kajlidongri specimens the pyramid faces, -p,

are often not perfectly plane, but marked with two sets of crossing

striations parallel to the intersections of each p face with the two under-

lying X faces, the crystal being placed in the position shown in fig. 1.

In size the crystals of Kacharwahi and Lohdongri range from a

S' "
f rystals

diameter of a small fraction of an inch, to 2, 3, or

even 4, inches across. The one crystal from Kode-

gaon would be 2 to 3 inches in diameter if whole. The Kajlidongri

crystals seldom reach such dimensions, being usually about J to ^ inch

long; but some would be, if whole, 1 to \h inches long. (Plate 2)

From the foregoing it will be seen that 10 forms have been recog-

^.^^ { f r .

iiized on the Indian braunites. The following

Indian and foreign table shows their Symbols, and distribution amongst
braunitf-s.

^j^g different localities :—
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Table 5.

Faces observed on Indicm hraunites.

Kajlidon-
gri.

Kachar-
wahi.

Kodegaon. Lohdongri. Sitapar.

c c c c

a
m TO m

as tw. pi. e e (and as

tw. pi).

V V V P P
X X X

y y y

9

1

r

Forms.

c or (001)
a or (100)

TO or (110)
el or (101)

p or (111)

x2or (421)

^ 3 or (423)

2 or (425)?

g or (201)

r or (865)

Of the above, the first seven forms have also been found on foreign

hraunites. In addition the following five forms have been recorded by

Flink 4 as occurring on the braunite of Langban :

—

o = (304) ; I = (401) ; i = (212) ; s = (645) ; t = (524)

;

whilst the form s = (221), designated q by Flink, was found by Haidinger

on the braunite of Elgersburg in Thuringia. Hence the total number of

forms so far recognized on crystals of braunite is 16. Their distribution

on the crystals of different localities is shown in the following table :

—

Table (i.

Faces observed on foreign braunites.

Locality.

j

Number of

Forms.
Forms present.

10 Given above.

Langban, Sweden ...... 12 c, (I, TO, e. Of I,

p, X, y, t, i.

St. Marcel, Piedmont ..... 2 p, X ; and e as

twin plane.

Elgersburg, Thuringia 7 ..... 2 P, « (?)•

Wunsiedel, Bayreuth, Bavaria * . . . . c, p, s{q).

Windgallen, Uri. Switzerland » . . . . 3 a, TO, e.

1 Called n by Flink.

2 Called k by Flink.

3 Called h by Flink.

4 Loc. cit. pp. 5 and 6, (1890).

Flink, loc. cit. '-I

6 Haidinger, Des Cloizeaux, and Vom Rath, loc. cit.

7 Haidinger, loc. cit.

8 Haidinger, loc. tit. With regard to this locality Haidinger remarks that it is exceed-

ingly problematical, and that the specimens resemble those of Elgersburg ; and as no

specimens have since been recorded from Wunsiedel, these crystals are probably correctly

regarded as derived from the Thuringian locality.

» C. Schmidt, Zeil. KrysL, XI, p. 603, (1886).
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According to Dana's ' System of Mineralogy ' braunite shows the

following characters :—Cleavage : perfect parallel

Physical characters
^^iq faces of the tetragonal pyramid or octahedron.

of braimitf. °
i"

. i i t~> •
i tt

Fracture mieven to sub-conchoidal. Brittle. H.=
6-6-5. G= 4*75- 4-82. Lustre submetallic. Colour dark brownish

black to steel-grey. Streak same.

In most respects the Indian braunites agree with the above. Thus,

of the three specimens of braunite of which the analyses are given

below, two have a specific gravity of 4-79, whilst the third, which con-

tains a considerable quantity of magnesia and is therefore not typical,

lies outside the limits given above, having G. =4-70. On crystal faces

the lustre can perhaps be correctly designated sub-metalUc, but on

fresh cleavage surfaces it is brilliantly metallic. The colour of the

Indian braimites is never brownish black as far as I have seen, but

may be either a pure black or a deep steel-grey.

A feature of this mineral, which is not, however, mentioned in the

diagnosis given by Dana, is that the mineral is

Magnetic characters,
•j^^j^j.j^^^y slightly magnetic. The strength of this

property varies greatly, and is sometimes quite strong. If some of the

tiny grains composing the braunite-psilomelane mixtures of the

Central Provinces be detached from the ore they can almost invari-

ably be picked up by a small hand magnet, or at least made to move

slightly under its influence. The magnetic properties of the Indian

braimites might be thought to be due to their contents of iron. This,

however, does not necessarily follow ; for the specimen (16-815) of

which the analysis is given on page 68, though not corresponding very

closely in composition to the theoretical braunite (in fact I have

separated it as a variety of this mineral), contains only a very small

quantity of ferric oxide compared with some of the Indian braunites.

It is. however, just as strongly magnetic.

The question as to the chemical composition of braunite has been

the subject of repeated discussion, and it cannot
Coinposition of

^^^^ ^^lat even now this point has been satis-
braunite.

i t mi • ^

factorily settled. The mmeral was first distinguished

as a separate species by Haidinger in 1826.^ In this paper he calls the

mineral ' brachytypous manganese-ore ' and notices specimens from both

Elgersburg in Thuringia and St. Marcel in Piedmont. In 1827 he read a

1 Edin. Jour. Sci., IV, p. 48 (Dana); translated into German in Pogg. Annattn,
VTI, p. 234.(1826).
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paper before the Koyal Society of Edinburgh \ in which he gives a

somewhat fuller account of the mineral and designates it ' braunite'

after Braun of Gotha. This is followed by a paper hy E. Turner in

which is given an analysis of the braunite of Elgersburg in Germany^.

Turner neglects a residue of silica, which he characterizes as a trace and

determines the manganese protoxide by difference. In this way Turner

arrives at the conclusion that braunite is a sesquioxide of manganese of

the formula Mn203, or, as he puts it, ' an anhydrous deutoxide of

manganese '. Since then only two other analyses have been published

that show braunite to correspond to this formula. These are of specimens

from Arkansas by R. N. Brackett and W. A. Noyes 3, and Elba by C.

Bechi the percentages of silica being 0"18 and 0'75, respectively. As
the braunite of Elgersburg was later analysed by Rammelsberg 5 and

found to contain 8" 63 per cent. Si02, it seems as if the only analyses

of braunite, corresponding to the formula Mn203, on which it does not

seem possible to cast reasonable doubt are those of the Arkansas and

Elba specimens. But it is to be noticed that another analysis of

Arkansas braunite shows 9-97 per cent, of Si02, the analysis being by

W. Elderhorst Nevertheless, it seems necessary to recognize the

possible existence in Nature of a mineral with a composition correspond-

ing to the formula Mn203 ; it must be extremely rare. All other

observers have obtained a residue of gelatinous silica on dissolving the

mineral in hydrochloric acid. From its gelatinous condition it seems

as if this silica must have been present not as an impurity, but as a

constituent part of the mineral. The subject is well summarized in the

already-cited paper of Rammelsberg and in Penrose's book on manganese,

pages L51 to 153.

Hermann^
,
writing before the essential presence of silica in bra-unite

had been recognized, supposed, in order to account for the fact that

braunite is not isomorphous with hematite, Fe203, that the composition

of the non-siliceous braunites is more truly represented by the formula

IMnO.Mn02, than by Mn203 : this was on the analogy of the view previ

ously advanced by Berthier ^ that the composition of the proto-

sesquioxide is best expressed as 2MnO.Mn02.

1 TravmcHons, XI, p. 132, (1831).

£ Op cit., p. 107.

3 Penrose, Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. Arkansas for 1800, Part I, p. 140.

4 Am. J. Sn., 2nd Ser., XIV, p. ()2. (18,52).

r. Poyy Ann.. (^XXIV, p. .517. (180.5).

<s First Report of a Geological Reconnaissance of the Northern Counties of Arkansas,

by D. D. Owen, pp. 104, 105, and 100. (1808) (Penrose).

V Jour. /. pr. Chem., XLIII, p. 50, (1848), (Rose).

8 Annalea de Chimie et de Physique, XX, p. 186, (1823), (Rose).
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G. Rose 1 took up this idea, and in view of the known presence of siHca

in most specimens of braunite, attempted to show that Si02 and Mn02
isomorphously replace one another in this mineral. He gives the fol-

lowing as the most general formula of the mineral, allowing in it for

the presence of small quantities of various protoxide constituents

replacing the manganese protoxide, MnO :

—

MnO ^ MnO
I

FeO
I

FeO
l-SiOs + }-Mn02

CaO
I

CaO
I

MgO J MgO J

He then considers as derivatives of this formula the braunite of

Elgersburg, which had not then been shown to contain silica, and the

variety of this mineral from St. Marcel in Piedmont, called marceline by
Beudant^ in 1832, and analysed by Damour 3. These two varieties

would then have the formula) :

—

MnO
^ J

Braunite [ Mn02.
'

BaO )

rMnOo.
Marceline MnO \

(.Si02

Rammelsberg 4 then analysed the braunite of Elgersburg and found

that it contained 8-6.3 per cent, of Si02. He considers that the

mineral is an isomorphous mixture of manganic oxide, Mn203, and
manganous metasilicate, MnSiOs, the various protoxides that often

enter into the composition of the braunite replacing portions of the

MnO of the MnSiOs. He gives as the formula :

—

I Mn )

3 Mn203 + MnSiOs = \ 2O3. 5

isi 3

Except for the fact that Rammelsberg regards the oxide portion

of the formula to be manganic oxide, Mn203, this is essentially the

formula put forward by Rose, who, however, regards the oxide por-

tion as composed of MnO.Mn02. Rammelsberg draws attention to

the analogy between the formula of braimite as he has expressed it

and that of ilmenite, which may be written as—
mFePs -I- n{ Fe, Mg) O.TiO,= (Fe, Ti,Mg),03.

1 Pogg. Ann., CXXI, pp. 318-325, (1864).
2 'Traite elementaire de Mineralogie', II, p. 18P, (Dana).
3 Annales des Mines, 4me. Ser., I, pp. 405. 406, (1842).
4 Loc cit., p. 510.

6 The analysis given by Rammelsberg agrees much better with the formula TJIn^Os +
2MnSi03, than with the one given.
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J. D. Dana', in order to bring ont the crystallographic relation of

this mineral to rutile, gives the formula as :

—

2 (2MnO.Mn02) + Mn02.Si02.

Later, however, E. S. Dana 2 adopts Rammelsberg's formula ; in tho

meantime Rammelsberg, as the result of the discovery of the different

behaviour of the Mn203 in manganite, a mineral which is isomorphous

with the corresponding iron mineral gothite, from that of the Mn203
in braunite, when the minerals are subjected to the action of con-

centrated nitric acid, changes his views 3 and admits the probability

that the Mn203 of braunite is really composed of MnO.Mn02. In this

case he says that the formula may be

—

Mn")
MnO + >• 02

Bauer 4 supposes braunite to be an isomorphous mixture of MnO.

Mn02 and MnO. Si02, in which a portion of the MnO is replaced by

BaO. Flinks in a paper on the Langban bravmite gives the formula as

RO.RO2, and arranges the analysis he has made of the braunite of this

locality as the simi of manganous manganite, MnMn03, and of metasi-

licates of Mn, Fe, Ca, and Mg, of the general formula RSiOs.s

From a discussion of the various analyses given below I propose

to show that it is probable that FUnk's method is the correct one and

that braunite is to be regarded as an isomorphous mixture of manganites

of the general formula RMnOs, and of metasilicates of the general

formula RSi03. This can be stated more generally as—
7«RMn03 wRSiOa ;

1 ' Sy.stera of Mineraioaj', 5th Edit., p. 133, fl868).
2 Op. cit., 0th Ediu, p. 233, (1892).
3 Silzungf-berichleder Ic. preuss. Akad. Wiss., 1885, 1, pp. 97-100-

4 ' Lehibuch der MineiaioKie', pp. 31T, 318, (188fi), (Penrose).

5 Ah. H. Siorlh. Bihang, XVI, (2), No. 4, p. 9, (1890).
6 Since this was sent to the press I have been able to oltain copies of M. Al. Gorgeu's

paper ' Sur I'-s oxydes de manRanese naturels issued in three parts. These three parts

deal with the followin<i minerals :—
Part I. Bull, dela Soc fr. Mineralojique, III, pp. 21-31, (1890). Psilomelanes

and wads.
Part II. Bull, de la Soc. Chimique de Paris, IX, pp. 49C-602, (1893). Polianites

and pyrolusites.

Part III. Ibid., pp. 650-661. Manganites, hausmannites, and braunites.

As the result of analyses of, and experiments on, braunites from St. Marrcl in Pied-

mont, and Schwarzenbourg in Prussia, Gorgeu conchides (noticing also the analyses

of Rammelsberg and Damour) that braunite can perhaps be regarded as representing

an acid salt with the general formula (Mn, Si)02 110, in which the acid portion is formed

by a combination, in slightly variable proportions, of silicic and manganous acids, and

in which the basic portion consists of a number of oxides, amongst which MnO largely

predominates. Ho finds that this combination is only broken up by heat when the

temperature exceeds that corresponding to a cherry- red.
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In all the analyses considered the ratio of m : n lies between the limits

3 : 1 and 4:1. As manganese is the predominant basic constituent the

formula can be more definitely stated as

—

m MnMnOa ^ n JlnSiOa-

On the supposition, which has yet to be proved, that the Si in a

metasilicate is isomorphous with the Mn in a manganite, this formula

can be further simplified to —
\In(Mn,Si)03.

The most general ratio of m to n is perhaps 3:1; so that the formula

of braimite can be conveniently expressed as—
3j\IniIn03 + 5InSi03.

In attempting to find out to which of the various formulae proposed

the Indian braunites correspond I have three analyses to reply upon.

These are shown below. The specimen A. 345 was obtained fr^m the

ore heaps at Garividi station of the ore quarried from Garividi deposit,

where, as is noticed on page 1055, all the ore is of detrital character, the

ore-body in situ not having yet been uncovered. This quarry, however,

happens to be the locahty from which the best specimens of braunite

are to be obtained in the Vizagapatam district. The specimen was

black and lustrous, showing perfect cleavage and the most brilliant

reflections from these cleavage faces. It was a portion of one crystal

showing a cleavage face over 3 inches long. The portion of it broken

off for analysis weighed 25 grammes, and had a specific gravity of 4' 79.

This braunite can be taken as typical of that formed chemically in

the deposits of the kodurite series. The second specimen, No. 1110, was

obtained by carefully breaking up two or three crystals of the braunite

occurring in the albite veins at Kacharwahi in the Nagpur district, and

making sure that there was no albite in the specimen taken for analysis.

This mineral in outward appearance was identical with the Garividi speci-

men, showing the same black lustrous cleavage. The weight taken for

analysis was 2'69 grammes, of a specific gravity of 4" 79. This braimite

can be taken as typical of that which occurs in veins of igneous origin.

The third specimen, 16'815, was obtained after a tedious separation,

carried out by Mr. T. R. Blyth of the Geological Survey of India,

from a rock composed of this mineral, winchite, calcite, and quartz,

sent by Mr. H. J. Winch from Kajlidongri in Jhabua State, Central

India. The product of the separation consisted of a large number
of tiny grains of a lustrous black mineral that under the microscope

showed many triangular faces, indicating an octahedral shape for the

crystals. From the fact that this mineral was found to be decidedly

I F 2
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magnetic, and the fact that the amphibole, winchite, with which it was

associated contained a considerable proportion of magnesia, it was

supposed that analysis would show this mineral to be jacobsite. The

amount obtained for analysis was 3'05 grammes ; Mr. Blyth foimd

the specific gravity, by Penfield's method, to be 4' 70. Analysis has,

however, shown that the mineral contains 10 per cent, of Si02 and

that it is allied to braunite, if it cannot be actually relegated to this

species. It is to be regretted that no analysis has yet been made of the

braunite that occurs in the braunite-psilomelane mixtures of the C. P.

The results of these analyses are shown below. The Garividi and

Kacharwahi specimens were analysed by Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson

of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the KajUdongri specimen by Mr. Blyth.

Table 7.

Analyses of Indian braunites.

Garividi. Kacharwahi. Kajlidongri.

Number of specimen A. 345. 1110. 16-815.

Manganese peroxide

Manganese protoxide

37-06 40-23 40-93
36-72 41-85 37-98

Ferric oxide . 14-14 5-50 1-45

Alumina 0-90 0-44 014
Baryta 0-56 0-53 0 09
Lime .... 0-78 113 3-85

Magnesia 0-56 0-38 4-36

Potash .... 013 016
Soda .... 0-21 0 15

Silica (combined) .
8-25 8-60 10-26

Sulphur 0 03 0-04

Phosphoric oxide 0-07 0-08

Arsenic oxide Nil Nil

Cobaltous oxide 0 05 0-20

Nickelous oxide Nil NU
Cupric oxide . 0 03 0-05

Lead oxide Nil NU
Zinc oxide Nil NU
Titanic oxide 0-06 0 03
Chlorine and fluorine Nil Nil
Combined water 0-25 0-38

Moisture at 100"C .
0-25 0 10 1-57

Carbon dioxide Nil Nil

100 05 99-85 100 -63

Manganese 51 -88 57-86 65-29

Iron .... 9 90 3-85 101

Specific gravity 4-79 4-79 4 -704
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For the purpose of calculating from these figures it is found to be

necessary to assume that the ferric oxide replaces an equivalent quan-

tity of manganese sesquioxide, Mn203, and that the oxides of barium,

calcium, and magnesium, replace equivalent amounts of manganese

protoxide, MnO. Neglecting, then, all the constituents of the analyses,

except the Mn02, MnO, Fe203, BaO, CaO, MgO, and Si02, and replacing

the oxides of iron, barium, calcium, and magnesium, by equivalent

amounts of manganese oxides, and splitting up the Mn203 so obtained

from the Fe203 into MnO and Mn02, the composition of the three

specimens works out as follows :

—

Gaiividi. Kacharwahi. Ki> jlidongri.

IVInO .... 45-22 46-64 51-21

Mn02 .... 44-75 43-22 41-72

Si02 .... 8-25 8-60 10-26

98-22 98-46 103-10

Manganese 63-32 63-43 66 05
Available oxygen . 8-23 7-95 7-67

Reduced to 100, these correspond to :

Garividi. Kacharwahi. Kajlidongri.

MnO .... 46-04 47-37 49-64

Mn02 .... 45 -56 43-90 40-42

Si02 .... 8-40 8-73 9-94

100-00 100-00 100-00

Manganese 64-47 64-43 64-00

Available oxygen .
8-38 8-07 7-43

The formula for braunite usually given in text-books of mineralogy

is that of Rose and Rammelsberg (see page 65) ; but this corres-

ponds to 9*98 per cent, of sihca. Although some of the published

analyses show this amount, many of them show a considerably smaller

quantity of Si02. This probably means that the relation of Mn203 to

MnSiOs is not always 3:1, but is sometimes greater than this value.
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Consequently I have giv^en below the composition of braunites corres-

ponding to ratios of 3:1, 7 : 2 and 4:1, respectively :

—

Formula. 3Mn203. MnSiOs- 7Mn203. 2MnSi03. 4Mn203. IVInSiOs 1

MnO .... 46-91 46-69 46-51

Mn02 .... 4311 44-49 45-58

Si02 .... 9-98 8-82 7-91

100-00 100-00 100 00

Manganese 63-59 64-29 64-85

Available oxgyen . 7-93 8-18 8-38

Or, if the manganese and oxygen be stated in terms of MnO and Mn20j,

the figures are as follows :—

•

MuO .... 11-73 10-38 9-30

Mn203 78 29 80-80 82-79

On comparing with these figures the analyses of Indian braunites given

above it appears that the Garividi specimen corresponds almost exactly

to a formula lying half-way bet. een the formulae corresponding to the

second and third columns. This formula is 15Mn203.4MnSi03, the ratio

between Mn203 and MnSiOs being .3,| : 1 instead of either 3| : 1 or 4: 1.

The Kacharwahi specimen, on the other hand, corresponds very

closely to the formula 7Mn203.2MnSi03, the chief points to notice,

in comparing the figures given on page G9 with those for the formulae

given above, being the amounts of manganese, silica, and available

oxygen, the amounts of the oxides of manganese being of less value in

making this comparison because a small error in the determination of

the available oxygen produces a considerable change in the ratios

of the peroxide to protoxide of manganese.

The figures, as given on page 69, deduced from the Kajlidongri

analysis, correspond most closely with the formula in the first column

above, namely to 3Mn203.MnSi03. The most noticeable deviation from

the theoretical formula is in the ratio of the oxides to one another.

This, however, corresponds to a relatively small error in the determina-

tion of the available oxygen.

From the consideration of the foregoing three analyses it appears
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that the three different examples of braunite correspond to the three

following formulae :

—

Garividi 15Mn203.4MnSi03 = 19]VIn0.16Mn02.4Si02 = 19[MnO + (]\rn,Si)02]

Kacharwahi 7Mn203.2MnSi03 = 9Mn0.7Mn02.2Si02 = 9[MnO +{Mn,Si)02]

Kajlidongri 3Mn203.MnSi03 = 4MnO.3M11O2.SiO2 = 4[MnO + {Mn,Si)02]

It will be seen from the above that although the formulae of these

three specimens of braunite show three different ratios of Mn203 to

MnSi03, yet the number of molecules of the manganese protoxide is

equal in each case to the smn of the number of molecules of the dioxides

Mn02 and SiO^, so that the three formulae can be re-arranged as 19, 9, and

4 times the formula MnO -f (Mn,Si)02 ; the difference between the three

braunites lies in the ratio of Mn to Si in the (Mn, Si) group, being 15 : 4,

7 : 2, and 3:1, that is 3| : 1, 3| : 1 and 3 : 1 in the three cases. The formula

MnO + (Mn,Si)02 may thus be taken as the general formula of braunites

free from appreciable quantities of replacing constituents. It must be

remembered, however, that in making the above calculations, portions of

the manganese were put in the place of the oxides of iron, barium, calcium,

and magnesium, returned in the original analysis. At first sight it might

seem a difficulty that the iron was returned in the original analysis as Fe203,

and that there is no sesquioxide group in the above formula for braiinite

that the iron could replace. It must be remembered, however, that

there is no means of telling in what condition the iron really was in the

original mineral. To fit in with this formula it must have been in the

ferrous condition with a corresponding proportion of the manganese

originally returned as protoxide in the peroxide form. On this view the

general formula that takes in aU the above varieties is

—

(Mn,Fe,Mg,Ca,Ba)0 + (Mn,Si)02.

In most cases the amounts of baryta, Hme, and magnesia are small,

so that, although it is necessary to take them into account in the cal-

culations, they can be omitted from the formula. The most usual formula

for braunite will then be

—

(Mn,Fe)0 + (Mn,Si)02.

In the case of braunites containing only an insignificaut amount of iron

the formula can be further simplified into

—

MnO + (Mn,Si)02.

Since the ratio between the Mn and Si in the (Mn, Si) group is a variable

one it is evident that there are two further possible simphfications
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of the above formula. One of these is when the ratio of Mn to Si is

infinity. Tlien the formula becomes

—

MnO + Mn02 = Mn203,

thus taking in the doubtful cases of minerals having the simple formula

Mn203. The other alternative is when the ratio of Si to Mn is infijiity.

The formula then becomes

—

lInO + Si02 = MnSiOs,

which is the formula of rhodonite.

In pursuing this variation of the formula to its logical conclusion I

am not suggesting that there is necessarily any direct connection between

braimite and rhodonite, especially as one is tetragonal and the other

trichnic in crystalhzation. To establish this connection it would probably

be necessary to prove the existence of a series of compounds of gradually

increasing ratio of Si to Mn, corresponding, of course, to an increase in the

ratio of MnSiOs to Mn203 in the other method of expressing the formula

of braunite. I have considered this general formula for braunite to show

the connection between the different varieties of this mineral, as other-

wise it might be considered necessary to propose different names

for minerals of different formulae. I do not, however, suppose that

it is a true formula as regards structure. It is more probable that a

rbange in the ratio of Si to Mn indicates a change in the number of

molecules of MnO + Si02 relative to molecules of MnO + Mn02, and not a

change within the molecule itself.

The formulae of the above specimens of braimite, making due

allowance for the more important of the replacing constituents, work

out as follows according to the mR203 + ?;MnSi03 method :

—

Garividi . . . 15(Mn,Fe)203-4MnSi03.
Kacharwahi . . . 7(Mii,Fe)203.2MnSi03.

Kajlidongri . . . 3]\In203. (Mg,Ca) Si03.

In the first two cases the alkahne earths are not present in sufficient

quantity to be entered up in the formula. In the third analysis the iron

is sufficiently insignificant in amount to be omitted from the formula
;

but it so happens that the MgO and CaO are just a httle more than suffi-

cient to replace all the R in the RSi03 group. Hence it seems that this

is to be regarded as a rather unusual variety of braunite, exhibiting, more-

over, a lower specific gravity than usual, namely 4"70, this being, of course,

due to the replacement of manganese by magnesium and calcium.

To see how the braimites of other countries fit in with the formulae

given above I have reduced some of the published analyses of foreign

braunites into terms of oxides of manganese and sihca, by replacing lime.
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magnesia, baryta, and oxide of iron, with equivalent amounts of man-

ganese oxides, and then reducing the whole to 100 in exactly the same

way as was done above in the case of the Indian braimites. Of the five

examples given below, all except that by Igelstrom are in papers already

quoted.

Elgersburg. St. Marce'. Jakobsberg.I Langban.

1

Arkansas.

Analyst. Rammelsberg. Damour. Igelstrom.l Flink. Elderborst.

MnO
Mn02
Si02.

46-90
44-38

8-72

4763
44-69
7-68

46-80

44 51
8-69

4904
41-16
9-80

45 04
44-94

10-02

10000 100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Manganese
Available Oxygen

64-37

816
65-16
8- 12

64-37

8-19

63-99

7-28

63-28
8-02

Specific gravity . 4-75; 4-82« 4-75 4-72

On comparing these figures with those given on page 70 for the

various formulae to which this mineral may correspond, it is seen that

the Langban and Arkansas braunites correspond to the formula

3Mn203.MnSi03, the Elgersburg and Jakobsberg braunites to 7Mn203.

2MnSi03 . and the St. Marcel specimen to the third formula 4Mn203.

IVInSiOs. The analysis that shows the greatest deviation from the formula

to which it is closest is the Langban one ; it is evident that this

deviation is due to too low a percentage of available oxygen, this altering

the ratio of the manganese protoxide to peroxide considerably.

The other published analyses to which reference may be made
are ones by Cap. von Ewreinhoff^ of St. Marcel braunite, showing

10*16 per cent. Si02 as the mean of two determinations ; ones by

Damour, also of St. Marcel mineral, showing 10'24: per cent, of Si02 as

the mean of three determinations ; and one by Tonsager * of braimite

from Botnedalen, Telemarken, Norway, in which was found 6-22 per cent,

of Si02 and 3-62 per cent, of insoluble rock powder. It is noticeable that

these two add up nearly to 10 per cent. From the siUca percentages it

seems as if the braimites of these locaUties correspond to the formula

1 Bulletin de la Soc Mm. de France, VIII, p. 423, (1885).
2 Haidinger, Trans. Roy. Soc Edin., XI, p. 133.

3 Pogg. Ann., XLIX, p. 208, (1840).

4 Op. cit: LXV, p. 281. (1S45).
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3Mn203.MnSi03 ; so that some of the St. Marcel mineral must conform

to this formula and some to the formula 4Mn203.MnSi03.

The question arises as to whether all the braunites can be fairly said

to conform with one of the definite formulae, in which the ratio of Mn203

to MnSi03 is either 3 : 1, 7 : 2, or 4 : 1 ; or whether the admixture of these

two portions of the braunite is really isomorphous within the limits 3 : 1

and 4 : 1, so that the ratio of Mn203 to MnSi03 may have any value

between these two limits. In Treadwell and Hall's Analytical Chemistry,

I, page 115, reasons are given for supposing that the structural

composition of Mn203 may be represented in the following manner

This supposition is also supported by G. Bertrand* in order to allow

of the replacement of Mn by Ba in the basic portion of the mineral, and

of Mn by Si in the acid portion of the mineral. This is of course practically

equivalent to a return to the idea of Rose that the Si02 can isomorpli-

ously replace Mn02. It seems indeed as if the structure of bramiite

can be very conveniently explained in this way, according to which it

would be an isomorphous mixture of molecules of MnMn03, CaMnOs,

BaMnOs, FeMnOs, MnSi03, FeSi03, ^^f - varying proportions, the

limits to the replacement of molecules of the form RMnOs by molecules

of the form RSiOs being that prescribed by the ratios 3 : 1 and 4:1. It is

probable, in view of the fact that the varieties of braunite yet analysed

do not show any very large amount of replacement of MnMn03 by

FeMnOs or other similar molecules, that there is also a limit to this

replacement consistent with the mineral still possessing the form of braunite.

The extent to which this replacement of one molecule by another can take

place so that the mineral still exhibits the characteristics of braunite is a

point that will need a large amount of investigation and one that can pro-

bably be solved only by an attempt to make the different varieties

artificially.

If, however, the views expressed above be correct one would expect

the replacement of molecules of the form RMn03 by ones of the form

RSiOs to take place gradually between the limits 3 : 1 and 4 : 1. The

I Rcvui grnrrnlr d<: Chintie, Vlll, j). 208, (1905).
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figures that are the most explicit in this respect are those for the Si02.

If the replacement be gradual, the amoimts of silica found in a suffi-

ciently large series of analyses of braunite should be distributed evenly

over the whole of the range between the percentages corresponding to the

two hmiting forms of braunite, namely between the values 7'91 and 9'98.

The eight values of the siUca given above can be arranged in the following

order

—

7-68 near Tdl for 4Mn203-MnSiO;j-
8

-40
8 '69, 872, 873, near 8 82 for 7Mn203-2MnSiOy.
9-80, 9-94, 10-02, near 9 98 for 3Mn203.MnSi03-

It will be seen that all except one of these group themselves close to

the values for one of the fixed ratios 3 : 1, 7: 2, and 4:1. Hence it would

seem that braunites of these definite ratios, only, exist, and that the mixture

is not truly isomorphous, owing perhaps to a definite combination taking

place betweem the MnMn03 and the MnSiOs when the composition corre-

sponds to these defijiite ratios. This is of course a question that can only

be settled when a much larger nimiber of analyses have been made. I am
inclined to think that the grouping shown by these analyses may be

accidental and that the admixture of MnMnOs and MnSiOs may take

place in any proportions between the limits 3 : 1 and 4:1.

In deahng Avith the analyses of composite specimens of ore scattered

through the descriptive portion of this Memoir, I have assumed for the

braunite the most generally accepted formula, namely 3Mn203.MnSi03,

containing a percentage of 9 '98, or practically 10, of silica. The advantage

of this formula is that if the combined silica in the analysis be taken and

multipUed by 10 the product gives very closely the percentage of braunite

in the ore. And in the Central Provinces, where the ores are mixtures of

braimite and psilomelane, it is foimd that by taking this formula the ore

works out almost exactly in most cases to a mixture of braunite and

psilomelane in a proportion that agrees with the appearance of the speci-

men. Consequently if the complete analysis of a piece of Central Prov-

inces ore be taken and the combined siHca multipUed by 10, this will give

the percentage of braunite ; and the remainder, after taking out the P2O5 as

apatite and any free siUca as quartz, will be psilomelane ; or as the amounts

of apatite and quartz are usually insignificant, the remainder after subtract-

ing the braunite can be reckoned to be psilomelane. This method can even

be apphed to the calculation of the approximate composition of a sample of

which only a partial analysis is available. Thus, the partial analysis (No. 3)

of Ramdongri ore given on page 85H shows 5*19 % of combined silica.

This corresponds to 51-9 per cent, or roughly 52 per cent, of braunite,
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leaving a remainder of 48 per cent., which, as the amounts of free sUica,

phosphoric oxide and moistm"e are not large, can be taken as roughly

corresponding to the percentage of psilomelane in the ore. That is the

composition of the sample can be taken as roughly 52 per cent, of

braunite, and 48 per cent, of psilomelane. The method of calculating out

a complete analysis into terms of its mineral composition is explained

on page 108 ;
many examples of such re-arranged analyses will be found

scattered through the pages given up to the description of the deposits

of the Nagpur district.

Occasionally the percentage of braunite calculated in this way seems

to be considerably less than the aspect of the specimen would lead one to

expect. An example is the analysis of a specimen of coarsely crystaUized

ore from Lohdongri given on page 917. This ore would seem to contain

at least 80 per cent, of braimite. Calculation in the ordinary way only

shows a percentage of 68 "5 per cent, of braunite. This probably means

that the braunite in this ore has one of the other formulae, probably

7Mn203.2MnSi03 containing only 8"8 per cent, of siUca, instead of 10 per

cent, as in the braunites of the formula 3Mn203.MnSi03. This would

give a percentage of 77"4 of braunite ; whilst the formula 4Mn203.

MnSi03, corresponding to 7"9 per cent, of sihca, would give 86'3 per cent,

braimite in the ore, and one of these two latter figures would seem to

correspond more exactly with the aspect of the ore than the first.

Appendix.—Since the foregoing was sent to the press, Mr. Blyth has

been able to analyse the braunite of Sitapar in the

br^^TnUr'
°^ Chhindwara district, Central Provinces. The mineral

taken for analysis was obtained from the complex
ores of this locality, consisting of sitaparite, hoUandite, braunite,

pyiolusite, and an arsenate. The braunite occurs in small black

lustrous grains. The amount obtained fit for analysis was 1" 14 grammes.
The specific gravity was found to be 4" 798. The result of the analysis is

shown below :

—

Specimen No. 843 Ci.

Manganese peroxide . . . . . . . . . .
37

' 10

Manganese protoxide . . . . . . . . . . 41'10

Ferric oxide 7 '92

Alumina 0"92
Baryta trace

Lime 4-28

Magnesia ............ 0 '94

Silica 8-62

Moisture at 100°C O'lO

100 -88

Manganese ............ 55 '28

lion 5 '64
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By converting the lime and magnesia into eqiiivalent amounts of

manganese protoxide, and the ferric oxide into its equivalent of MnsOs,

the figures given in column No. 1 below are obtained. In column No. 2

these figures are given reduced to 100.

MnO 51 -69 50 -87

MnOo 40 -"^S

SiOs^ _8;52 _8-38

101-62 100-00 ;

Manganese 66-20 6.5 16

Available oxygen " "62 7 -oO

On comparing the figures given in column 2 with those for the three

varieties of bravmite given on page 70, it will be seen that as regards

the silica percentage, 8-38, the Sitapar,braunite lies about half-way

between the formulae in which the ratios of Mnfi.^ to MnSiO, are 7:2

and 4:1, respectively, the actual ratio corresponding to this silica per-

centage being 15 : 4, as in the Garividi specimen. The amounts of

MnO, Mn02, and available oxygen are, however, considerably diiferent

from what they should be if the braunite has this formula. This

difference can be easily explained on the supposition either that there

is an error of 0-78 per cent, in the oxygen determination, or that all

the protoxides do not form a portion of the braunite, and so should

not all have been converted into manganese protoxide in the foregoing

calculations. The formula of this braunite on the supposition of an error

in the oxygen determination would be 15Mn203.4MnSi03 ; whilst on

the supposition that a portion of the protoxides of lime and magnesia

does not form a portion of the braimite, the formula would be 4M.r\^0^.

MnSiOg.
Polianite.

Polianite is a mineral crystallizing in the tetragonal system in forms

isomorphous with tin-stone. It has a composition represented by the

formula Mn02, is too hard to be scratched by a penknife (H.— 6-6"5)

and has a specific gravity of 4"8.3-5'03. Its colour is light steel-grey to

iron-grey, with a black streak. This is one of the rarest of the oxide

minerals of manganese and is found at Flatten in Bohemia. It has not

yet been for certain identified amongst the Indian ores.

Some specimens of manganese-ores were recently sent to the

Geological Survey Office from the Bikonhalli deposit (known

as Norton's Block), Shimoga district, Mysore, by Mr. Claude Fawcitt,

chemist to the New Mysore Manganese Company. Amongst them is

one, the characters of which suggested polianite. In general colour
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it is light steel-grey, with, a dead-black streak. It is slightly mag-

netic, has a hardness of 6'5 and specific gravity of 4"80, determined

on a piece weighing 34 grammes. This piece was powdered and the

analysis kindly undertaken by Mr. Fawcitt. The result was as foUows :

—

MnO«
MnO
Fe203
A1203
CaO
MgO
P2O5
CO2
Si02
Combined water (by difference)

100 00

The unusually large amount of manganese peroxide shows that the

mineral is different from the other manganese-ores found in India ; of these

the only mineral that contains such a high percentage of Mn02 is pyro-

lusite, which is much too soft for the present mineral. Considering this

fact there seems no alternative to regarding the mineral as pohanite

rendered impure by the presence of some 7-1 per cent, of foreign material,

present either as another mineral mechanically mixed with the pohanite,

or as impurities mechanically included in it. If the former be the case

then it is probable that the other mineral is braunite, in which the silica

would be contained. [A careful examination of the specimen with a lens

seems to show that it is made up of two constituents of which one

might be braunite and the other hoUandite, the latter being present in

by far the larger amount. But the analysis renders it improbable that

this is the composition of the ore and consequently it is necessary to

suppose that the mineral that suggests hoUandite is really pohanite.

I shall not, however, be satisfied with this determination until I have

obtained some definitely crystaUized specimens of the mineral showing

the crystalhne form of pohanite.]

Pyrolusite.

Pyrolusite is the peroxide of manganese, Mn02, containing, when
theoretically pure, G3'22 per cent, of manganese. It crystalhzes in the

Cha acters
orthorhombic system in forms that are supposed

to be the result of the formation of this mineral

from manganite by dehydration ; the manganite (Mn203.H20) giving

up its water, with the production of pyrolusite (Mn02) often containing

a certain proportion of residual water. At the same time the manganite

92-55
2-69

160
070
061
0 25
0 07
trace

0 80
073
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loses its hardness (4) and the resultant pyrolusite is probably only an

aggregate possessing the outward shape of the manganite, but having

the hardness characteristic of pyrolusite, namely 2 to 2
"5, this mineral

being very soft and soiling the fingers. Its specific gravity is given as

4"73-4"86. In colour the mineral varies from black to steel-grey and

bluish-grey with a black streak. The lustre of the mineral is metaUic.

In India this mineral is found at a large number of localities, at some

of them in considerable quantities. In Mallet's Mineralogy of India,

pages 57 to 59, an account is given of the various occurrences of this

mineral discovered up to the time that work was written, (1887).

I do not propose to notice in this place all ' the occurrences of this

mineral in India ; for it would be very tedious and take up a large amount

of space ; the more important of them must suffice. References to

this mineral will also be found throughout the descriptive part of this

Memoir, and a reference to them can be obtained from the index.

It is a pretty common mineral in the manganese-ore deposits of the

^ Vizagapatam district, that is in those derived from

the rocks of the kodurite series. Here it occurs

more or less massive as a bluish-black ore of fine grain. This ore often

exhibits little cavities lined with silvery black mammillations of the

same mineral. An analysis of a picked specimen of this ore is given

in the table on page 82. Sometimes the ore is found in sufficient

quantities to be stacked separately from the other ores of the mine. This

I saw being done at Kodur. In the mines of this area the pyrolusite

seems to be most commonly formed by the replacement of the quartz-

felspar-rccks accompanying the maiiganese-silicate-rocks, from which the

replacing manganese is derived. A figure illustrating this method of

formation is given on page 1085.

In the manganese-ore deposits of the gondite series, that is those

occurring in the Central Provinces and Jhabua, this mineral is the least

common of the three common minerals of manganese, braimite, psilome-

lane, and pyrolusite. In fact at a large proportion of the deposits it is

not found at all, except perhaps as traces ; and of aU the deposits of this

type the only one at which it occurs in any quantity is Kurmura or

Ponwardongri in the Bhandara district, where there was a huge upstanding

mass of ore composed of this mineral and psilomelane. The pyrolusite

is line-grained soft and blackish (see page 752).

At Pali, in the Nagpur district, there is an occurrence of very fine and
pure pyrolusite in cavities in crystalline limestone, in which it has been
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deposited after the formation of the limestones, which contain piedmon-

tite,* either so as to fill in cavities dissolved out by percolating waters,

or by the metasomatic replacement of the Umestone under the influence of

percolating manganiferous solutions. This deposit has been to a certain

extent quarried with the extraction of a considerable quantity of very

pure mineral. An analysis of a sample of the mineral is given on page 957,

and an analysis of a picked piece of the ore in the table on page 82. The

latter analysis shows the ore to be very pure pyrolusite, the

most noticeable feature being the extremely small quantity of iron,

namely 0'04 per cent. Such an ore is admirably suited for glass manu-

facture, for which it would probably fetch a high price. The ore itself is

found as beautiful concentric mammillary specimens reflecting a silky

black lustre from the rounded surfaces of the mammillations, which are

often of considerable size, namely one inch or more across. Plate 3

shows a piece of this ore.

Amongst the ores formed by replacement at the outcrops of rocks of

the Dharwar series, pyrolusite is very commonly found, as for example,

at Tawargatti and Chik-Vadvati in the Dharwar district (pages 642 , 645)

;

in the manganiferous area south of Chaibasa in the Singhbhum district

(page 619) ; at numerous locahties in the Jabalpur district, especially in

the rocks known as the Gosalpur quartzites (pages 811—814) ; and in

most of the deposits of Mysore and some of those of Sandur.

Pyrolusite, for analyses of which see pages 657, 659, is also found at

Sivarajpur in the Panch Mahals district, Bombay. These ores seem to

have been formed by the replacement at the surface of the quartzites of

the Champaner series, the equivalent of the Dharwars of other parts of

India.

In the ores of lateritic origin pyrolusite is also one of the commonest

minerals and is to be found at all the localities where ores of this origin

are found. For a list of these areas see page 385. There is nothing of

especial interest to notice about these ores except that they frequently

show open spaces or cavities hned with small stumpy prismatic or

flattened crystals which sometimes seem to be proper pyrolusite and at

others seem to be intermediate between manganite and pyrolusite. From

their crystalUne shape they may once have been manganite. [A good

example of pjTolusite formed by the alteration of manganite is figured

on Plate 22, Vol. XXXIII, Records of Geological Survey of India, the

specimen figured coming from Ramandrug in the Sandur Hills ; hu

this is not from true laterite]. Of the lateritic pyrolusites perhaps the
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most famous is that of Gosalpur in the Jabalpur district, Central Provin-

ces, for analyses of which see page 813. The masses of pyrolusite foiind

at this place are sometimas as much as 1 to H feet in diameter. When
broken open they are usually found to be partly cavernous with small

crystals of pyrolusite lining the ca%'itie3. Of the fine specimens in the

Geological Museum, Calcutta, it is not, however, certain which have been

derived from the laterite at Gosalpur and which from the nests and pockets

of this mineral that occur in the Gosalpur quartzdtcs. Fair quantities

of pyrolusite have also been foimd at Mansakra in the same district.

Pyrolusite is also sometimes formed as a recent deposit, for an

example of which the occurrence at Pan Kuan in the Dhar Forest may
be cited (page 675 and Plate 15). Here the ipineral is associaterl with

what is probably tufa.

The black dendritic markings of manganese oxide often found on

the bedding and parting planes of rocks are usually referred to pyrolusite
;

the best Indian examples are those found on the bedding planes of

Vindhyan sandstone ; see Plate 4, which is only i; natural size.

Dendrites are often found in the Indian manganese mines.

In the following table T give some analyses of picked specimens of

. , Indian pvrolusites. The first specimen was sent
Analyses. -

. . .
•'

. .

from Bikonhalli in the Shimoga district, Mysore,

by Mr. C. S. Fawcitt. The pyrolusite formed a magnificent black lustrous

crust of small crystals resting on cavernous ore composed of limonite,

pyrolusite, psUomelane, and manganite (?). Some of these crystals were

detached and carefully picked. The analysis was kindly undertaken by

Mr. Fawcitt. The second specimen was sent by Mr. H. J, "Winch from

Ghatia in Banswara State, Rajputana. It showed some rather dull,

longish, prismatic crystals of nearly square form implanted on

some fine-grained manganese-ore, probably composed of a mixture of

braunite and psUomelane. These prisms gave a black streak, were

scratched by fluorite, and gave off a Uttle water in a closed tube. The
specific gravity of some of these detached prisms was found to be 4 • 94,

a little high for pyrolusite. The analysis of the picked sample was under-

taken by Mr. Fawcitt. The third specimen was obtained from a heap

of picked ore at Kodur in the Vizagapatam district, Madras. It was a

fine-grained crystalline piece of ore with cavernous spaces lined with

shining mammillations of pyrolusite. The piece taken for an.'vlysis was

some two inches in diameter, but its specific graA-ity was not determined

on account of the soft and friable charactpr of the mineral. Thia

I G
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specimen was analysed by Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson of Newcastle-

on-Tyne. The fourth specimen was a piece of the radiate-concentric

pyrolusite of Pah in the Nagpur district, referred to above. It was

analysed at the Imperial Institute, London, where the specific gravity

was found to be 4* 88, the piece used being of some 2 inches in diameter.

The analyses are given below :

—

Table 8.

Analyses of Indian pyrolusites.

Bikonhalli,

Shimoga.
Ghatia,

Banswara.

1

' Kodiir,

Vizagapatam.
Pali,

Nagpur.

932.K. 193. 10-4-07 A. 197.

Mn02
MnO
Fe203
AI2O3
BaO
CaO
MgO
K2O
Na20
Si02
Sulphur
P2O5
AS2O5
PoO
NiO
CuO
1)0

ZnO
Combined water
.Moisture at 1()0°C. .

Carbon dioxide

96-73
0-57
0-23
0' 18

0-66
0-76

0-42

0-451

97-04
0-43
0-03
0*17
0-07
0-90
0-47
nil

nil

0"41

0-35

92-31
1-82
0-07
0-27
0-99
0-31
0-05
0-31
0-11
0-502
0-016

0 -956

0-009

0 -10

nil

0 -005

nil

0-10

2 -00

0-25

nil

95-57
0-41
0- 06
0'43
1- 34
0-00
0-09

trace
0-13
0332

_

0-01
0-012
0 -0163

::

1 •4(;

0-12
0-09

100 -00 99-87 100-176 100-068

Manganese ...
Iron .....
Pho phorus

61 -57

0-16
01 -68

0-02
.59-78

0-05
0-42

60-79
0-04
0-004

Specific gravity 4-94 4-88

1 d'ffcrcnec.

2 All combined silica,

y Mainiy cobalt oxide.
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Manganite

Manganite is a hydrated oxide of manganese having the formula

Mn203.H20. It crystaUizes in the orthorhombic system in prismatic

crystals usually exhibiting several different prism faces ; the termina-

^ te s
^^^^ usually a basal plane, although this is some-

times absent, pyramid and dome faces being develop-

ed instead. The crystals are often many times longer than broad, then

assuming a needle-like aspect. The colour is stated to be steel-grey

to iron-black and the lustre sub-metalUc, with the streak reddish brown

to nearly black. Hardxiess =4. Specific graxaty = 4'2-44. \\Tieu

pure the miaeral contains 62*50 per cent, of manganese and 10*23 per

cent, water.

According to Mallet a specimen of this mineral has been obtained

from the PoUtical Agent at Gwalior, and hence pre-
Occurrence.

sumably from that neighbourhood, i I have shovv-n

elsewhere that this specimen 2 is probably only pyrolasite, although the

crystals may be pseudomorphous after manganite.

In a paper in the Records of the Geological Survey of India,

Vol. XXXIII, pages 229-232, I have described and figured an example,

there supposed to be manganite, occurring as a hning to a geode found

on the outcrop at Ramandrug in the Sandur Hills. At the time this

paper was written this was the only known specimen of this character.

Since then, however, Mr. Aubert, who obtained that specimen, has pre-

sented to the Geological Survey several more similar specimens from the

same locality. The specimen described in the paper exhibits well the long

needle-Uke habit, showing usually the faces of a prism, sometimes accom-

panied by other bevelling prisms, with for termination either the basal

plane or, more rarely, a couple of minute faces that suggest the macro

-

dome. The mineral differs from typical manganite in that it does not

seem to give off, when heated in a closed tube, a large enough quantify

of water, probably owing to incipient change to pyrolusite. It is noticed

that the perfect cleavage of manganite parallel to the brachypinacoid

b (010) causes it to decrepitate violently when heated in a closed tube,

the mineral splitting along this direction. The lustre, moreover, is not

sub-metalUc as stated by Dana, but brilliantly metallic, the colour

being, moreover, bronze, due perhaps to a superficial tarnish

1 Mineralogy of India, p. 59,(1887).

2 Rec. Geol.Sur. Ivd., XXXIII. p. 232.(100()J.
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Since the foregoing paragraph was written I have been able to visit

the manganese-ore deposits at Ramandrug and Kamataru in the Sandur

Hills, and find this supposed manganite myself. It occurs in drusy

cavities in the ore-bodies, and may occur in either wad or psilomelane.

Specimens can be found showing every gradation between the hard

bronzy-lustred mineral mentioned above, and a shining black mineral

of exactly the same radiate character, but as soft as pyrolusite, which it

then undoubtedly is. Of the specimens sent by Mr. Aubert some of the

harder bronzy-lustred mineral was separated from the associated ores

and the specific gravity of a piece weighing 2 "19 grammes found to be

Chemical compo- 4-470. This being only slightly higher than the

value of this constant for the unaltered manganite,

which is 4'2-'1:"4, it was thought that analysis would show this piece to

be nearly fresh manganite. The analysis was undertaken by Mr. C,

Fawcitt of Shimoga with the following result :-

Mn02 92-90

MnO 1-47

Fe203 and AlaOs (mostly AI2O3) 1-88

CaO 0-86

MgO 0-52

Si02 0-47

Combined water . , . • . . , . I • 94

100-04

From this analysis it will be seen that— in spite of the fact that in

physical characters the mineral presents considerable differences from,

pyrolusite, and considerable resemblances to manganite— chemically the

mineral is not far removed from pyrolusite. It is true that it still retains

nearly 2 per cent, out of the original 10 per cent, of combined water it

must have once contained, whilst there is still a small quantity of man-

ganese protoxide remaining. Hence we arrive at the dilemma that this

mineral, which was once almost certainly manganite, retains to a consi-

derable extent the physical characters of manganite, but has been almost

completely converted into p}Tolusite, as far as chemical composition

goes. As it would be most inconvenient to call this mineral pjTolusite,

owing to its different physical appearance. -and inaccurate to call it man-

p ^ .J

ganite, I propose to refer to it as pseudo-manganite.
' It must be remembered that the above analysis

represents nuly one piece of the mineral. It is possible that if several
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analyses were made of different pieces some of lliem would be found to

approacli much closer to mauganite in composition.

Since describing the first of the Sandur specimens referred to above

I have been able to examine a considerable number of specimens of man-

ganese-ores obtained from Shimoga and Goa. These ores usually consist

of psilomelane or pyrolusite, either separate or associated with one

another and are often cavernous. Sometimes the cavities are lined with

mammillations of psilomelane ; sometimes ^vith crystalline growths of

Specimens from pyrolusite that may have once been manganite ; and
Mysore and Goa. more rarely with needle-like aggregates, of superior

hardness to pyrolusite possessing a steel-grey metallic lustre, that are

probably to be regarded as either manganite or pseudo-manganite.

Judging from specimens sent by Mr. C. Fawcitt from the Shimoga

district, pseudo-manganite is probably present in the ores of both Kumsi

and Bikonhalli.

One of the specimens from BikonhalU consists of limonite with the

cavities hned with psilomelane ; this is frequently coated with a growth

of stumpy crystals, probably of manganite or psendo-manganite, on

which the chief form \dsible is a prism, probably 1 110) ; the prisms have

a tendency to be united to one another so as to form stellate groups.

Specimens collected by Mr. H. D. Coggan in South Goa frequently show

nests of what is in all probabihty manganite (or pseudo-manganite). The

locahties from which specimens containing this manganite have been

obtained are Vilhan, Kajri Dongar, and Kumari, about 16 miles south of

Sanvordem railway station. Specimens of manganese- ores from Puseli

in the North Kanara district also often show this supposed manganite.

It is not known whether these North Kanara ores are in true laterite or

whether they have been formed by the replacement of the outcrops of

Dharwar rock (lateritoid).

On account of the ease with which manganite suffers alteration with

the production of pyrolusite, and the fact that in the course of this alter-

ation the manganite often acquires a black streak and looses a large

portion of its water long before it has completely passed into pyrolusite,

it is often a matter of extreme difficulty to decide whether to call

a particular specimen manganite or pyrolusite, and it is to meet this

difficulty that I have proposed the name pseudo-manganite for the ex-

amples occupying, both chemically and physically, the interval between
manganite and pyrolusite. In the following table I give the characters
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t'liat may be made use of in referring a specinien of one of these nnnerals

to its proper position, in the absence of a quantitative aaalysis :

—

Tafle 9.

Comparison of properties of mxwjanitc, ps Mid j-m injanile, and pijrolusite.

j

Miliiganitc.

1

Psoiido-manganite. Pyroliisitc.

Forinila . ... Mp.2O3.H2'). xMnO. +)/?ifn02 + JlnOj.

Hardness .... 4 2-5—4 2—2-.-)

Spacific gravity 4-2— 1-4 4-4—4-7 4-7— 4
-y

Streak ..... Eeddisli brown
to nearly black.

Black. Black.

Heated in a closed tube . Gives off water Gives off a Hi !e

water.

Often gives off a
little water.



CHAPTER TV.

MimRAWGrY—continued.

Manganates and Carbonates.

Hollcindite—P.silomslan?—Beldongrite—-Wad—Ankerite—RhoJochrosito.

Hollandite

This mineral was first brought to my notice by Mr. H. J. Winch at tha

time of my visit to the Kajlidongri deposit. On examination, I found

that the mineral was probably a new one very similar to one I had found

at Sitapar in the Chhindwara district. Mr. Winch kindly made a

quantitative analysis of it showing that it was a manganate of barium,

manganese, and iron.i Having decided that it was a new mineral i

called it hollandite after Dr. T. H. Holland, Director of the Geological

Survey of India, and published a preliminary description of it in

the Transactions of the Mining and Geological Institute of India, Vol. I,

page 76, (1906). Since then I have not been able to do any further work

on the mineral and thus settle various points that need clearing up^

such as its crystallographic system.

At KajUdongri the mineral occurs in che crystalline form in quartz

veins traversing the manganese-ore deposit. It also
Occurrence. • - .T. rsometimes passes into the manganese-ore of the

ore-body, which is mainly psilomelane in the parts of the deposit

where the hollandite occurs. What is in all probability a variety

of the same mineral is found at Sitapar in the Chhindwara district,

where it occurs as a constituent of the ores, being associated with

sitaparite, bramiite, pyrolusite, manganchlorite ?, and an arsenate

;

Sitapar is the only locality at which I have found arsenates be-

sides Kajlidongri. At the latter place the arsenates are not directly

associated with the hollandite, so that this occu rence of arsenates and

manganates at each of these places may be a purely fortuitous one.

Crystalline manganates occar at a few other localities also, associat-

ed with the manganese-ores. They have not been definitely isolated

and analysed, so that it is not certain how closely they approximate

1 T. H. Holland, KiC Gi'ol. Surv. hid., XXXIII, page 98, (1900).
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to the composition of the typical hoUandite of Kajlidongri. Until

more work has been done on these minerals I propose to use the name
hollandite to include all the Indian crystalline manganates, though later

on it may be foimd convenient to use the term in a more restricted

sense. The other localities at which crystalline manganates occur

are Gowari Warhona in the Chhindwara district ; Mandvi Bir, Jima-

wani, and Junapani, in the Nagpur district ; and the Balaghat deposit

in the district of that name : it is probable that crystalline mangan-

ates will be found to be of much more common occurrence than would

be suspected from the fact that up till now they have never been

recorded as occurring in the natural condition. Wherever a specimen

shows psilomelane passing into a crystalline mineral—such as is com-

monly seen in the Sandur Hills and Mysore—one must be prepared for

the possibility that the crystalline mineral may be hollandite, although

as a rule it will probably be found to be pyrolusite or manganite.

With the latter mineral in particular it is very liable to be confounded,

especially when the manganite occurs in stumpy crystals. But, as will

be seen from the account of the properties of hollandite given below, it

is easy to distinguish the two minerals if pieces of any size can be

obtained. The chief points of difference are the higher specific gravity

and, when crystal faces can be used for the test, the superior

hardness of the hollandite. A chemical test would also show that

the mineral was hollandite if a strong reaction for barium were

obtained ; but with regard to this latter test it must be noticed that

although all the crystalline manganates hitherto found contain a con-

siderable proportion of baryta, yet it does not follow that a crystalline

manganate will not be found practically free from this constituent.^

It might also be thought that the presence of water of crystallization

in manganite might be used as a criterion in distinguishing these

two minerals. It must be remembered, however, that the Indian

manganites are almost always in a state of partial dehydration owing to

an incipient conversion into pyrolusite, with the result that they often

give only a weak reaction for water when heated in a closed tube ; whilst

the crj^stalline manganates, like the amorphous ones grouped under the

term psilomelane, may contain water in the form of hydrogen in the

base portion of the mineral. As an example of the confusion that

may arise between these two minerals, I may mention that many
of the Shimoga manganese-ores contain pseudo-manganite as a lining

1 Such as a crystalline form of the American fibrous luad-munganctie manganate
eoronadite (see page 96).
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to cavities. In most cases the difficulty is only one of deteraiining

whether the mineral is to be called manganite or pyrolusite ; but in a

few cases, when the crystals are small, or when they pass into more or

less massive crystalline material too hard for manganite, it is necessary

to recognise the possibiUty that hoUandite may be present ; this point can

only be definitely settled by isolating some of the mineral and taking

its specific gravity, and then, if this be not sufficient, making a chemical

analysi? of i^".

i In colour hoUandite varies from a light almost silvery grey through

_, . , , ^ gre-sdsh-black to quite black. On both crystal faces
Physical chaiactoif .

^ ' -i

. n- i

and fracture surfaces it has a shumig metalhc lustre.

In the Kajlidongri specimens, the only ones that exhibit definite crystal

faces, the hardness is found to be 6 on the crystal faces and only 4 on

the fracture surfaces. Owing to the infrequency of crystal faces the

hardness test must as a rule be made on fracture surfaces, and therefore

the latter figure may be taken as the more general value for the hardness

of the mineral. This difference of hardness on the crystal and fracture

surfaces is probably due to the fact that whilst the crystal faces are often

smooth the fracture surfaces are almost invariably very much striated,

so that testing the hardness on a fracture surface consists not in testing

the real hardness of the mineral, but in tearing away the fibres of the

mineral one from another
;
consequently the hardness found by testing

the crystal faces must be taken as the true one. As this value is 6, it will

be seen that this brings the mineral into line, as far as this property

goes, with the hard varieties of the amorphous manganates grouped

as psilomelane. The v<a,y in which hoUandite splits into prismatic chips

very much striated on every fracture in a direction parallel to the ver-

tical crystallographic axis of the mineral is one of its most charac-

teristic properties, although, of course, when the mineral does not occur

in definite crystals it is not evident that the direction of sphtting is

this axis. The streak of the mineral is black.

The crystals that occur in the quartz-veins at Kajlidongri are some-

^ ^ ^ ^. times of large size. Since my visit Mr. Winch has

chwacters^^'^*^'^*'' kindly collected considerable quantities of this mine-

ral as it became exposed in the course of quarrying

the ore. A common size for the crystals is a diameter of ^ to | inch,

but some of the specimens obtained by Mr. Winch are as large

as 1 inch across. In their simplest form the crystals show what

looks like a tetragonal prism surmounted by a flat tetragonal
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pyramid ; but the few angular measurements I have yet been able

to make indicate that the mineral is either orthorhombic or tricli-

nic, more probably the latter, and in either case very closely approach-

ing the tetragonal form. The striations on the prism faces and the

dullness of the pyramid faces have up to the present prevented this

question being settled.

There occurs at Kajlidongri a fibrous mineral that shows a beautiful

Fib 1 11 d't
^^^y lustre. Chemical work on this mineral indi-

cates that it is fibrous variety of hollandite ; it is

probable that the fibres are parallel to the vertical axis of the

mineral, this being the direction of the fibrous striation seen on the

fracture surfaces of crystals of hollandite. The manganate foimd at

^ „ . , Sitapar occurs in prismatic individuals mixed with
Hollandite in the . • i i • i

Chhindwara district, various other minerals, which prevent the mangan-

ate from developing true crystal faces. But it shows

a prismatic development, the rough prisms being sometimes as long

as one inch. At Gowari Warhona, the mineral is found in certain

layers in the manganese -ore in the form of brilliant crystalline

interlocking aggregates, the prisms being usually about 2-^ to J inch

in length. This mineral must also be present in the ores of Mandvi

Bir, Junawani, and Junapani. For the complete
Hollandite in the i • r e t /••tj iij

ores found in the analysis of a piece from Junawani indicates that

crystalline limestones, the ore is a mixture of braunite and a manganate,
Ndgpui c ihiiic

^j^^ latter being present in this particular speci-

men in the proportion of 66 per cent. The manganate must be either

crystalline or non-crystalline. In the latter ^case the mineral would

be psilomelane, which would be easily visible as a dull matrix cement-

ing the granules of braunite. But, since the whole piece of ore is cryst.

alline, the manganate must be in the crystalline form ; that is it must

be hollandite. In the same way the physical aspect of the ores of Mo-

hugaon, Pali, and Ghogara, in the Nagpur district, taken in conjunc-

tion with such partial chemical analyses of them as have been made,

shows that they also contain, in aU probability, a crystalline manga-

nate. At all the localities for this mineral in the Nagpur district the

ores are in crystalline limestones. At Balaghat I collected one speci-

men of manganese-ore showing a veinlet about J inch thick of a

fibrous silky-looking mineral that at once suggested hollandite. That

this is hollandite I have little doubt; for the analysis (No. 1146, page

Mas.sive hollandite, 9 i) that has been made of a picked specimen of

Bihighat district. a Very common type of crystalline ore in this
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deposit has shown it to be a manganate, which roust b classed under

hollandite. This type of ore is very fine-grainad and seeros to be

crystaUine throughout. It ca i be scratched with moderat3 ease with

a knife and has a brilliant light-grey metallic appearance, so that in th,^

sun it glistens almost like burnished silver, although the colour is some-

what darker than that of this metal. By comparison it was found

that the nearest approach to its colour could be obtained by looking

at a piece of alimiinium in ordinary diffused light. This colour

corresponds very closely to that of the ore as seen in the sun, although

as seen in the shade alongside the aluminium the manganese-ora

appears considerably darker. This ore occurs in very large quantities

in this deposit, sj that many thousand of tons of it must have been

exported, hence, even from the commercial point of view, hollandite

is, in India at least, an important mineral. This massive fine-grained

variety of crvstalline manganate occurs in beds of considerable thick-

ness and extent, and one may often see, exposed in the quarry, a

surface of this ore, many square feet in area, the whole of which

eNhibit:^ the brilliant appearance noticed above. There is also in

this deposit a large quantity of the uncrystallized manganate,

psilomelane ; in fact more of it than of the crystalline manganate.

The first analysis of hollandite was made by Mr. H. .J. Winch on a

Chemical composi- Specimen having a specific gravity of 4-95, and is

tion- shown below :

—

This analysis corresponds to the follov.ing formula :

—

?«lBa,MD)2Mn05 + «(Fe,Al)4(Mr05)3.
or wi(Ba,]VIu)2Mu05 + H(Fe4(Mii05)3,

according as the alumina be considered an essential constituent or not.^

^Mr. T. R. Blyth, Assistant Curator, Geological Survey of India, has examined this

mineral more carefully than was possible to Mr. Winch in liis rough jungle laboratory
and finds that it contains, in addition to the constituents found by Mi. Winch, small
amounts of lime and magnesia and of one of the rarer elements, which has not been yet
identified.

The precipitate obtained in Group II on passing HjS has been examined spectro-
scopically by Prof. Noel Hartky and found to consist chiefly—in addition to sulphur
—of barium sulphate and titania. fSubsequently Dr. Jlorris Travers examined some
of the original mineral and found that the M2S precipitate contains traces of second-
group elements to the extent of one part in 7,000. A careful analysis of the mixed sul-

phides showed them to consist principally of antimony with traces of arsenic, bismuth,
and co2^per, the last two in exceedingly minute quantities.

Manganese peroxide (MnOj)
Manganese iirotoxide (MiiO)
Ferric oxide (Fcj O3)
Alumu'.E. (AI2O3) .

Baryta (BaO)
Silica (SiOa) . traces

65-63

5-12

10-56

0 94
17-59

99-84
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Of the hollandite of otter localities tlie only one of whicli an analy-

sis is available is the massive variety of the Balaghat mine. On pages

797 and 971, however, analyses are given of picked pieces of

ore consisting in the main of mixtures of braunite and a crystalline

manganate. These analyses are recalculated into terms of their mineral

composition, showing the manganates as composed of a series of man-

ganates of the various base radicles of the mineral. The figures for the

composition of the manganate as given on those pages I have con-

verted to a total of 100, so that from these analyses of composite speci-

mens it has been found possible to extract analyses of the crystalline

manganate or hollandite.
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These analyses, together with the analysiis of the massive hoUaniita

from Balaghat, are given below :—

Table 10.

Amlyses of hollandite.

Nu'iiber of Specimen.

Balaghat.

1146

Gowari
Warhona.

7521

Junawani.

10621

MangcHie^-'e peroxide JAIn02) .... 7505 71-25 7244
]VIano",in6?e protoxide (MuO) . . , , 902 1420 9"09
Ferric oxide (KeoOj). . • > . . 4 43 5- 73 9-26

Alumina (AI2O3) . ..... 104 0-42 109
Bnrvta ^BaOt 2- 96 7-22 5-55

Lime (CaO) 0-31 0-38 2-50

Magnesia (MgO) ...... 0-36 0-35

Potash (K2O) 3-31

Soda (Na20) 057
Combined silica (Si02) ..... 130
Free silica (Si02) ...... 010
Sulphur . . ..... 0021
Phosphoric oxide (P2O5) ... 0-046 ••

Arsenic oxide (AS2O5) ..... nil

Cobaltous oxide (CoO) ..... 005
Nickelous oxide (NiO) ..... nil

Cupric oxide (CuO) ...... trace

Lead oxide (PbO) nil

Zinc oxide (ZnO) trace

Titanic oxide (Ti02) 0-03

Chlorine and fluorine ..... nil

Combined water (H2O) 110 0-45 0()7
Moisture at 100°C 015
Carbonic oxide (CO2) ..... nil

99-847 100 00 100-00

Manganese ....... 54-42 6604 52-83
Iron ....... 3- 10 401 6-48

Sili'^a (total) 1-40

Phosphorus ....... 0-02

1 Since these calculations were made the following additional constituents have
been determined at the Imperial Institute :

—

1

752 1002

NiO, C03O4. CuO 0011* 0-048t
K2O 0 22 0-33

Na20 ()-23 0.32

* Chiefly cobalt,

t Chiefly nickel.

TJisee would of course correspond to small quantities of manganates.
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In terms of the different manganates these analyses can be re-stated

as follows :

—

Table 11.

Analyses of holhndite in terms of mang '.n'ltes

.

iialagnat.
Gowari
Warhona.

Junaw'aU!

1146 752 1062

Fe4(Mn05)3 8-71 11-26 18-20

Al4(Mn05;3 2-61 112 2-74

Ba2Mn05 3-95 9-63 7-41

ra2:^rn05 0-59 0-74 4- 80
ifeMnOs 0-82 079
K4:^rn05 5- 12
Xa4!Mii05 ....... 1 04
Co2:\Iii05 . . ... 008
H4-Arn05 3-96 1-74 0-23

MnoMnOs ....... 70-71 74-72 66-62

97-."n 100-00 10000

Surplus oxvsen
Si02 .

'
.

s
P205 .

TiOo .

Moisture at lCi0°C.

0- 61

1-40
0-021

0-040

003
0-15

99-847

For comparison I have re-stated the analysis (given on page 9i) of

the typical hollandite in terms of its constituent manganates :

—

Fc4(Mn05)3
Al4(Mn05)3
Bi>:\In0.5

:\InoMn05

20-76
2-36

23 .50

53-59

Oxygen a.s.sumed

100-21

0-37

99-84
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It should be noticed that in calculating the mineral composition of

composite specimens of ore from their analysis, a difference is usually

found between the amount of oxygen determined and that required for

the manganates left over after the braunite has been extracted from the

analysis. This difference is, however, never sufficient to point to the

presence of some other compound rather than manganates corre-

sponding to the theoretical acid H4Mn05 ; in fact the errors are always

sufficiently small to be attributable to experimental errors in their

determination. The differences between the amounts of oxygen required

for the manganates in the above analyses and the amounts actually

found are as foUows :

—

per cent.

Kajlidongri —0-37
Balaghat +0-61
Gowari Warhona +0'85
Junawani —0'52

These differences may, as already stated, be due to experimental errors

in the determination of the oxygen, but the discrepancies can be explained

in another way. In the cases where there is a surplus of oxygen it may be

that a portion of the manganese forming the basic radicle of the mangan-

ates is not in the protoxide form corresponding to the formula Mn2Mn05,
but is in the sesquioxide form corresponding with the formula

Mn4(Mn05)3. The conversion of the requisite amount of Mn2Mn05 into

Mn4(Mn05)3 would account for this surplus oxygen. In the same way
when there is a deficit in the amoimt of oxygen according to the above

way of representing the mineralogical composition of the ores, this deficit

can be accounted for by the conversion of an equivalent amount of ferric

manganate, Fe4(Mn0.5)3, mto the ferrous manganate, Fe2Mn05. This

point must for the present remain open to doubt ; but it is to ))e

noticed that hi the case of some of the analyses of psilomelane the

discrepancy is perhaps too great to be attributable to experimental

errors.

Froni the foregoing paragraphs it follows that the composition of

these crystalline manganates can be represented by the general formulae

given below, in which the constituents are placed in order of import-

ance in their respective brackets :

—

TO (]\fci,Ba,K2, H2,Ca,Mg,Fe,Co)2]VIn05 + M(Fe,Al,Mn)i(Mn05)3.

This is, of course, the most general formula, but it can be simplified,

by omitting the least important constituents, as follows :

—

TO (iMn.Ba,K2.H2)2Mii05 ^ n {Fe,Al)4(MnOr,)..,.
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In any particular case a more definite formula can, of course, be

given. Thus the three analyses given above correspond roughly to the

following formulae :

—

Balaghat rn(jVIn,Ba,K2,H2)2Mn05 + K(Fe,Al)4(Mn05)3.

Gowari Warhona ??i(Mn:Ba)2Mn05 + wFe4(]Mn05)3.

Junawani »?i(Mn,Ba,C'a)2 ]Mn05 + ?!{re,Al)4(]Mn05)3.

As will be seen from these formulae these manganates correspond to

the hypothetical acid H4Mn05, and it seems as if there is a whole series

of compounds derived from this acid by isomorphous replacement.

Laspeyres ^ has already suggested that psilomelane may conform to this

formula, and we see that the existence of compounds corresponding to

this formula is put beyond doubt by the discovery of the definitely

crystallized minerals here described. As will be shown under the heading

of psilomelane this latter mineral also conforms to the formula suggested

by Laspeyres, at least as far as can be judged from a large number of

analyses of Indian psilomelanes. Hence it seems probable that hoUan-

dite is to be regarded as the crystalline form of psilomelane, there being

no essential difference in chemical composition between the two minerals.

An interesting problem for future solution is to find out what deter-

mines whether the mineral takes the crystalline or amorphous form,

and why it is that crystalline manganates, which are by no means un-

common in India, are not found wherever psilomelane occurs in all parts

of the world.2 It is interesting to note that W. Lindgren and W. F.

Hillebrand [Amer. Jour. Set., XVIII, pp. 448460, (1904)] describe a

^ ^.^
new mineral from Arizona under the name of corona-

dife. They regard their analysis as indicating the

mineral to be a salt of a derivative of ortho-manganous acid, H^Mn^O^.

I find, however, that their analysis corresponds very closely with

RgMnOg, where R=Mn and Pb chiefly. The mineral is fibrous, and

1 Jour, furprak. Chemie, XIII, p. 215, (1876) [Dana].
2 It is interesting to note that M. Al. Gorgeu in a paper called ' Sur les oxydes de

manganese natiirels'. Bull, de la Soc. fr. de Mincrnlogiqxie, III, (1890), says, on page 22,

that the interior of a specimen of psilomelane from Romaneche, in Saone et Loire,
France, was crystalline. He gives analyses of both the exterior non-crystalline portion,
and interior crystalline portion. He calcidates out formulae for these specimens, and
also for specimens of p-ilomelane from Thiuiugia in Germany, and Lorsa in Spain,
according to which psilomelr.ncs arc hydratcd manganites with " bases multiples et vai ices'.

I find, however, that both tlie Komaneche analyses can be converted into a seiies of
n.anganates of the form IJoMnOs, the oxygen errors, however, being rather large,

namely deficits of r44: and 100 ; but these would have been less had I taken account of
Ihc arsenic oxide of which amounts of 1-50 and 0 70 % are shown in the two analyses,

and converted it into arsenates. I think it is probable that this crystalline psilomelane
is identical with h jlh.ndite. The non-crystalline and crystalline portions contain 1C'20
and 14'45 per cent of BaO, respectively.
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hence corresponds to the fibrous variety of hollandite. At present I see

nothing that certainly shows the reason of the formation of crystalline

manganates at one time and non- crystalline ones at others. An examina-

tion of the analyses of hollandite shows, however, that the crystalline

manganates always contain a fair quantity of barium and iron

;

this may indicate that the manganates can only assume the crystalline

form in the presence of fair quantities of these two elements, although the

number of analyses available is not really sufficient to base such a general

statement upon. Such a hypothesis would explain why ores low in these

constituents were found as psilomelane and not as hollandite, but it

would not explain the case of varieties of psilomelane containing as large

quantities of iron and barium as hollandite. Hence it seems more

probable that the reason for the formation of crystalline manganates at

one time and non-crystalline ones at others is to be looked for in the

conditions of formation rather than in the chemical composition of

the manganates.

As might be expected, the great variability in the composition of the

manganates from different localities is accompanied
Specific gravity. , . , . -r-

by a correspondmg variability m the specmc

gravity of these minerals. Thus a picked specimen of this mineral from

Sitapar in the Chhindwara district was found to have a specific gravity

of only 4-70, whilst the specimen analysed by Mr. Winch from

Kajlidongri had a value of 4*95 for this constant. Determinations of

the specific gravity of several other picked specimens from this locality

have given values ranging from 4'93 to 4'99. The massive specimen of

hollandite of which the analysis is given on page 93, had a specific

gravity of only 4-59, this low value being in all probability due to the

fact that the specimen was an aggregate and not a piece of a separate

crystal. It should be noticed, however, that these values for the

specific gravity correspond roughly with the differences in the amounts
of baryta present in each specimen, the values of this constituent

in the Kajlidongri, Sitapar and Balaghat specimens being 17"59, 6'20.

and 2 "96, respectively.

Psilomelane.

Of all the manganese-ores found in India, this is the most abun-

Occurr ce
^^'^^ ' ^^^^ braunite it makes up by far the

larger proportion, probably at least 90 per cent., of

the manganese-ores exported from India. Its existence in India was
apparently first recognized by A. J. Scott in association with
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the braunite of the Vizagapatam district^ As this mineral occurs

at almost every locality where manganese-ores are found in India

there is no point in enumerating all the different occurrences of it. An
account of all those recognized up to 1887 will be found in Mallet's

Mineralogy, page 61. In addition to the localities mentioned by Mallet

many others have, of course, since been recognized and a reference to

these can be obtained from the index to this Memoir. In the Nagpur-

Balaghat area of the Central Provinces, in Jhabua, Narukot, and the

Panch Mahals, the psilomelane often forms an intimate mixture with

braunite, which occurs scattered throughout in small granules to which

the psilomelane acts as a cement. (See Plate 1.) With increasing

quantities of braunite, or of psilomelane, there is a gradual passage into

ore which is practically all braunite on the one hand and all psilomelane

on the other. In the Vizagapatam district, also, the ores often consist

of psilomelane containing scattered braunite ; but in this case the

braunite patches are often larger than is customary in the Central

Provinces, whilst they are less abundant. In fact ore consisting of

psilomelane free from braunite is very common in this district, whilst

in the Nagpur-Balaghat area of the Central Provinces it is compara-

tively rare, Guguldoho, Balaghat, and Ukua, being the only notable

localities. In the other areas where this mineral is found in quantity

it is not associated with braunite, except perhaps occasionally in minute

quantities, but occurs either alone or in association with pyrolusite.

The more important of such areas are the following ;—Belgaum, Goa,

Jabalpur, Mysore, Sandur Hills, Satara, and Singhbhum.

According to Dana's System of Mineralogy, page 257, 6th Edition.

psilomelane exhibits the following characters :

—

Physical character-. . •
i , -i i

it occurs either massive, or in botryoidal, reni-

form, or stalactitic shapes. G = 3'7—47 ; Hardness = 5—6, i.e., it

can sometimes be scratched by a knife and at other times cannot.

Lustre submetallic, dull. Streak brownish black, shining. Colour, iron-

black, passing into dark steel-grey. Opaque.

The Indian psilomelanes agree fairly well with the above diagnosis.

The best example of massive psilomelane is probably

that of the Balaghat deposit in the Central Pro-

vinces, where this mineral forms massive beds alternating with layers of

quartzite and of massive hollandite. Botryoidal shapes, that is, those

stimulating more or less closely a bui '<;h of grapes in shape, are perhaps

best exemplified in some of the ores found in the Satara district,

» Edin. New Phil. Jour., LITI, p. 278, (1852).
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especially at Yeruli. The best example of this mineral I have seen

showing a reniform shape is a specimen foimd loose at Garbham in

the Vizagapatam district (see fig. 2, Plate 5). At Gugiildoho I found a

very fine specimen of psilomelane with a form that can be best described

as liver-shaped or hepatiform. The specimen as first found was some 10

inches across and resembled nothing so much in shape as the liver of one

of the large carnivora, such as a panther. It was made up of concentric

layers and is the specimen No. 1157 of which an analysis is given on page

100. At this locality is to be foimd almost every variety of

concretionary structure exhibited by psilomelane, there being many
fine examples of mammillary forms. Fig. 2, Plate 6, shows one of

these. The best example of stalactitic psilomelane I have seen from

India was found by Mr. Geeson at Garbham in the Vizagapatam district

(see fig. 1, Plate 5). According to Dana the lustre varies from sub-

metallic to dull. This applies to most of the Indian psilomelanes, but

there is one variety, found at Garbham and Avagudem in the Vizaga-

patam district, and at Kumsi and other deposits in Mysore, that on fresh

fracture resembles very closely in colour and lustre a piece of metallic

lead, so that its lustre can be described as mecallic. This is the variety

of which an analysis is given on page 100 (No. A. 372). The streak

of this mineral is said by Dana to be brownish-black in colour. Althoug h

this undoubtedly holds for some examples, yet the Indian psilomelanes

have, as often as not, a black streak. In colour the Indian specimens

vary from iron-black through dark steel-grey to an almost bluish-grey,

this bluish tint being especially noticeable when one is collecting

specimens in the blazing sunlight of an Indian dry-weather day.

It win be noticed that the specific gravity of the specimens of which

analyses are given on page 100 all lie between the
Specific gravity,

j^jj^^^-g gjyg^ }jy Dana. They tend, however, to be

almost invariably over 4 in value, the only exception being the lead-

like variety.

I have already mentioned in discussing the composition of hoUandite,

which is to be regarded as the crystalline form of
Composition.

mineral, that analyses of both minerals con-

form very closely to the formula first suggested by Laspeyres, so that

both psilomelane and hollandite can be regarded as derived from a

hypothetical acid of the composition H4Mn05. Below I give a series

of five analyses carried out by Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson of New-
castle-on-Tyne on specimens collected by myself. For the purposes

of analysis I picked out pieces that were as homogeneous as could be

I H 2
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found, carefully took their specific gravities, and sent to the analysts the

whole of the specimen in the powdered condition. Guguldoho is in the

Nagpur district. Central Provinces
;
Avagudem in the Vizagapatam

district, Madras ; and Tekrasai in the Singhbhum district, Bengal.

Table 12.

Analyses of Indian psilomelanes.

Guguldoho. Avagudem. Tekiasai. Tekrasai. Tekrasai.

Number of Specimen. 1157 A. 372 A. 380 A. 381 J. 917

Manganese peroxide (Mn02) 8313 73-35 70-78 79-87 82-44

Manganese protoxide (MnO) 637 3-61 7-63 6-61 6-47

Ferric oxide (Fe203) . 1-50 5-71 0-21 0-07 0-50

Alumina (AI2O3) n-

1

u 10 0 00 O'lOV o\J V iO U 40
Baryta (BaO) . 0 03 2-43 15-08 5-16 207
j-.ime \^ti\j) . . • 0'21 0-54 O'OS 0'47

Magnesia (MgO) 018 0-25 0-25 0-22 0-16

Potash {K2O) .
3- 10 3 25 0 20 2- .33 2-63

SodafNa20) . 045 0-02 015 018 0-18

Combined Silica (Si02) 0-25 0-45 0-05 0-05 0-10

Free Silica (Si02) . nil nil nil nil nil

Sulphur .... 0*034 1/ \Jt>V

Phosphoric oxide (P2O5) . 0-838 0791 0-737 0-676 0-696

Arsenic oxide (AS2O5) 0003 nil nil nil nil

Cobaltous oxide (CoO) 0- 1 0-15 0-25 0-20 0-35

Nickelous oxide (NiO) nil nil 0-20 015 0-05

Cupric oxide (CuO) . 0 002 0-04 0-08 0-04 001
Lead oxide (PbO) . nil nil nil nil nil

Zinc oxide (ZnO) ml 0-15 0 .30 0-40 0-55

Titan/0 oxide (TiO?). 001 trace nil ml nil

Chlorine .... nil nil trace trace nil

Fluorine .... nil nil nil nil nil

Combined water (H2O) 3-40 3-80 3-30 2-60 2-65

Moisture at 100°C. .
0-25 205 0-45 0-45 0-35

Carbon dioxide (CO2) nil nil nil nil nil

99-994 100-175 100-086 100-083 100-151

Manganese 57-78 49-18 50-66 55 61 57-14

Iron .... 1-05 4-00 0-15 0-05 0-35

Silica (total) 0-25 0-45 0-05 0-05 0-10

Phosphorus 0-366 0-346 0-322 0-295 0-304

Specifio gravity 4-26 3-86 4-54 4 41 4-38
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It is noticeable what a large percentage of P2O5 is present in all these

specimens of psilomelane. The quantity is in fact so large that the

amount of CaO present is not nearly sufficient for the phosphoric oxide

to be present as apatite. It is not known therefore in what form the

P2O5 is present is the mineral. I can only suggest that it forms a

phosphate with some other base than the lime, possibly a manganese

phosphate. In the absence of any knowledge on this point I have been

compelled to disregard this constituent in considering these analyses.

In the same way the small amounts of sulphur, possibly present as

barytes, and the minute quantities of Ti02, and of AS2O5, have been

neglected
;
whilst, in view of the small amount returned (0'05 to O'-io

per cent.), I have not made any allowance for the combined silica
;

that is, I have not used it to form a corresponding amount of

braunite, especially as no such second mineral is evident in the speci-

mens. Leaving these constituents out of consideration, therefore, the

foregoing analyses can be arranged in terms of manganates as

follows :

—

Table 13.

Amlyses of Indian psilomelanes in terms of manganates.

Guguldoho jAvagudem Tekrasai. Tekrasai. Tekrasai

1157
1

1

A. 372

1

A. 380 A. .381 J. 917
1

Fe4(Jrn05)3 .
2-95 1122 0-41 014

1

0-98

Al4fMn05)3 .
0-38 8-02 0-75 1-88 113

Ba2Mn05 0 04 3t5 20-14 6-89 2-7fi

Ca2MnOi 0-40 104 0-15 0-50 0 90
MgjMnOs 0-41 0-57 0-57 050 0 36
KiMnOs 4-79 502 0-31 3-60 4-07

N»4Mti05 0-82 004 0-27 0-33 0-33

CcwMnOs 017 0-25 0-42 0-34 0-59

Xi2Mn05 0-34
1

0-25
1

0-08

Cu2Mn05 007 013 I 007 002
Zn2irn O5 0-24 0-49 0-65 0-90

H4Mn05 1312 14-66 12-73 10-03 10-22

MntMnOi 74-74

1

52 90 62-28 72-39 75-12

1

87-82
1

98-18 98-99
[

97-6S
i

97-46
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Table ld—{contd.).

Analyses of Indian psilomelanes in terms of manganates.

Guguldoho. iivagudem. Tekrasai. Tekrasai. Tekrasai.

II57 A. 372 A. 380 A. 381 J. 917

Cirried forward
—

97 -82 98-18 98-99 97-63 97-46

Si02 .... 0-25 0-45 0-05 0-05 0-10

Sulphur .... 0021 0-034 0-039 0-037 0025
P2O5 .... 0-838 0-791 0-737 0-676 0-696

AS2O5 .... 0-003

CuO .... 0-002

TiOa .... 0-01

Moisture at 1 00*^0 . 0-25 2-05 0-45 0-45 035

99- 194 101-505 100-260 98-843 98-631

Surplus oxygen 0-80 1-24 1-52

Oxygen assumed 1-33 0 18

99-994 100-175 100-080 100-083 100-151

It will be seen that on tlie assumption that these specimens have the

respective compositions given above there is a considerable error in the

oxygen determination. But, as in the analyses of hollandite, these diff-

erences can be explained on the assumption that in the case of an excess

of oxygen a corresponding portion of the manganese is in the form, not of

manganous manganate, Mn2Mn05, as shown above, but of manganic

manganate, Mn4(Mn05)3 ; whilst in the case of a deficit the difference can

be explained on the hypothesis that a portion of the iron is in the form of

ferrous manganate, Fe2Mii05, instead of ferric manganate, Fe4(Mn05)3,

as represented. To show what difference this would make I wUl take the

cases of the analyses in columns 2 and 5^ where there is a deficit of 1'33 of

oxygen in one case and an excess of r52 of oxygen in the other. In the

former case the oxygen can be obtained from the ferric manganate in

accordance with the following equation :
-

3Fe4(Mii05)3 = 0Fe2MnO5 •» Mn2Mn05 + 10 O;

according to this equation the deficit of 1'33 of oxygen could

be obviated by the conversion of 15-69% Fe4(Mn05)3 into 12-32%

FeaMnOs + 2-04% MngMnOs + 1-33 % of oxygen. The only difiiculty

in the way of accepting this interpretation is the fact that there is
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not so much ferric manganate available to be converted into ferrous

and manganous manganates and oxygen. Still the difference, namely

4'47 of ferric manganate, only corresponds to an oxygen error of 0"38.

In the case of the excess of 1"52 of oxygen, this excess can be used to

convert manganous manganate into manganic manganate according to

the following equation :

—

7Mn2Mn05 + 10 0=3JIn4(Mn05)3 ;

according to tliis equation 152 of oxygen converts 16"29 of Mn2Mn05
into 17-81 of Mn4(Mn05)3.

In analyses 1157 and A. 381 the surplus oxygen is enough to convert

8'57 and 13-29 of MnaMnOg into 9 37 and 14-51 of Mn4(Mn05)3, re-

spectively. Making these alterations, the five analyses can be rewritten

as follows, leaving the two in which there is an oxygen deficit unaltered

and omitting all the constituents that do not come into the manganate

molecules :

—

r

Guguldoho. Avagudem. Tekrasai. Tekrasai.
1

Tekrasai.

1157 A. 372 A. 380 A. 381 J. 917

Fe4(Mn05)3 . 2-95 11-22 0-41 0-14 0-98

AU(Mn05)3 . 0-38 8-92 0-75 1-88 113
Mn4(Mn05)3 . 9-37 14 53 17-81

Ba2Mn05 0-04 3-25 20- 14 6-89 2-76

Ca2Mn05 0-40 1-04 0-15 0-56 0-90

Mg2Mn05 0-41 0-57 0-57 O-oO 0-36

K4Mn05 4-79 502 0-31 3-60 4-07

Na4Mii05 0-82 0-04 0-27 0-33 0-33

Co2Mn05 017 0-25 0-42 0-34 0-59

Ni2Mn05 0-34 0-25 0-08

Cu2]VIn05 007 0-13 0-07 0-02

Zn2Mn05 0-24 0-49 0-65 0-90

H4Mn05 1312 14-66 12-73 10-03 10-22

]VIn2Mn05 6fvI7 52-90 62-28 59-10 58-8S

98-62 98-18 98-99 98-87 98-9?

If now we want to find out the molecular ratio of manganates of the gene-

ral formula R^qMuOs {i.e. all the manganates above, except the ferric,

manganic, and aluminic manganates), to the manganates of the general

formula R"' 4(Mn05)3 {i.e., the ferric, manganic, and aluminic manganates),

then the simplest way is to take the simi of the quantities of the group
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MnOs combined with each manganate of the general formula R"2Mn05,

and divide by ^ of the sum of the quantities combined with the manganates

of the general formula R'''''4(Mn05)3, nearly all these quantities being ob-

tained in the course of calculating the original analysis into terms of man-

ganates. These figures work out as follows for each specimen :

—

Amounts of

MnOs in

manganates
of the tj-pe

Amounts of

ilnOs in

manganates
of the tvpe

R"'4(ilnb5)3.

Figures in

second
column

divided bv
3

Molecular
ratio of the

group
R"2Mn05

to the group
R"'4(Mn05)3.

Guguldoho- 1 157 .

Avagudem-A. 372
Tekrasai-A. 380 .

Tekrasai-A. 381 .

Tekrasai-J. 917 .

40- 10
36-75
41-84
36-49

35-84

6-31

10-88

0-65

8-37
9-96

2- 10
3-63
0-22

2- 79
3-32

19-

1

10-

1

144-7

13-1

10-8

Taking the general formula of psUomelane as )nR".2^lnO^-}-7iB.'"^ (Mn05)3

it is seen that, if n be unity in each case, the value of m in the foregoing

examples varies from about 10 to 145; but is usually between 10 and 20.

Rammelsberg, in his Handbuch der Mineralchemie, page 182, (1860),

regards psUomelane as a combination of potash, baryta, and protoxide of

manganese, with, peroxide of manganese, corresponding to the formvda

(Mn,Ba,K2)0.(]\In02)2- In the second edition of his Handbuch der

Mineralchemie, pages 189-192, (1875), [Penrose], he divides psilomelanes

into two varieties, namely baryta-psilomelane and potash-psUomelane,

according to whether the mineral is high in baryta or potash. Dana in

his System of Mineralogy, 6th edition, page 257, says that psilomelane is

a ' hydrous manganese manganate in which part of the manganese is

often replaced by barium or potassitmi, perhaps conforming to H4Mn05',

giving Laspeyresi as the authority for this formula, and adding that the

material analysed is generally impure, so that the composition is doubtfiJ.

The specimens analysed above were apparently pure specimens, so that

the results of their analysis can be taken as giving the correct composition.

The above calculations show that this mineral does conform to the formula

H4Mn05, and that the chief constituents of the basic portion of the

mineral, in addition to manganese and hydrogen, are either barium or

potassium, although in one case (A. 372) considerable amounts of iron and

» Jour. fur. prah. Chtmie, XIII, p. 315, (1876).
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aluminium enter into the composition of the manganate^. It will be

noticed, however, that these specimens cannot be conveniently divided

into baryta-psilomelanes and potash-psUomelanes. Thus 1157 can be called

a potash-psilomelane and A. 380 a baryta-psilomelane, but the other three

all contain moderate proportions of both constituents.

The general formula

wR"2lIn05 + nR"'4(Mn05)3.

to which reference was made above, can be expressed, so as to show che

constituents corresponding to R" and R'", in the following comprehensive

way :—

TO[{Mn,H2,Ba,K2,Ca,Mg,Na2,Zn,Co,Ni,Cu)2Mn05] + n[(Mn,Fe,Al)4{]Mn05)3].

Omitting the less important constituents in each case, the composition of

the five specimens can be stated as follows :

—

Guguldoho(1157) 19[(Mn.H2.K2)2Mn05] + (Mn,re)4(Mn05>3.
Avagudera (A. 372) 10[(Mii.H2,K2,Ba>2MnO5] + (Fe,Ai;t(]\In05)3.

Tekrasai (A. 380) 145L(Mn,Ba.H2)2Mn05] + (Al,Fe)4(l\Iii05)3.

Tekrasai (A. 381) 13[(Mn.H2,Ba,K2)2Mn05] + (Mn,Al)4(Mn05)3.
Tekrasai (J. 917) ll[(Mn,H2,K2,Ba)2Mii05] + Mn4(Mn05)3.

In these formulae I have placed the elements constituting the basic

radicles in the order of their importance considered from the point of

view of the amount of manganate they form by combination of their

oxides with the requisite amounts of MnOa.

If R be entirely Mn, then the formula of the mineral becomes

Mn2Mn05 or MugOg, which would contain 67-35% Mn and 32-65%
0. At least two observers have previously suggested the existence of

this compound in nature. In one case J. A. Jones- gives an analy-

sis of a ' cryptocrystalline ' mineral from Covadanga in Northern

Spain, which he thinks corresponds fairly closely to 2Mn02.MnO
(= Mn305). A calculation of his analysis shows, however, an

oxygen deficit of 2-81%, if an attempt be made to convert it into

1 I have already noted—footnote on page 96—that M. Gorgeu deduces from his

analyses of specimens of psilomelane that psilonielanes are hydrous manganites, but
that his analyses of two specimens from Romaneche conform closely to manganates of
the general formula Rj MnOs He gives the formula corresponding to the Lorca
analysis as 6(Mn02) RO.2H2O, He regards this, like the other formulae given, as a
hydrated manganite. The deficiency of the base portion of this formula, as of the others
given, is noticeable ; whilst it is interesting to note that the formula given for the Lorca
analyses can be re-arranged as follows :

—

6(Mn05).R0.2H20 = R0.2H20.3Mn0.3Mn03
= 6R0.3Mn03
= 3R2]\In03

in which there is no deficit or surjilus of either basic or acid radicle,

2 Trans. Intt. Min. Met, III, p. 276, (1894-96).
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manganates. An ore described by E.G. Williamsl from Soledad in

Panama in Central America, as massive and like psilomelane, was

analysed by W. E. Ford in Prof. Penfield's laboratory. Penfield says

the ore agrees well with the composition Mn0.2Mn02 or Mn305, and

may be a new mineral species. A conversion of the analysis given

into manganates shows that it agrees very well with the formula

R'''2Mn05, the oxygen error being a deficit of 0"o4%.

I wiU now give a brief description of the spedmeiis of which the analyses

are given on page 98. Each specimen was broken
Description of

jj^^^ piece used for analysis and the other
specimens.

p

kept for reference.

1157.—Guguldoho.

This piece was a portion of the hepatiform concretion mentioned on

page 99. I did not find it in situ, but obtained it from a stack of quar-

ried ore. The piece selected for analysis was broken from a concentric

shell about | inch in thickness. It shows a finely concentric structure

parallel to the exterior of the shell, the bands being so fine as to impart

to the specimen a somewhat satiny lustre. In grain it is extremely fine

and in colour a rather light steel- grey, with a bluish tint in the sun. The

colour of its streak is brownish black. Its hardness is just over 6, and

the specific gravity of the piece analysed 4"26, the closeness of the

texture of the specimen being well exemplified by the fact that it did

not exhibit any noticeable porosity when left to soak in water. The

outer and inner coats of the specimen were covered with a thin

brownish skin exhibiting a few minute micaceous scales, but this skin was

completely removed before the specific gravity was taken. The fracture

is beautifully conchoidal.

A. 372.—Avagudem.

This specimen was faelected from the stacks of ore at this mine. This

type of ore is rather cavernous and contains both ferruginous patches

and soft black patches. After a little trouble, however, some 6 granmies

of the mineral free from these blemishes were obtained ready for analysis.

This variety has the appearance of shghtly tarnished metallic lead, its

colour being just a little darker, but its lustre very similar. It appears

absolutely homogeneous, and has a brownish black streak. The fracture

> Trans. Amer. Inat. Min. En ., XXXIH, pp. 203, 204, (1902).
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is beautifully conchoidal. The hardness is 6"5, and the specific gravity,

determined on the above 6 grammes, 3*85, the mineral exhibiting no

appreciable porosity.

A. 380.—Tekrasai.

This specimen I extracted from in situ in a pit at Tekrasai in the Singh-

bhum district, Bengal, the ore being only about 2 feet below the surface

of the ground. In colour it is a dark bluish grey, the lustre being quite

dull except for a few scattered specks that suggest the possible existence

in the ore of a small quantity of the crystalline manganate, hollandite.

In structure the ore is minutely pisolitic, on account of which there are

often, between the separate concretions, minute cavities, which sometimes

contain a dark brownish black powder, and sometimes are empty. The

proportion of material different to the main mass of the ore, which may
be described as a dull dark grey variety of psilomelane, is, however, very

smaU and will not have affected the analysis to any large extent. In

consequence of this structure, however, the ore is markedly porous,

and in taking its specific gravity some day's soaking were found to be

necessary before the weight in water became constant^. The specific

gravity was found to be 4"54:. The hardness of the specimen is just

under 6, and the fracture fairly even, but not conchoidal, the texture not

being of the requisite fineness for this. The streak is nearly dead black,

there being a slight brown tinge.

A. 381 —Tekrasai.

This specimen was found in situ in the same pit as the preceding one.

It is the most fine-grained variety I have yet seen, having more the texture

of porcelain than of anything else. It is not, however, hard, but is easily

scratched by fluorite and has a hardness of about 3 ; one of the most

interesting features about it is the fact that its fracture surfaces are

covered with a sort of black bloom that soils the fingers in the same way
as the bloom on a plum does. When this bloom is on, the colour can best

be described as a dull iron-black, with perhaps just a tinge of brown.

If, however, this bloom be rubbed off with the finger, as it easily can be,

the mineral is seen to be a shining iron-black with perhaps a tinge of

brown in it. The lustre is perhaps best described as resinous, when the

1 In all cases the specimens were afterwards dried by putting them outside on ths
top of an airbath so as to remove, before powdering for analysis, the water absorbed
during the determination of the specific gravity.
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bloom has been removed, being dull before this is done. The streak of

this variety is deep brownish black in colour ; its specific gravity is 4*41

,

the mineral, in spite of its close texture being porous, and thus requiring

some 3 days soaking before its weight in water becomes constant. The
fracture is beautifully conchoidal.

'

J. 917.—Tekrasai.

This specimen was obtained in situ from a different pit to the two
preceding. It is also of extremely fine grain, exhibiting beautiful con-

choidal structure, the colour being a deep blue-grey, whilst in the sun the

fracture surface shows iridescent reflections. The streak is brownish

black in colour, the hardness about 5, and the specific gravity 4'38, the

specimen being non-porous (see Plate 6, fig. 1),

Scattered throughout the descriptive portion of this Memoir will be

Calculation of
^'^^^^ Several complete analyses of hand-specimens

analyses of braunite- of manganese- ores composed of mixtures of braunite
psilomelane ores.

psilomelane. It is possible to make use of these

analyses for the extraction of further analyses of psilomelane. Before

giving a list of such analyses I -will give an example of the way in which

such an analysis can be re-calculated into terms of its mineral composition.

A good example to take will be the analysis given on page 656 of specimen

No. A. 607 from Sivarajpur in the Panch Mahals district of the Bombay
Presidency. The specific gravity of this specimen is 4'25 and inspection

of it indicates that it consists of numerous tiny grains of braunite in

a matrix of psilomelane. In calculating the mineral composition the

P2O5 is first taken out as apatite in the following way, no allowance

being made for the requisite chlorine or fluorine (these are stated to be

absent ; but the quantity required for the apatite is so small that it

would probably be overlooked in the course of analysis) :

—

0-366P2O5 require 0-368 X 1 •312=0-48 CaO, leaving 1-32 - 0-48=0- 84 CaO, and
yielding 0-846 of apatite.

The combined silica is next made use of to form braunite, the formula

of this mineral being assimied to be 3Mn203.MnSi03, since this formula

is usually found to agree with the analyses very well.

For braunite 4 '20 Si02 require

78 '29

4-20X -—32 -95 Mn203
9-98

11-73
and 4 -20 X =4 "94 MnO-

9-98
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It is usually found to be convenient to assume that the Fe203 present

in the ore replaces an equivalent amount of Mn203 in the braunite,

although it may also often be regarded as forming ferric manganate,

Fe4(MnOg)3, and has been so regarded in some of the analyses scattered

through the text. Now 6"00 Fe203 is equivalent to 5"92 Mn203, so

that for the braunite above only 32 "95— 5"92 of Mn203 is required;

the composition of the braunite is therefore as follows :

—

Mn203

Fe203

MnO
Si02

27 -03

6-00

4-94

4 20

42-17

Now
and

27 '03 Mn203 = 18 '82 manganese + 8 '21 oxygen.

4-94 MnO = 3-82 „ +1 "12

totalling 22-64

Available in analysis . . 51 '40

• •. remaining for psilomelane . 28 '76

For the formation of psilomelane :

—

1 '19 AI2O3 require

0-79 BaO
0-84 CaO

0 94 MgO „ 1 -20

2 -27 K2O „ 1 "24

0-23 NaaO „ 0-19

0*02 CuO „ 0 01

0 05 ZnO „ 0 03

2 00 H2O „ 5-71

+ 9-33

+ 26-03

+ 16-70

1 -80 MnOs, giving 2 -99 Al4(Mn05)3

0 27 „ 1 -06 Ba2Mn05

0 -77 „ ,, 1 -61 Ca2Mn05

„ 2-14 Mg2Mn05

„ 3-51 K4Mn05

„ 0-42 Na4Mn05

„ O'OS Cu2Mn05

„ 0-08 Zn2Mn05

„ 7-71 H4Mn05

11-22 MnOs
Available .

Left

To forin]VIn2Mn05,

11 -04 oxygen, yielding

1 1 -22 MnOs

= 5 -99 Mn + 5 -23 0
= 28 -76 IVIn + 16 -70 0

22 -77 Mn + 11 -47 0

22 -77 Mn require

giving total of psilomelane as .

apd leaving a surplus of 0 43 oxygen unused.

19 -55 manganates

33 -81 Mn2 MnOs

53-36
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This analysis can therefore be rewritten in the following way :

—

Apatite

Braunite
Psilomelane

Al4(Mn05)3
Ba2 MnOs
Ca2 MnOs
Mg2 MnOs
K4 MnOs
Na4 MnOo
Cu2 MnOs
Zn2 MnOs
H4 MnOs
Mn2 MnOs

.
2-99

,

1-06

,

1-61

.
2-14

. 3 -51

. 0 42

. 0 03

.
0-08

. 7 -71

.33 81

0-846

4217

53 36 53 00
Quartz (free silica ) ......... 2 '70

Sulphur 0 -021

Ti02 0-04
Moisture at 100° C 0 '60

Oxygen unused .......... 0 '43

100-167

Now by taking the above psilomelane and reducing the whole to 100

Calculated analyses we obtain an analysis of this mineral expressed in

of psilomelane. terms of manganates ; and by a re-grouping of

the constituents of the manganates in terms of oxides we obtain an

analysis in the usual form. One defect of analyses of psilomelane

so extracted from analyses of mixed specimens of ore is that in extract-

ing the braimite aU the iron oxide is often assimied to replace Mn203

in the braunite, leaving none for the psilomelane. On examining the

analyses of psilomelane given on page 1 12, it will be seen that, although

this mineral often contains but a small quantity of ferric oxide, yet, on

the other hand, it sometimes contains a considerable quantity of this

constituent. Unfortunately there is often no means of telling in any

particular case whether the iron present is in the braunite or in the

psilomelane. An other draw-back to this method of extracting analyses

of psilomelane is the fact that, as shown under the heading of braunite,

the composition of braunite is not a constant one, but usually corres-

ponds to one of three formulae, namely •

—

(1) 3Mn203.MnSi03; (2) 7Mn203.2MnSi03 ; (3) 4Mn20a.MnSi03

and there is usually no means of telling which to employ in any partic-

ular case. As already mentioned, however, I have assumed the hrst of

these formulae in making these calculations ; in the fiist place because when

I first made them I had not discovered that the formula of braunite does
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not always conform to the formula given in Dana's System of Mineralogy,

namely 3Mn20;}.MnSi03 ; and in the second place because the difference

between the amount of oxygen required with this method of calculation

and that actually found is usually not very large. In cases where this

error is large, say over 1%, then it might be found that the assumption

of one of the other formulfB for braunite would reduce the difference

between the oxygen required and that actually found. But, as in the

case of the analyses of specimens of pure psilomelane given on the

preceding pages, this difference can be more easily accounted for by

assuming a portion of the manganese to be in the form of manganic

manganate instead of manganous manganate, in the case of an excess of

oxygen ; or by assuming a portion of the iron to be in the form of ferrous

manganate instead of ferric manganate, in the case of an oxygen deficit.

In the following table are given 12 analyses of psilomelane extracted, in

the manner explained above, from the analyses of specimens of manganese-

ore scattered through the descriptive portion of this work. In these no

attempt has been made to allow for the oxygen difference, but all the iron

has been entered up as ferric manganate and all the basic manganese as

manganous manganate.
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In the second table (No. 15) I give the analyses of the same psilome-

lanes arranged in terms of their oxides. On examining these analyses it

will be seen that there is occasionally a small surplus of oxygen over

that required for the conversion of all the manganese present into peroxide.

This, of course, means that in these particular cases the aiiiOuiit oi

manganese in the form of Mn03 in the manganates is in excess of the

amount of manganese in the form of MnO in the base portion of the mole-

cule, Mn2Mn05. I am not aware, however, that such an excess of oxygen

over that required to convert all the manganese present in a mineral into

peroxide has ever been recorded. Probably it is not to be expected

except in the case of a mixture of two minerals, one of which in course

of formation probably rejects oxygen from Mn02, taking only the MnO
portion, and thus liberates a surplus of oxygen for the remaining mineral,

the psilomelane. In this case the braunite perhaps acts in this way.

It will be further seen from these analyses that these examples of

psilomelane are very variable in composition, apart from the question of

whether iron is shown as present or not, this being, as already explained,

to a large extent due to whether the iron has been calculated into the

braunite or the psilomelane of the original analysis. In several of the

analyses the alkalies have not been determined, but cannot be large in

amount in these cases, because in the original analyses the totals approxi-

mated to 100 without them.i Only one of them shows an important

amount of potash. This is the Sivarajpur specimen. The baryta is

variable in amount, being in one case nil and in two of the Kajlidongri

specimens as high as 10-66 and 13'22% respectively. The latter

ugure is not surprising in view of the fact that the hoUandite of this

locality contains 18% of this constituent. In several of the analyses

cobalt, nickel, copper, and zinc, have not been looked for.^ But in those

in which these constituents were tested for, namely the first and the last

five, variable amounts of these constituents were found. Thus in one

case, namely M.4 from Sontulai, which might perhaps be better included

under the heading of wad than in this place, there is 1'52% of copper

oxide, CuO. The nickel oxide, NiO, is as high as r23% in the same

specimen, whilst in one of the Kajlidongri specimens there 's 0*90%
of cobalt oxide, CoO.

1 These have since been determined ; see footnote to table on page 112.

^ The Co, Ni, and Cu, have since been determiued ; see footnote to tnble on page 112
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Beldongiite.

At Beldongri, on the north side of the pit, there is a variety of mangan-

ese-ore, havin a smooth shiny fracture and the colour and lustre of

pitch. It is somewhat like the specimen of psilomelane, A. 372, from

Avagudem in the Vizagapatam district, of which an analysis is given on

page 100 ; but is more shiny in its lustre, and darker. A piece of this

picked for analysis contained a little spessartite-garnet, which, on account

of its intimate association with the pitch-like mineral, could not be com-

pletely removed. The latter in fact seems to have been derived from the

garnet by some process of alteration. At Chargaon in the same district,

a similar substance forms a matrix to the unaltered spessartite, from

which it in this case also seems to have been derived by alteration. The

specific gravity of the specimen chosen was 3"22, whiht its hardness was 4.

The analysis, carried out at the Imperial Institute, is given on page 908.

In calculating this analysis into terms of its mineralogical composition,

there is no alternative, since no braunite is visible, to taking out the small

quantity of combined silica as spessartite, assumed to have the formula

3MnO.(Al,Fe)203.3Si02. It is found that the remainder of the oxides

cannot be combined to make manganates owing to a great deficiency in

the amount of oxygen required for this purpose. The free silica must, of

course, be regarded as present in the form of quartz. This must,

however, be in a very finely divided condition as it is in no way visible

in the specimen. The analysis can then be written as follows :

—

Specimen No. 1079.

Apatite . . 0'12
Calcite 0 '25

Spessartite 3 '70

MnsOs 38-50
re203 6-88

BaO 0 78
CaO 2-10
MgO 0-15
H2O (combined) 6 "16

Quartz 17 72
AS2O5 , 0-006
Moisture 4 "21

100 -575

Subtract oxygen assumed .... 0 '82

99 -755

l2
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It is interesting that the manganese oxides returned in the onginal

analysis, after using 1"28% for the spessartite, should turn out to be so

nearly in the proportions required for MnsOs, i.e. for Mn2MnOg, corres-

ponding to psilomelane in which all the basic portion of the manganate is

occupied by manganous manganese. If, now, we regard the BaO, CaO,

and MgO, as impurities, and reduce the Mn305, Fe203, and H2O, to

molecular proportions, the following is the result :

—

58 -50

MnsOs = = "2554 = 6 x "0426

229

6-88

FeoOs = = -0430 = I x -0430

160

6 16

H2O = = '3422 = 8 X -0428

18

These proDortions work out so exactly that it seems probable that

they '"orresDoud to the definite formula :

—

6Mn305 Fe203.8H20.

1^0 analysis has been yet made of the apparently similar mineral

occurring at Chargaon, so that it is not known if there is really a definite

mineral corresponding to the above formula. In order, however, to dis-

tinguish it, it will be well to give it a temporary name, and the best suited

for the purpose is beldongrite, after the place where the mineral occurs.

The mineral is, however, only to be regarded as a variety of psilomelane

and is not easily to be distinguished from the lead-like varieties, such as

the Avagudem specimen referred to above, except in its darker colour.

It is to be understood that this is only a provisional name, which it may
be necessary to discard in the future, if it be found that other specimens

of apparently similar material do not correspond to this formula. The

actual specimen is to bii regarded as a mixture of beldongrite (7r54%)

with 17'72% of quartz and 3'70% of spessartite.

Wad.

According to Dana, in his System of Mineralogy, 6th edition, page 258,

the term wad includes a niunber of mineral
"* " substances, such as bog-manganese, asbohte, and

lampadite, that are not to be r egarded as distinct mineral species, but

rather ' as mixtures of varisua oxides, chiefly of manganese (Mn02 also

MnO), cobalt, copper, with also iron, and ^rom 10 to 20 j,'. c. watci
'
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The characters as given by Dana are as follows :

—

' In amorphous and reiiifomi masses, either earthy or compact • also

incnisting or as stains. Usually very soft, soihug the fingers : less often

hard to H. =6. G.=3 0 - 4*26
; often loosely aggregated, and feeling very

light to the hand. Colour dull black, bluish or brownish black.'

There seems, however, to be everv passage between psilomelane ani

wad, so that one often finds a specimen that ono is doubtful whether to

call psilomelane or wad.

In naming Indian specimens of manganeso-ores, the practice I have

followed with regard to the imcrvstallized or amorphous ores is to

designate all those as psilomelane that in any w^ij exhibit the characters

of that mineral, the hardness especially being a criterion. If the mineral

be a soft one, and show a finely crystalline structiire, I have relegated it to

pyrolusite, whilst if it show no signs of crystalUne structure nor of the

compact, firm amorphous structure of psilomelane, I have called it wad,

this term being thus reserved for the indefinite mixtures so often found

in manganese- ore deposits i.

Some ot the chief localities for wad are the various deposits in the

Vizagapatam district, where this substance has
^)ccuw^hcg

often been formed in considerable quantities by

the replacement of the lithomargic matter accompanying the ore deposits.

Wad is also extremely abvmdant in association with the manganese-ore

deposits of the Sandur Hills and Mysore State. In the Sandur HUls it is

best exposed in the deposits being worked at Raraandrug. Here it is

intimately associated with psilomelane, the two together torming a very

considerable proportion of the ores extracted. It is evndent from the mode

of association of these two minerals that the wad is the first-formed

mineral and that it subsequently gets converted into the psilomelane, pro-

bably on the advent of a further portion of manganese in solution. The

wad itself tends to be tabular or laminated in form^ owing to its having

been formed by the replacement of original laminated rocks, probably

slates or phyllites. In colour it is greyish black, giving a soap-like

atreak that varies in colour from deep chocolate through brownish

black to nearly black. It is fairly compact, but very soft, and usually

preserves the original slaty or phyllitic structure of the rock that

1 M. Gorgeu, in his paper Sur les oxydes dc manganese naturels '. Bull, de la

Soc fr- de Mineralogique, III, pp. 25—28, (1890), regards wads or " manganese liege
'

as true manganites. acid and hj-drated. and conforu'ing in certain cases to tbe
formulae :

—

3{Mna2)RO.H20 and 3(Mn02)R0.3H20.
He also says that wads are sometimes erystalline.
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it has in all probability replaced. Wad also occurs in the lithomargic

rocks associated with the manganese-ore deposits at Ramandrug. In

Mysore there is also a great abundance of wad associated with the

manganese-ore deposits in each ol the tour districts of Chitaldi'ug,

Kadur, Shimoga, and Tumkur. It usually occurs associated with

lithomarges and ochres in the soft altered rocks underlpng the man-

ganese-ore deposits. It is usually very light in weight, and, as a rule,

is very fine-grained and compact, with a tendency to possess the

structure of compact lithomaige. In colour it varies from almost

pure black through deep brownish black to the brown of an ochre,

there being a passage from one to the other, corresponding no doubt

to changes in the relative amounts of manganese and iron. The streak

is similar to that of the Sandur wad. Passages from wad to psiiomelane

can often be seen in the Mysore deposits. Another example of what may
be regarded as wad is the specimen , of which the analysis is given on page

114, from Sontulai in the Hoshangabad district, Central Provinces. Other

examples are to be found amongst the lateritic ores in most parts of India.

In many of the most compact ores of the Nagpur-Balaghat area,

Central Provinces, cavities or cracks are often found containing a small

quantity of a deep brown velvety powder, which is also probably to be

included under the term wad.

The following two analyses of wads from the Vizagapatam district

were carried out by Messrs. J. &H. S. Pattinson
omiio.s.tion.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, on specimens carefidly

picked by myself so as to be as far as possible homogeneous. Omng to

the soft and crumbly nature of the specimens it was not possible to

take their specific gravity.
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Spec. No. A.221 Spec. No. A.33S

Garbham. Kodur,

Brovra wad. Black wad.

Mn02 ...... 68-12 61-38

MnO 4-14 3-59

Fe203 7 "79 ^'80

AI2O3 3-15 2-91

BaO 3-29 9-53

CaO 0-82 1-32

MgO 0-(il 0'54

K2O 1-18 0-Cl

Na20 0-37 0 31

Si02 (combined) 7-85 3-00

Si02(free) 3-10 0-40

Sulphur 0-016 0-048

P2O5 0 198 0-261

AS2O5 0-026 0-012

CoO 0 15 0 10

NiO Nil 0-lC

CuO O-OI 0-05

PbO ....... Nil Nil

ZnO ....... 0-25 0 15

TiOa 0-06 0-02

Chlorine and fluorine .... Nil Nil

Combined water (H2O).... 7 -30 5-50

Moisture at 100° C 1 -55 4 -35

CO2 Nil Nil

99-980 100-041

Manganese (Mn) 39 -95 41 "59

Iron(Fe) 5-45 4-10

Silica (total) 10-95 3-40

Phosphorus (P) 0 086 0-114

It will be seen that both these analyses show a considerable proportion

of combined silica. This, however, is not present in the form of braunite

as is usually the case with Indian manganese-ores containing combined

silica ; for the specimens appear to be homogeneous and certainly do not

contain any visible crystalline constituent. Considering the mode of

formation of these ores, namely by the replacement of lithomargic rock,

or perhaps partly during the formation of the lithomarge from the original

potash-felspar contained in the rocks associated with the manganese-ore

deposits of this area, it seems probable that the combined silica is present
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in the form of lithomarge or kaolin, and perhaps partly as potash-felspar

only partially converted into kaolin, laking the first analysis it is found

that the composition can be represented as follows :

—

Specimen No. A. 2'4l.

Orthoclase 6 "99

Albite 314
Kaolin . . . . . . . 2 "50

Apatite . . 0 458

Psilomelane . . ...... 85 '50

Quartz . . . 3'10

Sulphur 0-016

AS2O5 .... 0-026

Ti02 0-06

Moisture... ..... 1 -55

103-340

Oxygen assumed ........ 3 "36

99-980

From the large amount of oxygen, namely 3-36, below that required

for the formation of psilomelane. it follows that this wad is not a mixtvu:e

of manganates (psilomelane) with the other constituents orthoclase, albite,

kaolin, and quartz ; but that it is in all probability an indefinite mixture

of oxides of manganese, iron, etc., with partly kaolini7ed felspar. In

the same way the analysis of the Kodm" wad can be calculated into a mix-

ture of 6-43% of kaolin with psilomelane, the latter making up the bulk of

the residue. But, as before, there is too large a deficit of oxygen, in this

case 1"94%, so that this wad also is probably to be regarded as a mixture

of oxides. On page 1090 is given an analysis of a specimen No. A. 228,

collected at Gfirbham, that seems to be physically inter ediate etween

psilomelane and wad. It is very porous and has a specific gravity of

4-O8. It contains scattered through it a fair quantity of tiny specks of a

magnetic mineral, which is probably manganmagnetite. As is show on

that page, the analysis can be re-arranged so as to consist of 5-57°/o of

kaolin, 10-45% of mpgnetite, and 82-2Po of psilomelane. with no excess

or deficit of oxygen. It is not certain, however, that this is the correct

interpretation ; for the specimen may be only a mixture of oxides similar

to the specimens noticed above. The chances, however, are in favour of

its corrcctness,and it seems that this specimen is to be regarded as psilome-

lane just passing from the wad stage of indefinite mixtures. It is still

soft, however ; but might have become harder later on by a more com-
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plete incorporation of the manganates one with another. I have seen

many exaniples of ores indicating that psilomelane may sometimes pass
through the stage of loose aggregation characteristic of wad, and later

become consolidated, perhaps through a more complete union of the

oxides, with the formation of manganates. The characters of the two
specimens of wad of which the analyses are given above are shown below.

A. 221.

—

Garbhdm.

This ore is dark grey-brown, and is lithomargic in aspect, being fine-

grained and fairly adherent when dry. It is very soft (H = about 1) and
has a dark brown streak. It is dull, except for little patches having
somewhat of the lustre of graphite and possibly consisting of stained

kaolinic films.

A. SSS.—Kodur.

This shows slickensided surfaces of a shining black colour. It some
what resembles dirty coal, is more friable than A. 221, and has a nearly

dead black streak. H=l. Both this and the preceding are light in

weight, but are too friable for the specific gravity to be determined.

Aukerite.

Ankerite is a sub-species of rhombohedral carbonate, intermediate

in composition between calcite magnesite and siderite ; it has the chemi-

cal formula CaCO^. (Mg,Fe,Mn)C03. As the formula shows, it also con-

tains a small quantity of manganese. Amongst the serpentinous crys-

talline limestones exposed in a nala near Gowari "vV'arhona in the Chhind-

wara district, and of which an example is described in a paper on the

petrology of this part of the district^, I found one, 17-68 in the rock-

register showing reddish brown plates of a rhombohedral carbonate

enclosing, in a poikilitic fashion, rounded grains of calcite. The dark

carbonate gives a faint reaction for manganese, and hence is probably to

be regarded as ankerite ; for it is doubtless also magnesian, since these

serpentinous limestones almost invariably contain dolomite.

1 Bee. Geol. Svr. Ind., XXXTTI, p. 202, (1906).
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R. D. Oldham says^ 'In the Tons below Anu there are exposures,

of a brown ferruginous and dolomitic limestone, passing into crystalline

ankerite in places which I have conjecturally correlated notwithstanding

its lithological difference, with the Chakrata limestone.' The Chakrata

limestone is one of the pre-cambrian formations of the Himalaya and
is found in Jaunsar in the Dehra Dim district. The specimen (6'403)

of this rock is of a general huffish colour with grey specks. Its G. =
2-75. Other specimens in the Geological Survey collection labelled as

ankerite were collected by Mr. Oldham on the 'cart road below Sairi'

(6'440), and in the 'Jumna valley about 3 miles above the bridge on

the old Mussoorie road' (6-438 and 6-439). Both these places are in

Jaunsar, the latter being in lat. 30° 33', long. 78° l\ The Jamna valley

specimen is a fairly coarsely crystallized rock showing a rhombohedral

carbonate of cream colour with a brownish tinge. The faces of the

carbonate are often curved and exhibit a pearly lustre like that of dolo-

mite. The rock contains a large number of small crystals of pyrite, often

altering to limonite, and also shows brown bands, probably due to iron

oxide. It has a specific gravity of 2-97 and reacts for manganese, iron,

calcium and magnesium.

Rhodochrosite.

Although a rare mineral in India rhodochrosite is one of the minerals

that, if found in quantity, constitute a valuable ore of manganese. It

is a carbonate of manganese corresponding to the formula MnCO^ with

a theoretical percentage of manganese =47-83. The mineral is white,

pink, or light brown, in colour, with a rather pearly lustre. Its streak

Cliaracters.
white. It is easily scratched by a knife

(H= 3-5 to 4-5), whilst it effervesces briskly

with warm dilute hydrochloric acid, and is distinguished by this pro-

perty, as well as by its inferior hardness, from rhodonite, which it other-

wise resembles somewhat closely in external aspect. According to Dana
G.= 3-45 to 3-60 and higher. This ore has been extensively mined in the

French Pyrenees and at a few other localities. Before it is charged into

the smelting furnaces, however, it has to be roasted to remove the carbon

dioxide, leaving an oxidized product intermediate in composition between

MnO and Mn.^O^, which would correspond, if the original ore were pure, to

1 Bee. O. S. I.. XVI. p. 194,(1883).
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a percentage of metallic manganese lying between 77 and 72. Hence it

will be seen that although the original ore, even if pure, is considerably

lower in its manganese contents than the oxidized ores that make up the

whole of the ore exported from India, yet it may contain after roasting

a considerably higher manganese percentage than the oxide ores. If

any large supplies of rhodochrosite or carbonate ores should ever be

discovered in India, it would of course be advantageous to roast them
before exporting, on account of the great saving in freight charges that

would accrue.

As already mentioned, this miaeral is a rare one in India ; it has up
to date been found only in the Chhindwjira and Nagpur districts, both of

them in the Central Provinces. In the Chhindwara district rhodochrosite

has been fomid at two localities, namely Gaimukh and Devi. At Gai-

mukh the rhodochrosite occurs in a rock composed of rhodonite and

rhodochrosite with manganese-ore, the latter

bemg probably braunite. The rhodochrosite

is pale pink or pinkish white in colom', and occurs as small interstitial

patches of pearly lustre between the rhodonite and braimite individuals,

which form by far the larger portion of the rock. It also occurs in a rock

composed of spessartite and rhodonite, but only in small quantity. At
Devi it occurs sparingly as a rock composed of this mineral, 'A-ith a larger

proportion of rhodonite. Under the microscope it appears that rhodochro-

site is not so quickly blackened to manganese oxides as rhodonite ; but it

does also suffer this oxy-alteration. The rhodochrosite is not as a rule

clear as seen under the microscope ; but is clouded, so that the cleavage is

usually obscured. In one case where the cleavages were visible they were

seen to be curved. In one case, also, signs of twinning were detected in

spite of the clouding of the mineral ; but as a rule rhodochrosite does not

seem to exhibit this phenomenon. The other microscopic characters that

the mineral exhibits are absorption and a high birefringence, which do not

of course enable one to distinguish it from the other rhombohedral carbon-

ates. Like dolomite it does not stain when treated with Lemberg's stain,

at least as far as I have been able to ascertain on the clouded specimens

I have been able to test. At Devi the amount of this mineral in the ore is

inconsiderable, but at Gaimukh,when the ore-deposit is worked, it may be

found that almost every piece of ore contains at least a small quantity of

rhodochrosite. That this will not, however, be large in the aggregate, is

shown by the analysis of a sample from this locality given on page 784, in

which the amount of carbon dioxide is only 0 41%, corresponding to

1-07 of rhodochrosite. In several other of the analyses of manganese-
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ores from the Central Provinces as carried out at the Imperial Institute,

small quantities of carbon dioxide have been returned. In two cases,

namely Pali (page 957) and Ghogara (page 964), the amounts of this

constituent are larger than in the Gaimukh ore. This is, however, in all

probability due to calcite and not to rhodochrosite ; for these ores occur

in crystalline limestones. In the other cases, in most of which there is no

indication of calcite in association with the ores, it may either mean that

there is a very small proportion of rhodochrosite present, although this

has not been detected in the ores of these places either macroscopicall/ oc

microscopically or that carbon dioxide is in most cases really absent,

the determination of its presence being due to experimental errors

unavoidable when dealing with such small quantities of a substance so

elusive as a gas.

The one occurrence of this mineral in the Nagpur district is a doubtful

one ; this is at Parsioni, where it seems to occur very sparingly in some

of the rocks of the gondite series. The rock in which it occurs is composed

mainly of rhodonite and spessartite, with a certain amount of amphibole,

and sometimes orthoclase. The carbonate is to be seen clearly in micro-

scope sections only, where it is sometimes intergrown with rhodonite,

and sometimes right in the middle of the spessartite.



CHAPTER V.

mmKRALOGY—continued.

Silicates -Pyroxenes and Amphiboles.

ftlanfordite—Mauganhedenbergite—Schefterite (?) & urbauite (?)—Pyroxenes of

Vizagapatam—Colourless pyroxenes—JefTersonite—Rhodonite—Manganese amphiboles

—Dannemorite ( ?)—Winchite—J uddite.

Manganese-bearing pyroxenes.

Amongst the manganese-bearing rocks in the Archaean areas of Vizag-

apatam, the Central Provinces, Jhabua, and Narukot, pyroxenes contain-

ing a certain quantity of manganese are fairly common. There see ns to

be a considerable variety of such pyroxenes, owing no doubt to variations

It) the amounts of manganese and other constituents present : rhodonite is

the species containing the most manganese, being manganese metasilicate
;

whilst most of the other varieties probably contain but very small quanti-

ties of manganese. Several of these are probably varieties new to science
;

but, in most cases, they have not yet been closely examined, except in so

far as is necessary in the course of the microscopic examination of thin

slices of the rocks in which they occur. Nevertheless, I will give below

the little I have determined with regard to these pyroxenes.

Blanfordite.

The name of this variety has already been announced in a paper read

The Kacharwahi occur- before the Mining and Gological Institute of

ronce. India, and 1 cannot do better than quote here

what was published in the Transactions of this Instituted The typical

mineral was found in the Karharwahi quarry, Nagpur district. The

account of this mineral given in the above-cited publication is as follows :-

' It is notable for its stri ;ing and beautiful pleochroism, which even in thin

sections is

—

a=rose-pink,

h=bluish lilac,

f=sky-blue.

'In thick seclioas the a and b axis colours are deep carmine and very rich

sky-blue respectively. When fresh, the pyroxene is
Original account. . ^ • .^-^

deep crimson as seen m hand specimens, but it is

often altered so as to be chocolate-brown in colour. The mineral is mono-

» Vol. I, p. 78, (1906).
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clinic, with a small angle of extinction. The crystals noted below show three

forms, the prism, clino-pinacoid and clino-domc, and sometimes exhibit baaal

parting planes best seen in thin sections under the microscope. In sections at

right angles to the acute bisecrix a figure can be obtained, but points of emer-

gence of the optic axes lie outside the field of view of the microscope. The

specific gravity (as determined with some minute fragments and Sonstadt's

solution) is 3-15. Before the blowpipe the mineral fuses easily to a black bead,

gives a marked sodium flame and with fluxes gives indications of small quantities

of manganese and iron. It occurs partly as a pyroxene-braunite-rock with inter-

titial apatite, and partly in aggregates and scattered crystals up to an inch long

in a rather coarsely crystalline albite-rock. I propose to call this mineral blan-

fordite, after the late Dr. W. T. Blanford.' .

j

Since this was written I have been able to pay a second visit to this

locality and obtain a further supply of the mineral. I have at present

little to add to the above account, except that in some of the thin sections

of the rocks containing blanfordite I have found an amphibole of some-

what similar pleochroism that is likely at first to be confounded with the

pyroxene unless the conniderably lower index of refraction of the amphi-

bole be noticed, or a section be hit upon that shows the characteristic

cleavages of the amphibole group (see juddite). Moreover, the albite-

rock mentioned above frequently contains microcline and sometimes a

Crystallogra p h i c little quartz. Tn figures 11 and 12 illustrations

characters. are given of two crystals of this mineral.

Figure 11, showing the forms m (110), h (010), and e (Oil), represents the

common habit of the mineral, the crystals of this habit ranging

J
Fig. 11—Blanfordite. Fig. 12—Blanfordite.

from perhaps^ inch in diameter up to the size figured. Figure 12,
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showing the extra face « (100), represents only one crystal, which

is about 2 inches long in the direction of the d axis. With regard to

the systematic position of this pyroxene it is at present impossible

to speak with any certainty, since the mineral has not yet been analysed
;

but as it seems to have some resemblance to the pyroxene from St.

Marcel known as violan, which has been shown by Penfield^ to be a

variety of diopside, it seems probable that blanfordite wiU also turn out

to be related to diopside. In this same paper, on page 292, Penfield

describes another pyroxene, which shows a very faint pleochroism in

very pale rose and verv pale blue. An analysis of this p}T:oxene shows

0-58% MnO and 1'06% Mn^Og and Penfield considers the pyroxene to

be composed of about equal parts of diopside, jadeite, and acmite,

with 3-0% of the molecule NaMnCSiO)^.

What is probably blanfordite was also tomid at Eamdongri, also

The Eanidongri occur- in the Xagpur dis;trict, where it occurs in the

rence. manganeS2-ore body in a patch of a rock that

is probably to be regarded as a granitic intrus-ive. This rock, noticed on

page 8.57, is of rather fine grain and is composed of microcline, quartz,

plagioclase, dnd perhaps orthoclase with some apatite, zircon, and

brown mica. In sections of about the same thickness, however, the

depth of the colour in the Ramdongri blanfordite is not so deep as in the

Kacharwahi mineral. In some sections the c axis colour is greenish blue

instead of p.ure blue.

Monoclinic pyroxenes having exactly the same tj-pe of pleochroism.

The Kajlidongri occur- only in much paler tints, also occur at

rence. Kajlidongri, Jhabua State, and Jothvad, in

Narukot State. It is not known at present whether these minerals are

the same as the Kacharwahi pyroxene, but as they exhibit the same type

of pleochroism, which can for convenience be called the Uanfordite type

of pleochroism, they can be provisionally included under the term blan-

fordite- The blanfordite of Kajlidongri occurs at the northern end of the

deposit associated with the winchite-bearing schists mentioned later on

page 150. These schists are to be regarded as the product of the

metamorphism of manganiferous sediments, the typical rock thus pro-

duced being composed of winchite, calcite, braunite, and quartz.

1 Amer. Jour. Sci., XXXVI, page 293, (1893).
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Sometimes this rock contains pyroxene in addition; but the latter

mineral occurs much more frequently in those varieties of the schists

that are free, or nearly so, from calcite. Its commonest mode of

occurrence is in the form of greenish patches in a white fine-grained

quartz-rock usually containing winchite in addition. Sometimes these

patches are more of the nature of cloudings and sometimes they take

the form of rosettes, in which case the periphery of the rossette is com-

posed of lilac winchite. Neither rosettes or cloudings are usually more

than J inch in diameter. Under the microscope the cloudings are seen

to be indefinite aggregates ; whilst the rosettes show radiating

prismatic pyroxene individuals in the interior of the rosettes,

with winchite prisms in parallel growth with them at the periphery. It

is interesting to note that the orientation of the two minerals is nearly

the Same as regards their pleochroism, what differences there are being

due to the different extinction angles of the two minerals. Thus the axes

corresponding to blue in the two minerals are nearly parallel, whilst the

pyroxene shows lilac with a tinge of brown at the same time that the

amphibole shows lilac. The extinction angle of the pyroxene seems to be

small in value. It will be seen that the colour of the Kajlidongri

blanfordite as viewed raacroscopically is slightly different to that of the

Kacharwahi mineral and that therefore one cannot be certain that it is

the same mineral. It may, however, be that the difference is due simply

to a slight difference in the amount of manganese present in the

mineral.

It will be gathered fropi the above that the blanfordite of Kachar-

wahi and Ramdongri occur in rocks that are

The Narukot occurrence, probably of igneous origin, whilst the pyroxene

from Kajlidongri, exhibiting the blanfordite type of pleochroism, occurs

in a rock that is in all probability a metamorphosed sediment. At J oth-

vad in the Narukot State, Bombay, pyroxenes exhibiting this type of

pleochroism occur in both an igneous and a metamorphic rock ;
the latter

is probably a metamorphosed sediment belonging to the gondite series as

represented at this locality ; whilst the igneous rock is intrusive in the

rocks of this series, being an apophysis from the granite surrounding the

hill in which these rocks occur. The granitic vein doubtless obtained the

small proportion of manganese it contains, by absorption from the man-

ganiferous rocks,at the time of its intrusion into them. The granitic vein

consists of microcline, with a smaller proportion of oligoclase,

orthoclase and quartz, with a slightly manganiterous garnet and

a pyroxene. The latter occurs in ^mall stumpy prisms of octa.
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gonal and hexagonal cross-section with the angles of a pyroxene. These

prisms vary in length from i up to nearly J inch, ar>r\ are dark brown

with a reddish tinge. Under the microscope they exhibit the following

pleochroism -cheme :

—

a—.rose,
b=pa!e v;oif>t-Lin\vri to lilac.

c=groenish blue to pale blue.

In one case the n axis colour seemed to be green without any tinge ok

blue, so that, the other axis colour visible being pink, the mineral might

be mistaken at first sight for hypersthene. That it cannot be this, how-

ever, is shown by the fact that the extinction is not straight, being 32^

in the section that shows the green colour best. Moreover, the c axis

colour in hypersthene corresponds with the vertical crystallographic

axis f, whilst in this mineral vertical sections often show the axis

approximating to parallelism with the vertical crystallographic axis

The angle a « c varies from 0' to 53^ and the angle c c from 37° to

G8°. The index of refraction is high and the birefringence consider-

able, the polarization colours being sometimes as high as green of the

second order, in sections in which the felspars polarize in greys. The

specific gravity of the mineral is somewhat higher than that of the typi-

cal blanfordite of Kacharwahi. being determined as 3"264 and 3'268 on

two separate specimens by means of Klein's heavy Uquid. The value

of this constant can, therefore, be taken as 3"26 to 3'27 for the pyroxene

from this rock. The mineral gives a distinct, but not very strong, re-

action for manganese.

The metamorphic rock in which p}Toxene exhibiting the blanfordite

type of pleochroism occurs is a banded one, of which some layers hiAe

the outward aspect of a biotitic sandstone of rather fine grain, whilst

others suggest a very fine-grained quartzite. Under the microscope the

' biotitic sandstone '
is seen to be composed of quartz, microcline,

apatite, black manganese-ore. an orange-coloured mica, and a pyroxene.

The last occurs in ragged plates often intergrown with mica, whilst

some plates form a sort of network enclosing in its meshes rounded

prisms of apatite with some quartz. The pleochroism shows that a

is pink and c blue, whilst the one extinction angle measured was

c A c= 19° A section of the bands resembling quartzite consisted

essentially of a mosaic of quartz with a fair abundance of pyroxene.

I ^
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The latter was pleochroic in very pale pink and green, corresponding

to a and c respBctively. The extinction angle a a t varies from
14^ to 47^. In plaeej the green tint look^ distinctly bluish, and,

in fact, when the tints are so pale, it is often very difficult to

determine whether thi ^ axis colour is blue or green. With the

quartz polarizing in gray and white of the first ordsr, the pyroxene

polarizes in orange and red of the first order and purple of the

second.

Comparing the properties of the various varieties of pyroxene

noticed in the preceding paragraphs it seems that the type of pleo-

chroism is approximately the same in all, namely :

—

a = pink

,

h - lilac,

c = blue,

the depth of these various tints varying very much in the pyroxenes of

different localities. The above scheme, which is that of the typical

mineral of Kacharwahi, is subject to slight variations in the pyroxenes

of other localities. Thus the lilac colour corresponding to the b axis

may have a tinge of brown in it. causing this colour to approximate to

the characteristic colour of titaniferous augite, whilst the blue colour of

the c axis may have a greenish tinge in it, or may even be quite green,

the latter phenomenon being noticed both in the igneous variety of

.lothvad and in the variety, also igneous in origin, found at Ramdongri.

The cause of <"he differences in the depths of the colours of the varieties

from different localities may be due to differences in the amounts of

manganese present, as also may be the differences in the values of the

angle -a
^ c. But these poi nts can only be settled by the isolation and

chemical analysis of the different varieties ; until this is done it is

not possible to say if we are dealing with only one variety of pyroxene

of slightly varying composition, or whether more than one mineral has

been included under the name blanfordite. If the latter be the case

and later it be found necessary to give a separate name to some of the

varieties, then the name blanfordite will be reserved for the variety for

which it was first proposed, namely that of Kacharwahi.

Manganhedenbergit e-

Hcdenbergite is a calcium-iron pyroxene of the formula CaFe(Si03)2.

When a certain proportion of the iron is replaced by manganese
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the mineral is caUed manganhedenbergite and the formula can then

be written as Ca(Fe,Mn)(Si03)2.

T found a specimen of this mineral loose in a pit that had been excavat-

Occurrence and charac- Crystalline limestone at Junawani in

ters. the Xagpur district. It had evidently been

derived from the limestone, from which it had become separated,

apparently through the decomposition of the enclosing rock. The speci-

men is a piece of one crystal about 2J inches long at right angles to

the basal parting, and 2| inches by 1| inches across the longest and

shortest measurements of this parting. The parting is well-marked and

shows a vitreous to pearly lustre. Under the microscope it is seen to be

the result of the formation of very thin twinning lamellae. The lustre

on rough cleavage fractures parallel to the vertical axis is resinous-

vitreous and the colour greenish brown. In one place where the pyroxene

is transparent the true colour is seen to be sherry-brown There are

often a large nimiber of small copper-coloured mica scales, intercalated

along the well-marked prismatic cleavages so that their basal cleavage

planes are parallel to the vertical crystallographic axis of the

pyroxene. At one end the specimen passes into crystalline limestone

in which there is a httle spessartite. The hardness of the pyroxene is

between 5 and 6.

Under the microscope the mineral shows well-marked basal partings

and much less weU-marked prismatic cleavages in sections parallel to the

vertical axis of the mineral. But in the basal sections the characteristic

prismatic cross-cleavages of a pyroxene are well seen. Extinction

angles (c a c) on the sections prepared measured up to 33i°, but it is

not certain that any of these sections were truly parallel to the cKno-

pinacoid. In thin sections the mineral is colourless, but when the sections

are thicker the colour is pale brownish. The mineral often .shows various

inclusions, particularly of mica, but sometimes of spessartite. Con-

sequently, it was very difficult to prepare a pure sample for analysis,

and it is probable that the sample analysed was not quite free from

these inclusions ; but their amount cannot have been sufficient to account

for nearlv the whole of the mai'ganese present. Hence there can be

little doubt that the mineral really is manganhedenbergite and net heden-

Composition
bergite containing inclusions of mangpniferous

minerals. The specimen analysed was foimd

to have a specific gravity of 3'31. The analysis was carried out by

I K Z
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8ub-Assistant S. Sethu Kama Rau in the Geological Survey labor-

atory, with the following result :

—

Specimen No. 1061.

CaO 24-88

FeO 13 03
MnO 5 84

MgO . 2-62

BaO 0-17

AI2O3 0-48

SiOj 50-96

Combined water . . . . . I'OO

Moisture at 100° C. 0-85

99-92

In this the iron and manganese have been assumed to be in the

protoxide condition ; for the state of oxidation was not determined,

owing to the difficulty of obtaining a sufficient quantity of the pure

mineral. The theoretical composition of hedenbergite is as follows :

—

CaO 22-2

FeO 29-4

SiOa 48-4

From this it will be seen that the Indian specimen corresponds to

hedenbergite with a considerable proportion of the iron protoxide

replaced by other protoxides ; these latter are the MnO, MgO, BaO, and a

small proportion of the CaO, there being an excess of this last

constituent over that required for the CaO group of the mineral.

Although only one large specimen of this mineral was foimd, it is not

improbable that the small granules of pyroxene occurring in the crystal-

line limestone at this locality are also hedenbergite, though perhaps not

always manganiferous.

Brown and Yellow Pyroxenes (Sch-^fferite and Urbanite).

In the Indian manganese-bearing crystalline rocks of Archaean age

there are several occurrences of pyroxenes
ccurrence.

showing some tint of brown in the hand-

specimen and shades, of yellow and pale brown under the micro-

scope. Pyroxenes of these tints have been found in the igneous

rocks of the kodurite series in the Vizagapatam district, Madras, where

they especially affect the manganese-pyroxenites ; whilst in the areas

where the gondite series occurs such pyroxenes occur both in igneous

rocks intrusive in the gondite series (in the Bhandara and Chhindwara

districts, Central Provinces), and in the metamorphic rocks of the gondite
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series (in Jhabua and Xarukot, in Central India and Bombay, respec-

tively). As the rocks in which they occur show considerable variety as

regards composition, it seems probable that the brown p\Toxenes con-

tained therein will also be found to varv considerably lq composition and

consequently in physical properties. In no case have I yet been able to

carefully examine these p\T:oxenes either chemically or physically. In

the case of the Vizagapatam examples, however, this would not be a

matter of great difficulty, as the granules of the minerals are often of

sufficiently large size for their extraction to be a matter of comparative

ease. In the case of the igneous rocks containing these p^TOxenes in

the Central Pro\'inces their separation for examination would also be

fairly easy : but in the metamorphic rocks it would be quite another

matter ; for the pyroxenes usually occur in small granules very

intimately associated with the other constituents of the rocks in which

they occur, so that they are not as a rule conspicuous in hand-specimens.

As far as I can tell from the published literature available, these

. . minerals wiU probablv be found, at least in some
Composition. 1.

i i
• i

cases, to correspond more or less closely with

already-described varieties of pvroxene. In most cases I have not

proved that these minerals contain manganese ; but considering the fact

that they occur in manganiferous rocks and that those examples I have

tested have given reactions for this element, sometimes weak and some-

times marked, it seems probable that they are all more or less mangani-

ferous. There are two known varieties of pyroxene that are both

manganiferous and of brown and yellow tints. These are schefferite

and urhanite. The composition of these two minerals is shown below :

—

Schefferite . . . (Ca,Mg)(Fe.Mn)(Si03)3
Urbanite . . . (Ca,Mg)Si03 - 2NaFe ' (Si03)2

(diopside) (acmite)

In two analyses of the latter mineral i, r73 and 6"71 per cent, of

„ . „ . , MnO are returned, the MnO presumably replacing
bchefEente and urbanite. . , . ,

i r ,

some of the protoxides m the above formula.

Analyses of schefierite quoted by Dana show 6 20 to 8"32 per cent, of

MnO. The essential dii5erence in composition between the two minerals

seems to be that urbanite, in addition to containing the ordinary

molecule in which the oxides are all protoxides, as in diopside and

schefierite, also contains the acmite molecule, in which a con-

siderable proportion of soda is accompanied by ferric iron. Hence, as

1 R. JIaufielieus, quoted by Sjogren. Bull. G. In.,t. Vp ala, II, p. 77. 106, (1894), [Dana].
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the percentage of manganese is rouglily the same in the two minerals,

the best way of distinguishing between them would seem to be to test

them for sodium. A marked reaction for this element might then be

taken to show that the mineral was urbanite, whilst failure to obtain

this reaction to any but small extent might be taken to indicate the min-

eral to be schefferite. The above distinction would, however, only hold

on the assumption that all the Indian yellow or brown manganese-

pyroxenes must be either one or the other of the two minerals named
above. This, of course, by no means follows ; so that although the Indian

brown and yellow manganese-pyroxenes can be provisionally divided into

these two species by means of the sodium test, it will need the complete

chemical analysis of various picked specimens to definitely settle this

question. The characters of these two minerals that are of importance

in addition to the chemical composition are given below, and were

extracted from Dana's System of Mineralogy.

Schefferite :—Cleavage distinct, prismatic. Colom* yellowish brown

to reddish brown. Optically + . Bx^^ c=zc v c 44° 25J^ Schefferite

is foimd at the Langban manganese mine, Sweden. The variety known

as iron-schefferite, on account of the large amount of FeO present

replacing MgO and CaO, is black in colour when frjm Pajsberg, and

then has c a c—49^ to 59° for different zones ^n the same crystal.

The variety from Langban is brown and has c c=:69°.

Urbanite:—Cleavage, prismatic (m) distinct; (c) less so. H.= 5

to 6. G.r=3'52 to 3'53, colour brownish black to chestnut-brown.

Strongly pleochroic, the following being the scheme of pleochroism :

—

:i=brown ; b=yellow-browii ; r=;yellow.

VI AC =16° to 22°. It is found at the manganese mines of Langban

and Glakiirn in Sweden.

In the following table I give those characters that have been ascer-

tained for the yellow and brown pyroxenes of the rocks associated

with or forming part of the gondite series. Since I have inserted in this

list all the occurrences I have noticed of such pyroxenes in these rocks, it

will be understood that they are of comparative rarity, considering the

large number of occurrences of rocks of this series that are known.

Of these occurrences, 1, 2, and 4 are in rocks that are in all probability

of igneous origin, whilst 5, 6, and 8 are probably of metamorphic origin.

No. 3 can be doubtfully regarded as of metamorphic origin, as it

1 R. Mirtizelius, quoted by Sjogren, Bull G. Inst. Upsala, II, p. 77, 100. (1894), [Dana ]
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seems to form part of the gondite series. In Xo. 7, Jothvad, the

vellow pyroxene occurs in a portion of the rocks of the gondite serie3

that has been included in the granite surrounding the hill in which

these rocks occur ; this rock is best considered as a contact rock

formed bv the interaction between the granite and the metamorphic

rock it has picked up. As regards the pleochroism it must be

noticed that the axis colours have been determined on sections in thin

slices of the containing rocks. These sections necessarily cut the

pyroxene in various directions and it is not usually possible to determine

exactly what this is. Consequently in testing with a quartz wedge I

have simply recorded the colour corresponding to the direction of great-

est and least elasticity as a and c respectively, choosing for this test

only those sections that seemed to be cut fairly close to planea

parallel to the vertical crystallographic axis. When this section

happened to be clino-pinacoidal then the colours recorded would be those

really corresponding to the a and c axes. When however the section

happened to be parallel to the ortho-pinacoid, then of course one of the

axis colours recorded would be b, whilst the other would be compounded

of both the a and c axis colours. In such a case, however, the extinc-

tion would be straight ; to avoid this confusion I have chosen in aU

cases those sections giving the largest extinction angles and therefore

those approximating most closely to the chno-pinacoid. The b axis

colour must in all these cases be very similar to the colours recorded for

the other axes, as it would otherwise be noticeable. From the figtires

given above for schefferite and urbanite it wiU be seen that the values

of the extinction angles for these two minerals are as follows :

—

Schefferite . . . • ^ "
7
=-1' to 4oA'.

Urbanite . . . . a • <: =16= to 22^;

whilst in the examples in the table the value of this angle varies from 0^

to 60°. Probably in most cases these Indian pyroxenes are monoclinic,

but in the case of the Kajlidongri mineral it seems possible that it is

orthorhombic.

It is difficult on such insufficient data to specify any particular

examples of the above as either scheSerite or urbanite, but perhaps

the Sitapathur specimen may be regarded as urbanite on account of its

reaction for sodium.
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The Pyroxenes of the Vizagapatam District-

In the foregoing table I have not included the brown pyroxenes of

the Vizagapatam district, where they
Brown pyroxene. , ,

are oi mucn more common occurrence

than in any of the other manganese areas, no doubt on account

of the occurrence of the rocks I have designated manganese-

pyroxenites. But with most of these I have done little more than

determine the fact that they are pyroxenes. Amongst the pyroxenes of

this district there at least three varieties or species, and perhaps four,

that are probably manganiferous ; for each of them may be found in every

stage of blackening and alteration to manganese-ore. One of these is

rhodonite and will not be considered here, but under the heading of that

mineral. Of the others the best marked is a rich brown to orange-red

variety forming by far the larger proportion of the manganese-pyroxen-

ites of Taduru. This mineral occurs in rounded grains up to J inch

across, and under the microscope is brown in thick sections and pale

yelloAvish in thin, the pleochroism being very weak. Measurements of

the angle c a i vary from 8° to ib°. Prismatic cleavage is often marked.

The^mineral gives a strong manganese reaction. What is probably the

same pyroxene occurs at Sandapuram and Perapi.

The second pyroxene is one that is a deep green as seen with the

imaided eye, sometimes being even greenish
Green pyroxene.

black. It is found at Taduru in association

with the pyroxene mentioned above, and also at Kodux, Chintelavalsa,

and Perapi. Under the microscope the mineral usually exhibits some

shade of brownish green when in thick sections, whilst in thin sections

it is pale greenish to colourless. In one of the Kodur specimens the

extinction angle c ^ c ranges up to 35°, referred to the often very well

marked prismatic cleavage traces. Sometimes the colour in thin shoes

is pale yellowish rather than greenish. In one such case the mineral

was faintly pleochroic, a being colourless, and c pale yellowish.

Besides these two pyroxenes there seems to be a third, which is not

„ ,
green or brown as seen microscopically,

Brownish green pyioxeue. , , .
^ ,

.
i t i

but an mtermediate colour, namely dark
brownish green. This variety is also found at Taduru, in prismatic

crystals up to 1 inch long. In very thick sections the colour is seen to

be a pale brownish, but in thinner sections the coloiir seems to be a pale

greenish. This variety is faintly pleochroic, and exhibits very obUque
extinction. It is also found at Kantikapilli.
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It is uncertain wlxetter these are three distinct varieties of pyroxene

as detailed above, or only three stages in a series of pyroxenes

gradating one into the other. When the rock-slices are ground very

thin, then they all become very pale in colour so as to look colourless

at first sight. "VMien so thin it is often very difficult, in fact almost

impossible, to distinguish them from rhodonite; which is also colourless

in thin sections and often occurs in the same rocks. When the rocks

are fresh this is a matter of little consequence, because the pink colour of

the rhodonite in hand-specimens at once distinguishes it from all the

others.

Colourless pyrcxenes.

In some of the rocks of Jothvad in Narukot there are pyroxenes that

under the microscope are seen to be colourless, but which do not

indicate in the hand-specimen that they are rhodonite, the pink triclinic

pyroxene, which is also colourless under the microscope. The rocks

in which these occur are very fine-grained, one of them being composed

of quartz, rhodonite (?), spessartite, sphene, and a rhombohedral carbon-

ate, probably calcite. The pjnroxene is practically colourless, shows

marked cleavage and extinction angles up to 38^. It may be only

one variety of the yellow pyroxene of this locaUty. The other rock

in which such a pyroxene occurs is composed largely of piedmontite,

with a good quantity of spessartite and apatite. The pjToxene is colour-

less to pale pinkish and in one case gave an extinction angle of a ^ c= 42°.

This might be a variety of the blanfordite type of pyroxene, practically

free from manganese. It is not known if these colourless pyroxenes are

manganiferous or not. It does not perhaps necessarily follow that,

because they occur in rocks that are themselves strongly mangani-

ferous, therefore they contain more than a trace of manganese.

JefFer?onite.

This is a manganese-zinc pyroxene found at Franklin Furnace in

New Jersey, U. S. A. It is practically a zinc variety of schefEerite. The

only record of this mineral in India is to be regarded as very doubtful,

especially as there is, as far as is known, no specimen extant of what was

originally determined as jeffersonite. This record is contained in the

catalogue of the Reverend Mr. Muzzy' s collection of Madura rocks and

mineralsi ; the locality is given in J. H. Nelson's ' The Madura Country '

1 E. Balfour, Catal. Govt. Ceut. Museum, Madras ;
' Madura, its rocks and Minerals'

,

p. 4,(1855).
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p. 166, (1868), as near Maukulam, about 11 miles N.-E. of Madura.

Balfour's list also gives a second locality, namely Manapara.

Rhodonite.

This mineral is a pyroxene belonging to the triclinic system. It is

a metasilicate of the composition represented by the formula MnSi03,

which corresponds to a theoretical maximum % of manganese of 41-86.

Frequently a small portion of the manganese is replaced by iron,

calcium, or magnesium, and in rare cases by zinc. When these

replacing constituents reach considerable proportions then a different

name is sometimes given to the minera'. Thus when high in lime the

mineral is called bustamite_ and when high in zinc it is known

as fowlerite. A separate name has not been given to the variety high

in iron, whilst rhodonite containing large quantities of magnesia has

not yet been recorded. The characters as given by Dana in his ' System

of Mineralogy ',
page .379, are as follows :

—

Found either in crystals or massive, or as embedded grains. Cleavage

Character^
perfect, prismatic (m and M)

; c less

perfect. Fracture conchoidal to uneven

;

very tough when compact. H.= 5-5 to 6-5. G.= 3-4to 3-68. Lustre

vitreous ; on cleavage surfaces somewhat pearly. Colour light brownish

red, flesh-red, rose-pink ; sometimes greenish or yellowish, when

impure ; often black outside from exposure. Streak white. Transparent

to translucent.

Under the microscope the mineral is colourless and shows well-

marked prismatic cleavages appearing as
ilicroscopic aspect. , . . , , , .

two series crossmg at angles approaching

a right angle {mM= 92° 28^') in sections at right angles to the vertical

crystallographic axis (see fig. 3, Plate 12), and as a series of parallel

traces in sections parallel to the vertical axis. With regard to these

parallel cleavage traces the extinction is very variable and usually very

obhque. Dana does not mention any cases of twinned crystals of

rhodonite. I have not yet seen any Indian specimens of rhodonite

exhibiting definite crystal faces and consequently have not in this way
recognised any cases of twinning. Under the microscope, however, I

have not infrequently found examples of this mineral showing well-

marked twinning, this being sometimes polysjTithetic. Rock sections

from Asalpani (Bhandara district), Devi (Chhindwara district), Jothvad

(Narukot), and Manegaon (Nagpur), exhibit this phenomenon. In the
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Manegaon example there is one section at right angles to the prism zone,

showing two thin twinned lamellse bisecting the angles of the crossed

cleavages. They indicate that the direction of twinning is parallel to h.

Other microscopic characters worth noticing are the low birefringence,

so that the colours are of the first order in thin sections ; and the

absorption to be seen on relating the polarizer.

Of the microscopic characters given above for this mineral the most

Identification.
serviceable in identifying it are its rose-

pink colour ; its granular crystalline charac-

ter, often causing it to resemble in appearance a crystalline limestone,

except for its colour ; its hardness, so that it is scratched by a knife

with difficulty or not at all ; its extraordinary toughness when massive,

as nearly all the Indian specimens are, so that it is very difficult to

prepare good hand-specimens of the rhodonite-rock ; and lastly its high

specific gravity. As chemical tests, reactions for manganese and sHica

must be relied on. At first sight it might be confounded with

rhodochrosite on accoimt of its crystalline character and pink colour.

The distinction between these two minerals is, however, easy to make,

because rhodochrosite, being a carbonate, effervesces when heated with

dilute hydrochloric acid, and is also much softer than rhodonite, being

easUy scratched with a knife.

The Indian rhodonites are not, however, always rose-pink in colour.

At Guguldoho and Sitagondi, both in the Nagpur district, greenish grey

rhodonite is to be found in massive pieces, whilst at Jothvad I found

brown rhodonite, both these varieties being apparently fresh. It must

be admitted that these two varieties have not been chemically examined,

80 that the deduction based on their general aspect and appearance imder

the microscope may be incorrect. When altered, rhodonite may show

every shade of chocolate and dark brown up to brownish black and black.

When Mallet's book on the Mineralogy of India was pubUshed

in 1887 as Volume 4 of the Manual of
Occurrence of rhodonite.

^j^^ Geology of India, only two occurrences

of this mineral in India were known. One of these was a specimen

obtained by Mallet from a hhari, who found a quantity of it a

foot or two below the surface in the southern part of the Mirzapur

district, United Provinces. The other was the occurrence of rhodonite

in association with braunite at Mansar near Ramtek in the Nagpur

district, described by Mallet in a paper in the Rec. Geol. Sur. Ind., XII,

page 73, (1879). An examination of the specimen in the Musevun from
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this locality, labelled as braimite with rhodonite, has shown that what

Mallet took to be rhodonite is reaUy orange spessartite, patches of which

occur in the midst of the manganese-ore in the specimen exhibited. The

description of the mineral in the paper itself also points to spessartite

rather than to rhodonite. Consequently the Mirzapur occurrence must

be taken as the only one known until Mr. C. S. Middlemiss discovered

loose blocks of this mineral, blackened externally, scattered on the road

from Burjavalsa to Chintelavalsa, near Taduru, and near Thonaum, all

of them in the Vizagapatam district just on the outskirts of the Eastern

Ghats. This was in the field season of 1903-1904. In the same field

season I found the same mineral first at Ramdongri and then at many
other places in the Balaghat, Bhandara, Chhindwara and Nagpur dis-

tricts in the Central Provinces. The next season I was able to visit the

occurrences noticed by Middlemiss, with the exception of Thonaum, and

find the mineral situ : in the same season I also found the mineral in

the Ganjam district, Madras ; in Jhabua State, Central India, and in

Narukot State, Bombay. The following is a list of all the known
occurrences of this mineral in India :

—

Bombay —
Nanikot State:—Jothvad.

Central India

—

.Tliabiia :—-Kajlidongri.

Central Provinces —
Balaghat :—Cliikmara. Souegaon, Thirori.

Bhandara :—Kurmura, Asalpani I, A^nlpani II.

Chhindwara :—Alesur, Bichua, Devi, Gaimukh, Ghoti, Wagora.
Xagpur:— Peldongri, Chargaon, Ciiguldoho, Junawani, Kandri, Khandala,

Mandri. ^fandvi Bir, 3Ianegaon. Mansar. Panchala, Parsioni, Ramdongri,
Risara. S'ata!: II, Sitagondi, Waregaon.

Madras

—

Ganjam :—Xautan- Barampiir.

Viyagapatam:—Chintelavalsa. Kantikapilli. Taduru. Thonaum.

In Bombay, Central India, and the Central Provinces, the rhodonite

occurs in rocks of the gondite series, and is hence in all probability the

product of the metamorphism of manganiferous sediments in the way
explained on page 290. In Ganjam and Vizagapatam the rhodonite

occurs in rocks that may be the result of solidification from the molten

condition. That the metamorphic mode of formation is the charac-

teristic one is shown by the frequency with which this mineral occurs in

the rocks of the gondite series ; on the other hand, I have never found it

in the rocks intrusive into the gondite series, where one might expect

to find it if the mineral were at aU commonly formed by solidification

from fusion. This same tendency is shown by the fact that rhodonite
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is never found in the typical members of the kodurite series of Vizaga-

patam, but only in those varieties I have designated the manganese-

pyroxenites (see page 249). These, however, are nearly always found

apart from the typical kodurite rocks, so that at first sight it might be

thought that the mere fact of their containing rhodonite, considering

what has been written above, might be taken to indicate that these

manganese-pyroxenites are also of metamorphic origin and form a

distinct series from the igneous kodurite series. It seems more
probable, however, that the manganese-pyroxenites are also of igneous

origin, since they are sometimes found in association with the typical

kodurite rocks, as at Perapi and Kodur, for instance ; and that

the absence of rhodonite in the typical kodurite rocks is due to the fact

that rhodonite requires about 42 per cent, of manganese for the

formation of pure MnSiOs ; and that when many other constituents

are present in the rock, so that the percentage of manganese is

relat vely low, the manganese naturally forms silicates that contain

a smaller percentage of manganese, such as the other manganiferous

pyroxenes or manganese-garnets. The abundance of rhodonite in the

manganiferous rocks of metamorphic origin is then explained by the

frequency with which the original sediments from which the rocks of

the gondite series were formed contained a high percentage of manganese.

The same reasoning as for Vizagapatam explains why rhodonite is not

formed in the rocks intrusive into the gondite series.

As already mentioned, rhodonite exhibiting measurable crystal

faces has never been fc.und in the Indian deposits, although such crystals

are sometimes found in other parts of the world. This is probably due

to its usual metamorphic origin, the rocks in which it occurs having been

subjected to great pressures at the time of formation, so that as a rule

they contain no open spaces or cavities. Such spaces as there are,

have been formed by the action of waters subsequent to the

formation of the rhodonite, so that if any such empty spaces are lined

with crystals, they are of subsequently formed minerals, such as

the various oxide minerals, rather than of rhodonite. This can-

not, however, be the whole of the explanation why rhodonite crystals

are not found, because the manganese-garnet, spessartite, associated

with the rhodonite and formed under the same circumstances, frequently

occurs in well-formed crystals, usually in a matrix of quartz, but

sometimes in a matrix of rhodonite. Hence it seems as if rhodonite has

very little tendency to take on well-crystallized forms. In the rocks

of the gondite series it sometimes occurs as rhodonite-rock, forming
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practically the whole of the rock. Then there are varieties of rhodonite-

rock containing small quantities of spessartite or quartz, or of both ; and

from these there is every gradation through rocks composed of roughly

equal quantities of rhodonite and spessartite, or more rarely of rhodonite

and quartz, up to rocks composed practically entirely of spessartite or

quartz. WTienever the rhodonite occurs in rocks with spessartite

it seems to give the garnet a good opportunity to assume a crystalline

form. On rare occasions, however, I have seen under the microscope

rounded idiomorphic crystals of rhodonite enclosed in spessartite, as for

example in a rock from Jothvad. As will be seen from the list of rocks

of the gondite series given on page 329, this mineral may also be

associated with rhodochrosite, amphibole, orthoclase, magnetite,

manganese-mica, and barytes. In the rocks of the gondite series the

rhodonite individuals are sometimes as large as 1 or even 2 inches

across, then exhibiting well their perfect cleavage, and often enclosing

other minerals, especially spessartite, poikilitically.

In the manganese-pyroxenites of the Yizagapatam district the

rhodonite usually occurs in prismatic individuals together with the other

pyroxenes in the rock. Owing to the rather loose state of aggregation,

in some cases, of the granules of these pyroxenites, these prismatic

individuals are often easily detached and are sometimes as much as

an inch in length.

The appearance of a piece of rhodonite-rock under the microscope is

^.
shown in figure 3 of Plate 12, which illustrates why
the rock often resembles a crystaUine hmestone in

structure as seen in the hand-specimen. For the rock to be so fresh as

in this example is, however, not the rule ; for this mineral is very

prone to alteration. This alteration seems to start along the cleavage

cracks of the mineral as shown in figure 4 of Plate 12, and then to

spread in all directions so as to leave smaller and smaller clear areas

between the altered portions, the final result being a blackened mass

of manganese and iron oxides. When the alteration is taking place,

the product seen along the cracks is not aU black in colour, but

areas and strings of a curious orange to yeUow-brown substance,

polarizing as an aggregate in the way serpentine sometimes does, are also

formed. The nature of this substance is not known, but it may be an

intermediate product between rhodonite and manganese oxide. In some
cases, moreover, the alteration of the rhodonite does not seem to take

place along the cleavages in particular, but to spread out irregularly over

the mineral in moss-like or dendritic forms, and as irregular cloudings,
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these all being dark brown in colour. The opaque portion, moreover,

seems to be black and brown in patches, the brown perhaps indicating

that the fresh rhodonite contains a considerable proportion of iron oxides.

In some cases the final result seems to be psilomelane, in others braunite,

the intermediate product being an indefinite dark brownish black ore

that can be scratched mth comparative ease. It seems probable that

the latter variety would not pass into compact braunite without the in-

troduction of manganese in solution from other portions of the mass of

rock in which the altering mineral occurs. The consequence of the ease

with which this mineral undergoes oxy-alteration is that all outcrops of

rhodonite-bearing rocks are black (or dark bro\^Ti) ; but when the rock is

broken open it is frequently found that this blackening does not extend

for more than 1 to 2 inches in depth, the bright pink mineral lying

beneath. Nearly all the loose blocks first found by Mr. Middlemiss near

Chintelavalsa and Taduru in the Vizagapatam district, are completely

blackened outside and are quite fresh inside, the blackened coat being

often as much as 2 inches thick. This proves that the blackening of the

mineral is going on at the present day ; for these blocks must have been

blackened, at least on most sides, since they were detached from their

original position in situ, which lies on the hill-side above, and from

which such blocks are presumably still being detached under the

influence of the ordinary meteoric agencies.

In my paper ' Manganese in India ' ^ I have already drawn

attention to the fact that rhodonite-rock in other

mental stone'
parts of the world is frequently turned to account

as an ornamental stone on account of its great

beauty when polished, the most famous locality for this industry

being the Ural Mountains. In some of the deposits of the Central

Provinces there are considerable amounts of beautiful examples

of both rhodonite-rock, and of rose-pink rhodonite-rock studded with

orange.coloiired spe-sartite crystals. As localities for the former

Manegaon and Risara in the Nagpur district may be mentioned,

whilst fine examples of the second variety are to be found at Chargaon

in the same district.

I have, since that paper was written, been able to re-visit and examme
the Manegaon deposit. It had been much more opened up than at the

time of my first visit ; and I must confess my disappointment at the small

quantity of good rhodonite-rock suitable for use as an ornamental stone

that seems to be available, this being due, not to any deficit in the quan-

1 Trams. Min. Oeol. Inat. Jnd., I, p. 120, (1906).
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tity of rhodonite, but to the large proportion of it that is too much
blackened to be of use ; for it must be mentioned that a small proportion

of oxy-alteration, as long as it does not give rise to decayed spots,

improves; if an}i;hing, the beauty of the rock, on account of the

mottUngs, spots, and moss-like markings it produces. A considerable

proportion of small pieces of rock suitable for the manufacture of small

ornaments could be obtained, but it would be very difficult to obtain

larger pieces suitable for such purposes as the manufacture of table tops.

Manganese-ampMboles.

Although, in the Archaean manganese-silicate-rocks of India, the

commonest cf the dark sihcates are garnets, with pyroxenes next,

yet amphiboles have been found at several locaUties, in no case, however,

except at Kajhdongri, in any but very small quantities, forming no

appreciable proportion of the whole mass of rock in which they occur.

These amphiboles can be divided into two main divisions according to

their colour. One division is blue, lilac, or lavender, in colour and will

be considered under the heading of tvinchite, a name given to the variety

found at Kajlidongri. These have been definitely determined to be

manganiferous. The amphiboles of the other group vary from yellow

to greyish-green, greyish, and chocolate, although the latter colour is

probably the result of alteration. These varieties have not yet been

carefully investigated, but on account of their association are

probably manganiferous and will be considered under the heading of

dannemorite, the described amphibole to which they bear the closest

resemblance. As regards occurrence, it is to be noticed that no

amphiboles have yet been observed in the igneous manganiferous rocks

of the kodurite series of the Yizagapatam and Ganjam districts, and

that all the knoAvn occurrences of amphiboles in Indian manganiferous

rocks are in the varieties that I look upon as metamorphic in origin,

belonging always to the gondite series. They have been found in all of

the three areas in which rocks of this series have been recognized, namely,

Narukot, Jhabua, and the Central Provinces.

Before considering the various occurrences of these amphiboles in

_ . India it wiU be well first to give a short account
foreign mangani-

<• i • , i i -t i
•

ferous amphiboles. 01 what IS known about the mangamierous amphi-

boles of other parts of the world. There are two

main divisions of the manganiferous amphiboles, corresponding to the

two following minerals :

—

Dannemorite . . . {Fe,Mn,Mg) SiOs,
Richterite . . . [(K,Na)2, Mg,Ca,Mn] SiOs.

I L
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which are to be regarded as two distinct varieties of the non-aluminous

section of the amphiboles. There are also some amphiboles of more

aluminous nature that contain small proportions of manganese, namely

arfvedsonite, barkevikite, and phiUpstadite ; but since, judging from the

published accounts, none of the Indian specimens are likely to come

under any of these species they will not be further considered here.

The data given below concerning these two minerals are taken from

Dana's 'System of Mineralogy' and its appendix and the references to

the original papers describing these minerals will be found in that work.

Dannemorite.—Under this name are included the minerals to which the

names of asbeferrite, silfbergite, and hillangsite have been given. All the

occurrences of this mineral are at Swedish localities. In colour the mineral

varies from ash-grey through greyish white, greenish grey, and brownish

grey, to yellowish brown and dark yellow, the different colours correspond-

ing, no doubt, to the differences in composition of the different specimens

analysed. The mineral is in one case described as being fibroas or

columnar like asbestos. The variety silfbergite is distinctly pleochroic,

and has an extinction angle on b of 13° 45', and has G = 3'446 and H= 5'5.

The four analyses quoted by Dana show the following range in the

amounts of the various constituents :

—

Si02 46-25—48-89
AI2O3 0—1-46
FeO 28-17—40-40
MnO 8-34—12-08
MgO 2-92— 8-39

CaO 0-73— 3-22

from which it will be seen that the chief constituents are silica, and

ferrous and manganous oxides, alkalies being absent.

Richterite.—Under this name are included the varieties known as

marmairolite and astochite. The colour varies considerably in the different

kinds, richterite being brown, yellow, or rose-red, marmairolite yellow, and

astochite blue to greyish violet. The extinction angle c .\ c is given

as 17° to 20° for richterite, whilst the extinction angle of astochite is

given as 15° 40' for the blue crystals and 17° 15' for the greyish'-vdolet

ones. The specific gravity of these minerals varies from 3'05-3*10.

Six analyses quoted by Dana show the following limits of composition :

—

Si02 52-23—56-27

AlsOs 0 —23-31
FeO 015— 2-80

FesOs .... 0 — 1-77

MnO . . ... 4-86-12-71

MgO 17-82-21-89

CaO 5-20— 8-43

KjO 0-66— 6-37

NajO 2-77— 6 33
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From this it will be seen that the chief constituents are siHca, man-

ganous oxide, magnesia, lime, and alkalies, the only constituents that

are prominent in both dannemorite aiid richterite being the sihca and

manganous oxide. Richterite and its varieties all come from Langban

and Pajsberg in Sweden.

We can now pass to the consideration of the Indian amphiboles

found in the manganese-ore deposits and associated rocks, treating the

yellow and greyish ones under the heading of dannemorite and the

lilac and blue oudS under the heading of winchite, which, as will be shown

below, is alhed to richterite.

Yellow and Greenish-grey Amphiboles (Dannemorite?).

The amphiboles of this group can for convenience be divided into

two sections, those from the Central Provinces, and those from

Kajlidongri, Central India.

In the Central Provinces the following occurrences may be noted :

—

Balaghat district :

—

1. Cliikmara In gondite.

Bhandara district :—
2. Hatora Tn gondite.

Chhindwara district :

—

3. Bichua
4. Bichua

6. Wagora

In gondite.

In rhodonite-gondite.

In spessartite-rhodonite-rock.

Xacrpur district :

—

0. Kandi-i

7. Xandapuri .

8. Satak T.

9. Sitagondi

10. Parsioni

In gondite.

In gondite.

Tn gondite.

In spe*sarti'e-rhodonite-rock.

In orthoclase-rhodonite-gondite with

rhodochrosite.

11. Pali In piedmontite-gneiss (graniilit?).

Central Provinces

It will be seen from the above that the rock in which this amphibole

usually occurs is gondite or spessartite-quartz-rock.

but it also not unfrequently occurs in varieties con-

taining rhodonite. The gondite may be either the fine or coarse-grained

variety ; but is more usually the coarse-grained type, perhaps because the

amphibole is more conspicuous in the coarser varieties and so more

likely to be noticed and collected. In the coarse varieties the spessartite

I n 2
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is often to | incli in diameter. In one specimen from Hatora, however,

the amphibole occurs as rather conspicuous radiate white asbestiform

needles often altering to a greenish black colour, on the parting planes

of a fine-grained variety of gondite. In the Kandri example the rock is

also fine-grained, the amphibole, the determination of which is somewhat

doubtful, being noticed only under the microscope. Usually the

mineral is conspicuous in the hand-specimens, appearing as radiate

or semi-radiate bundles or sheaths, usually with the fibres J to ^ or

even 1 inch in length. When fresh the colour of these sheaths varies

from greenish grey to brownish green and yellowish or buff. The fresh

mineral is best seen in the specimens from Parsioni and Chikmara (col-

lected by Mr. C. M. P. Wright). When in this fibrous condition the lustre

of the mineral is silky. But sometimes the width of the individual fibres of

the aggregate is greater and then the mineral tends to be bladed in appear-

ance. Very frequently the mineral is partly altered, the colour then

being usually some shade of chocolate, whilst the mineral is softer than

when fresh. Under the microscope this alteration is seen to take the

form of a brownish powder deposited along both the cleavages and cross

cracks of the mineral. Owing to the fibrous or thinly prismatic nature

of the mineral it is vjry difficult to obtain good sections for microscopic

examination, the fibres separating out long before the section is sufficiently

thin. Nevertheless, several prismatic sections have been obtained
;

but it is almost impossible to obtain a cross section showing the

cleavages characteristic of amphibole. In one specimen from Bichua,

however, such a section was obtained exhibiting the cross-cleavages

of the amphibole group and thus confirming the deduction as to the

nature of this mineral. The prismatic sections show extinctions (c c)

up to 22°, the highest value in several examples approximating to this

figure. The birefringence is low, the polarization colours being of the

first to second order. In some cases the mineral is practically colourless

as seen under the microscope ; but in others it shows pale colours, then

being slightly pleochroic. Thus a sHde of the Hatora occurrence shows :

—

=very pale brownish yellotv,

tj= slightly darker brownish yellow

;

whilst one from Bichua shows a pleochroism of pale greenish brown to

colourless.

From their mode of occurrence and general appearance it seems

probable that all the above occurrences are of the same mineral, except

that of Pali, which is in a piedmontite-gneiss. This amphibole is yellow-
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ish white in hand-specimens and colourless under the microscope. Con-

sidering the fact that all the constituents of the rock in which it occurs

are non-manganiferous except the piedmontite, it is not at all improbable

that this amphibole is also non-manganiferous.

At KajUdongri I found two occurrences of amphiboles, leaving the

winchite entirely out of consideration. One of
Kajlidoagn.

these is in a banded rock composed of yellow

pyroxene, yellow amphibole, and quartz, with a little felspar. The

pyroxene is that noticed on page 136. The amphibole is in irregular

prismatic individuals as seen in the microscope section, and shows the

following pleochroism :

—

a=yellow with a brownish or orange tinge,

b=pale straw, sometimes with a greenish tinge.

The crystals are of low birefringence, sho\ving under polarized light a very

patchy appearance. This is due to zoning, the outer portions of

the crystals ha\ing a larger value for the angle a a c than the

inner, with a more or less gradual change from one to the other. One

example showed patches with an extinction angle of 22|^, in a main

portion with extinction angles of io° to ol^ ; whilst another showed a

change from 10° inside to 37^ outside. In this character the mineral

very closely simulates winchite. The other occurrence is in a rock

composed of crimson mica, talc, apatite, and the amphibole. The latter

was not evident in the hand-specimen, and under the microscope practi-

cally colourless, so that it might be either tremoUte or a very pale variety

of winchite.

From a consideration of the foregoing it seems that in general aspect

the amphibole of the Central Provinces bears considerable resemblance

to dannemorite.

Winchite.

Of this mineral, originally foimd by Mr. H. J. Winch of Meghnagar at

the manganese mine, Kajlidongri, Jhabua State, Central India, I gave a

preliminary description in the i?ee. Geo^. Surv. /«(/., XXXI, pp. 235, 236.

(1904:) ; and in the Trans. Min. Geol. Inst. Ind., I, p. 79, (1906), announced

the name of it as ivinchite, after the original discoverer. In February

1905 I was able to \"isit KajUdongri and collect considerable quantities

of the mineral, with the rocks in which it occurs. As the result of a

study of a large number of thin sections under the microscope I am
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able to add considerably to the original description, and propose to give

here a general account of the mineral.

As will be seen by consulting the sketch-plan of the Kajlidongri

Occurrence
deposit given on Plate 19, the chief spot for this

mineral is at the north end of the deposit, where

the rocks containing it form a band about i feet thick, with a strike and

dip conformable to that of the ore-deposit. ^ The associated rocks had

not been clearly exposed at the time of my visit, but it looked

as if the winchite-bearing rocks formed one wall of the deposit at

this point
;

they were probably formed by the metamorphism of

calcareous manganiferous sediments, accompanying the ordinary

manganiferous sediments Siom which the ore-body proper was formed

by metamorphism and subsequent chemical alteration. The band

m which the Avinchite occurs is made up of layers, ranging up to 4

mches in thickness, of various composition, nearly all of them containing

winchite. The most characteristic rock is one composed of winchite,

calcite, quartz, and the magnesian variety of braunite of which an

analysis is given on page GH. Another common occurrence is in a rock

that may be described as a very fine-grained white or pale grey quartzite

containing abundance of lavender-coloured winchite with greenish spots

and crystals of blanfordite. This rock is usually banded and is often

friable so as to simulate a sandstone. Besides these two varieties there

are several others of less importance, which contain some or all of the fore •

going minerals, with some or all of the following minerals in addition

—

plagioclase, apatite, crimson mica, and talc. In the rock first mentioned,

which from its structure may be called a winchite-schist, the winchite

is usually in more or less flattened crystals tending to be of a bladed

shape. They are of a light blue colour, with perhaps a tinge of lavender.

Owing to the predominance of this mineral the whole rock is of a striking

light blue colour. In the quartzites mentioned above the mineral

occurs either as radiate tufts of lavender colour on the parting planes

of the rock, or as small isolated prisms, often beautifully formed,

which may be either of a rich deep cobalt blue with a tinge of lavender,

or, when smaller, of a rather dark lavender colour. Sometimes, as noticed

on page 128, the radiate tufts have blanfordite of green colour in the

centre with peripheral winchite. In the schist the winchite individuals

usually range from 0 5 to 2'0 cm. in length. In the quartzite they

range from 1 or 2 mm. up to perhaps as much as 1 cm. This mineral

also occurs, though but sparingly, in the vitreous quartzites adjacent to

^ An unimportant occurrence in nnotiier part of tk« deposit is noticed on page 08().
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the main winchite-bearing band. In this rock the mineral is found in

small tufts tending to be radiate in structure.

From the fine-grained quartzite mentioned above I have been able

to obtain several small crystals sufficiently well
Crystallographic formed to permit of the measurement of the angle

coaracters. n, •
i

•

mm . In general these crystals are simple prisms,

showing no other faces, and with irregular terminations. But in one case

an embedded crystal was found showing, in addition to the prism, the

clino-pinacoid 6, a small steep clino-dorae, and the basal plane, c, sloping

sUghtly forwards. The portion of the crystal \-isible is only TS mm.
long, and about 1 mm. from acute angle to acute angle of the prism.

For the determination of the angle mm'" , I was able to separate three

suitable crystals. These can be designated I, II, III.

I. This is Jr mm. long and TS mm. wide and is dark blue in

colour. It is a simple prism sUghtly tapering. AU the fac&s

are rather dull owing to the projection of included specks of

braunite. One face is cracked at one end and another has a

little white crust on a portion of it. Using only the acute-

angled edges of the crystal several measurements made over

each of these edges gave a mean value of 55° \T for the

prism angle mm'".

II. This is the best crystal and is an unusually transparent one of

lavender-blue colour. It is 2'5 mm. long andO'OSmm. broad.

It is a simple prism, with the faces finely striated in a

vertical direction, and with a few included specks of braunite.

The reflections from all the faces except one were good.

Measurements taken aU the way round, using all the faces

gave 55^ '21V as the mean of several determinations. Lying

on one of its faces on a glass sUde on the stage of the

microscope the mineral shows well the characteristic

pleochroism of winchite, namely from rich lilac, or even

violet, to sky-blue. The axis corresponding to the lilac colour

is the one nearest to the vertical crystallographic axis, so

that the crystal is one of what has been designated the basic

variety. The crystal is irregularly terminated at both

ends.

III. This is a portion of a large crystal, and is 0-6 cm. long and
i-5 mm. broad. It is opaque darkish cobalt-blue in colour
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and has its surface lustre-mottled to a certain extent owing

to numerous small inclusions of the usual manganese-ore

(braunite). The reflections from three of them, however,

,, are sufficiently good for measurement. The mean of the

values obtained by making use of the two edges thus available

w?,s 55° 30', and then 55° 28|' for a re-determination, giving

a mean of 55° 291'.

Thus we see that the mean value for crystal II is 55° 27J' and for III

is 55° 291'. Hence 55° 281', or for simplicity 55° 28', can be taken as

the value of the angle ?«m'" for winchite. Considering the fact to be

noticed below, that there is a great variation in the extinction angles

measured in different individuals and even in different parts of the

same individual, and that this variation is probably an expression of the

variable composition of the mineral, we should expect a certain variation

in the interfacial angles of different specimens. Hence the value for the

angle mm"' as measured on crystal I, 55° 17', may be that correspond,

ing to a specimen of slightly different composition.

Hence the value of the angle >/im"' may be taken varying from 55°

17' to 55° 28'. For the sake of comparison the values of this angle mm'"
for the various amphiboles to which winchite may be related are given

below. They are taken from Dana's Mineralogy :

—

Amphibole . , 55° 49'

Richterite . . 56° T
''• Astochite . . 56° 27' (cleavage angle).

Under the microscope the mineral is found to exhibit the following

Pleochroism. pleochroism :

—

ii =z jjinkisli lilac,

b =r paler lilac,

c = blue.

In one case, in a thick slide, the following was the pleochroism

observed :

—

a = amethystine- rose,

b = pale,

c = bright sky-blue,

the b axis colour being the palest of the three.
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With regard to the variable extinction angles and marked zoning

exhibited by winchite I will quote what I have
Extinction angles. ... , . . , ^

,

said in the original account' :

—

' By polarized light it is seen that the mineral shows irregular zoning, due pro-

bably to varying composition. As the inner zone seems to have the presumed
manganese- ore dust developed in it more readily than the outer shell, it seems
probable that there is a gradual change from the most basic composition inside to

the most acid outside. This change in composition is accompanied by a change
in position of the elasticity axes. For the basic portions of the amphibole
the u elasticity axis is the one nearest to the vertical crystallographic axis c.

The angle may be as low as 16°, but as one passes from the interior, most
basic, portion to the outer, most acid, portion in a zoned individual, the axis it

gradually swings away from the vertical crystallographic axis c till it makes an
angle sometimes as large as 70° with c. The elasticity axis c has of course now
rotated into proximity with the crystallographic axis c, making with it an angle

of 20°, so that cAc = 20'.

' -4s will be seen from the pleochroism scheme, this rotation of the elasticity

axes is accompanied by a change from lilac to blue, as the elasticity axis nearest

the vertical crj-stallographic axis changes from ;i to c ; consequently these

compound crysl^als do not show even colouring, but are in irregular patches

of blue and lUac. Though some of the ci-ystals in the microscope slide are

almost entirely of one composition, either basic or acid, it is easy to distin-

guish them at once by the colour corresponding to the elasticity axis nearest c

thus' :

—

Chemical character. -\xis nearest c is Corresponding colour.

Basic a Pinkish lilac.

Acid c Blue.

The assumption made above as to the chemical character of the

different zones is of course difficult to prove or disprove. I have not

been able to separate for analysis portions of the acid and basic varieties,

and I doubt if this is possible. As the analysis to be given below shows

such a small proportion of manganese in the mineral, it seems difficult to

believe that the small differences in the amoimts of this element possible

in the different zones of the mineral could produce such striking varia-

tions in the extinction angles ; and that, even if this be so, the small

proportion of manganese present could, by separating out in the oxide

form, give rise to such considerable clouds as are referred to above. For

convenience sake, however, I shall continue to refer to these two portions

I Rec. Gaol. Surv. IhcI., XXXI, p. 235, (19(4).
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of the mineral as acid and basic. There is little to add to the above

account of the extinction angles of this mineral. In those examples in

which zoning is absent the whole mineral seems to be as a rule com-

posed of the basic variety, and the most usual value of the angle i\ ^ c

in these unzoned crystals is 20" to 26°, usually nearer the latter

figure. In one case where I found an entirely acid example without

zoning the extinction angle (' was 38°.

In the first account of this mineral I said that the polarization

^ , , , ^. colours rarely rise above the first order. But
Double refraction. . . .

, i <•
•

now, after exammmg a large number of sections,

I find that this is not exactly true. Sometimes the colours are

as high as green and yellow of the second order. In the zoned

crystals the interior more basic portion exhibits somewhat higher

colours under polarized light than the outer more acid portions. It is

possible that this difference is due to the section of a crystal being slightly

thinner at the edges, so that a small thinness of the adjoining mineral

passes under it at this point. From a careful examination of the sec-

tions, however, I do not think this is the case, but that the difference

in birefringence is a true one. I have not been able to measure the bire-

fringence, except in the chance sections one gets under the microscope.

But from these, by comparing the colours exhibited with those of the

quartz usually present in the same slide, I have deduced the values of

the birefringence given below. In one section of a zoned individual, y - «

worked out as 0 030 for the most basic portion, and 0'024 for the most

acid. In another slide, the value of y-« worked out as 0'020 to 0'022,

as deduced from several sections irrespective of their basicity. In one

section giving straight extinction and showing the > and b axis colours,

and consequently to be regarded as the basic variety, the polarization

colour, being the same as that of quartz, indicated the value of 0'007 to

0'008 for 3 - a. It must be noticed that sections of winchite often ex-

hibit the polarization colour usually referred to as ultra blue, together

with various other allied colours of curious tint not belonging to

Newton's scale. These are particularly prominent in well-zoned

individuals, so that it seems probable that it is due to the outer acid

zone of a crystal compensating the double refraction of the inner basic

zone. From the above it will be seen that the general values for

the birefringence of this mineral may be given as follows :

—

y a = 0 020 to 0'0:jO,

/3-a = 0 '007 to 0 '008.
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To obtain material for the chemical examination of this mineral was

, , a matter of considerable difficulty. The rock
Separation of the

,

niinenil. chosen for this purpose was the wmchite-schist

composed of winchite, calcite. quartz and

braunite. This wa^ broken up to pass a 100-sieve and after remo\-ing the

greater portion of the quartz and calcite by means of Soustadt's solution,

of such a strength that most of the amphibole and braunite sank and most

of the quartz and calcite floated, the impure mixture of bratmite and am-

phibole was treated \vith concentrated Sonstadt"s solution (G=3'25) and

separated into two portions, one being chiefly amphibole and the other

a mixture of amphibole and bravmite. The amphibole in the latter

fraction contained an abundance of included black granules tending to

show square outlines and doubtless to a large extent braunite, though

some of it may have been some indefinite oxide of manganese produced

by alteration of the mineral. It was doubtless to these inclusions that

this amphibole owed its higher speciric gra\-ity. rather than to an appre-

ciably different composition : for although, as seen under the micros-

cope, the majority of the cr\-stals seemed to be of the t^^pe I have describ

ed as basic, yet there were also some of the acid ones and some of the

composite zoned indi\iduals. The amphibole that floated in Sonstadt's

solution contained abimdance of inrluded and attached calcite and

much less of the included manganese-ore. The amphibole itself

seemed to consist of the basic and acid varieties, with some of the com-

posite zoned indi^"iduals. Tiiis porriou of the amphibole was then

treated with Sonstadt's solurion of specific graN'ity 2 "959 in which it

nearly all sank. The material that sank was then left overnight in

hydrochloric acid diluted to over 1 in 50, to remove the adherent calcite.

From an examination of the amphibole imder the microscope I do not

bhink that this acid attacked the amphibole to any appreciable extent.

The amphibole was then treated with a solution of specific graWtv 3 024,

in which most of the mineral floated, whilst a portion remained suspended,

and some sank. The portion that floated was examined imder the

microscope and found to be very nearly free from included rnanganese-

3re. It was subjected to one or two more separating operations and

then used for analvsis, the amount so available being 0"383 jrrammes onlv.

The separated material was carefully examined under the microscope

and it was foimd that the majority of pieces, which were in the form of

small prismatic cliips, were transparent and quite free from inclusions.

The few inclusions present were evidently braimite : but they were so

small in comparison with the volume of the amphibole that I do not
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think they can have, appreciably, affected the composition, not even to

the extent of the small amount of manganese that the analysis shows

to be present. From the above it will be seen that the specific gravity

of the pure mineral analysed lies between 2 '959 and 3 "024 ; it can

g ^.^
therefore be taken as 3'0._ Doubtless there

^ ^' are some few grains that lie outside the above

limits, but the majority of such owe their greater specific gravity

to the inclusions of manganese-ore. Perhaps, allowing for variations in

composition, we can give the specific gravity of the mineral when

free from inclusions as ranging from 2'95 to 3'05. The colour of the

pure specimen of the mineral thus obtained was a bright azure blue

as viewed in bulk in a glass tube, whilst under the microscope each tiny

prism showed its distinctive pleochroism.

The material thus obtained was analysed by Mr. T. R. Blyth, of the

Geological Survey of India, with the following

result
Chemical coinposition.

Si02

A'203

FeO

MnO
MgO
CaO

NagO

K2O

Loss 01) ignition

Moisture at 100° C.

55-64

1- 08

G-35

0-77

22-09

7-64

2- 89

0-98

2-95

0-14

100- 53

He recorded the absence of titanium, chromium, zinc, barium, phos-

phorus, and flourine. The amount of material available was not suffi-

cient for the determination of the state of oxidation of the iron and man-

ganese. In the first place I assumed the above to be the correct state of

oxidation and converted all the protoxides into metasilicates of the gene-

ral formula RSiOs, taking for the purpose the requisite amount of Si02.

In the same way the AI2O3 was converted into a silicate of the

formula Al203.3Si02. After doing this 2-65 per cent, of silica was left

over. If the loss on ignition be assumed to be due to combined water,

9-89 per cent. Si02 would be required for the formation of H2Si03. I

then supposed the iron to be present as Fe203 and converted this into
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Fe203.3Si02, as before leaving the loss on ignition out of account. There

was then found to be an excess of only 0'03 per cent, of Si02. On this

interpretation an allowance has to be made in the analyses for a con-

version of the Fe203 into Fe304 on ignition. The analysis can then

be restated as follows, on the assumption that the iron is in the form of

FegOs :-

SiOo . 55-04

AI2O3 ro8
Fe203 7-06

MnO . 0-77

MgO . 22-00

CaO 7 64

Na20 2-80

K2O 0-i»8

Loss on ignition .... 2-71

Moisture at 100°C . 0-14

101 00

—
be arranged as follows :

—

MgSiOs . 55-43

CaSiOs . 15-87

Na2Si03 5-70

KaSiOs 161

MnSiOa 1-42

Fe203-3Si02 . 15-03

A!203-3Si02 3-OG

Loss on ignition . . . . . 2-71

Moisture...... .
0-14

100-97

Excess Si02 ..... . 003

101-00

The formula corresponding to this is :

—

14 [(Mg,Ca,Na2,K2,Mn,)Si02] ^[{Fe,Al)203.3Si02]

;

or, with all the oxides shown separately, it is :

—

(MgO)53 (CaO)i3 (Na20)4 (KgOh (MnO)x (AloOs)! (Fe203)4 (Si02)89-
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If the analysis of this mineral be compared with those given for

richterite and its relatives on page 146, and with that of the theoretically

pure tremolite, which is as follows :

—

Si02 57-7

MgO 28-9

(aO .13-4

1000

it will be seen that winchite has affinities with both tremolite and

richterite. Neglecting the state of oxidation of the iron, winchite is to be

regarded as a tremolite containing, in addition to magnesia and lime, as

its base constituents, oxide of iron in considerable quantity with a small

amount of alkalies and manganese oxide. Or it may be regarded as

a variety of richterite with the manganese to a large extent replaced by

iron, and with a smaller amount of alkalies than richterite usually

contains. The latter is the closer relationship and consequently this

amphibole is to be regarded as a variety of richterite. The variety of

richterite to which it shows the closest relationship is astochite, the

similarity of these two minerals as regards their colours being very

close. The reason for giving the Indian mineral a distinct name is

found in its interesting optical behaviour, which is no doubt due to its

somewhat different composition. As both astochite and winchite show

blue and violet or lavender colours, it is interesting to note that in

astochite the MnO ranges from 6-49 to 12-71%, and the FeO is only 0-15

to 0-21^; whilst in winchite the relative abundance of these two consti-

tuents is just the reverse, the FeO being 7-06 per cent, and the MnO
only 0-77^. From this it is not evident which element is the cause of the

colouration of the mineral, if it bo either of them and not the alkalies.'

As regards the angle mm"', however, winchite is more closely related to

tremolite than to a tochite (see page 152). Sometimes varieties of

winchite are found at Kajlidongri that are white in colour and are then

indistinguishable in appearance from tremolite.

1 It is interesting to note, however, that an aziire-blue pyrox .^iie from Middle Gila,

New Moxico, noted by G. P. Merrill and R. L. Packard in the Amrr. Jour. Sci . XLIII,

pjj. 279, 280, (1S92), was found to be a variety of di pside containing 111 per cent, of

FeO, and no other constituents except Si02. MgO. and CaO. The authors ascribe the

colouration of the mineral to this FeO. Under the microscope, how ever, the mineral is

colourless.
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Juddite.

Associated with the blanfordite of Kacharwahi in the Nagpur dis-

trict there is a manganiferous amphibole with a pleochroism analogous

to that of the blanfordite with which it is associated ; but it is, if possible,

still more beautiful. The tints seen in a microscope slide showing

a considerable number of sections of this mineral consist of various

shades of rose, carmine, lilac, purple, blue, green, orange, and orange-

pink. These tints are often very delicate, and their great variety is

doubtless due to the combination of the colours corresponding to the

different axes in varying proportions in various sections. As crystals of

the mineral have not yet been isolated, it is very difficult to say which

particular sections show the unadulterated axis-colours. But I think

the following is somewhere near the true pleochroism scheme :

—

a = carmine,

b=blue with a lilac tinge, to pale green with a lilac tinge,

c= orange or pinkish orange.

It will be seen that the colours corresponding to the ^ and b axes are

somewhat similar to those of winchite ; but the c axis colour is quite

different. The extinction angle a a f seems to have a maximum of about
30° in sections showing the a and b axis colours.

Some of the sections showing carmine and shades of green are at

right angles to an optic axis, and from the brushes, obtained in these

sections it seems that the mineral is positive, so that c is the acute

bisectrix. I did finding not succeed in a section accurately at right

angles to this bisectrix, but one figure that approached this position

seemed to show crossed dispersion, as one would expect if b = c.

One section showing orange and green tints, and hence at right angles

to the a axis, was apparently at right angles to the obtuse bisectrix,

this also pointing to the positive character of the mineral. In
a basal section showing the characteristic cross- cleavages of amphi
oole, the colour corresponding to the long axis of the cleavage rhombs
is pinkish orange to reddish orange (c), and that to the short axis is rich

violet, the latter colour being compounded of the a and c axis col urs.

It seems probable that the mineral is monoclinic and that the c axis

coincides exactly with the b" crystallographic axis, and that the a and
b axes lie in the plane of symmetry. But certain anomalies in the
behaviour of the mineral suggest the possibility that the mineral may
be triclinic approximating closely to monoclinic in the axial angles.

This point cannot be settled at pre^'ent.
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Hence we can say provisionally that this mineral is positive, has

its plane of optic axial plane at right angles to the plane of symmetry

of the mineral, and shows a pleochroism not shown by any other

amphibole yet described. The position of the optic axial plnne is

interesting because with rare exceptions the optic axial plane and

plane of symmetry in the members of the amphibole group are

coincident. The only two exceptions to this rule mentioned by
Iddings in his ' Rock Minerals ' (page 345) are crossite from California

and a blue amphibole from Viezzena Thai.

It is not yet possible to give any details as to the macroscopic or

chemical characters of the mineral, because it has net yet been

distinguished in hand -specimens fr.^m the blanfordite with which it is

associated. But the optical characters of the mineral leave no doubt

that it is a new variety of the amphibole group ; I propose to name
it juddite in honour of Professor J. W. Judd, F.R.S., and as a

respectful tribute from a former student. It gives me special pleasure

to be able to associate the names of Professor Judd and the late

Dr. W. T. Blanford with two such beautiful minerals es the amphibole

and pyroxene found in this Kacharwahi rock.



CHAPTER VI.

UmERALOGY—continued.

Silicates (cow^cZ.)—Garnets.

Manganese-garnets-—Spessartite—Spandite—Grandite-—Aplome—Cnlderile

Manganese-garD ets.

The garnets form a well-marked group of minerals belonging to the

^, ^ , , holohedral section of the isometric system, the
Characters ot garnets.

. i

commonest forms being the dodecahedron, trapezo-

hedron (or icosatetrahedron), and hexoctahedron. Cleavage or parting

parallel to the dodecahedron, d, is sometimes shown, but the mineral

usually breaks with a sub-conchoidal to uneven fracture, H.=6"5 - 7 "5.

G.=3'15 - 4"3. Lustre vitreous to resinous. Colour various shades

of red, brown, yellow, green, and black. Streak white. Often show

anomalous double refraction. The foregoing characters are taken from

Dana's Mineralogy.

In composition the garnets are orthosilicates conforming to the gene-

ral formula 3R'''O.R'"203.3Si02. They are usually

ganie?s^°^^*'°"
°^ divided into six species according to the bases

replacing the R" and R'". The R" may be replaced

by Ca, Mg, Fe, and Mn, as main constituents ; whilst occasionally

alkalies, nickel oxide, and baryta, in small amounts, may enter into the

composition of this group. The R2O3 group may consist of AI2O3, Fe203,

or Cr203 ; whilst in very rare cases Y2O3 may enter into this group in

small amount. Dana does not give any analyses in which Mn enters

into the R2O3 group ; but as will be seen from the analysis of a

example of spessartite from Chargaon in the Central Provinces, it is

necessary to assume that in this case at least some of the manganese

is in the form Mn203. The silica is sometimes, though rarely, replaced

by Ti02, and in one case by Zr02, to a very small extent.

The names and formulae of the six recognised species of garnets^ are

as follows :

—

Grossularite .... 3CaO. Al203.3Si02
Pyrope .

Almandite
Spessartite

Andradite
Uvarovite

3MgO.A!203.fiSi02
3FeO.Al203.3Si02
3MnO.Al2O3.3Si02
3CaO.Fe203.3Si02
3CaO.Cr203.3Si02

Omitting sohorlomite, 3CaO.(Fe, Ti)203.3(Si, TijOg.

M
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The garnets found in Nature seldom conform exactly to the foregoing

formulae, but are usually found on analysis to be
Isomorphous replace- . , t , • •,• i , . p ,i

,neiit. mtermediate m composition between two oi the

ideal species. This is usually ascribed to the

isomorphous replacement of the various metals in the protoxide and

sesquioxide groups one by the other. Whilst it is convenient to use this

term ' isomorphous replacement it is as well to remember that in

all probability this replacement cannot take place within the molecule
;

but that the phrase really means that there is a molecular mixture of

molecules of the same structural formulae and the same or nearly the

same crystalline form. Hence these garnets are best regarded as made
up of mixtures of the molecules of two or more of the type garnets

in varying proportions. The garnet receives its name according to the

predominant molecule.

All the six species of garnets may contain a certain pro-

portion of manganese in the RO groupi. But in connection with the

Indian manganese-garnets it will only be necessary to consider three

species, namely, spessartite, andradite, and grossularite.

The published analyses of spessartite often diverge widely from the

formula given above. The commonest divergence is for the MnO
to be to a considerable extent replaced by PeO, the mineral then

gradating towards almandite ; and it is obvious that a point may be

reached at which it is impossible to decide whether to call the garnet

spessartite or almandite. In the same way the AI2O3 may be replaced to

a considerable extent by Fe203. No garnet seems to be known

conforming to the formula 3MnO.Fe203.3Si02,2 so that such a garnet

as the above would still be called spessartite. If, however, the replace-

ment of AI2O3 by Fe203 be accompanied by the replacement of MnO by

CaO, it is obvious that here also we may have a garnet lying about half-

way between two type species, in this case spessartite and andradite.

Of the garnets that have been analysed none seem to occupy this

intermediate position exactly, there being as a rule little difficulty in

grouping them either as spessartite or andradite, although the

mineral so called may differ widely from the theoretical composition.

To obviate, however, this application of one of these names to a mineral

that differs considerably in composition from the typical garnets,

special names have sometimes been given
;
consequently there are

1 What IS really meant in saying this is that mixed with the moleo jles of all the

garnets miy be a certam proportion of the molecules correspondiiig to .spessartite.

2 Uujojs calderite be really a proper apeoiea corresponding to this foriauliw
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several names, for varieties of garnets, that have no very explicit

meaning and can usually only be applied to the garnet of the partis

cular locality for which the term was invented. If any one need a

name for a garnet that he has analysed and finds to depart consider-

ably from any of the type formulae, he cannot as a rule use any of

the existing varietal names, but is under the necessity of inventing

anotuer and increasing still further the number of these indefinite

varietal names. Ther is a very simple way out of this difficulty,

which would, if adopted, do away with the necessity for all th^.se

names. This consists in foirning compound names expressing the

position of a given garnet between two of the type apecies. Thus

there is a garnet to which the name folyadel-phite has been given.

According to analysis 19 on page i43 of Dana's Mineralogy this

garnet can be fairly regarded as a variety of andradite in whicn

a certain proportion of the CaO is replaced by MnO, Analysis

20 of another specimen of polyadelphite from the same locality,

namely Franklin Furnace, N.J., U.S.A., contains, however, a much
larger proportion of MnO replacing the CaO, whilst there is also

a considerable proportion of Al^-Og replacing the Fe203. Although

the garnet is still closer in composition to andradite than to

spessartite, yet it differs considerably from the typical andradite

and is in fact not so very far removed from being half-way in com-

position between these two garnets. Instead of having a special

name, polyadelphite, for this garnet it would be better to call it

spessart-andradite, expressing the fact that it is really a compound of

^ ^
^

these two garnets. This could for brevity's

' spandite '. Sake be contracted to spandite. If reference

be made to the analyses i given in columns 3

and 4, on page 168 , it will be seen that there is a considerable difference

between the composition of the two garnets from the Vizagapatam

District that these analyses represent.

The Garbham garnet has the RO group composed about equally of CaO
and MnO and in this respect is about half-way between spessartite and

andradite. In the II2O3 group, however, the Fe203 is much larger in

amount than the AI2O3, so that in this respect the garnet is fairly close

to andradite in composition. It might then be thought that this garnet

could be called a manganese-andradite. The Kotakarra garnet also

1 One of these is an actual analysis of the mineral, and the other cal'j'ilated from
the analysis of the rock in which it occurs.

I
" M 2
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shows that the CaO and MnO are about equal in amount, but in the

R2O3 group, the Fe203, instead of being the predominant oxide, is very

small in amount, so that nearly the whole of the group consists of AI.7O3.

In the same way, then, this garnet could be called calcium-spc^sartiie.

The two garnets are, however, indistinguishable in appearance, and both

occur in the same series of rocks, namely the kodurite series. And if

one were to go by the fact that they both react strongly for manganese

one would call them both spessartite, this being par excellence the man-

ganese-garnet. This in fact is what has been done in the previously

published accounts of the manganese-ore occurrences of this district

the garnet reacting for manganese and resembling very closely in colour

some varieties of spessartite from the Central Provinces. I propose,

therefore, to obviate this difficulty by the use of the term spandite for

Llie manganese-garnets of the Vigazapatam district
;
any garnet from

the manganese-bearing rocks of this area that gives a strong reaction

fur manganese will be included provisionally under this term. If, how-

ever, the term spandite be considered objectionable, then in view of what

We know of the composition of these garnets there is no alternative to

calling them manganese-garnet. The awkwardness of such a term is

seen when it is desired to designate a rock by the names of its mineral

constituents. Thus kodurite would be apatite-manganese-gamet-fels-

par-rock. In this form it looks as if the rock contained four constituents,

namely apatite, manganese, garnet, and felspar. This is particu-

larlv objectionable because amongst the mining commimity manganese-

ore is frequentlv spoken of as manganese, manganese thus meaning in the

loose parlance of the mining areas the mineral containing the element

manganese rather than the element manganese itself. Hence in the fore-

?omo example a mining man might understand that the rock was com-

posed of apatite, manganese-ore, garnet, and felspar.

On page 1 68. analyses are also given of two manganese-garnets from

the gondite series of the Central Pro^•inces. It will

Use of the term be Seen that in both cases the group RO consists to
spessartite

.

^ predominant extent of !MnO, the lime being small

in amount, so that from this point of \-iew the garnets are to be

regarded as spessartite rather than manganesian varieties of andradite.

In the Wagora garnet the R2O3 gfoup is all AI2O3. so that there can

be no hesitation in calling this mineral spessartite. In fact this garnet,

owing to the presence of nearly 10 per cent, of FeO as part of the RO

Jifec G. 8. I.. XXXII, p. 96. (1906)

:

Trans. Min. Gtol. Inst. Ind.. I, p. 87. (1906).
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group, shows affinities to almandite rather than to andradite. In the

Chargaon garnet, on the other hand, it will be seen that the R2O3 group

is composed of about equal parts of AI2O3, FeoOg, and Mn203. In this

respect it diverges considerably from spessartite. It is, however, very

far removed from andradite, so that again there is no alternative to call-

ing it spessartite ; unless one invents a special name for a garnet con-

forming to the formula 3MnO.Mn203.3Si02; this not bemg one of the

six type garnets referred to on page 161. If such were done, we could

say that the Chargaon garnet was intermediate between spessartite and

this other type. Such a course is undesirable and consequently I have

also called this garnet spessartite. I have, therefore, relpng on these two

analyses, used the term spessartite for all the manganese-gamets found

in the rocks of the gondite series wherever they occur, namely in the

Central Provonces, in Central India, and in Xarukot
;
especially since, as far

as one can tell from outward appearance, they are all the same in mode
of occurrence, crystalline habit, and the fact that they r^act strongly

for manganese. The differences of colour that they exhibit are to be ex-

plained by the replacement of the manganese by iron and other elements

to a varying extent and by the replacement of the AI2O3 by varjTUg

amounts of Fe203 and sometimes Mn203.

If reference be made to the analysis of a manganese-garnet from

Boirani in Ganjam, given in the fifth column on
Ori^ of the term page 168, it wiU be seen that this garnet, which

° ' outwardly resembles some varieties of spessartite

from the Central Provinces, is practically a variety of grossularite, -

3CaO.Al203.3Si02, with a small amount of manganese replacing

a portion of the Ume in the RO group, and with nearly half the

AJ2O3 replaced by Fe203. But as the RO group of andradite also

consists of CaO it is obvious that this garnet can be regarded almost

equally well as a variety of andradite with a httle over half its Fe203 re-

placed by AI2O3. This garnet might therefore be equally well desig-

nated iron-grossularite or aluminium-andradite, not considering for the

present the small quantity of MnO present. To get over this difficulty,

the mineral may very well be caUed, on the principle explained above,

grossular-andradite, or for short grandite. If it be desired to express the

fact that manganese is also present—this after aU being the most impor-

tant constituent from the economic point of view, as it is this that

gives rise to the manganese-ores of Boirani—the garnet can be called

manganese-grandite. From the point of view of brevity this term has

of course no advantage over the term manganese-garnet and the term
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' manganese-grandite ' is open to the same objections, when it is neces-

sary to use it in compound names of rocks, as ' manganese-garnet ' is

(see page 164). The difficulty cannot always be obviated, as in the

present case, unless the mineral be called grandite without the prefix

manganese '. The advantage of the term manganese-grandite lies, of

course, in its explicitness.

In view of what has been written above I propose to refer to the

manganese-garnets of the different areas in India as :

—

1. Spessartite ; in the rocks of the gondite series, i.e., in the

Central Provinces, Jhabua, and Narukot.

2. Spandite ; in the rocks of the kodurite series in the Vizagapatam

district.

3. Manganese-grandite . or more briefly grandite ; in the rocks, al-

lied to the kodurite series, of the Ganjam district.

4. Aplomc ; a special variety (see page 182).

5. Caldtrite ; in the massive garnet-rock of Hazaribagh ( see page 182).

6. Manganese-garnet ; in cases of considerable doubt as in pegmatites

in the Central Provinces, where the character of the garnet has not been

investigated, or in cases in which the mineral does not give a very

marked reaction for manganese ; also sometimes in referring to any of

the other garnets, to avoid the monotony in the constant repetition of

the terms spessartite and spandite.

I will now give below the analyses that have been made of Indian man-

ganese-garnets. They are only two in number. The
Analyses of Indian first was prepared for analysis by Mr. J. Coggin

manganese-garnet?. -^^ i i i •
, ,^ i i i iBrown by breaking up two or three trapezohedral

crystals of spessartite from Chargaon in the Nagpur district, and

carefully picking out those fragments that showed no trace of oxy-

alteration, the crystals being always altered to a certain extent along

cracks. The specific gravity was determined on the picked material,

but the figures were unfortunately lost. Specimens of garnet from this

locality, however, usually give values for this constant ranging from

4*15 to 4'2 or a little over. The analysis was carried out by Mr. T. R.

Blyth, the amount of material available for rhis purpose being not more

than i a gramme, so that it was not possible to determine the state of

oxidation of the manganese. The second also was picked for analysis

by Mr. Brown, who also carried out the analysis. The rock from which

the garnet was obtained was a specimen of spandite-rock from the

Garbham mine in the Vizagapatam district, Madras. The material

s<»parated had a rich red colour and specific gravity as determined
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by Penfield's method of 4 02. Again the state of oxidation was not

determined. The two analyses are given below :

—

Spessartite. Spandite

Chargaon. Carbham
Specimen No. 1030. Specimen No. ^

SiOz 3471 35 24

AI2O3 805 6-48

Fe203 8-38 23-90

MnO 38-83 16-3'.

MgO 5-40 2 0^

CaO ... 4 07 13-20

BaO Trace 018
Ti02 Nil
Moisture at 100° C. Nil Nil
Combined water Undet. Undet.

100-34 99-41

The analyses are given above as returned by the analysts. Since t^ie

state of oxidation had not been determined, I calculated the foregoing

analyses into terms of the general formula 3RO.R203.3Si02, assuming

the state cf cxidation required for the constituents of the analysis to

agree with this formula. The analysec thus re-arranged are given in

the table on the next page. It will be seer that in the case of the Char-

gaon garnet it was found necessary t'^ add on 0-96 °/q of oxygen

so as convert a portion of the MnO into Mn203, whilst an excess of

3-00 °/q of MgO above the amount of constituents required for the pro-

toxide group has been excluded from the re-arranged analysis. In the

case of the Garbham garnet it was foimd necessary to add 0-26 '^/^ of Si02,

and to reject 0-27 °/o of oxygen, because a small portion of the Fe203

had to be converted into FeO for the protoxide group. The interesting

features of these analyses are first the presence of BaO in one case in

traces and in the other to the extent of 0*18%, and secondly the

existence, as deduced by calculation, of Mn203 in the R2O3 group in the

Chargaon garnet, it being usually thought that all the manganese in

garnets is present in the form of MnO. On pages 349 and 2-57 will be

found analyses of gondite from Wagora in the Chhindwara district,

Central Provinces, of opalized kodurite from Kotakarra in the Vizaga-

patam district, Madras, and of opalized kodurite from Boirani in the

Ganjam district, Madras ; and further, an analysis of the garnet con-

tained in each rock deduced by calculation from each rock analysis.

These 5 garnet analyses, all calculated to 100, are given below. Their

composition has already been discussed in connection with the

nomenclature of the manganese-garnets on the preceding pages.
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Table 17.

Analyses of Indian manganese-garnets.

1 2 3 4 5
-

L/jcality

1

Chargaou Wagora i Garbham Kotakarra Boirani

,

1 16
Number 1030

Q84.
A. 219 A. 233 A. 134

Specific ^ra- 4*24* 4 02 3 76*

vity.

MnO . 30-81 24-48 16-46 16-50 2-68

FeO . 9-94 2-49 7-45 216
CaO . 5 06 3-11 15-29 15-80 30-70

MgO . 2-44 3-48 205 0-23 0-65

BitO . 018
AI2O3 819 21-26 6-52 18-98 14-22

Fe203 8-52 21-28 3-47 11-41

Mn203 9-67

SiOo . 35-31 37-73 35-73 37-57 3818

10000 100 00 100 00
j

100-00 100 00

Manganese . 30-59 18-95 12-75 12-77 2-08

Iron . 5-96

1

7-73 16-84 8-22 9-67

Xos. 1 and 2 = spessartite ; from gondite series. Centra! Provinces.

Nos. 3 and 4 = spandite ; from kodurite series, Vizagapatam
No- 5 = manganese-grandite ; from kodurite series, Ganjam.
Nos. 1 and 3 are from actual analyses of garnets, and Nos. 2, 4 and 5 calculated from

=inalyses of rocks containing them.

We can now consider the Indian manganese-garnets under the head-

ings ol spessartite, spandite, grandite, aplome and calderite.

Spessartite.

On the strength of two analyses, I am, as explained above, pro-

visionally calUng all the garnets found in the gondite

Occurrence of spes- series, i.e., in the manganese-bearing rocks of the

Central Provinces, Jhabua, and Narukot, by the

*Calculated.
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name of spessartite. In the Museum there are also some specimens of

spessartite from Kulu, presented by Colonel G. Gordon Young. They are

stated to have been found in mica-schist. Apart from this the only

yet recognized occurrences of this mineral in India are in the gondite

series in the areas mentioned above. As this is the characteristic

mineral of this series of rocks it is to be found in nearly all the varie-

ties of the gondite series, a list of the rocks of which will be found on page

329 ; it is to be understood that spessartite occurs in all those in the name

of which the word gondite occurs, as well as in those rocks in the name of

which it is explicitly mentioned. The tjrpical occurrence is of course in

the rock known as gondite, this being composed of spessartite and quartz.

Frequently the rock is very fine-grained so that the individual garnets

are not to be distinguished by the naked eye, but only with a lens, or in

some cases only in thin sections under the microscope. On the other

hand, the rock is often sufficiently coarse-grained for the crystalline form

to be easily visible to the naked eye, the crystals being sometimes so

large that they would have a diameter of one or even two inches across

if they were whole. It is not necessary to give a Hst of all the localities

for this mineral since it is foimd in nearly all the deposits associated with

the gondite series ; and lists of these deposits in the districts of Balaghat,

Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur, in the Central Provinces are given on

pages 695, 735, 772, and 841. The only other localities are KajHdongri

in Jhabua, and Jothvad in Narukot, and the above-mentioned Kulu

occurrence. By turning up the description of any particular deposit it

wiU be found if spessartite occur at that particular place or not.

At a few of these deposits spessartite has not yet been detected
;

as,

for example, at Sitapar in the Chhindwara district.

It will be as well to emphasize here the enormous importance of this

mineral from the economic point of view. As shown
Abundance and eco- on pages 293 and 353, a considerable proportion of

ncniic importanre of , . , ,

spessartite. the manganese-ores of the gondite areas has been

derived from this mineral by chemical alteration.

The consequence is that in the course of quarrying the manganese-ores

large quantities of gondite and other rocks of this series are found in

every stage of alteration into manganese-ore. The quantity of such

rock in either the fresh condition or partly altered to manganese-ore is

enormous, and the quantity of spessartite being thrown on to the dumps
every year must rim into thousands, if not into hundreds of thousands,

of tons. I am not mentioning this as a fact to be regretted ; for

spessartite is at present a valueless mineral, although it often contains 20
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to 30 per cent, of manganese. I merely mention the fact to emphasize

what enormous quantities of this mineral exist in association with the

manganese- ores of the Central Provinces. The importance of it to the

mining man is as a prospecting indication. For if he find a piece of

spessartite, or rock containing it, he should look for its source ; for

it may lead to the discovery of a body of manganese-ore with which

it was associated. Although such enormous quantities of spessartite

exist in India, it is a rare mineral in most other coimtries, except in small

quantities. There are, however, a few localities outside India where it is

to be found in fair abundance, as for example in the manganese-ore de-

posits of the Queluz area, Brazil, and the spessartiferous rocks of Texas.

The formation of the Indian mineral by the metamorphism of mangani-

ferous sediments of Dharwar age is fully discussed on pages 288—292.

When this mineral is found in coarse-grained rocks it usually shows

more or less perfect crystals. Although I have not
Localities for good given above a list of locaUties for this mineral in

crvst&ls . • •

India, I will give here the names of the localities at

which the best crystals are to be found. They are :

—

Xarukot State :

—

Jothvad.

Bhandara district :

—

Hatora.

Chhindwara district :

—

Bichua and Gaimukh.

Nagpur district :

—

Chargaon, Satak, and Waregaon.

Kulu.

At Jothvad a band of spessartite-quartz-rock of coarse grain was

found. On the weathered surface the garnets were seen to be orange-

red and joined together in parallel growth. The crystal form is the

rhomb-dodecahedron, often distorted by growth along one axis into

prismatic forms.

At Hatora spessartite trapezohedra up to ^ inch diameter are found

in amphibole-gondite. The crystals sometimes show minute hexoctahe-

dral faces.

At Bichua the garnet occurs in a pegmatite composed of white quartz

and a white felspar lying between albite and oligoclase. The garnet

where fresh is orange-red in colour, but sometimes dull brown-black due

to alteration. The rock is intrusive into the gondite series. It is therefore

not certain, though very probable, that this garnet is spessartite, for the
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reason that no analysis has yet been made of manganese-gamets in such

pegmatites. The crystals are trapezohedral in form and if complete

would often be 1 to 2 inches in diameter. One piece gave a value for

G of 4 '02, which is rather low for this mineral, although within the limits

(see fig. 13).

At Gaimuhh the mineral is found in a rock containing a certain

amount of quartz and rhodonite, with spessartite as the chief mineral.

It occurs in beautiful trapezohedral crystals up \ inch in diameter, the

smaller crystals being a beautiful deep orange-red in colour, and the

larger ones blackish.

The best locality of all is the pit known as the Kamthi Lady Pit, situa-

ted at the eastern end of the Chdrgdon portion of the Mansar deposit.

The occurrence is described on page 883. The garnets are often most

beautiful trapezohedra, sometimes exhibiting all 24 faces, which are usually

striated parallel to the faces of the dodecahedron. Fig. 14 on page 172 re-

presents a garnet from Chargaon. Other faces to be noticed below are also

sometimes seen.

At Sdtak the garnets occur in garnet-rhodonite-rock very similar to

that of Chargaon. They show trapezohedral faces, and if whole some of

them would be 11 inches in diameter. The colour is yellowish black.

Good crystals are also foimd in amphibole-gondite, although in this case

they are smaller. At Waregdon I have obtained a considerable number of

fine specimens of this mineral. Indeed, after Chargaon, it is the best

locaUty ; but on accoimt of the abandonment of the quarry, which is now
filled with water, it is doubtful if any more specimens could be obtained,

except by searching the dumps. These specimens consist partly of spes-

sartite-rock and partly of spessartite-quartz-rock, the latter being the

more favourable for the development of good crystals. The latter are,

as usual, trapezohedra, occasionally showing dodecahedral and hexocta-

hedral faces. Some of them if whole would be Ij to 2 inches in

diameter. In colour they vary from deep orange-red to chocolate-

brown, the latter being due to alteration (see figures 13, 15, 17, 18, 19

and Plate 7).

The Kulu garnets are practically perfect dodecahedra up to nearly J
inch in diameter and of a deep brown-red colour when whole. The specific

gravities of two of them were found to be 411 and 4 "16, respectively.

That they are spessartite was confirmed by Babu Kiran Kumar Sen-

gupta, who found one of them to consist almost entirely of silica and

oxides of iron, manganese, and alumina (see fig. 16).
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It must not,, however, be imagined that the above are the only

localities at which good crystals are to be found. I have myself also found

them at several other locaUties ; whilst Mr. E. L. Young showed me a

large number of specimens of trapezohedral crystals obtained at the

Lohdongri mine, Nagpur district, and Mr. C. E. Low has found good

crystals of imusual form in Government Forest about one mile west of

Kudsuri village in the Balaghat district.

As will be judged from the above, the crystaUine habit of this mineral

Crystallographic
characteristically trapezohedral (or icosatetrahedral),

character. usually without any modif}dng faces (see fig. 13). The

faces of the trapezohedron are, however, usually

striated with a delicate series of lines, which are parallel both to the faces

of the dodecahedron and to certain of the edges of the hexoctahedron.

This is well illustrated by fig. 14, which represents a crystal of this mineral

from Chargaon. It is the best crystal of this mineral I have found and is

Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

Spessartite Crystals.

Fig. 13—Trapezohedron ; Bichua and Waregaon.
Fig. 14.—Striated trapezohedron ; Chargaon.
Fig. 15.—Trapezohedron and dodecahedron

; Waregaon.

nearly | inch in diameter, showing aU twenty-four faces of the trapezohe-

dron. Another almost equally perfect crystal from the same place is

J inch in diameter. Sometimes, but only rarely, the corner A of the

trapezohedral crystal is modified by the presence of the faces of the

dodecahedron, d, or (110), as in fig. 15. These are usually small in propor-

tion to the size of the trapezohedral faces, but in one case I found a

manganese-garnet in which the latter faces were absent, the crystal being

a simple dodecahedron (see fig. 16). This was in a pegmatite composed of

quartz, felspar, pale sea-green mica, and manganese-garnet, occurring near

Kachi Dhdna, Chhindwara district. The garnet is of reddish brown

colour, but on account of its mode of occurrence it is not known
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whether this manganese-garnet is to be referred to spessartite. The

Kulu garnets are, however, all dodecahedra without any modifying

faces. The Jothvad spessartite noted on page 170 is also dodecahedral.

In a few cases the corner A of the trapezohedron in spessartite is

modified by the presence of the four faces of the hexoctahedron, s or (321),

usually very small (see fig. 17). The garnets showing these face? are

Fig. 16. Fig. 17. Fig. 1£.

Spessartite Crystals.

Fig. 16.—Dodecahedron : Kulu and Ivachi Dhana.
Fig. 17.—Trapezohedron and hexoctahedron ; Bhui Hurki and Waregaon.
Fig. 18.—Trapezohedron, dodecahedron, and hexoctahedron

;
Waregaon.

from Waregaon and Mandri in the Nagpur district, from Hatora in

the Bhandara district, and from Bhui Hurki in the Balaghat district. The

best examples of hexoctahedral faces are seen on some small orange

trapezohedra on a specimen brought by Mr. A. Whyte from Bhui Hurki.

The Waregaon crystals sometimes show the faces of the dodecahedron

with the hexoctahedral faces beveUing the edges between the n and d

faces, as in figure 18. According to Dana octahedral faces are very rarely

Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

Spessartite Crystals.

Fig. 19.—Trapezohedron composed of vicinal hexoctahedral faces
; Waregaon.

Fig. 20.—Octahedroo.
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observed on garnets. I have not yet found any on Indian garnets.^

Some crystals of a manganese-garnet of dark orange-brown to dark

brown colour, up to | inch in diameter, and set in a matrix of quartz,

were obtained by Mr. C. E. Low from near Kudsuri in the Balaghat

district. Some of these crystals show a combination of the trapezohedron

and dodecahedron, the two forms being about equally developed, whilst

some show trapezohedral faces only. The garnet reacts for manganese,

but it is not yet known if the mineral is to be referred to spessartife.

From what has been written above it will be seen that the common-
est, and in fact the characteristic, form of this mineral is the trapezohedron,

n, or (211) ; whilst faces of the rhomb-dodecahedron, d, or (110), and of

the hexoctahedron, s, or (321), are not uncommonly found. I have

seen no twinned crystals of Indian manganese-garnets.

One trapezohedral crystal obtained from Waregaon shows that a

few of its faces are really made up of vicinal hexoctahedral faces, one

trapezohedral face being composed of two very flat hexoctahedral faces,

as in figure 19.

The crystals are usually about equally developed along all three axes
;

but occasionally they are distorted. Thus the dodecahedral crystals of

Jothvad (see page 170) tend to be prismatic. A crystal from Waregaon

is very flat owing to being much more developed along two of the axes

than the third. This crystal, also, indicates that the trapezohedral faces

are composed of vicinal hexoctahedral ones.

In one case I have noticed under the microscope what seems to be

well marked cleavage, evidently parallel to the faces

" ' of the rhomb-dodecahedron, d ; for these cleavages

made angles of 60° with each other. The specimen in which this pheno-

menon was noticed was a piece of gondite fi'om the Kajlidongri

mine, Jhabua State. The fracture ol spessartite is very variable. Some-

times it is sub-conchoidal, especially on unaltered examples. At other

times it is irregular or uneven.

1 In one specimen—a piece of rock fiom C'hargaon showing trapezohepdral

crystals of spessartite set in a matrix of rhodonite, barytes, apd a green phosphate

I thought I had found an embedded octahedron of spessartite, with one corner,

showing four faces, piojecting, Hence the insertion of fig. 20. Liiter, feelirg

doubtful, I broke up the specimen and found the supposed octahedron to be a

trapezohedron, with the top co'ner (as oriented in lig. 13) piojecting.
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Very frequently the mineral breaks so as to show a zoned surface.

^
This is found to be, not a true fracture, but usually the

°' surface of contact with another crystal, the two

having mutually stopped each other's growth at the surfaces where they

meet. These zoned surfaces are also often found at the contact of

an imperfectly developed crystal with the quartz in which it is found.

It is only with difficulty that this zoning can be obtained on a true

fracture surface. When it is carefully examined it is seen to be due

to a layered structure of the garnet parallel to the faces of the

trapezohedron. This seems at first sight surprising because the

striations so often seen on the faces of the trapezohedron, make it look

as if the mineral were composed of lamellae parallel to the faces of

dodecahedron, d.

The case noted on page 174 of a crystal with its trapezohedral faces

^.
composed each of two vicinal hexoctahedral faces

suggests, however, that the striations often observed

on the trapezohedral faces of the Indian spessartites may really indi-

cate an oscillatory combination with the hexoctahedron rather than

with the dodecahedron. The striations are parallel both to certain of

the edges of the hexoctahedron and to all the faces of the dodecahe-

dron. The hexoctahedral interpretation agrees with the zoning.

I have not particularly tested the hardness of the mineral ; but it

seems to agree with the values given in the text-
bpecific gravity. , .

° ...
books. Ihe specific gravity of spessartite is given

as 4:'0 to 4"3 and I find that the few I have tested lie within these limits,

tending to be from 4-15 to 4-25. The following show the actual values

that have been determined for Indian spessartites :

—

Bichua 402.

Chargaon (figured) .... 4-16.

Kulu 411 and 416.

This mineral exhibits considerable variety of colour. It is not

^^j^^
very often that the crystals are perfectly trans-

parent and free from darkening due to alteration

;

but when the crystals are in this condition they are often of a most
beautiful bright orange colour, and if they could be obtained in

quantity and of a fair size they might be used as a most
lovely gem. Frequently the colour is considerably darker than this,

being then usually orange-red, the tint of which is often exactly the

same as that of ordinary guava jelly. More rarely the colour is even
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darker, being occasionally almost blood-red. In one case at Hatora

T foimd a specimen shoAving a layer of this garnet resting on manganese-

ore. The spessartite was of a colour that almost exactly matched

that of crystals of potassium bichromate. Of the colours mentioned

above the pure orange and the guava-jelly colour are about equally

common, there being of course every gradation from one into the other.

When the crystals are darkened due to alteration, the result is usually

to give rise to deep reddish black colours, as in the crystal of garnet

from Chargaon shown in figure 14. This is simply the result of the

darkening of the true orange or orange-red of the unaltered mineral,

owing to the presence in it of black oxides of manganese. Such crystals

when boiled in hydrochloric acid so as to remove the oxides often assume a

bright orange colour. Sometimes, however, the colour is a dark chocolate-

brown due to the fact that the mineral has become very much altered

throughout its substance ; when it has reached this condition the garnet

is usually fairly soft and easily scratched with a knife. Occasionally large

crystals are yeUow in colour, as at Satak ; this is not, however, the colour

seen through a good thickness of the transparent mineral, but only that

seen through a small thickness at the surface, the underlying portions

being altered. Since an orange mineral when seen in thin layers

would appear to be yellow, it is probable that if this example from

Satak were fresh and unaltered, so that one could look into it through a

good thickness of the mineral, it would also appear to be of an orange or

orange-red coloiir. The colours as given above are only those

observed on crystals large enough to handle conveniently, i.e., not

smaller than \ inch in diameter. But as seen in the fine-grained rocks

containing this mineral the colour is often much paler, such as sulphur-

yellow, pale yellow, cinnamon, and even grejnsh. Under the micro,

scope also there is seen to be a great variation in the colour of spessartite.

I should say that the most characteristic colour as seen thus is a Ught

yellow ; but sometimes the colour is as dark as bright sulphur-yellow, or

so pale that the mineral is practically colourless, although the latter

form is rare. In rarer cases the mineral shows some shade of brown

in the yellow, and occasionally the colour is sufficiently dark to be

called light orange. In very rare cases the mineral shows a distinct

pink tint, but in such a case it may perhaps be doubted if the mineral

ifi truely to be regarded as spessartite. A case in point is that of a

manganese-garnet in gondite from Bichua. In the hand-specimen the

mineral is of an orange -red colour, whilst under the microscope it is a

sakQon-pink.
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This variation in the colour of spessartite, both in the hand-specimen

and under the microscope, is very interesting, as it points to a great

variation in the composition of the mineral. It would be very interest-

ing to analyse a series of specimens of this mineral to find out what is

the connection between the colour and composition. It would probably

be found that the main factors in producing this variation in colour are

the relative amounts of manganese and iron. It is further interesting

to note that not only does the colour of this mineral vary from one

^
.

crystal to another, but that often there is a great
ooui zoning.

variation between the colour of the outer and inner

zones of the same crystal. I have not actually noticed this macro-

scopically, but it is a common phenomenon under the microscope. Thus

the pink example from Bichua referred to above is nearly colourless m
the centre ; whilst in a specimen of gondite from Kodegaon, the garnets

are sometimes sulphur-yellow throughout, and some times colourless in

the centre and yellow on the outside, this latter phenomenon being very

frequently observed. In an example from Jothvad the mineral is yel-

low and light brown in patches, tending to be yellow towards the centre.

Another cause of variation in the colour of spessartite is inclusions.

The normal colour of a piece of typical gondite, i.e., the fine-grained

rock composed of spessartite and quartz, is a fairly light colour, especially

some shade of yellow, cinnamon, or grey. But sometimes the rock shows

purplish or reddish tints, as in cases from Hatora and Ukua. Under the

microscope this coloiu- is found to be due to the presence in the centre

of each garnet grain of a cloud of very finely divided red dust, which is

probably ferric oxide or hematite. Such rocks are often banded, some

^

layers being reddish or purplish due to the presence

of these inclusions, and some of them of the

normal light colour of gondite, the garnets in such layers being found

under the microscope to be free from the inclusions found in the

other bands. In some of the Chargaon garnets definite inclusions of

red hematite are seen under the microscope, as well as brown films,

perhaps of limonite ; the hematite inclusions were probably formed at

the same time as the garnet, and probably express the fact that there

was a small surplus of ferric oxide over that required for the formation

of the garnet. The limonite films, on the other hand, occupy cracks, and,

presumably, were introduced subsequent to the formation of the garnet.

Hematite also occurs in patches in spessartite in gondite from Kajlidongri.

Spessartite is sometimes quite free from inclusions ; but it more often

contains them, either of the kind noticed above, or of other kinds.

I N
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One of the commonest of these is a colom-less highly refracting mineral,

which is probably apatite. Black inclusions are also sometimes present.

These may represent a residue of manganese oxide over that required

for the formation of the garnet, similar to the case of the hematite

inclusions mentioned above.

Spessartite, belonging to the isometric or cubic system like all

Anomalous double the garnets, should be isotropic, i.e., remain
refra tion.

didi,v^ as viewed between crossed nicols during a

complete revolution under the microscope. Many garnets, however,

exhibit anomalous double refraction, and the Indian spessartites are no

exception in this respect. This phenomenon, which is considered to be

of secondary origin, is most often seen in the spessartite of KajUdongri,

and causes the part of the crystal exhibiting it to polarize in a very low

grey, in which there may be a yellowish tinge owing to the superposi-

tion on it of the yellow colour of the garnet. The whole of the

spessartite is sometimes affected by this phenomenon, the garnet then

being split up into small areas of different optic orientation as if it

were an aggregate of different individuals. In places it shows signs of

interference crosses, which in some cases are very distinct. In one

case where the garnet was zoned, colourless inside and yellow outside,

the colourless portions showed anomalous double refraction to a

much less marked degree than the yellow portions.

Of the characters of this mineral observable under the microscope

in thin sections, the colour and anomalous double
Microscopic cisoGct'* •

refraction have already been discussed. The other

noticeable features are :—the high index of refraction, causing the min-

eral to stand up in the sections and to exhibit very pitted surfaces

;

and the great tendency to idiomorphism that it displays. When
the whole rock is composed of spessartite, the separate garnets

mutually interfere with each other ; but when there is another

mineral, such as quartz, to act as a cement to the garnet, the latter shows

its crystal outlines, which are usually polygonal. The garnets are then

about equally developed in all directions and are doubtless almost

always the cross sections of trapezohedra. When rhodonite is present

the garnet is almost invariably idiomorphic with regard to the rhodonite

in which it is often enclosed. Occasionally, however, the relation

of these two minerals is reversed. In one case, namely in a rock from

Kajlidongri, the garnet seems to have been formed later than the quartz
;

for it includes the latter, so that the garnet forms the meshes of a net
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surrounding the separate grains of quartz. The alteration of this

mineral is discussed on another page (354), and is illustrated by figures

1 and 2 on Plate 1 2 ; whilst the form of the mineral as viewed under

the microscope is illustrated by figures 1 to 3 of Plate 1 1

.

Spandite.

As already explained (page 163), 'spandite' is a name proposed

for the varieties of manganese-garnet that are
Composition. . , , . . ,. ,

intermediate m position, as regards composition,

between spessartite and andradite. An ideal specimen of spandite

would contain about equal proportions of manganese and calcium in

the protoxide group and about equal proportions of iron and alumi-

nium in the sesquioxide group. Analyses are given on page 168 of two

specimens of spandite from the Vizagapatam district, and since these are

considered to be representative of the whole of the manganese-garnets

occurring in the kodurite series of this district, I propose to designate

all the manganese-garnets found in this series by this name. At pre-

sent, moreover, no analyses of manganese-garnets have been made that

justify the application of this name to manganese-garnets outside this

district. Consequently the mode of occurrence of this variety of garnet

will be best understood by reading the account of the kodurite series

given on pages 243—2.55. The characteristic rock in which this mineral

is found is the one I have designated kodurite. This
Oecurrence. . ,. i r i .• i t

consists 01 potash-ielspar, apatite, and spandite.

Often quartz is present as well, the rock then being quartz-kodurite

;

whilst sometimes the garnet forms practically the whole of the rock,

which is then known as opandite-rock. The best locality for span-

dite-rock is Kodur. As explained on page 247, the rocks of this

series are supposed to be of igneous origin, and as the spandite is con-

sidered to be an original mineral, this origin must also be ascribed to

it. Not only is it found in the rocks of the kodurite series, but it is

frequently present in the ores that have been formed during the chemical

changes that have affected the rocks of tliis series since their formation,

with the production of merchantable manganese-ores. In these cases

it often appears as bright red garnets set in a matrix of manganese-ore,

usually psilomelane. On Plate 8, fig. 4, is a photo-micrograph of

such ore. showing the psilomelane growing at the expense of the

garnet. The best locaUties for such specimens are Garbham and
Ramabhadrapuram (MamidipilU). The following is a list of the.

I n2
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localities at which manganese-garnet has been found in this

district :

—

Avagudem, Chintejavalsa, Devada, Kantikapilli, Kodur, Kotakarra,

Garbham, MamidipiUi. Perapi, Sandapuram, and Taduru,

If this list be compared with the list given on page 1047, of locali-

ties at which manganese-ore is fomid in this district, it will be seen that

there are some localities at which spandite has not yet been fomid. This

is probably only on accomit of the deposits not having been sufficient-

ly opened up. Later on this garnet will doubtless be found in all these

deposits, except ones ihat are purely detrital, such as Garividi.

Probably owing to its igneous origin, from which one would expect

a greater imiformity of composition and consequently

a greater constancy of physical characters than in

garnets of metamorphic origin, this mineral is much less variable

than the spessartite of the Central Provinces. In size it is fairly

uniform, seldom ranging outside the Umits of j-g and J inch in

diameter. In spandite-rock, e.g., at Kodur, it occurs m granules

averaging i J inch across. In this rock the granules are all

pressed one against the other, so that they are boimded by flattish

faces that do not, except perhaps occasionally by accident, conform

to any particular crystallographic direction. In kodurite the spandite

individuals, which are usually about to \ inch in diameter, are

found both aggregated and as separate granules. These granules are

either well rounded, or are partly bounded by small unrecognizable faces.

They often show brilliant reflections both from the faces mentioned

above and from fractures, the lustre being vitreous in the former case

and resinous in the latter. The spandite varies in rocks from differ-

ent localities from deep orange to orange-brown, orange-red, and blood-

red, and never shows the yellow and lighter orange colours of the spes-

sartite of the Central Provinces. Under the microscope these garnets

show various tints of pale yellow, pale orange, and pale orange-brown,

a brownish tint beine much more often seen in spandite than in spes-

sartite. One mineral with which it may easily be confounded is the

pyroxene mentioned on page 137, found in the manganese-pyroxenites.

It is often impossible to determine without recourse to the microscope

whether a particular grain in one of these rocks is a garnet or a

pyroxene, so similar are they in their size, indefinite form, and orange-

brown colour.
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The specific gravity of this mineral is considerably lower than that of

spessartite, lying, as might be expected, between that of spessartite and

that of andradite. The specific gravity of spessartite is given by Dana
as 4'0 to 4"3, and that of andradite as 3'8 to 3'9. The one actual

determination of the specific gravity of spandite is that of the speci-

men from Garbham of which the analysis is given on page 168. This

value is 4-02.

The alteration of this mineral is considered on pages 265—6 ; and is

illustrated by fig. 4 of Plate 8. The figures 1 to 4 of Plate 8

illustrate the occurrence of this mineral. The minerals with wnich it

is associated at various localities can be seen from the account ot the

minerals of the kodurite series given on pages 250—3.

Grandite.

As explained on page 165, this name has been proposed for those

garnets intermediate in composition between grossularite and andra-

dite, so that the typical grandite would have its RO or protoxide

group composed entirely of CaO, and its R2O3 or sesquioxide group

of about equal amounts of AI2O3 and Fe203. An analysis of an Indian

garnet corresponding very closely to this ideal composition is given on

page 168. It also contains a small amount of MnO, namely 2'68%.

This amount of one constituent would, as a rule, be insufficient to require

noticing in the name of a garnet. It so happens, however, that this

is the most important constituent of this particular garnet, because it

is from this small amount of manganese that the associated manganese-

ores have been derived. Hence this mineral can be called manganese-

qrandite. But I shall refci to it merely as grandite. It is found at

Boirani in the Ganjam district, in a rock composed, when fresh, of ortho-

clase- felspar, garnet, and a little apatite, the latter being only visible

under the microscope. Although I cannot be certain that this rock

is genetically related to the kodurite series of the Vizagapatam district,

yet the resemblance to the typical kodurite is close enough to justify

a provisional inclusion of the Boirani rock in this series. The

only difference is in the composition of the garnet, the Boirani garnet

containing only a small quantity of manganese, whilst the Vizagapatam

garnets are highly manganiferous. The Boirani garnet is cinnamon-

coloured in the hand-specimens, and is usually about -gV to tV inch in

diameter. Under the microscope it is yellow in colour. Since much
attention has not been given to this garnet, there is little to say about
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its characters. The only specific gravity value available is the one

calculated from the analysis of the opalized garnet-felspar-rock given

on page 257. The value so calculated is 3-76, and is intermediate

between the value given by Dana for grossularite, namely 3"55 to

3"6fi, and that given for andradite, namely 3'8 to 3'9.

At Nautan-Barampur, also in the Ganjam district, there is an

occurrence of a rock composed of rhodonite, a manganese-garnet, and

blue apatite. The garnet is sherry-coloured and very similar in

appearance to that of Boirani. It has not been analysed, so that

it cannot yet be stated if this is another occurrence of grandite.

Aplome.

This is a name given by Haiiy to a variety of andradite that had

its dodecahedraljfaces striated parallel to the shorter diagonal of the

rhombs instead of, as is customary when striations are present, the

longer diagonal. The one analysis given by Dana of a specimen from

Alfcenau happens'to be manganiferous, containing 3*02% of MnO ; but

it is apparently not known if these striations necessarily indicate the

presence of manganese ; for the aplome of the otht-r localities does not

seem to have been analysed. The only record of aplome in India is con-

tained in E. Balfour's catalogue of the Eev. Mr. Mazzy's Madura

collection of minerals^, and in J. H. Nelson's more detailed account

of the same 2. The latter mentions the occurrence of aplome near So-

lavandan, about 12 miles west of Madura, and near Melavalavu, about

20 miles N.-E. of Madura. This record is to be considered doubtful

in the absence of any account of how tht mineral was identified.

Calderite.

In 1850 H. Piddington published a paper in the Journal of the Asia-

^ tic Society of Bmgal, Vol. XIX, pp. 145 to 148,Occurrence. •
i i 4 /-v ^ ^

> ff >

entitled On Calderite, an undescribed Sihceo-

Iron-and-Manganese-Rock, from the district of Burdwan '. From
this paper it appears that he obtained specimens of the rock
to which he has given this name from ' Kut-Kumsandy 12

miles N.-W. of Hazaribagh,' as well as from the Burdwan district

;

But the particular part of the latter district from which the specimens

1 Catal., Govt. Central Mu.s., Madras, p. 3, (1855).
2 ' The Madura Country ', pp. 14, 27, (1868).
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were obtained is not specified. He distinctly states that calderite is a

rock composed of two minerals. One of these is quartz, the other

being a mineral which, to judge from his descriptions and the analysis he

gives, must be a garnet. The hardness of the rock that he analysed

is given as 7 to 8 and the specific gravity as 3 65, the garnet being

evidently the principal mineral and the quartz only present in

comparatively small amount. As the fresh fracture of the rock is

described as being exactly like black rosin, whilst splinters are described

as being 'sometimes highly translucent like dark brown rosin ', it is

evident that the garnet must have been one of the very dark brown

varieties approaching melanite in appearance. In fact, in a subse-

quent paper 3, in which he describes a series of specimens of calderite,

ranging from quartz containing only a small amount of the garnet up to

rocks probably entirely composed of garnet, he particularly says,

regarding the rock composed mostly of quartz, that the iron and

manganese mineral in the rock is ' seen only in smaU and minute

rounded specks like Melanite garnets '.

In the former paper he gives the following analysis of the rock com-

posed mostly of the garnet

Silex 46-35

Alumina ....... 0'35

Lime 1-00

Arsenic 0'20

Perox. Iron 3018

Protox. Manganese ..... 2100

99- 08

Loss, partly fluor're, of which there are traces 0-92

100-00

Mallet, in discussing this analysis in his Mineralogy of India, p. 90,

notes that the excess of silica above that which
Composition.

would be present m a garnet may be due to

the quartz that Piddington says was disseminated through the speci-

men. He also remarks on the fact that the ratio of peroxides

to protoxides is quite wrong for a garnet, and on this account ' and

the inaccuracy of one or two other analyses by the same author
"

regards the above analysis as very doubtful. This is an unnecessary

1 Jotir. A'i. 8oc. Bang., XX, pp. 207 to 210, ( 185i).
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assumption. It is probable that in carrying out the analysis Piddington

weighed the iron as Fe203, and the manganese as Mn304, and that he

assumed the iron to be present in the rock as Fe203 and the manganese

as MnO. In fact he probably omitted to determine the amount of

available oxygen in the rock. Had he done this he might have found

that a portion of the iron '.vas present in the protoxide form, giving the

correct ratio of peroxide to protoxide for a garnet. On the supposi-

tion that the analysis is substantially correct, only lacking the

determination of the available oxygen, it can be re-arranged mineralogi-

cally as follows :

—

Garnet :
—

MnO
CaO

FeO

AI2O3

Fe203

SiO-2

21 00

100

7'50

0-35

21-78

2o-28

7()!)7

Quartz

Oxygen

Arsenic

Los.s

70-97

21 07

0-84

0-20

0-92

100-00

The 0"84% of oxygen left over according to the foregoing interpre-

tation was not, of course, determined to be piesent. and is to be

regarded as another part of the undetermined constituents. If this in-

terpretation be the correct one, then it is evident that we have here a

garnet corresponding to the formula 3MnO.Fe903.3Si02. None of

the six type garnets possesses this foimula, so that it seems possible that

a seventh is to be added to the six garnets at present recognized. It

will be desirable to use the term calderite to describe this garnet rather

than the whole rock. Mallet has in fact already used this term as the

name of a mineral rather than of the rock in ^\'hich it occurs. But he has

unfortunately used it, in his Mineralogy, page 89, for a garnet that con-

rains only traces of manganese, as well as for the highly manganiferous

garnet to which it properly belongs. He says :
' In the metamorphic

rocks of the Hazaribagh district irregular beds of massive garnet, some-
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times of considerable thickness, are met with '. He refers to this mas-

sive garnet as that which Piddington called calderite, and gives an

analysis by Tween showing only traces of manganous oxide, but showing

on the other hand a large percentage of hme. The analysis shows that

the garnet analysed approaches sufficiently near to the theoretical com-

position of andradite to be called by that name. The name calderite

is therefore wrongly appHed to this garnet
;

unfortunately this mis-

take has been repeated in Dana's System of Mineralogy. I have been

able to find in the collection of the Geological Survey of India one speci-

men of calderite labelled 'A. S. B.'. This means that it formed part

of the collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ; and it is presumably

one of the specimens that were examined and described by Pidding-

ton. The rock is composed almost entirely of garnet and in fact could

be described as massive garnet. In the hand-specimen it is a dark

resin-brown as looked at from a little distance. When examined closely,

however, it is seen to be of a rich orange-brown wherever a crack renders

a portion of it transparent. There is some red in the colour of this

mineral, so that it looks very like some specimens of spandite in appear-

ance. I tested it for manganese, and found that it reacts distinctly but

not strongly for this element, so that ths Piddington's analysis was

either made on a piece of different composition, or Mallet's supposition

as to its inaccuracy is correct. In places the specimen contains

a dark green pyroxene. It is obvious that it will need a careful

analytical examination of this garnet before it can be considered

proved that it is a manganese-iron-garnet conforming to the formula

3MnO.Fe.03.3Si02.

During 1906 a specimen was received in the Geological Survey

Office of a rock from Sirsia, 5-| miles N.-E. of Kharagdiha, in the north-

ern part of the Hazaribagh district, the sender being Mr. J. W. Eoilard.

The rock seems to be similar to that mentioned by Mallet ^ as being

found in the bed of the Patru nadi, N.-E. of Gulgo, in the north part

of the same district. He describes it as a mixture of garnet and cocco-

lite containing traces of galena and copper. He refers to the garnet

when it occurs in the massive form as calderite. Mr. Boilard's speci-

men consists essentially of a mixture of a rich brown garnet and a bright

green pyroxene, with galena present in parts of the rock, sometimes in

abundance and sometimes only sparingly. Under the microscope

the garnet is seen to be brownish pink in colour and the pyroxene very

1 Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., VII, p. 34, (1874).
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pale bluish. On testing it is found that both minerals react for man-

ganese, the garnet very strongly, and the pyroxene distinctly, but not

strongly. It seems probable that both this and the case mentioned by

Mallet are oceuirences of calderite. From its colour the pyroxene

may be suspected to be related to the manganese-pyroxenes of the

blanfordite type. The galena has been introduced subsequent to the

formation of the rock by the process of metasomatic replacement. Along

cracks the garnet is usually finely crystalline, showing faces of the

rhomb-dodecahedron.



CHAPTER VII.

MINERALOGY—con^mwerf.

Silicates (cowf(^. )—Epidotes, Micas, etc.

Piedmontite—Ilvaite—Caipholite—Maugauese-micas—Manganchlorite?—Mangano-
phyllite—Alurgite—Ottrelite.

Piedmontite.

The characters of this mineral as given by Dana are summarized

below :

—

It belongs to the monoclinic system, crystalhzing in prismatic forms

isomorphous with epidote, of which it is the man-
Characters. .

, 1 r r T •

ganese variety. Also found massive. Cleavage

c perfect; a less so. Fracture uneven. H.— 6-5. G.= 3*4 to 3'52.

Lustre vitreous. Colour reddish brown and reddish black. Streak

reddish. The most striking character of this mineral is its beautiful

pleochroism as seen in thin sections under the microscope. The pleo-

chroism scheme varies in specimens from different localities, but is

generally

—

;l = yellow to orange.

h = amethyst or violet to rose.

c = rose to carmine.

In composition the mineral is a basic orthosilicate conforming to the

formula Ca2(A10H)(Al,Mn,Fe)2(Si04)3 or

H20.4Ca0.3(Al,Fe,Mn)203.6Si02. The amount of manganese oxide,

Mn203, in the pubUshed analyses varies from 4-52 to 15-00, corresponding

to 3'5 to 10"5% of manganese.

This mineral cannot be considered a common one ; it is found in the

crystaUine schists of Japan, in the altered pre-Cambrian rhyohtes of

Maryland and Pennsylvania in the United States of America, and in

Piedmont, Brittany, and England.

Ordinary epidote may be manganiferous, but this mangan-epidote

^
is to be distinguished from true piedmontite by the

angan epi o e.
^^^^ ^^^^ .^^ epidote, optically negative,

whilst piedmontite is optically positive. Such mangan-epidote is found

at Jakobsberg in Sweden, and it is the analysis of this mineral that

gives the lower limit for Mn203 given above.
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Other epidotes that have pleochroisra schemes similar to those of

„„ ,. , , .
piedmontite are thulite and withamite. Thulite is

ihuhte and uithamite. . .

a variety or the orthorhombic epidote, zoisite, and
does not contain manganese. In fact no orthorhombic manganese-epi-

dote seems to be known. Withamite is a variety of ordinary epidote

containing a very small percentage of manganese. It is found at Glen-

coe in Scotland and an analysis by Heddle showed only 0'14% of MnO.
The pleochroism schemes of thulite and withamite are shown below :

—

Thulite. ^Vithamite.

a = light rose. a = lemon-yellow,

b = deep rose. b — light rose.

C = yellow. C = Strang r:se.

It will be seen from this that the pleochroism tints of these two

minerals are similar, except that the colours for the a and c axes of

withamite, which corresponds in pleochroism to piedmontite, are

interchanged in thulite.

It is obvious from what has been written above that it must be a

matter of considerable difficulty to settle, merely
Distinction between from the examination of thin sections under the

the different mangani-
. i ,i ji • i

• r ,^

ferous epidotes. microscope, whether the nuneral is one or the

epidotes, withamite or thulite, containing little or

no manganese, or whether it is one of the more manganiferous ones,

piedmontite or mangan-epidote. But a test for manganese, made on a

small carefully picked chip of the mineral will be sufficient to settle

this point. For if a decided reaction for manganese be obtained the

mineral cannot be thulite or withamite, but must be either piedmontite

or mangan-epidote. It is more likely to be piedmontite, because this

is much commoner than mangan-epidote, but as noticed above the only

way to determine this point is to determine the sign of the mineral, a

positive sign characterizing piedmontite and a negative mangan-epidote.

The investigation of the Indian manganese-ore deposits has led

to the discovery of this mineral at several locali-
Occurrence in India. • ji . i i a i

ties in the Archaean schists oi the areas where

the rocks of the gondite series are found. The following is a list of

localities :

—

Central Provinces

—

Nagpur di-trict:—Ghogaia, Junapaiii, Junawani, Maharkund, Mohugaon,

Pali, Rajkota.

Central India

—

Jhabua State :—Kajlidongri.

Bombay

—

Nanikot State :—Jothvad.
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Although this mineral is found only in areas in which rocks of the

gondite series occur, it does not usually occur actually in the rocks of this

series, but rather in the crystalline limestones of the same neighbourhood.

Thus in the Nagpur district the mineral occurs in association with

erystalline hmestones at all the locaUties except Maharkund, where the

mineral was found in loose blocks of epidote-rock. At Kajlidongri and

Jothvad, on the other hand, some of the occurrences of piedmontite are

in rocks intimately associated with the rocks of the gondite series.

Below I give a list of the rocks in which piedmontite occurs at each of

the known localities :

—

Ghogara :—As granules and nodules, both in gneiss, composed of

quartz, felspars, and some sphene, and in crystalline limestone ; some

specimens show a • passage from gneiss into limestone, by the

chemical replacement and alteration of felspars with the production

of calcite (see Plate 10, figs, -"i and i).

Junapdni, Junawdni, and Rdjkota.—As granules, in crystalline lime-

stone containing quartz and mica (phlogopite?).

Maharkund :—As fine-grained patches in epidote-rock, the rock,

which was found in loose blocks, probably occurring in situ in associa-

tion with crystalline limestones or p}TOxenic gneisses.

Mohugdon :—As granules, in crystalline limestone containing also a

small amoimt of quartz and sphene.

Pali

:

—As granules and small patches, in crystalUne limestone usually

containing quartz, and in fine-grained granulitic gneiss containing

quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase, mica, apatite, sphene, and sometimes

spessartite and a colourless amphibole (see Plate 10, fig. 2). In the

latter rock there is often present a certain proportion of calcite of

secondary origin forming at the expense of the felspars,

Kdilidongri :—The mineral occurs here under two distinct circum-

stances. (1) One occurrence is in a rock composed of spessartite, quartz,

plagioclase, and orthoclase (?), the rock being a part of the ore-body

and in process of conversion into manganese-ore. (2) The other is that

mentioned on page 680 and illustrated in fig. 1 of Plate 18, where

the mineral has been developed on the schistosity planes of some serici-

toid phyUites, in the part of a sharp fold into which these rocks have been

thrown where the pressure was obviously most intense, the other por-

tions of the rock being free from this mineral.
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Jothvdd :—At this place several specimens of rocks containing this

mineral were collected, and are as follows :

—

(1) Crystalline limestone containing spessartite, rhodonite, and

piedmontite.

(2) Spessartite-calcite-quartz-rock containing apatite, woUa-

stonite, piedmontite, and a lavender-coloured mineral not

yet identified. This rock might be called a calciphyre.

(3) Banded rock of which one layer, 1-inch thick, consists of

apatite-spessartite-piedmontite-rock, the latter being the

most important constituent.

(4) As black crystals of piedmontite associated with white

quartz, lining a vein-like cavity traversing the remainder

of the rock, which consists of bands of apatite-spessartite-

piedmontite-rock and of spessartite-quartz-rock, containing

apatite, piedmontite, and pyroxene.

(5) As rose-pink patches in granite at the place where it has

absorbed portions of the rocks of the manganiferous

series.

I have examined slides of all these rocks under the microscope and

find that they exhibit the colours characteristic of manganiferous epi-

dotes. Considering their associations it is improbable that any of them

are withamite or thulite ; for they must all be manganiferous, except

perhaps the Maharkund occurrence. I have not yet been able to exa-

mine them carefully enough to determine their sign and thus settle if any

of them are to be called mangan-epidote rather than piedmontite. In

most cases it will probably be a matter of extreme difficulty, because

only chance sections of the mineral obtained in microscope slides

will be available. In a few cases at Pali the pleochroism tints are pale,

and it then seems possible that the mineral is only a variety of com-

mon epidote containing a small quantity of manganese. Provisionally,

however, I propose to group all these occurrences under piedmontite.

In one case onlj^ have I observed definite crystal faces. This is

in the Jothvdd rock. No. 4, where the mineral

pi^ed^ronTite"*^
what seems to be the two sides of a veinlet.

The crystals are up to | inch long and one especi-

ally good example shows faces that are, as far as can be determined

\vithout actual measurement, the following :—a (100), c (001), and

r f 101), forming a prism parallel to the b axis, terminated at one end

by faces that may correspond to the prism m(llO) and one of the
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pyramids. The mineral, when not crystalline, usually occurs as dis-

seminated grains, especially in the cr}-stalline limestones and the

gneisses associated therewith, and as nodules, also in the crystalline

limestones. In these limestones the piedmontite nodules are usually

associated with nodules of manganese-ore, and sometimes a nodule of

manganese-ore is bordered with a thin rim of piedmontite. as in Plate

14. The origin of these limestones and gneisses is discussed on

pages 298—302. In the phyllite of Kajlidongri the mineral occurs in

the form of small prisms.

In colour the mineral varies from black, as in the crystals of Jothvad,

to dark reddish-black and deep crimson, the latter colour being best

seen in the piedmontite nodules found at Ghogara. In these nodules,

which are often as much as 3 inches long, the piedmontite is sometimes

in parallel fibres, so that the mineral has then some resemblance to

crimson sUk. In the first of the Kajlidongri rocks the mineral may be

described as being of a pansy-purple colour.

The colour imder the microscope is very striking, consisting of various

shades of yellow, orange, red, pink, amethyst, magenta, carmine, and

even blood-red, the latter being an exceptional colour. Some of these

colours are, of course, not true axis colours, the colour seen in any

random section under the microscope being usually compounded of all

three axis colours in varying proportions. In a few cases I have worked

out the pleochroism scheme. These are given below :

—

a to r

Ghogara Canary yellow Salmon to pale pink Amethyst to carmine or rose.

Mohugaon Patchy yellow and Burnt sienna to clove- Amethyst to carmine.
orang?. brown.

Jothvad No. 1 Deep orange-red Very deep red \rith ame- Deep amethystine or crimson
thyst tinge. lake.

Jothvad Xo. 2 Orange to orange- Magenta or deep ame- Brownish lUac to reddish
scarlet. thystine. chestnut.

Kajlidongri Xo.l Orange to brown- Vioiet-rose with a brown- Magenta to rose.

ish orange. ish tinge.

The above determinations should be regarded as provisional only and

liable to modification when the Indian piedmontites are more carefully

examined. The other characters noticeable under the microscope

are the high index of refraction, and the very high double refraction,

although this is difl&cult to observe, except in extremely thin sections,

ouing to the strong colouration of the mineral. Further the mineral

is often twinned.
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Ilvaite.

Tliis is a black orthorhombic mineral of specific gravity about 4 and

hardness 5 '5 to 6. It is a sub-silicate of the formula CaFe"2Fe'"Si209, in

which a portion of the ferrous iron is usually replaced by manganese.

The analyses given by Dana show O'Ti to 8-66% of MnO. Ilvaite

has not yet been identified in association with the manganese-ore

deposits of India. But it is mentioned in E. Balfour's catalogue of

the Rev. Mr. Muzzy's collection from the Madura district ^ that it

has been found in this district ; he says ' Yenite, is abundant, com-

posing a cliff in a small mountain, some three or four miles in length,

Madura.'' Whilst J. H. Nelson 2, ii^ giving an account of Muzzy's

collection, records the occurrence of crystallized, massive, and granular

yenite, and a variety of lievrite near Pi;da-kudi, about 22 miles N.-W.

of Madura. Yenite and lievrite are old names of this mineral, now

no longer used. The record of the occurrence of the mineral given

above is to be considered doubtful.

Carpholile.

This mineral is a hydrous sub-silicate corresponding to the formula

2H20.MnO.Alo03.2Si02, in which a portion of the alumina may be

replaced by ferric oxide and a portion of the manganese protoxide by
small quantities of lime and magnesia. It is usually foimd in radiate

and stellate tufts of some shade of yellow, typically a straw-yellow.

It is a rare mineral, originally found in the Schlackenwald, Bohemia,

but since discovered at a few other localities.

This mineral has not yet been definitely identified in India. But
at Kajlidongri a bright yellow mineral is found in little veinlets, 2 to 4

inches thick, that traverse the ore in cross-cut 7 (see Plate 19). These

veinlets consist of quartz, albite-felspar, and this yellow mineral, with a

certain proportion of crimson mica in places. The rock has become
largely manganized, perhaps by replacement effected by manganese-

bearing solutions. The yellow mineral looks like yellow asbestos

and seems to be soft ; but this is probably because, on testing such a finely

fibrous mineral, the fibres are easily broken. In appearance the mineral

resembles carpholite more closely than any other mineral in the col-

lection of the Geological Survey of India. I made a qualitative analysis

of it and found that it contained siUca, iron, aluminiimi, manganese,

1 Catal.,Govt. Central Mus., Madras, p. 9,(1855).
2 'The Madura Country pp. 15, 27, (18(58).
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calcium, and a trace of magnesium. The amount of manganese does not

seem to be very large, whUst the AI2O3 is probably less than the Fe203 in

amount, and the amount of CaO is considerable. Water, however,

seemed to be absent. But for the latter fact the mineral might have

been regarded as a variety of carphoUte in which a large portion of the

MnO was replaced by CaO and a large portion of the AI2O3 by Fe203.

I have mentioned this mineral in this place because of its outward

resemblance to carpholite, but recognize that when it is analysed it will

probably be found to be a different mineral, perhaps even one of the

yellow manganiferous amphiboles.

In E. Balfour's catalogue of the Rev. Mr. Muzzy's collection of

minerals and rocks ^ there is a record of the occurrence of this min-

eral in the Madura district ; whilst J. H. Nelson 2 in giving a more

detailed accoimt of Muzzy's collection, mentions the occurrence of

' karphoUte' near Puda-kudi, about 22 miles N.-W. of Madura. This

record is to be considered doubtful.

Manganese-micas.

Very little work seems to have been done on micas characterized

by the presence of a quantity of manganese sufficient to produce any

appreciable efiect on the physical characters of the mineral. Nearly all

the micas may occasionally contain a small amount of MnO, but this

rarely affects the colour or other properties of the mica to an appreciable

extent. There are, however, three micas containing manganese, to

which separate names have been given. These are manganophyllite,

caswellite, and alurgite. In this place we will also consider the mineral

known as nianganchlorite, as it is difficult to tell from altered varieties

of manganophyllite. Manganophi/llite is a manganiferous variety of

biotite found at Pajsberg, Langban, and probably Jakobsbergj in

Sweden. Its formula may be represented as follows :

—

(H,K)o(Mg.-M.i)2(Al,Fe)2{Si04)3,

that of ordinary biotite being

—

;H,K)2(Mg,Fe)2(Al,Fe)2(Si04)3.

The analyses given by Dana show 5*41 to 2r40% MnO. In colour

the mineral is bronze to copper-red, with a pale red streak. In thin

scales rose-red. The pleochroism is :

—

tl
c (b, c) = colourless or pale yellowish led,

j_ e l ;x) = deep reddish brcwn.

1 CatAl. Govt. Central Mus., Madras, p. 3, (1855;
2 'TheMudura Country pp. 15, 27, (1868).

I O
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Some varieties show a maximum absorption for rays with vibrations

at right angles to c, unlike other micas ; but in those containing most

manganese the absorption is normal, the pleochroism then being :

—

;l = red-brown,

b and C = dark lirowii.

Certain intermediate kinds show no pleochroism. The optic axial

angle of this miea is not given, but is probably small or nil ; for biotite

is usually practically uniaxial, although the optic axial angle may
occasionally be as high as 50^.

Casivellite is the name given to an altered mica of a light copper-red

colour and a bronze-like lustre resembling clintonite (seybertite).

The structure is micaceous, the lamina^ being inelastic. G.= 3-54.

The mineral is not pleochroic and on analysis was foi^nd to be a silicate,

chiefly of manganese and calcium, with smaller amounts of aluminium,

iron, and magnesium. The one analysis published shows 15"95% of

Mn203. It occurs with rhodonite, polyadelphite, and biotite, from

which it is believed to have been derived, at the Trotter Mine, Frank-

lin Furnace, New Jersey, United States of America. ^

Alurgite :—This is a name given to a mica found at the n.anganese

mines at St. Marcel, Piedmont. It has been investigated in some

detail by S. L. Penfield, 2 who finds that it is to be regarded as a

distinct species of the formula HR2(A10H)Al(Si03)4 with R=MgOH, K.

It is most closely related to lepidolite. The quantity of manganese

in the mineral is small, namely 0-87% Mn203 and 0-18% MnO in the

specimen analysed by Penfield. The mineral is monoclinic with the usual

basal cleavage, whilst the laminae are flexible. H= 3. G=2'83 to 2"8.'>.

In colour it is a deep brownish copper-red, whilst ' cleavage pieces have

something of the colour of clear chips of almandine garnet '. The streak

is rose-red to pale pink. The pleochroism is not very marked owing to

the fact that the absorption is nearly the same in all directions. The

pleochroism. is :

—

a and r
—

- red with a purplish cast,

b = browiish red.

The optic axial angle, 2E— 56° to 57°. Owing to twinning, however,

the mineral is sometimes found to give a uniaxial figure.

Manganchlorife is a manganiferous variety of the chlorite known

as clinochlore, the formula of this mineral being HgMg5Al2Si30ig
;

in manganchlorite there is 32-3% of MnO replacing a part of the MgO.

1 Dana, Appendix I, p. 14.

2 Amcr. Jour. Sc! XLVT. pp. 28S» to 291 . (1893).
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Tlie mineral is found at the Harstig mine near Pajsberg, Sweden, in

association with manganopliyllitej which it resembles, but from which

it is distinguished by a lighter reddish colour. The double refraction

and pleochroism are weak, whilst the mineral is distinctly biaxial. Cer-

tain characters point to the possibility of this chlorite being triclinic.

Indian Mang:anese-ujicas and Chlorites.

Associated with the Indian manganese-ore deposits of the gondite

series there is a considerable variety of micaceous minerals ; these are

in most cases true micas, but occasionally may be either chlorites or

altered micas. Although micas are comparatively common in some

of these deposits, it is usually in the deposits of somewhat exceptional

character, such as those where micaceous schists have been developed.

The mineral is very rare in the true gonditic rocks. From these mica-

ceous minerals we can first separate the variety that may be either man-
ganchlorite or an altered mica. This mineral

is found only in the Central Provinces, usually

intimately associated with the manganese-ores ; it has not yet been

found in the rocks of the gondite series associated with the ores.

The localities for this mineral are the following :

—

Kalaghat district :—Ramrama.
Bhandara district :—Kosumbah, Sukli.

Chhindwara district :—Kachi Dhana, Sitapar,

The mineral occurs in small books in the midst of the manganese-ore

and almost always seems to be suffering alteration with the production

of manganese-ore, probably by replacement. In colour it is bronze-

to copper- coloured, and gives a bronze-coloured streak.

A flake of the Kachi Dhana mineral was found under the microscope

to give a biaxial interference figures, to be rich deep brown in colour,

and to contain star-like inclusions, probably indicating the development

of some secondary manganese-ore. The flakes were flexible but not

elastic. A flake, examined to see that it was free from these inclusions,

was foimd on fusion with the usual fluxes to give a distinct reaction for

manganese. At Sitapar the mineral occurs in a rock containing four

manganese-ores and an arsenate, as noticed on page 786. Some of the

plates of the micaceous mineral from this locality are a greasy brown in

appearance, whilst others are of a bronzy, almost copper, brown. The

optic axial angle was found to be exactly the same as that of a flake

of muscovite of which the optic axial angle was known to be 70°. A

I o 2
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basal section showed the following pleochroism, assuming the two axes

lying in this plane to be b and t :

—

c = greenish brown to pale brownish green or sage-green,

b = red-brown to raw sienna.

I have called this mineral manganchlorite ? because the flakes or

laminae are not elastic. The pleochroism shows that this cannot

be the same as the Swedish manganchlorite and it may be that it is

really an altered mica ; but in this case it could not be regarded

as manganophyllite, which it resembles in its colour, because of its high

optic axial angle. If an altered mica, it cannot be caswellite, both on

account of its pleochroism and because it looks very different to a speci-

men of caswellite in the Geological Survey collection. Hence if a mica

it must be a new variety. Provisionally, therefore, I shall call it man-

ganchlorite ?, and will so refer to it whenever I have occasion

to mention this mineral in the descriptive part of this Memoir. This

will thus serve to distinguish the mineral from all the other micaceous

minerals found in the manganese-ore deposits ; for these are all true

micas, as is shown by the elasticity of their flakes.

Brown Micas (Manganophyllite ?

Micas showing some tint of rich brown, bronze, or deep orange,

are fairly often found in the micaceous schists, of which a list is given on

page 333, associated with the rocks of the gondite series. The following

is a list of the places at which such micas have been found :

—

Bombay :—Jothvad.

Central India :—Kajlidongri.

Central Provinces

—

Bhandara district :—Sitapathiir.

Xagpur district :—Ghogara, Junawani, Kacliarwahi, Pali, Ramdongri,
Satak.

Some of these micas are uniaxial and some of them biaxial, some-

times strongly so. It is possible that some of them may be manga-

nophyllite, but it is almost certain that there are two or more species

amongst them. T v/ill notice three of the occurrences only.

Jothvad :—Many of the rocks I collected at this place contain brown

micas. Although some of these are uniaxial and some biaxial, there

does not seem to be a sufficient difference between their tints to enable

one to tell without obtaining an interference figure which micas are uni-

axial and which biaxial. The pleochroism is :

—

-,t = orange, pinkish yellow, and orange-pink,

I) and C = deep orange, reddish orange, and red-brown.
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SitapcUhur :—The dark brown mica associated with the crimson mica

mention'^d on page 198 is uniaxial and has the following pleochroism :

—

a = pale straw,

b and C = rich orange-browa.

In thick sections there is seen to be a difference between the b and c

axis colours. They may then be described as :

—

b =: orange-red,

C = mahogany-brown.

Flakes of this mineral give a distinct reaction for manganese on

fusion with, the usual reagents.

Junawdni :—The mica, which occurs along the cleavage planes of

the manganhedenbergite noticed on page 131, is bronze to copper-

coloured and under the microscope shows the following pleochroism :

—

".I == mahogany-red to brownish pink,

b and c — warm light brown, often with an orange tinge.

The absorption is c slightly greater than b. The optic axial angle is

large.

Alurgite'?),

Under this name we can group provisionally the various crimson

and pink micas foimd in association with various of the manganese-ore

deposits of India. In comparison with the micas of some tinge of brown

or bronze the rose and crimson micas are rare. I have found them at

four localities only :

—

1. Kajlidongri, Jiiabu i State, Central India.

2. Sitapithur, Bliandari district, Centr-.l Provinces.

3. Glicgara, Xagpur district, Central Provinces.

4. Kachanvalii, Xagpur district, Central Provinces.

These micas are found in the following rocks :

—

1 . KdjUdongri

:

—Here the mica occurs as a deep crimson mineral

in complex rocks associated with the ^vincllite-bearing rocks, these rocks

containing winchite, blanfordite, bratmite, apatite, felspar, quartz,

calcite. The rock is often much altered and the micas consequently seem

to have to a large extent lost their elasticity and under the microscope

are seen to be altered and to be made up of alternating laminge showing

different schemes of pleochroism. The one showing rose ai^d ame-

thystine tints is the predominant one ; it is not known whether the

laminae showing orange tints are original or the result of the alteration

of certain laminae of the crimson mineral. That it is more probably

original is sho-wn by the fact that a similar mica as far as pleochroism

goes is also found at Jothvad, in this case apparently in a fresh
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condition. Owing to the interlamination of these two micas the

determination of their pleochroism schemes is a matter of difficulty.

2. The S Uapathur mica occurs in a rock composed of this and a bronze

mica (page 197) with quartz, the whole rock as far as could be judged

from the outcrop forming one wall of the manganese-ore deposit at this

place.

3. At Ghouara the mica occurs in some thin cracks ^ to— inch wide" 64 32

traversing the nodules of manganese-ore that are foimd in the crystal-

line limestone at this place. The colour of the mica is hght crimson.

4. At Kdcharwdhi there are numerous layers of micaceous schist

interbanded with the layers of manganese-ores and other manganifer-

ous rocks forming the manganese-ore deposit. These micas vary in

tint from specimen to specimen, some being pink, some brown and
others of intermediate colour. ^Vhen they are examined it may be that

some of them will be found to belong to aluxgite.

The pleochroism schemes of these micas and their optic axial angles

as determined by means an eye-piece micrometer and comparison with a

flake of muscovite of known angle, are shown in the following table :

—

Table 18.

Optical properties of pink micas.

Locality.

i

Colour in

hand-.speci-

men.

Optic axial

angle.

Pleochroism.

a b C

I. Kajlidon-

gri-

Crimson
Crimson layers

:

Amethystine.

Orange layers :

Greenish yellow.

Brownish pink
to light rose.

Pale green

.

Deep rose.

Orange-red to

deep orange.

2. Sitapathur Rose red 47°—60° Pinkish lilac

Light pinkish

orange.

Rose.

3. Ghogara Rose-red or

light crim-

son.

59°—65° Lilac Yellowish pink Light rose t o
lilac -rose.

4. K a c h ar-

wahi.

5. Jothvad .

*5 St. Marcel
Piedmont
(Alurgite).

Pink Pale green Orange.

Deep brown-
ish copper
red.

.56°—57" Red with a pur-

plish cast.

Brownish red Red with a pur-

plish cast.
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On comparing the pleochroism of these Indian rose and crimson

micas with that of the alurgite from St. Marcel in Piedmont, it wiU be

seen that although the pleochroism schemes are somewhat different,

the colours corresponding to each elasticity axis have a general resem-

blance to one another. Thus the brownish tint in the red of the b axis

of the typical alurgite corresponds to the yellowish, brownish, and

orange, tints in the otherwise pink colour corresponding to the b axis

of the Indian micas. It ^viIl also be noticed that the optic axial angles

of the Indian micas bear a general resemblance to those of the St.

Marcel mineral, especially in the case of the mica from Sitapathur.

Hence these Indian micas can be provisionally regarded as alurgite,

until they have been subjected to the test of analysis.

The mineral from Jothvad of wliich the pleochi'oism is given is not one

of the crimson micas, but is a rich brown. Its pleochroism, however,

coiTesponds closely, except in the ,i axis, with, that of the orange laminae

in the crimson mica of Kajlidongri.

Ottrelite.

This mineral belongs to the clintonite group of the mica division

of the hydrous silicates. Its formula is doubtfully given as H2(Fe,

Mn)Al2Sio09, and the analyses given by Dana show 0'93 to 8-96 % of

MnO. For the purposes of microscopic work, however, chloritoid and

its varieties are also grouped imder ottrelite in Rosenbusch-Idding's
' Microscopical Physiography ', 4th edition, p. 289, (1905), and the

formula H2(Fe,Mg,Mn)Al2Si07 given for the whole group of minerals.

All ottrelites contain manganese and only some clintonites, but as it is

often possible to distinguish the minerals only by chemical analysis,

Rosenbusch-Idding's practice will be adopted here, with the understand-

ing that ottrelite proper contains manganese. It is characteristically

found in phyllites and schists that have been formed by the metamor-

phism of argillaceous sediments, though it is not a common mineral. I

am not aware if any of my colleagues have met with this mineral in

their studies of Indian rocks. I have myself found that it is not uncom-

mon in the phyllites and mica-schists forming parts of the Chilpi Ghat

series in the Central Provinces, and in their more metamorphosed

equivalents, the mica-schists, usually mapped as a part of the meta-

morphic and crystalline complex. These Chilpis, as is explained

elsewhere in this Memoir (page 282), are the equivalents of the Dharwai'

of Southern India and the Aravallis of Rajputana : hence future
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microscopic research on these latter rocks may lead to the discovery of

ottrelite in them also. Accepting the definition according to which

the mineral always contains manganese it is evident that the

sediments from which the phyllite or schist was formed must have con-

tained this element in appreciable proportion.

The localities at which I have found ottrelite are (1) in mica-schists

at the boundary of the villages of Sitasaongi and Chikhla in the Bhandara

district, at the point mentioned on page 763, (2) in the phyllites and phylli-

tic schists lying on the west of the Balaghat-ore body, and (3) in the

mica-schists overlying the manganese-ore body at Ukua, in the Bala-

ghat district. It is not all the micaceous phyllites and schists at these

localities, however, that contain ottrelite, and it is often very difficult to

detect any external difference between two rocks one of which contains

ottrelite, whilst the other does not. The characteristic rock found both

at Sitasaongi and Balaghat contains quartz, muscovite, tourmahne,

rutile, and a black ore, probably ilmenite, in addition to the ottrelite.

The curious intergrowth of the rutile and ilmenite is noticed on page 313.

When visible in the hand-specimen the ottrelite is seen to be of a darkish

green colour. The evidence on which I base the determination of this

mineral as ottrelite is (1) the fact that it gives a distinct reaction for

manganese when it is possible to isolate a piece for testing, and (2) its

appearance under the microscope. In the first place in sections showing

the basal cleavages the extinctions are often oblique, the value of this

angle rising to as much as 18°. In the second place the birefringence

is very low, whilst thirdly the pleochroism is that characteristic of

ottreUte. The pleochroism schemes made out from slides of the

Sitasaongi and the Balaghat rocks, respectively, are shown below :

—

Sitasaongi. Balaghat.

a = olive-green, it = olive-green,

b — plum-blue to indigo-blue. b = indigo-blue,

c = pale yellowish green. c = pale yellowish.

The scheme given for Sitasaongi is exactly that given in Rosenbusch-

Iddings, 4th edition, p. 292. Occasionally twinning is seen in sections

across the cleavage.



CHAPTER VIII.

MmEUALOGY-continued.

Titano-silicates, Niobates, Phosphates, and Tung-
states.

Greenovite—Tschefikinite—Columbite—Man^aiiapatite—Triplite—A mangauusian
phosphate—Wolfram.

Greenovite.

Greenovite is a red variety of sphene or calcium titanosilicate

(CaTiSiOs) found at St. Marcel in Piedmont. It owes its colour to

a small percentage of manganese.

In one spot on the small hill at Jothvad in Narukot State, a

small vein or apophysis from the surrounding granite traverses

the manganiferous banded rocks forming the main mass of the hill.

This vein is composed of pink felspar (microcline and oligoclase with a

little orthoclase), ^^^th a certain amount of interstitial quartz, and a

large number of prisms and granules of dark-coloured minerals. The
granules and stumpy prisms consist of a manganese-garnet and blan-

fordite, respectively. Besides these two minerals, however, there is a

manganiferous variety of sphene. It occurs in small dark brown
prisms up to nearly J inch long, which, when detached and placed on

the stage of the microscope, are seen to be transparent and pleochroic

in yeUow-green and a pale warm brown, the two colours being of about

equal strength. The crystals are elongated, simulating a prism, in which

the apparently prismatic faces are really drawn-out pyramid faces, n

(111), the crystal being several times as long as broad. At the ends

they are terminated by faces that are probably c (001), a (100) and m (110)

these faces being all of small size compared with the n faces. The crystals

are in fact very similar to that shown in figure 6, page 713 of Dana's

System of Mineralogy, 6th edition, with the exception that the x face

is wanting and the n faces are very much elongated in the direction of

the vertical axis. The mean value of the angle nn' as measured on the

reflecting goniometer over two edges of a crystal was found to be 43° 30',

whilst the value given by Dana is 43° 49'; the images were not very

bright or distinct. In thin sections imder the microscope the mineral

is found to be biaxial, and to show the very high refractive index and
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double refraction characteristic of sphene. The colour of the mineral

is not, however, that of ordinary sphene, but more intense. Cross sec-

tions of the mineral showing diamond shapes, of acute angles measuring

SO"" to 50^, give the following scheme of pleochroism :

—

Axis of greater elasticity= yellow-green to greenish yellow.

Axis of lesser elasticity = orange- red and brown-red to almost rose.

If the mineral be sphene then these axes should be the b and the c axes

respectively. The tints for these two axe; in deep-coloured varieties

of sphene are :

—

b = yellow, often greenish,

C = red with a tinge of yellow,

i.e., practically the same as given above. A test for manganese

distinctly showed this element to be present, though only in small

amount. Mr. Blyth, of the Geological Survey, carefully tested the

mineral and proved the presence of titanium. The mineral is therefore

a slightly manganesian variety of sphene, i.e., yreenovite, the mangan-

esian nature of the mineral accounting for its striking pleochroism.

Tscheffkinite.

This is a mineral that was first found in India by Leschenault in

1817 or 1818. It was first analysed by Langier in 1825 and was for

some time not given a definite name, but was called the ' mineral de

Coromandel ' by Beudant in his ' Traite de Mineralogie'. ^ The name
' tschewkinite ' was first given to the mineral in 1842 by G. Rose 2 when
the author investigated a specimen from the second locality for this

mineral, namely the Ilmen Mountains in the Ural. The Indian mineral

was later more accurately analysed by Damour .3 For a long time the

locality of this mineral in India was vaguely given as the coast of

Coromandel. Mr. F. R. Mallet, however, in 1892,4 in a paper entitled

' Note on the locality of Indian Tscheffkinite
'

, showed that the

exact locality is probably Kanjamalai hill, 5 miles W.-S.-W. of Salem,

Madras Presidency.

Tscheffkinite is a mineral of very complex composition, and, owing to

the fact that the mineral analysed seems to be in all cases an alteration

product, the true formula of the mineral is not known. It is classed

1 Vol. II, p. 652, (1832) [DamiJ.
2 'Reise nach den Ural MI, (1842) [Dana].
3 Bidl. Soc. Gcol. de France, 2ud Ser., XIX, j). .')50, (18G2).

4 Ree. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXV, i)p. 123-127, (1892).
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by Dana amongst the titanosilicates. The composition of the Indian

mineral as analysed by Damour is shoAvn below :

—

Si02 19 03
Ti02 20-86
Ce203 38-38
AI2O3 7-72
FeO 7-96

MnO 0-38
MgO . 0-27

CaO ....... 4-40

H2O and volatile matter . . . .
1' 30

100-30

Langier's analysis showed 120% of oxide of manganese, probablv

Mn304. The specimens from the Urals show 0-75 to 0-83% MnO.

According to Des Cloiseaux,! the Indian

' matieren est pasparfaitenient liomogene. car j'ai recuniiu au microscope qu ells

^e compose d'une masse brune sans aucune action .sur la lumiere polarisee, dane
laquelle sont enchasses de tres-petits grains incolores fortement birefringents'.

The characters of the Indian mineral are as follows :—H. = 5-5—6.

G.= 4-26. Lustre vitreous, inclining to rednous ; colour brownish

black, translucent.

' Tschewkenite ' is also recorded as having been found by the

Rev. C. F. Muzzy 2 near Dindigul, ' forming a constituent part of por-

phyritic granite '. But the mineral has never been found since, and

it is doubtful if the identification was correct.

Columbite.

Columbite and tantalite are two related minerals, the former being

theoretically a niobate or columbate of iron and manganese and the

latter a tantalate of the same two metals, the theoretical formulae being

(Fe,Mn)Nb20e and (Fe,Mn)Ta20g, respectively. In Nature minerals

corresponding to the foregoing formulae are very rarely found, there

being every gradation from columbite to tantalite by the replacement

of niobium by tantalum, so that the more general formula is (Fe,Mn)

(Nb,Ta)206. With an increase in the amount of tantalum and a corre-

sponding decrease in the amount of niobium in the mineral there is a

continuous increase in the specific gravity, so that by determining this

constant it is possible to decide whether to call a particular specimen

i • Mannel de Mineralogie ', I, p. 554, (1862).
- '^'atal. Govt. Central Museum, Madras :

' Madura, its rocks and minerals p. 9,

(18-..}):

J. H. Nelson. ' The Madura Country ',
i-.

15. (1868).
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colmnbite or tantalite. When the amount of manganese present is

very high the mineral is known as mangano-columbite, or mangano-

tantahte, according to its composition. The amount of manganese

protoxide, MnO, shown in the analyses quoted by Dana varies from

0 81 to 13'88%. No analyses have yet been made of Indian specimens.

The specific gravity ranges from 5'3 to 7"3. H.= 6. The colour is usually

iron-black with a sub-metallic to sub-resinous lustre.

This mineral has been found at four localities in India, two of them

in the Monghyr and Hazaribagh district, Bengal, one in the Nellore

district, and one in Mysore State. Probably in all cases, the mineral

occurs in mica-bearing pegmatites. It was first found at the Dattu

Mines, Pananoa Kill, near Nawadih, East Indian Railway, Monghyr
district, by Mr. H. H. French, i the specimens sent being identified

by Dr. T. H. Holland. The occurrence of the mineral was then

examined by Dr. Holland who found that it occurs ' in lumps imbedded

in the quartz of a very coarse grained pegmatite dyke, intruded into

a mica schist, which is crowded with tourmaline crystals.

The mineral was next found by the late Mr. A. M. Gow Smith in the

Government forest of Koderma in the Hazaribagh district, Bengal.

3

The specimens from this locality were found to have a considerably

higher specific gravity than those from Nawadih, namely 6' 19, as against

5-54.

The third find was by Dr. T. L. Walker in the mica-bearing pegmatite

of Chaganam, Nellore district, Madras, the specific gravity of the

mineral being 5"75.4

The mineral has also been found by B. Jayaram who writes 5

—

' .About 100 yards from the tank bund and 3| furlongs north of Masti occurs

a vein of pegmatite traversing the hornbk^nde granitoid gn 'iss. It is si igulirly

rich in a dark mineral probably columbite This black mineral has been

observed in a few places altering into b'otite '.

Masti is in the Bangalore district, Mysore,

Judging from the specific gravities given above the mineral trom

each of the three first localities contains more Nb205 than Ta^Og,

and is therefore to be called columbite rather than tantalite. The value

of columbite and tantahte depends rather on the percentage of tanta-

lum than on that of the niobium present. Judging from the specific gravity

1 Ktc. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXVII, p. I at end of volume, (1894).

2 Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXVIII. p. 10, (189.5).

3 Bee. Geol. Surv. Ird., XXX, p. 129, (1897).

4 General Report of the Geological Survey of India for 1898-99, p. 9; ibid., 1899-1900,

p. 9.

5 Rec. Mysore Geel. D&pt., Ill, p. 182, (1900-01).
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of the Koderma specimens the mineral from this locahty must contain

a considerable amount of Ta20g.

The Reverend Mr. Muzzy reports the find in the Madura district

of a mineral resembling ferro-tantalite, this being an old name for

tantalite.i In Nelson's 'Madura Manual '

, p. 16, (1868), the ferro-

tantalite is stated to occur near Palani, doubtless the same place as Palni,

about 69 miles N.-W. of Madura, in porphyritic granite, this informa-

tion being based on the notes and specimens of Muzzy.

Manganapatite,

Apatite is a mineral belonging to the hexagonal system and having a

composition corresponding to one of the two formulae 3Ca3P208.

CaCl2 and 3Ca3P208.CaF2, according as it contains chlorine or

fluorine, the two varieties being known by the names chlor-apatite and

fluor-apatite, respectively. Sometimes a portion of the calcium is re-

placed by manganese and the mineral is then known as manganapatite.

The analyses given in Dana show TSd to 10'59% of MnO in the exam-

ples grouped as manganapatite. These manganapatites are all fluor-

apatites. In colour they tend to be dark green or bluish green. One

example, namely that from Branchville, Connecticut, containing 10'59%

of MnO, has a higher specific gravity than is usual for apatite, namely

3'39, the ordinary value being 3'17—3'23. This is doubtless due to the

high percentage of manganese protoxide, and probably a careful investi-

gation of the specific gravities of manganapatites would point to an

increase of specific gravity with increasing percentage of MnO.

On page 1063 reference wiU be found to a veinlet of apatite in spandite-

rock at the Kodur mine, Vizagapatam district. This apatite, of which I

have several specimens, is of a lavender colour, breaks with a con-

choidal fracture, and has then a glassy appearance. Chemical examina-

tion shows that the mineral is fluor-apatite, small pieces of which give a

distinct reaction for manganese. As the mineral is very much cracked

and these cracks usually contain thin black films of manganese oxide,

some difficulty was experienced in picking out pure pieces for this test.

The mineral is cavernous and then sometimes shows signs of the faces

of the hexagonal prism. In these cavities the apatite is always coated

with a thin skin of a white enamel-like substance having a nacreous

lustre. A small piece of the apatite was found to have a specific gravitv

of 3'22. Under the microscope the mineral often shows numerous

1 E. Balfour, Catal. Govt. Cent. Museum, Madras ;
' Madura, its rocks and minerals ',

p. iv, (1855).
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opaque white band;? parallel to the vertical axis c, so that at first sight

the mineral looks like a felspar with lamellar twiimiiig. The apatite

with these bands shows a satiny lustre on the fracture surfaces. The

mineral is also traversed by fairly numerous cleavages parallel to the

basal plane.

On page 1073 is mentioned the find at Devada, also in the Vizagapatam

district, of a large quantity of green apatite in corroded hexagonal prisms

up to five inches in diameter. Some of the crystals show pyramidal

terminations. A carefully selected chip of the mineral gives a weak

reaction of manganese. The apatite is a fluor-apatite and theiefore

can be designated at length as mangan-fluor-apatite. On a fresh frac-

ture it shows a beautiful deep sea-green colour. Under the microscope

in a small chip it exliibits a rich pleochroism, namely w = rich green

and e = blue-green. Absorption is e > w. The specific gravity as

determined in the Geological Survey Laboratory on a large number

of carefully picked small chips is .3"16.

From the place in which this mineral is said to have been found, it

is probable that it came from a very coarsely crystallized variety

of kodurite, in fact from a sort of kodurite-pegmatite. The Kodur
mineral, which occurs as a veinlet in a spandite-rock, is to be regarded

as the product of segregation from the mass of manganiferous rock during

cooling. As therefore this apatite is probably an original mineral,

and was moreover probably one of the first minerals to crystallize

out, it is not surprising that it should have taken up a small quantity

of manganese.

Probably most of the apatite contained in the rocks of this series

is more or less manganiferous, though in most cases the apatite is in

too small grains for this supposition to be tested except at the expense

of a considerable amount of time and trouble.

Triplite.

TripUte is a monoclinic orthophosphate of the formula (RF)RP04

or R3P2O8.RF2, \vithRr=:Fe andMn, and also Ca and Mg insubordinate

amount. It is a heavy dark brown to black mineral of specific gravity

3'4—3"8, and hardness 4 to 5" 5 ; and is found at several localities iii dif-

ferent parts of the world. The amount of MnO present varies in the ana-

lyses given by Dana from 14'86 to 54"14%.

This mineral has been found in India in considerable masses in peg-

matite near the mica mine, 2 miles S.-E. of the village of Singar in the
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Gdya district, Bengal. Uraninite (pitcliblende), uranium-ochre, and

torbernite, are found at the same place as the triplite.^ The mineral

was first found by Kishen Singh of the Geological Survey and identified

by Dr. T. H. Holland.

The Indian specimens show various shades of dark brownish black,

but are occasionally lighter brown. They have horny lustre. One
mass is eleven inches long and weighs forty-one lbs., this including a very

small amount of attached quartz.

A Manganesian Phosphate.

At Branchville in Connecticut, U. S. A., is a vein of albitic granite

containing a most remarkable series of manganesian phosphates:—dick-

insonite, eosphorite, fairfieldite, fillowite, hureaulite, lithiophilite, natro-

philite, reddingite, triphylite,^ triplite, and triploidite. Considering

the abundance of phosphorus in the form of apatite in the manganese-

silicate-rocks of India, one would expect a careful search to lead sooner

or later to the discovery of a similar series of manganiferous phos-

phates. Apatite, and consequently phosphorus, is most abundant in the

rocks of the kodurite series of Vizagapatam ; but up to the present, with

the exception of manganapatite, no manganesian phosphates have been

found in these rocks. In the rocks of the gondite series at Jothvad in

Narukot, Bombay, apatite is also very abundant ; but it is unaccompanied

by any other phosphates, as fai as has been at present ascertained,

although there are minerals at this deposit that have not been at present

identified and of which no mention is made in this Memoir. In the rocks

of the gondite series in Jhabua and the Central Provinces on the other

hand, apatite is usually much scarcer, although sometimes found in

abundance. At one locality, namely Chargaon in the Nagpur district.

Central Provinces, a different phosphate is found. It occurs in a very

beautiful rock composed of orange spessartite trapezohedra up

to g to J inch in diameter, set in a martrix of rose-pink rhodonite

in plates sometimes an inch in diameter. With the rhodonite is

mixed a varying proportion of barytes and an oil-green mineral.

In some places the latter mineral is present in some abundance. It

occurs in irregular patches sometimes an inch in diameter. It just

scratches apatite and so can be considered to have a hardness of 5 - 5"5.

Its specific gravity as determined by means of Sonstadt's solution is

1 T. H. Holland, Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXXIV, pp. 32, 51, (1902).
2 See a series of papers by O. J. Bru'^h and E. S. Dana in the Amer. Jour. Sci..

Vols. 1618, 39, years 1878-1879, and 1890.
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3'404 to 3"409, or, say, 3'40 to 3'41. It fuses rather easily to a dark-

brown mass, and is foand by qualitative analysis to be a phosphate of

manganese, magnesium, and sodium, with a little calciiim, and possibly a

little iron. Water is doubtfully present. The mineral is uniaxial and

slightly dichroic.

The uniaxial character of the mineral was determined by means of an

interference figure obtained in a chance section. If true it is a most

important character, because none of the manganesian phosphates are

uniaxial except manganapatite, which is quite different to this mineral in

most respects. . Hence there seems to be no alternative to regarding this

mineral as a new species. In case the determination of the uniaxial character

of the mineral be at fault it is as well to see what minerals this phosphate

is otherwise most closely related to. In specific gravity and hardness

it agrees with natrophilite, an orthorhombic mineral of the formula

NaMnP04. But it differs from the latter in containing magnesium in

addition to the other constituents, and in being green in colour instead

of wine-yellow, the colour given for natrophilite. It agrees with

dickinsonite in colour, and fairly closely in specific gravity. It is,

however, harder, and is practically free from iron, containing magnes-

ium instead. These are the only phosphates to which the mineral seems

to have any resemblance. Hence even if the two determination of the

uniaxial character of the mineral be at fault it must still be regarded as

a new mineral. I do not, however, propose to name it until its characters

and chemical composition have been more fully ascertained.

Wolfram,

Wolfram or wolframite is a heavy dark brownish to black mineral

^^^^ ^
^

of monoclinic crystallization. H.-=5 to 5"5. G. =:7'2

to 7"5. The streak is usually some shade of dark

reddish brown to black. Perhaps one of the most characteristic features

of this mineral is the perfect cleavage parallel to the plane b, so

that the mineral looks as if it were laminated. In composition it is

a tungstate of iron and manganese. When the latter is present to the

exclusion of iron the mineral is called hiibnerite.

In India wolfram has been found in the Hazaribagh district,

Bengal, ^ and in several places in Burma. In
Occurronce in India. ,i i , , i j -j. r .

the latter area placer deposits oi tmstone are

to be found in many of the streams and rivers draining down from

1 Hec. Gcol. SurV. Ind., XXI, p. 21 (at end of volume ), (1888).
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the range of granite hills and mountains that separates Lower Burma

from Siam, and stretches north from the Pakchan river bounding

the Mergui district on the south, through the whole Tenasserim divi-

sion, to a point at least as far north as Karenni in the Southern Shan

States. Many of these placer deposits have been stated at different

times to contain wolfram. A complete account of these occurrences

cannot be given here, but will be given later in the article on tungsten

in the ' Mineral Resources of India ', when this is published. It is

sufficient to say here that wolfram has been recorded from Karenni,

and the districts of Amherst, Mergui, and Tavoy, but never in situ.

This present year (1907), however, Mr. J. J. A. Page of the Geological

Survey has found wolfram in situ in the parent rock. The locaUty is

in a 15-foot wide reef on North Hill near Maliwun ; of two specimens

brought from here by Mr. Page, one shows the wolfram in a quartz matrix

without any other minerals, and the other consists of quartz containing

wolfram, cassiterite, and a Httle copper pjTites, the wolfram being in

allotriomorphic crystals up to 1 inch long. The other locality is 6 miles

south of Inner Bokpyiii in the same district, the rock in which the wolfram

occurs bemg that known locally as ' kra ', which is a decomposed tour-

maline-granite containing tinstone. In this case Mr. Page detected the

mineral only after panning the rock for tinstone, the wolfram not being

visible in the hand-specimen.

A specimen recently received from Mr. Kellerschon was found, on

being tested by Mr. G. G. Narke of Nagpur in the Geological Survey

laboratory, to be wolfram. One piece is three inches long. In Decem-
ber 1907, I was able to visit the locality of the find—Agargaon in the

Nagpur district— ; the mineral occurs in quartz veins interbedded with

mica-schistfi, and with associated tourmaline-schist.

l

Re'. G ol. Surv. Ind., XXXVI, part 4, (1908).





CHAPTER IX.

MINERALOGY—cori^mweti.

Associated Non-Manganiferous minerals.

Graphite—Chalcopyrite—Pyrite— Fyrrhotite—Halite—Rose quartz—Amethyst-—
Chalcedony and chert—Opal—Iron-ores—Hematite—Limonite—Magnetite—Martite

—Gibbsite—Microcline—Sapphirine—Lithomarge and kaolin—Arsenates—Distinc-

tion of arsenates, apatite, and barytes—Barytes.

On pages 35, and 323—5 are lists of the minerals associated with the

manganese-ore deposits of India. A large number are not of sufficient

interest to require any notice beyond that necessary in cormection

with the rocks in which they occur. A few, however, of which a list is given

on page 35, are of more interest, usually on account of being found in crys-

tals or masses of size sufficient to be examined without the use of the

microscope. About these I propose to give here a few notes.

. Graphite has been fomid at only two localities in association with

Graphite
manganese-bearing rocks in India. Both these occur-

rences are in the Vizagapatam district. One was in

one of the manganese-pyroxenites found at Chintelavalsa, the graphite

being present in scales up to ^ inch across, associated with the quartz,

in a rock composed of spandite, quartz, green pyroxene, rhodonite, and

graphite, with also small quantities of biotite, apatite, and sphene. The

other occurrence was as a loose block in the valley to the south of Taduru

on the way to the Taduru occurrence of manganese-pyroxenite. The

rock was a soft decomposed rock found imder the microscope to be

composed of garnet (spandite), apatite, and manganese-ore, with

abundance of the graphite, very conspicuous in the hand-specimen.

Graphite was also seen in small quantity in the rock from Taduru

noticed below in connection with pyrrhotite. The occurrence of

graphite in these manganese-silicate-rocks may be an original feature, cp

the graphite may have been picked up from the associated rocks of the

khondahte series, in which graphite is one of the most characteristic

minerals.

The manganese-sUicate-rocks of India and the associated ores are

remarkably free from all sulphides. Nevertheless, in
Chuicopyiite.

^-^^ gneisses interbanded with the manganese-

bearing rocks of Jothvad in Nurukot there is a littlo chalcopyrite.

1 p 2
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:

the containing rock being an epidote-hornblende-quartz-rock with sphene,

apatite, tourmaline, and wollastonite. One occurrence of pyrite

has been observed, namely in a hornstone-like
Pyrite.

chert vein at Kodegaon in the Nagpur district

(see page 847). In one case, moreover, I have noticed what may be

pyrrhotite. This was in a rock obtained as a loose block below the

manganese-pjTOxenite outcrop at Taduru in the Vizagapatam district

p hotite
"^^^ composed of apatite, spandite, rhodonite,

and quartz, with a little graphite and sphene. Under

the microscope by reflected light a few scattered granules are to be seen

of a opaque metallic bronzy mineral, which may be pyxrhotita.

A case has been noticed of a fine white felt of sodium chloride or

^ halite found as a coating on joint planes of the

manganese-ore at the Kandri mine in the Nagpur

district.!

A mineral that is not infrequently found in association with man-

^ ^
ganese-ore deposits in India is the rose-coloured

ose quartz.
variety of quartz. I have already noted two occur-

rences in the Chhindwara district, namely at Khairi and Dudhara.2

Other occurrences of this variety of quartz are as a vein in the

decomposed lithomargic rocks at Kodur in the Vizagapatam district

(see page 1062), and as large loose hexagonal crystals, of amethystine-rose

colour, in the detritus or gravel deposits being sorted over for their

loose fragments of manganese-ore at Sandanandapuram in the same

district (see page 1075). The quartz associated with a piece of apatite-

gondite at Guguldoho in the Nagpur district also exhibited a pale yet

decided amethystine tint. Rose or amethystine-rose quartz is doubtless

often found under circumstances when there are no strongly manganifer-

ous rocks near by, but all the same one cannot avoid suspecting that

the colouration may be connected with the possible presence of manganese

in the quartz. Dana in his System of Mineralogy, page 187, puts forward

this suggestion, whilst he also mentions that Fuchs found 1 to 1^% of

titanium in rose quartz from Rabenstein near Bodenmais, and attributed

the colour to this constituent.

Some three years ago I made an examination of the Khairi rose

quartz in conjunction with Mr. T. R. Blyth. We found that the quartz

contained a very small quantity of manganese ; this could be extracted

by boiling the very finely powered mineral with dilute sulphuric acid

1 Bee. Qtol. SuV. Ind., XXXI. p. 237, (1904).
2 Rte. Otol. Surv. Ind., XXXIII, p. 176, (1906).
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and its presence proved by means of the red lead and nitric acid test.

No attempt was made to estimate the quantity of manganese present,

or to find out the form in which it existed. Under the microscope I

found that the quartz contained a large number of minute liquid inclusions

similar to those so often found in this mineral. In view of the fact

that the manganese could be extracted by boiling with, acid and did

not require a fusion to release it, it seems probable that the manganese is

present in these cavities as a salt in solution and that it only needs

sufficiently fine grinding for it to be possible to extract the manganeso

salts in solution. Probably if water had been used instead of acid the

result would have been just the same.^

The colour of amethyst has also been supposed to be due to manga-

nese (Dana, page 187), and recently the results of
Amethyst. ^

.
^ °

, , , o isome experiments by M. Berthelot have been

published showing that this is correct and that the colour can be

removed by heating the mineral. It is supposed that tne colouring

matter is present as a manganic compound and that heating

decomposes this into a manganous compound with the liberation of

oxygen. It is further stated that the colour can be caused to return by

submitting the mineral to the influence of radium. No true amethyst

has been found in association with the manganese-ore deposits of

India, the nearest approach being the amethystine-rose quartz of

Sandanandapm'am and the pale amethystine quartz of Guguldoho.

In the geodes of the Deccan Trap formation, however, amethyst is

not an uncommon mineral ; but the colouring is often imeven, the

crystals being patchy or zoned. As a locality may be mentioned

the railway cuttings on th-? Shikara Ghats in the Seoni district, Central

Provinces, where I obtained a strongly coloured geode. It does not

follow, however, that any more are to be readily found at the same

place ; for the distribution of geodes and the nature of their

mineral contents seem to be most capricious throughout the Deccan

Trap formation.

In the manganese-silicate-rocks of both the kodurite and gondite

, , series quartz is commonly fomid as an original
Chalcedony and chert. . / . , , •

i ,

mmeral. As the result of the chemical changes

that have taken place in these rocks, however, there has often

1 Mr. Blyth has since tried to extract the manganese by using water instead of

sulphuric acid : but did not succeed in doing so.

2 C'owp/esiJenrfus.CXLIII, pp. 477-488, (1906); abstract iu Jour. Chem. Soc, XC,
Part II, p. 803, (1906).
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been a considerable production of secondary silica ; this does not

form as quartz, but as either opal or chalcedony ; the latter is

often impure and coloured by the presence of small amounts of

manganese or iron oxides and is then best designated chert. Chert is

found in large quantities in the manganese mines of the Vizagapatam

district, its colour being as a rule of some shade of brown. Such

brown chert is also foimd in the manganese-ore deposits of the Central

Provinces, but not very commonly, and then only in small quantities.

In association with the manganese-ore deposits that occur in the crystal-

line limestones in the Chhindwara and Nagpur districts there is, however,

often a considerable quantity of black chert, owing its colour to the

presence of manganese oxides, and formed by the replacement of the

J

limestones by silica. Opal is also not infrequently

formed in the manganese-ore deposits. Thus it is

common in the Vizagapatam mines, as a replacing material for the

felspathic portion of kodurite, the product frequently taking the form

of manganese-garnet set in a matrix of opal. Good examples of this

are se<in at Kotakarra (page 1097), Kodur, and at Boirani in

Ganjam (page 1034) ; see also Plate 8, figures 1 and 2. In the Nagpur

district opal is sometimes found filling cracks in the manganese- ores and

associated rocks. Good examples are mentioned under Kodegaon

(page 847) and Kandri (page 873). Opal is also sometimes found in the

Chhindwi' .-a deposits.

One of the most extraordinary featiires of the manganese-ore deposits

of the gondite series, is the freedom of the manga-
Iron -ores. • . •

nese-ores from admixture with iron-ores. When it

is considered that these deposits are supposed to have been formed

either immediately or ultimately by the metamorphism of manga-

niferous sediments, this rarity of iron-ores is all the more surpris-

ing ; for it means that when the manganiferous sediments were

deposited the mineralized waters from which they may be supposed to

have been formed contained large quantities of manganese salts and

only a comparatively small quantity of iron salts. It might be argued

that these waters really contained considerable amounts of iron salts

as well and that the portions that were not deposited with the manganese

oxides (for it must be remembered that nearly all the manganese-ores

contain a certain amount of iron) were deposited in other parts of the

game area where the conditions were slightly different. Wore this

the case deposits of iron-ores should be found at the same horizon as

the manaanesp-orc deposits, i.e., on the continuation of their strike.
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Except in the case of the Balaghat deposit, where the band of manganese-

ore in tailing out gives place to limonite, this has not been observed.

Consequently such occurrences of iron-ores as have been noticed in

association with the manganese-ore deposits are of particular interest.

The occurrences to be noticed in association \vith the deposits of the

gondite series in the Central Provinces are at Mansar, Mansar ExteT?-

sion, Mandvi Bir and Junapani (pages 885, 892, 970, 976, respectively).

„ .
In all these cases the ore is red hematite, sometimes

Hematite. . . . , . . ,

massive, and sometimes m the form of aggregated

small scales of specular hematite. Another occurrence in this series is at

Kajlidongri in Jhabua. where there is a vein composed of quartz and

hematite traversing the deposit (page 687). The hematite is in

micaceous plates up to 2 inches across. But this occurrence, being

of vein origin, is not to be regarded as similar to those in the Nagpur

district ; the latter may be the product of the consoUdation and metamc r-

phism of original sediments, although it is perhaps as probable that in at

least some cases the hematite is only a secondary introduction. Iri

the manganese mines of the Vizagapatam district no definite deposits of

iron-ores are found, but small quantities of yellow ochres are often

found mixed with the manganese-ores and are also found in irregular

patches in the lithomargic ' country '. In the
Limonite.

i r i i i

deposits formed by secondary processes on the out-

crops of the Dharwar rocks, as in Singhbhum, Jabalpur, Sandur, and

Mysore, the manganese- ores are commonly associated with iron-ores, usual-

ly limonite ; in the lateritic deposits also the manganese- ores are almost

invariably intimately associated with iron-ores, both hematite and limonite.

Another ore of iron that is sometimes found in association with the

manganese-ore deposits of the gondite series is

magnetite. Two occurrences of rocks of these series

containing magnetite have been foimd. One of these is at Kodegaon

in the Nagpur district where the mineral occurs in a rock composed

of magnetite, spessartite, and quartz ; the rock is therefore to be called

magnetite-gondite. The other is at Kachi Dhana in the Chhindwara dis-

trict and is a rock composed of magnetite set in a matrix of chalcedony. It

is possibly a silicifiied magnetite-spessartite-rock.^ Magnetite also occurs

as a magnetite-quartz-rock associated with the manganese-ore deposit-s at

1 It h:is not been proved that these magnetites are liOn-mangaDiferous. Consid-
ering their association they may be mang^mmagnetites. But the individual grains

of the magnetite are 80 small and so intimately associated with the other minerals
that it would be a matter of extreme difficulty to determine thi.s point.
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a tew localities, e.g., at Ramdongri in the Nagpur district, on the neck

joining hills 5 and 12. Magnetite-quartz-rock is also found at Katangjheri

1 (Balaghat district) and at Sitapathiir (Bhandara district), the occur-

rence at the latter locaUty being in the form of magnetite in quartz

resembling vein-quartz. In none of these cases is the magnetite-bearing

rock foimd in any considerable quantity. In some of the Vizaga-

patam manganese-ore deposits a very magnetic mineral is often fovmd ;
but

in the few cases in which this has been tested it has been found to react

slightly for manganese. Hence the mineral has been noticed under the

heading of manganmagnetite.

At Jamrapani, Balaghat district, there is a rock associated with the

Jlarfte
manganese-ore deposit in such a way as to suggest

that it is an intrusive. It is composed of quartz,

muscovite, and a black mineral, which has the outward shape of magnetite.

Some of the crystals when tested give a black streak and are found to

be magnetic ; these can be regarded as magnetite. Others give a red

streak and are less strongly magnetic ; these are to be regarded as

martite formed by the conversion, more or less complete, of magnetite

into hematite. That the change has not been completed is shown by the

magnetism that the mineral still retains. Other examples of martite

have bepn found, as for example at Hatora, where there is a rock

composed of magnetite, quartz, and some apatite and garnet, in which

some of the magnetite seems to have been converted into martite, as

evidenced by the streak.

As I have already noticed, ^ the oxides of aluminium, iron, and

.
manganese, behave in laterite in a maimer exactly

parallel with their behaviour in the laboratory.

Thus the oxides of aluminium and iron, which are precipitated in the

same group in the ordinary qualitative separation, are often very intimately

associated with one another in laterites, although they also in many cases

separate or segregate from each other. With manganese, however, there

seems to be a very strong tendency to segregate from the other oxides with

the formation of definite manganese-ores, containing of course a certain

amount of oxides of iron and aluminium, more of the iron than of the

aluminium. These ores usually take the form of nodules, masses, and

veinlets. They are almost always associated with the ferruginous

laterites rather than with the aluminoas laterites or bauxites. This is

of course due to the greater chemical resemblance of manganese to iron

than to aluminium. I have, however, noted one case in which an

1 Rcc. 0. S. I., XXXIV, p. 168, (1906).
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aluminous mineral occurs in close association with manganese-ores. ^ This

is at Talevadi in the Belgaum district, where gibbsite, AI2O3.3H2O, is

found as incrustations and infillings in cracks and cavities in the

manganese-ore. The gibbsite must have been formed after the psilomelane,

the aluminium oxide having been derived, in all probability, from another

mass of the laterite close at hand.

In several of the deposits of the gondite series of the Central

^. J.

Provinces there are intrusive veins, masses, and

patches, of felspathic rocks of pegmatitic character,

in which the felspar is usually microchne. In one case, namely at

Satak II, the microchne was able to develop crystal faces owing to the

presence of a vug-like cavity in the rock. The crystals range up to TScm.

in diameter and are of a dirty whit€ colour. One of them that is especially

well developed shows the basal plane, c (001) ; the prisms, m (110),

and M (110) ; the brachy-pinacoid, h (010) ; the + hemi-macrodome,

X (101), and a negative hemi-macrodome.

On page 757 I have noted the occurrence in a complex quartzite,

forming the ' countrv ' of the Chikhla deposit
Sappnirine. r • 1 '

1 e 11 • 1 ii
at one part 01 its length, 01 a blue mineral that

is to be doubtfully identified with sapphirine.

As the result of the chemical alteration to which the rocks of the

kodurite series in the Vizagapatam district have
Lithoiuarge auu kaolin. , , . , , r 1 1 i 1 •

been subjected large masses 01 hydrated alunun-

ous sihcates have been formed. They are of various colours, white,

yellow, pink, and lavender, and, when coloured, probably contain oxides

of iron or manganese. The material can be designated by the term

lithomarge, the name given to the firm, compact and apparently non-

crystalhne variety of kaolin, 2H20.A]203.2Si02. For it must be

noted that although the lithomargic rocks, as seen in mass in the

quarries, seem to be very soft and friable so that they give rise to con-

siderable trouble in the quarr}'iiig operations, yet often a hand-specimen

can be trimmed out of a piece of the material when it is dry. A piece of

the white variety was analysed by Mr. J. C. Brown, of the Geological

Survey of India, with the following result (1*18% of moisture having

first been removed by heating at 100 °C.) :

—

Combined water .... 13 08

Silica . . . ... . 49-84

Alumina ..... 36-96

Lime ...... traces

99-88

» Rtc. G. S. I.. XXXV, p. I6», (1906).
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On grinding the sample for analysis it was found that a little free

quartz was present. Consequently the analysis can be recalculated as

follows :

—

Kaolin 93-42

Qaartz 6-40

.Surplus alumina .... 0-06 '

:

99-88

It is an interesting fact that many of the Indian manganese-ores when

^
analyoed are foimd to contain AsoO^, though usually

in exceedingly small quantities. Thus the highest

amount returned in the analyses carried out at the Imperial Institute is,

with one exception,. 0"022%, and in the analyses made by Messrs. J. &
H. S. Pattinson, 0-047%. Nevertheless, it is an important point to

determine the form in which this constituent is present in the

ore.

At two different localities I have found crystalline arsenates. One

^.^ ,
^

occurrence is at the Sitapar deposit in the
^ <

e a e.

Qj^j^^^j^^j.^^ district, where the arsenate occurs as a

pale pinkish white to white mineral mixed up with the manganese-ores.

It is usually interstitial with regard to the other minerals present,

and is translucent, with a greasy lustre, a rather even fracture,

and a white streak. H.=5 in fresh pieces, for the mineral tends to become

opaque white and softer. It is brittle and easily crushed and is soluble in

dilute acids. Qualitative examination of the mineral shows that it is

essentially an arsenate and phosphate of calcium with .small quantities

of other constituents. As one specimen of the ore contained a piece of

this mineral showing three sides of what looked like a hexagonal prism,

it is possible that this mineral is isomorphous with apatite. This

prismatic crystal shows thin white lines parallel to the basal plane, due

perhaps to parting planes. Under the microscope the mineral is

allotriomorphic with regard to the manganese-ores, shows a very high

refractive index, and polarizes in greys of the first order. In one section

two sets of cleavages at right angles were seen. These possibly corre-

spond to basal and prismatic cleavages. Samples 10 and lOA, of which

the analyses are given on page 787, of the ores of this deposit contained

0 003 and 0 095 per cent. AS2O5, respectively, the original sample

having been di\'ided into two, one free from visible arsenate and the

other containing it.
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The other place at which arsenates occur is Kajlidongri in the Jhabua

State, where two different minerals of this group
The Kajlidongri a. sen- ^^^^ these is in a vein of quartz and

barytes, traversing the manganese-ore body at

cross-cut 6 (see Plate 19). The arsenate occurs in sparsely distributed

rounded crystals up to half an inch long. It is of a sage-green colour

and looks exactly hl^e apatite at first sight. That it is not apatite is

indicated by its inferior hardness, between 3 and 4, instead of 5.

Qualitative examination of the mineral showed it to be an arsenate of

calcium and magnesium, with small quantities of other constituents.

The other occurrence of arsenates at this locaUty is in the N, W. spur

workings at the point shown on the plan of this deposit on Plate 19. Here

the mineral was found in a rock of which it formed the chief constituent,

the other minerals present being quartz, spessartite, and braunite. The

relations of this rock to the manganese-ores with which it was associated

were obscure and I coald not determine if it were a vein rock or a proper

member of the gondite series. As seen in a hand-specimen of the rock, the

arsenate, on account of its cleavage, suggests a green felspar at first sight,

the coarseness of the rock being about that of an ordinary granite. The

hardness of the mineral is about 3. Its colour is a pale green. It

dissolves easily in dilute hydi'ochloric acid on heating and gives reac-

tions for water and arsenic in the dry way. It was examined qualita-

tively by Pandit T. S. Kochak in the Geological Survey Laboratory,

and was found to be an arsenate of magnesium with a very little hme
and a certain amount of water. Under the microscope the mineral

is colourless, shows a high refractive index, and polarizes in colouis of

che second to fourth orders in sections showing first order colours for

quartz. The cleavages are well marked forming two sets crossing like

those of calcite. The angle between these cleavages varied from 51° to

65° in those measured. Lamellar twinning is sometimes shonm as well

as simple twinning. In some cases the section was at right angles to one

optic axis, thus showing that the mineral is optically biaxial.

One of these brushes indicated, in a section in which the angle between

the two set of cleavage was 60°, that the optic axial plane lies from an

acute angle to acute angle of the cleavage rhombs. The mineral is often

?een to be undergoing replacement by oxides of manganese. The
replacement begins along the cleavage cracks and gradually spreads

over the whole crystal. The mineral often contains inclusions of yellow

spessartite, which also undergo alteration to manganese-ore. Thus
the garnet is idiomorphic with regard to the arsenate ; the latter in its
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turn is idiomorphic towards the quartz. Until these arsenates have

been analysed quantitatively it wiU not be possible to say if they

correspond to any known species or are new minerals.

It is probable that these arsenates are commoner than is suspected.

For it must be noticed that under the microscope
Distinction of arsenates, xi. l. j. i-ii.i-j.i_

apatite, and barytes. ^"-^7 0"en present a great resemblance to both apa-

tite and barytes. All these minerals as seen

under the microscope are colourless, with a high index of refraction

giving rise to a highly pitted surface. They all show cleavage?, and,

except in the case of the Kajlidongri arsenate, low polarization colours
;

and the tendency is for them all to be called apatite if they are seen

only under the microscope. Nevertheless, it is comparatively easy to

settle which mineral it is that is present, if the quantity be not too small.

In the first place if it be very finely powdered and treated with hot

dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid, both apatite and arsenates will pass

into solution. It is not then sufficient to add ammonium molybdate

to the nitric acid solution and assume that the yellow precipitate

indicates a phosphate and therefore apatite. The solution should be

first treated with a solution of sulphurous acid to reduce any arsenate

if present and then a current of sulphuretted hydrogen passed ; if a

yellow precipitate be formed, it may be assumed that the original rock

contained arsenic, probably in the form of arsenate. If no precipitate

be formed in this way then the molybdate cest may be apphed and the

yellow precipitate then obtained taken as evidence of the presence of a

phosphate, presumably as apatite. If neither an arsenate or apatite be

found to be present it will then be as well to make a test for barium by

fusing up a portion of the rock with fusion mixture and testing the

acidulated extract of this for barium. When the minertil is macroscop-

ically visible it is a much simpler matter to prove the presence of either

an arsenate or barytes. The arsenic mirror obtained by heating the

mineral with sodium carbonate and potassium cyanide in the closed tube

will serve as a good test for the arsenate, whilst the green flame and the

blackening of a silver coin will serve as tests to prove the barium and

sulphur present in barytes.

I have found barytes in the rocks of the gondite series, apparently as

„ an original constituent, at three localities. For the
Baryte.s.

reason that it may be easily overlooked if one is noc

on the lookout for it, it is probable that this mineral is much more

frequently present in the rocks of this series than I have detected. If its
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softness be not tested it is liable to be mistaken for felspar in the hand-

specimen, on account of its pearly lustre on cleavage faces. Under the

microscope it may be mistaken for apatite if its high refractive index

combined with its low double refraction be noticed ; whilst if one is

hurriedly examining a series of rocks, and does not notice the high

index of refraction of the mineral, it may be mistaken for a felspar. The

localities at which it has been found as a constituent of rocks of the

gondite series are Ghoti, Chargaon, and Kailidongri At Kajlidongri

this mineral also forms one constituent of a vein traversing the man-

ganese-ore deposit ; the other constituents are quartz, the arsenate

mentioned on page 219, a black ore, probably braunite, and a

small amount of plagioclase felspar. In this vein the barytes indivi-

duals may be as much as 2 or 3 inches long. Except for the presence

of the manganese-ore and the arsenate, the rock is not unlike the

quartz-ba-ytes veins described by Dr. Holland from the Salem district. 1

These veins are considered to be of pegmatitic origin r.nd to have

solidified from an injected mobile magma. From the mode of occurrence

of the Kajlidongri vein it would be mipossible to decide whether it be

an ordinary mineral vein or also of pegmatitic origin ; but the presence

of plagioclase in the rock rentiers it improbable that it is an ordinary

mineral vein. The arsenate, moreover, may be regarded as taking the

place of the apatite so often found in pegmatites, and consequently we

can regard the Kajlidongri rock as possibly the product of the solidification

of an injected magma. The manganese-ore that it contains may easily

have been absorbed by the magma from the inanganese-ore deposit at

the time of its intrusion.

1 Hcc. G. 8. I.. XXX p. 236, ( 1807).





CHAPTER X.

MINERALOGY—concluded.

The Identification of Manganese Minerals.

I propose to give in this section some hints by the use of which the

prospector may attempt to identify the manganese minerals that he

meets with in association with the manganese-ore deposits of India,

considering at the same time certain non-manganiferous minerals that

may be mistaken for ores of this element. I shall not consider all the

manganese minerals that have been fomid in India as enimierated on

page 34 ; for some of them, such as wolfram, triplite, and columbite, are

not found in association with the manganese-ore deposits and are other,

wise rare.

Of the manganese minerals that occur in the manganese-ore deposit

we can first separate off those that exhibit a
Micaceous structure. .

, , .i • i • ,• ii
micaceous structure, this being a very noticeable

feature. The micaceous minerals can be red, brown, yellow, or green,

in colour and will be found described under the headings of manga-

nese-micas (page 195), mangan-chlorite (page 19.5) and ottrelite (page

199). If the mineral does not show a micaceous structure the

^ J

first character to be noticed is the colour of

the mineral. By far the larger proportion of

the minerals found in the manganese deposits will be black, steel-grey

or some other shade of dark grey or brownish black, the mineral

then usually exhibiting a metallic lustre. The
Minerals not black or . - ^ , , T i i t i i

grey, minerals that are not black can be grouped

according to their colours as follows :

—

Crimson to crimson-black.

Piedmontite ; usually in crystalline limestones ; observe pleochroism

scheme under the microscope (page 191).

Blanfordite ; observe pleochroism scheme under the microscope

;

sometimes occurs in characteristic crystals that alter to soft chestnut-

coloured pseudomorphs ; also sometimes greenish (page 125).

Pink.

Rhodonite ; not scratched by a knife ; does not effervesce with hot

hydrochloric acid
;
rarely greyish-green (page 139).
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Rhodochrosite ; easily scratched by a knife ; effervesces with hot

dilute hydrochloric acid ; sometimes nearly white and always paler

than rhodonite (page 122).

Red, orange-red, orange-brown, orange, and yellow.

Manganese-garnets ; characterized either by definite crystalline or by

granular form, being nearly always equidimensional in all directions

;

isotropic character under the microscope (page 161).

f Manganese-pijroxenes ; in the Vizagapatam district are some red-brown

to orange-brown pyroxenes not to be distinguished from garnets except

under the microscope, when they are seen to be anisotropic (page 1.37).

Yellow pijroxenes and amphiboles ; there are also yellow manganese-

pyroxenes and amphiboles ; the former can only be determined micro-

scopically (page 132) ; the amphibole is usually known by its fibrous

or asbestiform character, whilst it may also be brownish or greyish in

colour (page 147).

Blue

Winchite (page 149).

Green.

Phosphates and arsenates ; for distinction between these see page 220.

All the foregoing minerals will react for manganese except the arsen-

ates. The best tests for manganese should be
Tests for manganese. , ^ x m,known to every prospector tor manganese. Ihey

.'re three in number. A very useful one is to make a borax bead on a

platinum wire, in the way described in most books on determinative

mineralogy, and introduce a little of the powdered mineral into the bead.

If the bead is heated in the oxidizing name, the presence of manganese will

be indicated by an amethystine colour, which may become deep red if

much iron be also present. If the bead is not too strongly coloured it will

become colourless when heated in the reducing flame, owing to the reduc-

tion of the manganese to the manganous condition. This test works very

well with minerals, such as oxides, that are easily broken up in the bead
;

but with silicates, such as manganese-garnets, the colour is not obtained

quite so readily. The second and the best test is to fuse a small portion of

the powdered mineral with a little nitre and fusion mixture or ordinary

soda in a platinum crucible, or on a piece of platinum foil bent into the

shape of a boat. The presence of manganese in quantity is indicated by a

rich green colour ; under certain circumstances the colour is greenish blue,

usually when the quantity of manganese is not very large. This is a

very delicate test and serves to detect very small quantities of manga-
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nese, the depth of colour obtained with two minerals, under the same

circumstances as to relative quantities of mineral and fluxes, being

an indication of the relative amoimts of manganese present in the two

minerals. The green colour is due to the formation of manganates
of sodium and potassium. This is the most useful of the tests and the

one that is most generally applicable and gives the result desired in

the shortest time. The third test is one that is even more delicate than

the fusion test. It is known as Volhard's test and consists in obtain-

ing a nitric acid extract of the mineral under examination and boiling

it with lead peroxide. Any manganese present is oxidized with the

formation of violet or red permanganic acid, the colour being very similar

to that of potassium permanganate. This test is only directly applicable

to minerals that dissolve in acids. It is best to dissolve the mineral

direct in nitric acid if possible. If the mineral has to be dissolved in

hydrochloric acid, it is necessary to take the solution nearly to dryness to

remove the hydrochloric acid ; for any quantity of this acid prevents the

formation of the colour. If the mineral be a silicate it is not as a rule

decomposed by acids, so that a fusion is first necessary ; and then the

green colour will probably be obtained in the course of the fusion render-

ing the application of Volhard's test unnecessary. Hence this test is

only conveniently applied in the case of minerals that are soluble in

acids. It has the advantage over the fusion test that it enables one to

detect the minutest traces of manganese, such for instance as those to

which the colour of rose-quartz may be supposed to be due.

We can now pass to the dark-coloured minerals, which usually possess

^ some sort of a metallic lustre. The colours

uiinerals.*^*^
" ^" ^ shown by these minerals are some shade of black,

steel-grey, dark blue-grey, brownish-black, or

bronze-black. Owing to the fact that there are several fairly common
minerals that may be at first sight confounded with manganese-ores, I

wiU also take them into consideration. Supposing that one has found

a [piece of a black, or dark grey, or allied-coloured, mineral of consider-

able weight, it may be either a manganese or iron mineral, or chromite,

or pitchblende, as well as various other minerals of great rarity found

but rarely or not at all in India. The first test to apply is to powder

the mineral, when the colour of the streak becomes evident. The

following table shows the way in which the mineral can be either identified

as one of the minerals, hematite, magnetite, ilmenite, pitchblende, or

chromite, or else separated off as an ore of manganese, the test that

decides whether the mineral is a manganese mineral being the fusion test
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With the resultant green colour, as explained above. The key is as
follows :

—

Table 19.

A key to fh" idetvtification of the black and dark grey iron, manganese,

and chromium, minerals.

Colour of Powder or Streak.l

Hematite!

r
Red

and sometimes
ilmenite.

Not red

I

Fu.-e with nitre and
fusion mixture.

H==5o—65
0=4-9—5-3

Hexasronal.
No characteristic

Colour.

Test with
magnet.

Yellow colour.
I

Chromite.

H=oo
G=4-3—46

Cubic.

Greeu colour*

I

Manganese
minerals.

r
Strongly

magnetic

I

Magnetite.

H=oo—6-5

G=516—518
Cubic.

Weakly or

noil -magnetic.

r :

Apply fusioE and
tin foil test for

titanium.

i

Violet colour.

I

Ilmenite.

H=5—6.

G=4-5—

5

Hexas;ODal.

Make microcos-
mic bead.

I

Opalescent yeUow-
greeu colou r for

uranium.

I

Pitchblende

H=5-5
G=90—9-7

Cubic.

I have given the hardness (H), specific gravity (G), and crystaDine

system of each mineral. These characters should be determined as far as

possible in order to confirm the identification of the mineral from this key.

If the mineral reacts for manganese then recourse should be had to the

following key, which is for the identification of the black and dark

grey metallic manganese minerals found in India, together with a few

not yet found in India, the possible existence of which it is necessary

to consider.

1 Limonile is sometimes extcrnall}' black and in<immillated so that .t resembles the
manganese-ore psilomelane. It is, however, distinguished by its ycllow-hrowii st reak
andabsence of reaction for manganese.
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Table 20.

A ketj to the identification of the black, dark-grey, and bronze-coloured,

manf/anese-ores

.
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Table 20.

A key to the identification of the black,

I. Not scratched by a Penknife.

Manganmagnetitc

2. Vredenburgite

3. Sitapaiite

4. Braunite

5. Frank! inite

6. Jacobsite

7. Poliauite

8. Psilomelaue

. (Fe,MQ)0.(Fe,Mu)203.

. 3Mn304.2Fe203.

. 9Mn2O3.4Fe2O3.MuO2.3CaO.

. 3Mn203.MnS!03 to 4Mn203.MnSi03.

. (Fc.Zn,Mn)0.(Fe.Mn)203.

. (Mn,Mg)0.(Fe,Mu)203.

. Mn02.

. »i R"2Mn05 + n R"'4(Mn05)3; R"=Mii,
Ba,K2, H2, etc.; R'" = Fe, Mn, AI.

r

—

Crystalline.

Strongly
magnetic.

Weakly or

uon-magnetic

_
^

Non-crystalline.

I

8. Psilomelane.

G.=3-7—4-7
Massive and concretiouary.

r
I. Mangan-
magnetite.

G—about 5
Cubic

(octahedral).

2. Vreden-
burgite.

G.=4-74—4-84
Bronze

tint in sun.

Bronze tint.

3. Sitaparite.

G=4-93—509
Reacts strongly

for iroa.

r
4. Braunite.

G=4-5—4-82

Octahedral (tetragonal)

and barrel-shaped crys-

tals, sometimes twinned.

Perfect octahedral
cleavage.

Black, bluish, or steel-grey tints.

I

Gelatinous silica

residue.

No gelatinous silica

residue.

f
Containszinc. Contains no zinc.

5. Franklinite.

G=.'>-07—5-22

Cubic (octahedral).

r
6. JiiCobsite.

G=4-75
Cubic (octahedral).

7. Polianite

G=4-83—50!
Tetnigonal

(prismatic).
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Table 20.

dark-grey, and bionze-coloured, manganese-ores.

II. Scratched by a penknife.

9. Pyrolusite . MnOz.

10. Hausmannite

,

. Mn304.

11. Manganite . Mn203.H20.

12. Hollaudite . . niR"2Mn05 + n R"'4(Mn05)3; R"=Mn,Ba,Ca

R"'=:Fe.

8. P.^ilomelane . . mR"zMnOo + n R"'4(Mn05)3; R=Mn,Ba,K2,

H2, etc., R"'=Fe,Mn,Al.

13. Beldongrite . . 6Mc2MnO5.Fe2O3.8H2O.

14. Wad. . . Indefinite mixture of oxides.

r

—

Crystalline.

1

Non-crystalline.

r
Very soft.

9. Pyrolusite

G=4-73—4-86

Orthorhombic
(prismatic).

Fairly hard.

r "1

Octahedral Prismatic
crystals and crystals and
chestnut brownish
streak, black to black

I
streak.

r

—

Homogeneous
and compact.

10. Hausmannite.
G=4-72—4-86
Tetragonal,

Crystal.^ usually

elongated.

I

II. Manganite.
G=4-2—4-4

Oi'thorhombic,

sometimes a
bronze tarnish.

Crystals usually

stumpy.

12. Hollandite.

G=4-70—4-95

TricHnic ?

r
Dull.

I

S.Psilomelane.

G=3-7—4-7

Mv.ssive and
oncretionary.

Very soft, often
porous, black

or brown.

I

14. Wad.

Shiny; lead-like.
I

I

13. Beldongrite.

G=3-22 +
Massive.
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Before making use of the foregoing table it is usually necessary to

obtain pieces of the mineral to be identified free
Remarks on the fore- . , . -.i ,i •

i tt n
going key. from admixture with other minerals. Usually

the ores are sufficiently coarsely crystalline for this

to be simply a matter of breaking up the ore into fairly small pieces

and carefully selecting those fragments that under a lens are seen

to be pure. Sometimes, however, the granules or crystals of the

minerals composing an ore are too small to be conveniently sepa-

rated in this way. If the ore is evidently a composite one it is then

necessary to resort to methods of separation that it will not be possi-

ble to discuss here. Having obtained a portion of the pure mineral, the

first test according to the table is to try and scratch it with a penknife.

If the mineral can only be scratched with doubt or not at all, then it is

probably one of the minerals in the left-hand portion (I) of the table.

It must be noticed that although hoUandite is grouped with the minerals

that can be scratched it is often not possible to scratch its crystal faces,

its true hardness being probably about 6 ; but if a knife be drawn across

the fibrous fracture of the mineral it will be easily scratched. Hence I

have placed hoUandite \vith the scratchable minerals. Most psilomelane

is not appreciably scratched by a knife ; but it is sometimes quite

soft and therefore the mineral is placed in both sets of minerals

(I and II). The soft varieties are sometimes only to be distinguished

from wad by quantitative analysis, when psilomelane will be fomid to

conform to the manganate formula given in the key, whilst wad wiU be

found to be an indefinite mixture of oxides. The test for the presence

of silica (Si02) is made by dissolving the mineral in hydrochloric

acid. A residue of gelatinous silica can be taken to indicate that

the mineral is braunite ; whilst a residue of a few grains of sand or a very

small quantity of silica can be neglected.

It must be borne in mind that the key is not infalUble and that in many
cases it will be found to be impossible to decide by its aid to which of two

minerals a given specimen corresponds. There is then no alternative to

making a complete analysis of a carefully picked specimen of the mineral.

It is, for example, often a matter of the greatest difficulty to decide

whether a particular specimen is pyrolusite or manganite. This is due to

the fact that manganite changes into pyrolusite, and that specimens may
be obtained in which this change has not been completed, so that the

specimen is intermediate in composition between the two minerals. In

the same way it is often difficult to decide whether a particular specimen

is to be referred to manganite or hoUandite, owing to their similar colour,
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lustre, and prismatic habit. For although the manganite prisms are

characteristically long and thin and those of hollandite stumpy, yet the

latter are sometimes fairly long also, and those of manganite sometimes

stumpy. A determination of the specific gravity, should, however, settle

the point.

The only other minerals to which it is necessary to direct attention

are the various white minerals that are found
White minerals. . . ,. -.i ,i r ,i

in association with the manganese-ores oi the

gondite series. Quartz there is no mistaking ; but felspar, barytes, and

arsenates may easily be confounded with one another, and all regarded

as felspar in the field, with the result that a piece of the mineral is not

taken away for examination. This also applies to rhodochrosite when it

is nearly white. The inferior hardness of the arsenates and the barytes

should, however, attract the attention of the prospector. A discussion

of the discrimination of those minerals will be found on page 220.

CALCITTTA: PRINTED BY SUPDT. GOVT. FEINTING, INDIA, 8, HASTING STEEBT.
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THE

MANGANESE-ORE DEPOSITS OF INDIA

PART II

GEOLOGY
(MODE OF OCCURRENCE AND ORIGIN)

CHAPTER XI.

GEOLOGY.
General—Classification of Indian manganese-ore occurrences according to

formation—The khondalite series.

General.

The rocks composing the earth's crust can be divided into two main

groups :—(1) the fossihferous ranging in age from
The Archaean com- j. j_ n j /r>\ xi, r m-j-

p]g^ recent to Cambrian ; and (2) the imiossiliierous,

and as far as is known the pre-fossiliferous, or

pre-Cambrian rocks. The word ' Archaean ' is by many authors taken

as synonymous with ' pre-Cambrian' ; but it is customary in

America to restrict the word ' Archaean ' to the older portion of the

pre-Cambrian rocks, using the term ' Algonkian ' for the unfossiliferous

rocks intermediate in age between the Archaean and the Cambrian.

In India Dr. Holland proposes to use the term ' Purana', meaning
' old ', to designate the series of rocks occupying a position analogous

to that of the Algonkian of America.

The Archaean rocks can be supposed to form a continuous shell round

the earth and to underlie all the younger rocks. These latter rest in

more or less isolated patches on the Archaean shell, areas of which are now

II A 2
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exposed at the surface wherever the denuding agents of Nature have

removed the once overlying fossiliferous and Purana rocks. Since the

total thickness of the Archaean rocks is probably considerably greater

than that of the whole of the post-Archaean rocks, by far the larger por-

tion of the earth's crust must be constituted by these ancient rocks.

As might be expected, the Archaean group is of extremely complex

constitution, and may be supposed to be composed
The oldest gneisses. ^ « . . .

'

01 nve mam divisions :

—

1. The original crust of the globe, by which is meant the portion of

it that first crystallized out from the molten condition during the secular

cooling of the earth.

2. The sediments formed by the denudation and re-deposition of

portions of this crust, the denuding and depositing processes being then,

however, vastly different to what we now observe, and probably at least

as much of a chemical as of a mechanical nature.

3. The igneous rocks intruded from the still molten interior of the

earth into the solid or semi-solid crust composed of 1 and 2. These

intrusions were, no doubt, taking place during the whole of the time of

formation of 1 and 2.

Sedimentation and igneous intrusion and extrusion must have pro-

gressed side by side, accompanied by a constant crumpling up of the rocks

thus formed, with a consequent metamorphism of the whole of them into

the gneissic condition. All the gneisses thus formed have been so folded

together that to separate them one from another is now in all probability

everywhere impossible
;

especially as these earliest sediments when

rendered gneissic must be practically indistinguishable from the rocks

from which their material was derived. Consequently all these rocks

can be grouped together as the oldest gneisses.

4. Gradually the meteoric conditions must have begun to approach

those we now experience, so that true mechanical
The schistose gueis- sediments were formed. The sediments formed

sesand the Dharwars. ...
were then no longer necessarily of a composition

approaching that of the original igneous rocks, but composed

of conglomerates, sands, clays, and Umestones. There must have been

a period of comparative tectonic quiescence during which a vast thickness

of these sediments was able to accumulate, accompanied by the extrusion

in some areas of contemporaneous basic lava-flows.

Both sediments and lava-flows were then involved in another great

series of tectonic disturbances and more or less deeply folded in with the
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oldest gneisses. Those portions of the sediments that were carried deep

down were converted into schistose gneisses, quartzites both naassive

and schistose, mica-schists, and crystaUine hmestones, according to the

composition of the sediments : whilst those portions that were less deeply

folded in were only metamorphosed to the condition of schistose,

cleaved, and often felspathic, conglomerates and grits
;

phyllites

and slates
;

quartzites and sandstone-quartzites ; and fine-grained

limestones not markedly crystalline. In India such portions of

these sediments as suffered the more severe metamorphism, i.e.,

that those were rendered thoroughly crystalline, have usually been

mapped as part of the crystalline complex, from which they could

be separated, in many cases, only by very close field-work : whilst the

less metamorphosed portions have been distinguished as the Dharwar

system in Southern India ; and as the Chilpi Ghat series, the Champa-

ners, and the AravaUis in the regions farther north. In this Memoir

I propose to extend the name Dharwar to include the whole of these

rocks. The set of earth movements that folded the Dharwar sedi-

ments was probably the last that affected the whole of the earth's

crust in this part of the world.

5. Partly during and partly after the folding of the Dharwars

^ 1 t t

great masses of igneous rocks seem to have been

sives (Bundelkha.nd intruded into all the previously-formed rocks,

granite, charnockite Those that were intruded at the time of the folding

of the Dharwars have necessarily to a certain

extent assumed foliated characters, and are usually known as

gneissose granites ; whilst those that were intruded subsequently

have either no banded structure, or only that due to flow, and

can be termed granites, or at the most banded granites. (In other

areas where there have been subsequent great earth movements, such

as in the Himalayas, such granites have also become gneissose.)

These rocks are variously known in the Peninsula of India as the

Bundelkhand granite or gneiss, gneissose granite, etc. ; the charnockite

series probably belongs to this period.

In areas, such as the Peninsula of India, where there have been no

violent earth movements since the Dharwar folding,
The Great Epar- there is of course a great unconformity between all

chaean Unconformity. ...
these ancient foliated and schistose rocks and

the whole of those that follow. This has been termed the Great
Eparchsean Unconformity and the period between this folding and
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the appearance of the next series of sediments the ' Great Eparchsean

interval'. The term ' Archaean ' is conveniently restricted to the

rocks lying below this great unconformity, although, as already

mentioned, some authors use the term as synonymous with ' pre-

Cambrian'.

Between the end of Dharwar and the beginning of Cambrian times

several series of sedimentary rocks, all as far as we
The Puraua forma know imfossiliferous, have been deposited. Such sedi-

ments, originally deposited as sands, clays, lime-

stones, etc., are termed Algoyikian by the Americans and Purdna by
Dr. HoUand. ^ In areas, such as the Indian Peninsula, that have not

been involved in any very intense folding movements since Dharwar
times, these sediments have to a large extent escaped any serious altera-

tion of their mineral character, and are now represented by quartzites,

sandstones, slates, shales, limestones, conglomerates, etc. : they are

known as the Bijawars, Kadapahs, Vindhyans, etc.

The pre-Cambrian rocks of the Indian Peninsula can therefore

™ .„ , , be separated into fthe ollowing divisions:

—

(.lassification of the ^ °

pre-Cambrian.

I. Archaean :

—

1. The oldest gneisses (Bengal Gneiss).

2. The schistose gneisses and the Dharwars.

3. The plutonic intrusives, such as the Bundelkhand granite

and the charaockite series.

II. Purana :

—

The Bijawars, Kadapahs, Vindhyans, etc.

From these rocks aU the later sediments, frequently containing

fossils, and ranging in age from Cambrian to recent,
Derivation of the . , , i i i i ^- i i

rcxks ranging in age have been formed by denudation and re-deposition,

from Cambrian to either chemical or mechanical
;
except that a small

portion of the detritus has been derived from

various post-Purana intrusions of igneous rocks and extrusions of igneous

lava-flows at the surface.

It follows from this that, for the source of any constituent of the fossi-

liferous rocks, we must refer, either immediately or ultimately, to the

Archaean complex, and, within this complex itself, ultimately to the

constituents of it that are of igneous origin
;
except that a certain

1 TransTMin. Oeol. Jnsi7lnd^., p. 48, (1900)!
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small proportion of the material has been derived from the igneous rocks

of post-Archaean age.

Let us take the case of the element manganese. As has already been

mentioned (page 18), the earth's crust contains on

The ultimate source the average about 0*10 per cent, of manganese

ores*^^
protoxide. Most of this was originally dis-

tributed in insignificant proportions in the various

ferro-magnesian silicates, such as garnets, amphiboles, pyroxenes, and

micas, contained in the Archaean igneous rocks. But igneous rocks have

also been found in which highly manganiferous minerals form an im-

portant part of the rock : thus in the kodurite series of India manganese-

garnets and manganese-pyroxenes are found in abundance ; whilst the

albite-pegmatite of Branchville in Connecticut, United States of America,

contains numerous highly manganesian phosphates. The operations of

Nature at the surface of the earth on the great variety of rocks exposed

to her action are nearly always such as to produce, by either mechanical

or chemical means, a concentration at particular spots of particular

constituents of the rock operated upon. This has led to the concentration

at particular spots, in the form of workable deposits of manganese-ore,

of a certain proportion of the once widely disseminated element manga-

nese ; and it is now almost impossible to mention a country in which

some evidence of the presence of manganese, if not as workable deposits

of ore, at least as nodules, impregnations, coatings, or black stains,

cannot be found.

It follows from what goes before that workable deposits of manganese*

Manganese-ore de-
might be found in rocks of any age whatsoever,

posits found in rocks all thai is required being a favourable combination
of any age.

circumstances, either mechanical or chemical,

enabling the requisite concentration to be effected. Such is found to

be the case. Thus the deposits of Brazil and most of those of India

lie in the Archaean rocks, those of Arkansas and the Appalachian region

of the United States chiefly in the Palaeozoic, those of Carniola in the

Trias, and those of the Caucasus in the Eocene.

Although most of the workable manganese-ore deposits of India occur

^ ., ^ , in rocks of Archaean age (those in laterite forming
Distribution of the ^, ^. , ^ n •

,

nianganese-ore« and the exception), yet manganese-ores and mmerals
mii^erais o^f India ac- liave been recorded from a variety of formation.s
coi ing o or a ions, rpj^^gg

forth in the following table, the oldest

rocks being placed first and the youngest last. It must be noted
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that the manganese minerals, especially the oxides and manga-

nates, were not in all cases, or even usually, formed contempo-

raneously with the rocks in which they occur, and that in many cases they

were formed at some unknown period between the time of formation of

the rocks in which they occur (this is what is given in the subjoined

table) and the present.

Table 21.

Classification of Indian occurrences of manganese-ore and manganese

minerals according to their geological ^position.

Formation or Series.

Khondalite Series

Manganese-intrusives (Kodurite

Series).

Dbarwar Facies :

—

Metamorphic schists

and gneisses (Gondite Series)

Aravali . . . .

Champaner ....
Chilpi Ghat Series .

Dharwar (mostly lateritoid) .

Occurrences of small quantities of

manganese-ores and minerals.

Kaladgi

Bijawar .

Vindhyan
Krol
Jaunsar .

None ; unless the Krol and
Jaunsar rocks belong here

Localities.

Ganjam, Vizagapatam.
Vizagapatam, Ganjam.

Balaghat, Bhandara, Chhindwara,
Nagpur, and Narukot.

Banswara, Jhabua, Jhang, Fatiala,

Ajmere, and Alwar.
Panch Mahals.
Balaghat.
Belgaum (Bhimgad), Dharwar,(Tawar-

gatti), Sangli, North Kanara, Jabal-
pur, Bellary, Sandur HUls, Chital-

drug, Shimoga, Tumkm', Singh-
bhum. and Kalahandi.

Gaya, Hazaribagh, Monghjnr, Paldn-
pur, Malvan, Amherst, Karenni,
Mergui, Ruby Mines district, Tavoy,
Haidarabad, Kashmir, Coimbatore,
Madura, Nellore, Salem, Bangalore,
and Hassan.

Belgaum (Munnikerri), Bijapur
( Bagalkot and Kaladgi).

Dhar, Indore, Hoshangdbdd, and
Gwalior.

Bhopal, Rewah(?), Nimar.
Kangra (Dharmsala).
Jaunsar.
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Classification of Indian occurrences of manganese-ore and manganese

minerals according to their geological position—contd.

Formation or Series.

rironstone shales

Gondwana-^ Kamthi
(^Jabalpur

Liassic .

Lameta
Deccan Trap .

Laterite*

.

Lithomarges on the charnockite
series.

Lateritic gravel

Pre-Tertiary (exact position

unknown)-
Niiiiiuiulitic ...
Sabathu ....
Fossil-wood group (Pliocene)

Post-Tertiary ....
Recent (various)

Recent ( sands)

Recent (deep sea)

Fault-rock of various ages

.

Localities.

Burdwan.
Nagpur (Siliwara), Wun (Yeotmal).
Rewah.
Baluchistan.

Dhar, Indore, and Nimar.
Belgaum, Dharwar, Ratnagiri,
Satara, and Amraoti.

Morbhanj, Belgaum (Talevadi), Bija-
pur ( Ingleswara), Dharwar (Nagar-
gali), N. Kanara(?). Jabalpur, Goa,
Bidar, Chengalpat (Red-Hills), and
the Nilgiris.

The Nilgiris.

Ganjam (Gudhiari), Nigpur, Bhan-
dara.

Andamans.

Kohat.

Afghanistan.
Taung-ngu, Magwe.
Hanthawadi.
Dhar(Pan Kuan), Nagpur (Bench R.),

Allahabad (bones), Ganjam (Ram-
bha and Kalikot), Chitaldrug (black
soil), and 24 Parganas.

Haidarabad, Coimbatore, Kamul,
Nellore.

Maldives.

Bundi, Dhar, Indore, Nim4r.

1 Also set. lateritoid under Dharwar.

Khondalite Series.

(Vizagapatam, Ganjam and Orissa.)

The term khondalite was given by Dr. T. L. Walker 1 to a series

of rocks supposed to be para-scliists or metamorphosed sediments

;

they form, together with garnetiferous biotite gneissose granites and

rocks of the charnockite series, the great elhpsoidal outcrop of Archaean

crystallines that stretches in a north-easterly direction through Godavari,

Vizagapatam, Kalahandi, and Ganjam, to Orissa, and that gives rise to

the mountain or hill ranges known as the Eastern Ghats. The khondalites

are composed essentially of garnet, sUlimanite, quartz, and graphite ; but

1 Mem. Oeok Surv. Ind., XXXIU, pt. 3, p. 11,(1902).
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it seems to have been previously overlooked that everything black in the

khondaUtes is not graphite. In several cases where I have tested Uttle

black spots and areas in these rocks, they have turned out to be manganese

oxide. One such occurrence near Sandapuram in the Vizagapatam dis-

trict is noted on page 1115. Near KaUkot in Ganjam little veins and

patches of psUomelane are common in an accumulation of boulders of

khondalite (see page 1037) ; whilst among some specimens of;^khondalite

sent as examples of building stone from Orissa, there were two from

Khigerimudia, 3 miles south of Jatni near Khurda Road Station, Puri

district, showing spots and streaks up to 1| inches long of soft black

manganese oxide giving a brownish black streak.

In none of these cases is the manganese oxide, as such, an original

constituent of the rock ; it has always been deposited in its present form

subsequent to the formation of the rock. According to the analysis shown

by Walker^ , khondalite does not contain manganese ; but one may
suspect that this rock, like most of the ancient crystallines, contains at

least a small amount of this element, and that during the action of the

weathering processes on those portions of the khondalites lying near the

surface the manganese is dissolved out by circulating waters, and re-depo-

sited where the conditions are suitable, this re-deposition being accom-

panied by a metasomatic replacement of the rock. Some of this

manganese oxide, however, has probably been derived from rocks other

than those of the khondaUte series, such as the manganese-intrusives

(kodurite series) of Vizagapatam. ji^

I Mem. Geol Surv. Ind., XXXII, pt. 3, page 9, (1902).
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composition.

Vizagapatam District.

Lying to the east of the Eastern Ghats noticed above are the coastal

plains of Vizagapatam, some 30 to 50 miles wide and not rising to any

very great height above sea level. These plains are composed, as far as

can be discovered from the scattered outcrops between the patches of

alluvium, of a complex of Archaean crystalUnes of which the two main

constituents are the gneissose granites and the khondaUtes noticed on

page 241. These rocks often give rise to small tors and hills, respectively,

protruding through the alluvium. Associated with the khondalites,

usually at their junction with the gneisso;;e granites, are some very

calcareous gneisses regarded by Walker as a part of

The calcareous or the khondalite series and, Like the khondaUtes,
a -gue ss

. formed by the metamorphism of sediments.

Mineralogically, these gneisses are of very variable composition,

but are usually composed of pyroxene (macroscopicaUy dark to light

green, microscopically light green to colourless
;

probably diopside),

wollastonite, scapolite, garnet (orange-brown macroscopicaUy, and Ught

brown to yellow-brown microscopicaUy), calcite, and sphene. Microcline,

orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz, and apatite, are less frequent constituents.

It is difficult to find a name that can be used so as to include aU the

varieties of these rocks. Thus the term scapolite-gneiss is not generally

appUcable, because scapoUte is frequently absent. The most constant

mineral is the pyroxene. But there are so many varieties of pyroxenic

gneisses that it would be better to avoid this term if possible. Now
it so happens that nearly aU the minerals in these gneisses contain an

abundance of Ume, this richness in Ume being in fact the most character-

istic feature in the chemical composition of these rocks. Hence I propose

to refer to them as the calcareous gneisses or, for short, the calc-gneisses.
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Should anyone object to this term as implying that calcite is always

present in these rocks, which it is not, the term^ime-gneisses could be

used ; it is to be noted, however, that the term calcareous refers to the

presence of lime and not of calcium carbonate.

Rocks of the charnockite series^are not met with until the outer edge

of the Eastern Ghats is reached, as at Taduru.

All the manganese-ore deposits now being worked are situated in the

coastal plain country, and, as has been already
The kodurite series.

i • i i i i it -, ^
explained elsewhere', are regarded as derived

by chemical alteration from rocks of which the chief constituents are

apatite, a manganese-garnet (spandite), manganese-pyroxenes (at least

two species), potash-felspar, and quartz. This series is evidently

quite different from the other series of rocks in this district, and in fact

I am not aware that rocks of a similar character have been previously

described. Hence, I propose to call this series the kodurite series after

the Kodur mines where its constituent rocks are weU exposed^.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the rocks of this area, including

„ , ^. , ^, the outer fringe of the Eastern Ghats, where also
Relations of the o '

kodurite series to the some occurrences of manganese-silicate-rocks have
other crystallines. been - detected, can be separated into the fol-

lowing petrological groups :

—

1. Kodurite series.
'

2. Charnockite series. ^ Igneous.

3. Gneissose granite. J

4. Cale-eneisses.
, n/r 4, i.

•

n ^2^. J l i • ' Metamorphic.
5. Jvhondalite series. *

^

6. Contact products of 2 and 53.

The relative ages of these rock groups are difficult to determine
;

for they seem to be regularly interbedded one with the other, and clear

sections showing the contacts of rocks of the different groups are

rare. Dr. Walker, however, supposes the khondahte series, including

groups 4 and 5 above, to be older than groups 2 and 3 ; for it was

possibly the intrusion of these latter rocks that led to the metamorphism

of ancient sediments into the rocks of groups 4 and 5.

The outcrops of the various rocks at the surface take the form of

parallel bands, and, as far as has been revealed by mining operations, the

» Rec. G. S. I., XXXIII, pp. 96, 97, (1906); Trans. Min. Geol. Inst. Ind., 1,

pp. 87, 88, (1906).

2 This name has already been announced in Rec. G. 8. I., XXXV, p. 22, (1907).

8 T. L. Walker. Ree. 0. 8. I., XXXVI, p. 1, (1907).
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kodurite series forms no exception to this rule. The rocks of this series

have nowhere been found in close relationship with the rocks of the

charnockite series, except in the Eastern Ghats ; whilst their rela-

tions to the rocks of groups 3 to 5 are usually obscure. Except

at Chintelavalsa and Taduru in the Eastern Ghats their junctions with

the neighbouring rocks are not seen at the surface. At the two locaUties

just mentioned the kodurite rocks are not typical of the series ; for they

are composed very largely of the pyroxenic element. As will be seen

from the sections given on Plate 55 and page 1114, the succession of

rocks at these two places is as follows (in descending order) :

—

Taduru. Chintelavalsa.

1. Khondalite. 4. Calcareous gneiss.

2. Biotite-pyroxene-gneiss. 3. Manganese-silicate-rock.

3. Manganese -silicate -rock. 2. Biotitic gneiss.

4. Calcareous gneiss (scapolitic). la. Calcareous gneiss.

5. Gneissose granite. 1. Khondalite.

The numbers indicate what are probably corresponding horizons,

if indeed such correspondence can be looked for in rocks of such anti-

quity at locaUties 5 miles apart. If this correlation be correct, it is clear

that the rocks at one locaUty have been inverted. The rock overlying

No. 4 at Chintelavalsa was unfortunately not observed. The evidence

of these two sections, however, is that the manganese-sihcate rocks are

more closely associated with the calcareous or scapolitic gneisses and the

biotite-pyroxene-gneisses (not observed elsewhere), than with either the

khondalites or gneissose granites. Indeed, from the evidence of these

two sections, one might suppose that the manganese-siHcate-rocks are

merely metamorphosed manganiferous sediments occupying a definite

position in the succession of aluminous and calcareous sediments from

which Walker supposes the khondalites and calcareous gneisses respect-

ively to have been derived. The rock No. 2 contains a rhombic pyroxene,

and Dr. Holland, to whom I showed the specimens and microscope sUdes,

thinks it is probably a somewhat abnormal member of the charnockite

series. At no other localities were such clear exposures seen, or

the manganiferous rocks in such a fresh condition. All the other

manganese deposits that I visited were situated in the plains, where

alluvium largely obscures the geology, and where, had no mining been

attempted, all that the geologist could see would be long low mounds of

manganese-ore and manganese-siUcate-bearing rocks conforming in their

general direction to the strike of the ridges of khondalite, calcareous
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gneisses, or gneissose granite, that crop out a little distance away on
either side of the manganiferous outcrops, the intervening ground being

covered by alluvial soil. At most of the localities visited, namely, the

Kodur mines, Perapi, and Kotakarra II, calcareous gneisses were found

cropping out on the low ground close to the manganese-ore band,

whilst at the remainder, the following were the nearest exposed

rocks :

—

GarbMm.—Quartz-rock close to the deposit, garnet-bearing quartzites

some 1,500 feet to the south, and gneissose granite some 1,500 feet to

the north, of the west end of the manganiferous band.

Kotakarra I.—Coarse quartzite or vein quartz some distance away.

Avagudem.—Immediately to the north is a low ridge of white

quartz and white gametiferous quartzite passing to the east into a high

ridge of khondahte.

Rdmahhadrapuram.—In the excavations the manganiferous rocks

are in contact with laminated quartzites, sometimes gametiferous

;

whilst in another place, on the open ground between the Sonpuram

and MamidipilLi workings, there is an outcrop of banded pyroxenic

quartzite.

The only cases in which the mining operations have clearly revealed

the rocks immediately adjacent to the koduiite rocks^ are (1) atDevada
(page 1074), where the calcareous gneisses are seen in the excavations to

form the western wall of the kodurite band
; (2) at Perapi, where

felspathic khondahte is seen to overUe the ore-band and associated fels-

pathic rocks (page 1078 and fig. 83 ) ; and (3) at Ramabha drapuram,

where quartzites are seen (above).

The quartzites (often gametiferous) noted above as occurring in proxi-

mity to the manganese-ore bands may be regarded as forming a part of

the khondahte series. Hence we see from the evidence given above that

the bands of the kodurite series seem to be more closely associated with

the khondahte series and the calcareous gneisses than with the gneissose

granites. Regarding for the moment the khondalites and calcareous

gneisses as forming a succession of metamorphosed sediments, it is seen

that the evidence, scanty as it is, does not bear out the theory suggested

by the Taduru and Chintelavalsa rocks that the manganese-sihcate-rocks

1 As will be explained later, the large masses of decomposed felspathic rocks

that often form the immediate ' country ' of the mangauese-ore bodies and are well

exposed in several of the quarries are considered to form a part of the kodurite series.
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occur at any definite horizon in this succession. Sometimes they are

most closely associated with the calcareous gneisses and sometimes with

rocks of the khondalite series.

This prepares the way for the hypothesis that the rocks of the kodurite

series are of igneous origin intrusive in the khon-
The kodurite series of dalites and the calcareous gneisses. As will be

Igneous ongiD.
shown later, the chenaical and mineralogical

composition of these rocks point very strongly to their igneous

(plutonic) origin. As they have nowhere been seen in contact with

the gneissose granites it is impossible to say which is the older series.

If the granites be the older then it is evident that the manganese-

intrusives must have intruded themselves into the calcareous gneisses and

khondalites as being less massive rocks. It is evident that with such

well-bedded rocks as the calcareous gneisses and khondalites, the path of

least resistance for the intrusions, would be, wherever the rocks were

dipping at moderately high angles, along the bedding planes. This

would account for the fact that everywhere the strike and dip, when
observable, of the manganese-bearing rocks conforms to that of the neigh-

bouring calcareous gneisses or khondalites. As an example of the way
in which this intrusion may be supposed to have occurred, two alternative

hypothetical sections across the Kodur kodurite-belt at Sandananda-

puram are given on page 1053.1 The second of these sections is construc-

ted on the hypothesis that the kodurite intrusions took place subsequent

to the consoUdation of the gneissose granites. It may be thought that the

very fact of the non-observance of any trespass of the kodurite

series across the boundaries of the other rocks should be taken as an

argument against the igneous origin of these rocks. It is therefore

necessary to notice that

—

(1) very few contacts of the kodurite series with other rocks

have been noticed^

;

(2) the kodurite series has evidently, in at least some cases,

such as Taduru, Chintelavalsa, and Garbham (see fig. 88,

page 1088), been subjected to earth-movements whilst

included between the present wall rocks, and such move-

ments would tend, especially if the rocks were still deeply

buried in a region of high temperatures and pressures,

1 See also Trans. Min. Ged. Inst. Ind., I, p. 90, (1906).
2 Even the Taduru and Chintelavalsa sections are constructed from the outcrops

of the rocks and not from any clear section exposed by a stream cutting through the rocks.
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to obliterate any minor evidences of intrusive relations,

partly by rolling or crusliing of the boimdaries of the

two rocks, and partly by reactions producing mineralo-

gical re-arrangement at the junctions between rocks of

different chemical composition, as in the case of the

special rocks formed at the contacts of the charnockite

and khondaUte series in this very district^. But it

must be admitted that in most cases there is little or no

I evidence that the kodurite series has suffered much from

earth-movements since its presumed intrusion.

At Ramabhadrapuram there is exposed in one of the pits a band of

quartz-microcline-rock which, since it contains the greenish blue apatite

characteristic of the kodurite series, with which it is associated, may be

supposed to form a part of this series. The structure of the rock is such

as to suggest a pegmatite that has moved at the time of solidification.

The only remaining argument in favour of the igneous origin of the

kodurite series is the presence of two large xenoliths of crystalUne

limestone in the masses of lithomargic rock atKodur (see page 1065).

Their position is best explained on the supposition that they are masses

torn off and brought up from below by the kodurite intrusion.

The evidence in favour of the igneous origin of the kodurite series

can therefore be summed up as follows :

—

(1) The mineralogical and chemical composition of the rocks, which

could only with difficulty be explained on any other hy-

pothesis (see page 261).

(2) The signs of magmatic differentiation (see page 254).

(.3) The supposed included xenoUths of crystalline limestone at

Kodur.

(4) The pegmatoidal variety at Ramabhadrapuram.

(5) The varying horizon that the rocks of this series occupy in the

succession of calcareous gneisses and khondalites.

(6) The fact that in two cases, Chintelavalsa and Taduru, they are

also associated with rocks that probably belong to the

charnockite series.

The only point that seems to be adverse to the igneous theory is the

absence of any observed intrusive relations of the kodurite series

with respect to the calc-gneisses and khondalites. This, as shown above,

is easily accounted for.

1 T. L. Walker, Rec. O. S. I.. XXXVI, p. 1^ (1907).
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Owing to the long continued chemical changes by which tho manga-

nese-ores have been produced from manganese silicates, the masses of the

kodurite rocks as seen in mine workings are usually found to be

extremely altered. In fact it is practically impossible to find perfectly

fresh examples of any of the rocks of this series ^except, perhaps, at

the non-tv^pical localities, Taduru and Chintelavalsa;. Hence, one

usually has to judge of the original composition of the kodurite rocks

by carefully noting how in one place one mineral constituent has been

decomposed, and in another place another constituent ; and as the

result of examining a large number of the many exposures to be found

in the various workings, especially at Kodur, Garbham, and Rama-

bhadrapuram, it has been found comparatively easy to arrive in this

manner at the original mineralogical composition of the rocks of this

series.

The typical rock of the series is one composed of potash-felspar,

manganese-garnet fspandite), and apatite, with or

Nomenclature of the -vrithout pyioxene. This rock mav be called AWuri'^e
kodiirite series. ,

'
• i , i' 7 i •.

when pyroxene is absent and pyroxene-kodurite

when this mineral is present. When quartz is present the rocks can be

distinguished as quartz-kodurite and quartz-pijroxene-kodurite respectively.

A biotite-kodurite has been found at Ramabhadrapuram, this and a mica-

bearing manganmagiietite-spandite-rock from Garbham being the only

mica-bearing examples of this series yet noticed^. The manganese-

garnet may be regarded as the characteristic mineral of this series.

To obviate the constant use of the cumbrous term manganese-garnet and

to express the fact that this garnet, though probably very variable in

composition, is intermediate between the manganese-alumina garnet,

spessartite, and the lime-iron garnet, andradite, the term spandite has

been coined (see page 163). Hence those roclcs that are practically

free from felspar may be called spandite-rock, apatite-spandite-rock, pyro-

xene-spandite-rock, etc., according to their composition. Those rocks

composed mostly of pyroxene may be called manganese-pyroxenites
;

whilst those varieties that are free from spandite and pjToxene may

be called felspar-rock, and quartz-felspar-rock, etc. There is also an

apatite-matujanmagnettte-spandite-rock contsiinmg & little mica; but it is

uncertain if the manganmagnetite be an original constituent or not.

Although very little analytical work has yet been done on the rocks of

the kodurite series, yet, on the basis of their mineralogical composition,

1 The complex rock found at Chintelavalsa (.^ee page 1114) also contains mica-

II B

I
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it is possible roughly to divide them into groups, according to what may
be assumed to be the silica percentage of the particular rocks. The

classification would be somewhat as follows :

—

Quartz-orthoclas?-rock. i

Apatite-quartz-orthoclase-rock. > Acid.

Quartz-kodurite in part. )

Quarfz-kodurite in part.
| Intermediat .

Orthoclase-rock. )

Kodurite.

Pyroxene-kodurite. ? Basic.

-
. Biotite-kodurite. )

Spandite-rock. A

Apatite-spandite-rock. /

Pyroxene-spandite-rock. > Ultra-ba-sic.

Manganese-pyroxenites. I

Graphitic manganese-pyroxenites. /

Many of these rocks grade one into the other as one mineral constituent

becomes more abimdant and another decreases in quantity. The rocks

grouped as ultrabasic are non-felspathic, whilst all the others contain

felspar, which is found to be a potash variety, probably orthoclase,

wherever it is sufficiently fresh to be tested. Apatite occurs in smaller

or greater quantities in all the rocks.

Intimately associated with the kodurite series are various varieties

of vein-quartz and pegmatite. At Garbham a very
Pegmr.tite and v-^iti silictous pegmatite clearly cuts the kodurite series

;

' whilst at Kotakarra II, a quartz-felspar-pegmatite

just as clearly cuts the kodurite rocks. These rocks may hence be sup-

posed to be of subsequent age to the kodurite series. In some places,

however, as at Kodur, small veins, not continuous for any length, are

seen in the lithomarges. Their small extension may simply be due to

the breaking up of more extensive veins by the slipping of the masses

of lithomarge
;
but, in any case, one cannot help wondering if this

quartz and some of the pegmatite be not the most acid varieties of the

kodurite series The apatite bearing pegmatite of Ramabhadrapuram
has already been referred to (page 248).

The minerals so far found in the rocks of this series are :—Quartz,

felspar, apatite, spandite, three or four manganese-

kol^itf'riei'"^*^' pyroxenes (one of them rhodonite), biotite,

graphite, and sphene, the three last-named minerals

being of rare occurrence, and possibly mangan-magnetite. This is
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neglecting, of course, all minerals, such as manganese-ores, lithomarge,

and chert, that have been formed by subsequent alteration.

Quartz.—This is usually found in the most acid varieties of the series,

and when it occurs the rock is as a rule sufl&ciently coarse-grained for

the quartz to be about \ inch in diameter, the range for this consti-

tuent being usually about | to | inch. The quartz is white to colourless.

Felspar.—This is usually completely altered to lithomarge (kaolin),

but is fairly often found forming a crumbly mass that gives a marked

potash reaction. In rocks from Boirani in Ganjam (page 255), however,

it is found perfectly fresh, preserved in a matrix of secondary opal (see

fig. 2, Plate 8). It then shows under the microscope the characters

of orthoclase. A specimen of kodurite from MamidipiUi is a friable

granular rock in which the constituents average | to J inch across, the

felspar being fresh though very brittle. This also gives a strong potash

reaction, and is seen under the microscope to be untwinned. The

evidence therefore shows that the felspar is an untwinned potash variety

and hence probably orthoclase. It is usually allotriomorphic, but in

the granular rock from MamidipiUi mentioned above it is sub-idiomor-

phic, whilst in one specimen from Boirani in Ganjam there is a

porphjTitic crystal (0"3 inch long) showing simple twiiming.

' Apatite.—This is the most universally distributed constituent, for it

may be found in every variety of the rocks of this series. In some cases

it is only seen microscopically ; but it is frequently present in little

romided bluish-green prisms from jq to | inch long, and can often he

extracted in great abmidance from the decomposed lithomarge that

has been formed from the felspar of the original kodurite. At Garbham,

Ramabhadrapuram, and Devada, it is especially abimdant in this way.

On page 1073 the find at Devada of some hundredweights of deep

sea-green apatite in rough prisms up to 5 inches diameter is noticed,

and it is suggested that they may have been derived from a pegmatitic

variety of kodurite. Analysis is said to have shown this to be fluor-

apatite. On page 1063 is described the occurrence at Kodur of a veinlet

of lavender-coloured apatite in spandite-rock. Both this and the

Devada crystals are mangan-fluor-apatite.

Spandite.—In the spandite-rock this occurs in granules averaging,

at Kodur, ^ to J inch in diameter. As the grains are all in contact

with one another they are bovmded by flattish faces, which do not cor-

respond to any particular directions. In kodurite the spandite is found

both aggregated and in separate granules. These granules are usually

II B 2
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about ~ to I inch in diameter and are either well rounded or partly

bounded by small unrecognizable faces. They often show a bright

lustre and. on a fresh fracture, are seen glistening from the light-coloured

matrix. The spandite varies in colour in the rocks of various locali-

ties from deep orange to orange-red and blood-red, and never shows

the yellow and lighter orange coloiirs of the spessartite of the Central

Provinces. Under the microscope these garnets show various tints of

pale-yellow, pale orange, and pale orange-brown.

Manganese-pyroxenes.—The least common of these is a rose-pink py-

roxene, probably rhodonite. This is best seen at Chintelavalsa and Taduru,

where it forms a coarsely crystalhne rock composed of varpng proportions

of rhodonite and the other manganese-pyroxenes, with a certain amount

of orange-coloured garnet. It is not certain whether there are only two

other pyroxenes besides rhodonite, or three. These other pyroxenes are

also best seen at Chintelvalsa and Taduru, where they form a coarsely

granular rock with rhodonite. The supposed three varieties are brown,

green, and brownish green, in colour, and an account of them is given on

page 137. As the first-named is often of a rich orange-brown colour, it

may easily be mistaken macroscopically for the manganese-garnet. The

pyroxene seen at Kodur is usually entirely changed into a pseudomorph

of soft brownish black manganese oxide still showing the cleavage of the ^

pyroxene ;
but, where less altered, it appears to be blackish green.

Until the manganese-pyroxenes of the various locahties are critically ex-

amined it will be impossible to say how many species or varieties

there are. At Kodur some of the altered forms of p}T0xene are an inch

and more in diameter.

Biotite.—This is found at Ramabhadrapuram and shows the ordinary

pleochroism, brownish straw to dull orange-bro^^Ti ; it might, from its

mode of occurrence, be expected to be mauganiferous, but this point has

not been determined. It also occurs at Chintelavalsa in a complex

rock composed of spandite, rhodonite, green pyroxene, quartz, apatite,

sphene, and graphite, and at Garbham in apatite-manganmagnetite

spandite-rock.

Graphite.—This is abundant in the Chintelavalsa rock noticed in the

preceding paragraph. It occurs in scales up to | inch diameter. It

13 also found in various rocks at Taduru (see page 11J2).

Sphene.— The only occurrence is in the rock mentioned under ' biotite',

in which it occurs in small crystals distinguishable only imder the

microscope.
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Manganmagnetite.—On page 40 vrill be found an account of the apatite-

manganmagnetite-spandite-rock of Garbham. It is not improbable

that this manganmagnetite is of primary origin, although the evidence

cne way or the other is not conclusive. In a series of rocks containing

basic and ultra-basic members one would expect the pres^ence of a

black ore. In the ordinary basic and ultra-basic rocks such as gabbros

and peridotites black ores are common, taking the form of ilmenite,

magnetite, and chromite. In the case of the kodurite series we should

expect any ore if present to contain manganese, and perhaps mangan-

magnetite would be the most likely mineral. Hence it is not unreasonable

to suppose that the manganmagnetite of this Garbham rock is an original

constituent. As this mineral is often found in the manganese-ores of this

area, the question naturally arises as to whether such manganmagnetite

also is original, so that it is the only mineral left unaltered during the

chemical changes by which the manganese-ores were produced; or whether

it is, like the remainder of the manganese-ores, of secondary origin.

There is at present no evidence available that will enable this point

to be determined.

I do not intend to give here any detailed description of the rocks

Petrology of the series. A short account of the minerals

kodurite series. has just been given and by reading this and the

notices of the various rocks scattered through the descriptions of

the deposits, a very good idea of the characteristics and mode of

occurrence of these rocks will be obtained. Taken as a whole

these rocks are of medium grain, being either of about the same degree

of coarseness as an ordinary medium-grained granite, or of somewhat

finer grain (constituents averaging to i inch diameter). The apatites

and garnets are often scattered as rounded idiomorphs in the remainder

of the rock. The rocks do not usually shew banding, but at Tai^uxu there

is a distinct tendency to shew this characteristic, as also at Kotakarra.

It wiU, however, be interesting to consider the typical kodurite.

As already stated this has nowhere been found unaltered. But as the

processes of alteration have usually acted so as to affect different consti-

tuents at difierent places, it is easy to reconstruct the original rock. Judged
in this way, the imaltered kodurite must have shewn red-brown garnet

crystals, usually averaging yV to ^ inch diameter, profusely scattered

through a light-coloured matrix of white orthoclase (averaging ^ to ^
inch diameter), and greyish to greenish-blue rounded apatite prisms

(averaging yV to -^^ inch diameter), the apatite being usually much less
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abundant than the felspar. The garnets were both isolated and in Uttle

aggregates, and spatkled from the reflections from tiny faces, though on

the whole they were rounded. The proportions of the constituents are,

however, very variable so that it is not possible to give any definite

chemical composition for the rock. Judging merely from appearances,

the proportions by volume would be somewhat as follows in typical

kodurites :

—

Spandite . . . . ! Spanditfi . . . |

Apatite * to Apatite . . . . i

Orthoclasc . . . . h Oithoclaso . . . |

there being every gradation from these to rocks composed entirely of

spandite and apatite, or entirely of orthoclase.

On examining such mines as Kodur it is found that the more basic

Magmatie differentia- rocks, such as spandite-TOck, occur as large patches
tion of the kodurite and streaks, surrounded by zones of less basic com-

position such as kodurite, in a general matrix of

quartz -felspar-rock or felspar-rock, the most acid members of the series.

Assuming for the moment that the mineral composition of the rocks is

sufficient to show that the kodurite series is of igneous origin, then it is

found that the relations of its various members are easiest explained as

being the result of magmatie difierentiation, by which patches and streaks

of the more basic rocks have separated out from the general magma,
leaving the latter of a somewhat more acid composition than it otherwise

would have been. It seems probable that this differentiation took place

before the eruption of the magma and that the basic segregation patches

thus formed were drawn out into streaks when the magma was intruded

into its present position. Had the differentiation taken place after erup.

tion we should have expected to find the more basic rocks located on the

margins of the intrusions and the more acid rocks in the centre. The

very opposite is, however, the case. Thus at Garbham the ore-band,

which corresponds to the original manganese-silicate-rocks, occupies a

roughly central position with regard to the masses of Hthomarge, corres-

ponding to the original felspathic rocks, which form the north and

oouth walls of the quarry (see figures 87, 88, pages 1087, 1088).

Occurrences of the various rocks of this series will be found mentioned

LocaUties for rocks in Part IV Under the localities shown in the follow-

of the kodurite series, ing list. This list will also give some idea of the

relative abundance of the various rocks.
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List of lo'.alifAes for the members of the kodurlle scries.

Quartz-orthoclase-rock.- Kodur, Devada, Peraiii, Garbham, Avagudem, and
Ram«vbhadrapuiam.

Ortlioclase-iock.—Kodiir and Garbham.
Quartz-apatite-orthocla.se-rock.—Ramabhadrapuram.
Quartz-kodui'ite.—Devada, Garbham, and Ramabhadrapuram.
Kodurite.—Kodur, Devada, Perapi, Garbham, Kotakarra, Ramabhadra-
puram.

Pyroxene-kodurite.—Kodur.

Biotite-kodurite.—Ramabhadrapuram.
Spandite-rock.—Kodur, Garbham and C'hintelavalsa.

Apatite-spandite-roek.—Kodur and Sandapuram.
Pyroxene-spandite-rock.—Kodur, Perapi, C'hintelavalsa. and Taduru,

Manganese-pyroxenites.—Kodur, Chintelavalsa, Taduru, and Kantikapilli.

Graphite-bearing manganese-pyroxenites.—Chintelavalsa, Taduru.

Vein-quartz.—Kodur.
Pegmatite.—Devada, and Ramabhadrapuram.

Ganjam District.

In view of the fact that the garnet contained in the specimen of rock

from Boirani, of which the calculated analysis is given on page 258,

contains such a small proportion of manganese compared with the garnet

found in the kodurite rocks of the Vizagapatam district, it seems at first

sight doubtful if the Ganjam rocks be really the same series as the

kodtirite series of Vizagapatam district. Considering, however, tiie

similarity of the rocks of the two areas in their other constituents and the

fact that they both give rise to manganese-ore deposits on alteration and

are otherwise subject to the same kinds of alteration, it seems probable

that the two series are genetically the same, the only difference being that

there is a considerable difference in the composition of the garnets contain-

ed in the rocks of the two areas as represented by the two specimens

analysed. This difference may indeed be accidental and the analysis of

a large number of specimens of these rocks from the two areas might

show that there is a great variation in the composition of the garnets

through the isomorphous replacement of one constituent of the garnet

by another. But even if the manganese-garnets of the Vizagapatam

rocks constantly contain a greater percentage of manganese than the

manganese-garnets of the Ganjam district, the petrological and miner

alogical resemblances of the rocks of these two areas are sufficiently

close for them to be regarded as one and the same series until evidence

to the contrary can be produced. Hence the term kodurite can be extend-

ed to the manganese-silicate-rocks of Ganjam.
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Chemical Composition of Kodurite.

To get at the original composition of kodurite I picked out the two
freshest examples I could find. One of these was a banded variety from

Kotakarra in the Vizagapatam district. In this rock the garnet and

apatite are still fresh, whilst the felspar has been entirely replaced by
opal. Microscopic examination shows that this replacement by opal

has been practically confined to the felspar, although a little garnet or

apatite are perhaps occasionally affected. In the calcalations given

later on it is assumed that the replacement is entirely confined to the

felspar. The rock usually shows small patches of black manganese
oxides in places, but the piece selected was free from these stains.

After prolonged soaking in water and finally boiling for some
hours the specific gravity of this specimen was found to be 2-85

This treatment was necessary because the rock was evidently porous

and showed under the microscope numerous cavities in the opal ; since

some of these were perhaps closed, the specific gravity given above is

probably a little lower than the value that would have been obtained

if the specific gravity had been determined on the powdered rock. This

was not considered desirable on account of the loss of particles through

sliming that inevitably occurs when this course is pursued. This specimen,

weighing 55 • 2 grammes, was then powdered up and the whole of it sent

to Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson of Newcastle for analysis.

The other specimen was from Boirani in the Ganjam district. It

shows abundance of a light brown manganiferous garnet scattered

through a matrix of opal in which are abundant remains of orthoclase

felspar up to -{q inch long. The opal is of grepsh to greenish colour and

translucent; and the apatite, since it is also of a pale greenish colour, is

not easily distinguished in the hand-specimen from the opal. Under the

microscope it is seen that the opal (with a little chalcedony) has been

formed by the replacement of the felspar, and perhaps to a certain small

extent by the replacement of the garnet, which is of a pale yellowish

colom:. The apatite is seen to be much less important in quantity than in

the Kotakarra rock. A photomicrograph of this rock is given in fig. 2,

Plate 8 ; it shows orthoclase, garnet, and opal. Some pieces free from

black alteration products were selected and their specific gravity deter-

mined as before after prolonged boiling. This was found to be 2-65,

which must also be a trifle lower than it would have been if determined

^ I am indebted to Sir. K. A. K. Hallowes for this determination.
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on the powdered rock. The pieces on which the determination was

made weighed 16*35 grammes. The whole of them was powdered up

and sent for analysis to the same firm of analysts as before. The
results of these two analyses are shown below :

—

Opalized Opalized
kodurite kodurite

from Kotakarra. from Boirani.

A. 233 A. 134

Manganese protoxide 10 '00 . 1 '07

Ferric oxide .... C-07 . 4 -79

Ferrous oxide .... 0'90 . 0 '04

Aluruina..... 1150 .
10 '59

Lime ..... 11 '67 . 13-87

Magnesia. .... 0'14
. 0'2f)

Potash ..... O'Ol . 4-00

Soda ..... 0*18 . 0-36

Combined silica . . . ... uO ou .

Free silica .... . 18 OO no "OK

Phosphoiic oxide . . . • . . . 1 oO .

Cupric oxide . . . . , 0 '02 . trace

Titanic oxide . . . . .
0-32 . 0-27

Chlorine..... trace . trace

Combined water 1"33 . 1 "20

Moisture at 100° C . ... . 2 "30
. 1 30

100 '19 100 '19

. 0-83

. 3-85

54 15 . 60T.0

. 0-54

As the free silica in these rocks is present in the form of opal it is

obvious that a portion of it has probably been returned as combined

silica. This is confirmed when it is attempted to recalculate these

analyses into terms of the mineralogical composition of the rock.

In the first rock, since the alkalies present are so small in amount, I

have put them aside as impurities, although it would probably be more

correct to convert them into corresponding amounts of felspar. In the

Boirani rock, however, the potash present is considerable, and in this case
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I have converted the alkalies into orthoclase and albite.

composition of these two rocks works out as follows :

—

Kotakaira l ock. Boiranirock.
A. 233 A. 134

The mineral

Apatite
K2O

3-70
0-01

Apatite

Orthoclase :

K2O
AI2O3
Si02

4 00
4 -33

15 -38

2-87

Na20 0"18 Albite :—
NagO
AI2O3
Si02

23-71 .

0-36
0-59
2-10

23 *71

Mansanese-sarnet :

—

MnO" 10-00

FeO 4-51

CaO 9 -57

MgO 0-14

AI2O3 11-50

Fe203 2-10

Si02 22-7(5

3-05

Manganese-garnet :

—

MnO 1 -07

FeO 0 -86

CaO ]2'24

MgO 0 -26

AI2O3 5 -67

Fe203 4 -55

SiOa 15 -22

3*05

Oi)al:—
Si02
H2O

(iO -58

31 -39

1 33

GO -58

Opal:—
Si02
H2O

39-87

27 -IMJ

1 -20

39-87

Ti02
CuO
Moisture .

Surxjlus oxygeu

32-72. 32 "72

0-32
0-02
2-30
0-36

29-10 .

Ti02
CuO
Moisture .

Surplus oxygeu.

29-10
0-27

trace

1 -30

0-02

100 19 100-19

From each of the above analyses we can extract an analysis of the

manf;anese-garnet by mialtiplying each of the constituents of the garnets

by
g^'.fg

in the case of the Kotakarra rock and by in the case of the

Boirani rock. The results obtained are as follows :

—

-MnO
FoO
CaO
-MgO
AI2OS
Fe20?
S1O2

The Kotakarra
garnet.

10-50
7-45
15-80
0-23
18-98
3-47

37 '67

The Boirani

garnet.

. 2 68

. 2-16

. 30-70

.
0-65

.
14-22

. 11 -41

. 38-18

100 00 100-00
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If the Kotakarra analysis be compared with the analysis of a specimen

from Garbham given on page 168 it will be seen that the two analyses are

very similar, the only important difference being that in the Garbham

garnet a much larger proportion of the alumina is replaced by ferric

oxide than in the Kotakarra garnet. In either case these garnets can be

designated spandite, a contraction of spessart-andradite, indicating

their intermediate composition. The Boirani garnet, however, owdng

to its small percentage of manganese protoxide and high percentage

of lime, must be regarded as intermediate between grossularite and

andradite rather than spessartite and andradite, and consequently might

be called on the same system grossular-andradite, or for short grandite.

The use of this term is not, however, as necessary as that of spandite,

for only one locality for the rocks of this series has yet been discovered

in the Ganjam district.

Taking the analyses expressing the mineralogical composition given on

page 258, it is possible by making fairly legitimate assumptions to arrive

at the approximate original composition of the rock before alteration.

Let us take first the Kotakarra rock. In this case we need only consider

three minerals, apatite, spandite, and opal. Taking the specific gravity

of the spandite to be 4' 0 (G. of the Garbham garnet was fomid to be 4* 02),

that of apatite to be 3 • 20, and that of the rock analysed 2 * 85, it is easy to

calculate the specific gravity of the opal. This works out as 1
' 87. This

figure is, of course, a little too low for opal, no doubt on account

of the fact that the rock contains some closed spaces that were not filled

by water, even after prolonged soaking, when the specific gravity was

being taken. Hence the figure really represents the specific gravity

of the opal and air spaces taken together. As has already been explained

this opal has probably been formed by the replacement of the original

felspar of the rock, which, judging from all the other occurrences of

kodurite, must have been a potash variety probably containing a small

percentage of soda in the form of microperthitic inclusions. By replacing

the opal by orthoclase (G. = 2" 57) the following works out as the original

mineralogical composition of the rock :

—

Apatite 3 '70

Spandite „ . . . 60 "58

Orthoclase ......... 45 '44

Ti02 0-32

CuO 0 '02

110-06
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In the case of the Boirani rock there are five minerals to be considered

instead of three, namely apatite, orthoclase, albite, garnet, and opal.

In this case, as no specific gra\aty determination of the garnet of this area

is available, it is necessary to assume a figure for the opal and calcidate

the specific gravity of the garnet. Taking the specific gravity of the

opal to be 1 • 90, of apatite 3-20, of albite 2 '62, of orthoclase 2-57, and of

the rock analysed 2 • 65, the value of this constant for the garnet is found

to be 3' 76, a considerably lower figure than for the Vizagapatam garnets,

but one which is probably about correct. It is then ne<^essary to reconvert

the opal into the felspar that it has in all probability replaced. The

original felspar, judging from the character of that still left, was probably

orthoclase containing a small proportion of soda in the form of micro-

perthitic inclusions. Assuming, for the sake of ease of calculation, that

the original felspar was pure orthoclase, then the original composition

of the rock works out as follows :

—

Apatite 2-87

Orthoclase 63 '07

Albite 3 05

Garnet (grandite) 39 '87

Ti02 0 27

CiiO .......... trace

109 13

Bringing both these analyses to 100 they may be re-stated as foUows :

—

Kotakarra Boirani

kodurite. kodurite.

Apatite .... 3 '361 . . . .2*62
Orthoclase ... 41 '29 .... 57 "80

Albite . . . . ... . . . . 2"79

Garnet , . . . 55 "04 . . , .36-55

Ti02 . . . . 0'29 . . . . 0 24

CuO .... 0'02 .... trace

100 "00 100 -00

Specific gravity of original rock . 3-23 .... 2 92

1 The apMtitc is lower in this analysis, than it would have boon on a large sample
of the rock ; for the apatite is arranged in bands in the rock, and the apatite bauds were
scarce in the specimen analysed.
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The figures showing the original specific gravity of the rocks were

calculated from the mineral composition of the rocks given above. It is,

of course, easy to turn these original mineralogical analyses into the

original chemical analyses of the rocks, the results being as follows :

—

Kotakarra Boirani
kodurite. kodurite.

Si02 .... 47 45 .... 53-30

AI2O3 .... 18 00 .... 10 -31

Fe203 . . . . 1 91 . . . .4-17
FeO . . . . 4-10 . . . . 0 79
MnO .... 9-08 . . . . 0'98

CaO . . . . 10 37 . . . .12-54
MgO . . . . 0-13 . . . .0-22
K2O . . . . G-'J7 . . . .9-75
Na20 .... (1) 0-33(1)

Ti02 . . . . 0 29 . . . .0-24
CuO .... 0-02 .... trace

P2O5 .... 1-42 .... Ill
Car2(2) . . . . 0-20 . . . .0-20

100 -00 100 00

Assuming these reconstructed analyses to be approximations to the

truth it becomes at once evident that it is very difficult to regard the

rocks to which they correspond as anything else than of igneous origin.

The difference between these rocks and the metamorphic rocks of the

gondite series is at once seen by comparing these analyses with that

of a piece of typical gondite shown on page 349.

1 There is probably a small percentage of soda replacing a part of the potash in the
Kotakarra rock ; whilst in the Boirani rock also a portion of the 9 '75 of potash is in all

probability replaced by soda, in addition to the 0-33 of soda, which corresponds to that
shown in the oiiginal analysis.

2 The apatite is assumed to be fluor-apatite, although no fluorine is shown in the
analysis.
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CHAPTER XIII.

G'EOLOGY—continued.

The Kodurite Series—concluded.

Alteration of the series and the formation of manganese- ores—Depth to which the
ores extend.

The Alteration of the Kodurite Series and the Formation of the
Manganese-ores.

Of the various localities that I visited, the Kodur Mines (Nos. 1 to 5),

Perapi (No. 7), Garbham (No. 11), Kotakarra (No. 12), Avagudem,

(No. 14), and Ramabhadrapuram (No. 2*^'), showed the felspathic members

of the kodurite series, with, at Kodur and Perapi, the manganiferous

pvroxenites free from felspar. At Tadiuu (No. 21) and Chintelavalsa

(No. 22), however, not a trace of felspar was to be seen in any of the

manganese-bearing rocks, which are practically all manganese-pyxoxenites.

As these manganese-pyroxenitss, except at the outcrops, seem to be

perfectly fresh, no manganese-ores of any value are to be found at

these two localities. But at all the other localities named above,

namely those where the felspathic members exist, all the rocks of the

kodurite series have been subjected to intense chemical action resulting

in their partial or complete alteration. This chemical action has been

so widespread that it is practically impossible to find in any of these

mines a single piece of any of the rocks of this series that has not had

at least one of its constituents attacked. The consequence is that, as

noted in the previous chapter, it is only possible to deduce the original

composition of the rocks of this series by observing the constituents that

have escaped alteration in different parts of the workings and so deter-

mining the particular mineral that each constituent of the altered rocks

represents. Moreover, it is frequently possible to find the fresh form

of any given mineral passing into its altered form.

To follow out the chemical changes that have taken place it is

necessary to know the chemical composition of each constituent

mineral of the series. They are as follows :

—

Quartz ..... Si02 ......
Potash-felspar 1 .... K2O. AI2O3. ().Si02

Apatite ,'}ra;5P208.CaF2

Spauditc2 .3(Ca,I\hi)0.(Al,Fe)203.3Si02

Rhodonite MnSiOs
Other mangaiies? pyroxenes

.
Composition not deterniine l .

1 Assumed to be orthoclase.
2 With small quantities of MgO and a very small amount of BaO
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As rhodonite does not occur to any considerable extent in the deposits

where economically valuable ore-bodies occur, it need not be taken

into account. Further, the fact that the composition of the other

manganese-pyroxenes has been left undetermined does not matter

;

for these constituents, although more abundant than rhodonite, are not

sufficiently abundant in the majority of deposits to have given rise to

any considerable proportion of the ore.

The changes that have affected the other minerals, as judged by the

products of alteration left in the deposits, are, however, well worth

consideration.

The quartz seems to a large extent to have escaped alteration, for it

The replacement of t)e detected as visible grains in much of the

quartz. lithomarge. But it may to a certain extent have

been dissolved and re-deposited as chert by the carbonated alkaline

waters that decomposed the felspars (see below). It has also often

been metasomatically replaced by manganese-ore (see fig. 4, Plate 1.3).

Almost everywhere the felspar seems to have been converted into

The alteration of the lithomarges. These are often stained yellow, brown,

felspar. lavender, etc., owing to impregnation with oxides

of iron ; but they are sometimes pure white. One such white lithomarge

was analysed by Mr. J. C. Brown (see page 1060), and, except for a little

mechanically mixed quartz, was found to have the composition of pure

kaolin ; and probably all these lithomarges would be round on analysis

to approach closely to this mineral, any deviations from the composition

of kaolin being explicable as due to the presence of oxides of iron and

manganese and of particles of quartz. The alteration of the felspar

may be supposed to have been produced by the action of carbonated

waters thus :

—

K2O . AI2O3. f)Si02 ^ CO2 + 2H2O = 2H2O . AI0O3. 2Si02 + K2CO3 + 4Si02-
Orthoi-lase. Kaolin.

If these carbonated waters were not originally alkaline then they speedily

became so by taking into solution the potash of the felspar. As is well

known carbonated waters exert a powerful solvent action on silica,

especially when it is in the gelatinous form in which it is so often liberated

on the decomposition of silicates ; these waters hence doubtless took intu

solution the silica released from the felspar in accordance with the above

The formation of equation. In spots where the conditions were
chert and opal. favourable this silica was often deposited in the

cryptocrystalline or colloidal condition as chert or opal respectively

;
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apparently mucli more frequently as the former, however, for large masses

of chert, usually brown in colour, are to be found in almost every quarry

(see pages 1065, 1079, 1089, for examples). The re-deposition of the

silica seems often to have taken place by the metasomatic replacement of

some or all of the constituents of portions of the kodurite mass. Where
chert has been formed the replacement seems usually to have been com-

plete : but where opal has been formed the replacement has been as a

rule only partial, some chalcedony being usually formed as well. Exam-
ple of replacement by opal occur at Kodur (see fig. 1, Plate 8; fresh

spandite in a matrix of opal and chalcedony formed by the replacement

of felspar, and of black manganese-ore probably representing original

pyroxene), at Kotakarra (page 256, felspar replaced, garnet and apatite

unaltered), and at Boirani (page 256, garnets fresh, felspar partly fresh

Potash removed in partly replaced ; see fig. 2, Plate 8). The
solution as carbonate, potassium carbonate formed from the potash of the

felspar must have been completely removed by the waters.

Though many of the microscope slides of the rocks from various

Alteration and re- localities show that apatite suffers replacement

placement of apatite. by manganese oxide during the formation of the

manganese-ores, yet no evidence has been found to show what becomes

of the phosphorus and fluorine thus removed. From the evidence of

the microscope there is no doubt that in many cases the phosphorus of

the manganese-ores is at least partly due to the presence of residual

apatite that has escaped replacement. But there is no evidence that

this is always the case, and it is possible that some of the phosphoric

oxide that must be set free when apatite is replaced, is taken up by the

manganese-ore as oxide ; or this oxide may be removed in solution and

deposited in the ores at another spot. Apatite is, however, often a very

abundant constituent of kodurite, sometimes forming as much as 10 to

30 per cent, of the rock. The manganese-ores of this area are, it is true,

very phosphoric from the commercial point of view, since they range in

phosphorus contents from about 0'25 to 0"50 per cent. But this, if

present as fluorapatite, would correspond to a proportion of only 1-35 to

2-71 percent, of apatite; whilst even 1 per cent, of phosphorus only

means 5-42 per cent, of apatite, Hence it seems probable that all the

phosphorus in the original apatite has not remained in the ores, either

as apatite or oxide. Some of it must have been removed in solution

together with the potassium carbonate derived from the felspar.

The fate of the lime of the apatite must have been the same as





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 8.

Photomickogkaphs.

Fig. 1.—The grey mineral showing high relief is the spandite. The remaindei

is opal with black stains of manganese oxide and tlear central

patches of chalcedony.

FlQ. 2.—Comparatively fresh orthoclase is seen in the lower part of the photo-

graph, and garnet in a matrix of opal with yellow stains of iron in

the upper part.

Fig. 3.—The apatite is white. The remainder is spandite with secondary man-
ganese oxide.

Fio, 4,—Spandite—white ; psilomelane—black.
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Fig. r.— X 1 6.

Opalized kodurite.

Kodur, Vizagapatam district.

Fig. ?.— X 16.

Opalized kodurite with some ortho< lase

remaining.

Boirani, Ganjam district, Madras.

I.. I.. Fermor, Photoinicrof^raph.

Fig. 3.— X 16.

Apatite-spandite-rock.

Kodur.

Hi-iu}o.^e. Colic, Derby,

Fig. 4-— X 23.

Spandite (manganese-garnet), in psilomelane.

Ramabhadrapuram, Vizagapatam district.
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that of the lime of the garnet, namely to be carried away as

bicarbonate.^

The manganese-garnet or spandite seems to be the most stable mineral

Replacement of the kodurite and many examples can be foimd of

spandite. imaltered garnets in a matrix of partly or completely

kaolinized felspar. When kodurite sufTers replacement the garnet is

usually the last mineral to be replaced, whilst it often escapes altogether,

as in the rocks from Kotakarra and Boirani (see fig. 2, Plate 8),

where the felspar has been replaced by opal. When the replacement

is effected by manganiferous solutions the felspar and apatite are often

removed leaving perfectly fresh garnets in a matrix of psilomelane.

Such garnet-studded psilomelane is especially common at Garbham and

Ramabhadrapuram (fig. 4, Plate 8). From this photomicrograph

it will be seen, however, that the garnet is also beginning to be replaced

by the psilomelane, veinlets of which are seen traversing the garnet.

But the garnet itself also often suffers alteration, and although the man-

ganese-pyroxenes have in some places provided a certain proportion of

the manganese required for the formation of the manganese-ores, yet the

major portion of the manganese has been derived from the garnets.

When kodurite is altered, the resultant rock is often crumbly lithomarge

Alteration of span- containing abundant scattered garnets and apatites,

dite. The alteration has, however, more often than not

proceeded much further. The apatite has been completely removed

whilst the garnet is still represented by little ochreous spots suggesting

that the iron oxide is the last constituent of the garnet to be removed.

The garnet from Garbham analysed by Mr. J. C. Brown contains the

following constituents (for complete analysis, see page 167) :

—

Per cent.

Si02 35-24

Fe20.3 2.3 -no

AhOi <3 '48

MiiO 16-37

BaO 0-18

CaO 15-20

MgO 2-04

99 -41

The composition deduced for the garnet in the kodurite of Kotakarra

is given on page 258.

iBoth apatite and Ca3(P04)2 are known to be distinctly sohible in water containing

CO2 in sohition. See A.M. Comey's 'Dictionary of Chemical Solubilities Inorganic,'

page 298, (1896).

II 0
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Now the alteration of the garnet must have been effected by the same

agency, namely, carbonated water, as converted the orthoclase into

kaolin. The action of such waters on a garnet of the above composition

would be to remove the manganese and calcium, and the little magnesium,

as bicarbonates, and to leave behind the alumina as kaolin, mixed with

ferric oxide, the two forming the ochreous spots referred to above. The

ailica not required for the formation of the kaolin must, as in the case

of the felspar, have been removed in solution and may also have contri-

buted to the formation of the chert. It is shown on page 167 that a small

portion of the iron oxide of the garnet was probably in the ferrous condi-

tion. This portion, 2*29 per cent, would also be removed as

bicarbonate.

These manganiferous solutions circulated through the mass of kodurite

rocks until perhaps they had taken up as much of the bicarbonates of

manganese and calcium as the carbon dioxide in the solution would allow

of. On now coming in contact with either fresh or decomposing

kodurite they would no longer take up any more manganese.

Now an examination of such a deposit as Kodur shows that although

Formation of man- portions of the mass of rocks exposed are undergoing
ganese-ores by replace- alteration on the Hnes explained above, yet there
ment of the kodurite

. r ^ ^ • i • i i

rocks. are other portions or the deposit m which the rocks

are not being to any great extent kaolinized, but are instead suffering

replacement by manganese-ore. The rocks that suffer this replacement

may be divided into two groups, those, such as the quartz-felspar-rocks,

that contain no manganese-bearing minerals, and those, such as kodurite,

that contain a manganese silicate. I am of opinion that it is the saturated

manganiferous solutions referred to above that cause the replacement

of these rocks.

Let us deal first with the non-manganiferous rocks. It is evident,

Replacement of the both from an examination of the rocks in situ and
non-mangamferous

^^^^ ^ Specimens of the rocks macro-
varieties

scopically and under the microscope, that the whole mass of rock is under-

going a more or less complete replacement with the production of masses

of manganese-ore, the purity of which depends on the extent to which

this replacement has taken place. In some cases the rock to suffer

replacement is the more or less decomposed quartz-felspar-rock or

felspar-rock, the partial kaolinization of the rock having been no doubt

effected by non-manganiferous solutions before the advent of the mangan-

iferous solutions. The manganese-ore that first appears in this must
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gradually grow by the continual segregation from the circulating mangan-

iferous solutions of fresh quantities of manganese oxide ; this being by
preference deposited round the edges of, or in, the patches of manganese-

ore already formed, rather than in parts of the rock in which manganese

oxide has not yet been deposited. As a result of this irregular replace-

ment many exposures are seen showing more or less kaolinized white

quartz-felspar-rock or felspar-rock, with patches often many feet across

that are black in colour due to a network of black manganese oxide,

deposited along the boundaries of the grains of quartz and felspar, and

in part replacing them. Here and there the replacement is complete,

so that these black areas often contain irregularly scattered nodules

and patches of merchantable manganese-ore, usually pyrolusite, but

sometimes psilomelane. But the quantity of ore so formed is not usually

sufficient to make it worth while to extract it, unless it is necessary to

quarry the mass of rock in which it occurs as a part of the dead-w(,rk

of the mine. Examples of this irregular replacement of the felspathic

rocks are given in figures 85 and 86 on pages 1085 and 1086 ; and in

fig. 4, Plate 13.

It is difficult to explain this and many other cases of replacement

Minerals replaced by One mineral by another in terms of chemical

manganese-ore. equations. But the examination of many hundreds

of microscope-sections, hand-specimens, and exposures on outcrops and

in mines, has convinced me that it is possible for a solution containing

manganese salts to replace with manganese oxide almost any mineral.

Amongst the minerals I have found thus replaced are iron-ores (hematite

and hmonite), quartz, calcite, felspar (orthoclase, microcline, and plagio-

clase), various micas, garnets, pyroxenes, and amphiboles, and apatite.

In the particular case of the replacement of orthoclase by manganese

oxide noticed above, it is possible, assuming the manganese to be in

solution as bicarbonctte—as it would be, in accordance with what has been

written on page 266, had it suffered no alteration in the meantime—

,

to explain the interchange by the greater affinity of carbon dioxide for

potassium oxide than for manganese oxide. This interchange might then

be expressed by the following equation :

—

MnH2(C03)2 + 2(K20.Al203.6Si02) + 02 = 2K2C03 + 2AI2O3+ 12Si02 + H2Mn03.

Orthoclase.

In the presence of oxygen, probably present in solution, either in the

manganiferous waters, or in water occupying the interspaces between

the grains of mineral in the rock attacked, or less probably mechanically

II c 3
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retained in the gaseous condition in these same interspaces, the manganese

would be deposited as one of the hydrated more highly oxidized forms,

such as H2Mn03. If originally deposited as MnO or Mn(0H)2 it would

speedily be changed to a more highly oxidized form. The silica

would be removed in solution in the alkaline carbonate. According to

the well-known fact that alkaline carbonates precipitate aluminium

hydroxide from solutions of aluminium salts, the alumina in the above

The removal of equation should be left behind with the precipitated

alumina. oxide of manganese, probably in the form of kaolin

in combination with a certain proportion of the silica set free. The

manganese-ores thus formed in these felspathic rocks do frequently

contain a certain amount of alumina, but nothing like the quantity

they should contain in accordance with the equation. It seems neces-

sary, therefore, to suppose that under the conditions of temperature,

pre-ssure, and concentration, in which this replacement took place a

large portion of the alumina was removed in solution in spite of the

presence of carbonates. In this connection it must be remembered

that all the chemical changes to which reference is being made in this

section of this Memoir were probably effected by very dilute solutions

and that a very slight solubility of the alumina would suffice for its

removal.

When the saturated manganiferous solutions hypothecated above

RepLacement of the come in contact with rocks containing manganese
manganifeious vane

minerals, they can no longer assist in the breaking

up of these rocks by dissolving further quantities of manganese and

calcium from the garnet. On the other hand they probably begin to

rid themselves of their burden of manganese by a more or less complete

replacement by manganese oxide of the rock with which they come in

contact. If the rock is kodurite, the commonest of the manganese-

silicate-rocks, the felspar is replaced in the same way as in the case of the

felspathic rocks outlined above. Sometimes the replacement seems

to stop here and the product is manganese-ore, generally psilomelane,

studded with bright orange-red or orange-brown garnets, as at Garbham

and Ramabhadrapuram. As the garnet itself contains manganese

there is probably less tendency on the part of the manganiferous solutions

to replace it by manganese oxide. Often, however, the replacement

seems to go further than the substitution of the felspar and apatite and

the garnet itself suffers replacement. As the solution effecting the change

is depositing manganese oxide in the place of every constituent of the
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rock that undergoes replacement, when the garnet is attacked the mangan-

ese it contains must be left behind with the manganese oxide deposited

from the attacking solution. So that the resultant manganese-ore

consists of the original manganese contained in the rock together with

that brought in by the replacing solutions.

Not only can manganese-ores be formed by replacement in the way
described above, but they can be formed by

Formation of raangan- ,^ , , , . . ., «
, , i • i i

ese-ores by alteration tlie alteration m situ of the very highly man-
in sUu of manganese- ganiferous varieties of the kodurite series.

This was to be well seen at the time of my
visit to the Kodur deposit. In the north-east corner of the mine

at the point A in fig. 82 on page 1060 there was exposed a

mass of spandite-rock in every stage of alteration into manganese-ore,

which was being actively quarried. The final product of the alteration

is a vesicular psilomelane with numerous vesicles averaging about to

|- inch in diameter. Some of these vesicles are found to contain water

when freshly broken open, whilst others contain a brownish black powder,

and some are filled with shining black braunite usually traversed by very

thin veinlets of psilomelane. Since a common type of ore in this mine is

massive grey psilomelane with small specks and patches of braimite,

it seems probable to me that the vesicular ore mentioned above must be

an intermediate stage between the garnet-rock and this massive ore,

and that later the vesicles have become filled with braunite by percolating

solutions of which we have evidence in the water contained in the cavities

of the ore. I have alluded to this ore as having been formed by the

decomposition of the spandite-rock in situ ; but it is evident that, if this

rock were decomposed and most of its constituents removed in solution

except the manganese oxides and iron, the residue would be a porous mass

of oxides and not solid manganese-ore. Hence it is necessary to suppose

that a further portion of manganese was brought in in solution and added

to that derived from the decomposition of the rock in situ. The question

now arises as to whether manganese oxide was brought in after the span-

dite-rock had been decomposed with removal of most of its constituents

except the oxides of manganese and iron ; or whether the decomposition

of the garnet and removal of certain of its constituents were effected by

the same solutions as brought in the further supply of manganese oxide.

For two reasons it is unlikely that the former is the case. In the first

place, as carbonated alkaline solutions are supposed to account for the

changes noticed in other parts of the deposit, it is necessary to suppose
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that they also produced the decomposition of the spandite-rock. Had
this decomposition taken place without the deposition of manganese

brought in solution by the incoming waters, the results of the action

would probably have been the same as have already been described as

taking place when kodurite is attacked by these solutions, namely, the

solution of the manganese and calcium as bicarbonates, leaving behind

little else but the ferric oxide and any alumina in the garnet as kaolin.

In the second place the rocks in this part of the mine show every stage of

alteration from the comparatively fresh spandite-rock to good manganese-

ore without any signs of the porous rock that woiild be formed if the

decomposition of the garnet-rock took place separately from the intro-

duction of manganese oxide from elsewhere. For these two reasons

it is necessary to suppose that the solutions that effected the decompo-

sition of the spandite-rock also deposited the manganese oxide brought in

from outside. The solutions to produce this combined decomposition

and deposition would be the alkahne carbonate solutions saturated with

manganese bicarbonates. The reaction can be supposed to take place

somewhat on the lines of the following equation :

—

2[3{Ca,Mn)0.(re,Al)203. 3Si02]* + 3MnH2(C03)2 + 3O2 + CH2O
Spaiidite.

= C(Ma02.H20) + 2(Fe,Al)203 + 3CaH2{C03)2 + 6Si02.

It will be seen that I have introduced oxygen into the above equation.

Altercation took place course known whether the manganese
under oxidizing condi- was Originally deposited in the protoxide condition

and subsequently oxidized, or whether it was

originally deposited in the more highly oxidized condition. In whichever

condition it was deposited the oxide was probably hydrated, and in so

far as it is now free from water has since become dehydrated. I think,

however, that it was probably originally deposited in the higher state of

oxidation ; in the first place because I think the formation is still going

on to a certain extent, as for example at Kodur, obviously suflficiently

near the surface to be within the range of oxidizing influences ; and in

the second case because there seems to be no sign of any mineral, such

as manganosite (MnO), pyrochroite (MnO.H20), or rhodochrosite (MnC03),

in the lower state of oxidation, although these might have been formed

and since entirely raised to the higher state of oxidation due to

subsequent prolonged subjection to the influence of waters containing

* Ca and Mn asauined to bo piesoiit in C(ju!il inolocular proportions.
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dissolved oxygen. It is interesting to notice that this deduction that

the ores were formed vmder oxidizing conditions, meaning that they

were formed comparatively near the surface, agrees with the conclusion,

discussed later on, that kaolinization takes place comparatively near

the surface. The calcium bicarbonate and siUca shown in the foregoing

equation would pass away in solution leaving a mixture of hydrated

oxide of manganese with ferric oxide.

The analysis of the Garbham ^ spandite, which is very similar to that

found in the part of the Kodur mine to which reference is made on

The removal of alu- P^g^ 269 shows 6-52 per Cent, of AI2O3, whilst

niina. those of three pieces of manganese-ore, A.334,

A.336, and A.338, from this same part of the Kodur mine show 1*38

to 6-84 per cent, of AI2O3, the mean value being 3" 71 per cent.

Now, owing to the removal of sUica, as shown in the foregoing

equation, we should have expected a small increase in the percentage

of AI2O3, rather than a decided decrease. As it might be thought

that the decrease shown above is fortuitous, and dependent on

the specimens chosen for analysis, it is to be noticed that the

calculated analysis of the Kotakarra garnet (page 258) shows 18-98

per cent, of AI2O3, and that the mean percentage of AI2O3 in 10

Vizagapatam ores of which the analyses are scattered through this

Memoir is 2-50, the range being from 0-27 to 6-84. Some of the ores

thus analysed may have been formed entirely by replacement ; but in

any case the point illustrated is that in whatever way the ores are formed

there is a tendency for a disappearance of AI2O3. Hence the equation

given above is not strictly uue, because a portion of the AI2O3 is removed,

probably by the same solution as decomposed the rock and deposited the

manganese oxide. (Compare page 268).

We can regard the ores formed in this part of the Kodur mine as the

combined product of the alteration of spandite-rock in situ and of the

deposition of manganese oxide brought in from elsewhere ; the deposition

of this manganese oxide being probably somewhat of the nature of a

replacement, in which the manganese contained in the solution attacking

the garnet is deposited in the place of the constituents being dissolved.

1 It is a pity that no analysis of Kodur garnet is availahle. The Garbham one
was chosen because it happened to be easier to pick clean ; but it looked exactly the

same as the Kodur garnet. I have compared this analysis with those of the Ko^Iur
manganese-ores noticed above, because the Kodur ores are ones formed in situ from the

gainet-rock ; whilst this does not apply to the Garbham ores analy.^ed.
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From what has been written above it is evident that the ores of the

The ores formed in Vizagapatam district can be divided into three

three ways. main divisions :

—

1. Those formed by the replacement of rocks, such as quartz-felspar-

rock, not originally containing manganese. In this case all the mangan-

ese is of external origin.

2. Those formed by the replacement of rocks, such as kodurite, that

contain a fair amount of manganese siUcate, the manganese of the

latter being added to that of the attacking solutions. In this case the

larger proportion of the manganese is of external origin.

3. Those formed by the decomposition in situ of rocks composed

almost entirely of manganese silicates, to the manganese of which a

further portion, brought by the attacking solutions, is added. In this

case about half of the manganese is of external origin.

It is difficult to say what proportion of the ores of this district have

been formed by each method. In the Kodur mine ores of groups 2 and 3

probably predominate ; whilst at Garbham a considerable proportion

of the ore has probably been formed by method 1, although ores formed

by 2 and 3 still predominate. The ores formed by the different methods

are not exactly the same and are shown below ;

—

1. Pyrolusite and psilomelane.
;

2. Psilomelane with some braunite.
^

3. Psilomelane with braunite as^specks and patches.

In the equation given on page 270 it is assumed that all the ferric

Ferric oxide in the oxide remains in the manganese-ore. The spandite

ore. from Garbham, of which an analysis is given on

page 168, shows 21*28 per cent, of Fe203, whilst the percentages of

Fe203 in the three ores from the part of Kodur mentioned on page 269 are

5*86, 6 '57, and 13-14, with a mean of 8*52. This seems to indicate a

removal of iron in solution. That this is probably not the case is indi-

cated by a consideration of a larger number cf analyses. Thus the

Kotakarra garnet contains only 3*47 per cent, of Fe203, so that the

mean of the two garnets is 12 '37 per cent. ; whilst the mean of the

Fe203 in the 22 analyses of samples and pieces of manganese-ore from

this district is 13*57 per cent.l

1 See foot-note to page 271.
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An interesting feature of the manganese-ores of the Vizagapatam

district is the baryta found in the 22 analyses
Baryta m t le ores.

j-gferred to above. The amount of this constituent

ranges from 0" 03 to 9 '53 per cent., the mean value being 2*03 per cent.

Now according to the analysis of the sample of opalized kodurite,

No. 233, given on page 257, and carried out by Messrs. J. and H. S.

Pattinson, kodurite is to be supposed to contain either no barium at

all, or such a small quantity that it cannot be estimated. Mr. J. Coggin

Brown, however, found 0* 18 per cent, of BaO in the specimen of spandite

that he analysed, and possibly all spandite if carefully tested would be

found to contain a trace or small quantity of this constituent. Since the

amount of BaO in the original rocks is so small, the comparatively

large quantity found in the ores cannot be simply residual, i.e., have

been left behind with the oxides of manganese and iron and a certain

proportion of the AI2O3, when the garnets suffered decomposition.

It is necessary to suppose that this was one of the constituents that

went into solution, probably as bicarbonate ; it must have been thus

concentrated and later deposited during the formation of the manga-

nese-ores. Unless, however, a much larger proportion of manganese

passed into solution than was ultimately deposited as manganese-ore,

it is diflficult to explain the great increase of the BaO relative to the

manganese oxides. If the supposition put forward in the former part

of the previous sentence be thought to be unhkely, then it is necessary

to suppose that the waters that originally attacked the masses of

kodurite rocks brought in the barium oxide as a part of their burden,

having obtained it from a source different to the rocks of the kodurite

series.

It will be interesting to compare the^^ Indian manganese-ore deposits

Comparison with the oi the kodurite series with those of the Queluz
Brazilian deposits. district. State of Minas Geraes, Brazil, the only

ones, as far as I can discover, that bear any resemblance to

those of Vizagapatam. Dr. Orville A. Derbyi, who has studied the

Brazilian deposits, ascribes their formation in many cases to the decom-
position and leaching of basic manganiferous rocks of which the most
important mineral is manganese-garnet (spessartite). These masses of

manganiferous rock often occur as dyke-hke masses and are considered

to be the result of magmatic segregation from a basic magma of dioritic,

gabbroitic or noritic tj^e, now represented by the very decomposed,

Amer. Jour. Set. XII, pp. 18-32, (1901).
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and sometimes sheared, clay-like ' country ' in which the manganese-ore

bodies occur.

It \\iU be seen that there is a general analogy between this theory

and that which is supposed to explain the formation and structure of the

Vizagapatam deposits of India.' The analogy, however, only applies to

the processes, i.e., the magmatic segregation of the manganiferous rocks

from a molten magma, with subsequent chemical changes producing the

ore-bodies from the manganiferous-rocks and the clays (or hthomarges)

from the less manganiferous ' country '—and not to the actual rocks con-

cerned. For in Brazil the residual rock, left after the segregation from

the magma of the manganiferous-rocks, was of b^sic character, while in

Vizagapatam it was either a felspar or felspar-quartz-rock, i.e., a more

acid rock. The product of segregation in Brazil, moreover, was essen-

tially a manganese-garnet rock sometimes containing an amphibolic

(or perhaps pyroxenic) or micaceous mineral, and at other times instead

of these latter free (original) manganese-oxide ( ? pohanite) with ilmenite

and rutile as accessories and a very small quantity of apatite, while both

quartz and graphite, supposed to be subsequent introductions, also occur.

This type of rock has been denominated queluiite by Derby. As shown

in Chapter XII, Icodurite, the typical product of segregation in the Vizaga-

patam area, is a considerably different rock of which the three chief

constituents, apatite, spandite, and felspar, are all equally important.

The Depth to which the Manganese-ores extend.

There remains one very interesting question to discuss in connec-

tion with the alteration of the masses of kodurite rocks, namely, the

depth at which this alteration took place. For on this depends the

depth to which the bodies of manganese-ore may be expected to

extend.

This problem is to be solved by a consideration of the depths at

which the processes of kaoUnization and oxidation occur. Let us deal

first -with kaoUnization. Two different reagents have been invoked

,. . ^. to explain this process. These are water contain-

ing carbon dioxide in solution, and water contain-

ing sulphuric acid. Waldemar Lindgren^ says :

—

' Apparently the pure aluminic silicate cannot be formed when the generating

waters contain much carbon dioxide or alkaline carbonates. But it does form

' Metasomatic Processes in Fissure-Veins rfOJW. .4»wr. Inst. Min. Eng., XXX,
p. 658, (1900).
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under the influence of some waters containing a small amount of these reagents,

and also in the presence of sulphuric acid, which, as is well known, rapidly

attacks the feldspars.'

From the results of the reaction of the water on the rock concerned

it can be said which of these two agents was contained in the waters.

With carbon dioxide, orthoclase felspar is decomposed in accordance

with the following equation :

—

SKaAliSieOie +6H20 + 3Ca2= 3(2H20.Al203.2Si02)+3K2C03+ I2Sia2.

Orthoclase. Kaolin,

Th e alumina being insoluble in the presence of carbonates is left behind

as kaolin, while the silica being soluble, is carried away in solution.

With regard to water containing sulphuric acid Lindgren says l
:

—

' Silica is practically insoluble in solutions containing sulphates and chlcrides,

hydrogen sulphide and free sulphuric acid. Under these conditions, aluminum
silicates are dissolved and sulphates or chlorides of aluminum are formed, with
simultaneous separation of sUica.'

Since, in the Vizagapatam manganese-ore deposits, a large portion of the

silica has eWdently been taken into solution and the alumina left behind

as kaolin, the alteration of the rocks of the kodurite series has been

considered on the preceding pages as due to the action of waters con-

taining carbon dioxide in solution.

Vogt, writing on the same subject says that the view held long

ago by Forchhammer (1835) and Bischoff (1855), that kaolinization is

due to the attack of water carrying carbon dioxide, must be the cor-

rect one for the following reasons :

—

' (1) kaolinization is in many cases a surface process, affected by the weak
carbonic-acid solutions of surface-waters ; (2) at somewhat greater depths, the
feldspars of the rocks are ( ften converted by similarly weak carbonic-acid waters
into kaolin, sericite, etc., as well as calcite.'

On a later page 3 he mentions the three processes that are due to the

action of waters containing carbon dioxide, or carbonates of alkalies,

or alkaline earths, in variable proportions. These three processes are

kaolinization, sericitization, and carbonatization :

—

' In kaolinization, the waters carry so much carbonic acid that the alkaline
and earthy carbonates are nearly or wholly removed, together with the dissolved
silica. In sericitization and carbonatization, on the contrary, there is a deposit
of potassium silicate or calcium carbonate.'

1 'Metasomatic Processes in Fissure-Veins,' Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng
, XXX

p. 664, (1900).
2 'Problems in the Geology of Ore-Deposita,' Trans, Amet. Inst. Min. Eng., XXXI,

p.l50, (1901).
3 Ibid., p. 157.
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Quite recently, Lindgrenl has made the following remarks on the

formation of kaolin :

—

' The hydrothermal origin of large bodies of kaolin has been urged in several

recent papers 2, by demonstrating the improbability of the formation of the

mineral on a great scale by ordinary weathering and by indicating its connection

with mineral deposits. Conceding this, it is nevertheless believed that kaolin is

rarely formed by alkaline hot water at any considerable depth below the surface.

Instances are multiplying (the occurrences at Cripple Creek among them) in which

it can be shown that the kaolin of the upper levels exposed to oxidation changes

into sericitic products in depth and that it is easily and abundantly formed by
the action of solutions containing free sulphuric acid on sericitized metasomatic

rocks and also, though less easily, on ordinary feldspathic rocks.'

Again, as there is no evidence that the felspathic rocks of the kodur-

ite series of Vizagapatam have ever passed through the sericitic stage,

there is no necessity to consider sulphuric acid as the reagent to which

their chemical alteration is due ; but rather water containing carbon

dioxide, reinforced by the addition of potassium carbonate as soon as

some of the orthoclase had been decomposed by the attacking waters.

From the foregoing extracts it will be seen that opinions differ as to

the amount of carbon dioxide present in the

' solutions producing kaolinization ; but that it is

agreed that kaolin is formed near to the surface rather than at consider-

able depths, and that, according to Lindgren, it occurs in the zone of

oxidation, giving way to sericite at greater depths.

Now let us deal with oxidation. C. R. Van Hise 3 has divided the

outer crust of the earth into three zones : an upper zone of fracture, a

nr. tt t lower zone of flowage, and a middle zone of com-
ine zone oi iracture _

'

and belt of weather- bined fracture and flowage.4 The zone of fracture is

that near the surface, and probably continues to a

depth of about 3,000 feet. This upper zone of fracture is divided by

Van Hise 5 into :

—

'(
1 ) an upper belt of weathering, and (2) a lower belt of cementation. The

belt of weathering extends from the surface to the level of ground-water, and for

1 "The Relation of Ore-deposition to Physical Conditions,' Economic Geology, II, p.

120.(1907).
2 Stutzer. Zeitschrift fiir frakt. Ocologu, XIII, pp. 333-336. (1905).
3 ' Some Principles Controlling the Deposition of Ores', Trans. Amer. Inst. Min.

Eng., XXX, p. 30, (1900).
* Van Hise elsewhere considers that the zones of fracture and flowage—diWsions

of the earth's crust bastd on structural considernlions—correspond respectively to the

zones of katair.orphism and anaiiiorj)hism— divisions of the earth's crust from the

metamorphic point of view. See ' A Treatise on Metamorphism', U. S- Geological

Survey. Monograph XLVII. p. 190, (1904).'
5 'Some Principles Controlling the Deposition of Ores', Trans. Amer. Inst. Min.

Eng., XXX, p. 72, (1900).
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a variable distance into the sea of underground water. The belt of cementation

extends from the bottom of the belt of weathering to the bottom of the belt of

fracture.'

The distinction between these two belts is summed up by Van Hise ^ as

follows :

—

'The belt of weathering is characterized by disintegration and decompositirn,

carbonation, hydration and oxidation, by solution and decrease of volume. The
belt of cementation is characterized by cementation and induration, by hydration,

by deposition, and by increase of volume.'

The chief constituent dissolved out of the belt of weathering and

transferred to the belt of cementation is sihca formed during the decom-

position of the silicates under the influence of water containing carbon

dioxide.

ij From this it will be seen that the chemical changes, namely, carbon-

ation and oxidation, characterizing the manganese-silicate rocks of the

Vizagapatam district must have taken place since the rocks of the

kodurite series came into the belt of weathering. The depth to which

„ , , ,
the zone of weathering extends at a particular

Ground-water level. , t, t t ,^ , i r ,

locality depends on the level oi ground-water at

that locaUty. In general the ground-water level follows roughly the

inequahties of the earth's surface. According to Van Hise^ :

—

' In regions of moderate elevation and moderate irregularities of topography
the level of groundwater is usually from 10 feet to 100 feet below the surface. It
is especially likely to be near the surface in regions where there is a thick layer of

drift or a thick layer of disintegrated rocks. In elevated and irregular regions,

and especially those in which the precipitation is rather small, the level of ground-
water may be from 100 to 300 feet below the surface. In high, desert regions, and
especially limestone regions, the level of groundwater may be from a thousand
to several thousand feet below die surface.'

In the portion of the Vizagapatam district where the manganese-

ore deposits are found, the topography is fairly flat, whilst the rainfall

is moderate, namely 40 to 50 inches annually. Hence it is probable

that the level of groimd- water is fairly near the surface, probably much
less than 100 feet below plain level. Hence, if the deposits were formed

whilst the ground had its present configuration, we should not expect

them to continue to any great depth below the surface before giving

way to moderately fresh examples of the kodurite series. In the

Kodur mine, however, a depth of some 90 to 100 feet below the level

of the adjacent plains has already been reached. Now, although the

level of ground-water probably lies higher than the bottom of this

pit—considering the large amounts of water that continually enter it and

1 Ihid., p. 74. I
2 jbid., p. 61. •
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necessitate constant pumping— ,
yet good ore is found to the very

deepest parts of the quarry. Hence it would seem that the present

ground-water level is higher than it can have been at the time of

formation of the manganese-ores, so that we cannot rely on the

present level of ground-water for information as to the depth to which

the manganese-ore deposits may be expected to continue.

This means that the main mass of the ores was formed in the past,

Time of formation between the time when the processes of elevation

of ores. and denudation brought the rocks of the kodurite

series to the surface and the present. The last serious folding of

the Archaean rocks of this area was probably contemporaneous with the

folding of the Dharwar rocks in other parts of India, which took place

somewhere between the deposition of the Dharwars and the rocks of

the Purana systems. It is probable that during this folding some of the

rocks of the kodurite series were exposed at the surface. Their altera-

tion may therefore have commenced in Archaean times and continued

ever since, except for interruptions when the outcrops of the Archaean

rocks were covered up by younger formations, such as perhaps the

Purana formations and the Deccan Trap. No doubt denudation has

been continuously removing the surface portions of the altered rocks,

thus bringing deeper and deeper zones of the rocks nearer the surface

and consequently within the influence of the carbonating and oxidizing

waters.

Now the depth to which this alteration extended in past times depends

Depth to which the 0^ the maximum depth of the ground-water during

ores extend. the period in which the masses of kodurite rocks were

exposed at the surface. In the absence of any information as to the

climatic and topographic conditions of this region, between Archaean

and historic times, it is not possible to say what was this maximum

depth of ground-water in past times. Unless, however, this region

was ever an arid region of very irregular and elevated topography, it is

not likely that the ground-water level ever sank to the extreme depth of

.1 000 and more feet characteristic of such regions. Let us assume that

it was never at a depth of more than about 500 feet. Now, according

to Van Hise, the zone of weathering may extend for some distance

below the ground-water level. To allow for this let us put the

maximum former extension in depth as 700 feet. Allowing for the denu-

dation of an unknown amount of the surface portion of the kodurite rocks

since the time when the ground-water level reached this maximum
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depth below the surface, we can put the present depth of this

former boundary between the belt of weathering and the belt of cement-

ation as not more than 500 feet. As it is not probable that the alter-

ation of the kodurite rocks accompanied by the formation of oxidized

ores continued to any considerable depth below the bottom of the belt

of weathering, we can take this figure of 500 feet as being a guess at

the maximum depth to which the manganese-ores of this district may
be expected to extend. It is obvious that as the assumptions on which

this figure is based are merely guesses, it may happen that the ores con-

tinue to a considerably greater depth, or that they do not extend so

deep. But in any case they probably extend deeper than it will be

profitable to work them, considering the irregular distribution of the

ore-bodies through the decomposed masses of lithomargic rock in which

they occiu".

There is one other point worth considering, namely, the source of

The souices of the carbon dioxide that is supposed to have brought

(;arbL,n dioxide. about the alteration of the kodurite rocks. This

question of the source of the carbon dioxide that plays siich a promi-

nent part in the formation of ore-deposits is excellently summed up by

Van Hise on page 96 of the paper already cited. Van Hise says :

—

'I have already pointed out two sources for the excess of carbon-dioxide held

in the underground waters. Where vegetation is abundant, carbon -dioxide is

concentrated in the soil. A large part of this is retained in the belt of weathering
by the process of carbonation of the silicates, but another part joins the sea of

underground waters. Another source for the carbon- dioxide is that liberated

from cavities within rocks. It is well known that in many rocks a large amount
of carbon-dioxide is included in innumerable microscopic cavities. When such
rocks are complexly deformed in the zone of fracture, the fractures must intersect

many of these cavities, and thus liberate the carbon -dioxide. Where there are
zones of crushing, that is, where there are trunk-channels for percolating waters, the

amount of carbon-dioxide which may thus be liberated may be considerable.

Another source for the carbon-dioxide is a process of sOication ',

which Van Hise has previously explained, in which the silica taken

into solution in the belt of weathering, as the result of the decomposi-

tion of silicates by the carbon dioxide in the surface waters, percolates

downwards into the belt of cementation and decomposes the carbonates

of limestones and other rocks with the liberation of carbon dioxide.

' Therefore, deep-seated waters are ever receiving contributions of oarbon-
dioxide, and thus are continually more capable of taking metals in solution, until

the Waters reach conditions where silication does not occur.

In this process of silication alone is believed to be an adequate source of
carbon-dioxide, so that metals may be carried as bicarbonates and the water also
bold a further excess of carbon-dioxide,'
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GEOLOGY—continued.

The Manganiferous Rocks of the Dharwar Facies,

including the Gondite Series.

General—Deposition of the Dharwar manganiferous sediments—Their partial

metamorphism—Their more complete m-tamorphism—The alteration of the

manganif rous silicates—Mineral vein-^ and intrusives—Manganese-ores in crys-

talUne limestones—Classification of the Dharwar manganese-ores.

General.

It has already been mentioned that the formation of the oldest

The Dharwar period gneisses must have been followed by a period of

of sedimentation. mechanical Sedimentation characterized by the

deposition of sands, clays, and conglomerates. During the same period

various chemical sediments must also have been deposited, particularly

limestones, and possibly various ferruginous rocks, such as hmonites.

The period of tectonic quiescence during which these sediments

accumulated must have been of considerable duration, and the sediment-

ation must have been interrupted at intervals by the eruption of con-

temporaneous lava-flows. Although the general period of sediment-

ation must have the same over the whole of what is now the Peninsula

of India, yet it does not follow that this period of sedimentation

began and ended at the same time in the various parts of the

area. The whole of the series of sediments thus formed was then

^ , . subiected to intense tectonic disturbances, by the
The ruetatuorphism J

r i t i t j- i t i
• •

i

of th sediments. action of which the sediments were folded in with

the oldest gneisses more or less deeply and subjected to various degrees of

metamorphism and consequent mineralogical and structural changes ; the

degree of metamorphism produced naturally depending on the depth to

which the particular sediments were folded in, that is on the intensity of

the pressure and temperature to which they were subjected. In some

cases this metamorphism was so pronounced that it is now extremely

difficult to separate these rocks from the older rocks with which they are

associated, so that the sediments of this period have to be mapped with

the other Archaean rocks as the metamorphic <md crystalline complex,

as in the districts of Balaghat, Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur, in

the Central Provinces, and in Narukot in the Bombay Presidency. In
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other cases, where the metamorphism has been less severe, it is easy to

separate off from the Archaean complex the rocks corresponding to the

sediments of this period, as in the Panch Mahals, Belgaum, Dharwar,

North Kanara, Sandur, Mysore, Jabalpur, Singhbhum, and a part of

Balaghat. The rocks thus separated from
The Transiticuis. ,i » i i ^ j i m

the Arch8e?an complex were nrst known as 1 ran-

sition rocks, being grouped under this name with the Bijawars

and other rocks situated stratigraphically above the great Eparchsean

interval. But they have since received local names in different parts

of India. The area in which these rocks first received a local name is

the Panch Mahals, where W. T. Blanford in 1869 ^ recognized that the

rocks then classed as Transition or sub-metamorphic were in this area

not the same as the Bijawars of Central India and the Central Pro-

The Chanipaner vinces. He consequently proposed the name
series. Chdmpdticr for these rocks after the ruined

MusUm city of that name, situated on the edge of the outcrop of

these rocks. In 1886 R. B. Foote proposed the name Dhdtwdr -

for the rocks of this facies situated in
ThoDhaiwiirseues.

j^Y^^^T^f^j.^ Bellary. and Mysore, as it was not then

suspected that they bore any similarity as regards age to Blanford's

Champaner group.

In the south of India the manganese-bearing rocks of the following

districts have been recognized as Dharwar in age :—Belgaum, Dharwar
North Kanara, Goa, Bellary, Sandur, Chitaldrug, Shimoga, and Tumkur.
In a work published in 18913, Dr. King expressed the opinion that the

rocks of Chutia Nagpur, previously designated by the convenient term

'Transition' are the equivalent of the Dharwars of Southern India.

In 1904, whilst engaged in the examination of the manganese-ore

deposits of the Jabalpur district, I came to the conclusion, as the

result of a comparison of my specimens with those of other areas, and
with the full concurrence of Messrs. Holland and Vredenburg, that the

rocks of this area previously mapped as Bijawars are really of Dharwar
age. Dr. Holland paid a special visit to this area to convince himself

that the aspect of these rocks in the field supports the conclusion as

to their age. When, in 1905, I visited the Champaner area, I was

1 Mem. Q. S. I., VI., p. 203.

2 Rec. Q. S. I.. XIX, p. 98,

3 'Gold, Copper and Lead in Chota Nagpore and the adjacent country', by W. King
and T. A. Pope. Thacker. Spink and Company, C'alciitta,(1891), p. 3.

II !'
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struck at once by the extraordinary lithological similarity of the Cham-
pan er rocks to those of Jabalpur and their consequent probable Dhar-

war age.

During 1904, I was able to examine yet another area of the rocks

The Chilpi Ghat of the type once classed as Transition, namely, the

series situated in the Balaghat and Raipur districts

of the Central Provinces, which W. King, in 1885 1, called the Chilpi

Ghat series after the locality in which they were first examined. This

series consists of quartzites, slates, conglomerates, and traps, in the

parts where it was first examined. It was traced further west into

the western portions of the Balaghat district by P. N. Bose, and it was

here that I was able to examine it. The rocks have here become more

metamorphosed, so that the slates have passed into micaceous phyllites

and the conglomerates have been rendered schistose. The lithological

similarity of these rocks to those of Southern India is so marked that Mr.

Maclaren, who has had considerable experience of the Dharwars of

the type areas, and to whom I showed my Chilpi specimens, fully agrees

with my supposition that the Chilpi Ghat rocks are of the same age as the

The ir.et amorphic Dharwars.2 The importance of this correlation is

pl^x 'orthe' Na^pi?r'.
manifest when it is stated that very good evidence

Balaghaf, area. has been obtained that a considerable portion of

the metamorphic and crystalline complex of the four districts of Balaghat,

Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur, namely that with which the man-

ganese-ore deposits are more particularly associated, really consists of

portions of the Chilpis that have been so much more severely meta-

morphosed than in the areas further to the east that it has not yet

been found practicable to map them separately from the other members

of the metamorphic and crystalline complex.

It must be noticed that all the correlations of these ancient

rocks in different parts of India are based on lithological resemblances.

This correlation is, however, supported by the stratigraphical position

of these rocks, namely, folded in with the oldest gneisses, and separated

by the great Eparchaean unconformity from all the younger rocks.

There is yet another area of metamorphosed
e ava series,

^p^jj^ggg^j^ sediments,—in Rajputana and Central

1 Rec'. G. S. I., XVIII, p. 187.

2 Since this was ^v^itten I have been able to see for m3'self portions of the

Dharwars of Southern India, and to further convince myself of the probable

equivalence of the Chilpis and Dharwars.
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India—where an attempt has been made to separate from the oldest

gneisses a system of limestones, schists, and quartzites. To this the name

Ardvalli has been given, after the hills of that name to which the rocks

of this formation give rise. It is probable that more than one series

of rocks has been mapped imder this name, but the major portion of

the Aravallis is probably equivalent to the Dharwars of Southern India.

The term Arvali or Aravalli was first adopted ia 1877, by C. A. Hacket^

I have not had the advantage of visiting the typical Aravalli area,

but have visited what must be an extension of this series in Jhabua

State. My examination of the rocks found there in the vicinity of

the manganese-ore deposit of Kajlidongri, and of specimens of this

series from Rajputana, has shown me what a striking resemblance

there is, both lithologically and. as far as I have seen, in mode of occur-

rence in the field, between the rocks of the Aravalh system and those

of the Chilpi Ghat series of the Balaghat district, and the more meta-

The equivalence
morphosed equivalents of the Chilpis in the Bala-

of the various serits. ghat, Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur districts

of the Central Provinces. And, as has been already explained, the

Chilpis are to be regarded as the equivalents in the Central Provinces

of the Dharwars of Southern India. Hence we are driven to the conclu-

sion that the series that have received the following names, arranged

in order of priority, are roughly contemporaneous:—Champaner (1869),

AravalU (1877). Chilpi Ghat (1885), Dharwar (1886), and portions of the

metamorphic and crystalline complex of the Nagpur-Balaghat area,

Central Provinces.

With regard to the question as to which term is to be adopted in

' Champaner ' the preference to the others, it is obvious that according
prior term. the rules of priority the term Champaner should

be used. This, however, is the name that has been the least used of

all, whilst that which has been extended to the largest number of areas,

has passed into most general use, and is known best to geologists and

'Dharwar' the most miners, is the term Dhdrivdr, the familiarity of the
familiar term. name being largely due to the fact that the

auriferous veins of Mysore are situated in the rocks to which this name
was originally given. Since, however, the strict contemporaneity of

these in various parts of India has not and never can be proved, partly

because they are situated in isolated areas and partly because it does not

seem probable that the sedimentation in the different areas can have

1 Hcc. G.S.I.,X: p. 84.

II D 2
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started and finished at exactly the same points of geological time, it

will probably always be considered preferable to employ the local names

The term 'Dhaiwar' with a general understanding as to their rough
adopted. equivalence. When, however, it is desirable to

treat the rocks of the different areas as a whole, it will be better to use

the most familiar of the local names, namely Dhdrwdr, in preference

to that which has priority on its side, but happens to be the least

generally known of all, namely Chdmpdner^.
,

Now it so happens that, excluding the manganese-intrusives forming

the kodurite series of Vizagapatam andGanjam, all the manganese-bearing

rocks of any importance that have been located in the great succession of

rocks classed as Archaean are associated with rocks belonging either to

the Dharwars or to one of the local groups shown above to be their

equivalents. Hence the manganiferous rocks of this type will be

grouped together, as The manganiferous rocks of the Dhdrwdr fades

or type. A list is given on page 240 of the areas in which manganese-

ores have been found in rocks of this facies.

The Deposition of the Manganiferous Sediments of the DharwSr
Period.

I now propose to give a general statement as to the mode of origin

and occurrence of the manganese-ore deposits of the Dharwar facies,

and then in Chapters XV to XVII to explain this in detail with special

reference to the occurrences in the Central Provinces and Jhabua, the

areas with which I am most familiar and in which the most valuable

deposits have been so far located.

On page 280 I have described the rocks of the Dharwar facies as

having been deposited as a vast succession of sediments, both mechanical

and chemical, with the contemporaneous extrusion, in some areas, of lava

flows. The evidence of the manganese-ore deposits shows that there

must have been many basin-shaped areas formed in various parts of

this region of deposition. Some of these basins must have been of large

size, of the nature of large lakes or of small seas, whilst others may have

1 My friend and colleague, Mr. E. W. Vredenburg, in an interesting booklet

entitled ' A Summary of the Geology of India ' (Thacker, Spink and Company, Calcutta ;

1907), p- 17, considers that the term Ardvalli should be adopted 'as it is derived

from one of the ujost remarkable and one of the oldest physical features of the globe.

There is super-abundant evidence, however, that these rocks correspond with those

known in other parts of the globe as the Huronian, and the use of a local designation

for the Indian area is therefore .superfluous.' The treatment of the Archcean rocks in
his book is very interesting, although I do not agree with it entirely.
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been quite small. These basin-like areas were areas of deposition,

both mechanical and chemical. Sometimes the incoming waters were

comparatively clear and free from mechanically- carried material, such

as sand or clay, but, instead, contained in solution salts of manganese.

On reaching the masses of more or less stationary water the velocity

of the incoming waters was checked, and, in the more or less still

condition to which they were brought, the solutions were either sub-

jected to atmospheric oxidation v/ith the consequent formation and

precipitation of oxide of manganese, or they were subjected to the

action of reducing agents with the precipitation of the manganese in

form of carbonate, or, much more improbably, of sulphide, according

to the nature of the reducing agent. It is considered that the former

alternative is in all probability the correct one, although the latter mode
of deposition, namely, as carbonate, and possibly in very rare instances

as sulphide, may have been locally operative, where the conditions of

deposition were reducing instead of oxidizing, as must usually have

been the case. As long as the incoming waters were free from silts the

deposits accumulating on the bottoms of the basins must have been

entirely chemical and composed of more or less pure oxides of mangan-

ese. But when the waters contained a moderate amount of silt, as well

as the manganese salts, then the manganese oxides deposited must have

been rendered siliceous by mechanical admixture with sand or clay.

At other times, there must have been an alternate deposition of mangan-

ese oxides, either pure or impure, with layers of sand or clay partly or

entirely free from manganese oxides ; the layers of silt being deposited

at times of flood, when the incoming waters had so diluted the man-

ganese-bearing solutions with waters charged with silt that the sediments

deposited consisted almost entirely of sand or clay. After the finish

of the period during which manganiferous sediments were deposited,

there came a time when the supply of manganese-bearing solutions

ceased and the whole succession of manganese-bearing sediments was

buried beneath a great thickness of sands, clays, and other sediments.

The source of the The manganiferous solutions themselves must have
/i-anganese. been supplied from an area in which the rocks

then subject to meteoric influences contained compounds of

manganese liable to be decomposed under the action of such influences.

For such a source we can probably look to some plutonic rock

containing manganese-bearing silicates amongst its constituent

minerals. The ordinary ferro-magnesian silicates usually contain small

quantities of manganese, and this would no doubt be sufiicient under
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favourable circumstances to furnish tlie requisite quantities of manga-

nese. It so happens, however, that there is in India a series of rocks,

namely the kodurite series of Vizagapatam, that contains an unusually

large amount of manganese as an essential constituent of its garnets

and pyroxenes. There is no evidence available to show the relative

ages of the kodurite and the Dharwar series, but we must not lose

sight of the possibility that the manganese deposited in Dharwar times

was derived, not from the small quantities of this element contained in

the ferro-magnesian silicates of such ordinary rocks as granites or

diorites, but from rocks specially rich in manganese
;
and, if not actually

trom the kodurite seiies, then from some other series of rocks, equally

nch in manganese, that has either been entirely buried beneath

later rocks, or is in existence somewhere at the surface and yet awaits

discovery.

The Partial Metamorphism of the Manganiferous Sediments.

After this vast succession of sediments had accumulated, or perhaps

towards the end of their deposition, they (and all the older rocks) were

involved in a prolonged and severe tectonic disturbance, which folded

them in with the older rocks, and produced in them varying degrees

of structural and mineralogical change according to the depth to

which they were folded in, and consequently according to the in-

tensity of the pressure and heat to which they were subjected. When
the intensity of this metamorphism was not very great the clays were

simply converted into slates or phyllites (usually referred to as argilUtes

in Southern India) ; the sands were converted into quartzites or sand-

stone-quartzites of varying degrees of induration, often assuming jas-

peroid or homstone-like characters, perhaps due to partial chemical

solution and re-deposition ; whilst the conglomerates were rendered

more or less schistose. Any ferruginous sediments were converted into

hematite, and less frequently into magnetite, thus giving rise to the

Formation of pn- banded hematite-jaspers, often containing mag-
mary ores. netite, that are so characteristic of the Dharwars.

Any bands of manganese oxide that were contained in these sedi-

ments were compressed and rendered crystalline. The ores so formed

may be termed primary ores. The rocks of the Dharwar facies that have

suffered this amount of metamorphism are the typical Dharwars of Dhar-

war, Bellary, and Mysore, the Dharwars of Singhbhum and Jabalpur, the

Chilpis of Balaghat, and the Champaners of the Panch Mahals. Of
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the manganese-ores occurring in these areas, the following are

considered to be primary ores :—(1) certainly those situated near

Localities for the ^^^^ 0^ Chilpi Ghat series in the Balaghat

primary ores. district of the Central Provinces, (2) probably a

part of those of Sivarajpur in the Panch Mahals, and (3) possibly

some of those of the Sandur Hills^ although the available evidence

is against this. Since the Dharwar rocks have
Formation of out- , ° i . ji c i

crop or recent sccon- been exposed at the suriace, other ores nave
dary ores (lateritoid been formed by the concentration of the usually

small quantities of manganese contained in some

of the Dharwar rocks, such as the ferruginous members of the

series. Such ores can be termed secondary ores ; or as there is another,

and much more important group of secondary ores, formed in all pro-

bability in depth in the Central Provinces and Jhabua, and considered

on page 293, it will be better to refer to those formed on the surface as

outcrop secondary ores, or alluding to their probable time of formation,

recent secondary ores, whilst the ones formed in depth can be known as

the deep or Archcean secondary ores.

The most important occurrences of outcrop secondary ores are in

the Sandur Hills and Mysore, practically all the ores of both areas

in all probability coming under this heading. The source of the

manganese was probably partly original phyllites and partly ferrugi-

nous quartzites. Amongst the outcrop secondary ores are those of

Localities for out- Jabalpur, which have probably been entirely

crop secondary ores, derived from the small quantities of manganese

contained in the hematite of the hematitic jaspers by superficial

alteration and concentration accompanied by the replacement of

whatever rocks happened to be at the outcrop. Other outcrop

secondary ores are those of Dharwar, a portion of those of the Panch

Mahals, in both of which the manganese may ha,ve been concentrated

from limonitic jaspers ; and a portion, and possibly the whole, of

those of Goa, North Kanara, and Singhbhum. In the last case the

immediate source cannot at present be referred to ferruginous rocks

containing a small quantity of manganese, because such rocks have

not yet been found in the immediate neighbourhood of the manganese-

ore deposits. The outcrops of nearly all these ores have a laterite-

like or lateritoid aspect, and in Belgaum, Goa, and Jabalpur, manga-

nese-ores are also found in what seems to be true laterite resting on

rocks of Dharwar age. The distinction between the lateritoid ores

and those in true laterite seems, however, artificial ; because the field
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evidence makes it clear to me that both have been formed by im-

pregnation and metasomatic replacement of Dharwar rocks at the

surface. [This statement does not apply to all varieties of laterite.]

I do not propose to give here any detailed accomit of the geology

and origin of the Dharwar manganese-ores of these less metamorphosed

types.

These subjects are, however, touched upon in the description of each

district, the fullest accounts being given for Jabalpur and the Sandur

Hills. The lateritic and lateritoid ores are dealt with later under the

heading of laterite (see pages 380 to 389).

The More Complete Metamorphism of the I)hg,rw^rs.

When the intensity of the metamorphism to which the Dharwar

sediments were subjected was considerably more severe than described

in the previous section, not only were the resultant structural

changes more pronounced, but they were usually accompanied by a

complete mineralogical re-arrangement or rather reconstruction of

the rock. Sands were converted into vitreous quartzites in which

any impurities crystallized out as definite minerals such as

muscovite, hematite, garnet, or tourmaline, the formation of the

last-named mineral possibly being due to the accession of various

vapours to the mass of rock imdergoing metamorphism. Very impure

quartzites, grits, and conglomerates, often became completely recrys-

tallized with the total obliteration of their original characters

and the formation, in at least some cases, of gneisses, this change

depending, of course, on the presence in the original sediment of a

sufficient quantity of felspathic or other alkali-bearing material to

give rise to the fresh felspars of the gneiss formed by meta-

morphism. Argillaceous sediments, such as clay, passed beyond the slate

and phyllite stage and became entirely recrystallized as mica-schists,

often crowded with various accessory minerals, such as rutUe, tourmaline,

Primary man'^anese ottrelite. In the case of those deposits of

^rea formed by the manganese-ore that were originally laid down in

mfn^neTe^oxTdesedil ^he comparatively pure condition, the only effect of

ments. the metamorphism can have been to compress the

ore into the smallest possible volume and consequently compel the

various constituents of the ore to arrange themselves as the mineral

aggregate that occupies the least volume, that is, to bring about

the formation of the minerals of the highest specific gravity. Any
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siliceous material that had become mixed with the manganese

oxides combined with them to form the crystalline and com-

paratively dense mineral, braunite, whilst the manganese oxides left

over after all the available silica had been used up in the formation of

braunite combined with the remaining impurities to form various man-

ganates, which when mixed together isomorphously form the mineral

psilomelane. This psilomelane forms the matrix in which the braunite

granules are set, acting as a sort of cement to them. In the case, then,

of comparatively pure manganiferous sediments, the chief difference

between the ores produced by the less pronounced metamorphism

noticed in the previous section and that noticed in this, lies in the fact

that in the former case any silica mixed with the manganiferous sedi-

ments frequently remained after metamorphism in mechanical ad-

mixture with the manganese-ore, which was thus only able to assume

the form of psilomelane ; whilst in the latter case the intensity of heat

developed was almost always sufficient to cause the formation of braun-

ite, wdth the consequent production of a denser and more crystalline ore.

There is, of course, every gradation between these two types,

and both may be included under the term -primary ores (see page 286).

It is, however, in those bodies of manganese-ore in which there

Formation 'of the were layers of sand, clay, or other sediment, defi-

manganese silicates,
j^j^g^ interstratified with the layers of man-

spessartite and rno- ...
donite, in the ore- ganese oxide , or in which the ore-body consisted

of manganese oxides rendered impure by the

admixture of considerable quantities of sand or clay ; and at the peri-

pheries of the ore-bodies where the manganese oxides come in contact

with the sediments forming the ' country ' or wall-rock of the ore

deposit, that the degree of metamorphism to which the rocks have
been subjected is fomid to produce the greatest differences. As
has already been explained, in the less metamorphosed type both the

interstratified layers of silt and the ' cotmtry ' of the deposits were

simply converted into sandstone-quartzite, quartzite, slate, shale, etc.,

whilst the manganese oxides were compressed and rendered more or

less crystalline. In the more metamorphosed type, however, the man-
ganese oxides have interacted with any interstratified or admixed silt

and with the 'country' or waU-rock. The product of this reaction has

been various according to the nature of the silts and impurities. The
chief products have been a manganese-garnet, and rhodonite, a manga-

nese-pyroxene. The garnet approximates, as far as can be judged from

two analyses, to the manganese-alumina-gamet, spessartite, the theoretical
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composition of which is expresed by the formula :—3MnO.A]203.

3Si02. As will be seen, however, from the analyses given on page 351, the

manganese is usually partly replaced by calcium and magnesium, and

the alumina by iron. The formation of the spessartite of the theore-

tical composition may be expressed by the following equation :

—

2H20.Al203.2Si02 + 3MnO+Si02 = 3MnO.Al203 3Si02 + 2H2O.

Kaolin or clay Quartz Spessartite

By the introduction of oxides of calcium, magnesium, and iron, repre-

senting calcareous, magnesian, and ferruginous impurities, respective-

ly, in the original sediments, into both sides of the equation, the form-

ation of spessartite containing these constituents could be shown. This

shows that when the sediments admixed, interstratified, or in contact

with, the manganese oxides were largely argillaceous, the chief mineral

formed was spessartite. Any excess of quartz in these sediments over

the kaolin crystallized out as quartz with formation of spessartite-quartz-

rock, if all the manganese had already been used up in combining with

the kaolin. Whilst, if any manganese oxide were still left over, it com.

bined with this excess of quartz with the formation of the triclinic man-

ganese-pyroxene, rhodonite, of the theoretical composition expressed

by the formula MnSi03. No analysis has yet been made of Indian

rhodonite, so that it is not possible to say if the manganese of this mineral

is replaced by any other element to any considerable extent. Assuming

the theoretical formula, the following equation will express the form-

ation of this mineral :

—

Mn02 + Si02 = MnSiOs-

Quartz Rhodonite

If, after this equation had been carried out, there were any silica left

unaccounted for, it would crystallize out as quartz, and the rock then

formed would be spessartite-rhodonite-quartz-rock. If the quantity of

manganese were such that there would be an excess of manganese oxide

left over after supplying that required to combine with all the sand and

clay in the formation of spessartite and rhodonite, then the last

portions of the silica, instead of forming rhodonite by combining with

one molecule of manganese oxide for every molecule of quartz, would

probably combine with a much larger quantity of manganese oxide

with the formation of braunite according to the following equation :

—

4MnO + 3Mn02 + Si02 = 3Mn203.MnSi03

Braunite.
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The rock then formed would be a spessartite-rhodonite-braunite-rock,

or a spessartite-braunite-rock, according as there had or had not been

sufficient quartz to form rhodonite. In the event of the silts not con-

taining anv appreciable quantity of clay or other aluminous matter,

no spessartite would be formed and the product would be rhodonite-

rock, rhodonite-quartz-rock, or rhodonite-braunite-rock, according to the

relative proportions of the manganese oxides and the silica. It will

be noticed that in all the equations given above, except that for the

formation of braunite, the manganese has been assumed to be in the

Liberation of protoxide form ; but as has been already explained
water, oxygen, and

^j^^ manganese was in all probabilitv originally
rarely, of carbon ° r . o y

dioiide. deposited as the result of the oxidation of man-

ganese-bearing solutions, and therefore presumably as the hydrated

peroxide, H2Mn03. This simply means that during the changes

described above oxygen must have been set free in the formation of

spessartite and rhodonite, whilst in the formation of the manganese-

garnet water must have also been liberated. If any appreciable

quantity of the manganese was deposited as carbonate, then in the

majority of cases this must have been broken up by interaction with

other substances to form either oxide-ores of manganese or silicates of

manganese, such as spessartite and rhodonite. In any case this breaking

up can only have been accomplished with the evolution of carbon

dioxide, as in the following equation showing the change by which

rhodonite may have been formed from manganese carbonate :

—

MnCOg + SiOa = MnSiOs + COo

In a few cases manganese carbonate, in the form of the mineral rhodo-

chrosite, has been found : but these are very few, the only cases known to

me being the deposits of Gaimukh and Devi in the Chhindwara district,

Central Provinces, and doubtfidiy the deposit of Parsioni in the Xagpur
district, Central Provinces. But whether this rhodochrosite is to be

considered as a remnant of that originally deposited at the time of deposi-

tion of the Dharwar sediments, or whether it has been subsequently

formed under the influence of waters charged with carbon dioxide

percolating through the deposits, it is not possible to say.

As the result of the series of changes described above those bodies

of manganese- ore that were originally deposited as solid masses of

manganese oxides, without any large quantity of admixed sUt, and free

from interlaminations of sand or clay, are still found as solid masses
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of manganese-ore ;
except at their peripheries, where they are separated

Formation of man- from the practically non-manganiferoiis ' country
'

ganese silicate* at the by an envelope of gneiss, schist or quartzite. con-

dep sits. taining silicates more or less rich in manganese.

These silicates have in some cases, no doubt, been formed by the

interaction of the manganese of the ore-body with the surrounding

'coimtry'; but in many cases the formation of these manganese-silicates

must have been due to the fact that the sediments immediately over-

and underlying the ore-body were mixed ^vith manganese oxide at the

time of their deposition, owing to a more or less gradual change from the

deposition of manganese oxide to that of sand or clay, or vice versa. As

examples of such border products due to one of the causes outlined above

mention may be made of the spessartite-bearing gneisses and

quartzites occurring on either side of the ore-bodies at Kandri and

Mansar in the Xagpur district ; whilst the formation of the schist con-

taining the manganiferous variety of amphibole to which the name of

winchite has been given, at the Kajlidongri mine in Jhabua State, and

of the schist containing manganiferous micas as one wall of the Sita-

pathur deposit, are instances of this same phenomenon of the formation

of manganese silicates at the periphery of a deposit, although neither

deposits can be cited as an example of a solid mass of manganese-ore

free from appreciable quantities of foreign material.

On the other hand, those ore-bodies that contained intercalated layers

The banded struc of sand or clay have suffered great alteration. In

ture of the ore-bodies, cases where the alternating layers of ore and silt were

thin, averaging, say, 1 to 3 inches each in thickness, the temperature and

pressure to which they were subjected has often been sufficiently high

to cause such a complete interaction between the ore-layers and silt

that aU the ore has been converted into spessartite or spessartite-quartz-

rock ; the resultant rock has a banded appearance owing to the alter-

nation of bands of spessartiferous rock \\4th bands of vitreous quartzite,

roughly corresponding to the layers of manganese oxide and silt, respec-

tively. When these layers were originally somewhat thicker the

reaction may not have extended right to the centre of the ore-layer,

so the central zone of a layer may consist of manganese-ore with, on

each side of it, a layer of spessartiferous rock separating the ore-layer

from other bands corresponding to the original layers of silt. In some

cases the alternating layers of ore and silt may have been so fine that the

whole mass of rock has passed into a more or less homogeneous mass

of spessartite-quartz-rock, or of spessartite-rock practically free
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from quartz, the presence or absence of this constituent depending,

of course, on the exact composition of the silt. Rhodonite is formed

much less commonly, although it is to be found in almost every deposit

where the degree of metamorphism has reached the point sufficient

to bring about the formation of spessartite, the local presence of rhodonite

at any particular point being simply determined by the actual com-

position of the silt and adjacent or admixed ore at that point. Other

rarer silicates have also been formed in places, probably where the sedi-

ments or manganese oxides happen to have had an exceptional com-

position. The manganiferous sediments must also have contained

a varying quantity of phosphorus, in what form
Apatite.

impossible to say, but probably as apatite.

Whatever was its original form, it is now found as apatite in the meta-

morphosed rocks, sometimes only in very small quantities, and some-

times, though rarely, in comparative abundance, as c.t Jothvad in

Narukot State, Bombay Presidency.

The Alteration of the Manganiferous Silicates.

The evidence collected at the various deposits in the Central Provinces

. shows that a considerable portion of this spessartite
Re-crnversion cf

i i n i i . i •
,

spessartite and rho- and rhodonite has been reconverted mto man-
donite into oxidized ganese-ore. Many examples are to be found of
ores (deep secondary

,
, f ,i •,•

ores). rocks made up of these manganese-silicates

traversed by veins and patches of manganese-

ore. In some cases this alteration has become so complete that

the fact that the ore was originally a rock made up of manganese

silicates would not be suspected, were it not for the occasional

find in the midst of a solid mass of ore of a residual patch of yellow

spessartite or pink rhodonite. It might be suggested that this supposed

residual manganese silicate is really a feature of the deposit due to the

presence in the mass of oxides of patches of impurities, which, under

the influence of metamorphic agencies, were converted into silicates.

The evidence that such is not the case will be given later. Reasons

will be given later (page 355) for supposing that this alteration of silicates

to ore took place in Archaean times whilst the rocks were still at some
distance from the surface. These ores can therefore be termed deep or

Archcean secondary ores in contradistinction to the surface or recent second-

ary ores mentioned on page 287. Accepting for the present that it is certain

that portions of the manganese-ore bodies have been produced by the
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chemical alteration of manganese silicates, such as spessartite and

rhodonite, the question at once arises as to what proportion of the ore-

bodies as we now see them consists of the original manganese oxides

simply compressed and to a certain extent recrystalUzed and what

proportion of them consists of ores formed by the chemical alteration

of manganese sUicates. I have not yet found sufficient evidence to

settle this question, but it seems possible to specify certain instances

of either. Thus the solidity of the portion of the Kandri deposit in

South Hill is such that it seems difficult to imagine that it has been formed

solely by the chemical alteration and replacement of masses of spessart-

iferous or rhodoniferous rock ; so that it seems n.ore rational to suppose

that this is an example of a mass of manganese oxide deposited as such

and since compacted and recrystaUized
;
but, considering that the saddle

separating North from South HOI contains a large quantity of spessar-

tite, it is possible that this deposit may after all have been formed

by the alteration of manganese-silicate- rocks. The Balaghat deposit

may, however, be cited as an undoubted example of a deposit that

has not passed through the silicate stage, because it contains in it numer-

ous bands of quartzite that have not been sufficiently metamorphosed

to have even given rise to spessartite or rhodonite. As a good example

of a deposit the ore of which has probably been derived, perhaps almost

entirely, by the alteration of spessartiferous rock, the Mandri deposit

may be cited, whilst the Manegaon deposit, also in the Nagpur district,

is a good example of a deposit in which the ore has been derived from

both spessartite and rhodonite.

The question next arises as to when this alteration of the manganese

silicates took place. It has already been shown that during the

Time of alteration
metamorphism of the manganese-ore deposits, water,

of the manganese oxygen, and probably, in some cases, carbon dioxide,
sihcates. must have been liberated. These substances would

then have probablv been available to act on the deposits as soon as the

pressure was somewhat released, remaining in the meanwhile in

the form of waters containing, as a portion of their burden, oxygen,

and a certain proportion of carbon dioxide. Hence it seems

probable that, as soon as the pressure became locally lessened,

the percolating waters would begin to attack the manganese

silicates. This attack must probably have continued for a considerable

time after the cessation of the movements that folded and metamor-

phosed the Dharwars, probably in fact as long as the temperature was

at any considerable elevation above that of water at the surface of the
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earth. There is no evidence that this alteration is going on at the present

day, except perhaps to a very insignificant extent.

Coming now to the way in which this alteration was effected, the evid-

Method of alf^--
^^^^ obtained by the microscopic examination

ation of the manganpse of a large number of thin sections of spessartite-

sihcates. rhodonite-bearing rocks in all stages of alter-

ation to manganese-ore indicates that, in the case of spessartite,

the mineral did not as a rule decompose in situ with the solution

and removal of the alumina, silica, lime, and magnesia, and

the resultant residual concentration of the oxides of manganese

and iron. On the contrary, the garnet was attacked in one place

with the solution of tlie manganese, which was carried in

solution to another part of the deposit, where it replaced not only

the spessartite already there, the manganese and iron contents of this

replaced garnet being no doubt added to the oxides of manganese and

iron brought in by the replacing solutions ; but also the quartz, when the

spessartite occurred as spessartite-quartz-rock. If the formation of

the manganese-ore had been brought about by the decomposition in situ

of the garnet and the accumulation of the manganese oxides, then the

resultant ores would have been porous, imless further supplies of man-

ganese had been subsequently brought in to fill up the interspaces.

On the other hand, if the formation of the ore took place by replacement,

as is suggested by the microscopic aspect of these rocks, the resultant

ores should be compact, as is the case. Hence the evidence

of the physical aspect of those ores that can fairly be supposed to have

been derived from the spessartite-bearing rocks supports the theory that

such ores were largely formed by replacement. But it must be noticed

that this feature of the ores, namely, whether porous or compact, is not

necessarily good evidence of the way in which they were formed, because

their formation probably took place at such a depth that the pressure

there existing may have been sufficient to close up any small open spaces

and render the ores more compact than they would otherwise have

been, though probably not as compact as an ore formed by replacement.

In the case of rhodonite the ores seem to have much more frequently

formed by the alteration of the mineral in situ, the alteration of the

mineral starting along cracks and gradually spreading throughout

the whole crystal. In cases where the rock contained both spessartite

and rhodonite the latter mineral is frequently found nearly or completely

altered to manganese oxides whilst the garnet remains perfectly

fresh
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Mineral Veins and Intrusives.

The waters that percolated through the masses of manganese-silicate-

^
rock and manganese-ore towards the end of the fold-

ininDraHzed°° waters i^ig of the Dharwars must, however, have contained

during the metaiaor- many other substances in solution besides oxygen

bodies.
° * ^ carbon dioxide. In fact, if one can judge from

the unusual minerals often foimd in the manganese-

ore deposits at the present day, these waters must have contained

arsenic, barium, and possibly some of the rare elements, as

e\adenced by the presence of arsenates at Kajlidongri in Jhabua

and Sitapar in Chhindwara, by the almost invariable presence of small

quantities of arsenic in the manganese- ores of the Central Provinces,

and by the presence of barytes at Chargaon in the Nagpur district. More-

over, probably during the folding, the Dharwars were at times frac-

Veins traversing tured with the formation of fissures that acted

the ore-bodies. as a passage for mineralized solutions. The best

example of this phenomenon is at the Kajlidongri mine, where the ore-

beds are traversed by a series of quartz veins containing barytes, a com-

plex arsenate, and the manganate of barium, iron, and manganese, to

which the name of hollandite has been given. The manganese-ores

also frequently contain very small quantities of nickel and cobalt, and

more rarely of copper, zinc, and lead. It is, of course, not possible to say

whether these rarer constituents were present in the manganiferous

sediments as originally deposited or whether they were subsequently

introduced. It seems probable, however, that they were to a large

extent introduced into the deposits during the time that they were being

folded and subjected to high pressures and temperatures, this especially

applying to the veins. The source of these introduced constituents was

probably heated waters derived from masses of plutonic rock, whence

they brought their metalliferous burden.

In many of the deposits, as exposed in the mines, masses of peg-

Rocks intrusive in matite or other acid igneous rock are found, con-

the ore-bodies. ceming the intrusive relation of which with regard

to the manganese-ore bodies there is often unequivocal evidence.

These intrusives would no doubt have solidified in the majority of

cases as ordinary granite or pegmatite veins, had they traversed ordinary

gneisses, schists, or quartzites. But in piercing the manganese-ore bodies

they took the opportunity to absorb portions of the rocks through which

they passed, with the consequence that when they solidified the absorbed
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manganiferous material gave rise to minerals not usually found in such

intrusives. Amongst such occurrences the following may be specified :

—

1. The manganese-pyroxene, blanfordite, in a rock made up of

quartz, microcUne, and albite or oligoclase-andesine ; at

Ramdongri, Nagpur district.

2. Crystals of blanfordite, associated with juddite and braunite,

in a rock composed chiefly of albite, but sometimes con-

taining quartz as well ; at the Kacharwahi mine, Nagpur

district.

3. A slightly manganiferous pyroxene, with pinkish brown to green-

ish brown pleochroism ; at Kachi Dhana, Chhindwara district.

4. Crystals of yellow manganese-garnet in microcline-rock ; at

Beldongri, Nagpur district.

5. Yellow manganese-garnet in a pegmatite made up of quartz

and felspar, the latter being usually either microcline

or albite- oligoclase ; at Sitapathur, Balaghat district, and

Bichua and Ghoti, Chhindwara district.

8. Red manganese-garnet in thin veins of granite made up of quartz

and felspar (microcline, orthoclase, and oligoclase) traversing

the manganiferous rocks ; at Jothvad, Narukot State.

7. A manganese-pyroxene showing the blanfordite type of pleo-

chroism, in thin veins composed of intergrown micro-

chne and ohgoclase, with subordinate quartz. This rock

also contains greenovite, the manganiferous variety of sphene
;

also at Jothvad.

8. Felspar (microcline)-braunite-rock with felspar crystal faces

developed in cavities ; at Satak, Nagpur district.

Manganese-ores in Crystalline Limestones.

There is yet another mode of occurrence of manganese-ores in rocks

that are probably to be regarded as an integral portion of the sediments

deposited in Dharwar times, namely that characterized by the occur-

rence of the ore in crystalline limestone in association with the manga-

niferous epidote, piedmontite. But I have separated these from the

remainder of the manganese-ore deposits of Dharwar facies, because they

constitute a distinct mode of occurrence.

On pages 195 to 206 of a paper published in Volume XXXIII of

the Records of the Geological Survey of India, I have given descriptions

of various specimens of crystalline limestone collected in the Chhindwara

II E
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district of the Central Provinces, whilst on pages 168 to 172 of the same

paper I have discussed the origin of these rocks. The crystalline lime-

stones are there divided into three groups as foUows :

—

1. Limestones containing some or all of the following accessory

minerals :—diopside, hornblende, tremolite, quartz, epidote,

essonite, sphene, magnetite, and mica.

2. Manganiferous limestones, often containing spessartite and

rhodonite, and black in coloiir due to the deposition of man-

ganese oxide along the cleavage and twinning planes of the

calcite.

3. Serpentinous limestones and cipolhnos, usually dolomitic, and

resulting from the chemical alteration of original white

pjTOxene-rock, sometimes containing phlogopite, and,

more rarely, spinel and chondrodite.

It is not necessary to consider here whether the rocks from which

the limestones of Class 3 are supposed to have been derived are of Dhar-

war age, or a portion of the more ancient platform on which the Dharwar

sediments were deposited ; for they have no connection with the man-

ganese-bearing rocks. The Arch.ean rocks of this district have been

so metamorphosed that they have all been mapped together as the

metamorphic and crystalline complex, and no attempt has been made

Dharwars in the to distinguish the portions of this complex that
Chhindwara district. are to be regarded as the equivalents of the Chilpi

Ghat series of the Balaghat district, that is the portions that are of

Dharwar age. Consequently in the above-mentioned paper neither

of the terms Chilpi and Dharwar was used. It seems probable, however,

that, of the rocks given in the classification on page 167 of that paper,

Groups IV and V, and a portion of Group III, are to be regarded as

belonging to the Dharwar system
;

whilst, as Avill be explained below,

the probability is that Groups VI and VII and the first two sections of

Group VIII also belong to this same series of rocks.

The evidence put forward in that paper is held to justify the con-

The origin of the clusion that limestones of Class 1 (above) have been

ineSses and" crystal- ^ovmed by the chemical alteration of rocks similar to,

line limestones. or identical with, a group of rocks there called the

quartz-pvroxene-gneisses. No analysis has ever been made of these

gneisses, but a glance at the list of minerals they contain is sufficient

to show that they may easily have been produced by the metamor-

phism of impure calcareous sediments. The alternative to this is to
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suppose that these gneisses have soUdified from igneous fusion. Such

a theory would, however, need the hypothecation of a magma of very im-

usual composition, so that it is preferable to suppose that they are meta-

morphosed sedimentaries. They may have been formed either during

the Dharwar period of sedimentation, or previously ; but not later, for

they have been involved in the Dharwar folding. From their genetic

relationship to the crystalline limestones, and the fact that one variety of

these limestones is manganiferous and hence probably of Dharwar age

—

although it is not impossible that some of the pre-Dharwar sediments

were manganiferous—it is probable that the sediments from which

these gneisses may have been derived were deposited in Dharwar times.

Since the formation of the crystalline limestones is supposed to have been

efEected through the agency of alkaline solutions containing carbon

dioxide, we must suppose that their formation took place during

or towards the end of the folding of the Dharwars, when the rocks v/ere

at such a depth that they were at a high temperature and pressure, so that

the conditions permitted of great molecular mobility. We can suppose

that under the influence of the great heat and pressure the calcareous sedi-

ments were converted from impiire limestones into calcareous gneisses with

the expulsion of large quantities of carbon dioxide. The gas so expelled

was probably kept in solution at a high temperature and pressure in the

waters that must be present in all rocks at a great depth ; and as soon as

the intensity of the pressure and heat conditions somewhat abated these

waters, charged, as they must have been, with alkalies in addition to

the carbon dioxide expelled from the calcareous sediments on their

conversion into gneiss, at once began to attack the recently-formed

gneisses and reconvert them into limestones. Sufficient carbon dioxide

would have been available to completely change the gneisses back

into hmestones had it all remained in the proximity of the gneisses

untU the conditions became suitable for this reconversion ; but the mere

fact that the reconversion was not completed shows eifher that a

considerable portion of it was removed from the scene of action, no

doubt in the ordinary course of circulation of the waters, before the time

came for this reversal of the process by which it was set free or that

if it all remained present the favourable conditions did not last long

enough for the reconversion to be completed. This explanation will

account for the fact that it is possible to find these gneisses in every stage

of alteration into crystalline limestone, better than any other I can think

of, and seems to be in complete accordance with the facts of occurrence

and association of these rocks in the field. It has been introduced here

II E 2
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because various colleagues, on account of the plausible and probably

correct theory that these very gneisses were formed by the metamorphism
of impure calcareous sediments, have cast doubt on the reaUty of the

passage of rocks similar to or identical with the quartz-pyroxene

-

gneisses into crystalline limestones. The theory outliued above shows

that it is possible for impure calcareous sediments to have been first

converted into very calcareous gneisses and then to have been partly

reconverted into crystalUne limestones. Moreover, this reconciliation

of the two theories also allows for the case of pure or comparatively

pure sediments being converted directly into crystalline limestones

without passing through the gneiss stage. It must be noticed, how-

ever, that since the quartz-pyroxene-gneisses contain felspars, such

as microcline and labradorite, both containing considerable amounts

of alkalies, it follows that if these gneisses really were derived from

calcareous sediments, the sediments must have contained considerable

quantities of potash and soda.

In the paper cited above the origin of the manganiferous Limestones

T,, c is not discussed, simply because at that time no
The origin of the > f J

manganiferous lime- evidence had been found to show whether their

origin was the same or not as that of the non-manga-

niferous limestones with which they are often intimately associated.

Subsequent microscopic work has, however, shown that their origin is

the same.

These manganiferous limestones have only been found in the Nagpur

and Chhindwara districts in the Central Provinces. In the Chhindwara

district they contain spessartite and rhodonite, but no piedmontite, and

are, moreover, of a dark brown to black colour owing to the secondary

deposition of manganese oxides along the cleavage and twinning planes

of the calcitei. At every occurrence in the Nagpur district, however,

these limestones contain piedmontite, both in scattered grains and in

nodules, the limestone matrix in which they are set being usually of

a light colour and not blackened by the secondary deposition of man-

ganese oxide, although the blackened limestones are also of frequent

occurrence. The limestones as a rule also contain small bands and

nodules of a brilliantly crystalline manganese-ore. Moreover, some of the

no iules are of complex composition, consisting partly of piedmontite

and partly of manganese-ore. The microscopic examination of these

limestones usually shows crystals of piedmontite (Plate 10, fig. 4,) in a

1 Loc. cit., pp. 200, 201 ; and Plate 17, %. 1





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 10.

Photomicrographs.

Fig, 1.—Quartzite—light ; manganese-ore—black.

Fig. 2.—The section shows piedmontite (dark) in a light-coloured matrix of

plagioclase and orthoclase, with a certain proportion of apatite utid

quartz. ^-

Fii;, 3.—The black represents piedmontite, the grey is orthoclase, and the wliite

is secondary calcite.

Fig, 4,—The dark mineral is piedmontite and the light is calcite.
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Fig. 1.— X 23.

Fine-grained quartzite being replaced by

manganese-ore.

Sivarajpur, Panch Mahals district, Bombay.

Fig. 2.— X 23.

Piedmontite-gneiss.

Pali, Nagpur district, CP.

L. L. Fi-rmor. Photomicrograph.

Fig. 3.— X 23.

Piedmontite and felspar, latter altering to

calcite.

Ghogara, Nagpur district, C. P.

Beiitrose^ Colto.^ Derby.

Fig. 4.— X 23.

Piedmontite in crystalline limestone,

(ihogara.
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matrix of calcite showing no signs of derivation from any other mineral

;

but, in one case, namely, Ghogara in the Pench river near Parsioni, I

was fortunate enough to find an example of a piedmontite-bearing gneiss

Picdmnntite-<'iieis-
sliowing the same process of chemical alteration

ses. of felspar into calcite as I had so often found in

connection with the non-manganiferous limestones. (Plate 10, fig. 3).

I had collected this specimen as an example of a piedmontite-bearing

limestone, so that it is possible that a far larger proportion of these

supposed limestones are really gneisses, partially converted into lime-

stones, than would be suspected from their appearance in the field.

Piedmontite-gneisses were also found at Pali (Plate 10, fig. 2).

Assuming that these gneisses are only metamorphosed sediments,

c c the formation of the manganiferous limestones
iheory ci loritiu-

. .
^

_

tion cf the mangani Can be explained in the following way. During
ferous limestones.

deposition of the Dharwar sediments there must
have been periods when the sediments deposited were of a predominantly

calcareous character. This deposition took place no doubt in water of

some depth, such as the bottom of a sea or large lake. At times the depo-

sition was only chemical leading to the production of pure limestones, but

this must have been a rare case. Much more frequently a certain pro-

portion of mechanical sediment was laid down at the same time, the

proportion being sometimes very considerable, even as much as half

the total deposit. In a certain number of cases, really forming but

a small proportion of the whole, nodules, thin lenticular seams, and in

a few rare cases small beds of manganese oxides, were deposited, probably

in the same way as nodu)es of manganese-ore are being formed on the

bottoms of the present-day oceans
;
namely, by some process of segre-

gation, due to the power of a particle of manganese oxide, once

deposited, to bring about the deposition round itself as a nucleus of

small quantities of manganese salts dissolved in the neighbouring

waters. The nodules and patches of manganese oxide, thus laid down,
and subsequently covered up by a further deposit of calcareous matter,

were no doubt often rendered impure by admixture with siliceous

materials. In other cases, manganese must have been deposited with

some uniformity throughout a considerable thickness of calcareous

sediment, and in this case the deposition may well have been as

carbonate. Then came the period during which the Dharwar sediments

were folded and metamorphosed. Those sediments that were sufficiently

impure were converted into gneisses, of course with liberation of

carbon dioxide and water; and in these gneisses the impurities
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crystallized out as diopside, epidote, garnet, microcline, plagioclase, and

sphene, etc. If the sediment contained a fair quantity of manganese,

either as oxide or perhaps as carbonate, then the other impurities,

instead of forming diopside, epidote, and ordinary
Formation of pied- gamet, gave rise to the corresponding manganiferous

uiontite, spessartite ^ . \ . . • ^-^ j t
and rhodonite. mmerals rhodonite, piedmontite, and spessartite, oi

which piedmontite was by far the most frequently

formed. The rhodonite and spessartite have not been analysed ; but one

would expect them to be more calcareous than the varieties found in the

manganese-ore bodies previously considered, namely those that were

formed by the metamorphism of the manganese-oxide sediments asso-

ciated with non-calcareous sands and clays. There is no need to give

equations for their formation as they would be very similar to those

given on pages for the formation of non-calcareous spessartite and

rhodonite. The formation of the piedmontite may be expressed by
the following equation :

—

2Mn203 + 2Fe203 + 5[2H20. Al203.2Si02] + 12CaC03 + 8Si02 =
Clay (kaolin) Calcite Quartz

=6[Ca2(A1.0H)(Al,Mn,Fe)2(Si04)3] + I2CO2 + 7H2O
Piedmontite

in which the Al, Mn, and Fe, are for the sake of simplicity assumed to be

present in the group (Al, Mn, Fe) in equal molecular proportions. In

cases where the segregations were mixed throughout with various im-

purities, the whole segregation was sometimes converted into pied-

montite, often with the admixture of a little calcite or quartz or other

impurity, the residue of the sediment mixed up with the manganese

oxides. On the other hand, when the nodules, bands, or beds, of manga-

."^odu^es of man ^^^^ oxide were deposited free or comparatively free

ganese-ore and pied- from admixture with calcareous or other material,
iiioutite. they were compacted on metamorphism into nodu-

les, bands, or beds, of crystalline manganese-ore. As might be expected,

many of the nodules, which is the commonest form that the segregations

take, are of complex composition and composed partly of manganese-ore

and partly of piedmontite. This may be due to the original segregations

having been composed of manganese oxides in some parts free from,

and in other parts containing, admixed impurities. On metamorphism

the impure portions were converted into piedmontite and the pure por-

tions into manganese-ore. In the specimen illustrated on Plate 14 one

nodule is composed of manganese-ore inside with a peripheral zone

varying from to inch thick of piedmontite. This peripheral zone
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was probably produced at the time of metamorphism of these rocks,

by an interaction between the surface shell of the original manganese-

oxide segregation and the surrounding calcareous sediment. I have

not yet found evidence that any appreciable quantity of the manganese-

Alteration of man- found ill the crystalline limestones has been

ganiferoiis limestones, produced by the Subsequent chemical alteration

of the piedmontite, so that it can for the present be assumed that by far

the larger proportion of the ores occurring in limestones are the product

of the direct compression of the originally deposited oxides of manganese.

In cases where spessartite and rhodonite were formed, however, subse-

quent alteration has often taken place with the production of inferior

ores. But as these two silicates have been luucli less frequently formed

than piedmontite the ores so produced are not in sufficient quantity to

be of much commercial value. Devi in the Chhindwara district may be

instanced as a case of the formation of ores in this way. Subsequent

changes have, however, often affected the piedmontite-bearing rocks.

At every place where piedmontite limestones are found there is also

found the black limestone, to the colouring of which by the deposition

of manganese oxide along cleavage and twinning planes reference has

already been made on page 300. In all these cases there seems to be a

certain amount of spessartite and more rarely of rhodonite present,

but it is not known whether all the manganese secondarily deposited in

these black limestones has been derived from the spessartite or rhodonite,

or whether the piedmontite has also contributed its quota. In one case,

namely at Pali, in the Nagpur district, the limestone seems to have

been bodily dissolved away with the formation of cavities in which

Secondary forma- beautiful crystals of pyrolusite have been deposited,
tion of pyrolusite. manganese required for this process having
no doubt been derived from the manganese silicates contained in the

adjacent limestones. In other parts of the same mass of rock at Pali

Manganiferous cherts,
^^^e whole rock has been replaced by chert, in

which are often found shining particles of man-
ganese-ore formed previous to the silicification of the limestone by the

conversion into manganese-ore of whatever manganese silicate happened
to be in the hmestone, more probably rhodonite or spessartite than
piedmontite.

The nodules of manganese-ore are not usually composed of one
.Tile mineral compo- mineral onlv. Analysis shows that they are as a

sition 01 the nian£;anese-
r i • i i

ores. rule mixtures of braunite with a predominating
amount of one of the manganates, hoUandite or psilomelane. From
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the frequently brilliantly crystalline character of the ores it is evident

that the crystalline manganate, hollandite, is of common occurrence, the

amorphous manganate, psilomelane, being relatively much less com-

mon than in the ordinary manganese-ore deposits of the Nagpur dis-

trict.

At the exposvire of crystalline limestones seen in the Pench river

Folding and faulting Ghogara the nodular bands, often 1 to 3 feet long

of manganese-ore bands, and Only 1 to 3 inches thick, are often seen to be

folded and faulted ; in one case, in the small fault planes so formed,

small flakes of a beautiful pink manganese-mica have developed.

(See fig. 75 on page 963.)

Classification of the Manganese-ores Associated!with the

Dharwar Series.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the manganese-ores of the

Dharwar facies can be divided into two main groups ; those associated

with the less metamorphosed type of Dharwars, and these

associated with the more metamorphosed type to which the name

of the gondite series is given on page 306. Each of these can be divided

into secondary and primary ores. There are also the lateritic ores.

I propose to now put forward a classification of all the manganese-ores

of the Dharwar facies, and to include in this classification the lateritic

ores formed on the outcrops of Dharwar rocks. It will be seen that this

classification includes practically all the Indian manganese-ores, except

those of the kodurite series and the lateritic ores formed on the outcrops

of rocks, such as the Deccan Trap, that are not of Dharwar age. In

this classification I note in the right hand column the ores characteriz-

ing each method of formation. The names of the minerals are placed

in order of importance in each case. In the case of the ores belonging

to the divisions B.a and B.c, it is difficult to determine what proportion

of the ores of the deposits of the areas given in B.c belong to each,

and the distribution of the two minerals amongst the two groups may
not be quite accurate. It will be noticed that the names of some of the

areas come in two or even three places. As I have asterisked the

occurrences that are at present (1907) being worked some idea can be

formed as to which of the modes of occurrence in a particular area are

of importance and which are not. I have not asterisked those ores

that are quarried incidentally to the winning of other ores, but which

by themselves are of no importance.
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Table 22.

Classifieat'on, according to origin, of the manganese-ores associated with

the Dhdrwdr rocks.

A. With the less metamopphosed type of
Dhapwar

s

(a)—Primary orei :
—

Balaghat*
Panch Mahals*
Singhblium*(?)

(6).

—

Outcrop secondary ores {laleriloid ores) :
—

Dh^irwar

Jabalpiir*

Mysore*
North Kanara
Pauch Mahals.

Sandur Hills*

Singhbhum*

B. With the more metamorphosed type of
Dhapwars :—

(a).—Prirtufy ores :

—

a. Associatf^d with the gondite series.

Probably some in nearly all the areas mentioned
in c. fc*

3. Associated with crystalline limestones.

Nagpur district*.

(6).

—

Outcrop secondary ores :

—

a. Associated with the gondite series. Probably some
in nearly all the areas mentioned in c. a-

i3. In cavities in crystalline limestone.

Nagpur district.

(c).

—

Deep secondary ores :—
a. Associated with spessartite-and rhodonite-bearing

rocks (the gondite series).

Narukot
Jhabua*
Balaghat*
Bhandara*
Chhindwara*
Nagpur*

/3. Associated with crystalline limestones containing
piedmontite, often spessartite, and rarely rhodo-
nite.

Chhindwara*
Nagpur.

C. In latepite resting on the Dharwars :—

Belgaum*
Goa*
Jabalpur.

Psilomelane and pyro-

^ lusite ;
rarely braun-

J ite and hoUandite.

1

1
Psilomelane, pyrolusite

J-
wad, pseudo-mangan-

I

ite, and polin„ite(?)

J

I
Same as c. a.

) Hollandite, braunite,

i psilomelane.

^ Soft, dirty ores ; psilo-

}> melane and pyrolu-

J site.

Pyrolusite.

I

Psilomelane, braunite,

rarely hollandite.

sitaparite,

burgite.

vreden-

Psilomelane, braunite,

) and hollandite.

^ Psilomelane, pyrolu-
> site, pseudo-man-

J ganite, and wad.



CHAPTER XV.

GEOLOGY

—

continued.

The Gondite Series.

Origin and use of name—Areas where found—Nagpur-Balaghat area—Origin— "

Oecurrence in Jliabua—In Narukot.

In the foregoing pages a general account has been given of the man-

^ . .

^ ^

ganese-bearing-rocks of the Dharwar facies, in

" ' • •

-y^rliich the occurrences have been classified according

to the degree of metamorphism they have suffered. Where the

rocks have suffered the maximum amount of metamorphism they have

often been completely reconstructed mineralogically, with the resultant

production of many curious and interesting varieties. These can be

distinguished with the utmost ease in the field from all the other rocks

of the metamorphic and crystalline complex, and consequently, it has

been thought desirable to bestow on these rocks a distinctive name for

convenience both of reference and geological mapping. For this purpose

the term gondite is proposed, the word being derived from the name
of the race of so-called aboriginal inhabitants that is found over a large

portion of the Central Provinces, especially those areas where the man-

ganese-ore deposits are situated. The Gonds have already been once

honoured in geological literature ; for the Gondwdna system, the coal-

bearing series of India, received its name from the country they inhabit.

Further, this name has since been extended, in the form Gondwdna-

land, to denote a considerable portion of the earth's surface where

rocks of similar age and characteristics are foimd. Owing, however,

to the different form of the two words gondite and Gondwdna^

it is not considered likely that any confusion will arise in their use, even

though the minerals that happen to characterize the Gondite Series

and the Gondivdna System, namely, manganese-ore and coal, respect-

ively, are both black in colour.

This term, like the term ' charnockite ' introduced by Dr. Holland,

Application of the ^^^d. the term ' kodurite ' proposed elsewhere

n^^c- in this Memoir, is only intended for the convenience

of Indian geologists, and is not to be used outside the limits of the Indian
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empire for rocks, apparently of tlie same character and age, without

very strong evidence indeed of the strict equivalence of the rocks of

the two areas. Moreover, it seems desirable at present that the term

should only be applied to the most metamorphosed type of mangani-

ferous Dharwar rocks, namely those characterized by the development

of manganiferous silicates. Of these highly metamorphosed rocks

there are, as previously described, two divisions, namely the main division,

characterized by the presence of spessartite-garnet and rhodonite, and

the subordinate division characterized by the invariable association

of manganese-ores with crystalline limestones, with the almost invariable

presence of piedmontite (or possibly other manganiferous epidote).

It is to the former division, characterized by the association of the

manganese-ores and rocks with rocks formed by the metamor-

phism of non-calcareous sediments, such as sand, clay^ or conglomerate,

that it is at present proposed to restrict the term ' gondite '. Up to

the present it has been found perfectly feasible to map separately the

manganese-bearing rocks associated with a ' country ' of mica -schist,

quartzite, or gneiss, from those of which the ' country ' is a crystalline

limestone. Should later work show the impossibility of always clearly

separating the two types of rocks it may then be found necessary for

convenience of mapping to extend the term ' gondite ' to the second

group. In the meantime, they can be most conveniently referred

to as the manganiferous limestones.

The areas in which manganese-ore deposits, or rocks belonging to

this series, have been up to the present located are the following :

—

2. Jhabua State, in the Bhopawar Agency, Central India.

3. The districts of Balaghat, Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur
in the Central Provinces.

4. It is probable that the manganese-ore deposits that have been

found in the State of Banswara in Rajputana are associated

\vith rocks sufficiently metamorphosed to justify their in-

clusion in the gondite series.

The principal development of these rocks is in area No. 3, which will be

referred to as the Nagpur-Balaghat area^

In discussing the relationships of this series with its 'country' it is ne-

cessary to depend almost entirely on the Central Provinces. The portion of

Areas in which found.
1. Narukot State, in the Rewa Kantha

Agency, Bombay Presidency.
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this province in which this series is located is occupied by a continuoua

The Nagpur-BaUghat stretch of Archaean rocks, beginning in the Chhind-

wara district in the extreme western part of the

area, and extending thence in an easterly direction through the

northern part of the Nagpur district and the southern part of

the Seoni district. Thence the outcrop of this Archaean complex

stretches to the east into the northern part of Bhandara and the western

part of Balaghat. It also extends to the north into the Mandla district

and to the south and south-east into the southern parts of Bhandara

and Balaghat and into the Drug and Raipur districts ; but in these areas

manganese-ores have not yet been located except for a doubtful occur-

rence in the extreme south of Balaghat.

It is in the belt of Archaean rocks stretching from Chhindwara through

Nagpur and Bhandara to Balaghat, that aU the economicaUy valuable

manganese-ore deposits of the Central Pro^^nces are situated. This

manganiferous zone can be most conveniently designated the Ndgpur-

Bdldghdt area.

The total length of this manganiferous zone is about 72 miles from the

Kachi Dhana deposit in the Chhindwara district on the extreme west to

Jairasi in the Balaghat district on the extreme east. It is only as far as

Ukua in the Balaghat district, however, that the metamorphism is

known to have been sufficiently severe to bring about the development

of spessartite. In fact very Uttle is known about the occurrences to the

east of this point. The strike of this manganese belt averages east-north-

east. Its maximimi width is 15 miles, this being at the western end
;

whilst to the east of this point the width averages about 8 miles. This,

however, is not, in all probability, the full \\idth ; for if the extreme

northern parts of the Nagpur district, namely the forests lying to the

north of Chorbaoli, and the adjoining southern parts of Seoni district,

were properly prospected there is little doubt that further occurrences

of the gondite series would be found^.

The Origin of the Gondite Series.

With regard to the origin of the rocks of the gondite series, of which an

accomit has already been given (pages 289 to 293), it is intended to give

now an accoimt of their relationships to the accompanying rocks to show

that the theory there put forward is in all probability the correct one. In

the first pubhshed account of the manganese -silicate-rocks of the Central

1 Since this waa wiitten Mr. T. B. Kantharia has found manganese-ores at Kor&i
Gh4t. This place is about 26 miles N. N. E. of ChorbAoli and in the Seoni district.
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Provinces I the opinion was expressed, it is true with, considerable

diffidence, that the manganese-bearing rocks of this area were intruded

in the molten condition into the metamorphic schists, gneisses (and

quartzites), with which the manganese-silicate-rocks are associated. This

was written because it was then supposed that the manganese-garnets

of Vizagapatam and the Central Provinces were the same and because

in both areas the manganese-ores, at least in part, have been formed

by the chemical alteration of the rocks containing these garnets. It

was not then thought Ukely that there could be in one country, large

though India is, two distinct series of rocks, each characterized by the pre-

sence of manganese-bearing garnets. The evidence derived from the

study of the Vizagapatam occurrences in the field as exposed in the mines

was so unequivocal in pointing to their igneous origin, that it was attempt-

ed to make the origin of the manganese-bearing rocks of the Central Pro-

vinces, which then seemed much more open to opinion agree with that

of the manganese-bearing rocks of Vizagapatam. Since then, however,

I have been able to make a much more careful microscopic examination

of the Central Provinces rocks with the resultant abandonment of the

igneous theory and a return to the theory that had first suggested

itself in the field, namely that the manganese-silicate-rocks of the Central

Provinces are metamorphosed sediments^.

Since it has been found possible to ascribe an igneous origin to these

• , f rocks, even doubtfully, it will be as well to put for-
P.vidence lor igneous '

_
•' ' tr

oritrin of the gondite ward here what evidence there is for that theory.

In the first place, as the result of a careful piece of

mapping at Ramdongri in the Nagpur district, it was found that the mass

of manganese-silicate-rock forming hill No. 5 forked at its eastern end.

(See the map of this area, Plate 24.) Moreover, the thin band of rho-

doniferous rock running east from the bank of the Kanhan river strikes

straight towards the main mass of this hill and apparently disappears

just before reaching it. This may be due either to faulting or to a sudden

thinning out of the band. Assuming, in either case, that this thin band

corresponds to the huge lenticular swelling (as seen in plan) forming the

main mass of hill No. 5, it was thought that this sudden change in the

width of the manganiferous band could be easily explained on the hy-

1 Rec. G. S. 1; XXXIII. p. 97, (1906); and Trans. M!n. Oeol. Inst. Jnd., I, p. 91,

{190()).

2 This change of views has already been put forward in the discussion on my paper
•Manganese in India' in the Trans. Min. Geol. Inst. Ind. I, pp. 228-231, (1907), and in

Rec. O. 8. I., XXXV., p. 39, (1907).
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pothesis that tliis mass of rock was an igneous intrusion that had been

compelled to conform roughly to the strike of the associated rocks by
being rolled out by tectonic movements subsequent to its intrusion. The

forking of the mass of manganese-silicate-rock at the eastern end of this

hill could then be explained as due to the intrusive relations of these

rocks to the ' country '. [On the metamorphic hypothesis now adopted

the forking would be explained as due to faulting, and the sudden swell-

ing out of the manganese-silicate-rock in hill No. 5 as due to its having

been originally deposited in a deep basin.] The absence of any signs

of intrusive relations of the manganiferous rocks and ores towards the

' country ' at every place except Ramdongri might be thought to more

than overbalance the evidence of Ramdongri. But the pegmatitic and

granitic rocks, about the igneous origin of which there can be no

doubt, occurring in association with the manganiferous rocks, are also

not as a rule clearly seen to be intrusive with regard to their ' country '.

The general absence of felspar from the rocks of this series might

have been considered sufficient to settle that they could not be of

igneous origin. But this constituent is in a few cases present, although

much more rarely than the macroscopic aspect of the rocks would

lead one to suspect.

As the result, however, of a careful microscopic examination of a

large number of thin slices of the rocks collected in this area, and the

consideration of the chemical evidence that has since become available,

it has become clear that these rocks are, as previously explained, meta-

morphosed sediments. A brief outline of the theory of their origin

as thus revised is given in the two places, cited above. The evidence justi-

fying this change will now be given.

In the north-east parts of the Nagpur-Balaghat area, namely those

, . parts of the Balaghat district situated to the east
Evidence for met a- ^. . . *

. , , .

morphic origin of the 01 the Wamganga river, the manganese-ore deposits

gondite series. have been mapped as occurring in the Chilpi Ghat

series of rocks, whilst to the west of this river they have been mapped

as occurring in the metamorphic and crystalline complex. As has already

been explained the latter type of deposit is characterized by the

presence of various manganiferous silicates ; whilst those mapped as

occurring in the Chilpi series are sometimes free from such silicates,

then containing only manganese-ores with associated and interbanded

quartzites and phyllites. The key to the unravelling the relations of

these two apparently different modes of occurrence of the manganese-ore

deposits Hes in the study of the Balaghat and Ukua deposits. A
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reference to the map of this area (Plate 43) will show that these

two deposits occur on one horizon, namely at
The rocks at BaU-

, ,

ghat and ukua. or close to what has been mapped as the base of

the Chilpis. At Balaghat the manganese-ore body

consists of alternating layers of manganese-ore and red, black, and

grey, vitreous quartzites. Underlying the ore-beds, and probably to

be considered as a portion of the ore-body, is a variable thickness of

a whitish jaspery quartzite, which often becomes so friable as to powder,

when quarried, into a fine sand. This rests on a considerable thickness

of schistose sericitic conglomeratic grits, which form the eastern slopes

of the ridge on which the ore-band crops out. Overlpng the ore-band

is a great thickness of phyllites, which are often wrinkled and contorted

and sometimes sufficiently crystalline to be called mica-schists. Fre-

quently, on the other hand, they have not passed the slate stage. When
phyllites, they are best designated sericitic phyllites. To the south-

west this ore-band disappears beneath alluvium, but probably re-appears

in Balaghat town in the form of a small outcrop of manganese-ore,

which I am told occurs there, but which I have not personally seen.

To the south-west of this, the band again gets hidden, at least for some

distance. To the north-north- east, however, the band can be traced

along the ridge until it dies out, first passing into a limonitic rock. Some

10 miles to the east-north-east this band reappears at what must be

its wonted horizon, namely the base of the Chilpis as here mapped. From

this point the ore-band has been traced continuously through Ghondi,

Gudma, Ukua, and Samnapur. I examined it in the last three village

areas and made the interesting discovery that the ' country ' of the

manganese-ores is similar to that of Balaghat, but considerably more

metamorphosed. The phyllites of Balaghat have here become proper

crystalline mica-schists, whilst the manganese-ore band contains yellow

manganese-garnet, developed, no doubt, by interaction between manga-

nese oxide and interbanded or admixed argillaceous and siliceous

materials. But the most remarkable feature of all is the rock underlying

the ore-body. At first sight one calls this without

converted TnTo'giieiis.* ^^7 hesitation ' gneiss', and the rock seems to

be an ordinary micaceous gneiss, such as one so

frequently meets with in the metamorphic and crystalline complex.

But on careful examination what seem to be pebbles of white quart2(
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and granite are found weathering out at the surface of the supposed

gneiss. On breaking the rock at such places it is found that the pro-

jections are in truth pebbles. They are composed of various materials,

white quartz, granite, and gneiss, and are set in a matrix ha\'ing the

ordinary mineralogical composition of a micaceous gneiss. Under the

microscope this matrix is seen to be much strained and granuhtized

and composed of quartz, microcline, plagioclase, and biotite. with often

muscovite. The conclusion that seems unavoidable is that this con-

glomeratic gneiss is only a metamorphosed conglomeratic grit, no doubt

very impure, equivalent to the rock of this character, already

schistose, that underlies the ore-band at Biilaghat. That such a

rock can be formed by the metamorphism of an impure grit has

been conclusively shown by E. H. Cunningham-Craig ^ writing of the

rocks of the Loch Lomond district in Scotland. He shows that albite-

gneisses have been formed from the group of rocks known as the

Beinn-Ledi Grits by dynamic and constructive metamorphism. We
seem to have in the Balaghat district an analogous case, the only difference

of note being that in the area examined by Cunningham-Craig the increas-

ing metamorphism has taken place across the strike, on passing from

one fold of the grits to another that has been subjected to a higher degree

of pressure, and to a certain extent, temperature ; whilst in the Balaghat

district the passage from grit to gneiss has taken place along the strike.

We thus see that the rocks of Balaghat and Ukua can be correlated as

follows :

—

Balaghat. Ukua.

1. Phyllites with subordinate slates and 1. Mica-schists.

mica-schist.s.

2. Manganese-ore layers with inter- 2. Manganese-ore layers associated with
banded vit;eous quartzites and bands of si)essartite-quartz-rock ar.d

occasional phyllites. of vitreous quartzites.

.3. A small ihickness of jaspery quartzite. 3. A small thickress ci jas]eiy quailzile,

sho^^ing. on weathering, signs of
schistosity ; not always present.

4. Schistose conglomeratic sericitic grit. 4. Schistose micaceou s gneiss often con-
taining pebbles of quartz, granites, and
gneiss. This rock passes downwards
into less schistose gneiss.

The gneiss underlying the manganese-ore band at Ukua would ordinarily

get mapped as distinct from the Chilpis and as a part of the metamor-

1 Quar. Jour. Oeol. 8oc., LX, pp. 10-28, (1904).
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phic and crystalline complex ; in fact such has been the fate of this very

occurrence at the hands of previous workers in this area. Yet the grit un-

derlying the manganese-ore deposit at Balaghat must undoubtedly

be regarded as a part of the Chilpi series. On the west side of the Wain-

ganga the whole of the metamorphic and crystalline complex has been

mapped as a single formation both by me and by Mr. Datta, except

for the big range of quartzites running in a general south-westerly direc-

tion through Chandpur and Ambagarh in the Bhandara district. But

if time could be foimd for a detailed survey of this area, on maps of a large

scale where such are available, it would be possible to distinguish a large

number of outcrops as the highly metamorphosed equivalents of the

Chilpis. The quartzites and mica-schists can probably be regarded

as such and could easily be distinguished ; but when it came to deciding

which gneisses are to be regarded as metamorphosed stdimentaries

or para-gneisses, and which are metamorphosed igneous rocks or ortho-

gneisses, the work would have to be controlled and checked by a con-

siderable amount of chemical analysis. That portions of this complex

can fairly be regarded as the metamorphosed equivalents of the Chilpis

is indicated by a very interesting microscopical feature of the mica.

, . ^ , schists. On the low groimd to the east of Sita-
Mica-scmsts and ,

. . .

phyllites of Bhandara saongi Hill I collected a specimen of a very coarse-
and Balaghat.

grained silvery mica-schist. Under the microscope

the rock is seen to contain—besides musco^'ite, quartz, and a certain

quantity of felspar—a number of tiny perfectly idiomorphic lavender-

coloured tourmalines, a considerable quantity of ottrelite noticeable

as green specks in the hand-specimen, and lastly an abundance of small

idiomorphic crystals of composite character. They are partly opaque

black, suggesting an iron-ore such as magnetite or ilmenite, and partly

transparent yellow, corresponding in all respects to rutile.^ Sometimes

the boundaries between the iron-ore—which from its association with

rutile is in all probability ilmenite—and the rutile are quite irregular
;

but more frequently the two minerals are arranged in bands, correspond-

ing in all probability to twinning planes of the rutile ; and the slide

suggests that these composite grains were origmally entirely rutile and

* The presence of considerable amounts of titanium in the Sitasacngi. Balaghat,
and Utua, schists and phyllites has been proved by !tlr. T. R. Blyth.

V. y
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that they have since been partly converted into ilmenite. An alternative

view is that the structure is original and due to an intergrowth of these

two minerals during the metamorphism of the sediments from which this

rock was presumably derived, their arrangement being determined by the

strong tendency to twinning possessed by rutile. This rock was collected

in a region where all the rocks are so highly metamorphosed that one

would not at first suspect the presence of the Chilpis. The interest and

importance of this rock lies in the fact that the phyllites occupying

the ridge immediately to the west of the Balaghat ore-ridge are found,

although usually much less coarsely crystalline, to show exactly the same

minerals as the Sitasaongi rock : so that it would often be impossible to

separate the slides prepared from the rocks of the two localities once

they had become mixed. This extraordinary likeness extends even to

the structure of the complex rutile-ilmenite grains. In this neighbour-

hood there is, of course, no doubt that these phyllites belong to the Chilpi-

Ghat series. Hence there can be little doubt that the Sitasaongi rock

also belongs to the Chilpi series, although it is in a more meta-

morphosed region than at Balaghat. But it must not be supposed that

all the Chilpi phyllites and mica-schists are petrologically precisely

the same as the rock described above. Thus, of some specimens of

mica-schist collected from the Chilpi area near Ukua, one specimen

shows the tourmaline and ottrelite, but not the composite rutile-

ilmenite grains. Instead of the latter it contains scattered grains of a

black iron-ore round each of which there is a beautiful halo of red

hematite. Whilst another specimen from the same locality contains, in

addition to the usual constituents, sphene and colourless garnet(?).

Similar interesting comparisons could easily be made between other

rocks of the Chilpis and metamorphic and crystalline series, respec-

tively, but none of them are so striking as the example given above.

When one comes to examine the ' country ' of the gondite series it at

The ' couatty ' of once becomes evident that the rocks most closely

the gondite series. associated with the manganese-bearing rocks and

ores are mica-schists, quartzites, and more rarely schistose gneisses,

which are usual y very siliceous. Rarely, in fact practically never, are

the rocks of the gondite series closely associated with hornblende-schists,

crystalline limestones (I am referring here, of course, to the manganese

bearing rocks free from piedmontite), or gneisses of igneous origin. This
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one would not expect were the gondite rocks of igneous origin, as there is

no apparent reason why they should always have chosen rocka of original

sedimentary origin into which to intrude themselves. For the quartzites

and para-gneisses are not any less strong structurally than the hornblende-

schists, ortho-gneisses and crystalline Hmestones. Moreover, why should

the manganese-bearing rocks associated with the crystalUne limestones

almost invariably contain piedmontite, with spessartite and rhodonite as

a rule absent, or only present in small quantity ; whilst the manganese •

bearing rocks associated with the mica-schists, quartzites, and para-

gneisses, are characterized by the almost invariable absence of piedmon-

tite and the frequent great abundance of spessartite and rhodonite ? The
only explanation that seems to meet the case is that the manganese-

bearing rocks were deposited as sediments with the rocks with which they

are associated, so that they partake to a certain extent of the chemical

composition of the enclosing rocks.

Main conclusions as The conclusions that it seems legitimate to

to origin. draw from the preceding paragraphs are :

—

(1) That the portions of the metamorphic and crystalline complex

with which the manganese-bearing rocks of the gondite series

are associated in the districts of Chhindwara, Xagpur, Bhan-

dara, and Balaghat, are the more highly metamorphosed equi-

valents of the rocks that have been designated the Chilpi

Ghat series in the Balaghat district.

(2) That the manganese-bearing rocks are not intnisive in these

metamorphosed sediments, but have been formed by the

metamorphism of manganese-bearing sediments deposited

contemporaneously with the sands, clays, and impure grits,

from which these quartzites, mica-schists, and gneisses,

have been formed.

It should be noticed that there is nothing in the mineral com-

position of the rocks and ores of the gondite series that seems in the

least repugnant to this theory that they are metamorphosed sediments.

The question naturally arises as to the shape of the masses of water

The shape of the in which the manganiferous sediments were
areas of deposition. deposited. A reference to the map (Plate -13) of

this area will show what a large number of outcrops of the rocks and ores

of the gondite series have been found. It will also be seen that the form

these outcrops assume is that of long bands. In a few cases these

bands can be traced until they die out in lenticular fashion. As good
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examples may be sited the Gaimukh deposit (fig. 47, p. 782) in the Chhind-

wara district, the Kandri deposit (Plate 32) in Xagpur, and the Balaghat

deposit. Of these the Gaimukh deposit terminates thus at both ends, the

Kandri deposit at the south-east end in South HUl and the Balaghat

deposit at its northern end. But in the majority of cases the termina-

tion of the deposit in either direction is hidden by soil or jungle, and

as these deposits are often arranged in strings so that the strike of one if

produced would carry it into another a mile or two away in the direction

of the strike, it is not possible to say if this lenticular thinning out is the

rule or not. One would siispect that in many cases the ore-band is

continuous between many of the so-called separate deposits and that it

only needs the uncovering of the intervening ground, no doubt in many
cases to a considerable depth, to demonstrate this continuity. An
example is the string of deposits in the Nagpur district stretching in

an average west to east direction from Dumri Kalan on the west,

through Satak, Beldongri, Xandapuri, Lohdongri, Kacharwahi, and

Waregaon, to Khandala on the extreme east. AH these deposits, except

Khandala, are situated in the allu\'ium, and very little or no rock is to

be seen in the ground between the separate deposits, everything being

obscured by alluvium.

The mere fact that the majority of the deposits lie along fairly well

Tlie number of ore- defined lines would at first sight be taken as

horizons. indicating that they correspond to one bed or

horizon that has been folded, so that its edges have come to the surface

along several more or less linear outcrops. And the fact that the

deposits known to occur in the portions of the Chilpis that are only

moderately metamorphosed, lie at a horizon that may be regarded

as being near the base of this series, might be taken to indicate that

the manganese-ore deposjts correspond to a definite horizon near the base

of the Chilpis, the conglomeratic grit underlying the manganese-ore horizon

at Balaghat being possibly the base of this formation. The truth of such

a hj-pothesis cannot at present be either proved or disproved ; it would

need a very close piece of work, involving the very careful correlation of

the various beds of rock, in both the CMlpi and crystalline areas,

to settle the question. The mere fact that there are apparently

several parallel bands of deposits in the crystalline portion of the

Nagpur-Balaghat area might be thought to be opposed to the idea

that there is only one ore-horizon in this area. It must be remem-

bered, however, that the deposits situated in the more metamorphosed

areas owe their more crystalline character to the fact that the more
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deeply buried portions of the folds into which the Chilpis were

thrown at the end of the period of sedimentation have here been exposed

by the denuding agencies of nature. Were two horizontal sections to be

constructed across a series of folded beds of rock at two levels, the one

nearer the surface might only cut a certain bed, such as a layer of manga-

nese-ore for example, twice, namely, on the two outer edges of the fold.

But at a lower level towards the base of the main trough formed by the

fold, the simple fold would probably be complicated by a series of minor

folds. This crinkling of the base of the trough would cause a line of sec-

tion near the base to cut the ore-layer several times. Thus in figure 21, a

section at the level AB would only cut the ore-layer in two places, namely,

A and B, and the manganese-ore body would be of the less metamorphosed

type like that of Balaghat. But a section at the level CD would cut the

ore-layer several times, in the figure iJ times, and the ore-layer would be of

the highly metamorphosed type like those of the metamorphic and cry-

stalline complex!. From this it is evident that the fact that there are

several roughly parallel ore-bands in the more metamorphosed portions

of the Archaean complex of this area does not conflict with what would be

expected if there were only one ore-horizon. This does not, however,

obviate the fact that the existence of several ore-outcrops could also be

explained by the actual existence of several ore-horizons. I do not here

give a definite expression of opinion one way or the other, except to say

that it certainly seems more probable that the repetition of the ore-bands

in the more metamorphosed parts of this area is due to the bringing of a

1 Rocks that were only buried to the depth represented by the line AH possibly

did not get below Van Hise's upper zone of katamorphism ; whilst rocks that reached
the depth represented by the line CD probably entered Van Hise's lower zone of

anamorphism.

Fig. 21.—Idenl section across a syncline of manganifcrous rock.
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fewer number of ore-bands to the surface than the total number of lines of

outcrop, especially in view of the fact that only one ore-horizon has been

yet discovered in the true Chilpi area^

Admitting, then, that the outcrops of manganese-bearing rocks and

ores correspond to only a small number of original beds of ore, the question

again arises as to whether the deposition of ore over a particular horizon

was continuous, i.e., whether the manganese oxides were laid down as a

continuous sheet ; or whether they were deposited in a patchy fashion,

such as would be the case were the deposition taking place in a series of

basin-like areas, such as a series of lagoons or lakes. At first sight it would

seem evident owing to the discontinuity of the ore-bodies situated along

one line of outcrop that the latter theory is the correct one. But as ex-

plained above, tliis interruption in the continuity of one particular outcrop

may only be apparent and due to the obscuring of the intervening groimd.

In some cases, however, it is real, namely those in wliich there can be no

doubt that the ore deposit is of lenticular shape and definitely dies out in

lenticular fashion in a comparatively short distance. This interruption

might, of course, be explained as due to the squeezing out of a previously

continuous bed into separate lenticidar portions under the influence of

the severe tectonic disturbances to which these rocks were subjected.

Fortunately, however, one of these cases of lenticular thinning out occurs

at Balaghat, where the degree of metamorphism to which the ore-layer

has been subjected could not be regarded as in any way adequate to

account for such a squeezing out. It thus seems as if we can say with

Dc})o.sition took
^^^^ degree of certainty that these manganiferous

pliicc iu lagoou- or sediments were partly deposited in circumscribed
lake-hke areas.

^^^^^ ^£ nature of lagoons or lakes and that they

were partly deposited in areas of considerable extent such as a compara-

tively large lake.^

One feature that is worth noting is that the ending of some of these

areas is very sudden. Thus the south-east end of the ore-band in South

Hill at Kandri, as seen in level No. 1, is about 70 feet across, and in the

course of a few yards the band is rounded off and suddenly disappears

Some ore-lcnticles beneath the surface. If this be a deposit that was
due to squeeziug and

originally laid down in a basin having this shape
some to depo.sition m o

.

basin-shaped areas. before it was subjected to the tectonic movements

characterizing the termination of the Dharwar period of sedimentation

,

1 Hub tlic accouilt of the Tliiroi i do|)().sil, page (iDU.

2 1 am discussing in this placo the Ndgpur-Balighdt area only ; there is of course

little doubt that the ores deposited in Dhdrwir times in other parts of India, such as

Jh4bua and Narukot , were deposited in separate areas of deposition.
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then the shape ot the original basin must have been a somewhat

curious one, with very steep banks. This might mean that the basin was

one abutting against a hill remaining from the pre-Dharwar land surface
;

but it more probably means that the shape of the original basin has

been distorted by the earth movements to which it has been subjected.

Another example of this very rapid thinning out of the manganese ore

band is the Gaimukh deposit, a rough sketch of which is given on page

782. If we explain this sudden thinning out of certain deposits in

the way suggested above, namely as due to distortion during tectonic

movements, then it is difficult to avoid the supposition that in at least a

few cases the pressure has beea sufficient to squeeze out the ore-bands

into separate lenticles. The formation of a few separate lenticles in this

way is not to be taken as negativing the explanation given above of the

shape of the bodies of water in which the manganese- ores were laid

down, but rather as modifying that explanation shghtly.

It is obvious that if it be the case that there is a manganese-ore

T> ,. t horizon situate near the base of the Chilpi series.
Prospecting tor . . .

^
manganese-ore at the it Ought to be possible to make use of this fact, and
base of the Chilpis-

f^^.^ ^gg^ carefully prospecting along the

lines that are marked in the map of this area (Plate 43) as boimding the

Chilpi series from the remainder of the Archaean complex. The region

especially favourable for this purpose is, of course, the southern portion of.

the Balaghat district and the adjoining parts of the Bhandara district.

The Gondite Series in Jhabua.

The occurrence of the rocks of the gondite series that I was able to

examine at Kajlidongri in Jhabua State, Central India, and which, as has

already been noticed on page 283, is enclosed in rocks that are to be re-

garded as a southern extension of AravaUi system of Rajputana, is very

similar to the occurrences of this series in the Central Provinces. It is

folded up with rocks that may variously be called phyllites or mica-

schists, according to the stage of re-crystaUization they have reached.

The ore-body itself consists of layers of manganese-ore interbanded with

red vitreous quartzites identical in all respects with the red quartzites

that occur in the ore-body at Balaghat. This red quartzite is very fine-

grained and is seen imder the microscope to owe its colour to clouds of

minutely divided red dust collected in clouds in the interiors of the grains

of quartz. These clouds are usually centrally disposed in their respective
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quartz grains and doubtless consist of ferric oxide. The absolute identity

of the quartzites from these two widely distant manganese -ore deposits is

eloquent testimony to their having been formed under the same conditions,

and is about as good a proof of the identity of the Chilpi Ghat and

Aravalli series as could well be found
;

provided that the continuity

of the supposed AravaUi rocks of Jhabua with the t\^ical Aravallis of

Rajputana be once proved, as no doubt it will be one day. In respect to

the degree of metamorphism that the 'country' and the interbanded

quartzite layers of this deposit have suffered, this deposit may be

regarded as the equivalent of the Balaghat deposit of the Central

Provinces. It has, however, been considerably more metamorphosed,

as is shown by the presence of spessartite and rhodonite in various parts

of the deposit and by the fact that there is a considerable amoimt of

braunite present. In this deposit, moreover, the manganiferous am-

phibole and pyroxene, winchite and blanfordite, respectively, have been

developed ; as well as a crimson manganiferous mica. Further, the

manganese-epidote. piedmontite, has also been formed in the 'country'

of this deposit ; this being the only occurrence of piedmontite that has

yet been found in India outside the cr^'stalline limestones, with the

exception of the occurrence at Jothvad noted in the next section.

The Gondite Series in Narukot.

One occurrence of the rocks of the gondite series has also been foimd

at Jothvad in the Narukot State, Rewa Kantha Agency, Bombay Pre-

sidency. This occurrence is associated with rocks which have reached at

least the same degree of metamorphism as those characterizing the rocks

of the metamorphic and crystalline complex of the Central Provinces.

The whole series of rocks has been intensely folded, and intruded by

a porphyritic biotite granite, which from its mineralogical and petrogra-

phical characters may be regarded as the equivalent of the Bmidelkhand

granite of Central India. Apophyses are seen to start from this granite

and penetrate the series of banded and folded rocks constituting the

main mass of the hill in which the manganese-bearing rocks occur, and

in these apophyses or granite eins various interesting minerals, charac-

terized by the presence of a i.'ertain quantitv of manganese, taken up no

doubt from the manganese-bearing rocks at the time of their injection into

the gneissic series, have cr}'stallized out. The most interesting feature of

the occurrence lies, however, in the fact that in one spot, namely at the

junction of the main mass of the granite with the gneissic series, the
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granite contains inclusions of various of the rocks of the gneisses series

(see Plate 17). Amongst the rocks so included are some of the mangani-

ferous varieties, both manganese-silicate-rocks and crystalline manganese-

ores. In some cases these ores seem to have been formed by the

alteration of the manganese silicates ; but in the majority of cases they

were formed at the time of the metamorphism of the manganiferous

sediments, by the compression of the manganese oxides, with absorption

of the small amount of silica required for the formation of braunite in

accordance with the equation given on page 290. In so far as any portions

of the ore found in these masses of rock included in granite can be

Alteration of man" clearly distinguished as having been formed by the

ganese silicate to alteration of the manganese silicates, they may be
manganese-ores took , , .j ^i. ^ .1, x ^- e

place in ArcliaJan regarded as evidence that the formation of the

tinies. manganese-ores from manganese-bearing silicates

took place before the intrusion of this granite, that is in all probability in

Archaean times. And as the manganese-bearing rocks of this hill are suffi-

ciently like those of the Central Provinces to justify the supposition that

they were formed at the same time and imder similar circumstances, it

seems justifiable to extend this piece of information to the rocks of the

Central Provinces and suppose that there also at least a portion of the

alteration of manganese silicates into manganese-ore took place in

Archaean times.

Although the rocks of this hill are many of them very similar to those

occurring in the gondite series in the Central Provinces, yet they are some-

what different owing to the frequent presence of apatite in considerable

abimdance. A reference to the description of this occurrence of manga-

nese-bearing rocks on page 330 will show the great variety of these

rocks, containing as they do the following manganiferous minerals :

—

spessartite, rhodonite (?), piedmontite, manganese-mica, manganiferous

pyroxene showing the blanfordite type of pleochroism, and another

pyroxene also probably containing manganese. Since some of these

manganiferous rocks contain felspars, a rather unusual mineral in the

gondite series, it is evident that, if the rocks were formed from sediments,

these sediments must have been, in at least some cases, felspathic.

Also, from the fact that some of the manganese-bearing rocks contain

calcite, it is evident that the sediments were often calcareous. The other

constituents point to the presence of quartz and clay in the original sedi-

ments. The various banded rocks associated with the manganese-bearing

rocks are also of somewhat unusual character, and if they were formed by
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the metamorphism of sediments, as they must have been if these rocks are

oo be correlated with the rocks of the Central Provinces, these sediments

. lUst have been more impure and more varied than usual. The chalco-

pyrite foimd in one of them must have been subsequently introduced.
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Mineralogy of the Gondite Series.

The following minerals have been found in the rocks and ore-bodies

of the gondite series of the Central Provinces, Jhabua, and Narukot :

—

List of minerals found in the rocks and ore-bodies of the gondite series.

Albite Oligoclase

Amphiboles Orthoclase

Apatite Opal
Arsenates Piedmontite
Barytes Plagioclase

Beldongrite Psilomelane
Blanfordite Pyrolusite

Braunite Pyrophanite( ?

)

Calcite Pyroxene (pale green;

Chalcedony Quartz
Halite. Rhodochrosite
Hematite Rhodonite
Hollandite Rutile
Limonite Scapolite

Magnetite Sitaparite

Manganese-amphiboles Spessartite

Manganchlorite ? Sphene (?)

Manganesian phosphate Talc
Manganmagnetite Tremolite
Manganese-micas Vredenburgite
Manganese-pyroxenes Winchite
Microcline Wollastonite

In veins traversing the rocks and ores of this series the following mine-

rals have been found :

—

List of minerals found in veins piercing the rocks and ores of the gondite

series.

Arsenate of Mg., eti.'. (Kajlidongri).

Barytes (KAjlidongri).

Hematite.
Limonite (Kodegion).
Psilomelane.

I'yrite (Kodeg&on).
Quartz.

Hollandite (Kijlidongri).
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In granitic, pegmatitic and felspathic intrusions, usually in the form

of veins, piercing the rocks of the gondite series the following minerals

have been observed :

—

List of minerals found in rocks intrusive in the gondite series.

Albite.

Amphibole (lilac).

Apatite.

Biotite.

Blanfordite (Jothvad, Ramdongri, and K^c > v -

Braunite (Kacharwahi and Satak).

Carpholite ?

Greenovite (Jothvad).

Juddite (Kacharwahi).
ilanganese-gamets.
MicTOcline.

!Microperthite.

Oligoclase.

Orthoclase.

Plagioclase.

Pyroxene (brown) (Kusumbah).
Quartz.

Sphene.
Tourmaline.
Zircon.

As will be seen from the lists given above, many of the minerals in both

the intrusives and the mineral veins are characterized by the presence

of either small or large quantities of manganese, which often impart to the

mineral its distinctive properties. This manganese has, no doubt, been

obtained from the rocks of the gondite series through which the molten

rocks or heated waters, as the case may be, have passed. It is not known
whether one of the rocks, namely one composed of quartz, carpholite (?),

and oligoclase-albite, is an intrusive or a mineral vein. From the fact of

the presence of felspar it might be thought to be obviously an intrusive.

But it is now well recognized that felspars are not infrequently formed in

true mineral veins. It has, however, been considered here as an intrusive.

In the first list given above only those minerals are mentioned that

are found right in the masses of manganese-silicate-rock or in the actual

peripheral zone of the deposit. In Dharwar times the sediments deposited

both before and after the manganiferous sediments proper must often

have contained small quantities of manganese ; so that when the rocks

were metamorphosed some of the rocks thus produced often contained

small quantities of manganese-bearing minerals, without in any way form-

ing part of the ore-body. Such slightly manganiferous sediments tend,

of course, to occur close to the manganiferous rocks and ores^ because the

change from the conditions under which non-manganiferous sediments
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were deposited to those under which the manganese-oxide sediments were

laid down cannot have been quite sudden. Amongst the minerals con-

taining manganese that occur in the 'coimtry' of the deposit as dis-

tinct from the deposits themselves, are the following :—manganese-garnet,

manganmagnetite, and ottreUte ; whilst psilomelane and pyrolusite are

often formed in the 'country' by secondary infiltration of manganese-

bearmg solutions from the ore-bodv. The following is a fuH list of the

minerals recognised in the 'country' of the masses of manganese -silicate

rock and manganese-ore :

—

List of minerals found in the rocks forming the 'country ' of the manganese-

ore deposits.

Apatite Muscovite

Biotite Ott.elite

Braunite(?) Piedmontite

Calcite Pkgioclase

Chaleopyrite Psilomelane

Chlorite" Pyrolusite

Diop^ide Quartz
Enstatite{?) R utile

Epidote Sappbirine

Garnet Sea polite

Hematite Sericite

Hornblende Spessartite

Ilmenite Sphene
Magnetite Talc

Manganmagnetite Tourmaline
Martite WoUastonite
Microcline Zircon

Petrology of the Gocdite Series-

We can now deal with the question of the nomenclatiire of the rocks

Nomenclature of of the gondite series. The type rock is one composed
the gondite series. practically entirely of a manganese-bearing garnet

approximating in composition to spessartite, and of quartz. The

garnet occurs as a large number of tiny round grains set in a matrix of

mosaic quartz, the grains of which are usually of about the same size as

the garnet grains. The rock appears to the unaided eye as a very fine-

grained rock of which the structiire just seems visible. The characters of

this rock will be given in more detail later. This is, however, the rock to

which it is proposed to give the name gondite. Similar rocks have pro-

bably been found in the metamorphic rocks of other parts of the world,

e.g. in Texas ^ ; but I am not aware that any name has ever been given

to such rocks. Probably they have not pre^^ously been found in

1 Penrose, An. Rep. Geol. Sun: Arl-arisas for 1890, Vol. I, Chap. XVI.
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sufficient quantity for the need for such a term to be felt. The nearest

rock to gondite seems at first sight, on account of the spessartite

present, to be that to which the name queluzite has been given by Dr.

Or%alle Derby; but, as will be judged from page 27i, this rock is

really considerably different to gondite, and more closely related

to kodurite, one of the chief points being that it is supposed to be of

igneous origin. To varieties of the spessartite-quartz-rocks of coarser

grain the name gondite may also be extended, but such rock is not to be

regarded as the typical rock. Under this extended meaning of the term

some varieties of gondite will possess quite a coarse-grained structure,

the garnets sometimes being as large as an inch in diameter. Very

often the manganese-silicate rock consists entirely of garnet, the quartz

being absent. It will then be known as spessartite-rock. When the rock

contains important quantities of apatite, as at Jothvad in Narukot,

the rock is an apatife-gondite. Spessartite-quartz-rock containing

rhodonite is rhodonite-gondite. It is not proposed to introduce any

special name for the rocks rich in rhodonite, because rhodonite is a much
less common mineral than spessartite in the rocks of this series.

The rock found at many localities, composed entirely of rhodonite, will

therefore be known as rhodonite-rock. There may be a small quantity

of manganese -garnet present, which may increase in quantity until it

predominates over the rhodonite. The rock then becomes rhodonite-

spessartite-rock or rhodonite-gondite, according as quartz is absent or

present. Sometimes the rock contains a brownish to greyish radiate

fibrous mineral that is probably an amphibole. Such a rock would be

termed an amphihole-gondite. Occasionally scales of a manganiferous

mica may be present in the spessartite-quartz-rock. The rock is then a

mica-gondite. The other rarer rocks found in this series, such as the

garnet-rhodonite rock containing bar}i;es and a manganesian phosphate,

fovmd at Chargaon, Nagpur district, will be known by the names of

their constituents. There are many other varieties of rocks in this

series ; but it is not necessary to explain the meaning of their names as

given in the complete list on page 329
;
they are self-evident after the

foregoing explanation.

Before proceeding to give a brief account of the petrology of the rocks

. f,i, u J- of the gondite series, it win be necessary to give a
Structure of the bodies »

j-n rii T r
of manganese-bearing short account of the structure of the bodies of ore

and manganese-bearing rocks. Except when the

ore-bodies are composed entirely, or practically so, of manganese-ore, they

usually exhibit a banded structure due to the alternation of layers of
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different composition. Some of these layers, and in many cases nearly all

of them, consist of rocks containing a high percentage of manganese, and

are consequently largely composed of manganese-bearing minerals. The

typical rocks in these manganiferous bands are gondite, spessartite-rock,

rhodonite-gondite, rhodonite-spessartite-rock, and rhodonite-rock, and the

manganese-ores, either original or formed by the alteration of the manga-

nese-silicate-rocks mentioned above. As partings to these manganiferous

layers are various rocks that either contain only a small amount of

manganese or are practically free from this element. The commonest of

these parting layers are quartzites of various colours and texture, their

characters depending to a large extent on the nature of the impurities

that the sands from which they were formed contained before they

suffered metamorphism. Thus the quartzite may be red from the

presence of ferric oxide, black from the presence of manganese-ores, or Hght

grey or even white, owing to the comparative purity of the rock. Or

again, the impurities may have crystallized out as definite minerals giving

rise to pyroxenic quartzites, spessartiferous quartzites, and so on. In

other cases the impurities have given rise to various mica-quartz-schists

and mica-schists, in which the mica often shows unusual types of pleo-

chroism owing to the presence of small quantities of manganese. Again at

the periphery of many of the masses of manganiferous rocks various

interesting rocks are often found that have either been formed by an

interaction with the manganiferous sediments, or have been produced by

the metamorphism of sediments that contained considerable quantities

of manganese, but not enough to make the rock a portion of the ore-

body. Such rocks often contain manganiferous pyroxenes, garnets,

micas, and amphiboles.

In the ore-body the rocks are, as has been mentioned above, usually ar-

ranged in bands. These bands are often of quite small thickness. Thus

a rock may consist of layers of gondite and quartz, only ^ an inch to an

inch thick ; or one layer of gondite or of rhodonite-rock may be as much
as 1, 2, or even 3, feet thick. On the outcrop, these banded rocks, if they

have not been largely altered with formation of manganese-ore, often show

differential weathering. Thus a layer of quartz may stand up leaving the

alternating layers of gondite occupying slight depressions.

Owing to their mode of formation, namely by the metamorphism of

sediments, the masses of manganese-bearing rocks and ores naturally

appear to be definitely bedded, although, owing to the fact that these

sediments were deposited in basin-like areas, or because they have been
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subsequently squeezed out, they tend to change in thickness along the

strike, with an ultimate thinning out of the mass of rock. Moreover, as

one -would expect in the case of rocks that have been subjected to great

tectonic influences, these beds of rock are often folded so as to cause a

duplication at the surface of the outcropping bands of rock. In some cases,

such as at Manegaon (page 944), this fact of two outcropping beds of ore

joining together below the surface has been definitely proved by the work

carried out in the opening up of the deposit. In others it is to be inferred.

Thus at the time of my visit in 1904 to Thirori there were apparently

five distinct outcropping bands of ore. I am told that subsequent work

at this place has shown that a part of this multiphcity of ore-bands is due

to the folding of one bed of ore. One cannot say, of course, if a'l the cases

of two or more parallel ore-bands are due to the folding of a single bed of

ore. There is no d priori reason why there should not be at any one

place two or more parallel beds of ore or manganese-sUicate-rock.

Owing to the fact that these beds of ore and manganese-silicate-rock

Dip of th- bands of have been folded, they are usually found to dip at

the gondite series. steep or moderately steep angles, although a small

dip is also sometimes encountered, especially at the simamit of an anti-

clinal fold, as at Panchala ; or as at Pachara, where the whole bed of ore

seems to be nearly horizontal.

The masses of manganese-bearing rocks and ores often attain great

^. t dimensions. Thus the Balaghat deposit is If- miles
Dimensions oi the ^

o r 4

masses and bands of long; at Manegaon the ore-body is 1| miles long;
the gondite serie..

^j^^ ore-band running from Ghondi through Gudma
and Ukua to Samnapur must be at least 4 miles long ; whilst at Thirori

the ore-bands can be traced for about 6 miles. If, however, any of the

lines of deposits represent a continuous run of manganiferous rock be-

neath the surface then the ore-band must be in some places at least 10 miles

long, as for example in the continuation of the Thirori ore-band towards

the north-east through Chaukhandi and Chikmara. In breadth the bands

of the gondite series and associated ores may be of very small thickness,

such as 2 or 3 feet as at Wagora. Or they may be of great breadth. Thus

the true thickness of the ore-band at Mansar is about 50 feet at its

thickest portion, where it in some places consists almost entirely of ore,

whilst at Ramdongri the lenticular mass of ore and spessartite-bearing

rock measures about 1,500 feet across at its greatest width. This

enormous thickness may, however, be due to the compression together of

two or more fqldsof the manganese-bearing rocks, although there is no

evidence to show that such is the case,
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Lists of Rocks.

Space will not permit me to give in this Memoir a detailed account of

the petrological characters of these rocks ; so that I propose to first give

a classification of the various rocks that have so far been found in these

masses of manganese-bearing rocks and ores, and then to give short petro-

logical accounts of the commonest and most characteristic varieties.

The following list gives a classification of the rocks found up

to the present in the gondite series. From this list, however, the

rocks containing manganese-ores have been omitted, because it is impos-

sible to decide which of them are to be regarded as the direct product of

the metamorphism of the original manganiferous sediments and which

have been produced by the chemical alteration of the manganese-silicate-

rocks. The parting layers of quartzites and micaceous schists separating

the layers of manganese-silicate- rock have also been omitted from this

classification, because they will be given in a separate list later on.

List of iJie rocks found in the gondite series as represented in the Central

Promnces.

With quartz.

Gondite

Bhodonite-gondite

Apatite-gondite

Amphibole-gondite

Amphibole-rhodon ile-gondtie

Aniphibole-apatite-gondite

Magnetite-gondite

Rhodochrosite-goiidite

Orthoclase-gondite

Microcline-gondite

Pyroxe-ie (brownl-micr, cline-

gondite

Orthoclase-amphibole-rhodonite.
gondite with rhodochrosite (?)

Rhodonite-quarti-rock

Without quartz.

Spessartite-rock

Rhodonite-spessartite-rock

Apatite-spessartite-rock

Amphibole-spessartite-rcck

Amphibole-spessartite-rhodouite-

rock

Magnetite-spessartite-rock

Rhodochrosite-spessartite-rhodonite
rock

Rhodochrosite-rhodonite -rock
Spessartite-orthoclase-rock

Apatite-felspar-spessartite-rock with
mica

Rhodonite-rock

Rhodonite-rock with magnetite.
spessartite, and manganese-mica

Barytes-spessartite-rhodonite ro'ik

Barytes-spessart ite-rhod onite-rook
with a manganesian phosphate

II G
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Owing no doubt to the fact that practically only one occurrence of the

gondite series has been examined in each of the other two areas where this

series has been found, many of the rocks found in the gondite series as

represented in the Central Provinces have not been found in Jhabua

or Narukot. Whilst, owing probably to original differences in the com-

pcsition of the sediments deposited in these two areas, many rocks are

found in them that have not been found in the gondite series as

represented in the Central Provinces. In the Central Provinces the

calcareous manganese-bearing sediments that gave rise to the

piedmontite-limestones were deposited separately from the practically

non-calcareous sediments from which the typical gondites were pro-

duced ; whilst in Narukot the calcareous and non-calcareous manga-

niferous sediments were deposited in alternating layers, so that, now
that tliey have been metamorphosed, the typical rocks of the gondite

series are found associated with rocks that it is necessary to consider as

a part of this series, but which are to be regarded as an abnormal

development of the series. In the same way in Jhabua, as represented by

the one deposit at Kajlidongri, the original manganese-bearing sediments

must have been largely of the type that gave rise to the typical rocks of

the gondite series of the Central Provinces with occasional layers of more

calcareous nature. The following is a list of the rocks of the gondite series

as represented in the Kajlidongri deposit in Jhabua State :

—

List of the rocks found in the gondite scries as represented in Jhabua.
Oondite

Spessartite-roch. ^

Apatite-gondite.

Apatite-spessartite-rhodonite-rook.

Rhodonite-:! patite-quartz-pvroxene{yellow)-rook with some spessartite

Quartz-plagi'clase-spessartite-piedinontite-rock.

Braunite-spessartite-qnartz-arsenate-rock

Amphibole-pvroxene
( yellow)-quartz-rock

Whilst the following list shows the rocks found in this series as

represented in Narukot State, Bombay :

—

List of the rocks of the gondite series as represented in Narukot.

G indite.

A palite-cjonditii

Pied ontite-apatite-gondite with a little pyroxene.
Pkdmoritite-'i paiile-sfefisnrHl^'.-rork.

Pyroxene (yollow)-apatite-gondite.

Caloite-goiidite with |)yroxene, a])atite, and wolhistonite.

Rh()donite(?)-j)yroxene(vellow)-gondite.

Caleit.o-rhod()nit('(?)-pyroxont-(vellow)-gondito.

Pyroxeno(yellowi«Ii)-gondite with caloite

Calcite-gondite with pyroxene, apatite, and wollastonite.

iVollastonite-apatite-calcite-gondite (or crystalline limestone).

Piedmontito-wollastonite-apatite-calcite-gondite.
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As has been mentioned on a previous page (294), although it is thought
Rocks of the gondite that a considerable proportion of the manganese-

braunite.
" ores associated with the rocks of the gondite series

has been derived from these rocks by their chemical alteration, yet a

considerable proportion of the ores has been in all probability formed

direct from the original manganiferous sediments, whenever they were

deposited practically free from admixture with other sediments, such as

sand or clay. It is now not possible to determine what proportion of the

ores have been formed in these two ways. Consequently in the lists, given

above, of the rocks of the gondite series, the members containing original

manganese-ores have not been included. The lists might therefore be

considerably extended by adding many varieties containing braunite ; but

it would not be certain that all these rocks were the direct products of the

metamorphism of original sediments. Thus some of the rocks composed

of braunite and spessartite may be the original products of metamor-

phism, whilst others may have been originally composed entirely of

Sjjessartite and owe their braunite to subsequent chemical changes. In

the case of the gondite series in the Central Provinces the varieties con-

taining original braunite are more likely to be those that can be formed

by adding this mineral to the rocks given in the right-hand column on

page 329, i.e. to those free from quartz, than those formed by adding it to

the rocks shown in the left-hand column, i.e. to those containing quartz.

For in the latter case the tendency during metamorphism would have

been for the constituents that might have given rise to braunite to com-

bine with a further quantity of quartz with the production of rhodonite.

Thus, on account of the possibility of the reaction expressed by the

following equation, one wou^d expect any braunite, if formed, to pass

in the presence of free silica into rhodonite :—

3M.^203.MnSi03 + 6Si02 = TMiiSiO;, + 30.

Braunite Quartz Rhodonite.

If, however, during the metamorphism of the manganiferous sedi-

ments some braunite were fojmed and enclosed in spessartite or rhodonite,

it might be preserved ; so that one would expect to find ome cases of rocks

containing both quartz and braunite, if only the br, unite were enclosed in

another mineral, such as spessartite, which would protect it from the

quartz. Such cases are frequently found. Moreover, it sometimes hap-

pens that these manganiferous rocks contain these two minerals in direct

contact in such a way that they must have been originally formed in tt is

position at the time of the metamorphism of the original sediments. A
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case in point is th? winchite-braunite-calcite-quartz-rock or winchite-

schist of Kajlidongri, in which the braunite grains are idiomorphic in

shape, taking the form of tiny octahedra, which are enclosed in all the

other minerals in such a way that there can be no doubt that they were

formed at the time of formation of the schist by the metamorphism of the

sediments from which they were derived.

As has already been mentioned, the rocks of the gondite series, i.e.

those enumerated above, occur interbanded both one with another and

with various quartzites and micaceous schists, many of which differ from

ordinary quartzites and schists on account of their manganese contents.

The following is a list of the rocks occurring interbanded with the man-
ganese-silicate rocks and manganese- ores of the Cen-^r'l Provinces :

—

List of the rocks interbanded tvith the rocks of the goad..,^ cjries in the

Central Provinces.
Quartz-rock.

White quartzite.

Light grey quartzit .

Dark grey quartz;te.

Black quartzite. .

Red quartzite.

Purph'sh quartzite.

Pinkish quartzite.

Pyroxenic quartzite.

Spessartiferous quartzite.

Quartzites containing manganese-ores

Micaceous quartzite.

Quartz-schist.

Pine-grained mica-quartz-schist.

Bioti te -quar tz-sch ist.

Museovite- sch ist.

Manganiferous micaceous schists. '

Manganiferous gneiss.

As we have only one deposit of any importance in Jhabua to deal with

the list of rocks interbanded with 1 he rocks of the gondite series there is

naturally a smaller one than for the Central Provinces. It is as

follows :

—

List of the rocks interbanded with the rocks of the gondite series in

Jhdbua.

Light grey, dark grey, black, red, and |)inkish, quartzites.

Pyroxenic quartzite.

Spessartiferous quartzite.

Mangamferou.<<, micaceous, and pyroxenic, schists.
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In Narukot at the one kno\vn occurrence of rocks of the gondite series

the interbanded rocks are considerably different to those of the Central

Provinces and Jhabua. The following is a list :

—

List of rocks inierhanded ivith the rocks of the yondite series in Ndruknt.

Quartz-rock.

Red quartzite

Pyroxeuic quartzite.

Quartzite containing manganese-ores.
Manganiferous micaceous schists.

Whilst intimately associated \vith these are rocks composed of the fol-

lowing minerals :—Quartz, garnet, pyroxene, epidote, hornblende, pla-

gioclase, microcline, biotite, wollastonite, sphene, apatite, calcite, tourma-

line, with in one case, chalcopyrite. The rocks composed of these minerals

take the form of banded gneisses.

Amongst the rocks given above as occurring interbanded with the

rocks of the gondite series are in all three areas ' manganiferous micaceous

schists'. These rocks are often of very complex composition owing to

the great variety of minerals they contain. The following is a more de-

tailed hst of these rocks :

—

List of the manganiferous micaceous schists found associated with the

rocks of the gondite series.

In the Cfutral Provinces :—Only known to occur to any extent at one locahty

Kacharwahi. These have not yet been examined.

In Jhabua :—Found at KajUdongri. Apart from the rocks containing the blue
amphibole, winchite. and of which a list will be given below, the
following rocks can be included in this group, talc sometimes taking
the place of the mica ;

—

Mica(yellow)-fock.

Apatite-talc( ? )-felspar-quartz-rock.

jVIiea(crimson)-amphibole-apatite-talc-rock.

Apatite-mica(orange)-blanfordite-quartzite.

In Narukot :—Found at Jothvad. The manganiferous micaceous schists are such

as, from their outward physical aspect, one would designate ' biotitic

sandstones' in the field. The following is a list :

—

Schistose banded rock containing the following minerals in one
band :—apatite, microcline. plagioclase. quartz, manganese-ore
(probablj' original), mica (showing pleochroism in pink, green,

and orange), and a little of a blue pjToxene ; with a second band
formed of quartz, apatite, manganese-ore, and pjToxene,

,
pleochroic in pink and bluish green.

Schistose rock composed of apatite, mica, microcline, quartz,

manganese-ore. pjToxene (pink and green pleochroism). and
an amphibole having the pleochroism of winchite.

Sc'iistose rock, included in granite, containing quartz, microcline,

apatite, spessartite, mica (orange brown), hematite plates, and
a black ore.
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At the Kajlidongri min ^ in Jhabua there is a series of rods, associated

with the manganese-ores, that is characterized by the presence of the

lavender or blue amphibole to which the name winchite has been given

(see page 149). These rocks have probably resulted from the

metamorphism of a series of sediments characterized by the presence

of large quantities of lime, magnesia, and manganese-oxides, in addit on

to th? ordinary sand and clay. The minerals contained in the rock

thus formed : re the following :—Winchite, braunite, calcite, and

quartz, with less frequently apatite, blanfordite, plagioclase, and

crimson mica. Some 10 diflerent combinations of these minerals have

been found, but the most important are the following :

—

List of winchite-bearing rocks.

Winchite-schist, composed of about equal proportions of winchite, braunite, calcite,

and quartz.

Blanfordite-winchite-schist, composed of the foregoing minerals with blanfordite

in addition.

Winchite-quartzite.

Blanfordite-wiuchite-quartzite.

Banded rock of winchite, blanfordite, braunite, felspar, quartz, apatite, calcite, and
crimson mica.

As has been mentioned on a previous page, various interesting rocks

are often found at the peiiphery of th masses of manganiferou Tocks

and are formed either by an interaction between the manganiferous

sediments and the immediately under- or over-lying non-manganiferous

sediments
;
or, and more probably, by the direct metamorphism of these

underlying or overlying sediments, which were not sufficiently manga-

niferous to give rise to rocks of the gondite series or to ores, but which yet

contained sufficient manganese to give rise on metamorphism to tm-

usual rocks. Of such rocks the following deserve notice :

—

List of manganiferous rocks forming the ' country'' of the gondite series.

Manganmagnetite-gneiss of Kandri and Mansar.
Spessartite-quartzite of Kandri and Mansar.
Manganiferous mica-schist containing a crimson mica (bia.xial), a brown mica

(uniaxial), and quartz, at Sitapathiir.

Hematite (manganiferous)-quartz rock at Ramrania.
Ottrelite-muscovitc-schist at Sitasaongi and Balaghat.
Piedmontite-phyllite at Kajlidongri

Sandy-argillaceous rock containing winchite at Kajlidongri.

In addition to the rocks characterized by a notable proportion of man-

ganese, there is a great variety of rocks forming the actual ' country

'
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of the manganese-ore bodies and bands of mansranese-silicate-rock. The

following is a list of such rocks found in the Central Provinces :

—

List of the non^mavganiferou^ rocks forming the ' country ' of the

gondite series in the Central Provinces.

Sericite-phyllite and schist.

Mica(muscovite)-schist.

Mica-quartz-schist.

Magnetite-mica-quartz-schist.

Biotite-schist.

Felspathic mica-schist.

Biotite-felspar-schLst.

Talcose schist.

Schi.«tose quartzite.

Felspathic schist.

Micaceous qaartzite, often containing tourmaline.

Quartz-rock.

Quartzite.

Jaspery quartzite.

Hematite-quartzite.
Martite-quartzite.

Sapphirine(?)-enstatite-quartzite.

Conglomeratic gneiss.

!Muscovite-2nei.ss.

Biotite-gneiss.

Hornbiendic quartz-pyroxene-gneiss.

Calciphvre.

Crystalline limestone.

Tourmaline-quartz-rock.

This list should be compared with the list of minerals contained in

these rocks given on page 325.

In Jhabua the actual 'country' of the two deposits \Tsited consists :

—

at Kajlidongri of sericitoid phyllites. usu lly separated from th-^ o'e-b"dy

bv small th ckness o' arrlllaceous-sandy rocks : and at Rambhapur of

siliceous crystalline limestone.

In Xarukot, at the single occurrence of the rocks of the gondite series,

the actual ' country ' of the manganiferous rocks consists of the banded

gneisses, mentioned on pag*^ o^2>, with which they are so intimately associ-

ated ; whilst the complex consisting of these interbanded manganiferous

rocks and gneisses is surrounded by and inv aded by porphyritic biotite-

granite.

Finally, it remains to give a list of the rocks found intrusive in the

rocks of the gondite series. They are nearly all coarse-grained rocks,

allied to pegmatite, and owe their peculiar composition as regards the

minerals they contain to the fact that they have passed through rocks
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containing manganese before they reached their present position. The

following is a list- of these intrusives :

—

Li^t of rocks intrusive in the. rocks of the gondite series.

In the Central Provinces :

—

Pegmatite (Ramdongri).
Spessartite-pegiuatite (Bichua, Ghoti, and Satak).

Pyroxene-{brown)-pegmatite (Sitapathui-).

Quartz-felspar-rock with a brown mineral (Thirori).

Felspar-rock with spessartite (Hatora).

Microcline-rock with spessartite and quartz (Beldongri).

Microcline-rock with brown pyroxene and bronze-coloured mica (Kosumbah).
Albite-rock with braunite, blanfordite, juddite, and sometimes quartz

(Kacharwahi).
Blanfordite-granite (Ramdongri).

In Jhabua :

—

Quartz-oligoclase-albite-carpholite(?)-rock (Kajlidongri).

It is uncertain whether this rock is to be classified with the intrusives or

with the mineral veins ; it is here put in the former class on account
of the presence of felspar, although felspar is also sometimes found in

mineral veins.

In Nariikot :

—

Granite vein containing red garnet and a little pyroxene with pink and green
pleochroism.

Granite vein with blanfordite, greenovite, and garnet.

Quartz-felspar(microcline and oligoclase)-rock.

Porphyritic biotite-granite.

In addition to the rocks enumerated above, which are found in the

masses of the gondite series as veins or irregular patches, and are to be re-

garded a? the products of the intrusion and subsequent solidification of

igneous or aqueo-igneous magmas, there is another set of vein-rocks

that are probably to be regarded as true mineral veins deposited

by mineralized waters percolating along cracks or fissures. The following

is a list of such veins :

—

List of the mineral veins found traversing the rocJcs '»/ f^:e gondite series.

In the Central Provinces :

—

Quartz.
Quartz with spessartite{?) (Hichua)

Quartz with magnetite (Sltapathur).

Tourmaline-quartz-rock(?) (Koilegaon).

Pyrite in (|uartz{V) (Kodegiion).

Opal (Kodegaon and Kandri).

Chalcedony (Kandri).

Hematite (Mansar Fxtension).

In Jhabua (at Kajlidongri) :

—

Hollandite and quartz.

Hematite and quai'tz.

Barytes and ((uartz, with an arsenate.

Quartz with angular inclusions of psilo.nel in \

In Narukot :

—
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It will be seen from the lists given on the preceding pages what a great

variety of rocks there is, both constituting, and associated with, the man-

ganese-silicate-rocks to which the name of the gondite series has been

given. It will obviously be impossible for me to give here a full petro-

logical account of this large number of rocks, interesting though they be^

and I shall content myself with giving a short account of the most impor-

tant varieties.

Although the number of kinds of rock enumerated above is very

large, yet only a few of them are of frequent occurrence. These more

frequently occurring rocks have been indicated by being printed in

italic type in the lists given on pages 329 to 332.

Descriptions of the more Important Rocks.

The commonest and most characteristic member of the gondite

series, and consequently the one to which the name
Gondite. gondite has been given, is one made up of a

mixture of manganese-garnet and quartz. Although

this garnet has not the theoretical composition of spessartite, yet, if

one can judge from two analyses (one of which was calculated from a

rock analysis ; see page 351), it is sufficiently close to be included under

this name. The typical variety of gondite is a fine-grained rock of

uniform grain, the separate grains of which are just apparent to the

unaided eye. In colour this rock varies from cream-coloured (this being

a rare colour) through grey, yellow, buff, and cinnamon^ to reddish and

purplish. Under the microscope it is seen to consist of very numer-

ous small idiomorphic garnets, in some parts isolated one from the

other and in other parts aggregated into little groups, scattered through

a matrix of mosaic quartz, the individual grains of which are usually of

about the same average size as the garnets. In colour the garnets are

of some shade of yellow, varpng in thin sections from quite a strong

sulphur-yellow to practically colourless. When the nicols are crossed, a

very pretty effect is produced owing to the numerous uniformly-sized

garnets appearing as dark spots scattered through a matrix of mosaic

quartz polarizing in greys and whites. The appearance of this typical

gondite is well shown in the photo-micrograph (Plate 1 ] ,
figs. 1 and 2).

Frequently no other minerals can be detected in a thin section of

gondite ; but just as often a careful examination of the section reveals

the presence of a certain number of very small idiomorphic granules

of apatite scattered through the quartz mosaic and sometimes also

included in the spessartite. In one case, namely, that illustrated in

II 11
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the photo-micrograpli (Plate 11, fig. 2). there is also a small amount
of rutile present in the rock. The garnets are usually isotropic, but

not infrequently, owing no doubt to strain effects, they exhibit

anomalous double refraction.

The relative proportions of the two constituents of gondite vary be-

tween very wide limits, so that there is every gradation between quartz-

rock free from spessartite and spessartite-rock tree from quartz. The
typical rock, however, may be regarded as that which contains about

equal proportions of the two constituents. The microscope shows that

those varieties that show purphsh or reddish tints in the hand-speci-

men do not as a rule owe their coloiir to the garnet being purple or

red ; but to the fact that the separate grains of garnet each contain a

small cloud of finely-di\aded red dust, probably oxide of iron, some-

times uniformly distributed throughout the grain, but more often

collected in the central parts of the grain so as to leave the periphery

clear. The other variations of colour seem, however, to be due to vari-

ations in the colour of the spessartite, which may range from almost

colourless through pale yellow, bright yellow, and orange, to orange-red,

or even deep blood-red. This variation in coloiir is no doubt due to vari-

ations in the amounts of manganese and iron in the garnet. The fine-

grained variety described above is perhaps the commonest variety of

gondite and is to be regarded as the typical rock. From this degree of

fine grain there is every gradation up to varieties of gondite of very coarse

grain in which the garnets may be as much as 1 or even 2 inches in

diameter. In these more coarsely crystalline varieties the garnets are

often well developed so as to show their crystalline form. This is

almost invariably seen to be the simple trapezohedron or icosatetrahe-

dron, although other faces, for an account of which see the mineralogi-

cal description of this mineral (page 172), are not infrequently found.

Dana's ' System of Mineralogy ' does not indicate that particular

varieties of garnet favour particular mineral habits. My experience,

however, of the Indian garnets points to the fact that if a garnet exhibit

predominant trapezohedral faces it is almost certain to give a strong re-

action for manganese when fused with nitre and fusion mixture. In fact,

in the Central Provinces one would almost invariably be correct if one

designated all garnets exhibiting predominant trapezohedral faces as

manganese -garnets, and all garnets in which other faces predominate as

garnets practically free from manganese and far removed from spessartite

in composition. There are exceptions to this rule, as is evident

from the fact that a single example of an octahedral spessartite-garnet





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 11.

PHOTOmCROGRAPHS.

Fig. 1.—Shows numerous small garnets (spessartite) in a matrix of fine-grained

quartz (light).

Fig. 2,—Shows spessartite-garnets tending to be idiomorphic, in a clear matrix

of quartz. Occasional dark grains of rutile are also present.

Fig, 3.—The dark mineral is spessartite and the hght one qu.irtz.

YiG. 4,—Crossing the nicols brings out the strained structure of the quartz

m( saic, which appears uniform in figure f?.
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Fig. I.— X23. Fig. 2.— X 23.

Very fine-grained gondite. Typical gondite.

Jothvad, Narukot State, Bombay. Wagora, Chhindwara district, CP.
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has been found at Chargaon. In these coarsely crystalUzed varieties

the garnet varies from bright yellow to orange and orange-red.

An examination of sections of gondite under the microscope some-

times shows that apatite is present in considerable
Apatite.gondite.

abundance. The rock can then be designated apatite-

gondite. This variety is not, however, common, and no example has yet

been found in which the apatite is conspicuous in the hand-specimen.

Less common than gondite and spessartite-rock are those varieties

The rhodonite-hear- gf series characterized by the presence of rho-
ing members of the - -iii i-
series. donite m considerable or predominant proportion.

Of these the most abundant is a rock composed of a mixture of spessar-

tite and rhodonite with or without quartz. The rocks containing rho-

donite are never so fine-grained as the typical gondite. When composed

entirely of rhodonite, or nearly so, they have a saccharoidal appearance

resembling that of a crystalline limestone, although the colour is, of

course, not white, but rose-pink when fresh. Under the microscope this

rhodonite rock appears as an aggregate of roughly equi-dimensional cry-

stals
;
they are allotriomorphic in outline owing to the fact that they

are pressed one against the other, except that there is a tendency for them

to be somewhat elongated in the direction of the well-marked prismatic

cleavage. A photo-micrograph of such a rock is given in Plate 12, fig. 3.

More frequently, however, the rock does not consist entirely of rhodonite,

but contains spessartite in either small or large proportion. When in

small proportion the spessartite appears in the hand-specimen as rich

orange-coloured rounded granules or crystals set in the pink rhodonitic

matrix, the whole forming a most beautiful combination. In this rock

the spessartite is often idiomorphically developed, sometimes as almost

perfect trapezohedra, which are occasionally glass clear and then of the

beautiful rich orange colour mentioned above. Under the microscope

it is seen that the garnet is as a rule idiomorphic towards the rhodonite,

which tends to enclose it. The proportion of spessartite may increase

until it predominates over the rhodonite. In this case also the garnet

tends to be idiomorphically developed with regard to the rhodonite,

although in one or two cases I have noticed under the microscope more

or less rounded crystals of rhodonite enclosed in the spessartite. In two

cases I found this rhodonite-spessartite-rock to

Barytes in the gon- contain a third constituent, of white colour,

which was found on testing to he barytes. This con-

stituent had every appearance of being an original constituent of the rock

U H 9
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as ffir as one could judge from its relations to the other components. If

this be the case, we must suppose that the original sediments from which

the gondite series was produced were in some cases highly barytiferous.

This conclusion is supported by the high percentage of this element found

in many of the ores
;
although, if the supposed original barytes were not

present, it might be supposed that the barium had been subsequently

introduced. There is, however, nothing contrary to the experience of the

present day in making this supposition that the original sediments con-

tained barium ; for we have an actual example in our own Indian seas,

namely that described by E. J. Jonesl of some nodules obtained by
trawling off Colombo in water of 675 fathoms. These nodules were

found on examination to consist almost entirely of barvtes, one of them
giving 82-5 per cent. BaS04 on analysis. One is very apt to overlook

the presence of barytes in a rock when it is not presence in abundance.

There are four minerals in the gondite series that require some care in dis-

tinguishing. These are orthoclase, apatite, barytes, and arsenates, all

colourless minerals with a low or comparatively low birefringence.

The felspar can, however, be at once distinguished from the other three

substances by noticing the index of refraction ; this can be rendered

more obvious by cutting off with the hand a portion of the light coming

from the mirror of the microscope, or, if the instrument is provided

with an iris diaphragm, by stopping down considerably. When this

is done the orthoclase still shows an unpitted surface, while the other

three minerals stand up in relief with a much pitted surface. For the

method of distinguishing apatite, arsenates, and barytes, one from

another see page 220.

Another variety of the rhodonite-spessartite-rock is one containing,

in addition to barytes, a green manganesian phosphate, for which

see page 207. It is surprising that manganiferous phosphates have not

been detected more often in the rocks of the gondite series than in this

solitary case.

Both the rhodonite-rock and the rhodonite-spessartite-rock often con-

Rhodonite-quartz- ^^^^ small quantities of quartz, which may increase in

rock and rhodonite- quantity until the rock becomes a rhodonite-quartz-

rock or a rhodonite-gondite, respectively. All the

rhodonite-bearing rocks are distinguished from those free from rhodonite,

such as gondite or spessartite-rock, by the fact that they almost invariably

occur in layers or beds of a massive character, and do not often occur as

J Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., XXI. p. 35, (IS88).





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 12.

Photomicrogeaphs.

Fig. 1.—The garnets are seen centrally blackened by manganese oxide, and are

set in a matrix of musaic quartz.

Fig. 2.—Spessartite—light ; manganese-ore—dark.

Fig. 4.—Pyroxene—light ; manganese-ore—black.
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Fig- X 33-

Ciondite, with garnets altering,

Ukua, Baiaghat district C. P.

Fig. 2.— X 23.

Spessartite-rock, partially converted into

manganese-ore.

Mansar, Nagpur district, C. P.
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thin layers interbanded with equally thin layers of quartzite or quartz,

as is so often the case with the rocks free from rhodonite.

Not unfrequently members of the gondite series contain small ros-

The imphibole- s^tes of a fibrous mineral, which, when fresh, seems

bearing members of to vary in colour from greenish grey to white, but
the series.

which is more often altered to a brownish colour,

usually some shade of chocolate. This alteration is seen imder the

microscope, to be due to the deposition along cleavage cracks of brown

and black oxides, probably of manganese and iron. The mineral has not

yet been critically examined, but is in all probability some variety of the

amphibole group. It is found more often in the rocks containing

rhodonite, with which it is sometimes seen under the microscope to be in

parallel growth, than in those free from this mineral.

At two locaUties, rhodochrosite has been definitely identified in

Rhodochrosite h\ rocks belonging to this series ; whilst in many other

the gondite serie';. cases small quantities of rhombohedral carbonates,

formed in all probabiUty by secondary changes from the manganese

minerals with which they are associated, have been noticed in thin sec-

tions. In the two cases of Gaimukh and Devi, however, the rhodo-

chrosite may be an original mineral formed at the time of metamorphism
of the original sediments.

From the hsts of rocks occurring in the gondite series as given on

Felspar in the pages 329 and 330, it will seem as if these rocks
goudite series.

frequently contain felspar. Such, however, is not

the case, for each of the felspathic rocks mentioned has been found at onlv

one, or at the most two, locaUties. In the Central Pro^^nces at least,

the felspar bearing members of this series are very rarely found. In the

Central Provinces the felspar may be either orthoclase or microcline,

whilst in Jhabua both orthoclase and plagioclase have been noticed. At
Nanikot only plagioclase has been found and this but rarely. It is this

rarity of felspar in the gondite series that not only distinguishes it from
the kodurite series, but is also an argument against the gondite series

being of igneous origin.

It will be seen from the list given on page 329 that piedmontite has

Piedmo.itite cnl-
"^^^ been found in the gondite series as represented

9i*^«j^and woUastonite, in the typical area, namely the Central Provinces.
e e series. rpj^^

j^gpg^^g ^.}^g piedmontite-bearing rocks, being
associated with crystalUne limestones, are found quite apart from the

masses of the gondite series as defined on page 307. In Jhabua and
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Narukot, however, the calcareous manganiferous sediments were

deposited in such intimate association with the arenaceous and

argillaceous manganiferous sediments that it is impossible to separate

them now that they have been folded together and metamorphosed.

The consequence is that in both these areas piedmontite-bearing

members of the gondite series are found, together with other rocks

characterized by a high percentage of calcareous matter. Thus in

Jhabua there are the rocks containing winchite and calcite, and in

Narukot rocks containing calcite and woUastonite.

In both the Central Provinces and Jhabua arsenates have been

found forming important constituents in masses
Arsenates in the

i i i • i •

gondite series. of rock belongmg to this series. In the one case

in the Central Provinces, namely at Sitapar in

the Chhindwara district, the arsenate is associated with various

manganese-ores, so that in this case it may not have been produced

by the direct metamorphism of original sediments, but by the subsequent

action of mineralized waters. This, however, is by no means certainly

the case, and, from the nature of the minerals with which the arsenate

is associated, it is quite possible that the arsenate and the minerals with

which it occurs are the products cf the metamorphism of sediments con-

taining arsenic, the metamorphic processes having possibly been aided

by circiilatiug waters bringing about a concentration of the perhaps

originally more uniformly distributed arsenic. In the uther case of a

rock containing an arsenate, namely at Kajlidcngri in Jhabua, the rock

must be regarded as the direct product of metamorphism of the original

sediments, for it is in all respects like other members of this series, except

that it contains an arsenate as a very important constituent. The exact

composition of these arsenates has not yet been determined, but calcium

and magnesium sesm to be important constituents in Jhabua and

calcium in the Central Provinces }

Besides rhodonite, other pyroxenes are sometimes, though very rarely,

Pyroxenes in the foimd in the Tocks of this Series. These pyrcxenet;

pondite -series.
];^a,ve not yet been examined in detail, but as seen

under the microscope they usually show not very strongly marked pleo-

cbroism in shades of yellow and brown, so that they maybe allied to the

manganese-pyroxene, schefferite. 8uch pyroxenti are especially

abundant at Jothvad in Narukot, but have also been foond m the

Central Provinces and Jhabua.

1 'I'ho Sitapar mineral is partly phosphate.
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The pyroxene showing the beautiful type of pleochroism in pink,

blue, and lilac, has not been found in the typical

rocks of this series as given in the list on pages 329

and 330 ; but it is a rather frequent constituent of the manganiferous

micaceous schists associated with the gondite series in Xarukot and

Jhabua and with the winchite-bearing rocks in Jhabua.

The manganiferous micaceous schists are not of sufficiently frequent

occurrence to be further discussed here, but it will be as weU to give a

short account of some of the quartzites associated with the rocks of the

gondite series.

A rock very frequently met with in the manganese-ore deposits of

the Central Provinces is a black fine-grained
Black quartzite. . .... ^ . ,

quartzite. which is somewhat heavier than an

ordinary quartzite and usually occurs interbanded with manganese-ore,

for which it can, at first sight, often be mistaken. Under the

microscope it is seen to owe its peculiar characters to the presence of a

large number of minute inclusions. The rock itself is very fine-grained,

consisting of a quartz mosaic through which are scattered clouds of tiny

black bodies. These are e%'idently minute crystals of some definite

mineral, for they are seen with a high power to be prisms or rods that

show in cross sections as little rounded or polygonal bodies. Since the

rock when powdered and fused with nitre and fusion mixture gives a

fairly strong reaction for manganese, it is probable that these inclusions

consist of some manganese mineral. Plate 13, fig. 1 shows a photo-

micrograph of a specimen of this rock from Balaghat. In this section

the inclusions are especially abundant ; but specimens can be found

showing every gradation between this rock and quartzite practically

free from such inclusions, there being a corresponding gradation in

colour from black to white. Such rocks are to be regarded as the pro-

ducts of the metamorphism of arenaceous sediments containing varying

amounts of admixed manganese oxide
;

for, considering the intimate way
in which the little idiomorphic prisms are scattered throughout all the

grains of quartz, it is not probable that the manganese oxide has been

introduced subsequent to the formation of the quaitzite. Some

manganiferous quartzites are. however, formed in this way. But in

the rock so formed the manganese-ore is distributed in rounded patches.

As an example attention may be drawn to the photo-miciograph of such

a rock from Sivarajpur in the Panch Mahals. Bomb;^y, shown in fig. 1

oi Plate 10. Other localities for the black quartzites are Kodegaon,
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Manegaon, Ramdongri. and Waregaon, all in the Nagpur district.

Sometimes the manganese-ore in these quartzites occurs in small

patches rather than in separate needles, as in fig. 2 of Plate 13.

This section also shows what looks hke a cavity lined with delicate black

needles of a manganese mineral. Crossing the nicols shows, however,

that this supposed cavity is really filled with mosaic quartz into which

the needles project.

Bright brick-red quartzites are also of fairly frequent occurrence, as,

^ ^ ^ for example, at Balaghat, Ukua, and Kajlidongri,
qii.u zi e.

Like the black quartzites, these red varieties are

very fine-grained, so that under the microscope they show a fine mosaic.

The red colour is then seen to be due to the presence in the interior of

each grain of a small cloud, usually collected towards the centre, of a red

dust, which is in all probability ferric oxide or finely divided hematite.

That it does occur inside the separate grains and not along their

junctions is shown by the iact that if a piece of the rock be powdered and

boiled with hydrochloric acid it does not lose its colour. If, however,

the rock be finely powdered and fused with fusion mixture the iron

can be extracted.

At both Kandri and Mansar there is a rock, which occurs in close

Mang,aiiferoiis association with the ore-body, that looks at first

sight like a rather fine-grained quartzite. It is

pinkish to whitish in colour. A closer examination, however, shows

that it is finely crystalline and contains scattered grains and streaks

of a black mineral that is magnetic, but not sufficiently so for

magnetite ; and since this mineral gives a reaction for manganese it is

either manganmagnetite or, less probably, braunite. It will require a

separation of a considerable quantity of the mineral before this point

can be settled ; for it only occurs in tiny grains in the rock. Under the

microscope ^the rock is seen to consist of a rather fine-grained aggre-

gate of quartz and microcline, and sometimes plagioclase, with fairly

abundant scattered granules of the black ore mentioned above. It

sometimes, but not often, except near the ore-body, contains a little

yellow garnet, presumably spessartite, in streaks ; more often it

glistens in the hand-specimen from the presence of fairly abundant

scales of muscovite-mica, although this last constituent may be

entirely absent. The rock may be called a manganiferous gneiss,

or ev3n manganmagnetite-gneiss, and has probably resulted from the

metamorphisni of sediments that were deposited immediately before





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 13.

ir^OTOMICaOGRAPHS.

Fig. 1,—Shows innumerable black prisms of a bia- k manganese mineral, scat-

tered thron^h a matrix of t:ne-grained m<j aie quartz.

Fig. 2.—The apparent ca\ity with inwardly proiectine needles is really filled

with qu rtz mosa'c, as can b- seen when the nicols are crossed.

Fig. 3.—Quartz—white ; psilomelane—black.

Fig. 4.—The quartz is chai white, whilst the feLpar has it^^ cleavage picked out

by thin filpis of manganese oxide black i deposited alcmg the

cleavage planea.
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Fig. I.— X 60.

Black manganiferous quartzite.

Balaghat mine, Balaghat district, C. P.

L. L. Fennor, Phototnicrograph.

Fig. 3.— X 23.

Vein-quartz being replaced by psilomelane.

Chik Vadvati, Dharwar district, Bombay.

Memoirs, Vol. XXXVII, PI. i;,

Fig. 2.— X 16.

Black manganiferous quartzite.

Manegaon, Nagpur district, C. P.

Bemrose, Coiio., Derby.

Fig. 4.— X 23.

Quartz-felspar rock being replaced by

manganese-ore.

Garbham, Vizagapatam district, Madras.
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and after the layers of sediment that gave rise to the manganese-ore

deposit. The sediment must have been unusually rich in alkalies,

probably in the form of felspar derived from the disintegration of older

granitic or gneissic rocks. The sediments must also have contained a

small proportion of oxides of iron and manganese, the presence of which

may be taken as indicating that the change from the conditions

under which the main mass of the manganese oxides was deposited,

to that under which practically non-manganiferous sediments were

deposited, was not abrupt, but was marked by a period of deposition

during which the mechanically deposited sediments were mixed with a

little chemically deposited manganese oxides.

Localities for the Rocks of the Gondite Series.

I wiU now give a list showing the locahties at which the various rocks

of the gondite series have been found. This hst will only refer to the

Central Provinces because the lists already given for Jhabua and

Narukot each refer to one locaUty only. Locahties will only be given

for those of the associated rocks that are not of common occurrence, as

the others are found at many locahties.

Ldst of localities for the members of the gondite series in the Central

Provinces.

Gondite

:

—At almost every occurrence of the rocks of this series ; but Chikhla I,

Wagora, Gumgaon, and Mansar, may be specified as specially good localities.

Spessartiie-rock :—At almost every place where gondite is foimd, but in much less

abundance. The following localities are specially good :—Hatora, Chargdou,
Mandri, Manegaon, and Parsioni.

Bhodonite-gondile

:

—Sonegaon, Thirori, Devi, Guguldoho, Parsioni, Ramdongri,
Satak I.

Rhodonite-spessartite-rock .•—Gaimukh, Ghoti, Beldongri, Manegaon, Panchdla,
Waregaon.

Apatite-gondite :—Guguldoho.
Apatite-spessartite-rock :—Guguldoho, Kandri, Mindri.

Amphibole-gondite :—ChAndadoh, Chikmara, Hatora.

Amphibole-sptssartite-rock :—Hatora, Mandri, Parsioni.

Amphibole-rhodonite-gondite :—Bichua.

Amphibole-spcssartite-rhodonite-rock :—Parsioni, Sitagondi.

Amphibole-apatite-gondite :—Nandapuri.

Magnetite- gondite :—Kachi Dhana, Kodegaon.

Magnetite-spessartite-rock :—Kachi Dhana. »

Ehodochrosite-gondiie :—Gaimukh.
Rhodochrosite-spessartite-rhodon ite-rock :—Gaimukh.
Rhodochrosite-rhodonite-rock :—Devi, Gaimukh, GuguldohOj(?)

Orthodast-govdite :—Kachi Dhana
Spessartite-orthocluse-rock :—Kandri.

Mierocline-gondite :—Kachi Dhana, Kandn. ,
*

Pyroxene-microcline-gondite :—Sukli.
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Apatiie-felspar-spessartite-roch with mica :—Satak I.

Orthocfase-amphibole-rhodonite-gonditewith rhodochrostte (?) ;—ParsionL
Rhodonite- qiiartz-roch :—Guguldoho.
Rhodonite-rock:—Asalpani, Wagora, Guguldoho, Manegaon, Panchala, Risara, Sita-

gondi.

Rhodonite-rock with magnetite, speasartite, and manganese-mica :—Eamdongri.
Barytes-spesmrtiie-rhodoniie-rock :—Ghoti.

Barytes-spessartite-rhodonite-rock with a rnanganesian phosphate :—Cbargaon.

Of the associated rocks localities may be given for the following less

common types :

—

Pyroxmic quarlzites :—Beldongri, Junawani, Waregaon.
Spe-isartiferoiis quartzites :— Chiklila I.Kandri. Kodegaon, Mansar Extension.Parsoda
yianganijerous micaceous schists :—Kacharwahi.
Hematite (manganiferous)-quariz-rock :—Ramrama.
3Iangan{ferous gneiss containing manganmagnetite :—Kandri, Maasar.
Manganese-mica-quartz- schist :—Sitapathur.
Ottrelite-mica-schist .—Balaghat, Sitasaongi.

Hematite- quarizite :—Thirori, Mansar Extension.
Martite-quartzite :—Hatora.
yiagneiite-muscovHe-q uartz-schist

:

—Hatora.
Bornblendic quartz-pyroxene-gneiss :—SukIL
Sapphirine(':)-enstatite-quartziie :—Chikhla I.

Since it has been possible to assign the rocks and ores of the gondite

Areas to prospect series to a definite system, namely the Dharwars,

rences*oA^he gondu'e should be possible to indicate in what areas future

series. prospecting should be carried out for the purpose

of finding further occurrences of these rocks. In the first place, since

the occurrences of this series that have been foimd in the less meta-

morphosed type of the Dharwars, known in the Central Provinces as the

Chilpi Ghat Series, have all been found to occur near what seems to be the

base of the series, the attention of prospectors might well be directed to

the boundaries of this formation as mapped in the southern parts of the

Balaghat district and the northern parts of the Bhandara district (see

Plate 43). It does not, of course, follow that such work would be suc-

cessful ; in the first place because the areas indicated may have been

outside the Umits within which manganiferous sediments were deposited
;

and in the second place because any occurrences oi the rocks of this

series might all be in the condition of unaltered manganese-silicate-rocks,

such as gondite and rhodonite-rock, and consequently not worth working

as a source of manganese imder present conditions of metallurgical treat-

ment. A reference to the map of the Nagpur-Balaghat area will also

show that the extreme northern portions of the Nagpur district, namely

those parts lying to the north of ChorbaoU and Junawani, and the ex-

treme southern portions of the Seoni district, hang between the Bench

river on the west and Katangi in the Balaghat district on the east, together
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Memoirs, Vol. XXXVII, PI. 14

From a sepia drawing.

PIEDMONTITE AND MANGANESE-ORE NODULES IN A PIEDMONTITE
LIMESTONE.

AROUND THE MANGANESE-ORE NODULE IS A THIN RIM OF PIEDMONTITE.

^ NATURAL SIZE.
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form an area lying between the manganese areas of the Chhindwdra

district and western Balaghat. This area might well be examined

with considerable prospects of success. If any deposits be located

in this area it will in some cases probably be foimd cheaper to

transport the ores north to the Chhindwara-Seoni portion of the Satpura

Railway rather than to carry them south to the main line of the Bengal

Nagpur Railway.

In Jhabua prospecting for further occurrences of the gondite series

should be directed to the extension towards the north and north -north-

west of the Aravalli rocks occurring in the Rambhapur area. Some
unimportant deposits of manganese-ore have already been discovered on

this line of strike. It will be seen from the geological map of India that the

Aravallis of this area are probably continuous with the main outcrops

of this system inRajputana. Hence prospecting in the portions of Raj-

putana lying to the north of Jhabua, as, for example, in the State of

Banswara, might have some prospects of success. Indeed, I am told that

manganese-ore of inferior quality has already been found in Banswara.

A more extended examination of the metamorphic and crystalhne area

of Narukot and the adjoining portions of the Rewa Kantha area

might reveal the presence of manganese-ores. Similarly all the areas of

Dharwar, Aravalli, Champaner, or Chilpi, rocks in India might yield,

on careful prospecting, further deposits of manganese-ore, as also any

portions of the metamorphic and crystalline complex that are suspected

to contain rocks of Dharwar age folded in with the older rocks.



CHAPTER XVII.

GEOLOGY—continued.

The Gondite Series—concluded.

Chemical composition—Alteration of the gondite series—Evidence of alteration

—

Time of alteration—Method of alteration—Depths to which the ores extend—Conclu*
sions as to the origin of the gondite series and associated manganese-ores.

Chemical Composition of the Gondite Series.

As can be judged from the list of rocks given on page 329, the com-

Composition of position of the rocks of the gondite series is very
gondite. variable, and I propose to consider here only a few

of the less complex members. As has been already mentioned, the type

rock of this series may show every gradation in composition between

quartz-rock free from spessartite and spessartite-rock free from

quartz, i.e. between SiOg and 3(Mn,Fe,Mg,Ca)0.(Al,Fe,Mn)203.3Si02,

assimiing this to be the composition of the manganese-garnet of the

Central Provinces. In a case in which the garnet had the theoretical

composition of spessartite the composition of spessartite-rock would

be as follows :

—

MnO . . . 42-92
AI2O3 . . .20-58
SiOz . . . 36-50

Gondite composed of equal parts of quartz and spessartite, in one case

by weight and in the other by volume, would have the composition

shown below :

—

Equal parts by Equal parts by
weight. volume.

MnO . . . . 21-46 26-25

AI2O8 .... 10-29 12-57

SiOa .... 68-25 61-18

100-00 100-00

An actual analysis was made of a piece of typical gondite (16-984)

from Wagora in the Chhindwara district. This is the rock of which a

photomicrograph is given on Plate 11, fig. 2. It is a cinnamon-pink or

pinkish buff rock of fine grain. The specific gravity of the piece

analysed was found to be 3*42. Under the microscope the rock is seen to
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be composed almost entirely of quartz and garnet with a small quantity

of apatite and rutile. The analysis was made by Messrs. J. and H. S.

Pattinson of Newcastle, the weight of the piece of rock ground up for

this purpose being 42 23 grammes. The result of the analysis is shown

below :

—

Analysis of typical gondite from Wagora, Chhindwdra distnct.

G.=:3-42. No. 16-984.

MnO
Fe203
FeO
AI2O3
CaO
MgO
KoO
Na20
Si02{combined)
Si02{free)

P2O5
CuO
Ti02
CI .

Combined water
Moisture at 100°C.

13-37
7-47
0- 13

12-36
2-60
1- 90
0-03
0-19

20-60
39-85
0-68
0-02
0-46

Trace.
0-20
0-10

99-96

Manganese
Iron
Silica (total)

Phosphorus

10-36
5-33

60-45
0-30

The process adopted in calculating this analysis into terms of the

mineral composition of the rock is to first take out the titania (Ti02)

as rutile, and next to take the lime (CaO) necessary for the formation of

apatite with the phosphoric oxide (P2O5), the required amount of chlor-

ine or fluorine being assumed to be present. The free silica is all assumed

to be in the form of quartz, as there was no evidence of the presence of

any other form of free silica such as chalcedony. There are then two

methods that may be adopted in dealing with the remainder of the

constituents. In either case the cupric oxide (CuO), combined water,

and moisture, are not considered, but are regarded as impurities.

The alternatives are either to regard the potash and soda as impurities,

or to suppose that they are present as felspar. Taking the first alter-

native (I) and thus regarding the combined silica as all present in the

garnet, this silica is used as the basis of calculation, More than suffi-

cient alumina (AI2O3) is present for the formation of spessartite, so that
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all the other oxides must be present in the protoxide portion of the garnet,

for which there is not enough manganese protoxide (MnO) . For this

reason it is necessary to regard the larger portion of the iron as forming

a part of the protoxide portion of the garnet, although the iron is mostly

returned as being in the form of ferric oxide (Fe203). The other alter-

native (II) is to regard the alkalies as present in the form of orthoclase and

albite, although neither felspar is visible under the microscope. For

it does not follow that there is not present in the rock the very small

proportion of felspar to which the alkalies present correspond ; for such a

small quantity of felspar might easily be overlooked, especially if not

twinned. After setting aside the amounts of alumina and sihca required

for the felspar, the remaining constituents can be combined as garnet in

the same way as in the former case ; but the analysis does not then

work out so well, because there is then a larger amoimt of ferric oxide

and alumina left over unaccounted for. It would of course be possible

to calculate a portion of this residue as a further amoimt of garnet by

taking a little of the sUica that has been entered up in the analysis as

free silica. The following shows the mineralogical composition of the

rock according to these two methods of calculation :

—

I II

Rutile . . 0-46 RutOe
Apatite , . 1-58 Apatite , •

Spessartite :

—

Spessartite :

—

MnO 13-37 5InO . . 13-37

FeO 5-43 FeO . 3-97

CaO 1-70 CaO 1-70

MgO 1-90 MgO . 1-90

AI0O3 11-89 AI2O3 . , 10-91

Si02 20-60 SiOa . . 19-38

54-89 54-89 51-23

FezOs . . . . 1-58

AI2O3 .... 0-47

Surplus oxygen . . . 0-59

K2O 0-03

Xa20 . . . . 0-19

Quartz . . . .39-85
CuO .... 0-02

Combined water . . 0-20

Moisture at 100°C. . . 0-10

99-96

FeoOa 3-20

AI2O3 1-11

Surplus oxygen . .0-43
Orthoclase . . . . 0-17

Albite 1-61

Quartz 39-85

CuO 0-02

Combined water . . . 0-20

Moisture at 100<=C. . . .0-10

99-96

Taking the mineralogical composition of the rock as expressed in

column I, and knowing the specific gravities of quartz and of the rock to
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be, respectively, 2-65 and 3-42, it is easy to calculate tlie specific

gravity of the remainder, which consists practically entirely of

spessartite. The result thus obtained will therefore be very close to

the true value for the specific gravity of spessartite—'if anything jiist

a trifle too low, because the other constituents mixed up with the garnet

are all of lower specific gravity, except the rutile, which has practically

the same value for this constant as spessartite. The value thus obtained

is 4-24, which may be taken as a very good value for spessartite.

Neglecting all the constituents of the rock except the quartz and spes-

sartite, and calculating to 100, the composition by weight and by volume

works out as follows :

—

Composition of gondite

by weight.

Spessartite

Quartz

57-94
42-06

Composition of gondite
by volume.

Spesstartite . . .46-30
Quartz . . .53-70

so that the piece of gondite chosen as being typical consists of about

equal proportions of quartz and garnet by volume.

From this analysis we can also calculate the composition of the

spessartite. This works out to the figures shown in column I below,

whUst column II gives the result of an analysis made by Mr. T. R.

Blyth, of the Geological Survey of India, of a specimen of manganese-

garnet from Chargaon in the Nagpur district :

—

Spessartite from
Wagora.

II

Spessartite from
Chargaon.

MnO
FeO
CaO
MgO
AI2O3
Fe203
Mn203
Si02
Surplus MgO

Oxygen assumed

37-73

100-00

Nil

100-00

44-34
MnO

21-26
AI2O3

30-29-\

.. (=40-82
4-97 C MnO
2- 40 )

8- 38 [ =19-56
9- 50) AI2O3
34-71
3- 00

101-30
0-96

100-34

It will be seen that the analysis of the Chargaon garnet does not

agree very closely with the theoretical composition of garnets, namely

that expressed by the general formula 3R"O.R"'203.3Si02, there being
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a svirplus of 3 per cent, of magnesia. The state of oxidation of the

manganese and iron was not determined, because the quantity of fairly

pure garnet separated for analysis was not sufficient for this purpose.

Owing, however, to the small quantity of the sesquioxides, AI2O3 and

Fe203, it is necessary to assume that a portion of the manganese is

present in the form of manganese sesquioxide, Mn203, in order to form

the group R2O3 in the garnet formula. This is, of course, somewhat

imusual ; for manganese is not usually supposed to be present in the

sesquioxide portion of garnets, but only in the protoxide portion. The
variation in the amount of manganese present in these two garnets is

considerable, but the general composition of them is sufficiently

near to the standard composition to warrant the use of the term spes-

sartite to designate them. The variation in the amount of manganese

present could well account for the variation in the colour of the

manganese-garnets of the Central Provinces. In this case it is somewhat

difficult to compare the colours of the two garnets , because the Wagora

garnet was distributed as small granules in a piece of gondite where its

colour was to some extent masked and d luted by the quartz with which

it was associated. Nevertheless, I should say that the Wagora garnet

was, as would be expected from the smaller percentage of manganese it

contains, distinctly paler in colour than the Chargaon garnet. In the

latter case the specimen analysed was obtained by breaking up and care-

fully picking two or three trapezohedral crystals, which were of a deep

orange colour.

The only other member of the gondite series whose composition

^
we need consider is that composed of rhodonite

rbSonfte-qmirtz-rock. ^iid quartz. Here again it is obvious that the

rock may show every variation in composition

between that of quartz-rock free from rhodonite and that of

rhodonite-rock free from quartz. The Indian rhodonites have not yet

been examined analytically, so that it is not known if they conform to

the composition of the typical mineral, i.e. have the composition

expressed by the formula MnSi03, or if a portion of the manganese is

replaced by some other element such as calcium. Assuming the

Central Provinces rhodonite to have the theoretical compostition, then

the composition of rhodonite-rock would be as follows :

—

MnO 54-04

SiOj 45-96

corresponding to a manganese contents of 41-86. Assuming the specific

gravity of rhodonite to be 3-63, the chemical composition of rhodonite-
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quartz-rock made up of equal parts of the two minerals by weight and

volume, respectively, is shown below :

—

Equal parts by Eq\ial parts hy
weight. volume,

MnO . . . 27-02 31-25

SiOa . . . 72-98 08-75

Mn . . . 20-93 2421

In the same way the composition of given mixtures of quartz, rhodo-

nite and spessartite, forming different varieties of rhodonite gondite,

could be calculated.

Alteration of the Gondite Series.

Evidence pointing to the Fopmation of Manganese-ore by the Alteration

of Spessartite and Rhodonite.

I have already mentioned that a portion of the ores of the deposits

associated with the rocks of the gondite series has been formed by the

alteration of various rocks belonging to this series. I propose to give

here the evidence on which this statement is based and to consider the

way in which the alteration took place.

In many places the quarrying operations have laid bare masses of

gondite or spessartite-rock traversed by a black
The Mansar deposit. °

, , r • i • „
, r

network of manganese oxide m all stages or con-

solidation into hard manganese-ore. An especially good locality for this

is Mansar, where, in December 1906, there were some good exposures at

the western end of the deposit. The solid manganese-ore was

separated from the yellow spessartite-rock by very irregular

boundaries, which had no relation to the bedding planes of the rock.

From these masses of manganese-ore, veinlets of ore were seen to

branch out into the yellow rock and there form anastomosing

networks, which in some places ran together to form small masses of

ore similar to the larger masses from which the veinlets came. In

other places the rock was almost entirely black, with small irregular

yellow patches, which looked as if they were the residuum of a rock

that was once all yellow. The deduction that the original rock was

all yellow and composed of spessartite, with a certain amount of

quartz in places, is confirmed by a study of these rocks undei the

II I
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m icroscope. On Plate 12, figure 2, is shown a photo-micrograpli of

a section of this partially altered spessartite-rock. A reference to

this will show that there are irregular patches and veinlets of

Association of
mauganese-ore spreading thoroughout the spessar-

manganese-ore and tite. Xow there are three possible ways of
spessartite.

explaining this association of manganese-ore and

spessartite with each other. They are as follows :

—

1. The manganese-ore and the spessartite were formed at the

same time, during the metamorphism of the original

sediments.

2. The manganese-ore, under the influence of metamorphic

agencies accompanied by an influx of sihca in solution,

has been partially converted into spessartite.

3. The spessartite has been partially altered into manganese-

ore, the original rock having been composed entirely of

spessartite.

The relations of the two minerals one to another in the section, show

that the first explanation cannot be correct. For if it were, one of

the minerals should be idiomorphic with regard to the other ; or if the two

minerals crvstallized at the same time they should be Lntcrgrown in a

more or less poikilitic manner, or mixed together as a granular

aggregate.

If the second explanation were true we should expect to see veins of

spessartite traversing the manganese-ore rather than the reverse rela-

tion shown by the figure.

By the process of eUmination we arrive at the conclusion that the

Spessartite changes third explanation is probably the correct one.

to manganese -ore. According to this, we should expect to see irregular

patches of manganese-ore encroaching on the spessartite, and small

veinlets traversing it. The photomicrograph shows that such is the

case. The exAmination of a large nimiber of field exposures and thin

sections of rocks has convinced me this is not an isolated example, but

that the direction of change is really from garnet to ore and not the

reverse. This explains the numerous cases of manganese-ores with

irregular patches of spessartiferous rock, often disposed more or less

centrally in a block of ore bounded by joint planes. If the change were

the reverse, one would expect the manganese-ore patches to be central,

and the spessartite being formed by alteration to be peripheral.
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The rhodonite-bearing rocks indicate the same direction of change.

Alteration of When the rhodonite is coarsely crystalUne, a
riiodointc. microscope section often shows hnes of alteration

extending along the cleavage planes of the mineral, and thence

spreading out to form networks and patches of ore. The appearance

seen is like that shown in figure 4, Plate 12, although this is actually

a photo of a pyroxene from the Vizagapatam district. This can be

taken as conclusive evidence that, in the case of the rhodonite also,

the direction of change is from sihcate to ore, and not the reverse.

Time of Altepation of the Manganese-silieate-roeks into Manganese-
ores.

As there is, hence, little doubt about the direction of change in

these rocks, we can now inquire when the alteration took place. On
page 321 I have already mentioned a case of the inclusion of manga-

nese-ore in Archajan granite, and the possibiUty that this indicates that

the alteration of silicate to ore took place, at least in part, in Archaean

times. It is of course not possible to say if this also apply to the

Central Pro\Tnces. It is interesting to note, however, that many of the

deposits, such as Mansar, shoAving spessartite-bearing rocks in every

Hill deposits are Stage of alteration to manganese-ore, crop out in

dry. the form of small hills, which on being quarried are

found to be remarkably dry and free from water. From this consider-

ation alone I should say that the alteration is not now taking place in

such deposits, except, perhaps, for a certain amoimt of surface oxidation.

In the case of the deposits that are buried in the alluvium it is difficult

to Bay if the change is still going on or not. Probably it is to a small

Highest points of a
extent, considering that there is usually a free

gondite band consist influx of water int^ deposit. It is a notice-
of manganese-ore.

^^^^ ^^^^^ howeve.^i chat if one traces a band of

the gondite series along its strike it is usually fomid to reach its highest

point in places where there are bodies of workable ore, the rock in

between consisting of one of the varieties of manganese-silicate-rock, witn

much less or practically no associated manganese-ore. This is weii seen

in cases where the manganiferous band crops out continuously above the

surface
;

e.g. at Mansar, where the most valuable portion of the deposit

also forms the highest portions of the hill-range in which the band is

situated ; or at Kandri where the rock forming the saddle between North

and South hills is composed of gondite, whilst the hills them-

selves contain fine bodies of workable ore ; or at Ramdongri,

II i3
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where the best ores seen iii situ form the highest portions of hills 4 and

5 (see Plate 24). Now the deposits, the summits of which just

reach the siirface of the ground, such as several of those on the Dumri-

Khandala line of strike, are shown by the quarrying operations to be

small hills or hillocks, separated one from another by considerable thick-

nesses of allu\'ium, which covers up the lower ground between the

hillocks. The character of the ore-bands on this lower ground has not

been ascertained
;

but, on the analogy of the manganiferous bands

exposed at the surface, it is not probable that it consists continuously

of manganese-ore, but rather that it consists, at least in part, of quite

fresh or only partially altered manganese- silicate-rock. Hence it seems

probable that, with these deposits also, if the covering of alluvium

could be removed, we should find the bodies of manganese-ore forming

the hiUs and hillocks, with manganese-siUcate-rocks on the necks between.

So that we see that, judging from those deposits that form small hills

projecting above the present plains, and probably from those now buried

in alluviiun. it is necessary to suppose that the bodies of manganese- ore

resist the agencies of denudation better than the majority of the mangan-

ese-silicate-rocks ; the exceptions being the massive rhodonite-rocks,

which seem to form just as marked hUls as the masses of manganese-

ore, as, for example, in the highest portions of Manegaon Hill. Hence

these bodies of manganese-ore must have been formed before

the present topography was carved out by the weathering agencies.

I have already mentioned the probability that a portion of the man-

ganese-ores was formed by the direct compression of original manganese-

oxide sediments duriag the Dharwar folding. Hence it might be

these bodies of ore that gave rise to the hills when the rocks were carved

out bv the weather ; whilst the ores formed by alteration of the man-

ganese-silicate-rocks might haixe been formed subsequent to the pre-

sent topography. That the g tc^er is probably not the case is shown

by the Mansar deposit, where it is e\'ident that the ores have been formed

by the alteration of manganese-silicate-rocks, even though they give

rise to the highest portion of the hill- range in which the deposit is situ-

ated. Hence we arrived at the conclusion that even the ores formed

Man<ranese.ore de-
alteration of the manganese-silicate-rocks

posits formed before must have been formed largely, if not entirely,
pre.sent topography.

^^^^^^ topography of the Country assumed

its present shape. This deduction agrees with the dry condition of the

hill deposits, mentioned on page 355. This does not tell us, however,

whether the ores were all formed in Archaean times on the analogy of
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those of Jothvad, or whether the alteration has continued in part

almost down to recent times.

But on page 363 the absence of any except rare open spaces in the

Probably formed in ore-bodies is taken as indicating that the larger part

Archaean times. of this alteration took place in Archaean times

towards the end of the Dharwar tectonic disturbances.

The Way in which the Manganese-silicate-rocks alter to Manganese-
ores.

We can now consider the way in which the alteration of manganese

silicate- rock to manganese-ore took place. From the consideration of

the rock undergoing alteration and the products of the alteration, it

is evident that, in the case of spessartite, the result of the alteration is

a removal of :—

•

(1; most of the alumina
;

(2) a very large proportion of the silica, sufficient of this being left

behind for the formation of braunite
;

(3) a certain proportion of the small quantity of lime and magnesia

present.

As the manganese was to a large extent present in the garnet in

The formation of ^i^q iovm of protoxide, there must have also been
oraimite and psuo- . i • <• •

i • i
• • •

melane. an mtroduction of oxygen m solution, this raising

the state of oxidation of the manganese. We see from this that the

reactions taking place must have been somewhat analogous to those

hypothecated to explain the alteration of the kodurite rocks. The

formation of braunite might be expressed thus :

—

II (3MnO.Al203.3Si02) i- 170= 3(3Mn203.MnSi03) +4Mn2Mn05 + IIAI2O3 + 30SiO2.

Spessartite. Oxj'gen. Braunite. Psilomelaue.

So that the equation should not be too complicated I have put the

formulae of spessartite, braunite, and psilomelane, in their simplest

forms. The small amoimts of lime and magnesia that enter into the

RO group of the spessartite, partly found their way into the psilomelane,

replacing a portion of the manganous manganese, and perhaps to a very

small extent into the braunite. Any portion of these constituents

left over must have been removed in solution. Any ferrous iron in the

RO group of th(3 spessartite was no doubt oxidized to the ferric condition.

Any manganic manganese in the R2O3 group of the spessartite went to

form a portion of the braunite or psilomelane, whilst any ferric iron in

this group probably went mostly into the braunite and to a smaller
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extent into the psilomelane. The psilomelane is represented in the equa-

tion as a manganate of manganese of the formula Mn2Mn05. The

theoretically pure mineral of this composition has not yet been cer-

tainly identified : for a portion of the basic manganese is always replaced

by calcium, magnesium, iron, derived from the spessartite as explained

above
;
by hydrogen, derived no doubt from the waters that brought

about the alteration of these rocks ; and by barium, which, in the ab-

sence of any evidence of its existence in the original spessartite or gondite,

must be supposed to have also been brought in by the attacking waters,

though possibly only from another part of the deposit ; for as mentioned

on page 339, some of the rocks of the gondite series contain barytes.

The amounts of alkalies in the Central Provinces psilomelanes are too

small to be worth consideration.

From the equation it will be seen that the chief constituents to be

removed are the alumina and nearly all the silica.

One result of the removal of the alumina and sihca would be that

The ores are not residual mixture of braimite and psilomelane,

porous. formed in accordance with the equation on page 357,

would be very porous. For if the following specific gravities be assumed :

spessartite, 4-2
;
braunite, 4*8

; and psilomelane, 4-3
; then according

to the equation, 100 cc. of spessartite would give rise to 29'2 cc. of brau-

nite and 17'6 cc. of psilomelane, so that the total volume of the braimite

and psilomelane would be 46-8 cc, or not quite half the volume of the

original spessartite. The fact that the masses of ore are no longer porous,

except for occasional cavities found in almost all the deposits, can be

explained in two ways. In the first place, if the alteration of the ores

took place in Archaean times, there may have been subsequent tectonic

disturbances sufficiently intense to compact the porous and cavernous

masses of ore. I do not, however, think that this explanation would

apply to the majority of cases, for the simple reason that I do not think

the ores ever were in this porous condition. The
The ores formed by . ,. „ . l- t

coiubiiicd rephieement exammatiou of numcrous microscope sections of

and decomposition of gondite in process of alteration has convinced

rhodonite° me that the alteration is of the nature of

a replacement, in which the incoming solutions

add a portion of manganese oxide to that Hberated in accordance

with the equation given on page 357. The best rock in which to study

this replacement is gondite, or spessartite-quartz-rock ;
because, in

rocks made up entirely of spessartite, it is difficult to distinguish

alteration from replacement. In the sections of gondite, it is often
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seen that the quartz is being bodily replaced by manganese-ore, with-

out the spessartite being appreciably affected. In other sections, in

which the change has gone further, it is seen that the spessartite has also

suffered replacement, with the production of solid masses of manganese-

ore containing residual patches of spessartite. When it comes to the

replacement ot the garnet the solution seems to have taken advantage

of any cracks in the mineral to percolate into its inside and there deposit

its manganese oxide. And from these cracks the replacement seems to

have spread out in all directions, so that the final result is a mass of

manganese-ore with very few or no residual patches of spessartite.

' When there were no cracks the garnet has been attacked from its ex-

terior, ragged projection of manganese-ore growing into it. It is evident

that this replacement-conversion of the garnet into manganese-ore

must be a combined decomposition and replacement in which the

attacking solutions break up the garnet somewhat on the lines represent-

ed in the equation on page 357, and at the same time deposit manganese

oxide in the interspaces that would be left if the reaction only proceed-

ed according to that equation ; the manganese oxide deposited being

thus added to that already in the garnet. This formation of the ores

by a combined replacement and breaking up of the garnet means of course

that the incoming waters must contain manganese salts in solution.

Laci' of examples
^uch manganese was derived, in all probability,

showing solution of from Other parts of the deposit where solution was
manganese.

going on instead of deposition. Now in the masses

of kodurite many examples are seen of rocks from which the

manganese has passed into solution ; but in the case of the manganese-

ore deposits of the gondite series it is very difficult to point to any
particular example or case of gondite or other allied rock from which the

manganese has been removed. In figure 1, Plate 12, is shown a

photo-micrograph of gondite in which the garnets are each of them

suffering alteration with the deposition or liberation of manganese oxide

in the interior of each crystal, without the periphery of the crystal

being affected. This is possibly a case in which replacement is not

going on, for the quartz is practically unaffected. Hence it is possible

that it is an example of gondite being attacked under conditions that

will permit of the passage of the manganese into solution.

The next point to be considered is the character of the solutions

Carbon dioxide as
^^^^ ^^^^ dissolve the manganese of the

the reagent producing garnet Or rhodonite in one part of a mass of rock
alteiation.

deposit it in another part of the same mass
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with the concomitant decomposition of the garnet and leaching out

of the constituents not necessary for the formation of the manganese-

ores. Two of the commonest reagents concerned in the formation of

mineral deposits are carbon dioxide and sulphuric acid. Considering

first the carbon dioxide, we can suppose that in some parts of the mass

of gondite or other rock it attacked the rock with the passage of the

manganese into solution as bicarbonate, in a way similar to that

supposed in the case of the decomposition of spandite (See page 266).

This would mean the residual accumulation of the alumina as kaolin

mixed with the quartz of the gondite. Kaolinic material is occasionally

found in association with the deposits of the gondite series, but only

rarely ; so that in this respect the theory is not supported by evidence.

As in the case of the alteration of the kodurite masses, the solutions

must have eventually become saturated with manganese bicarbonate.

After this, on coming in contact with the other masses of gondite, the

tendency would be for the solutions no longer to dissolve manganese

but to deposit it instead, a replacement of the gondite being effected

at the same time, with the passage into solution of its silica and

alumina. The same difficulty arises as in the case of the kodurite

series as to the removal of the alumina, which, according to the

experience of the laboratory, would be precipitated in the presence of

carbon dioxide or carbonates. As in the case of the kodurite series,

we can suppose that under the conditions of the reaction in Nature

alumina is slightly soluble in water containing carbon dioxide.

Now let us consider the possibility of sulphuric acid as the reagent

Sulph'iric acid as
^^^^ brought about the various changes that

the reagent producing have affected the gondite series. In the first

alteration.
place it would be able to remove the alumina in

solution in the form of sulphate. Moreover, according to the

experiments of Karsten [Comey's ' Dictionary of Solubilities', page 360,

(1896)], silica in the form of silicic acid is soluble in sulphuric acid.

Further, it is well known that all the oxides of manganese are soluble

in concentrated sulphuric acid with the formation of manganous sulphate,

often with liberation of oxygen. But in Nature the acid, if present, would

probably be dilute, even very dilute. Now the action of dilute sidphuric

acid on the various oxides differs. MnOo is not attacked at all, whilst

Mn203 and Mn304 give up a portion of their manganese, so that in each

case Mn02 is left. Hence, during the decomposition of the garnet, if it

took place in the presence of solutions of sulphuric acid, any manganous

oxide in the RO group would go into solution as MnS04, whilst any
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Mn203 in the R2O3 group would be attacked, with the solution of the MnO
portion and the leaving behind of the Mn02 portion. Hence the result

of the attack of solutions carrpng sulphuric acid would be to remove both

the alumina and the sUica, and also to remove all the manganese present

in the protoxide condition, and a portion of that present in the sesquioxide

condition, the residue being the peroxide of manganese. Since the pro-

toxide portion of the spessartite is far more important in quantity than

the sesquioxide portion, the result of the attack of sulphuric acid solu-

tions would be the removal of the greater portion of the manganese as

manganous sulphate.

Such attack, with the solution of manganese as sulphate, might go

on until the solution was saturated with the various substances dissolved.

We must then suppose that on coming in contact with a fresh portion of

the gondite or spessartite-rock the tendency would be for a further portion

of the alumina and silica of the garnet, and of the silica of the quartz, to

pass into the solution, with the deposition of a corresponding quantity

of manganese oxide, which would be added to the manganese oxide, and

other constituents necessary for the formation of manganese-ore, already

in the spessartite. In the presence of oxygen in the attacking solutions

the formation of the manganese-ores may have taken place according

to the equation shown on page 270, in which the AI2O3 and Si02 passed

into solution, with the precipitation of an equivalent amoimt of MnO,
which was converted into a higher state of oxidation by the oxygen. It

might be objected that if the attacking solutions contained both

manganous sulphate and oxygen, the manganese should have been

deposited as oxide without the intervention of the garnet. It must be

noticed, however, that the MnS04 was supposed to have passed into

solution by the reverse reaction, which would not be imdone except

with a change in the conditions ; and that the experiments of

F. P. Dunnington^ show that the manganese of manganous sulphate

is not precipitated by the action of oxygen alone, but that the presence

of some such substance as CaC'03 (which in Nature would probably

be found in the form of limestone) is necessary, the deposition then

taking place according to the following equation :

—

JlnSOi T CaCOs + 0 = CaS04 + ilnOa + CO2.

n this particular case the constituent to take the place of the

manganese in the sulphate would be aluminium instead of calcium.

1 Amer. Jour. Sci., 3rd Series, XXX\a, p. 177, (1888).
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For the alteration of rhodonite similar equations to those for

Alteration of rhcdo- spessartite Can be formed. Thus the formation
"'t^- of braunite might be represented as follows :

—

TMnSiOs + 30 = 3Mn203.MnSi03 < 6Si02

;

Rhodonite. Braunite,

whilst a somewhat more complicated equation on the lines of that on

page 357 could easily be constructed to show the formation of psilomelane.

It is to be noticed that these equations are independent of whether the

attacking solutions contain COo or HoSO^.

Thus it v.-ill be seen that either carbon dioxide or sulphtiric acid would

be able to produce the changes noticed, the suljihuric acid accounting for

them more completely on accotmt of its abi'ity to remove alumina in

solution ; but if the supposition that carbon dioxide can also dissolve

alumina under the conditions prevailing in Nature be true, then either

reagent would do equally well. Xow there is no direct evidence

pointing to one as the reagent more than the other. Still, we might look

Carbon dioxide the for indirect e\adence and see if possible sources

more probable reagent, for either of these reagents exist in the other

rocks forming the Axchsean complex in this area. Now a most notice-

able feattxre of this Archaean complex is the rarity of any sulphides,

either as constituents of the rocks or as vein- forming minerals/

or of any rocks or minerals that may be supposed to have

once contained sulphur. All that I have seen are barytes in the

gondite series, copper sulphide minerals in basic dyke-rocks and in

quartz, and pyrite in a chert vein, all of them being very rare. On the

other hand crystalline limestones are found in great abundance and

variety in this region. Hence we can suppose that it was carbon

dioxide rather than sulphuric acid that brought about the alteration

of the gondite series.

It is to be noticed that the pyroxenic gneisses of this area are

supposed to have been originally impure calcareous sediments ; and that

in their formation carbon dioxide was Hbcrated ; some of tliis converted

portions of the gneisses into calciphyres and crystalline limestones (see

page 299) : the remainder may have brought about the alteration of

the rocks of the gondite series.

1 Vein-forming sulphiir-containing minerals, even if present in abundance, would
probably have been deposited after the formation of the mnnganese-ores, if the fore-

going theory as to the time of alteration of the gondite series be correct.
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Whether the reagent was carbon dioxide or sulphuric acid, there

Rarity of open should be loose or cavernous masses of rock left

rwk^."
'°

*^ ^ wherever the solvents attacked and dissolved with-

out depositing something in return. But, except for occasional spaces

in the ore-body, such cavities are not foimd. This may possibly mean
that the changes took place prior to the last set of compressing earth

movements that affected the rocks of this area. If the earth movements

that faulted and folded the Gondwana rocks can be supposed to have

affected the ancient crystalline rocks to any serious extent, then they

would possibly have been sufficient to close up the spaces hj'pothecated

above. But the probability is that these movements would have

been insufficient to close up spaces formed in narrow bands of rock

that formed but a very small proportion of the already highly com-

pressed and therefore highly resistant rocks of the Archaean complex.

Hence if these spaces really did exist and have since been closed up by
compression, it is necessary to go back to the series of earth movements

that affected all the Archaean rocks at the end of the Dharwar period.

At first sight this may seem to be inconsistent, because these move-

ments have been already called in to explain the metamorphism of the

manganese-oxide sediments with the formation of the gondite series.

It does not follow, however, that the folding that took place at the end

of the Dharwar period of sedimentation, consisted of one prolonged

compressive movement. We can imagine a period of compression

during which the more deeply lying portions of the manganiferous

sediments were metamorphosed to the condition of the gondite series,

followed by a period in which the pressure was released. On referring

to page 291 it will be seen that the formation of the manganese silicates,

Further reasons for spessartite and rhodonite, involved the liberation

trn'tor'ikof'tn Of oxygen. It is not necessary that this oxygen

Arehaan times. should have been removed very far from the

compressed rocks, and this may be the very oxygen that, aided by

carbon dioxide or sulphuric acid, produced the conversion of a portion

of the manganese siUcates back into manganese-oxide ores, according to

the equations given on pages 357 and 362. This period of diminished

pressure may have been of some duration, gi^ang time for the conver-

sion of a considerable proportion of the manganese-silicate-rocks into

manganese-ore. Any open spaces thus formed would be closed up

by another period of compression, sufficient to close the spaces and

yet not sufficient to again convert manganese oxides into sUicates. If

there be any truth in these considerations then we arrive at the
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conclusion that the alteration of manganese silicates to manganese-

ores took place in Archaean times, this agreeing with the conclusions

reached on page 357. Even if this explanation be true it does not

follow that a certain further amount of alteration did not take place in

post-Archsean times. Indeed it is certain that it has taken place

at the outcrops of the gondite series since these rocks were brought to the

surface and eroded into their present shape ; and very probable that it

is still going on at the outcrops ; but the product of this method of altera-

tion is not a compact crystalline ore, but a softish more or less porous

one.

Depths to which the Manganese-ores extend.

If the oxygen in the attacking solutions were really that which

was expelled from the original manganese-oxide sediments at the time

of their metamorphism into silicates, then it is quite e\'ident that,

even though the alteration is of the nature of an oxy-alteration, which

is usually supposed to be especially characteristic of the surface, this

alteration can have taken place at any depth to which the sediments

were buried. It may be that in the deepest parts the pressure was

not sufficiently ameliorated for the manganese silicates to have been

reconverted into oxide. If so, then perhaps the very bottoms of the

syncUnes have escaped this alteration and retained their siUcate

character. From this we see that when the bodies of manganese-

ore are mined, those that were formed by the direct compression

of original manganese oxides without any passage througTi the silicate

stage may be expected to extend to as great a depth as the rocks of

the gondite series, namely to the bottoms of the sjucUnal folds.

WTiilst those that were formed by the alteration of manganese sihcates

may also extend to as great a depth as the rocks of the gondite series,

except that perhaps the very bottoms of the s\Ticlines escaped being

converted either partially or completely into manganese-ores.

Conclusions as to the Crig-in of the Gondite Series and the

Associated Manganese-ores.

The conclusions at which I have arrived in the foregoing pages are

much more open to doubt than those regarding the origin of the ores of

the kodimte series, the reason being the smaller amoimt of e\idence

obtained. The points that may be considered fairly certain are the

following :

—

1. The rocks of the gondite series are the product of the metamor-

phism of the less pure manganiferous sediments of Dharwar
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age, the metamorphism of these sediments ha\Tng taken

place towards the end of the Dharwar period.

2. A portion of the ores has been formed directly by the compres-

sion of the purest of the original manganese-oxide sediments.

3. Another portion of the ores has been formed by the subsequent

alteration of the manganese-silicates produced by the above-

mentioned metamorphism.

The points that are to be considered as more doubtful are put forth

below. Even if they do not express the whole truth, I believe that they

form an approximation to it
;
anyway, together with the points given

above, they form a working hypothesis that will suggest to a future

geologist the e^"idence to look for in trying to put the theory as to the

origin of these manganese-ore deposits on a surer footing.

4. The ores formed by the alteration of the rocks of the gondite series

were formed by a combined decomposition and replacement

of the gondite, spessartite-rock, or rhodonite-rock, as the case

may be.

5. The alteration of manganese silicates to manganese-ores took place

at the close of the Dharwar period of folding, and henot in

Archaean times.

6. The alteration took place at considerable depths, so that, taken

in conjunction with the supposition that a portion of the ores

are merely compressed manganese-oxide sediments, work-

able manganese-ores may be expected to extend in some

places to as grtat a depth as the rocks of the gondite series.

7. The alteration was due to the attack on the manganese-sUicate-

rocks by waters containing either carbon dioxide or sulphuric

acid, more probably the former ; and also oxygen.

8. The carbon dioxide may have been a portion of that liberated

in the conversion of original impure calcareous se^liments

into the quartz-pyroxene-gneisses of this area ; and the

oxygen a portion of that Ub erated in the conversion of

original impure manganiferous sediments into the manganese-

silicate-rocks.

9. A sma^J proportion of softish and more or less porous ore has been

formed since the rocks of the gondite series were exposed at

the surface, and is probably still being formed.



CHAPTER XVIII.

GEOhOGY—ccnitinued.

Manganese in the Purana, Palaeozoic, and Mesozoic
Tormations.

Manganese in the Purana formations—In the Gondwanas—In the Lias—In the
Lametas—In the Deccan Trap.

Manganese in the Purana Formations,

Manganese has been found in small quantities only in the rock groups

classed as the Purana formations. In a few cases it may have been in-

troduced into the rock in which it occurs at the time of deposition of that

rock ; but in the majority of cases the manganese-ores found in these

formations are of secondary origin and have been formed by the percola-

tion of manganiferous waters whilst the rocks lay at the surface, with the

infilling of cavities and cracks, or the superficial replacement of rock.

The writings of Newbold and Aytotm indicate the presence, in the

Manganese iu the Hmestones and quartzites of the Kaladgi series of

Kaladgi formation. the Belgaum and Bijapur districts, of numerous

veins of manganese -ore (see pages 633 and 640). But Foote referring to

the Bijapur district states his inability to find these ntxmerous occurrences

of manganese -ore in the Kaladgi rocks (page 641) ; hence it must be

regarded as doubtful if manganese-ores occur in this formation, except

perhaps very rarely.

Several occurrences of manganese-ores have been found in the rocks

Manganese in tlie of the Bijawar formation, apart from those that are

Bijawar formation. obviously the result of replacement or impregnation

at the surface outcrops. Thus at Sontulai in the Hoshangabad district

there is an occurrence of what seems, although it is not properly exposed,

to be a bed of manganese- ore (an inferior wad) intercalated between some

quartzose and brecciate rocks that are apparently of Bijawar age. It

is not certain, however, that this is a true bed formed at the time of

deposition of the enclosing rocks ; for this body of manganese-ore may
equally have been the result of the replacement, along a line of porosity

or brecciation, of the pre-existing Bijawar rocks (page 802). Unfortunately

the occurrence is of no economic importance, so that it has not been

opened up. A specimen of psilomelane brought from Behat in the

Gwalior State came in all probability from this formation.
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No certain evidence of the existence of contemporaneously-deposited

Man'^ancse in the mangancse-ore in the rocks of the Vindhyan forma-

Vindhyan formation. tion has yet been obtained. At Bunkuta near

Gohugaon in the Nimar district, Central Provinces (see page 978),

however, I have found small amounts of pyrolusite formed at the

surface by the replacement of shales of Vindhyan age. Mr. Datta has

found manganiferous hematite of possible Vindhyan age in Rewah
(page 690).

Since this was sent to the press an occurrence of manganese-ore

in the Lower Bhander Sandstone division of the Vindhyans has been

discovered in Bhopal, near Konugaon village, which is 2 miles west of

the town of Bhopal. In the sandstone are numerous bands of conglo-

merate, and in this and the sandstone psilomelane occurs in the form

of irregular patches. It also occurs as dendroid films in the sandstone

and, to a small extent, as a cementing material in the conglomerate.

I am not awar3 if any of this manganese-ore is considered to have

been deposited contemporaneously with the enclosing rock or whether

it has all been secondarily introduced (see page 672).

The occurrence mentioned by Marcadieu of crystals of marceHin

Manganese in the (braxmite) in a manganiferous and ferruginous lime-

Krol formation. stone, near Dharmsala in Kangra, probably refers

to an occurrence of manganese in the Krol formation.

Manganese in the Gondwanas.

Manganese in the form of impregnations and stains and even nodules

^ ^ ^ ^
has been several times recorded in the various

Gondwana formations. Thus in the Ironstone

Shale group in the Burdwan district the iron-ore is constantly manga-

niferous, containing about 1| to 2^ per cent, of this element (see

page 615). In the Kamthi group nodules of psUomelane have been

^, . ^ found in clays at Malagarh Hill in the Wun district
am 11 group.

^^^^ page 979), whilst oxide of manganese is

doubtfully recorded as occurring in sandstone of this formation at

Silewada in the Nagpur district^. In the Jabalpur division of the

Gondwanas, psilomelane has been found in the
a a pur group.

form of nodules in clay in South Rewah (see page

690).

1 W. T. Blanford. Mem. G S.I., IX. p. 17, (1872).
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Manganese in tlie Lias.

An occurrence is mentioned on page 613 of manganese- ore in a

metalliferous vein traversing the Liassic rocks of Baluchistan at

Shekhran in Jhalawan.

Manganese in the Lametas.

In the Dhar Forest and Indore State, Central India, and in the Nimar
district in the Central Provinces, the sandstones and conglomerates of the

Lameta formation rest on a peneplain of Bijawar, and metamorphic

and crystalline, rocks. The former (Bijawars) appear to have undergone

a sort of lateritization in pre-Lameta times on lines analogous to the

process by which the post-trappean laterites have been formed. This

pseudo-laterite has been designated ' porous breccia ' by Mr. Vredenburg,

and is composed of angular fragments of quartz, hornstone, quartzite,

etc., set in a soft porous, loamy, matrix. The lowest Lameta beds

probably consist of this porous breccia rearranged by water, so that it

is often impossible to decide where the latter ends and the Lametas begin.

The argillaceous-sandy matrix of this breccia is often replaced by manga-

nese oxides (pyrolusite or psilomelane) so as to yield a breccia of angular

fragments of white quartz set in a black matrix of manganese oxide.

The Lameta sandstones and conglomerates, where porous, have also

often been impregnated by oxides of manganese, and where the sand

grains and pebbles were originally set in an argillaceous matrix, the latter

has often been replaced by psilomelane. No cases have yet been found

of undoubted original manganese oxide in the Lameta rocks, except per-

haps in the re-arranged manganiferous breccias sometimes forming the

base of this formation ; for they may have been rendered manganiferous

either before or after the deposition of the Lametas. The ultimate source

of the manganese that has brought about the impregnation and re-

placement of Lameta rocks is probably to be looked for in the meta-

morphic and crystalline rocks in the areas in which these rocks occur.

For even if there are no manganese-silicate minerals, properly so called,

in these rocks, the ferro-magnesian silicates always contain small quan-

tities of this element. As to when the Lametas and porous breccias

became impregnated with manganese oxide it is impossible to speak

with certainty, but it seems likely that this took place in pre-Trappean

times, when the metamorphic and crystalline rocks were uncovered

and freely exposed to the action of meteoric waters. For details of
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the occurrences of manganese in the Lametas and porous breccias see

the accounts given under the headings of the States and districts

of Dhar, Indore, and Nimar.

Manganese in the Deccan Trap.

It is probable that small quantities of manganese are fairly uniformly

distributed through the lavas of this formation, these rocks being usually

basic. No analyses of these lavas have, however, ever been published,

so that it is not possible to say what this quantity will average ; but

probably, as is usual in basalts and dolerites, only a few tenths of one

per cent. Manganese-ores have been reported to occur in the districts of

Amraoti, Belgaum, Dharwar, Ratnagiri, and Satara, but nothing further

has been heard of any of these ores except those of the Satara district.

At Mahabaleshwar in this district, where the Deccan Trap formation

reaches almost its highest elevation above sea-level, there are several

occurrences of concretionacy or nodular psilomelane, usually in a red-

dish clayey soU. The interesting feature of this occurrence is that the

higher parts of the Mahabaleshwar plateau are covered with laterite, in

which I was not able to find a trace of visible manganese oxide, the ores

always occurring in the above-mentioned soil where it overlies the

decomposed trap at the edges of the laterite cap. From the fact that the

manganese- ores are sometimes found to contain remains of substances

probably once contained in the trap it is probable that the concretions

of manganese-ore, and the soil in which they occur, have been formed

by the decomposition in situ of the trap rocks with the concentration of

the manganese. Since, however, the laterite covering most of the higher

parts of the plateau must also have been derived from the trap rocks by

their chemical alteration, in a way that does not matter here, and since,

as already mentioned, this laterite seems to be free from manganese,

it is evident that a considerable amount of manganese must have been

removed in solution from the trap rock from which the laterite has been

produced. It may be that this manganese has also found a resting place

in the soil resting on the decomposed surface of the trap. If this be

the case then the manganese concretions in this soil may have derived

their manganese from two distinct sources, namely (1) from the rocks by

the decomposition of which the soil has been produced, and (2) from the

masses of rock from which the laterite of the higher parts of the plateau

has been formed. For further details about these occurrences of ore,

see the account of the Satara district (pages 661—668).

II K



CHAPTER XIX.

G'E.OLOGY—continued.

Manganese in Laterite.

General—Low-level latei ite—High-level laterite—Theories as to origin of high-

level laterite—The Yeruli laterite—Lateritio manganese -ores—Lateritoid—The
Talevadi occurrence—Jabalpur and Goa—List of localities—Economic value

—

Sandur—Distribution—Structure and working of—Mineral composition—Chemical
composition.

General.

In many parts of India the geology is obscured by an overlying cover-

ing or cap of a curious rock characteristic of tropical chmes. This rock

consists essentially of a mixture of hydrated
Origin of the term. -j t j i -^-loxides of iron and alumina, with often a con-

siderable percentage of titania. It is the rock known to Indian geolo-

gists as laterite. This word and its latin equivalent, lateritis, both

meaning literally brick-stone, were invented by F. Buchanan, F.R.S.,

being derived from the Latin word later, a brick, in allusion to the custom

of cutting this rock into the form of bricks for building purposes ; this

is on the analogy of several South Indian vernacular names also

meaning brick-stone.

Much attention has been devoted to the study of this rock by Indian

Division into low and geologists, and it is evident from their writings,

high-level laterites. that there are several varieties. Nevertheless,

they can all be classed into two main divisions. These two divisions are

the low-level laterite and the high-level laterite and it was to the low-level

varieties of the Malabar coast that the term laterite was first applied by

Buchanan, the extension of the term to include the high-level varieties

being due to subsequent writers. This classification depends solely on

the elevation at which the rock is found and is quite independent of its

origin. Nevertheless, it so happens that the larger proportion of the

low-level laterite is partly of detrital origin, and the larger proportion

of the high-level laterite of non-detrital origin.

Low-level Laterite.

The low-level laterite is found mainly in the low-lying coastal region

on the east and west sides of the Peninsula. Perhaps the larger propor-

tion of low-level laterite is of detrital origin and formed by the mechanical

' 'A Journey from Madras through the countries of Mysore, Gamua, and Malabar,'
II, p. 441. London, (1807).
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disintegration and transportation of laterite from higher levels by

the agency of water, to be deposited at lower levels as low-level laterite.

As a consequence of its mode of formation, materials derived from the

mechanical disintegration of other rocks than laterite get mixed with the

detrital lateritic materials in the formation of low-level laterite. Hence,

low-level laterite may contain many other substances besides those men-

tioned above as characteristic of laterite, and of these extraneous substances

fragments of quartz are perhaps the commonest ; in any case the low-

level laterite on analysis would usually be found to contain a considerable

amount of silica, whilst the true high-level laterites are usually compara-

tively free from silica, either free or combined. The whole is cemented

together by segregative and chemical changes taking place in the

ferruginous materials of the deposit, probably with the addition of a

certain amount of ferric oxide deposited by percolating waters. The

best account of low-level laterite that has been published is contained in

P. Lake's paper on the geology of South Malabar^ Prom this it

appears that there is a considerable amount of low-level laterite of non-

detrital origin, formed, according to Lake, by the decomposition in situ of

Mangiiiipse-cre m the underlying gneiss with a certain amount of re-

low-levol laterite. arrangement by rain, etc. No account of the laterite

of Goa seems to have been published ; but I have recently been able to

examine it in several places, and think that practically all that I saw
was of non-detrital origin and formed at least in part by the replacement
of the underlying rocks. In some places it is free from visible manga-
nese-ore, in others it contains spots and patches o f m anganese-oxide

of no value, whilst at quite a number of localities it is highly manga-
niferous and worked as a source of manganese-ore. The laterite seemed
very similar to the high-level laterite of Talevadi in Belgaura.

Hig^h-level Laterite.

The high-level laterite is found best developed on the plateau known
as the Deccan, and further north in the Central Provinces and Central

India. It seldom occurs at levels lower than 2,000 feet and never at

'I'levations greater than about 7,000 feet^. A small portion of it is

1 Mem. Qeol. Surv. /wZTxXIV, pp. 217-233, (1891).

~
2 This figure is given on the assumption that true laterite exists in the Nilgiri Hills

and Palni Hills. If, however, Medlicott and Blanford are correct in their statement that
no true laterite occurs in these places, then the upper limit must be given as about 5,000
feet. Since this was written I have been able to visit the Nilgiris. I found the surface

rocks to be—where not the gneisses of the charnockite series— lithorn arges and
clays of various colours, sometime? with associated ochres. Where I happened to go
laterite was rare ; but in one or two places 1 found rocks to which it seemed to me this

term could fairly be applied.

II K 2
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of detrital origin, having been formed by the denudation and reconsoli-

dation of the typical rock ; but there is no need to consider this detrital

variety of high-level laterite here, except to say that it is often litholo-

gically indistinguishable from the true low-level laterites.

The origin of the high-level laterites is a much debated question, con-

ceming which many hypotheses have been advanced. This divergence

of opinion is partly due to the fact that this rock is eminently

susceptible of segregative changes, which produce a constant rearrange-

ment of its constituents with the obliteration of all original structures
;

and partly due to what seems to be a fact, namely that two distinct

South Indiau ^YV^^ ^^^^ have been designated by the term

variety of high-level ' high-level laterite '. With regard to one of these

MedUcott and Blanford remark l;—

' ferruginous clays, with but little of the true character of I iterite, and due

solely to the decompcsition of gneissic rocks, have bjen occasiomlly described

under the name, uch is certainly the case with the Xilgiris, one of the Iccalitips

mentioned by several geologists. Xo well-authenticated c.ccurrence of laterite is

known at an elevation exceeding 5,000 feet above the sea '.

Dr. HoUand ^, however, whilst aware of this passage, prefers to

regard this rock as laterite. Such laterite, as might have been anticipated

from its mode of derivation, often contains a considerable amotmt of silica,

both free and combined. It seems to prevail in the areas occupied by the

gneissose and crystalline rocks in the southern parts of the Peninsula,

and often preserves the original structures of the underlying rock, pisolitic

or concretionary structures being rare 3.

The second type of high-level laterite is that which occurs in the

The Deccan variety form of horizontal caps, resting usually on rocks

of high-level laterite. of the Deccan Trap formation, but not infrequently

on older rocks, especially the Dharwars. Those patches not actually on the

Deccan Trap are usually situated near, but sometimes at great distances

from, the present edge of this formation. This type of laterite does not

show any structures that can be compared with corresponding structures

in the underlying rock, and is not infrequently markedly pisolitic. The

impression conveyed by the appearance of the often vertical scarps of

this rock, particularly when the underlying rock is trap, is that there is

not a gradual downward passage from completely-formed laterite into

1 ' Manual of the Geology of India ' (1879), p. 35G.
2 Oeol. Mag., Dec. IV, Vol. X, p. 63, (1903).
3 I did not myself happen to notice any laterite in the Nilgiris that preserved the

original structure of the gneissic rocks. The materials that did show this were the

ferruginous clays (and lithomarges) referred to by Medlicott and Blanford.
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the fresh underljang rock, with an intermediate stage of rock in a state

of partial decomposition ; but that the laterite is a distinct formation

resting on the underlying rock with no necessary connection between the

two. This is the type of laterite that is often so aluminous as to be

bauxite. It is also very free from siliceous matter, either free or com-

bined. The best account of the structure and appearance of this tjrpe

of high-level laterite is the account of the laterite of Bidar by Newbold l.

Theories as to the Origin of High-level Laterite.

The following is a list of some of the many theories that have been

propounded to account for the formation of high-level laterite :

—

1. H. B. Medlicott and W. T. Blanford 2 in discussing this subject

consider two possible methods of derivation : namely, ' that

the high-level laterite is simply the result of the alteration

in situ of various forms of rock, and especially of basalt, by
the action of atmospheric changes and that it may be a

sedimentary deposit. They conclude that in spite of the large

amount of work that has been done on the subject, it is im-

possible to say that either of these is the true theory, as there

are objections to them both.

2. F. R. Mallet 3 suggests the h}rpothesis that the high-level laterite

may have been formed in lakes occupying shallow depressions

formed on the surface of the Deccan Trap formation at the

close of the period of its eruption
;
during the decay of vege-

table matter in contact with disintegrated ferruginous rocks,

iron passes into solution as ferrous carbonate
;
partly in

streamlets on the way to the lakes, and partly after reaching

them, the ferrous carbonate is subjected to oxidizing influences

with the precipitation of hydrated ferric oxide ; whilst a

further portion may be precipitated by the action of various

organisms, especially algae, the pisolitic structure being due

to deposition round a nucleus The mode of formation

1 Jour. As. Soc. Bcng., XIII. pp. 989-994, (1844).
2 ' Manual of the Geology of India', pp. 359-364, (1879).
3 Rcc. G. S. I., XIV, pp. 145-148, (1881).
4 Or to subsequent segregative action. With regard to the part that alga; may play

in such a process it is interesting to note that according to G. IJertrand, Ecvuc Gcnrrnle
de Chimie, VIII, p. 211, (1905), Jackson has described three sorts of Crenothrix.
' C. Kiihniana (ou polyspora) qui separe I'oxyde de fer ; C. ochracea, qui separe Talumi-
nium avec un peu de fer : et C. manganifira, qui separe le manganese'. To the originsl

paper in Zeitsch, Untcrsuch. Nannuvjs-u. G. Mittel, VII, pp. 215-221, (1904), I liave not
been able to refer.
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on this hypothesis is thus analogous to that of the Swedish

lake ores in process of formation at the present day.

3. T. H. Holland i, writing from experience of the Southern Indian

laterites, suggests that the rock is formed in situ, the energy

necessary for the breaking up of the silicates being derived

from the vital action of organisms, ordinary and special. He
fui'ther explains the development of concretionary structures

by suggesting that ' in compounds where a constituent is

loosely held, the "crystalline affinity" by which physical

molecules tend to imite and form crystals may be more

energetic than the chemical affinity'.

4. E. W. Wetherell ^, writing particularly of the Bangalore and

Kolar districts in Mysore, supposes that the laterite of this

area is of detrital origin and was formed by the washing of

the decomposed surface detritus of the surrounding elevated

ground into a lake, where it got mixed with non-lateritic

material only to a small extent, and was subsequently cemen-

ted by the action of segregative tendencies, due to the pre-

sence of some organism in the lake, such as one allied to Gir-

vanella. As Mallet also allows for the washing of detritus into

his lakes, this theory is only a variant of Mallet's, giving the

preponderance to mechanical instead of to chemical deposition.

5. Lastly J. M. Maclaren has recently published a paper 3 in which,

relying mainly on a very clear section at Talevadi in the Bel-

gaum district, he advances the view that lateritic deposits

are derived from mineralized solutions brought to the surface

by capillarity, and, are essentially replacements (either

mechanical or metasomatic) of soil, or of rock decomposed in

situ, or of both ; the contents of the solutions being derived

from the rocks at and near the surface.

The Laterite of the Yeruli Plateau.

Leaving out of consideration the high-level laterite deposits of the

first type, of which I have had no field experience, and also passing over

1 Geol Mag., Dec. IV, Vol. X, pp. 68-09, (1903).

2 Mem. Mysore Gcol. Dep., Ill, Pt. I, pp. 24-27, (1906).

3 Oeol. Mag., Dec. V, Vol. Ill, p. 546, (1906).
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for the present the question of the source of the energy necessary to bring

about the decomposition of the rocks from which laterite is either

proximately or ultimately derived, it seems to me that the truth lies in a

combination of the various theories mentioned. In the first place, judg-

ing from my examination of the Yeruli plateau, in the Satara district,

I do not think that Maclaren's replacement theory can be by any means

generally applicable. This plateau is composed of a sheet of laterite,

which happens to be very aluminous. At the north-eastern edge of the

most easterly of the three caps into which the
A bauxite-conglomerate. . ^ , , • i

laterite has been cut, there is a conglomerate

bed forming the topmost layer. It is composed of pebbles of pale

bnfiish and pinkish bauxite set in a matrix of very ferruginous

laterite, almost entirely pisolitic. This conglomeratic layer is

about one foot thick, and rests on a layer of solid bauxite at

least 2 feet thick, of precisely similar character to the pebbles

contained in the topmost layer. This bauxite bed is not continuous

for any great distance, but passes horizontally into ferruginous

laterite. In other parts of the plateau some of the pebbles contained in

this conglomerate are composed of the ferruginous laterite. From this

occurrence there seems to be no doubt that before the end of the period

during which the laterite of Yeruli was being formed, there was a break

in which the already-formed laterite was subjected to denudation, with

the production of the pebbles referred to above. It is difficult to imagine

that these pebbles were cemented into the conglomerate by the process

cf deposition of oxides of iron brought up from below by capillary forces

stimulated by surface evaporation
;
for, if so, how could the underlying

bauxite have escaped being impregnated with, and partly replaced by,

iron oxide, apart from the difficulty of imagining the actual way in which

such cementaion could have taken place ? It seems to me that the only

The cr.ncrlonierate possible way of explaining the cementation of the

formnd beneath water, pebbles is to suppose that it took place beneath
.isinaia e.

water, such as at the bottom of a lake. After the

pebbles of bauxite had been formed by the action of running water, such

as in a river valley, it is easy to imagine the formation of a lake, with

bauxite pebbles lying on its bottom. We can suppose that the waters

entering the lake contained salts of iron in solution derived from the sur-

rounding ferruginous basaltic rocks, and that hydrated ferric oxide was
precipitated in the lake, where it formed a cement for the pebbles, the

pisolitic structure of the cement being due, either to deposition in this

way round a nucleus, or to concretionary action. If then this ferruginous
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cement was formed under water in a lake (or perhaps in a marsh orbog,

why should not the remainder of the lateritic layers at Yeruh, which are

usually non-pisolitic, have been formed in the same way ? They may
have been ; but that they were more probably not is indicated by the fact

that there is apparently a gradual passage downwards from the laterite

into the underlying rock, as will now be noticed. It so happens that

a large number of pits were sunk on this plateau in former times by the

natives of these parts, it is said in search of copper ; but much more

probably for the extraction of the iron, although for this purpose they

seem to have chosen a particiilarly aluminous mass of laterite. One of

these shafts had been cleaned up just before my visit and deepened a

little. It went through 38 feet of laterite, both aluminous and ferru-

ginous, and then passed into a soft lavender-grey rock. On accoimt of

the presence in this rock of soft white spots, resembhng in size and

Composition.
abundance those frequently seen in the amygdaloidal

earthy traps of the region, we can suppose that it was
derived from such an amygdaloidal earthy trap by some method of

chemical alteration. The composition of this altered rock is shown by
the following partial analysis carried out by S. Sethu Rama Rau,

Sub-Assistant in the Geological Survey :—

Mahabaleshwar. Yeruli.

Si02 35-60 38-98 :m

35-51 35-05

Fe203 + Ti02 16-91 15-81

Undetermined 11-98 10-16 '

100-00 100-00

The analysis shown in the first column was also made by Sethu Rama
Rau, on a sample of very similar material obtained near the lake at

Mahabaleshwar at its eastern end. The similarity of these two analyses

is very ftriking.
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The composition of the fresh rock is, of course, unknown ; but it can-

not have been very different from that of a basalt (or andesite^). From

the analyses of andesites and basalts given on pages 250, 251, 253, and

259 of Cole's * Aids to Practical Geology ', 1898, I have extracted the

following figures for the limits of composition of these rocks :

—

'

1

Andesites. Basalts.

Si02 . ,
56-2—690 44-2—540 J

Ti02 ....... 0-8 1-5— 31 M/l

AI2O3 = . . , 14-3_16-9 90— 18-5
1

Fe203 + FeO . ... 3-7— 15-2 11-6— 15-4

MnO „ . , . . trace — 0"5 0-3

CaO 3-2— 70 8-6— 10-4

MgO 0-8— 4-8 3-8—101

K2O 0-9— 2-9 0-7— 2-2

Na20 2-5— 50 11— 2-5

H2O 0-3— 11 1-3— 2-5

Three specimens of the Yeruli bauxite, taken by the late Mr. L. C. H.

Yoimg (by whom I was accompanied on my visit to this locality) as

dupUcates of specirnens collected by me, were analysed by Messrs. J.

1 I have considered the possibility of the rock being an atidesite, because there are
some ash-like layers in the traps of this region. Theircomposition has not been investi-

gated, but they may be as acid as andesites ; and if so, it is possible, though not verv
probable, that some of the earthy amygdaloidal beds, also, were, when fresh, andesites
rather than basalts.
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and H. S, Pattinson of Newcastle-on-Tyne, on behalf of Messrs. C. H.

B. Forbes & Co. of Bombay, with the following results^

A.690 A. 691 A.01J3

Si02 2-63 5-20 110

A1203 46-32 54-10 57-48

re203 19-36 6-18 4-61

Ti02 5-60 6-50 6-55

Cr203 0-63 trace 013

CaO nil nil nil

MgO 0-29 i

0-07
,

0-24 007

SO2 n il nil

P2O5 0-22^ 015 008

H2O (combined) ...... 24-51 27-60 29-66

0-40
'

-771

r_:

0-10 0-40

10003 100 07
J

100 08 '

From the foregoing analyses it is at once evident that there is a sort

of progressional change in composition from that of the original basalt

(or andesite), through the decomposed lavender-grey rock to that of baux-

ite. This change takes the form of an increase in the amovmts of alumina,

titania, and water, with a decrease, amoimting to almost total disap-

pearance, in the quantity of silica, lime, magnesia, and alkalies. Had
an analysis been given of one of the ferruginous varieties of laterite,

it would have been seen that there is an increase in the quantity of iron

oxide also. In this case, as with the bauxites, it probably would have

been found that manganese was absent. It can be considered almost

certain that the soft lavender-grey rock, judging from its structure and

composition, is an altered amygdaloidal earthy trap, but it does not neces-

sarily follow from the analyses given above that this altered rock passes

gradually into laterite. In the pit mentioned above, however, there

1 PuUished bv the kind ocnnission of this firm.
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seems to be some such passage. Moreover, several other cases of

apparent passage of underlying rock into laterite have been noticed by
previous writers, an especially clear example being the one recently

figured by Mr. Maclaren (see page 38^).

It is precisely with regard to the nature and reality of such passages

that opinions differ. It is generally accepted that the materials com-
posing the type of laterite now being discussed have been derived in

some way from pre-existing rocks, usually basic lavas of the Deccan Trap
formation. It is also generally recognized that the formation of this

type of laterite involves the disappearance, probably in solution, of

the silica, lime, magnesia, and alkalies, of the original rock, with the

concentration of the oxides of aluminium, iron, titanium, and sometimes

Origin of the Yeruli manganese, to form laterite
; this result of general

laterite. experience agreeing with the particular case of

Yeruli. as illustrated by the analyses given above. But, as can be

seen from pages 374-5, there are many theories as to the method by

which this result may have been produced. Each of these explanations

may be true as applied to some particular deposit of laterite ; but in

many cases a combination of them will probably be nearer the truth.

In the particular case of Yeruli it seems necessary, as already explain-

ed, to adopt Mallet's explanation with regard to the uppermost layer of

laterite, namely that containing pebbles of bauxite. But, because of

the difficult of accoimting for the alteration of the underlying rock, with-

out hypothecating the downward percolation of mineralized solutions, of

which there is no sign, this explanation cannot be extended to the whole

mass of laterite. For exactly the same reason Wetherell's theory is

put out of court. This leaves the theories of Holland and Maclaren. It

is very difficult to say which, if either of these theories applies to the case

in question. Seeing, however, that the altered lavender-grey rock inter-

vening between the laterite and the underlying trap is shown by analysis

to be particularly aluminous and thus to correspond in chemical character

with the prevailing nature of the overlying laterite, I am inclined to think

that the rock was decomposed in situ with a gradual passage into the

aluminous laterite. Had the laterite been formed in accordance with

Maclaren's theory, there is no reason why the aluminous laterite should

have been deposited just where the underlying rock happens to be

particularly aluminous. For the rocks of this area are at least as ferru-

ginous as aluminous, and consequently the circulating solutions that

formed the laterite cap by replacement of the decomposed rock would

probably have deposited a more ferruginous type of laterite. Whether,
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on the other hand, it is necessary to attribute this formation of laterite in

situ to an organic agency, as suggested by Holland, instead of to the action

of ordinary chemical processes due to weathering, as in the usual theory

of formation by alteration in situ (as noticed by Medlicott and

Blanford), I do not feel in a position to judge. Apart from this point,

we arrive at the conclusion that the lower portion of the laterite of Yeruli

was formed by the decomposition of basic lavas in situ, and the upper by
deposition in lakes or bogs, after a period of denudation.

I have discussed this case in such detail, partly to indicate the ex-

Necessity of considering
difficulty of the question of the origin of

each occurrence of laterite laterite, and partly to indicate that, in all pro-
separateiy.

bability, no oue explanation will apply to all

varieties of high-level laterite, and that it is necessary to consider each

case separately. Perhaps, after a considerable number of cases have

been so discussed, we shall be in a position to form a truer idea as to

which of the various theories here considered accounts for the greater

proportion of the occurrences of high-level laterite.

Lateritic Manganese-ores.

But whatever the mode of formation of this high-level laterite may
Result of formation of be, the result, already stated on page 370, is

laterite. certain, namely the formation of masses of rock

composed essentially of oxides of iron, aluminium, and titanium, usually

associated with a large amount of combined water ; the silica, lime,

magnesia, and alkalies, of the rock from which the former constituents

The destination of man- '^'^re derived having been eliminated. Up to

ganese when laterite is the present I have omitted to refer to what
formed.

becomes, during the formation of laterite, of the

small quantities of manganese that are contained in almost all the rocks

of the earth's crust. When, in the course of the decomposition of the

rocks in the area where lateritization is going on, the oxides of iron and

aluminium pass into solution i, it is probable that soluble salts of man-

ganese are also formed and dissolved ; these salts being in all probability

either the bicarbonate, or combinations with various organic acids such

as are often found in soil where vegetable matter comes into play. As

I have already noted in a paper^ treating of the association of gibbsite

1 It is to be noticed that, even in the case of laterite formed by decomposition of

rock in situ, the oxides of iron and aluminium must have passed into solution at least for

a short while, as is evidenced by the fact that laterite seems always to have been

reconsolidatcd tlirougiiout and chemically rearranged.

2 Rtc. 0. S. I., XXXIV, p. 168, (1906).
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with manganese-ore at Talevadi, manganese, when present in laterite,

usually renders itself conspicuous by segregating into forms, as a rule

black nodules or veins of psilomelane or pyrolusite, that one would with-

out any hesitation call manganese-orel. It rarely seems, except in very

small quantity (or in proper manganese- ores), to become blended with the

other constituents of laterite, so as to form intimate mixtures similar to

those that the oxides of iron, aluminium, and titanium, so commonly

form with one another. Indeed, many large masses of laterite can be

found, as for example, at Mahabaleshwar and Yeruli (see page 375), that

seem to be completely free from manganese. As it cannot be supposed

that the rocks from which the iron and alumina of the laterite were

derived contained no manganese, it is necessary to suppose that with

solutions containing manganese, iron, and aluminium, a selective

precipitation can take place in Nature, analogous to that by which iron

and aluminium are precipitated together in the course of chemical analysis,

whilst the manganese remains in solution. Nevertheless, in the two

cases mentioned above (Mahabaleshwar and Yeruli), we can point to the

possible destination of the missing manganese
;
namely the concretions

of psilomelane found in the ferruginous soil resting on the Deccan Trap

lavas near the edges of, but at a lower level than, the base of the laterite

caps (see page 369). In some cases, however, the manganese has

remained in the laterite in the form of nodular concretions set in a

matrix of ferruginous laterite.

Of the many occurrences of lateritic manganese-ores that I have

been able to examine, only three were in what would be called

' laterite without any hesitation, by all geologists. These three

Lateritoid
^^^^ low-level laterite of Goa

;
in the

high-level laterite of Talevadi in Beigaum
;

and near Gosalpur in the Jabalpur distrit in laterite that must, I

suppose, be called ' high-level ', although it is only at a level of about

1 it was after Part II of this Memoir was sent to the press that I visited the
manganese occiirrences of Sandur, Mysore, Goa, and theNilgiris. Hence I have found
it necessary to modify this chapter considerably in places ; should any apparent
inconsistencies be detected they must be excused as due to alterations and additions
made whilst this part was in the press. The statement made in tlie text relative to
the separation of manganese from iron and aluminium still holds as regards the true
high-level laterites. In the lateritoid occurrences noticed on pages 381—386, however,
the separation of manganese and iron is not always so distinct. Thus I have found in
Mysore manganiferous limonite with the manganese apparently uniformly distributed
through the limonite so as not to be visible as a separate constituent ; but it may still

be stated that as a rule manganese, if present, renders itself conspicuous by segre-
gating into veinlets and patches of some mangancse-ore such as psilomelane or
pyrojusite.
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1,300 to 1,400 feet. The remainder occur in a rock that some geolo-

gists would probably, designate ' laterite '
; but others would pro-

bably object to the application of the term. The rock to which I

refer has a lateritic aspect and usually consists of a cavernous mixture

of various oxides ot iron, chiefly hard limonite, yellow ochre, and soft

hematite. When no other constituents are present, the rock often

resembles typical laterite in its structures and mineral composition so

closely that when detached from its rock masses it could not be

distinguished from pieces of ordinary ferruginous laterite (of non-

detrital origin). Fairly often, however, it contains ores of manganese,

either wad, psilomelane, or pyrolusite. The iron-ores and manganese-

ores are mixed with one another in very irregular manner. Veins

and patches of the manganese-ores sometimes occur in the iron-ores,

whilst in other places veins and patches of iron-ores occur in a mass

consisting chiefly of manganese -ores. Owing to the cavernous charac-

ter of the rock the limonite and psilomelane have often been able to

develop marked concretionary structures, such as botryoidal or stalac-

titic, whilst the pyrolusite is often in small crystalline aggregates.

This rock does not always consist entirely of iron and manganese-

ores. It often contains patches of quartz, quartzite, slate, or phyllite.

Examination with the microscope shows that these rock patches are

residual pieces of rock set in a matrix of ore, and that the latter has

evidently been formed by their replacement. Examination of the

masses of rock in the field, especially as revealed in the workings for

manganese, confirms this deduction, and shows that there is a down-

ward passage from the lateritic mass of iron- and manganese-ore at the

surface through rock containing more and more quartzite, slate, or

other rock, and less and less ore, to a rock that is free from all signs

of ore The junction between the overlying lateritic mass of rock and

the rock on which it rests is consequently an extremely irregular one.

There is, in my opinion, no doubt that these lateritic masses have

been formed by the mctasomatic replacement of the quartzite, slate

or phyllite, accompanied by segregative changes. And as these rocks do

not usually contain uK.re than a very small proportion of, and often no,

manganese, it is evident that the manganese must have been largely

brought in from outside by percolating waters, with the resultant

repla ement from the surface downwards of the particular rock that

happened to be at the surface where the replacement took place.

These lateritic replacement deposits nearly always occur as cappings

to small hills, the actual rugged surface of the rock (often spotted
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with lichens) being approximately horizontal. These caps do not,

however, show signs that they are the remains of a horizontal sheet,

for they occur at different elevations on neighbouring hills, and as

noticed above have a very irregular base. And although there are

doubtless many cases where such a cap has been cut into two by

erosion, yet most of the occurrences suggest that they have been

formed independently of other masses of this lateritic rock. On
account of the limited extent of each of these masses of rock, their

different elevation, their want of horizontal bases, and the numerous

cases in which the rock contains residual angular fragments of other

rocks, most geologists would probably prefer to consider these occur-

rences as distinct from the masses of typical laterite occurring in

horizontal sheets, often of considerable extension, and free from

included fragments of rock different in character from the laterite.

For this reason I propose to refer to these occurrences under the

name of lateritoid, to indicate their similarity to laterite. It is to be

noted that, were they to be designated ' laterite ', they would by

their position come into the high-level laterite division. From what

I have written above it is evident that my view of the origin of these

masses of lateritoid and their included manganese-ores is practically

identical with Maclaren's theory of the origin of laterite in general.

He bases his theory particularly on the occurrence at Talevadi in

Belgaum. I have visited this occurrence myself, and although the

sections were no longer so good as when Maclaren went, yet I saw

sufficient to make me agree with his description of the occurrence.

Although the occurrence was in an area where the laterite seemed to

occur as a large spread, yst I could not see any difference between the

mode of occurrence of the manganese-ores here and those in the

lateritoid deposits. From this it will be seen that the Talevadi

occurrence may be regarded as a connecting link between the

lateritoid caps containing manganese-ores and the large spreads of

high-level laterite usually free from manganese-ore. I think, however,

it is more closely related to the lateritoid occurrences than to the large

spreads of high-level laterite in which bauxite is so often found.

In fig. 22 I have reproduced the Talevadi section given by

„, ^ , , Maclaren, and cannot do better than quote
Ihe i alevadi occurrence. - , . . .

,

here his description of it^:

—

' There, pits in search of manganese expose the laterite in process of formation
and give sections of some 30-40 feet in depth. The bottom of a typical section

1 Geol. Mag., Dec. V, Vol. Ill, pp. 537, 538 (1906).
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shows a white decomposed friable sandy rock which, from exposures elsewhere, is

regarded as a decomposed biotite-quartz schist. This passes upward without any

abrupt change through a buff sandy clay to a reddish buff, soft rock containing

small indistinct ferruginous secretions and minute manganese nodules. As the

surface is approached the rock gradually acquires depth of colour, while the con-

tained manganese secretions become larger and better defined until, at the surface,

they are 2 to 3 feet across with e like depth. With increase of ferruginous content,

the rock becomes so hard that, at the surface, it is often necessary to use explosives

to disintegrate it. A few feet below it can be cut with a spade. Through the

manganese secretions there ramify veinlets of gibbsite
'

-<II>-

-0 iSh

Fig. 22.—Typical Section of Laterite, Talevadi, Belgaum.

(1) Psilomelane with gibbsite veinlets.

It is interesting to note that in the Jabalpur district, the main

^ ^ , ^ ^ portion of the ores has been formed by
Jabalpur and Goa. ^

_ r i j. J
superficial replacement or slates ana

quartzites, and is to be classed as lateritoid ; but there is also some

laterite (at Gosalpur) in which pyrolusite is in places found. In Goa

some of the manganese-ore is in the laterite itself ; but the quarries

for manganese also show that the manganese extends mto the under-

lying Dharwar rocks, where it has evidently been formed by the

same process of superficial replacement. There seems^ moreover, to

be a passage upwards from the quartzite or slate through the

mixture of manganese-ores or iron-ores, and residual quartzite or

slate, to the overlying laterite. This overlying laterite, which is
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spread over many square miles of country, has thus, although from

its position low-level, probably been formed, at least in part, by

replacement of the underlying rocks accompanied by the usual segre-

gative changes. From this we see that this low-level laterite is of the

same origin as the rock I have called lateritoid.

In the following list I classify the occurrences of manganese-ore
List of ocouirences of found in association with lateritic rocks :—

la tontic in iiiganese -ores.

Table 23.

Classification of the deposits of lateritic manganese-ores.

I.—In low-level laterite :—

-

1. Goa.

2. Chengalput.

II.—In high-level laterite :

—

(a) On the Deccan Trap :

—

1. Bidar.

2. Bijapur (Ingleswara),.

(6) On the Dharwars :

—

1. Talevadi in Belgaum.

III.—In lateritoid (always on the Dharwars j :

—

1. Bengal :

—

Singhbhum.

2. Bombay :—Dharwar, North Kanaia.

3. Central Provinces :—Jabalpur.

4. Goa.

5. Madras :—Bellary, Sandur.

6. Mysore :

—

Chiialdrug, Kadur, Shimoga, TtimJcur.

IV.—In lateritic soil resting on the Deccan Trap :

—

] . Satara.
"

V.—Exact mode of occurrence unknown :— =

1. Morbhanj.

The Talevadi occurrence should really be classified with the lateritoid.

The Satara occurrences are noticed under the heading of ' Deccan

Trap ' (page 369). All the occurrences of manganese-ore in lateritoid

noticed above have been made the object of prospecting operations.

In all these areas the work has revealed the presence of deposits that

Economic value of the are of value when the price of manganese is

^'-"P"^'*^- as high as it was in 1906 and 1907 ; but

under ordinary circumstances most of these deposits are of too irregu-

lar occurrence and too low grade to be of much value, unless a

demand for manganiferous iron-ores can be found at the same time.

II I.
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The only lateritoid deposits that it may pay to work at times of low

prices are those oi Sandur, and some of those of Mysore (particularly

Kumsi). The names given in italics show the areas from which ore

has been exported.

The inclusion of the Sandur deposits amongst the lateritoid ones

The Sandur deposits
^^^^ some surprise, consider-

ing their enormous size as compared with the

majority of the late itoid deposits. It is my opinion, however, that

the Sandur deposits—certainly those of the Eamandrug area, and pro-

bably those of the Kamataru area—have been formed by the same

process of superficial replacement of rocks containing but little

manganese. I do not propose to go further into the mode of origin of

those and other lateritoid deposits in this portion of the Memoir;
but for further details I would refer the reader particularly to the

accounts of the Sandur deposits given in Part IV of this Memoir, and

also to the accounts of the Mysore and Jabalpur deposits.

Some of those who may object to the deposits I have ternied

lateritoid being regarded as a variety of
Limitation of the term , ^ , ,i ^ •

i i
' lateritoid'. laterite may say that, it superficial replace-

ment deposits of iron and manganese are to be

called lateritoid, it will be necessary to extend the term to ores of

other metals that have been formed by similar processes, such as

may occur in fissure veins, near the surface. This may be avoided

by restricting the term to replacement deposits of the oxides of iron,

manganese, aluminium, and titanium, the four constituents character-

istic of the true high-level laterite.

Although, as mentioned above, many masses of laterite are apparent-

ly quite free from manganese ; and although the manganese when present

has probably been concentrated by segregative processes, so that the

manganese from a considerable area of ground has been formed into

Distribution of manc ani-
concretions distributed over a much smaller

ferous hiterites, and la tei itoid. area of laterite : yet one would expect the man-

ganiferous laterites (and lateritoid) to bear in general mode of occurrerce

some relation to the nature of the underlying rocks, and hence to be

found in those areas where the older rocks are the most highly

manganiferous. Such is found to be the case. Laterite found

on the Deccan Trap, the rocks of which contain only a com-

paratively small amount of manganese, is, as far as is known, fairly free

from any manganese- ores, the Bidar occurrence being the most notable

exception ; whilst laterite and lateritoid found on the outcrops of rocks
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of the Dharwar series, which is the manganese-ore bearing series

of India far excellence, is often very rich in this mineral.

The similarity between deposits of manganese-ore in the true

laterites, as in Goa and Belgaum, and those in lateritoid, as in Mysore,

is so great, that the remaining paragraphs of this chapter can be taken

as applying to both, bearing hi mind that the Sandur deposits, and that

of Kumsi in the Shimoga district of Mysore, are not typical of the whole.

Since the manganese-ores found in laterite usually take the form

The structure and work- ^f boidders, nodules, and other concretions, set

ing of the lateritic manga- in a matrix of ordinary ferruginous laterite, it
nebc-ore deposit...

foUows that in working them there will be a

much larger proportion of waste per ton of ore extracted than in the

case of solid bodies of ore, such as some of those of the Dharwar type

being worked in the Central Provinces. But this disadvantage is to a

certain extent neutralized by the fact that the lateritic ores, owing to

the comparative softness of the matrix in which they are set, can

usually be quarried with greater ease than the massive ores of the Central

Provinces. The lateritic deposits are further distinguished from those of

the Dharwar type by the fact that laterites and lateritoid, the rocks

in which they occur, are only found at the surface, where they are

disposed in more or less horizontal masses tending to be bed- like

;

these, as mentioned on a previous page, are rarely of a greater

thickness than 100 feet, and usually much less. The distribution of the

concretions of manganese-ore is, moveover, very irregular, so that a given

mass of laterite or lateritoid may be very rich in ore at one point, and

close by contain insufficient ore for the deposit to be worth working.

The consequence is that the lateritic deposits are of much more uncertain

character than the deposits of the bedded type, as exemplified by the

Dharwar deposits of the Central Provinces ; and hence of much less

value.

The manganese- ores found in laterite and lateritoid usually consist

either of psilomelane, or of pyrolusite, or of mixtures of the two. V/ith

The mineral composition these, limonite and ochreous hematite are often
of the lateritic ores. intimately associated; and, when the iron-ores

cannot be readily cleaned away, the manganese-ores are rendered

valueless, unless a market can be found for manganiferous iron-ores

containing a comparatively small amount of manganese. The psil-

omelane is often concretionary in shape, being either reniform, botryoidal,

or mammDlated. Sometimes it is compact and at other times caver-

nous. The cavities in the latter type of ore are sometimes lined with

11 L 2
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smooth botryoidal crusts of the same mineral and at other times with

radiate crusts of a mineral that has not yet been critically examined, but

which is in all probability altered manganite^. The pyrolusite may also

be either compact or cavernous, the ca\ities usually being lined with

crystals of the same mineral. At other times the ores are indefinite

soft varieties that can only be designated vad. There is also a hard

light grey crystalline mineral found associated with the other ores,

particularly in Mysore and Sandur ; this has not yet been identified,

and is not certainly always the same mineral. In some cases it

seems to be probably polianite.

Of the various ores mentioned, psilomelane is imdoubtedly the

commonest. The nodules of this, when broken open, are frequently

found to exhibit concentric structivres, bearing witness to the way in

which they were formed, namely by the deposition or growth of the

manganese oxide in layers round a nucleus of already- deposited ore.

The mixed psilomelane-wad ores of Ramandrug in Sandur are interest-

ing because they are often laminated, the lamination being a relic of

the parallel structures of the slates or phyllites by the replacement

of which they have been formed. Both in these ores and in those of

Mysore it seems as if the wad is first formed and afterwards passes

into psilomelane. Another variety of ore, which is not common, except

Pisolitic (aluminous) man- in Mysore, is oolitic and made up of numerous
ganese-oies. small rounded bodies, usually composed of

psilomelane, and averaging 0"02 to O'Oo of an inch in diameter ; these

bodies are set in a soft brownish-black matrix, which gives a chocolate-

coloured streak, and to which no definite mineralogical name can be

given. Such ore is very high in iron, and a specimen of it, analysed by

Mr. C. Fawcitt of Shimoga, showed 33" 58 per cent, of manganese

peroxide and 44' 16 per cent, of ferric oxide, corresponding to

21-23 per cent. Mn and 30-91 per cent. Fe respectively. But the chief

interest of this analysis, which is given in full on page 1138, hes in the

large percentage of alumina, namely 13-04 per cent.
;

here, in fact, we

seem to have a case in which the manganese has not been deposited

separately from the alumina.

These lateritic ores differ greatly in quality from those obtained from

the manganese-ore deposits of the Dharwar facies in the Central Prov-

Chemical composition of inces and elsewhere. When the ore consists of

the lateritic ores. p}Tolusite the Composition is fairly definite,

corresponding approximately to the formula Mn02. But when the

1 See ' pseudonianganite ' in Part I.
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ore is a variety of psilomelane its composition may lie anywhere between

certain fairly wide limits ; for it seems that a piece of psilomelane may
contain as much as 20 per cent, of iron without showing any visible

difference from an ore containing only per cent, of iron and a corres-

pondingly greater amount of manganese. This leads to a great vari-

ability in the composition of the ores despatched, unless they are

carefully assayed, and judiciously blended or mixed so as to keep

the output up to a certain standard. The average percentage of

iron in these ores is considerably higher than in the Central Provinces

ores, with a correspondingly lower figure for the manganese. On the other

hand, the lateritic ores, as a consequence of their mode of formation,

are usually much lower in silica than the Central Provinces ores.

The phosphorus also seems to be consistently lower. These features of

the lateritic ores are well shown by the following figures, which should

be compared with the figures for the Central Provinces and Vizagapatam

ores given on pages 510 to 513 :
—

Table 24.

Analyses of lateritic ores.

Shirnoga.2

Belgaiini.l

Higher grade
ores.

Lower grade
ores.

Sandur.l

Jraugaiiese 31-2 —60-8 44 —56 30 —38 39-47 —54-39

Iron 01 —18-4 2 —10 10 —20 5-38 —19-40

Silica 0 0 — 2-5 1 — 3 2 — 0 0-43 — 1-00

Phosphorus . 0 01 —0-12 0-015 — 0 060 0-01 — O'G 0-016— 0-(33

1 From figmcs supplied by Mr. C. Aul)ert.

2 From figures supplied l)y C. Fawcitt.



CHAPTER XX.

GEOLOGY—concluded.

Manganese in the Tertiary and Recent Formations.

L:\teritic gravel or mangauese-ore pisolites—Manganese in the Tertiary— In tho

post- tertiary—In recent deposits—In ponds and rivers—In deep-sea deposits— In
manganiferous sands o.nd soils—In fault-rock of various ages.

Lateritic Gravel (Mangauese-ore Pisolites).

In many areas where manganese-ore deposits occur one finds, scat-

tered over the surface of the ground, numerous
Manganese -ore pisolites. °

.

small rounded bodies of very uniform size,

namely about that of a lentil or small pea. They are brownish-black in

colour and, when fractured, are seen to be black inside and to consist of

manganese-ore. These bodies can therefore be designated manganese-ore

pisolites. A good example of their occurrence in considerable abundance

is to be found at Kurmura in the Bhandara district. Here, on the low

ground on the south side of the ore-ridge, they lie scattered in great

abundance. When fractured they are found to be of two lands.

Some of them are undoubtedly of detrital origin,
Detrital pisolites. . . chip , , i

consisting of rolled fragments of the manganese-

ores occm'ring on tlie ore-ridge above. Such pisolites are, of course,

very variable in character, on account of the variety of manganese- ores from

which they have been formed
;
many of them are seen to be com-

posed of the hard grey braunite-psilomelane mixture. The pisolites of

the other sort show a concentric structure when
Concretionary ijisolites. , ,

,
i r, ji .1 i-^

broken and are much softer than the generality

of the pisolites of detrital origin. Their streak is usually not pure black,

as it would be if the material of which they are composed were almost

entirely manganese oxide ; but a brownish black, probably denoting

the presence of a considerable proportion of oxide of iron intimately

associated with the manganese oxide. In another mode of occurrence

these pisohtes are scattered through clay, cither
Modes of occurrence. .1 • 1 , ,1 • 1 » 1 r ,i • i-^

thickly or thinly. As before these pisolites

are found, when broken open, to be some detrital and some concretion.

ary in origin. The clay in which they occur is usually cither resting on

or not far from a manganese-ore deposit. In the (,'entral Provinces, the
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ordinary succession, as seen in a section of a deposit being quarried in

the alluvium, is an overburden of alluvial clay resting on a detrital

accumulation of fragments of manganese-ore mixed with pieces of the

accompanying rocks. The fragments in these detrital accumulations

vary from very small dimensions up to pieces several inches in diameter,

the tendency being for the fragments to increase in size as the ore in

situ is approached. It is these detrital accunmlations that are

designated in various parts of this memoir as the talus-ore deposits.

Sometimes these talus-ore deposits rest directly on the ore-body, but

as often as not they are separated from the ore-body by a certain

thickness of the pisolitic grarel. Thus at Kandri such an intervening

layer of manganese-ore pisolites, about one foot thick, is to be seen

in many of the pits in the talus-ore deposits. When the pisolites are

broken open they are found, as before, to be some of them of detrital origin

and some of concretionary origin.

The origin of the detrital fragments in all these difTerent cases is easy

OriEin of the detrital to follow. Thus, in the case of Kurmura, the

pisolite.s. rolHng of small fragments down the hillside and

subsequent movement in every heavy shower of rain over the surface

where they now lie is sufficient to account for their present rounded

condition. It is easy, moreover, to conceive of such mechanically

rounded fragments becoming enclosed in alluvial clay. In the cases in

which these pisoHtes are found between the ore-body and the talus-ore

deposits, it is necessary to suppose that first the pisolites collected on

the surface of the ground in the same way as they are now found at

Kurmura, and that later the talus- ores covered them up. Many of these

pisolites, both detrital and concretionary, are also found between the

fragments of manganese-ore composing the talus-ore deposits ; as before

the origin of the detrital pisolites is easy to understand.

The origin of the concretionary pisolites in these different cases

Origin of the concretion- is not SO simple. Briefly stated, however,
ary pisohtes. [i is probable that circulating surface waters

dissolved a certain quantity of manganese from the manganese-ore

bodies or their detritus and subsequently deposited tliis manganese

wherever the conditions were favourable. All that would be necessary

for this process to take place would be for the ground waters to

contain either carbon dioxide or organic acids in solution. Such

waters, on coming in contact with manganese-ore, would take certain

quantities of manganese into solution. This m'ght be deposited in
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various ways. If the manganese were held in solution by carbon

dioxide as the bicarbonate, and the carbon dioxide should be released,

either by the rapid motion of the solvent waters, or by their coming

within range of evaporating agencies, as they would at the surface, the

manganese would, in the absence of oxidizing influences, be deposited

as carbonate, only to be oxidized later
;

or, if subject to oxidation at

the same time as the carbon dioxide was released, it would be deposited

directly as oxide. Another way in which the manganese might be

removed from solution is by the waters coming in contact with the

atmosphere, or with air entangled between the particles of soil and

rock a little below the surface. In this case, whether the carbon

dioxide were released or not, the manganese salts would probably

be oxidized with deposition of manganese in either the sesquioxide or

peroxide form
;
whUst, if the solvent for the manganese were organic

acids, the deposition of the manganese might easily take place if the

oxidizing influences were stronger than the dissolving tendencies of the

organic acids, which, indeed, might themselves be broken up under

the same conditions. The manganese carbonate or oxide liberated

in one of these ways would by preference deposit itself against already

deposited manganese carbonate or oxide, and the tendency would be

for this deposition to take place in concentric layers, any carbonate

deposited becoming in all probability oxidized almost as soon as depo-

sited. The method of deposition is thus easy to understand. The

only point requiring elucidation is where did this deposition take

place ? The answer is supplied by two sections. One of these, seen

Sections at ISIansiir and at Mansar, is figured on page 884, and shows
Beldoiigri. that pisolites of manganese oxide have been

formed in the mica-schist along the junction of this rock, both with

the manganese-ore in aitu, and with the overlying talus deposits.

From this it seems certain that these particular pisolites were deposited

after the accumulation of these talus deposits and are probably still

in process of formation
;
especially as the mica-scliists, even in the dry

weather, are wet, showing that probably the junction of the ore and schist

acts as a directing influence for circulating waters. The other case

was seen in the Beldongri quarry (see page 910), where mica-schist was

again seen to contain numerous scattered pisolites of concretionary

origin, the schist being overlain by pisolites set in a ferruginous

clay, and this by a pisolitic gravel of which the separate pisolites were

apparently mostly of detrital origin. Hence it is probable that a portion

of the concretionary pisolites is formed in the mica-schist so often
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forming the ' country ' of a deposit, along narrow zones traversed by

circulating surface waters. In all probability pisolites of concretionary

origin are also formed directly in the interstices of the talus-ore accu-

mulations and in any porous soUs. Thus the mixed accumulations

of pisolites must have often been formed by the denudation of the rock,

such as mica-schist, in which the concretionary pisolites were formed,

with the separation of these pisolites from their matrix, and their subse-

quent admixture with pisolites of detrital origin, only those detrital

pisoUtes of approximately the same size as the average size of the con-

cretionary pisolites being deposited by water along with the latter.

Hence, of the different occurrences of pisolites mentioned above,

the ones in clay are in all probability often
iSuniniary of origin. ^. , ri-x- --i^i j_-

entirely of derivative origin, both concretionary

and detrital pisolites having been washed into the clay. In the pisolitic

deposits underlying the talus-ore accumulations the concretionary

pisoUtes may have been in part rolled into the deposits along with the

detrital pisolites, at the time of the formation of these deposits, and may
have been in part subsequently deposited by manganiferous solutions

percolating through these porous deposits. The pisolites, such as those

of Kurmura, that are found lying loosely scattered on the surface of the

ground, have probably all, even when concretionary in origin, been

mechanically carried to their present position ; for it does not seem

probable that such concretions would form actually on the surface of

the gromid. Were such an accumulation as that of Kurmura to be

now covered up by talus-ores derived from the hUl above, we should

get an exact parallel to the talus- ore deposits at present being worked

;

for the talus accumulations would be separated from the underlying

rock by a layer of manganese- ore pisolites, of which a certain number

would doubtless get mixed up with the fragments of ore in the talus-ore

deposits.

Although all the examples quoted above are in the Central Pro-

vinces, yet such pisolitic deposits are equally common in association

with the manganese-ore deposits of Vizagapatam and other parts of

India, and will probably be found to be of common occurrence

wherever manganese-ore deposits are found.

As an example of abundant pisolites scattered through sandy soil

mention may be made of the occurrence at Gudhiari in the Ganjam
district (page 1036).
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Manganese in the Tertiary.

Excluding the laterite, which probably ranges in age from lower

tertiary to recent, manganese-ores have been but sparingly found in the

tertiary formations. In the Subathu division of
Manganese in the Siwaliko. „. ,., . . < i / •

, » .1 • t r

the biwahks m Afghanistan there is a record of

a black substance that may possibly be manganese-ore, although

supposed to be graphite An occurrence of manganese-ore.

Manganese hi the Fossil- possibly in the Fossil-wood group in the

woud group. Magwe district of Burma, is mentioned on

page 669 ; whilst a certain occurrence in this formation of masses

and nodules of ores of this mineral in the Taung-gnu district is noticed

on page 671. This occurrence is of no economic importance.

Mans^anese in the Pest-Tertiary.

An occurrence of manganiferous iron-ore in the post-tertiary rocks

of the Hanthawadi district in Lower Burma is noticed on page 669-

Recent Deposits of Manganese.

General.

Under the influence of the various meteoric agencies, such as rain,

frost, and heat, the rocks of the earth's crust are constantly being broken

up. Some of the constituents of the rocks pass into solution in the

surface and ground waters and are eventually deposited in ponds and

lakes, as incrustations on rocks in rivers, possibly as infiUings to

mineral veins, and also as efflorescences on the surface of the ground.

Those portions of the materials taken into solution that are not thus

deposited are eventually carried to the sea in the waters of the rivers

draining into it. Whilst a certain proportion of the constituents of

rocks thus passes into solution and thus is disposed of, a considerable,

and probably by far the larger, proportion is transported mechani-

cally by water to be deposited in river valleys, lake basins, or the

sea. The manganese contained in the various geological formations

may be subjected to any of the influences mentioned above. Conse-

quently the recent deposits of manganese-ore can be divided into

four groups, as follows :

—

1. Manganese taken into solution by the meteoric waters and de-

posited on the land areas, either in lakes, ponds, or rivers.

2. Manganese that escapes dejiosition on the land areas and is car-

ried to the sea, where it gets deposited on the ocean bottoms.

1 \. B. Wynne, Be-. G. S. I., XII, p. Ill, (1879).
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3. Mangapese that is transported meclianically and deposited on

the land areas, such as in lake and river bottoms, as for

example in the form of sands.

4. Manganese that is transported mechanically to the sea and

there deposited.

No case of the last-named sort of recent deposit has yet been recorded

within the limits of the Indian Empire. The known recent deposits of

iiianganese-ore in the Indian Empire can thus be divided into three

groups :

—

1. Deposits in ponds and rivers ; and on the surfaces and in

the cracks, bedding and joint planes, of rocks, as dendrites.

2. Deep-sea deposits.

3. Manganiferous sands and soils.

Deposits in Ponds and Rivers, etc.

As has already been mentioned, the rocks of the earth's crust nearly

all contain manganese in smaller or larger proportions. Although the

percentage of manganese in most rocks is very small, yet when such

rocks are exposed at the surface and subjected to the influences of the

weather this small amount of manganese often passes into solution

under the solvent action of water containing either organic acids or

carbon dioxide. Such water usually finds its way into the drainage

system of the country. The tendency is for the manganese to be

redeposited at the earliest possible opportunity. The condition for

this to take place is usually that the water should be subjected to oxid-

izing influences, although it is sometimes deposited under reducing

conditions. Rapid motion of the water, as at a waterfall or rapids,

will sometimes bring about a deposition of the dissolved manganese as

oxide 1. A good example of this is to be seen in the fine exposure of

Ppilomelane deposited at Crystalline limestones that occurs in the Pench
a waterfall on the Pench. river at Ghogara in the Nagpur district (see

page 961). In one place the river forms a small waterfall down a cleft

in the limestone, which consists partly of the brownish black manga-

niferous variety and partly of light- coloured varieties. The mangani-

ferous limestone is coated with a layer of psilomelane, which has been

deposited in concentric layers so as to follow all the curves into which

the limestone had been previously carved by the water of the river.

1 For foreign examples of this, on the Orinoco, Congo, and Nile, see G. Bertrand.
Revue GSnerale de Chimie, VIII, pp. 209, 210, (1905).
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This layer is usually about half an inch thick, but in places as much as

one inch thick. It has an iron-black polished surface, with in places a

sort of mammillated appearance. In some places there are thin layers

of radiated pyrolusite in the psilomelane, and the underlying limestone

contains quite a quantity of secondary pyrolusite, which is most
abundant near the coating of psilomelane. This occurrence probably

illustrates the following points :

—

1. The waters of the Pench river contain salts of manganese in

solution.

2. The dissolved manganese is most easily deposited as oxide where

the water containing it comes in rapid contact with the

air, namely at the waterfall.

3. This manganese oxide is deposited on the manganiferous lime-

stones in preference to the non-manganiferous ones.

This psilomelane was undoubtedly deposited comparatively recently
;

for it follows all the carvings of the limestone and was therefore deposit-

ed after the river carved the limestone to its present shape. It

seemed, however, as if the psilomelane was actually being denuded

away by the river at the time of my visit
;
not, of course, by solution,

but by the wearing action of the waters.

In a pond near Rambha in Ganjam, I found in January 1905 that the

Manganese deposited in a water on evaporating had left a deposit of

pond near Rambha. manganese oxide on the gravelly sides of the

pond, each piece of stone being so coated.

Another interesting example is a deposit of pyrolusite found on the

surface of Bijawar limestone in a nala at a point about three-quarters of

a mile S. S. W. of the camping place in the
i yioiusite at an uan.

D^^r forest known as Pan Kuan. In one place

the limestone surface had been corroded and coated with a deposit of frag-

ments of pyrolusite cemented by calcareous tufa. Close by was a

steeply sloping surface of limestone with a coating of almost pure pyro-

lusite, containing in places patches of dark brown crystalline calcite, and

showing at the junction with the limestone a gradual passage into it,

indicating that the pyrolusite was formed by the replacement of the

limestone. When I saw this occurrence the nala was quite dry ; but

in the rainy season it must often carry a large quantity of water. This

must have taken into solution a portion of the manganese that is so

widely distributed in the Lameta rocks of this area ; and coming in
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contact with the limestone must have given up a portion of its mangan-

ese in return for a portion of the calcium carbonate of the limestone.

The above explanation is given on the supposition that the pyxolusite

is of recent formation. This, however, cannot be considered as quite

certain in a region where denudation has in so many places just worked

its way dowTi to the old land surface of pre-Lameta times. But even

if the pyrolusite date back to this pre-Lameta time it will probably

have been formed in much the same way—except as regards the source

of the manganese—as if, as is almost certain, it has been deposited in

recent times (see Plate 15).

The foregoing are examples of manganese-ores deposited recently

at the surface. There may also be places at small distances

Dendrites of manganese beneath the surface at which the conditions are
o^'^les. favourable for the deposition of manganese
oxides from percolating waters. Thus dendritic growths of black

manganese oxide are often found on the surfaces of joint and bedding

planes of rocks when they are imcovered in the course of quarrying

or mining operations. As would be expected this phenomenon is parti-

cularly common in manganese quarries. Thus I have seen beautiful

examples at the Mansar mine on the surface of the fine-grained

gneiss underlying the ore-body. Equally good examples were seen in

the manganese-ore quarry at Asalpani II or Karli. Here the den-

drites were also on the surface of the bedding planes of the underlying

rock, a fine-grained schistose quartzite. Such dendrites may
also be found on the surface of rocks in almost any formation.

Thus very fine examples have been foimd on the bedding planes of

slabs of Vindhyan sandstone quarried at Panna for building purposes.

Some fine specimens from this locality are exhibited in the Museum
of the Geological Survey of India, the fern-like growths being as much
as 22 inches in length (see Plate 4).

In sinking weUs for the foundations of the new railway bridge across

Mnuganese oxide in
t^e Ganges at Allahabad some fossil mam-

pleistocene mamnialiau malian remains were found embedded in a
reniaias at Allahabad.

calcareous conglomerate 80 to 100 feet below
low water mark^. On examination it was found that these mam :

malian remains were impregnated with oxide of manganese^. This

manganese oxide must have been deposited, long after the sealing

1 Rec. Geol. Sur. Ind., XXXH, p. 136, (1905).
2 Hcc. Gcol. Sur. Ind., XXXIII, p. 157, (1906).
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up of these remains in their concrete matrix, by percolating waters,

not necessarily derived from those of the present river, but more

probably consisting of ground waters circulating before the Ganges

happened to flow in its present channel.

In the same way stains of manganese oxide may be found in almost

. , . . any rock near the surface. Thus some speci-
31 anganese -oxide staim ...

in asbestos from Tumkliera mens obtained in opening up an asbestos
^"^^^^^ deposit at Tumkhera Khurd in the Bhandara

district were brought to the Geological Survey Office and were

found to be composed of a mixture of asbestos and talc, with black

stains of oxide of manganese in the fissures.

Deep-sea Deposits.

It is a well-known fact that the rivers draining off the land into the

seas and oceans contain a certain amount of manganese salts in solution.

The quantity, although a very small proportion of the total salts in solu-

tion, is in the aggregate so large that, if the figures given by Sir John

Murray be anything like correct, the amount of dissolved manganese salts

annually carried into the sea must be equivalent to about 37,000,000 tons

of manganese sesquioxide, Mn203, or 26,000,000 tons of metallic man-

ganese^

Before discussing the formation of the deep-sea deposits of manga-

nese-ore I want to show that it is probable that the whole, and perhaps

the larger part, of this manganese has not remained in solution in the

sea-water. Murray gives the amount of manganese in river-water as

equivalent to 5,703 tons of Mn203 per cubic mile^, and the number of

cubic miles of river-water entering the sea every year as 6..5243. Now
10,000,000 years is probably a very conservative estimate of the time

during which oceans must have existed, with accompanying land areas

from which rivers were draining and suppl3dng water to the ocean to

take the place of that removed by evaporation*. The present volume

of the water in the oceans and seas of the world is given by Murray

as 323,722,150 cubic milesS or, say, approximately 324,000,000 cubic

1 Trans. Min. Geol. Inst, hid., I, p. 73, (1906),

2 Scottish Ocog. Mag.. Ill, p. 77, (1887).

3 Op. dr., IV, p. 41, (1888).

4 We can neglec t the question of the pernianencc of the oceans ; for if they have
not had S')mcthing like their present distribution during the whole of this time, the

water occui)ying former oceans must have passsd from old to new ocean iire;s on the

formation of the latter.

6 Loc. cit., p. 39.
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miles. If we can assume that tliis represents roughly the average volume

of the oceans during the whole of this period of ten milUon years, and that

the average annual amount of river-water flowing into the sea during

the same time is 6,-500 cubic miles, we see that the whole of the water

. , ,-11 1. V 1 I, xi- • • 324,000.000
of the ocean could have been supphed by the rivers in — — =
.30,000 years approximately.

The supply of river-water is of course kept up by the evaporation of

sea-water and its precipitation on the land in the form of rain. In

this process the dissolved salts are of course left behind in the sea
;
hence,

as in 10,000,000 years the rivers must have contributed the amount of

water in the oceans ^'50 *^^0^ =200 times over, sea-water should contain

200 times as much manganese per unit volume of water as average river-

water. This means that a cubic mile of sea-water should contain man-

ganese equivalent to 5,70.3 X 200 = 1,14:0,600 tons of manganese

sesquioxide, supposing that all the manganese that has entered the sea

during this 10,000,000 years has remained in solution in the sea-water.

Now the figures given by Murray ^ for the dissolved matter in sea-water

in terms of tons per cubic mile are as follows :—
Tons per cubic mile.

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOs) 438,000

Calcium carbonate (CiCO;?) 6,147,000

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4)

Sod'fjm chloride (NaCl)

Magnesium chloride (MgCk)

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04)

Magnesium bromide (MgBro)

3,723,000

117,441,000

10,419,000

fi,.529,000

328,000

Total . 151,025,000

From these figures of Murray it will be seen that haa all the man-

ganese remained in solution in sea-water it would have formed 0*7% of the

total salts and hence have been quite an important constituent^.

It is of course known to be present in sea-water in small amounts ;
thus,

according to Forchhammer, as summarized by Dittmar^, manganese is

readily detected in the residue left on re-dissolving sea-water solids in

water. But the quantity is apparently so small that, as far as I know,

1 Op. cit., Ill, p. 77.

2 Had we considered a period of only 1,000,000 years, the value of the Mn203,
114,060 tons per cubic mile, would still be too small to neglect, namely 0"07°/o of the
total sea salts.

3 Challenger Reports, Physics and Chemistry, Vol I, p. 2, (1884).
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it has never been determined
; chemists seem to have considered it unne-

cessary to take it into account, even in analyses carried to six figures^

The question then arises as to what has become of that portion of the

manganese that should be present in the sea-water, and is not. The

obvious answer is that it must have given rise to at least a portion of the

manganese-ores known to occur at the bottom of the sea. For, during

deep-sea exploration work, nodules of manganese-ore are frequently

dredged up from the sea floor. In fact, in some places, according to

Murray, the sea bottom and everything on it is coated with manganese

oxide—shark's teeth, shells, corals, sponges, and other remains, both

organic and inorganic, being encrusted with this substance.

The way in which the manganese is deposited, and also its source, is a

matter of some doubt, and for a full discussion of tliis subject the reader

may be referred to the excellent work of R. A. F. Penrose, Jr.^, and to

the Challenger Reports, Volume on Deep-sea Deposits, pp. 372-8, (1891),

by John Murray and A. F. Rcnard. The various views held on each

of these points can be seen from the follomng list^ of the opinions of

different authorities as to the mode of origin of manganese

nodules :

—

' 1. The manganese of the nodules is chiefly derived from the decomposition
of the more basic volcanic rocks and minerals with which the nodules are nearly
always associated in deep-sea deposits. The manganese and iron of these rocks

and minerals are at first transformed into carbonates, and subsequently into

oxides, which, on depositing from solution in the watery ooze, take a concre-

tionary form around various kinds of nuclei (Murray)*.

2. They are formed under the reducing influence of organic matters on the
sulphates of sea-water, sulphides being produced and subsequentl}' oxidi.sed

(Buchanan).

.3. They arise from the precipitation of manganese contained in the waters
of submarine springs at the bottom of the ocean (Giimbel).

4. They are formed from the compounds of manganese dissolved in sea-

water in the form of bicarbonates, and transformed at the surface of the sea' into

oxides, which are precipitated in a permanent form on the bottom of the ocean
(Boussingault, Dieulafait)'.

Penrose further considers the possibilities that marine plants such as

sea-weeds may segregate manganese in their tissues, this being deposited

1 Thorpe's Inorganic Chemistry, I, p. 208, (1902).
2 An. Rep. Geol. Surv. Arkansas for 1800, Vol. I, pp. 559-569.

•3 Taken from the abovc-incntioned vohnne of the f'liall. Rep., p. lil'.i.

1 In a footnote at this point Rcnard says:

—

' While admitting ' hat a j)art of the manganese accumulated at the bottom of the

ocean may be derived from the decomposition of volcanic rocks, in the

manner described above (No. 1), it appears to me that the greater part must
have been derived fron\ the manganese in solution in the sea-water '.
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on the death of the plant ; and also that the precipitation may have been

brought about bv the action of calcareous sediments, when on the sea

floor, or when passing through the water on the way to the bottom, the

process being one of substitution by which calcium carbonate passes into

solution with the precipitation of a corresponding amount of manga-

nese oxide. He does not. however, regard either of these, or any other

theories that have been advanced, as adequately explaining the formation

of these submarine manganese-ores.

I do not intend to discuss here the various theories outlined above
;

but I will give what seems to me a fairly satisfactory explanation, for

the consideration of those who have had practical acquaintance with

deep-sea deposits of manganese-ores. Now according to the researches of

Dittmari, the waters of the ocean contain both dissolved oxygen and

carbon dioxide. Even at the greatest depths there is a small quantity

of oxygen in solution^, though the amount is much smaller than in the

surface layers. Dittmar takes the presence of this small amount of oxy-

gen in the depths of the ocean as a proof that the water is not

absolutely stagnant3. but subject to a slow circulation. The amount of

carbon dioxide in sea-water seems to be greater than that of the oxygen
;

but it is usually less than is required to keep all the carbonate of

calcium present in sea-water in the form of bicarbonate*. Now
calcareous sediments are of frequent occurrence on the sea-bottom, and

in such cases it may be supposed that the manganese-ores contained in

the sediment have at least in part been formed by the replacement

method considered by Penrose. But it must be remembered that a

large proportion of the sea-bottom is covered with red clay containing

abundance of manganese-ores, both in the form of concretions and as

incrustations on the remains of marine organisms. A certain proportion

of the manganese-ore in these red clays may have been formed bv the

replacement by calcareous matter of the manganese salts contained ia

the adjacent water ; for these red clays do contain a certain amoimt of

calcareous matter, this being in the form of such corals and thick sheUs

as either live at, or have been able to reach, the great depths at which,

these red clays are found, without suffering the fate of the thinner-

shelled organisms of being dissolved on the way down. But the amount

1 Challenger Reports, Physics and Chemistry, I, (1884).

2 Loc. cil., p. 226.

3 Loc. cit., p. 225.

4 Loc. cit., p. 220.

H M
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of calcareous matter thus available does not seem to be adequate to

account for the deposition of all the manganese-ore
;
although it

must be remembered that the greater the amoimt of replacement of

calcareous matter that has taken place, the smaller will be the amount

of this material now left to be dredged up. The paucity of calcareous

matter in these red clays, however, is probably due not to its having

been nearly all used up in precipitating manganese oxide, but to the

solution on their way to the bottom of the thin-shelled or calcareous

organisms that in places where the ocean is less deep give rise to calcare-

ous oozes. Xow considering the fact that there is as a rule no excess of

carbon dioxide in sea-water over that required to hold all the calcium

carbonate in solution in the form of bicarbonate, it seems probable that

when this solution of calcium carbonate takes place corresponding

amounts of oxides of manganese and iron are thro%vn out of solution,

according, in the case of manganese, to the following equation :

—

MnH2(C03)2 i- 2CaC03 + 2H2O -1- O - 2C aH2(C03)2 + H2Mn03.

Any such precipitated particles of hydrated peroxide of manganese and

iron would gradually sink to the bottom, which they would probably

reach without solution owing to the absence of free carbon dioxide ;
even

if they suffered solution before reaching the bottom their precipitation

would lead to the transference of a portion of the manganese to a lower

stratum of the sea, and, if larger calcareous organisms passing this point

did not bring about another precipitation of this dissolved manganese and

iron, the slow circulation of the sea-water would finally bring it within

reach of the sea-bottom. The falling particles, on reaching the bottom,

would act as nuclei round which further portions of manganese oxide

would be deposited by concretionary action : whilst if no particles actually

reached the bottom in this way, but only water with manganese in solu.

tion, then the oxygen dissolved in the water would lead to the deposition

of the dissolved manganese round any already-deposited portions of

manganese oxide, and round other nuclei.

I have given the foregoing brief outline of a possible way in which

these deep-sea deposits may have been formed, and are still forming,

to show that it is not necessary to suppose that all the manganese, or

even the larger portion of it, has been derived from volcanic rocks

or cosmic dust, as some previous writers have imagined. It has,

moreover, the advantage of accounting for the disappearance of

the large amounts of manganese salts that are constantly being carried
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into the sea by rivers. My ideas as to the origin of the manganese

Suniinaiy of origin of and its method of precipitation can be summed
deep-sea nodules. ^p as follows :—

1. The manganese, although probably partly derived from cosmic

dust and volcanic debris, has been mostly precipitated from

solution in the sea-water, the manganese salts having been

originally brought into the sea by rivers.

2. The manganese oxide, although possibly partly precipitated as a

result of the action of the vital processes of organisms, both

vegetable and animal, has been mainly precipitated by cal-

ciimi carbonate aided by the obscure process of segregation

from solution round a nucleus i.

3. Where the sea-bottom consists largely of calcareous sediments,

the precipitation may have been mainly brought about by the

solution of some of this calcium carbonate with the deposition

of an equivalent amount of manganese oxide owing to the

presence of free oxygen.

4. Where the sea-bottom consists of red clay, it does so because the

depths are there so great that the tests of thin-shelled organ-

isms are completely dissolved by the sea-water before they

reach the bottom. The calcareous matter in being dissolved

deposits an equivalent amount of manganese oxide, which

descends to the bottom, and there acts as a nucleus for the

segregative extraction of manganese from the waters at the

sea-bottom. The deposition of manganese oxide by means of

calcium carbonate associated with the red clays probably also

occurs to a subordinate extent, for the shells of thick-shelled

organisms may reach the bottom before being entirely dis-

solved.

There is at least one record of the occurrence of nodiiles of manganese-

T^ J , ore in Indian waters. This is the one, noticed on
Deep-sea nodules '

from the Maldive page 1116, in the channels between the composite

atolls in the Maldive Islands. The depths given for

soundings in such channels range from 100 to 769 fathoms, so that

this occurrence can hardly be regarded as a deep-sea one.

1 Probably to be explained as due to the supersaturation of the solution as regards

the substances being deposited, here oxides of manganese and iron.
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Jlanganiferous Sands and Soils.

It might be expected vhat in areas where manganese-ore deposits exist,

the sands and other mecnanical detritus of the streams draining therefrom

would often contain particles of manganese-ore. I have occasionally

noticed small particles of manganese-ore in the sands of the Indian rivers,

but have never specially looked for manganiferous sands. Nevertheless,

it may be considered as fairly certain that such sands exist. And a black

sand should not always be taken to be an iron sand, but should be

tested for manganese ; for if it contained this element in considerable

proportion it could be taken as a good prospecting indication of the

proximity of a manganese-ore deposit. The old observers, however, seem

to have noticed such sands. Thus there are records of ' iron and steel

sands with manganese ' in the Nizam's dominions (page 989), of ' black

sand ' containing manganese in the Coimbatore district (page 1032), and
of 'jet black sand containing iron and manganese ' in the Nellore district

(page 1040). Soils may also be highly manganiferous owing to the pre-

sence of numerous particles of manganese oxide scattered through the

other material composing the soil. These may have found their way
into the soil mechanically, or may have been deposited in it by
percolating water ; but in the latter case the fact that the manganese

oxide had been deposited from solution would probably be easily detected

by noticing that it tended to form segregations. A good example of

manganiferous soil has been found in the Chitaldrug district of Mysore

(seepage 1125), where extensive areas are said to be covered to a depth

of 2 to 3 feet with a dark manganiferous earth yielding on analysis 9

per cent, manganese. My attention was also called to some very

manganiferous black soil near Kumsi in the Shimoga district of

Mysore.

anganese in Fault-rock ol Various Ages.

In the outlying portion of the Dhar State known as the Dhar Forest or

-Manganese-ore in Nimanpur, situated on the north bank of the Narbada

indSandthe Jenfral
^he adjoining portions of the state of

Provinces. Indore lying to the west, as well as in the neighbour-

ing parts of the district of Nimar lying on the south side of the same

river, the rocks of the Bijawar system are traversed by dyke-like bands of

a breccia composed of angular fragments of quartz, quartzite, chert, and

hornstone, set in a hornstone-like siliceous matrix. These rocks are usually

known as hornstone-breccia or chert-breccia. Not only do they traverse
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rocks of Bijawar age, but also rocks of Vindhyan age, in which case they

also contain fragments of Vindhyan sandstone. The age of these dykes

must therefore be post-Vindhyan ; and Mr. E. Vredenburg, who has made

a careful study of these breccia dykes, is inclined to regard them as of

Gondwana age and as having been formed at the time of great tectonic

disturbance by which the Gondwana basins were faulted. In many
cases the matrix of these dykes has been replaced by black manganese

oxide, the result being a rock composed of the angular fragments of

the breccia, usually quartz, set in a black matrix of manganese

oxide. The time at which this replacement of the matrix of the breccia

by manganese oxide took place is, of course, not known ; but if the time

of the formation of the breccias be really the end of the Gondwana
period, then this replacement is probably post-Gondwana and pre-

Lameta. I will not give here an account of particular occurrences.

These will be found under the headings of the respective areas.

C. A. Hacket has found veins of manganese oxide in iault-rock near

Manganese-ore in Datunda in Bundi State. The age of this fault-

fault-rock. Bundi State, rock is, of course, not known. But if it belong to

the great boundary fault separating the Aravallis and Upper Vindhyans

in this part of India, then it is post-Vindhyan in age.
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THE

MANGANESE-ORE DEPOSITS OF INDIA

PART III

ECON^OMICS AND MINING
CHAPTER XXT.

ECONOMICS & MINING

History of the Indian Manganese Industry.

The working of manganese- ores by the natives of India—Vernacular nanaeg

for manganese -ore.

The fluctuations in the price of manganese-ore.

History of the modern manganese industry in India—Madras—Central Provinces

—Central India—Bengal—Bombay—Mysore.

Although, as far as I am aware, there are no ancient records on

The working of manga- Subject, it Seems probable that

nese-ores by the natives of the existence of manganesc-ores in India

has been recognized by the natives of the

country from time immemorial. They probably regarded them

as a sort of iron- ore and made some use of them both in iron-

smelting, and for colouring glasses and enamels, as well as occasionally

confounding them with surma or antimony suiphide, then using them

for colouring the eye-brows black. Thus, as noted on page 595, I found,

when at Mahabaleshwar in the Western Ghats, that the Dhavads or

local iron-smelters had a separate word

—

imral—for manganese- ore
;

they said they used to put a certain amount of it into the charge when
smelting iron. Further, an anonymous writer i states that there is a

tradition amongst these Dhavads that the Phoenicians used to carry

away manganese- ore. The use at the present day of manganiferous iron.

1 The Indo-European Commercial Intelligence and Trade Register, T, p. 47^

(1907)

HI A 2
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ores and manganese- ores at Ghogra in the Jaba'pur district in the

production of a steely iron known as Men' is noticed on page 595, and

of the ores of Gosalpur in the same district by local glass-blowers on

page 600.

Uses of this sort have doubtless given rise to the several names that

the ores of this mineral are at one time or
Veraacular names for

-^j ^ possessed among the inha-
inanganese-ore. i & ^ ^j^^

bitants of various parts. The following is a

list :—

Table 25.

List of vernacular names for manganese-ore.

Nam-!.
Locality or

Language.

Kolsa-ka-patthar
Ingani, Injani, Tnjni

Jugni
Nijni
MisRi sivah

Iddali kalhi

Ukkina kallu

Sudda
Surma
Waral

Dharwar.
Punjab.

Kanarese.
Sandur.
Vizagapaf am.

Matabaleshwar.

Authority.

Xewbold.l
Powell. 2

Balfour. 3

Fermor.
Carmichael.4
Crozier.5

Fermor.

' When Newbold visited the manganese-ore deposit of Chik-Vadvati

in the Kappatgudda range in Sangli State, somewhere about 1840 6,

he went in the expectation of finding coal ; for the inhabitants said

there was kolsd-kd-patthar, or ' charcoal-stone, ' at this place. Instead

he found manganese-ore. He says :

—

• The guides pointed out some partially obliterated excavations which the old

inhabitants of the village stated to me had been made by the agents of Hyder &
Tippoo. •

He suggests that the report of the existence of 'charcoal-stone
'

must have led the agents of these Mysorean princes to this spot, doubt-

less with as much disappointment as in his own case. Hence the term

1 Jour. Boy. A.S. Soc, VII. p. 212, (1843).
2 'Punjab Products', J, pp.' 2.'), 100, 113, (1868).
3 Cyclopwdia of India, II, p. 845, 3rd edition, (1885).
4 Vizagapatam District Manual, p. 155, (1869).
•> ' On the iron ores, etc., of the Madras Presidency', Madras, (1855), pp. 239, 240.
0 Jour. Boy. As. Soc, VII, pp. 212—214, (1842).
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kolsd-kd.'patthar as applied to manganese-ore is a misnomer. Most
of the Punjab terms are evidently variants of one word, and together

with missi siydh are the names under which the mineral is sold

in the Lahore bazar ; the ore so sold being the peroxide. Misat

is the Hindustani word for a certain powder used for colouring the teeth ;

and the addition of the adjective siydh in the case of peroxide of

manganese refers of course to the black colour of this substance, in

contradistinction to the ordinary greyish brown of missL The use of

manganese peroxide for the eyes is indicated by the application to it of

the term surma. The true surma, however, is antimony sulphide,

and the merchants in the Vizagapatam district who applied this term

to manganese-ore said that the latter was an inferior kind. Another

example of the use of the word surma in this sense is seen in the Central

Provinces Gazetteer ^, where C. Grant refers to the occurrence of

large quantities of ' surma (sulphide of antimony)' a few mi'es to the

east of Biirha (the old name for Btalaghat town). As no antimony

sulphide has yet been found in the Balaghat district, it is to be assumed

that this passage refers to the large deposit of manganese-ore situated

some 3 miles north-east of Balaghat town. The term sudda 2 is perhaps

the Telugu form of ' surma '
; whilst iddali kallu, meaning charcoal,

stone, may be regarded as the Kanarese form of ' kolsa-ka-patthar

and like it a misnomer. In the Sandur Hills I found that some of the

inhabitants distinguished between kabbane kallu (iron stone) and ukkina

kallu (steel stone), applying the latter to manganese-ore. The use

of the term waral by the Dhavads of Mahabaleshwar has already

been mentioned.

From the foregoing, especially the number of vernacular names,

it will be seen that ores of manganese must long have been known to,

and worked by, the natives of India. But for whatever purpose worked,

the total amount of ore extracted at any one place can never have

been very large.

Before considering the history of the discovery and working of this

History of the fluctua-
mineral in India by Europeans, it will be

tions ia the price of man- convenient to notice briefly the fluctua-
ganese-ore,

tions in the price of manganese-ore since

1 1870, page 18.

2 Mr. R. Morris, Collector of the Kistna district, tells me that sudda is more
correctly written suddha, and is a Telugu word taken from the Sanskrit ; it is used to
designate I white pipe clay used for painting walls and also for caste marks. It is

a distinct word to surma and hence its use to describe manganese-ore must be a mistake.
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about 1845. Until this date manganese-ore was chiefly used as a deco.

lourizer in glass-making and for the manufacture of bleaching powder.

The chief sources of supply to English glass houses and chemical works

were Tavistock in Devon and Launceston in Cornwall, with some ore

from the Harz in Germany, and Piedmont in Italy. Prices then ruled

high. Then the discovery of manganese- ore deposits in Germany

caused the English mines to close. After the cessation of mining in

Great Britain the price rose to £8 a ton again for an ore with 70 per

cent, of peroxide. The discovery of extensive deposits in Spain then

again reduced the price, till in 1865 it was only £3 for ore containing

70 per cent, peroxide, and all but three of the British and German mines

were closed. The Spanish ores, being pockety, became exhausted,

whilst there was a reduced supply from Germany ; and at the same

time a demand for manganese for steel-making sprang up, due to the

start of the manufacture of ferro-manganese in 1865. As the mines

then working could not supply the increased demand, manganese

deposits were searched for all over the world, whilst the price of man-

ganese-ore again went up. With the increased demand new deposits

were found, but new economies also introduced. Thus whilst formerly

manganese-ore was used but once in the manufacture of chlorine, it is

now recovered with a loss possibly not exceeding 10 per cent. Hence,

notwithstanding the increased demand, the above cause and the increased

production caused a gradual fall in price to about £3-10-0 in 1881

for 70 per cent, (peroxide) ore, with 2s. 6c?. per additional unit, and

£3-5-0 in lb86 with 2s. 2d. per additional unit. The price of manganese-

ore delivered at the works of Carnegie Bros. & Co., Ltd., at Bessemer,

near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States of America, which prac-

tically ruled the United States market was as follows in 1886 :

—

Table 26.

Price of manganese-ore per long ton in 1886.

Percentage of 3In. Iron per unit. Mangane.se per unit.

Below 44 10 cents 22 cents

44—47 11 „ 23 „
47—50 11 „ 24 „
50—53 11 25 „

Above 53 11 „ 26 „
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The foregoing rates are for ore with 0'17 to 018 per cent, phosphorus.

With 0*14 to 0-17 per cent, phosphorus the price was 1 cent per unit of

manganese higher ; and below 0'14 per cent, phosphorus 2 cents per

unit of manganese higher. With O'lS to 0-20 per cent, phosphorus the

price per unit of manganese was 1 cent lower than the foregoing prices.

The analyses were made on a sample dried at 212° F., and the mois-

ture in the sample deducted from weights. The foregoing information

is taken from the section on manganese by J. D. Weeks in the Mineral

Resources of the United States for 1886, page 208. It will be seen from

this that in 1886 ore containing 50 per cent, manganese and only O'lO

per cent, phosphorus would have fetched 27 cents or 13| pence per unit.

In the following table and d'agram (fig. 23) are given the quota-

tions—from the Mining Journal, London—for the price per unit of

manganese, for the first week in January and July of each year since

1890, for the three grades into which manganese- ores are usually

divided :

—

Table 27.

Variation in the price of manganese-ore c.i.f- United Kingdom ports.

FlEST-GEAUE
OKE.

Second-grade
OBE.

Thied-grade
ORE.

Date. 50 i^er cent. Mn.
and upwards.

47—50 per cent.

Mn.
40—47 per cent.

Mn.

Pence per unit. Pence per unit. Pence per unit.

January 1890
July 1890 .... 18—20

16—18
16—17
14—15

14—15
12—13

January 1891
July 1891 .... le—17

15—16
12—14
12—15

12—14
10—12

January 1892
July 1892 .... 14—1(5

14i— 15

12—14
ISi— 14

9—12
9—12

January 1893
July 1893 .... 14^—15

14-14^
13^—14
11—13

9— I'J

9—11

January 1894
July 1894 .... 11|— 12

lOi-lli
91—11

n-m
8—10
8—10

January 1895
July 1895 .... 10|-lli

10—11
9—10
9—10 '

8—9
7^9

January 1896
July 1896 .... 11—13

il~13
;
10—12
10—12

9—11
9—11
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Table 27

—

contd.

Variation in the price of manganese-ore c.i.f. at United Kingdom
ports—contd.

1

FlRST-OKADE
OKE.

Second-grade
j

ORE.
1

TniRD-GRADE
ORE.

Date.

f

50 per cent. Mn.
and upwards.

47—50 per cent.

Min.

40—47 per cent.

Mn.

PeWt pPT unit. Pence per unit. Pewe per unit.

January 1897

July 1897 .... 11—13^

9i—13

10—12

9—12

8— 11

7i-10i

January 1898

July 1898 .

9—12

9—12
Si— 11

8i— 11

7i—lOJ

January 1899

July 1899 .... 10—12J

12—14

9— 11

lOi—lU
7J—lOJ

8—10

January 1900

July 1900 . . ; .

13— 15

131—15

12— 13 10—12

10—12

January 1901

July 1901 .... 1 O 14Iz— 14

10^11
11—12

9—10

10— 11

—8

January l\)vZ

July 1902 .... m 1 A

1

9^—IO5

9i—lOJ

9—9J
9-9|

8—

9

8—9

January IWo
July 1903 .... 10—lOi

10—lOJ

8i—

9

8—9
74—8^
7|-8|

January 1904

July 1904 .... 9—9J

9-9^

8—9
8—9

6—8
6—8

January 1905

July 1905 .

8-I-9J
9—10

7J-8J
8—9

6—8
6—8

January 1906

Tuly 1906 .... 11—12

13—14

9—lOJ

11—13

7—9
9—11

January 1907

July 1907 .... 15—16

14*— 15

14—15

13i—14

13—14

12—13

January 1908

July 1908 .... H
9J

8

H
7
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Considering only first-grade ore, it will be seen that at the beginning

of 1890 the mean price was 19 pence per unit, and that from this time

there was a gradual decrease to a minimam of 10| pence in July 1895.

The price then rose to 12J pence in January 1897 ; sank to lOh in 1898
;

rose to another maximum, of 14| pence, in July 1900 ; sank to 10 pence

in 1902 ; rose sHghtly to lOJ pence, in 1903 ; and then, at the end of

1904, declined to a minimum of 8| pence, the lowest point reached

during the w^hole of the period from 1890 to 1907. Then came a con-

tinuous rise to a maximum of 15| pence at the end of 1906 and beginning

of 1907. During 1907 the quotations have fluctuated between 15

J

and 14 1 pence, up till the beginning of September, when the prices be-

gan to fall, until by February the price for first-grade ore had sunk to

10 pence, arid by August, 1908, to 9 pence. The details of the vari-

ations since the last minimum, December 3, 1904, are shown in the

following diagram :—
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History of the Modern Manganese Industry in India,

We can now deal with the modern history of the discovery and

working of manganese-ore in India.

The first definite record of the occurrence of manganese-ores in

India seems to be the account given by Captain F. Jenkins l in 1829

of the ores foimd in crystalline limestone in the Pench river, and to the

north of Kumari. Both these localities are in the Nagpur district,

Central Pro\ances, the latter being doubtless the Junawani ore-band.

In the ensuing years many fresh discoveries were made in various parts

of India, and the knowledge so obtained up to 1881 is summarized in

Ball's Economic Geology ; whilst the Mineralogy of the deposits is

discussed in Mallet's Mineralogy, issued in 1887. The first attempt by

a European to work any of the Indian deposits was made by Mr. C. W.
McMinn, when Deputy Commissioner of Jabalpur, Central Provinces.

In 1884 he sank a number of pits at Gosalpur in the Jabalpur district

in order to ascertain the extent of the deposits of this locaHty. After

the careful prospecting of the deposits of this area by Mr. P. N. Bose,

then of the Geological Survey, however, the matter was dropped 2.

This practically carries us to the end of the eighties.

With the advent of the nineties the period of mere prospecting of

the Indian manganese-ore deposits may be said to have ended, and

the manganese industry proper, in which mining has been com-

bined with further prospecting, to have commenced. In the following

account of the development of this industry the subject is treated by

provinces, in the order in which work commenced in each province.

In reading this account comparison should be made with the figures

and curves of prices given in the preceding portion of this chapter, so

as to notice the effect of prices on this development.

Madras.

The existence of manganese-ores in the Vizagapatam district of

Vizagapatam : Madras WHS known as long ago as 1852 ^
;

H. G. Turner and tl.e ^-^ jggj ^.j^^^ jj_ Turner,
Vizianagram Mining Co.,

_ ...
Limited. previously Collector of this district, formed

a syndicate to work the deposits now known as the Kodur mines. The

1 Asiatic Besearehes, XVlll, pp. 207, 208, 210, (1833) ; abstract in Oleanings in

Science, I, pp. 226, 227, (1829).

2 lUc. O. S. I., XXI, p. 71, (1888); also op. cU., XXU, p. 216, (1889)

8 A. J. Scott, ildiii. New Phil. Jour., LIU, pp. 278, 279.
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original discovery was made, according to Mr. Turner by noticing

that railway contractors were breaking up the blocks of manganese-

ore for ballast. The first export was of 671 tons in 1892, although

this has not been recorded in the mineral statistics. Tn 1895 the syn-

dicate was converted into the Vizianagram Mining Company, Ltd.,

with a capital of £30,600, and Messrs. Arbuthnot and Company of

Madras as agents. About this time also the Garbham deposit 2, the

largest yet found in the district, was discovered, and from an output

of 15,816 tons in 1895 the output of the district jumped to 56,869 in

1896, and then rose to a maximum of 92,458 tons in 1900. This corre-

sponded with the maximum of price. Then, pari passu with the price,

the output decreased to 53,699 tons in 1904, and from 63,679 tons in

1905 leapt up to 104,600 tons in 1906. This last increase was largely

due to the fact that the sudden increase of prices during 1906 allowed

of the export of ferruginous manganese-ores (manganiferous iron-ores),

of which 39,186 tons, containing less than about 40 per cent, manganese,

are included in the total for this year given above. The present Manager

of the Vizianagram Mining Company's mines is Mr. Tom Caplen.

The success of the Vizianagram Mining Company naturally brought

Gordon, Woodroffe & others into the field. In 1898 Messrs.

Co.,Kovooii Basiviroddy, Gordon, Woodroffe and Company and Kovoori
A. s. N. & Co.

Basivireddy, both of Coconada, jointly

acquired various deposits in this district and extracted a certain

amount of ore. After about 2 years, however, they were compelled to

stop work on account of law suits with the Vizianagram Satnasthanam.

Messrs. A. S. N. & Co. (A. Subha Naidu), mica-mine owners of Indu-

kurpet, Nellore, also secured some deposits—at Sivaram and other

places— and worked them for one year during 1900 to 1901, and again

in 1906, up till when, however, no ore had been exported.

During 1905 and 1906, the Madras Manganese Company, with Mr.

S. Crawshaw of Vizianagram as manager, started work on several

The Madras Maiio-an-
deposits situated within reach of Chipurupalli and

ese Company and Bobbili Garividi stations. Some of these. Such as Garividi,
Mining Co., Ltd. Devada, and Garbham, must be extensions of the

deposits of the same name worked by the Vizianagram Mining Company.
Others, such as Gadabavalsa and Lakshmipuram, are new discoveries.

During 1906, fifteen deposits were worked, with an output of 4,366 tons

1 Jour. Iron Steel Inst., No. II for 1896, p. 156.

2 Ibid., p. 157.
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of ore ;
and durmg 1907, 36 deposits, with an output of 21,878 tons. On

the 1st January, 1908, the properties were transferred to a new company,

the Bobbili Mining Co., Ltd., registered in Madras. The capital is

Rs. 10,00,000 in shares of Rs. 100 each. Of this about Rs. 6,00,000

were allotted fully paid up to vendors. The managing agents are

Messrs. W. A. Beardsell & Co. of Madras.

The existence of manganese-ores in the Sandur Hills, forming the

Sandur State. Messrs. State of Sandur in the Bellary district of Mad-
A. Ghose and Jambon and pas, was recorded as long ago as 1839 by New-
Cie., and the General i ini f x i.i

'
,

Sandur :Mining Company, Dold^ ; a lew 01 the Occurrences were noticed

Limited. by Mr. R. Bruce Foote, in his report on the

geology of the Bellary district, pubhshed in 1895 2. It was not, how-

ever, till 1905 that any attempt was made to ascertain the true value of

the deposits, and open them up. In this year Mr. A. Ghose visited these

hills on behalf of Messrs. .lambon and Cie, of Calcutta, and started to

open up the Ramandrug deposit in the same year 3. During the next

two years he discovered and mapped a large number of deposits, finding

some of them to be of large size. During 1905 and 1906, 1,200 and

3,208 tons of ore, respectively, were shipped, the quantity being small

owing to transport difficulties. At the end of 1906 Sir Vincent Caillard

joined Mr. Jambon, and in the middle of 1907 the business was con-

verted into a company entitled The General Sandur Mining Company,

Limited, with a capital of £320,000 ; this company has secured the

monopoly of the manganese- and iron- ores of this State for 25 years (see

page 99*).

The Central Provinces.

Up till 1899, Vizagapatam was the only district in India producing

manganese-ore. In this year, however, Mr. W. H. Clark, and in 1900,

Mr. Harvey Dodd, both of the Vizianagram Mining Company, Limited,

prospected in the Nagpur district, following up the references given in

Ball's Economic Geology.

To the already-known deposits of Mansar and Kodegaon they

W. H. Qark, H. Dodd, added Gumgaon, Ramdongri, Kandri, Beldongri,

and the Central P.ovin- g^^^k:, and Lohdongri. The Central Provin-
ces Prospectmg Syndicate

<-, -,-. t ^ 1

(Nagpur, Baiaghat, and ces Prospectmg Syndicate was formed to work
Bhandara). these deposits, the members of the Syndicate

being Messrs. J. H. Glass, P. Macfayden, andH. G. Turner, with Mr. Clark

1 3Iad. Jour. Lit. Set., X., p. 125, (1839) ; XI., p. 46, (1840).

2 Mem. G.S.I. . XXV, pp. 98, 100, 125, 194, 19-5.

3 Date of first prospecting license—15th March, 1905.
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as manager in India ; the first prospecting license was applied for on 21st

September 1899. "Work was started on the Mansar deposit towards the

end of 1899, and the first shipment took place in the spring of 1900,when
the price of manganese- ore was 14 pence per unit. From an output of

47,257 tons l in 1900, the output of the Central Provinces Prospecting

Syndicate from this district has risen to 93,032 tons in 1906. In Sep-

tember 1901 this same syndicate started work on a very large deposit

near Balaghat to^vTi in the district of the same name, and has since then

extended its operations to other deposits in the same district ; in 1903

the sjTidicate started work in the Bhandara district on the Chikhla (I)

and Kurmura deposits 2. Starting with 47,2-57 tons in 1900 (from

the Nagpur district only), the total production of this syndicate from

these three districts in the Central Pro\dnces has so increased that it

reached the enormous total of 223,823 tons in 1906, this being more than
1 of the total output of the world for that year. The syndicate has now
been registered as a limited liability company.

The success of this syndicate soon led others to prospect the same areas

H. D. Coggan, Jambon in the Central Provinces for further deposits,
and Cie and the Central ^^th the resultant discovery of a large number
India Mining Company, •

i i t
Limited (Na^pur and pre\nously unknown. In the beginning of 1902 3

Bbardara). Messrs. Charles Jambon and Cie., of Calcutta,

started work on several deposits discovered through the agency of

Mr. H. D. Coggan, and during 1902 and 1903 opened up the following

deposits in the Nagpur district :—Satak, Parsoda, Mandri, Manegaon,

Waregaon, Kacharwahi, and Pali. The output for the first year,

1902, was 15,423 tons. In January 1904 a company styled The

Central India Manganese Company, Limited, was formed to continue the

work of Jambon and Cie, Messrs. Killick, Nixon & Co., of Bombay,

being the agents and Mr. Coggan contintiing as general manager. The

nominal capital of this company is Rs. 4,00,000, of which 2 lakhs were

paid to the vendors and 1 lakh to the promoter's syndicate. In 1905

this company started to open up various properties in the Bhandara

district, namely Kosumbah, Sukli, Hatora, and Miragpur. The out-

put of this company for 1906 was 83,964 tons.

1 This is the figure given me by t.he manager of the C. P. P. S. The figure returned
in the mineral statistics is 3.5,350 tons.

2 Several of the Bhandara deposits, namely Sitapathur, Miragpur, Kumuira, Chikhla
I, Sitasaongi, and Asalpani I, were discovered by ilr P. X. Datta, of the Geological
Survey, in 1893-94 ; but the results were not made public.

3 Pate of first application for a prospecting license—2Qd December, 1901.
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In 1902, the late Mr. A. M. Gow Smith, on coming to the Central

A. M. Gow Smith and the Provinces to prospect for coal in the Chhind-

i;Sd''"S-°'"'-l -ara district, was led by the active export of

Chhindwara). manganese-ore taking place from Nagpur and

Kamthi to prospect for this mineral as well. He took up the Kodegaon^

deposit in the Nagpur district, rejected by the Central Provinces

Prospecting Syndicate on account of the small size of its outcrop,

compared with the very fine deposits they had secured in other parts of

the district ; and continuing into the Chhindwara district, discovered

several previously unknown deposits 2, some of them, especially

Kachi Dhana, Sitapar, and Gowari Warhona, being very fine deposits.

The Kodegaon deposits were opened up by a syndicate styled Messrs.

Gow Smith, Dundas Whifiin, & Co., and some 8,000 tons despatched

during 1903. After a report by Mr. H. Kilburn Scott in 1903 a limited

company designated The Indian Manganese Company, Limited, was

formed to work Gow Smith's deposits. The capital of the company

is £50,000. of which only 39,000 £1 shares have been issued, the amount

paid up being £35,400 ; the amount paid for the acquisition of the

mining property and rights was £25,000. Owing to the distance of the

Chhindwara properties from the railway Kodegaon was the only one of

this company's deposits worked up to the end of 1905. During 1906,

however, under the stimulus of higher prices, Kachi Dhana, Sitapar, and

Gowari Warhona, in the Chhindwara district, were also opened up, the

ore of the two former properties being carted to Chhindwara, and

that of the last-named to Nagpur. The output from the deposits of

this company in 1906 was 16,543 tons. The mines manager is

Mr. H. M. Hance, and the English agents of the company are Messrs.

Everitt & Co., of Liverpool. The Indian agents were Messrs. Shrager

Bros., of Calcutta, up till the autumn of 1905, and are now Messrs.

Martin <Sr Co., of Calcutta.

In addition to those already mentioned, there are several other

firms and individuals working in the Central

an?Bhandd.at°' Provinces, though on a less important scale.

Messrs. Jessop and Co. of Calcutta own de-

posits at Guguldoho and Bhandarbori in the Nagpur district, and

Pachara in the Bhandara district. The Nagpur deposits were

1 Date of first application for a prospecting license—6th January, 1902.

2 Mr. P. N. Datta of the Geologiual Survey discovered Kachi Dhana and indica-

tions of Gowari Warhona in the field season of 1893-94 ; but the discovery had not
heeu made public.
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opened up in 1903 l, but no ore was despatched up till 1906, on account

of the low prices previously obtaining. In this year the output from
these two deposits was 4,721 tons ^, whilst 1,300 tons were obtained

from the Pachara deposit during 1905 and 1906.

In 1903, Mr. Cooverjee Bhoja of Calcutta secured prospecting

r, • -D, • J ^, licenses 3 over the Mandvi Bir, Junawani,
Cooverjee Bhoja and the

, . . . ,

Madhu Laii Doogar Mining Junapani, and Borda, deposits in the Nagpur
Syndicate (Nagpur).

district, and opened them up a little, with-

out despatching any ore. As the result of various reports on

these and other properties held by Cooverjee Bhoj , it seems

to have been decided that they could not be worked under

the economic conditions prevailing up to 1905. In 1906, however, a

syndicate known as the Madhu liall Doogar Mining Syndicate was

formed to work the various deposits held by Cooverjee Bhoja. And
imder the influence of the enhanced prices of this year a beginning in the

export of ore was made in March 1906,

Sj^dLfeTNagpS. quantity despatched up to the end of the

year being 4,258 tons. Another syndicate

holding deposits in the Nagpur district is the Bansi Lall Mining Syndi-

cate, concerning which, however, I have no details.

During 1904, Mr. P. C. Dutt * of Jabalpur acquired rights over

„ ^ _ the Samnapur-Ukua-Gudma ore-band 5 in
Messrs. P. C. Dutt and , w t •

, x , i
• i i

Biu-n &Co., the Carnegie the Balaghat district. Later ne was ]oinea by

SoS <^Co ^S-Mt^''*'''
^ Calcutta in his mining

enterprises, and together they secured several

other deposits in the same district dm'ing 1905 and 1906. During 1907

Messrs. Dutt and Burn & Co. have disposed of most of their manganese

properties. The Samnapur-Ukua-Gudma band has been sold to the

Carnegie Steel Company of Pittsburg, United States of America, repre-

sented in India by Mr. J. Kellerschon of Nagpur, the purchase price

being, I beheve, £12,000. Of the remainder of their deposits Shodan

Hurkd (Katangjheri I), Katangjheri II, Bhui Hurki (one of the deposits

of this name), Kochawahi, Botajheri, and part of Ramrama, have been

acquired by Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. of Bombay, and are being opened up

1 Date of first application for a prospecting license—6th August, 1902.

2 This includes the ore extracted in 1903.
3 Date of first application for a prospecting license— 12th January, 1903.

4 Date of first application for a prospecting license for manganese-ore—24 th

December, 1903, in the Jabalpur district.

5 Originally discovered by ^Ir. P. N. Bose in 1888-89,

in B
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by Mr. H. C. McNeill, late of the Central Provinces Prospecting Syndicate
;

whilst Messrs. Dutt and Burn & Co. retain Ponia, Arjoni, Jam, and

Ghondi.

In the Chhindwara district, in addition to the deposits held by the

Indian Manganese Co., there are one or two

^fchUndwira?." ^^1*^ S^^b Mathura Prasad of

Chhindwara, the best of these being Devi,

discovered in 1903 1. A certain amount of ore has been extracted

from this deposit, but it is of low grade, and, as far as I know, none
has been despatched to the railhead.

During 1906 2 Mr. D. Laxminarayan of Kamthi commenced to

D. Laxminarayan Xagpur, open up various deposits in the Xagpur,
Bhandara, and Balaghat).

Bhandara and Balaghat districts, some of the

properties secured being the ends of already-known deposits secured

by other workers who were earlier in the field. But Parsioni in

Nagpur, Karli (Asalpani II) in Bhandara, and Ga.raghat, Chikmara,

and Chaukhandi, in the Balaghat district, are deposits not pre\'iously

opened up. Laxminarayan claims to have extracted some 36,000 tons

of ore from these deposits during 1906.

Central India.

After the Central Provinces the next area to which attention was

directed was Jhabua State in Central India,

(^fbua)
^ The occurrence of manganese-ores in this State

seems to have been kno^\Ti at least as long ago

as 1890. The original discoverers were apparently the local native ofl&cials

who sent the mineral to the Political Agent for the Bhopawar Agency

to find out what it was. A prospecting Ucense was eventually granted

to Messrs. Kiddle, Reeve & Co. of Bombay in May 1902, and a mining

lease over the Kajlidongri deposit was taken out by this firm in May
1904, The first despatch of ore was in 1903, the amount being 6,800

tens. This has increased yearly up to 50,073 tons in 1906, the ore being

derived almost entirely from the KajUdongri deposit. Several other

deposits have been discovered in this State, but most of them are of little

value. The manager of Kiddle, Reeve & Co.'s properties is Mr. H. J.

Winch.

1 Date of first application for a prospecting licens?—19th September 1903.

2 Date of commencement of first prospecting licence— 16th November 1905.
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Bengal.

The deposits of manganese-ores and manganiferous iron-ores situated

„ ,^.„ J „ to the south of Chaibasa in Singhbhum have
Hoare, Miller and Co , . . .

°
Jambon & Cie., & the been known since their discovery about 1880

Sicate (Sin-hbhmn'r ^' ^^^^ prospecting Ucenses were

taken out by Messrs. Hoare, Miller & Co.^,

and Mr. C. Aubert of Jambon and Cie. 2, both of Calcutta, over

portions of these areas. A considerable amount of development was

undertaken without any satisfactory results, so that both these firms

abandoned their rights, which have since been assumed by the Madhu
Lall Doogar Mining Syndicate. During 190G this syndicate has accu-

mulated about 1,000 tons, but has not yet been able to despatch it to

the railway on account of transport difficulties. During 1907 deposits

have been discovered in other parts of Singhbhum, notably at Leda Hill,

but nothing has yet been done on them. Deposits have also been

recently discovered in Gangpur ; one of these, Gariajhor. is of consider-

able value.

Bombay.

In 1904, manganese-ores were discovered by Mr. T. B. Kantharia of

Bombay at Talevadi in the Belgaum district.
T. B. Kantharia, Jambon mr j i, ht m n m •

& Cie., & C. P. Boyce. ^^©7 ^^re Opened up by Mr. T, R. Frizom on
(Belgaum). behalf of Messrs. Jambon & Cie. * and in the

middle of 1905 sold to Mr. C. P. Boyce of

Belgaum. Although a fair amount of ore had been extracted, none of

it had got further than Mormugao up to the end of 1907.

Early in 1905, Mr. T. B. Kantharia, following up an occurrence

noticed by the late Dr. W. T. Blanford 4,

Kantharia & the prospected the country round Sivaraipur in
Shivrajpur Syndicate, Liiui- , V, i t,t t /i t • r -r> i mi
ted. (Panch Mahals.) the ranch Mahals district of Bombay. The

deposits discovered were taken up in the name of

Mr. F. A. H. East 5 of Bombay and were later taken over by a

company formed for the purpose, called The Shivrajpur Syndicate,

Limited. The original capital was Rs. 1,00,000 in shares of Rs. 10 each.

This was increased in August 1906 to Rs. 2,50,000 of which 20,000

shares had been issued at the end of this year. In February 1908 it was
proposed to increase the capital to Rs. 5,00,000 by the creation of

1 Date of application for first prospecting license—7th January 1904.
2 Date of application for first prospecting license —6th February 1904.
3 Date of commencement of first prospecting license—3rd May 1905.
* Mem. 0. 8. /., Vx, page 341, (1869).

5 Date of commencemeai of prospecting license—5th July 1903.

HI B 2
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25,000 new shares of Rs. 10 each. The managing agents are Messrs.

Cory Brothers and Co., Ltd., of Bombay. The first shipment of ore

from Sivarajpur took place dm-ing 1906, and the total amount of ore

extracted up to the end of this year was 7,286 tons.

In June 1907, a company styled * The Bamankua Manganese

TheBamaukua Manga- Company, Limited ', was floated in Bombay

nese Company, Limited, privately with a capital of Rs. 3,00,000, to

(Panch Mahals.) ^^^^ ^ deposit on Bamankua Hill, some 3 miles

north of the deposit being worked by the Shivrajpur Syndicate.

2,428 tons of ore were extracted by this company up to the end of 1907.

Mysore.

On page 420 it is mentioned that the first definite account of the

W Ainslie T J New. occurrence of manganese-ores in India refers

bold, and the Mysore to the find near Kumari in the Nagpur
Geological Department.

district of the Central Provinces, noticed by

Jenkins in 1829. It is to be noticed, however, that Dr. W. Ainslie i
, in

1813, says that this metal ' it is to be presumed, is not common in India.

Captain Arthur, however, informs me that he found it in Mysore,

massive, in an indurated ochre, combined with oxide of iron'. Newbold 2

also referred to the occurrence of ores'of manganese in this State as

early as 1840, whilst manganese-ores from Bangalore were exhibited

at the Madras Exhibitions of 1855 and 1857 3. There was no definite

knowledge of the actual locality of any deposit of manganese- ore in

Mysore State, however, until 1899, when Mr. H. Kelsall Slater, of the

Mysore Geological Department, found some loose pieces of manganese-

ore in the bed of a stream some 3 miles north-north-west of Kumsi in

the Shimoga district 4. Mr. Slater also seems to have been the first to

find manganese-ores at Shankargudda. HoshaUi, Shiddarhalli, Gangur,

and near Shikarpur, in the same district ; and in the Kadur district,

immediately to the east of Shiddarhalli ^. In the Chitaldrug district

manganese-ores seem to have been first discovered (also in 1899) by

Dr. W. F. Smeeth and Mr. Sambasiva Iyer, in the Iplara Hills near

Madadkere 6, and later by Mr. P. Sampat Iyengar ' at several localities

in the soft clays and lithomarges of the Chitaldrug belt of Dharwar rocks

.

' Mat. Med. of Hindoostai, p. 57.

2 M,!']. Jour. Lit. Sci., XI, p. 45. (1840) : Jour. R'>y. As. So\, VII, p. 214, (1843) ;
Op.

cil., VIII, p. 155, (1846).

3 Jury Reports, 1855 & 1857.

4 Rec. Mysore Geol. Dept., IV, p. 138, (1902-03).
5 Op. cit., V, pp. 45, 54,(1903-04); VI, p. 26, (1904-05).
6 Op. cit., II, p. 167, (1898-1899); IV, pp. 160,161, (1903-04).
7 Op. cit., VI. pp. 84, 92,(1904-05).
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No attempt was made to open up these deposits until the end of 1904,

when Messrs. W. T. Hamilton Holmes, J.
W. T. Hamilton Holmes en. ^ i r-i ji i. j. ^ j. j.

and the Mysore Manganese Short, and Eardley Norton, took out prospect-

Company, Limited. (Shi- ing licenses for some blocks situated near

Kumsi in the Shimoga district. In 1905 a

syndicate, designated the Madras Mysore Mining Syndicate, was
formed to take over these concessions. This syndicate obtained

further concessions in this year. As the result of the opening

up of these deposits, The Mysore Manganese Company, Limited,

was formed and registered on the 9th March, 1906, mth a capital

of Rs. 10,00,000 divided into 10,000 shares of Rs. 100 each. Of
this total Rs. 6,2-5,000 were paid up. In view of the fact that this

company was the pioneer in the manganese industry in Mysore, it was
granted a special concession. This took the form of an option over a

reserved area with a radius of 13 miles from Ayanur in the Shimoga
district as centre. Within this area the Mysore Manganese Company
are to have the first refusal of any concessions, for a period of three

years up to the end of 1909, the Mysore Darbar reserving to itself the

right to refuse any licenses that appear unnecessary or undesirable.

Previous to the reservation of this area other licensees had taken out

licenses over an area of 29f square miles situated within it.

On the 31st January, 1907, a new company called The Xew Mysore

The New Mysore Man- Manganese Company, Limited, was registered in

ganese Company, Limited. London, with a capital of £1-50,000 in 1-50,000
(Shimoga.)

shares of £1 each. Of these -50,000 shares were

issued fully paid up to the Mysore Manganese Company, Limited, and the

remainder allotted and fally paid up. The new company takes over all

the mimng interests and properties of the old company. It is proposed

to raise a further £50,000 in the form of debentures to provide railway

transport and open up the mines. The directors of the new company are

nearly all interested in the Workington Iron and Steel Company, and the

Moss Bay Haematite Iron and Steel Company of Workington; Mr.

W. J
.
Eales of Madras is managing director and Mr. S. 0. Stromquist,

superintendent of the mines. During 1906 the Mysore Manganese
Company raised 40,773 tons of manganese-ore and exported about

37,000 tons to Mormugao. The distance of the chief deposit of this

company, namely Kumsi, from the Southern Mahratta Railway ter-

minus at Shimoga is 29 miles, over which distance a light steam
tramway of 2.foot gauge is under construction. Of this all but 10
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miles had been completed in September 1907. The chief deposits held

by this company are those near Kumsi, Shankargudda, and Bikonhalli.

The next company to be formed was ' The Peninsular Minerals

Company of Mysore, Limited ', which was regis-
The Peninsular Minerals

, J % -, X , , mnc -^i, •
i

Company of Mysore. Limit- tered on drd September 1905, w)th a nomma'
ed (Tumkur and Chital- capital of Rs. 3,00,000, of which 250 shares

of Rs.lOO each were issued to vendors, whilst

2,000 shares of Rs. 100 each have been subscribed for, with Rs. 50 pei

share called up. This syndicate took over 15 prospecting licenses held by

different individuals in the Tumkur and Chitaldrug districts. The chief

deposits are round Karekurchi and Hoshalli in the Tumkur district,

and reached from Banasandra Station, Southern Mahratta Railway
;

and at Kenkere, Kittadhalli, and Madadkere, in the Chitaldrug district.

This company produced 4,126 tons of ore during 1906.

Another company called ' The Shimoga Manganese Company, Limit-

ed ', with a nominal capital of Rs. 10.00,000)
Miss A. E. Dawson and j j • i nnT j. i

• j -j.

the Shimoga Manganese was lormed durmg 1907 to work various deposits

Company, ^Limited. ( Shi- secured by Miss A. E. Dawson of Bangalore,
moga and a ur.)

deposits are situated round Shikarpur and

Hoshalli in the Shimoga district, and in the Kadur district, just over the

border of the Shimoga district to the east of Shiddarhalli. During the

first half of 1907 some 4,000 tons of ore have been shipped by this com-

pany. The agents are Messrs. Schroder, Smidt & Co. of Calcutta.

The success of the Mysore Manganese Company lead to a regular

rush for manganese concessions in Mysore and
Other coacesfeionaires.

^ result enormous areas have been staked

out by numerous prospectors, especially in the districts of Chitaldrug,

Kadur, Shimoga, and Tumkur. A large number of these concessions

doubtless contain no manganese-ore, and of those that do a large number

must be of practically no value. Of those concessions known to contain

manganese-ore may be mentioned Sadarhalliin the Chitaldrug district,

held by Mr. W. W. Coen of Hubli ; Gangur and Kaginelli in the Shimoga

district, and the Iplara and Nirugudda Hills in the Chitaldrug district,

held by Mr. C. N. Surya Narayana Row of Bangalore ; and Sulekere

in the Shimoga district, held by Mr. Subramania Moodaliar. There

is also a syndicate—the Haji Prospecting Syndicate—holding concessions

ill the Holalkere taluk of the Chitaldrug district.



CHAPTER XXII.

ECONOMICS & Mimm—continued.

Statistics of Prod action of Ma nganese-ore in India.

Sources of iiifoimation—Detailed table.- of 2)rodiiction— Deiiosit.s that have
yielded over 100,000 tons—Comparison of prices with production figures—Com-
parison of Indian and foreign manganese-ore production—Exports of Indian man-
ganese-ore—Distribution of Indian manganese-ore exports.

Future prospects of the manganese industry in India.

In the preceding paragraphs I have had occasion to make several

^ ^ references to the production or output from the
Sources of mformation. _ . p,T«r , , ^

deposits of the different operators working man-

ganese-ore deposits in India. It will therefore be convenient to give

here the detailed figures of production of manganese-ore in India. The

only figures ordinarily accessible are those given in the Annual Reports

of the Chief^Inspector of Mines and the Annual Reviews and Statistics

of Mineral Production in India. In the case of the Chief Inspector of

Mines the figures are supplied direct by the local mine operators ; whilst

in the case of the ' Mineral Production ' the figures are obtained from the

provincial governments,to whom they are supplied by the mine operators.

The figures as published are not detailed, for although they show the

output of each district and province, they do not show the output of each

deposit. It is, however, a matter of considerable interest to know how
the output is distributed among the various deposits. Hence I have

obtained from the mine operators detailed figures of production, given

separately for each deposit, as far as they have been kept. These are

given in tables 28 to 34 on the following pages, whilst in table 3G are

given the yearly totals for the producing provinces as they have appeared

in the ' Mineral Production '.

It wiU be seen that my totals differ in many respects from those

given in the ' Mineral Production'. This is due to various causes. In

the first place, according to ' The Indian Mines Act, 1901', no working

is ofl&cially regarded as a mine unless it has been worked to a depth of

20 feet, or extends beneath the superjacent ground. And unless a
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workiiig is a mine in the official sense of the term, the operators are not

required by the Mines Act to submit figures of output and labour for

that particular working. Consequently, since many manganese quarries

do not reach a depth of 20 feet until a year or two after the beginning

of operations, the figures of production from some workings are hable

for the first year or two to escape inclusion in the ' Mineral Production '.

This is not universally appUcable, however, for many operators who
have several deposits already officially declared to be mines, submit

figures for the whole of their deposits. Another reason for the in-

accuracy of the official figures of production is that some of the figures

reported are not true figures of output or ' raisings ', as they are often

called ; but of the amount of ore despatched to the port of shipment,

that is of the amount of ' despatches ' or ' railings The figures I give

in the following tables are fuller than those given in the ' Mineral Produc-

tion ' because they mclude the output of several deposits not deep

enough to be called mines. They are, however, only an approximation

to the true output figures. For not only are there probably several

small operators of whose existence I am not aware, but some of the

figures are, to my knowledge, ' raiUngs '. Thus the figures for Jhabua,

which are the same as those given in the ' Mineral Production', are

entirely " despatches ' or ' railings '. The reason of their return in

this form is no doubt the greater convenience of the operators
; and,

as the deposits are not in British India, the Mines Act does not

apply, and consequently no objection can be taken to the return of

the figures in this form. The chief reason for the difierence between

the figures I give for the output of the Central Provinces, and those

given in the ' Mineral Production', is a difference in the method of

returning the output of the Mansar deposit in the Nagpur district.

During 1900 and 1901 a large quantity of ore was quarried along the

outcrop of this deposit, which lies along the top of a ridge. This ore was

a considerable distance from the aerial ropeway that was constructed

to tap another part of the deposit, and was therefore of no more use to

the operators than if it had been left in the ground. Consequently

it was not returned in the output figures for the years when it was ex-

tracted. But the subsequent construction of graxdty-inclines to tap

this part of the ore-bed allowed of the shipment of the whole of this ore

during 1905 and 1906, and it has probably appeared in the mineral pro-

duction for those years. In the figures I give, suppUed by the manager

of the Central Provinces Prospecting Syndicate, this ore is entered up

ill its right place as regards date of quarrying.
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Table 28 gives in detail the production from each deposit in the

Detailed tables of pro- Vizagapatam district, Madras, the district in

duction. which manganese-ore was first worked in India.

In tables 30 to 33 are given the detailed output figures for the four pro-

ducing districts of the Central Provinces, the area in which work next

started. The fluctuations in the output from these four districts are shown

graphically in fig. 25. Table 34 gives the detailed output for all the re-

maining districts and States, namely :—Singhbhum, Belgaum, Panch

Mahals, Jhabua, Sandur, and Mysore. Table 35 summarizes the pre-

ceding tables and shows the output for the whole of India by districts

and States, whilst fig. 26 immediately following this table shows

graphically the growth in the manganese industry in India, as regards

output.
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Since the preceding table was drawn up I have obtained information

about the output of the Madras Manganese Company, which started

operations on the first two of the deposits Usted below in 1905, and on

the remainder in 1906. It will be convenient to keep the detailed out-

put figures for this Company separate from those previously given, which

relate almost entirely to the Vizianagram Mining Company, Limited.

It will be noticed that some of the deposits worked by the Madras Man-

ganese Company have the same names as those given above. This means

that this company has in these cases leased portions of the same

villages as those in which the Vizianagram Mining Company is working.

Table 29.

Production of Madras Manganese Companij {Vizagapatam district)

during 1906.

Deposit. Output

Devada2
Garividi .

Gadabavalsa
Lakshmipuram
Nimmalavalsa
Lingalavalsa
Sarveswarapuram
Vijiarampuram
Bondapilli

Batuva
Viswanadhapuiam
Challapuram
Garbham .

Ravivalsa .

Chipurupalli

Long tons.

1,642

754
789
603
165
32
87
38
43
143
2

32
36

Total 4,366

1 Figures supplied to the Deputy Commissioner of district.

2 Includes a certain amount of ore extracted in 1905.
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Table 30.

Detailed froductimi of the Bdldghdt district in long tons.

1

1901 1902

!

1903 1904 1905
Total for

1906 each
deposit.

Total for
each
syndi-

cate, etc.

Central Proninces Prospecting
Syndir Ue '.

( Thirori

1

2. -i Poma

9. BaiSgh4t .

Yeably totals

3,839

361

1,614 7,898 10,323 16,246

3,033

4,742

4,059

6,091

78,499

3,449

4,742

4,059

6,091

118,419

3,839 1,975 7,898 10,323 16,246 96,479 136,760 136,760

D. Laxminarayan s.

Garraghit

Chikm&ia and Chaukhandi

S&onn ....
Yeably totals

••

271

l,753i

1,297}

339J

271

l,753i

1,297}

3391

1

3,418 3,418 3,418

P. C. Dull and Burn & Co.

Ukua (Saninapur, Gudnia) .

Yearly totals

2,363 2,363

2,363 2,363

1

GRAND YEABLY TOTALS . 3,839 1,975 7,898 10,323 16,246 102,260 142,541 142,541

Grand total for the whole district, 1801—IC 06= 142,541 tons.

1 Supplied by Mr. A. D. Sanders.
-Supplied by Mr. D. Laxminarayan. They arc figures of railings. The total output from

Laxuiinarayan's deposits was given to nie as appro.xiinalely 23,0C0 tons, but as most ol this was no
despatched, it will probably be included in tbe output figures for 1907 and hence 1 have given the
figures of railing.
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Table 31.

Detailed frodudion of the Bhanddra district in long tons.

1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906
Total

for each
deposit.

Total
for each
syndi-

cate, etc.

Central Provinces Prospecting Syn-
dicate 1.

2. Sitapathur

10. Kurmura (Ponwirdongri) ,

11. Chikhlal

Ykakit totals .

499

248

5,112 4,998 8,559

1,456

14,791

1,791

4,842

27,678

1,791

6,546

61,637

499 5,360 4,998 8,559 16,247 34,311 69,974 69,974

Central India Mining Co. -

Yearly totals .

••

8,105

3,519

113

6,554

17,682

16,529

2,509

14,386

25,787

20,048

2,622

20,940

18,291 51,106 69,397 69,397

Jessop <fc Co. '

Yeaklt totals .

700 600 1,300

1

700 600 1,300 l.'OO

D. Latninarayan*.

Paraswira GhSt

13. Asalp&ni II (Eaili) .

Yearly totals

1

I

16

11,873

16

11,873

i

1

11,889 11,899 11,889

GKAND YEARLY TOTALS
1

j

499 5,360 4,998

1

8,559
1

35,238 97,906
1 i

1 52,560

Grand total foi the whole district, 1901 - 1906 = 152,560 tons.

' Supplied by Mr. A. D. Sanders.
2 Supplied by Mr. H. D. Coggan.
3 Supplied by Mr. E. S. T. Davies

;
evidently approximate.

* Supplied by D. Laxminarayan; they are amounts of ore railed.
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Table 32.

Detailed -production of the Chhindwdra district in long tons.

1906
Total for

each
deposit.

Total for

each
producer.

Indian Manganese CoA

1. Kachi Dhcina ..... 3,713 3,713

3. Gaimukh ..... 205 203

4. Sitapar ...... 1,699 1,699

10. Gowari Warhona 1,269 1,269

Total 6,886 6,886 6,886

Malhura Prasad.

7. Devi . ... 600 600

Total 600 600 000

GRAND TOTAL 7,486 7,486

i

7,486

Grand total for the whole district, 1903 = 7 486 tons.

t Supplied by Mr. C. W, Walsh.
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Table 33.

439

Detailed production of the Ndypur district in long tons.

:900. 1901. 1902. 1903.
j

1904. 1905. 1900.
Total

for each
deposit.

Total for
each syn-

dicate,
etc.

Central Provinces
Prospecting Syn-
ieate.

'

—

2. Gumglion .
3,117 1,731 1,981 220 2,409 3,222 12,680

3. Rimdongri 1,355 997 3,031 258 5,641

7. Kindri 20,940 26,913 12,507 19,546 15,984 12,897 23,717 1 32,504

8. Mansar 22,9i:i 27,031 15,924 13,523 13,293 16,497 18,731 127,912

1 4. S4tak • 115 3,581 3,696

15. Beldongri . 3,114 4,094 5,347 1,585 1,344 3,553 19,037

18. Lohdongri 3,404 15,395 19,140 7,207 1,331 20,922 39,970 107,369

Vearlt totals 47,257 76,925 53,396 48,601 32,413 57,215 93,032 408,839 408,839

Central India Min-
ing Co. 2- (50,437)

9. Mansar Ex-
tension.

r

1

835 637 1,472

10. Parsoda
1

160 494 654

U. S^ttak

1

377 1,248 3,193 4,818

19. KScharwdhl

20. Waregilon .

!• 15,423
1

3,063

2,973

8,379 5,340

2,538

16,782

5,511

2-2. Mindri
1

11,745 12,769 4,471 28,985

22A. PanchSla,
1

1

1,791 1,791

23. M&ncgion . 5,576 8,227 15,525
1

29,328

Yearly totals 15,423 35,014 24,723 31,754 32,858 139,778 139,778

Indian Manganeie
Co.i

1. Kodegdoa . 11,4.30 9,000 11,094 9,657 41,187

Yearly totals . 11,436 9,000 11,094 9,657 41,187 41,187

' Supplied by Mr. A. D. .Sanders. The reason for the difference between these figures and those that
have been incorporated in the Mineral Production is that tlie figures given here represent actual amounts
raised, whilst those given in the Mineral I'roduction are at least partly figures of despatch and not of output
(See page 432.)

2 Supplied by Mr. H. D. Coggan. For the first two years the output figures of the various deposits
were not kept separately. Of the 50,437 tons of manganese-ore quarried in these two years, 1902 and 1903,
probably 2.'>,000 to 30,000 tons came from Waregftou.

'Supplied by Mr. C". W. Walsh for 1905 and 1906. Figures for 1903 and 1904 are of doubtful ac-
curacy. No exact figures seem to be available ; those given are oased on information from various sources.
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,
i Table 33

—

contd.

Detailed production of the Ndgpur district in long tons.

Jeseop and Co. '

24. Guguldoho

25. BhandSrbori

Yeablt touls .

1900, 1901. 1902.

1

19 >3. 1904. 1905. 1906.
Total

for each
deposit.

Total for
each syn-
dicate,
etc.

1,121

3,600

4,721 4,721 4,721

iladhu hall Doogar
Mining Syndi-
cate.^

29, 30, and 31.

M&ndvi Bir,

iTunawfini

and Junap&-
ni

Yearly totals .

—

—

—

—

4.258

4,258 4,258 4,258

D. Laxminarayan. '

7. K4ndri

12. PSrsioni

Yearlt totals .

849

742

1,591 1,591 1,591

GRAND YEARLY
TOTALS . 47,237 76,925 68.819 95,051 66,142

i

j

100,063
1

140,117 |600,374

Grandt 'tal for tbe whole district, 1900— C 06=600,374 tons.

• Supplied by Mr. E. S. T. Davies. As I saw a large quantity of ore stacked on the top of Gugul-
doho Hill in 1904 and a smaller amount at Bhand&rbori, it is probable that the figures given here represent
the amounts of ore despatched and not the amount quarried. I am not certain that the Guguldoho and
BhandSrbori of Jessop & Co. correspond exactly with the deposits that I have described under these names.

- .Supplied by Mr. Madhu Lall Doogar. Probably figures of ore despatched, and not of ore quarried
and including ore raised in 1903-04.

" Supplied by Mr. D. Laxminarayan. They arc amounts despatched.
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Table 34.

Detailed production of the remaining provinces, in long tons.

Province. District or State. Operator and Mine. 1903. 1904. 1905. 1906.
Dis-
trict

totals.

1 Pro-

j

vince

j

totals*

Bengal Singhbhuml .
Madhu Lall Doogar Min-
ing Syndicate :—
South of ChaibAsa 1,000 1,000 1,000

Bombay BelgaumS C. P. Boyce :—
Xersa
Talev4di

40
600 234 *874

Panch Mah41s^ Shivrajpur Syndicate

:

—
SivarSjpur —

^

7,286 7,286

Totals for Bombay 640 7,520 8,160

Central India Jh4bua* Kiddle, Reeve & Co. :—

Kajlidongri 6,800 11,564 30,251 50,074 98,689 198,689

Madras Sandur' jambon & Cie. :—
R&mandrug
Kannivihaiii

1,200 447
2,762

Totals for Saxdur 1,200 3,209 4,409 4,409

Mysore Chitaldrug" . Peninsular Minerals Co.
o1 Mysore

712 712

Shimoga^ Mysore Manganese Co.

Kiunsl (Holmes' Block)

1

4,000

36,773

Total for Shimoga 40,773 40,773

Tumkur" Peninsular Minerals
Co. ol Mysore . ..

1

4,827 4,827j

Total for Mysore
1

46,312

1

i

46,312

1 A rough estimate by Jlr. I. Shrager. No ore despatched.
2 Supplied by Dr. C. P. Boyce.
3 SuppUed by Mr. F. A. East.
* Shipment figures, not production.
' Supplied ijy .Mr. C. .\ul)ert and A. Ghose.
' Supplied bv Dr. Smeeth, State Geologist for Mysore.
' Supphed by Mr. R. T. Coggan.
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In the foregoing tables I have given the figures of output of the diff-

erent manganese-ore deposits of India as supplied to me personally by

the various mine managers and agents. Below I give the figures for

production as given in the Statistics for Mineral Production published

annually by the Government of India, formerly in the publications

of the Statistics Department, and now in the Records of the Geological

Survey of India. I give these figures because they are the ones that

have been quoted in all previous publications either in India or abroad.

Table 36.

Production of manganese-ore in long tons as given in the • Mineral Pro

duction of India '.

Year.
-3 Central

India.

Central

Provinces.
Madras. Total.

1893 3,130 3,130

1894 11,410 11,410

1895 15,816 15,818

180(i 56,869 56,869

1897 73,680 73,860

1898 60,449 60,449

1899 87,126 87,126

1900 35,356 92,458 127,814

1901 44,428 76,463 120,891

1902 89,609 68,171 157,780

1903 6,800 101,554 63,452 171,806

1904 11,564 85,034 53,699 150,297

1905 30,251 159,950 63,695 253,89'.)

1906 7,517 50,074 320,759 117,380 495,730

A perusal of the foregoing tables of figures reveals several interesting

facts. The first is that the total production of the Indian manganese-

ore deposits since the commencement of the industry in 1892 has increased

from 674 tons in 1892 to nearly 600,000 tons in 1906. The total? are
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divided between the various districts, states and provinces in the fol-

lowing way :

—

Table 37.

Total production of each district, state, and province, in long tons.

Province.
District or

State.

Total output of

District or

State.

Total output of

Province.

Bengal .... Singhbhum 1,000

Total 1,000

Romhay • , , •

Panch Mahals
874

7,286

Total 8,160

T n rill QO lit* U UcL

Total 98,688

Central Provinces Balaghat
Bhandara
Chhindwara
Xagpur

142.541

150,671

7,486
600,374

Total 901,072

Madras .... Vizagapatam
Sandur

828,616
4,409

Total 843,025

Mvsore .... Chitaldrug

Shimoga
Tumkur

712

40,773

4,827

Total 46,312

Grand total for the whole of India=l,898,257 tons.

From this table it is seen that the total production of India from 1892

to end of 1906 is 1,898,257 tons, or roughly 1,900,000 tons, or an average

of about 126,500 tons a year.
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From the foregoing tables it is also seen that there are several deposits

from which over 100,000 tons have been ex-

yiewTd1lLlS:(i)0tor tracted since their opening up. For comparison

they are collected in the following table (to-

gether with Kajlidongri, which has yielded nearly 100,000 tons) :

—

Table 38.

List of Indian deposits from which over 100MO tons of manganese-ore

have been extracted up to end of 1906.

Deposit. District or
State.

Period of

work.
Total
output.

Average
auuual
output.

ilaximuni out-
put in one

year.

Uarbli^iu Vizagapatam 1896-1906 496,878 45,171 56,195 (1900)

Kodur Mines' . Do. 1892-1906 258,929 17,262 29,312 (1889)

KSodri NSgpur 1900-1906 132,504 18,929 26,913 (1901)

Mansar Do. Do. 127,912 18,273 27,031 (1901)

BdUgh^t 1901-1901 118,419 19,736 78,499 (1906)

Lohdongri N4gpur
1

1900-1906 107,369 15,388 39,970 (1906)

K&jlidongri . Jh&baa 1903-1906 98,688 24,672
j

50,073 (1906)

Total average annual output ot these 7 deposit^=159,431 tons.

Total output of these 7 deposits =1,340,699 tons.

Of the remaining deposits there are a few others to be compared with

these in point of size that will probably have produced 100,000

tons of ore in the next Ij years. These are Kumsi in Shimoga, and

possibly some of the Sandur deposits. It is interesting to note that

these 7 deposits have yielded between them 1,340,699 tons of ore, or

71 per cent, of the total output of India since the commencement of

the industry.

It will be interesting at this point to compare the figures and curves of

Comparison of prices P™es of mauganese-ore given on pages 415 to

with figures of produe- 419, with the figures and curves showing the out-

put of manganese-ore in India. It will be seen

that the first exports from the Vizagapatam deposits took place when the

I The Kodur Mines include 5 separate workings, of wliicli Kodur is the largest. They are,
however, all on one band of manganiferous rOck, and c.'tn tlurcfore be included here. In any case the
i.utput of Kodur alone must be co.;siaerably over lc>0,000 tons.
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price was 14 to 1") pence, and from the Central Provinces after the price

had descended below one shilling and had again risen to a maximum,
namely 13 to 15 pence, in 1900. From this time there was an almost con-

tinuous decline in prices till a minimum of 8| to 9^ was reached in 1905.

This was accompanied by a decline in the output of the Vizagapatam

mines, the figure for 1904 being only 53,602. There was also a small

decline in the output of the Central Provinces mines, the total for this

year being only 85,000 tons. Towards the end of 1905 the price began to

rise rapidly and almost continuously, 15 to 16 pence being reached in

1906. The result has been not only an unexampled increase in the output

of the deposits already opened up, but also active prospecting all over

India, with the resultant discovery of many new deposits. A start was

made on the Sandur deposits during 1905 and on the Sivarajpur deposit

in the Panch Mahals and the Mysore deposits during 1906. Another

attempt was also made to work the Singhbhum deposits, but no ore was

despatched to the rail. As a result of this extraordinary expansion in

the Indian manganese industry, India, in 1905, took the second place

amongst the world's manganese-ore producers with an output of 246,827

tons. In 1906 the total production of India was 571,495 tons. I do not

know what the Russian production was during this year ; but the export

figures as estimated from arrivals at destination ports were 468,342 ;

allowing a little over 60,000 tons for internal consumption, we get 530,000

tons as the exports plus consumption for 1906.

On account of the internal troubles in Russia during this year it is

not improbable that the production was less than the above figure,

the exports being partly made up of accumulated stocks. Hence there

seems to be little doubt that India holds first place as regards manganese-

ore output for 1906. The same remark applies to 1907, for which year the

Indian output may be placed provisionally at about 850,000 tons. Up
till 1905 India was run very closely for second place by Brazil.

But the latter country now seems to have dropped behind, for its exports

figure, which was 224,377 tons in 1905, dropped to 12-1,331 tons in

1906, in spite of the elevated prices. The cause for the increased

prices for manganese-ore during 1906 and 1907 and the enormous

increase in the demand for Indian ore was probably in part the dis-

turbed state of Russia, which until 1905 and 1906 used to supply about

one half the world's demand ; and in part a period of great prosperity

in the steel industry.

The figure of 15 to 16 pence for first grade ore reached at the end of

1906 was maintained for the first four months of 1907. Prices have
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since been on the down grade, and, since September, 1907, have fallen

i-apidly, to 10 pence in February. 1908. and then to 9 pence in

August, 1908 ; and this decline will no doubt seriously affect the

Indian output for 1908.

The growth of the Indian manganese-ore industry and its importance

Comparison of Indian
compared with that of other countries can be

and foreign manganese-ore best Understood from the following table, in
production. ^^^^ ^^.^ gj^.^j^ Output figures of all the

manganese-ore producing countries for the last ten years. These figures

are taken mainly from the ' Mineral Industry ', and are expressed in

metric tons. Where it has been necessary to convert long tons into

metric tons, it has been done on the basis of 1 long ton= 2.240 lbs.,

and 1 metric ton (IjOOO kilogrammes) = 2,204-62 lbs. In figure 27 the

production from 1890 to 1906 of the four countries, India, Russia, Brazil,

and Spain, the only ones that have ever produced 100.000 tons oi

manganese-ore in one year, is shown graphically.

In table 40 similar figures are given for the output o manganiferous

iron-ores. According to the practice in the United States of regarding

aU ores containing less than 11 per cent, manganese as manganiferous

iron-ores rather than as manganese -ores, a certain proportion of the

Indian production (say -50,000 tons in 1906) should be classed under

this heading.

In table il I have given the totals for the annual output of the whole

world of manganese-ores and manganiferous iron-ores. It wiU be seen

that the production of manganese-ores has increased from 368,671 tons

in 1890 to 1,44.5,196 tons in 1906, and of manganiferous iron-ores from

245,572 in 1890 to 922,751 in 1905.
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Fig. 27.—Diagram showing manganese.ore proiiuctiou since 1890 oi tlie lour

leading oountrics.
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Table 40.

453

IForWs production of manganiferous iron-ores from 1890 to 1906.

(In metric tons, unless otherwise stated.)

Year. Belgium.
Germany

(m).
Greece. Italv.

United
.Stites(€).

1890 U,255(e) 41,841 126,620 62,856

1891 i8,498 40,355 108,733 (a) 134,637

1892 16,755 32.861 157.756 4,622 155,834

1893 16,820 40,798 121,352 8,805 119,403

189* 22.048 43,702 159,080 5,810 208,785

1895 22,478 41,327 152.123 5,860 127,746

1896 23,265 45,062 166,850 10,000 344,147

1897 28,372 46,427 182,850 21,262 •205,550

1898 16,440 43,354 213.938 11.150 292,428

1899 12,120 61,329 2^.320 • 29.874 774,071

1900 10,820 59,204 243.920 26,800 383,636

1901 8,510 56,691 196,152 24,290 583,708

1902 14,440 49.812 170,040 23.113 915,676

1903 6,100 47,994 152,740 4,735 593,873

1904 485 52,886 239,635 sa 389,393

1905 51,463 89,687 Ni' 781,601

1906 52,4&5 9<i,382 1,000,000{«

Totils exclud-

ing 1906.
231.406 755.106 2,775,796 176.321 7.073,344

(a) Xot reported, (e) Taken from the Mineral Resources of the United States.

( m ) Includes .1 certain amount of true m-inganese-ore

(«) A very rough estimate-
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Table 41.

World^s total production of manganese-ores and manganiferous iron-

ores from 1890 to 1906.

(.Metric tens.)

1

1

Manganese -ores. Manganiferous irou-ores.

1890 368,671 245,572

1 276,722 302,223

2 387,834 367,828

3 419,398 307,178

4 396,587 439,425

-5 363,621 ^49,534

6 486,437 589,324

7 747,027 484,461

8 659,824 577,310

9 1,137,810 1,171,714

1900 1,360,011 724,380

1 1,025,217 869,351

2 1,065,831 1,173,081

3 921,403 805,442

4 935,734 682,399

5 1,055,010 922,751

6 '

1

1,445,496 1,148,867

Total 1

production,

1 890-1 90G.

13.052,633 11.160.840

Average annual
production,

1890-1900.
767,802 656,520

Average annual
7)roduction,

1901-1906.
1,074,782 933,648
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For comparison with the annual figures of production of manganese-

Esports of Indian man- Ore in India, given in table 35, I give below the
gaDcse-ore. figures for the export of manganese through the

four ports of Vizagapatam, Bombay, Calcutta, and Mormugao l :

—

Table 42.

Exports of Indian manganese-ore from 1892 to 31st March 1907,

Year.
Vizagapa-

tam.
Bombay. Calcutta. Mormugao.

Yearly-

totals.

1892-93 1,000 1,000

1893-94 1,650 1,65'J

1894-9.5 0.410 6,413

1895-96 22,758 22,758

loyo— ;.l i ^ / ,OtJV

1897-98 78,829 78,829

1898-9P 62,875 62,875

1899-1900 95.225 95,225

1900-01 100.770 29,900 130,670

1901-02 78.820 .54,350 133,170

1902-03 60.080 94,227 367 155,274

1903-04 61,8.50 110,796 8,543 181,189

1904-05 52,925 121.015 7,005 180,945

190.5-06 &4,27o 236,059 16,360 9,550 326,244

1906-07 106.5.35 350,543 3.5,915 61,199 .5.>i,192

Total fof each
port.

841.938
996,890 6S,190 70,749 1.977,767

Total exports of manganese-ore from India, 1892-1907=1,977,767 long tons.

1 Annual Statements of Trade and Navigation of British India, Volume I. of each

year, except in case of Mormugao, the figure? for which were kindly supplied by the

British Consul at Goa.
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From the foregoing table it will be seen that the total exports from the

beginning of the manganese industry in India up to the end of the year

ending 31st March 1907, namely 1,977,767 tons, is more than the total

production from the Indian deposits from the beginning of the industry

to the end of the calendar year 190G, namely 1,898,257 tons, by 79,510

tons. This excess can be explained as due to some of the ore exported

during the first quarter of 1907 having been mined in that quarter,

so that it has not been included in the total production up to the end of

1906 ; and also as partly due to some ore raised in Portuguese territory

having been exported, but not included in the Indian output figures.

I can appropriately close this section with the following table

Distribution of the Indian showing the distribution of the exported Ores
raangancse-ore exports. amongst the various steel-making countries.

Table 4:1

Distribution of exported Indian manganese-ore for (he years 1895-1896 to

1906-1907.

Li ng ton.-.

Year.
United

Kingdom, Belgium. France. Germany Holland. Egjpt.
United
States.

Other
countries.

Total re-

corded ex-
port for

the year.

1893-96 19,358 3,400 22,758

189&-97 42,630 4,700 47,330

1897-98 54,279 24,550 78,829

1898-99 51,931 10,944 62,875

1899-00 63,175 5,350 8,350 18,350 95,225

1900-01 86,269 13,300 5,830 16,500 3,400 5, .350 130,669

1901-02 65,150 11,300 15,000 41,720 133,170

1902-03 95,540 1,000 " 10,734 5,050 42,950 Italy, I

cwt.
Japan, 1

cwt.

155,274

1903-04 110,506 19,288 2,050 9,985 3,500 35,860 181,189

1904-05 64,705 25,015 10,800 5,300 10,750 64,375 180,945

1905-06 127.856i 54,101 29,401 2 cwt. 2,400 3,900 96,835 10 cwt.s.

Austria-
Hungary

2,200

316,694

1906-07 219,607 98,581 33,485 2,000 139,320 Austria-
Hungary

1 cwt.

492,993

Total sent
to each
country. l,001,006i 216,835 81,586 32,019 43,100 33,050 488,354 2,200i 1,897,951
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The three great steel -producing countries—England, United States

and Germany—take a large proportion of our manganese-ore ; the ex-

ports to Holland and Belgium shown in the above table were in part for

transmission to Germany, whilst the consignments sent to Egypt

were booked to Port Said to await delivery to ports further west.

Future Prospects of the Mauganese Industry cf India.

On this subject I cannot do better than quote what I said in my paper

' Manganese in India pages 121 to 124 :

—

' It will be noticed that no estimate has been given in this paper of the quantities

of manganese-ore available in the deposits. This is not, however, because there is

any need for pessimism on the subject. It is true that in the Tizagapatam district

it is becoming more difficult to quarry the ore owing to the increasing depth at which
it has to be worked : but in the Central Provinces there are several deposits con-

cerning which it is easy to form estimates indicating the presen-e of millions of tons

of ore easy to win. Owing, however, to the insufScient work which has been carried

out in the way of cross-cuts and bore-holes....... these

estimates are more or less of guesses, but there can be no doubt whatever of their

general correctness in pointing to the presence in the Central Provinces of vast

quantities of easily quarried manganese -ore.

' Nevertheless, at the present rate of output, with the rejection of all but first-

grade ore, there does not seem to be much doubt that within a comparatively small

period of time, which one might guess at 30 to 50 yeeirs, the majority of the deposits

at present known will have been worked out as far as the application of present

methods of extraction are concerned. There will then stiU be left, both in the ground
and on the dump -heaps, millions of tons of second- and third-grade ores and vast

quantities cf manganese-silicate rock consisting largely of spessartite and rhodonite,

and often carrying as much as 30 to 40 per cent of manganese.
' This might be considered as rather an alarming prospect but for two counter-

balancing considerations. One is that the deposits of manganese-oxide ores through-

out the world are strictly limited in quantity, so that within a comparatively short

time, which might be guessed as 100 years as a maximum, unless several fresh

areas containing such deposit* be discovered, all the easily won ores wiU have been

removed from the earth. Long before that time, however, the price per unit of

manganese will rise strfficiently to enable the lower grade ores of the world, if not

smelted on the spot, to be transported profitably to the smelting centres. Long
before that time also the increasing difficulty and cost of getting manganese-oxide

ores will probably compel metallurgists to turn their attention to the sihcate-ores.

' The second consideration is that long before that time, and let us hope in only

a few years from the present, ferro-manganese smelting wiU probably have been
introduced into India, thus rendering valuable the low-grade ores at present rejected,

and so to a certain extent coiLserving the higher grade ores.
' We are thus able to picture that within a comparatively small number of years,

the easily-won high-grade Indian oxide-ores wfll become quite limited in quan-
tity, and that, with the rising prices due to a similar state of affairs in other parts

of the world, the manganese-miners wiU then find it just as profitable to work
the lower grade ores and sort over their dump-heap 5 as the tin-miners recently

have in Cornwall to search their waste heajK for wolfram Following thi^, wiU come
the time when spessartite ana rhodonite wiU be regarded ss ores and just as

eagerly sought as 50 per cent, oxide -ores now are.

III
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' Keeping in view these three stages of manganese-mining—high-grade oxide

ores, low-grade oxide-ores, and silicate-orcs, being each in turn the substance sought

—

It can confidently be predicted that manganese- " quarrying," and later on j^erhaps,

manganese- " mining," has in India a long and prosperous future with possibly,

however, bad times at intervals.

* Xevertheless, it would not be out of place to draw attention to the desirability

of stocking the low-grade and silicate-ores separately from the country-rock of quart-

zite, mica-schist, gneiss or lithomarge, with which they are often indiscriminately

mixed when consigned to the waste-heaps.

' Another aspect of the question has already been noticed by Mr. HoUa'idi, namely
the heavy loss which India, to all intents and purposes, suffers by exporting the raw
ore. The averf.ge price that Indian manganese-ore fetches at its destination is about
Rs. 30 per ton, and of this only about one-half goes to India, being divided between
railways, carters, miners and land-owners. The remaining Rs. 15 goes mainly in

freight charges. The mananese then comes back to India in the form of the steel

it has helped to make, and In iia pays both the foreign manufacturer's profits and
the cost of return carriage. A. recent quotation in the Engineering and. Mining
Jonrnal"^ gives the price per ton of 80 °o ferro-manganese as S85 to Si 75, equi-

valent to about Rs. 265 to Rs. 546. It becomes obvious from this how desirable it

is to manufacture ferro-manganese in India and thus keep in the country a proportion

of the profits involved in its manufacture, even if the larger proportion of the

ferro-manganese so made has still to be exported. The time must come, how
ever, when the manufacture of iron and steel will be one of India's most
important industries, and then, of course, India will consume a large proportion

of its own ferro-manganese.'

The foregoing needs no modification except as regards the estimate,

wliich is of course only a guess, as to how long it will take to work out

the deposits at present known by open-cast methods. The guess given

is 30 to 50 years. Considering the sudden leap in the Indian production

for 1906 and the fact that the production for 1907 is even larger,

it seems as if India has captured a considerable proportion of the

world's market, so that even with the drop in prices recently experienced

(end of 1907 and beginning of 1908) the production is not Ukcly for the

next few years to fall as low f ven as the figure for 1905, Bearing

this in view I think that the 30 to 50 years is probably an over-estimate

and that 20 to 30 would be a truer one for the number of years required

for the working out of the ores at present in sight by open-cast methods.

When I wrote the above, however, I had not seen the Sandur deposits.

There can be no doubt as to existence of large quantities of

manganese-ore—mostly second-grade, however—in the hills of this State.

Making allowance for these I should be inclined to somewhat increase

the estimate again, but not up to its former amount. With regard to

the loss that India suffers by the export of manganese-ore in the raw

condition see pages 541—3.

1 Rc. O^ol. Surv. I rid., XXXII, p. 62, (1905)
2 Jan. 27th. 1900, p. 212.
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Appendix to Chapter XXII.

I ?ive below the output statistics in long tons of the manganese

industry in India for the year 1907 ; they were obtained too late to l.e

incorporated in the tables given in this chapter.

, Table 4.3A.

Province.
District

or
State.

Operator. Depo.qit.

1

Produc-
tion. ,

Totals
for
each
opera-
tor.

Totals
j

for each
district.^

Totals

for each
province.

Baluchi-
stan.

Las Bela . Pabb
Syndicate.

15 15 15

Bengal Singhbhum Madhn Lall
Uoogar
Mining
Syndicate.

.". Gitilpi

7. Tutngutn

1,304

2,229 3,533

Jambon &
Cie.

6. Kalenda
1

400 400 3,933 2,933>

Bomtay Belganm . C. P. Boyce
1

Talevadi 500 500 500

Panch
Mahals.

Shivrajpnr
Syndicate.

Bamankua
Manganese
Co.

SivarAjpur

Bdmankua.'

19,689

2,428

19,689

2,428 22,117 2,617

Central
India.

Jhdbua Kiddle
B eeve &
Co

Kijlidongri 35,7432 35,743 35,743 35,743

Central
Provinces.

BAlaghat . Central
Prcvinces
Prospect-
ing Syndi-
cate.

D. Laxmi-
nartyan.

1

fTbirori
1

2.^ Ponia

1

I. Jamrapani

6. Bamrama f

9. BaMghdt .

( Thiroi i

t Jdmiapani

1 G arrgtat

.

654

3,824

2,064

2,114

92,182

3,342

17,C65

1,00,8.38

1 l.Oro tors, rctvmed in He 19f6 figures, deducted.
- Includes a (Dsall cmcunt of ore won at Eamlhipur.
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Province.

Central
Provinces-
con fd.

District
or

State.

Balaahat -

contd.
D. Laxmi-
narayan.

Indian Man-
ganese Co,

Tata, Sons
& Co.

Caruegie
Steel Co

Bliandara

Operator. Deposit.

Sdori

Langur

I

Gadma .

Ckua

Centr.il

Provinces
Prospect-
ing Syndi-
cate.

Central
India ISIin-

ing Co.

D. Laxmi-
narayan.

2. SitapathiSr

10. Kurmura .

11. Chikhlal .

] . Kosumb.ih .

3. Sukli

.

4. Hatora

5. Miragpar .

Bhamiau .

Rdmjitola .

10. Kurmura ,

13. Asalpiini II

Chhindwdra llndian Man- 1. Kacbi
ganeaeOo. Dhana.

I 3. fiaimukh

I

4. Sitapdr

10. Guwari
Warhona.

Produc-
tion.

812

1,934

5,000

14,400

302

337

3P,S40

29,397

30,615

2,121

34,300

2,794

1,564

499

2,<'44

8,720

177

9,869

11,9;;2

Totals
for

each
('pera-

tor.

37,563

1,9 >1

5,000

H,400

39,569

100,791

3.313

30 728

ir9,-35

143,703

30.7:8

Totals
for each
province.
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I'rovinco.

District
or

State.

Central
Provinces

—

contd.

Jabalpnr.

Nagpur

Operator. Deposit.

Carnegie . Mansakra
Steel Co.

Prodnc
tion.

Central
Provinces
Prospect-
ing Syndi-
cate.

2. Gumgaon . 12,860

3. Eamdongii 5,928

7. Kandri 30,307

8. Mansar 2i,974

14 Satak 7,789

15. Beldongri . 7,257

18. Lohdongri 40,418

Central
India
Mining Co,

14. Satak

17. Nandapnri

19. Kaohar wahi

20. Waregaon

22. Mandri

22A. PancMla

23. Manegaou

Totals
for
ouch

opera-
tor.

7,100 7,100 7,100

Totals
I

Totals
for each for each
district, province.

Indian Man- 1. Kodegaon
ganose Co.

Jcssop &
Uo.

Madhn Lall
Doogar
Mining
Syndicate .

D. Laxmi-
narayan.

24. Guguldoho

25. Bhandarbori

Bhandachur

29-31. Maiilvi
Bir, .Tunawani
and Junapiini

7. Kandri

12. Parsioni

21.Kbandala

I,598

537

3,938

528

7,056
1

536

II,270 25.463

7,527 7,527

3,002

3,837
'

967
I

7.806

16,200 16,200

12,066

495

221 '

12,782 199,311 I 540,577
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Province.

Madras

District
or

State.

Sandar

Vizagd-
patiim.

Operator.

General
Sandur
Milling Co.

Vizi 1nagram
Mining Co

Deposit.
Produc-
tion.

Totals
for

each
opera-
tor.

1. Rdmandrug 15,455

2. Kannevi-
halli.

7, .'95

23,050 23,050

1 to 5. The
Kodur Mines

17,435

7. Perapi 9,160

10. Govinda-
pnrain.

787

11. Garbhdm . 56,262

13. Gadasam . 459

14. Avagudem 7,929

15. Aitemvalsa 1,216

18. Garnja 2,876

19. Perainali . 2,709

20. Eamabha-
draiim-.am.

Bajuvalsa

.

1,733

3)2

Batuva 415

Boddam 2,378

Chinna
Palavalsa.

27

Chipuru-
palli.

?34

Danuanapeta 842

De varapil ]i 419

Gadabavalsa 416

Jada . 890

Kottapotta 195

Lingalavalsa 2,108

Naidnvalsa 54

Nellimarla

.

3,942

Vcdnlliivalsa 903
|1

J 4,291

Totals
for

each
district.

Totila
for each
province.

£3,050
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Province.

1

District
or

State.

Operator. Deposit.
± luu na-

tion.

J. o ta' s

for
each

opera-
tor.

Totals
for

each
district.

Totals
for each
province

Madras— Vizaga- Madvas Baidapilli . 1,155
contd. patam

—

Manganese
contd. Company. Batuva 1,070

Boddam 141

Butliara- 61
yavals J

.

Challapuram 440
i

Chi HI a 2,329
Eanyam.

Chipurupalli 503

Chokk ira- 264
palem.

4. Dev&da 1,351

- Doniiava- 4
peta.

Gadabavalsa 962

lo, baaasam . 54

11. Garbham . 3,961

1. Garividi 2,055

18. Garuja 16

16. Gutiumdi . ICS

10. Goviiida- ICO
puraiD.

Gumadam . 586

Gunpam 13

Kondapilem 40

Kothavalsa 376

Lakshmi- 3,672
puram.

Lingalavalsa 48

Mukkuiiara 5
Siiiinapeta.

1
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:

Province.

District

or
State.

Operator. Deposit.
Produc-

tion.

Totals
for
each
opera-
tor.

Totils
for
each

district.

Totals
for each
proTince.

Madras

—

eondd.
Vizaga-
patam

—

condd.

Mairas
Manganese
C mpany—condd.

Ximmala-
Talsa.

7. Perapi

19. Perumali .

Bavivalsa .

£«gati

Sarveswara-
puram.

valsa.

Tedndavalsa

Viswanadha"
pnram.

754

2

610

21

4

81

41

145

8

Viziaram- 2 21378 136,169 159,219

puiam.

^J euro Cliitaldmg Peninsnlar
Minerals
Co. of
Mysore.

Haji Prosp-
Synd.

Various
licensees.

691

1,000

1,434 3,125

Shimoga NeiT Mysorfr
Manganese
Co.

Shimoga
Manganese
Co.

Tata. Sons
& Co.

Jambon
& Cie.

Various
licensees.

76,894

15,729

1,427

816

1,725 96,591

Tnmknr . Peninsular
Minerals
Co. of
Mysore.

1

13,091 13,091 112,307
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The figures o£ production for 1907 given above are summarized

below :

—

Province.
District
or State.

1

Output for

each district

or State.

Output for

each
province.

1

1 Long tons.

i

Long tons.

Balnchistan . Las Bela . , . , 15 15

Bengal.... SinghbhiLm .... 2,933 2,933

Bombay . . .Belganm ..... 500

Panch Mahals ; . . . 22,117 22,617

Central India Jhibna 35,743 35,743

Central Provinces Balaghdt

Bhanddra .....
Chiindwdra ....
Jabalpor

159,735

143,703

30,728

7,100

Nagpur ..... 199,311 540,677

Madras Sandur ..... 23,050 '

Vizagapatam .... loo, 1by 159|2I9

Mysore Chitaldrng

Shimoga

3,125 1

96,591
*

Ttunkar 13,091 : 112,807

Grand Total

1

873,911

The output recorded above shows tliat Kunisi—from whicli practically,

all the ore mined by the New Mysore Manganese Co. is extracted

—

and Chikhla I are to be added to the list, given in table 38, of deposits
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from which over 100,000 tons have been extracted. The hst now stands
as follows :

—

Gaibham

Kodur

Balaghat

Kandri »

Mansar ' .

Lohdongri

Kajlidongri

Kumsi *

Chikhla I

Total
output.

Average annual
output.

553,143 46»095

<i76,364 17,273

210,601 30,086

175,726 21,966

154,358 19,295

147,787 18,473

134,431 26,886

113,667 56,833

100,477 14,354

The total quantity of oro won from these deposits in 1907 was
425,121 tons ; of this, 92,182 tons were obtained from the Balaghat

deposit, this being- the largest output of any deposit in India in any year.

The exports of manganese-ore for the year ending 31st March 1907
al'e shown below :

—

Port. Tons exported.

Vizagapataui ..... 12l"735

Bombay ...... 384,115

Calcutta ...... 42,569

Mormugao ...... 99,962 »

Total 648,381

From this it will be seen that the

India in 1907 exceeded the exports by
production of mani^-aucse-orc iu

over 200,000 tons.

1 Including the ore extracted by D. Lasminarayan.
2 Including Manear Extension.
3 Including a little ore from Eambhdpur.
4 Probably includes a email amount of ore won from other deposits.
» Inclados some 7,000 to 8,000 tons of oro mined in Goa.



CHAPTER XXIIL

ECONOMICS & Mimm—continued.

Labour and Costs of Production.

Labour—Labour obtainable— Coolie wages—Contract and departmental labour

—Absence of mining castes—Average daily number of workers—Benclits of the

manganese iudustry.

Costs of mining and transport—Cost of m ning—Of transport to railway—Of
railway transport to port of shipment—-Of handling at port of shipment—Of shipping

to Europe and America—Insurance —Destination charges—Total costs of mining
manganese-ore in India and putting it c.i. f. at foreign ports —Comparison of the

cost of production of Indian, Russian, and Brazilian manganese-ores.

Royalty.

Labour.

There is a considerable variation in the labour conditions obtaining in

, . , , the different manganese-mining areas. The best
Labour obtamable. • t i , t m ,mmers 1 have seen are the Telugu-speakmg

natives of the Vizagapatam district,who seem to work considerably harder

than the coolies employed in Central India and the Central Provinces. In

Vizagapatam there seems to be no difficulty in obtaining a sufficiency

of labour locally ; but in Central India and the Central Provinces there

is often considerable difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number of coolies

to keep the mines in full work. In Jhabua in Central India, the natives

are Bhils, who, apart from being rather lazy and casual in attendance,

cannot be obtained in sufficient numbers ; an additional supply of labour

has therefore to be imported from other areas, such as Gujaratis from
Ahmadabad. In the Central Provinces the labour locally obtainable con-

sists of Hindus and the aboriginal Gonds. Here also the supply of labour

is much less than the requirements, and consequently a further supply is

imported from other parts of the Central Provinces, such as Raipur, and
from other parts of India, such as Kachh in the Bombay Presidency. In

Mysore the workers locally obtainable are Kanarese—mostly Lingayats—

,

Waddas, and Lambadis ; whilst Moplahs from Malabar, Waddas from
Vellore in North Arcot, and coolies from the Western Ghats, are imported.

In the Sandur Hills it seems that no labour is locally obtainable and
that it has all to be imported. The imported coolies consist of Kanarese
and Lambadis from the districts of Bijapur, Dharwar, and Bellary,
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The wages paid to the ordinary coolies (men) and rezas (women) vary

Coolie wages
considerably from one area to another. The
rates are shown in the follomng table as far

as I have been able to ascertain them :

—

Table M.

Rates foj coolie labour.

Daily wages.

Men. Women. Children.

Be^sgal I
— Annas. Annas. Annas.

3 2 n
Centbal Isdu. :

—

I2i li li

Cekteal Peovinces :

—

3-6 2-3 1-2

4-7 2i-3i 1-2

Madras :— . .

4-5 2-3

^-^ li-2 i-l

Mtsoee :

—

5-G 3-4 2-3

4-5 2-3 1-3

It is only the ordinary unskilled coolies that are paid the above rates.

Contract and depart- account of the frequency with which the

mental labour. coolies like to take holidays, owing to religious

festivals or to the necessity of attending to crops, the mine managers find

it preferable not to engage their coolies directly. The consequence is

that most of the labour is supplied by contract, the contractor undertak -

ingto extract and stack cleaned ore at a given rate per 1 ,000 cubic feet
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measured as stacked, and to do dead-work at a given rate per 1,000 cubic

feet of cavity made in the quarry in the case of^'soft 'deads ', or per 1,000

cubic feet of rock measured in tubs or stacks in case of hard 'deads'. If

the number of coolies employed by the contractor is small he pays them

directly at about the rates given in the foregoing table ; but if he is a large

employer of labour he sublets his contract to a petty or gang contractor,

to whom the contractor pays a smaller rate per 1,000 cubic feet of ore

and dead-work. The petty contractor pays his gang—with whom he

himself works as a common coolie, for he is no more— at rates approxi-

mating to those given in the table above.

Some classes of work it is of course either impossible or undesirable

to let out to contractors. Amongst such work is that of carpenters,

blacksmiths, and men in charge of the winding gear at mines where

ropeways or gravity inclines are in use, men engaged in supervising tram-

ming, and men engaged in drilling and blasting. Such men are said to be

engaged departmentally and are paid by the mine manager either daily

or monthly wages, according to the nature of the work on which they are

engaged. For the commoner classes of departmental work the rates

of pay are the same as given in table 44 ; but a considerable portion

of the work being of a more skilled nature than the contract work, much
higher wages than the above are often paid.

The difficulty of obtaining an abundant supply of good mining labour

is partly due to the fact that the ancient mining
Absence of mining castes.

-, , cttt i • n ,
mdustries oi India have so long smce decayed

almost to the point of disappearance that there are very few people

left whose caste work is mining. The consequence is that most of the

coolies at present employed on the manganese mines have some other

hereditary profession or trade, to which they like to revert at

intervals. This particularly applies to the agriculturists, who have to

absent themselves from the mines at certain times of the year so as to

attend to the sowing and reaping of their crops. A further result of the

coolies employed on the mines' not being hereditary miners is that

they have no hereditary mining skill to bring to their work. Never-

theless, it often happens that whole families belonging to non-mining

castes work on the manganese mines. Some of the children spend

nearly the whole of their time on the m'nes practically from birth,

and hence will grow up looking upon mini g as their legitimate and proper

occupation ; from these, therefore, we may expect the evolution of a sort

of mining caste during the course of the next generation or two.
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The followiRg table l shows the average daily number of workers

—

Average daily number' of 131611, women, and children—employed in the
workers. manganese mines fro'n 1895 to 1907 :

—

Table 45.

Daily number of workers employed on the manganese-quarries from

1895 to 1907.

Year ending Bombay. Central

Provinces.

Madras.

( Vizaga-
patam).

Central

India.
iMysore. Total.

30th June 1895 fiOOto 1,100 600 to 1,100

30th June 1896 1,200 1,200

31st December 1897 2,750 2,750

31st December 1898 3,530 3,530

31st December 1899 4,780 4,780

31st December 1900 4,242 4,242

31st December 1901 1,460 2,770 4,230

31st December 1902 2,081 3,966 6,047

31st December 1903 4,003 2,939 («) 6,942(6)

31 St December 1904 125 2,010 1,980 (a) 4,115(6)

31st December 1905 48 2,5G6 2,508 876 (0) 5, 998(c)

31st December 190C 271 5,154 5,848 1,334 («) I2,607(d)

31st December 1907 1.099 9,23 8,419 (") (") 18.751(e)

(a)—Figures not available.

{h)—Exclusive of Central India ; the figures for 1903 and 1904 may be estimated at

about 230 and 390, respectively, at 30 tons per person per year.

(c)—Exclusive of Sandur and Mysore ; probably only a small number.

{d)—Exclusive of Singhbhum (Bengal), Sandur (Madras) and Mysore, probably about
1,500 more persons.

(e)—Exclusive of Singhbhum, Belgaum, Central India, Sandur, and Mysore.

' Compiled chiefly from the Annual Reporti of the Chief Inspector of Mines in

India.
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The division of the labour in the districts of Bombay and the Central

Provinces is shown in the following table

Table 46.

Daily number of workers employed in the manganesC'quarries of Bombay
and the Central Provinces, from 1900 to 1907.

Bombay. Cenirai Provinces.

Year.

Belgaum
Panch
Mahals. Total. B4iagh4t. Bhand&ra. Chhindw4ra. N4gpur. Total.

1900 (a)

1901 (a) (a) 1,460 1,460

1902 105 300 1,676 2,081

1903 385 75 r,543 4,003

1904 125 125 295 64 1,651 2,010

1905 48 (a) 48 362 300 1,904 2,560

1906 48 223 271 1,836 973 (a) 2,345 5,154

1907 1,099 1,099 2,663 2,230 416 3,924 9,233

(a)—Not returned, although work was progressing.

From the figures given in table 46 it will be seen that some of the

totals for the Central Provinces given in table 45 are defective, and

one of those for Bombay. It is also to be noticed that the figures are

in many cases returned only when a deposit comes under the Mines Act.

Takinof into consideration the fact that statistics for 1906 are not avail-

able in the case of Bengal, Sandur, and Mysore, and are defective in the

case of the Central Provinces, it is not improbable that the total average

daily number of workers during this year was nearly 15,000. Taking

the production totals for 1905 and 1906 as 245,627 and 513,488 respec-

tively [including only Bombay, Central Provinces (except Chhindwara),

Central India, and Vizagapatam, the areas for which labour statistics are

available] the average number of tons extracted during the year by each

worker is 40-95 for 1905 and 40-73 for 1906.

Allowing for cases that have escaped inclusion in the Annual Eeport

of the Chief Inspector of Mines for 1906 it is probable that the average

Benefits of the man- daily number of workers engaged in manganese
ganese industry. mining in British India was about 12,000. This

i? equivalent to nearly 10 per cent, of the total number of persons engaged
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in mining of all descriptions during 1906 in British India. It is, how-

ever, an insignificant portion of the total population of India.

Nevertheless, the influence of the manganese industry on the

prosperity of the population of the areas where it exists is considerable.

For in addition to coolies earning wages directly on the mines, a large

number of the cultivators take up the work of carting manganese-ore,

this often being a source of greater remuneration than actual working

in the mines. Further, in areas, such as the Central Provinces, where

there is a greater demand for labour on the mines than the available

supply, the mines come into competition with the local Public Works
Department and railway construction work, with the resultant forcing

up the rates for coolie labour.

That the manganese-mining industry has a beneficial effect on the

population of the mining areas is shown by the fact that, during the last

famine in the Central Provinces, the natives round Ramtek, finding

constant employment and wages in the neighbouring manganese mines,

to a large extent escaped the worst effects of the famine. But it must

not be overlooked that the industry must often be regarded with disfavour

by those not actually connected with it, or benefiting as cooUes in the

general rise of wages for coolie labour. Thus they may have to put up

with the proximity of large coolie camps ; the roads are often very badly

cut up by the manganese-ore carting traffic ; whilst those who want to

employ labour find it more expensive. It has been suggested by one

of the mining community that a portion of the royalties received by Gov-

ernment from the manganese-ore industry might be applied in the

manganese mining areas, either to reduce district cesses, or to improve

communications, wells, schools, etc.

Costs of Mining and Transport.

The chief items in the cost of placing manganese-ore on the markets

in Europe and America are the following :

—

1. Cost of mining (labour, tools, plant, establishment).

2. Cost of transport to the railway.

3. Cost of transport to the port of shipment.

4. Cost of handling at the port of shipment.

5. Cost of shipping to Europe or America.

6. Destination charges.
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The actual cost of winning the ore varies greatly from mine to mine,

according to the character of the deposit, the
Cost of mining.

methods employed in working it, and the cost

oi labour. The area concerning which I have the fullest information

is the Central Provinces, to which the following remarks particularly

apply, except where otherwise stated.

In the sort of quarry that can be described as a hole in the ground

the actual cost per ton is not very much greater than that paid to the

contractor. The rate paid to the contractor per 1,000 cubic feet of stacked

and cleaned ore varies from Rs. 30 to Rs. 60 (and sometimes as high as

Rs. 75), according to the ease with which the ore can be won (the lower

rates apply to detrital ore and the higher to ore in situ), the distance the

waste has to be taken to the dumps, and the situation of the deposit

with relation to labour centres. I am told that it is found by actual

experiment that the volume occupied by one ton of stacked and cleaned

ore ranges from about 15 to 19 cubic feet, the commonest values being 16

and 17 cubic feet.

Taking 16| cubic feet as an average value, the weight of 1,000 cubic

feet of ore is about 60 tons, so that the cost per ton of ore works out at

8 annas to 1 rupee according as the rate paid to the contractor is

Rs. 30 or Rs. 60 per 1 ,000 cubic feet. To allow for the fact that the propor-

tion of ore to waste is very variable even in one mine, it is customary on

some mines to make a further payment of Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 per 1,000 cubic

feet of the volume of the cavity made in extracting the ore. The addition

to the cost per ton of ore due to this payment depends of course on what

proportion of the cavity made was originally occupied by the manganese-

ore. The most favourable case is that in which practically the whole

of the mass of rock extracted is good ore. A good average value for

the specific gravity of Central Provinces ore would be about 4-4 to 4-5.

Allowing however for a certain amount of interspaces and friable ore

which may be expected even in the most favourable circumstances, it will

be preferable to take this figure as 4. One thousand cubic feet of solid ore

of specific gravity 4 would weigh about 112 tons. Hence in this case the

amount, if paid, for the volume of cavity made would be equivalent

to about 1^ anna per ton of ore extracted. As the other extreme we
might take a case in which only 1 ton of ore per 1.000 cubic feet of cavity

was obtained. This would be equivalent to an addition of about Rs. 5 to

Rs. 6 to the cost of extraction of ore per ton. Such ground would not

of course be worked unless it were necessary as part of the deadwork

of the mine. Five tons of ore per 1 ,000 cubic feet would be equivalent

III E
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to an addition of about 1 rupee to the cost per ton of ore, and 10 tons per

1 .000 cubic fe et to an addition of about 8 annas. Since under certain

circumstance s ground of this richness would be worked it will be seen that

to the cost of 8 annas to 1 rupee paid per ton of stacked ore, there is

another addition, ranging from 1 anna to 1 rupee per ton, to be made

for the volume of cavity made in winning the ore. This gives a total of

9 annas to 2 rupees as the amount per ton of ore extracted actually

paid to the contractor. This payment by volume of cavity made is

more generally applied to detrital deposits where the proportion of ore

to waste is very variable and the ground is soft so that the cavities can

be squared up for measurement, than to solid ore-bodies, where blasting

is necessary, and it is impossible to square up cavities for measurement.

In the latter case the 'deads' obtained from the ore-body are added

to those obtained from the walls of the deposit and measured with them

At Kumsi in Mysore the payment made is Rs. 20 per 1,000 cubic feet of

excavation in the ore- body. This includes breaking up the ore and

removing the spoil, but not the ore from the working face ; no payment

is made on stacked ore.

There are however many other items that come into the cost

of a ton of ore. Thus there is the cost of carrying out deadwork. This

is sometimes paid on the size of cavity made. In one case in the Central

Provinces it ranged from Rs. 35 to Rs. 60 per 1,000 cubic feet of cavity

made, according to the nature of the rock to be quarried. In Sandur

Rs. 20 per 1,000 cubic feet of cavity is paid for all-round earth-work. In

many cases, however, the deadwork is paid for according to the volume

as measured in tubs or stacks. The rates for this may be put at Rs. 6

to Rs. 50 per 1,000 cubic feet according to nature of rock being quarried,

the lower rates (6—15) being the more usual. It is of course not possible

for me to calculate what addition this makes to the cost per ton of ore.

It all depends on the amount of deadwork carried out. In cases when

the working is carried out on the principle of taking out all the easily-won

ore and neglecting all deadwork, except that absolutely necessary for the

winning of the ore actually being extracted, this charge is very small.

But when the management show any foresight and keep the future life of

their deposits in view, doing a considerable amount of deadwork con-

currentlv with the work of winning the ore, this addition may be

considerable. There is also the cost of mining tools, such as drills, ham

mers, crowbars, and shovels, and plant, such as ropeways, inclines, rails,

and pumping machines, to be taken into account ; and also the upkeep

of the mining establishment and local offices. It is not possible for me
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to give the figure that should be added to the foregoing to give the true

cost of putting a ton of ore on the stacks ready for despatch from the mine.

The total costs o f mirdug (iiiduding establishment) are, however, placed

by varioaa men engaged in tlie n.anganese-mining industry at Rs.1-8

to Rs. 3 per t(m, and in exceptional cases as low as Rs.l to Rs.1-4, or as

high as Rs. 3-8 to Rs. -i, per ton. From these figures we can deduce that

the cost of deadwork, mining plant and tools, and administration, is equi-

valent to an average addition of about 1 rupee per ton, in some cases

falling as low as about 8 annas and in others rising as high as Rs.1-8.

The figures given above apply only to the Central Provinces. I do

not know what the total mining costs are for Jhabua, but I should think

they are about equal to the lower value for the Central Provinces, say

to about Rs.1-4: to Rs.1-8 per ton. In Vizagapatam on the other hand

the costs of mining are probably sometimes about the same as in the

Central Provinces ; but they must often be considerably greater, especially

at such a mine as Kodur. For there, although labour is cheaper, such

a large amount of deadwork has to be done per ton of ore won, and sucb

a lot of expensive pumping, apart from the distance the ore has to be

carried up out of the pit, that I should not think the cost per ton

can be less than Rs. 4 to Rs. 5. At some of the other deposits the

cost may be a little less ; but probably the usual total cost per ton can

be fairly put as ranging from Rs. 3 to Rs. 6. The actual rate paid to

the contractors I ascertained, when in the district in 1904, to be Rs. 15

per 1,000 cubic feet of ore won, and Rs. 6 to Rs. 15 per 1,000 cubic feet of

cavity made. Though these rates are considerably less than those paid

in the Central Provinces, yet it must be remembered that the propor-

tion of ore to cavity made is usually much less than in the Central

Provinces. In Mysore the total costs of mining may be put at Rs. 2

to Rs. 3-8, averaging about Rs. 2-8. In Sandur they probably work

out at about Rs. 3.

All things considered, the cost of mining (including administration)

Cost of transport to the
noticed in the foregoing section is small in com-

railway. parison with the total freight or transport

charges incurred by the time the ore reaches the smelting centres. The

first freight charge is that of transporting the ore from the mine to the

railway. When the industry first started all this transport was effected by

means of bullock-carts. These carry from | to | of a ton, according to the

size of the cart, and the extent to which the cartman likes to have his

bullocks loaded up. The cost of bullock-cart transport varies consider-

III E 2
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ably in different parts of India, and, moreover, is even in one district

subject to considerable fluctuations, according to the season, the price

rising whenever there is an increased demand for carts for agricultural

purposes, such as for carrying country produce, e.g. cotton or grain.

In addition to this there is a general tendency to an elevation of rates when-

ever there are several companies operating in the same area, and a con-

sequent competition to secure the means of transport. The following

table gives a few rates obtaining between different mines and the rail-

wav. It must be remembered, however, that they only express general

average values and that at certain times they may be somewhat wide

of the true values :

—

Table 47.

Rates per ton for carting manganese-ore.

Area.

j

Deposit from
wliich carted.

Railway sta-

tion to which
Rates for whole dis-

tance.

Average
rates for

whole dis-

Distance
in miles.

Annas per
mile of
Ufa LauuCa

Bengali Giti'pi Ohakardhar-
pur.

Rs. 3-12 Rs. 3-12 17 3-53

Tutugutu . Do. Rs. 6-4 Rs. 6-4 20 5-00

Central Pro-
vinces.

Beldongri . Salwa 12 annas 12 annas 7 1-71

Mansar K&inthi Rs. 2 to 2-8 Rs 2-8 15 2-67

KSndri Do. Rs. 2-8 to 4 Rs. 3 17 2-82

Kodeg4on N4gpur Rs. 3-4 to 3-14 Rs. 3-8 22 -•,54

Junaw^ni . Do. Rs. 3-8 to 5 Rs. 4 23 2-78

Kaehi Dh4na ChhindwSra Rs. 9 Rs. 9 30 4 'SO

Sandur Kannevihalli Tornagallii Rs. 3-8 Bs. 3-8 17 3-29

Vizag ipatam. Garbh4m .

1

Garivjdi . Rs. 1-4 to 2 Rs. 1-10 10 2-60=

1

klysorc Kum5! -liimoga . Rs. 6 Rs. 6 20 4-80

Klr-kur.hi BSnasnndra Rs 1-C, Rs. 1-a 9.V 2- J2

1 Thc.«e ratc-t seem abnorma'ly high ; the cost of carting iron-ore from Tur£mdih

(4 1 miles) and H^ikigora (9 miles) to . Kalimati station in quite another i)art of the

Singhbhum district works out, however, at 4 '5 annas per ton-mile.

2 Mr. Crawshaw t^U.s me that the rates j)aid for carting work out at about 3
aanas a ton'mile on Local Fund roads, and 2J annas on cross country tracks.
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From tlie foregoing table i1 will be seen that the most customary

rate in the Central Provinces fc i- the carting of manganese-ore is about

2|- to 2| annas per ton-mile ; b it that in the case of deposits very near

the station, like Beldongri, the tendency is for the rate to be lowered

;

and that when the deposit is situated at a considerable distance from

the railway, the tendency is for the rate to increase, as in the case of

Kachi Dhana
;
though it must be noted that a portion of the excessive

rate in this case is due to the steep ascent up the ghats on the way to

Chhindwara, and to a steep descent and ascent in crossing the Kanhun
river. The carting is usually done by contract in the Central Provinces,

and the carting rates include the cost of loading the carts at the mines

and the stacking of the ore at the railway station. In addition to this

a charge of 1 to 1^ annas is incurred in loading the ore into railway wagons.

In the Central Provinces, however, bullock-cart transport is to a

large extent being superseded by the construction of light tramways or

railways. At present there are two such tramways constructed by the

Central India Mining Co., Ltd. One of them, in the Nagpur district, joins

the Manegaon, Mandri, Panchala, Kacharwahi, and Lohdongri deposits

to the Bengal-Nagpur Railway at Tharsa, the total distance from Mane-

gaon to Tharsa being 13| miles ; the other, in the Bhandara district,

connects the western Bhandara deposits, such as Chikhla, Kosumbah, and

Sukli, to the Bengal-Nagpur Railway at Tumsar Road, the total distance

from Kosumbah being about 34 miles. These two lines are of 2-foot

gauge. On the Nagpur-district line the ore was at first carried by hand-

tramming in trains of a few trucks each. But now this line, as well

as the Bhandara line, has been converted to steam traction and the ore

is hauled in trains of 25 to 30 trucks at a time, each truck holding

1 to 2 tons according to size. The Balaghat deposit has been con-

nected directly to the 2|-foot-gauge branch of the Bengal-Nagpur Rail-

way known as the Satpura Railway, by a short line of 2 miles' length.

The last connection is the broad-gauge branch of the Bengal-Nagpur

Railway running out to Ramtek, with a siding to Mansar and Kandri,

a total distance of about 17 miles. This was comp eted and

opened to traffic during 1908. Another line that would further

decrease the need of bullock-cart transport is the proposed

extension of the Satpura Railway from Nagpur to Chhindwara ; another

proposed branch of the Satpura system is a line from Mandla to

Bilaspur, passing through Baihar in the Balaghat district, from which

place a siding could be run out to Ul-ua.
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It is also proposed to run out a brancli of the Bengal -Nagpur Rail-

way from Tumsar Road to Katangi in western Balaghat, along the same

route as the Central India Mining Company's steam tramway : whilst

there is also a desire for a line joining Katangi to Balaghat, but such

a line has not yet been sanctioned.

In Jhabua in Central India, Messrs. Kiddle, Reeve and Companjf

have, nearly from the first, obviated the necessity of bullock-cart trans-

port by the construction of a light 2-foot gauge line from Kajlidongri

to Meghnagar on the Godhra-Ratlam Railway, a distance of 5| miles.

This was at first worked by hand-tramming, but has, I believe, been now
converted for steam traction. In the Sandur area a 5| miles' extension

of the metre-gauge Southern Mahratta Railway has been constructed

from Mariyamanhalli on the Hospet-Kottur Branch of the Southern Mah-

ratta Railway to the unloading station of the aerial ropeway at the foot

of the hill near Ramandrug ; whilst there is a proposition, now under

consideration, of making further extension of about 20 miles' length to

Kamataru in the southern part of the Sandur Hills ; this will possibly

be on the assisted -siding principle, by which the railway company supplies

the permanent-way material and the mining company bears the entire

cost of construction. The New Mysore Manganese Co., Ltd., is putting

down a 2-foot gauge line for steam traction from the Kumsi mines to

Shimoga Railway Station, a total distance of 20 miles, of which 10 miles

had still to be constructed in September 1907. If this process conti-

nues it is probable that in the course of the next five years most of the

important deposits will be directly connected to the railway system of

the country by some sort or other of light feeder line. This will of

course set free a large number of bullock-carts, which, as before the

start of the manganese industry, can be used in the fields, and for the

carriage of countrji- produce in cases where it is not also carried on the

new railway lines. A large number of carts have been specially made

for the manganesoore traffic. But the owners of these will not have

much cause of complaint at the disappearance of their lucrative occu-

pation, 'or their profits have in most cases probably paid several times

over for the cost of the carts. This diminished demand for carts may
have the advantage, as considered from the mine owner's point of view,

of causing th? unemployed cartmen to take to mining, and so lessening

the labour difiiculty.

As regards the cost per ton-mile of carrying ore on these mining lines

I have little information. But I should think it would not average more

than ^ an anna, including both the costs of working, interest on capita]
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expenditure, and depreciation. In some cases it might rise as high as

one anna, and in others be even as low as ^ anna (3 pies). But it is not

probable that the lower figure will often be approached, for the rate

charged on the broad-gauge line of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway is i

pie per maund per mile, or 2-722 pies per ton-mile.

The minimum rate that the railways are allowed to charge for t.he

carriage of such freights as coal and manganese-
Costofi-aihvay transport

^re is / of a pie per maund per mile, equi-
to the port ot shipment. 10 r i r ' i

valent to 2'722 pies per ton-mile. i The cost

of railing the ore to the ports works out on this basis as follows :

—

Table 48.

Rates for the carriage of manganese-ore to the -ports over Indian railways.

Railway station to port.

Champaner Road ^

Meghnagar

Balaghat
\-to Bombay . {

Tumsar Road . j

.\rea tapped.

Chhindwara

Nagpur

Kamthi

Salwa

Tharsa

Nagpur

Kamthi
Garividi

to Calcu' ta

!> to Bombay .
"1

I

I

I

to Calcutta . J

to Vizagapatam

Panch Mahals
district.

Jhabua State.

Balaghat dis-

trict.

Bhandara and
Balaghat dis-

tricts.

Clihindwara
district.

Province.

Mileage

from
railway

station

to port.

Bombay

Central India

Central Pro-

Nagpur dis-

trict.

Vizagapatam
district.

Madras

270

361

f 627
I

j

570

783

520

529

535

543

701

L 692
56

Freight

per ton.

S a. p.

3 13 3

5 111

8 14 3

8 1 4

In 1 7

7 6 0

7 8 0

7 9 4

7 11 2

9 15 0

9 13 0
0 12 8

1 One ton taken as equal to 27 '22 maunds.
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The Southern Mahratta Railway has not accepted the minimum
late of i th pie per maund per mile, and fixes the rates for each station

separately. The rates quoted by this company consist of two portions,

freight charges, and wharf dues at Mormugao, to which port all the ore

carried by this railway is taken. The freight rates from the various

exporting stations to the port of Mormugao are as follows :

—

Table 49.

Rates for the carriage of manganese-ore to Mormugao by the Southern

Mahratta Raihvay.

^lailway Station. Area tapped. Province.

Mileage

from
railway
station

to Mor-
mugao.

Freight

per ton.

253
fi a. p.

5 12 3

251 5 7 9

223 5 1 0

260 5 5 6

266 5 7 9

317 5 10 0

330 5 12 3

340 5 12 3

359 6 3 0

Ramanamalai (Ramandrug)

Tornagallu

Harihar

Chik Jajur

Holalkere .

Tarikere

Benkipura

Shimoga .

Banasandra

I

Sandur Hills

I

^ Chitaklrug

I
district.

J-
Sliimoga dis

I

trict.

Tumkur dis

trict.

r
Madras .

) Mysore. . -{

At the rate of ^'^th pie per maund per mile the freights from

Ramandrug and Shimoga to Mormugao would be Rs. 3-9-5 and

Rs. 4-13-1 respectively.

On the Bengal-Nagpur Railway steel trucks are used for the car-

riage of manganese-ore
;
they hold from 14 to 16 tons of ore each. It used

to be the custom to run each truck on to a weigh-bridge to ascertain

the exact amount of ore loaded into it. But the traffic has now grown

to such an extent that it is a matter of considerable inconvenience to do

this for every truck. Consequen' y it has been decided to load by

measurement. Experiments have been made in which a large number

of wagons loaded up to a certain mark,, so that the volume of loose ore
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contained in each is known, have been weighed, and a figure fixed for the

average relation between volume and weight of the ore. In the case of the

Central Provinces Prospecting Syndicate it has been decided that the

correct figure is 16 cubic feet to the ton. And to allow for any

losses, they are allowed by the railway to load on the assumption that

161 cubic feet of ore go to the ton. For each company's ore the figure

has to be determined separately, but it is seldom that the figure exceeds

17 cubic feet to the ton. In cases of operators railing only small quan-

tities of ore actual weighing is still resorted to. For loading by volume

a horizontal chalk line is drawn round the inside of each wagon at the

height above the bottom of the wagon to which it has to be loaded in

order to take the amount of ore the truck is allowed to carry. This

loading is done from the ore stacks at the station by men, women, and

children. The cost of this is about 1 to IJ annas per ton, and is paid

by the mine operators. In cases where the ore has to be transferred

from wagons on the narrow gauge to wagons on the broad gauge, the

transferment is done at the expense of the railway. Such is the case

at Gondia, where ore carried from Balaghat and Chhindwara on the Sat-

pura Railway (2|-foot gauge) has to be transferred to broad-gauge wagons.

For the carriage- of the Central Provinces ore to Bombay whole trains

are usually employed.

When the ore-train arrives at Bombay the ore is dumped and stacked

on the storage ground at Malet Bandar ; or if a ship is waiting to be load-

ed the ore is carted or trammed at once to the
Cost of handling ;.t th- dock side. Here it is dumped in heaps on the

port of shipment : Bombay. ix i j. e jj.j.ii t,

edge of the wharf and transferred to the ship by

means of buckets attached to the ship's slings or derricks. To obviate the

delay and uncertainty involved in carting the ore from the storage ground

to the dock, a dock tramway has been constructed from the storage

ground at Malet Bandar to the dock. The dumping at the storage ground

is usually necessary
; for it is necessary to have a stock of ore on hand so

that there may be no shortage of ore when a ship is ready to be loaded.

The charges per ton usually incurred at Bombay l are as follows :

—

A. p.

Unloading wagons and stacking on dump ..... 2-0
Siding charge .......... 2-0
Railing to dock on dock tramway ...... 10-6
Wharfage (inchiding the loading into ships). .... 8-0

Rs. 1-6-6

1 Kindly supplied by the Secretary to the Bombivy Port Trust.

•
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When the ore is carted to the dock instead of being railed on the dock

tramway, the cost varies from 6 to 10 annas, according to lead and other

circumstances. Stacking ground rent at Rs. 7 per 500 square feet is

also charged. The third item can sometimes he avoided by arrangmg

to rail the original ore-train into dock a short distance from the vessel.

The ore can then be unloaded by Dock Contractors and dumped along-

side the vessel. The charges would then be as follows :

—

A. p.

Unloading wagons and dumping by the side of the vessel . . 1-6

Siding chai'ge .......... 2-0

Wharfage 8-0

11-6

The charges incurred at Bombay vary therefore from annas to Rs. 1-8,

the latter limit being given to allow for the fact that there are often

expenses incurred by the shippers that are not included in the foregoing

figures. Rs. 1-4 can perhaps be taken as an average figure.

Manganese-ore railed to Calcutta has to be ferried across the River

Hughli from Shalimar to the Kidderpore Docks in the Bengal-Nagpur

Railway steam ferry-boats, which carry 23
Calcutta. .

^
1, rn, • . , •

railway wagons each. Ihis charge is appar-

ently included in the cost of railing the ore from the forwarding station

to the docks. The charges per ton incurred at the Docks are^ :

—

A. p.

Dumping on wharf pending shipment...... 2-0

Shippiog charge ......... 6-6

River due........... 1-6

10-0

As extra charges there are :

—

If shipped at night ......... 1-fl

Removal if incurred ......... 4-0
Rent, if incurred, Rs. 4 per cottah per month.

The dumping charge may be avoided if the ore does not have to

wait pending shipment. The Calcutta charges vary therefore from 8

to 15 annas, with an average figure of about 10 annas.

At the Port of Vizagapatam the railway siding is on the beach,

where the ore is dumped from the railway
Vizagapatam. . , .. , , ,

•'

wagons ; from there it is taken by a short

lead to the surf boats and carried out in these to the steamer lying

1 Kindly supplied by the Secretary to the Commissioners of the Port of Calcutta.
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outside the surf. An occasional loss of ore is suffered in this process

through the capsizing of a surf-boat. In the case of one company the

shippers charge Rs. 1-2 per ton from railway wagons to ship ; in

addition to this there are port dues of 2 annas a ton to be paid.

At the port of Mormugao the Southern Mahratta Railway^ has

, charge of the shipping arrangements. Conse-
irmugao.

quently the Railway Company quotes not only

freight rates from the forwarding station, but also the charges incurred at

the Port, grouping the latter under the heading of wharf dues. The total

of freight rates plus wharf dues include the loading of the ore into trucks

at the forwarding station, unloading it at the stacking ground at Mormu-
gao Harbour, loading again into trucks and putting the ore into trays

alongside the steamers
;
they do not include, however, the cost of

hauling on board or distributing the ore in the holds of the steamers.

The cost of hauling on board comes to 1 anna per ton, and the trimming

in the hold is included in the steamer freight rates. The wharf dues

charged by the Southern Mahratta Railway are now Rs. 1-2, but were

formerly only 9 annas per ton. Including the 1 anna for loading on

board the total charges now incvu^red at the Port of Mormugao are

Rs. 1-3.

The ocean freight rates charged for carrying manganese-ore from

Indian ports to those of England, the Continent,
Cost of shipping to Europe ^nd America, depend on whether it is shipped

and America.
, ,

'
, , •

i , r-
•

as whole cargo, or as dead weight formmg
only a portion of the cargo. From Bombay whole cargoes are

often sent, but part cargoes only are shipped from Calcutta.

The rates from Bombay to England and the Continent, are stated ^

to have been, in August 1906, 16 shillings for whole cargoes and

14 to 15 shillings for part cargoes ; whilstt he ordinary variation in

freight rates for manganese-ore from Bombay is between 15 and 20 shil-

lings per ton to England and the Continent, and 161 to 20 shillings to

America. A fair average rate is probably about 16 shillings or Rs. 12 to

England and the Continent, and 18 shillings or Rs. 1.3-8 to America.

At present (September 1907), however, the rates are up and are stated

to be 17-| shillings for part cargoes and 19 for full cargoes to the United

Kingdom, and 20 shillings for full cargoes to America. In Calcutta there

is a liner's conference, which has fixed the minimum rate o£ freight on ore

1 1 am indebted to the Traffic Manager, S. M. R., for the following information.

2 C. E. Low, Gazetteer of the B41aghat District, page 231, (l'J07^.
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to English and Continental ports at 15 shillings a ton, though it has been

as low as 10 shillings for part cargoes. It is said, however, that this rate

(1.5s.) is not often obtainable unless steamers are short of other cargo,

and that 17 shillings and 6 pence is a fair average rate. This is equi-

valent to Rs. 13-2 per ton.

The rates from the port of Vizagapatam are usually about the same

as those from Calcutta. They^re now (September 1907) up and said to

be as high even as 22 shillings for full cargoes, and a little less for part

cargoes when such are obtainable. These rates probably apply to ore

shipped to America, however, and would be less for United Kingdom

and Continental ports.

The rates from Mormugao vary from 12 to 20 shillings according to

the state of the freight market and were stated to be 18 1 to 20 shillings

in August 1907, for fuU cargoes to United Kingdom ports.

It is also customary to insure the cargo against loss. This is reckoned

by adding 10 per cent, to the c.i.f. sale price of
Insurance.

^-^^ ore, and taking f per cent, of this value.

On a 50 per cent, ore the marine insurance would therefore vary from 3f
annas to G| annas per ton, according as the c.i.f. value of the ore varied

from 9 to 16 pence per unit. In the estimate (page 486) of the total cost

of putting the ore c././. on the market I have included this charge in the

ocean freight.

When the ore arrives at the port of destination there are various

other charges to be incurred before it can be deli-
Destination charges.

^^^^^ buyers. These may include port

dues, unloading from ship, costs of sampling and assapng, and brokerage

and agency at destination. The only figure I have for the total of these

charges is Rs. 2 per ton. The detailed charges as given to me by

Mr. Aubert for average cases are the follo\nng :

—

Force.

1. Check weighing by buyers on arrival ..... 1

•2. First sampling and analysis paid by sellers (the buyers also pay the

same amount, if they haven't their ovm men) .... 6

If the sellers' and buyers' analyses differ by more than 1 per cent.,

a reference analysis is made by a recognized firm of analysts.

3. Home agents commission, generally li percent., on f.o.h. price

of ore, which would vary from 3J to 9 pence on a 50 per cent,

ore according as the f.o.b. price varied from 5 to 12 pence,

corresponding to a c.i.f. price of 1) to 16 pence, assuming an

average freight of 17 shillings . . . . . . 3J — i)
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Pence.

4. Brokerage (sometimes) of 1 per cent, on c.l.i. price =4J to 8

pence on a 50 per cent. ore. according as c.i.f. price varies from

9 to 16 pence 0-8

5. Telegrams, and sundrj- expenses of the deal .... 3

Total . 13^-27

Hence the total of these charges works out as ranging from 14 annas

to Rs. l-ll, with an average value of about Rs. 1-4.

When these expenses and all those mentioned in the previous para-

graphs have been met by the sellers, then the ore is said to be deU-

vered c.i.f. to the buyers.

Largely from the data given in the foregoing paragraphs I have

drawn up the statement given in table 50 of
Total costs of mining j-^j^^ average cost of ore derived from

manganese-ore in India and e

delivering it c.i.f. at five of the producing areas, namely the Central
foreign ports.

Provinces, Jhabua in Central India, Sandur

and Vizagapatam in Madras, and Mysore. The figures of most

importance are those relating to Central Provinces ore exported

via Bombay. For not only did about | of the Indian manganese

ore exports for 1906 pass through this port, but 85 per cent, of this

amount was derived from the Central Provinces, from which about 60

per cent, of the Indian production now comes. These figures are

also the most accurate. It will be seen that the cost of exporting

Central Provinces ore via Calcutta is considerably higher than

for Bombay. This is due to heavier transport charges, owing partlv

to the longer railway lead to Calcutta than to Bombay, and partly to the

unfavourable situation, with regard to the railways, of the deposits the

output of which goes to Calcutta. Of the figures for Jhabua, the first two

items are guesses ; the third is, as in the case of all the other producing

areas, calculated on the ^th pie per maund per mile basis ; whilst the

other charges are assumed to be the same as for Central Provinces ore

passing through the port of Bombay. The figures for Vizagapatam are

also mostly guessed, but are not likely to be very wide of the mark.

The figures for Sandur and Mysore have about the same degree of

accuracy as those for the Central Provinces. I have no details about

the ore exported from the Panch Mahals district, Bombay ; but I

should think that this ore must cost about the same, or a little more,

delivered f.o.b. at Bombay, as that of Jhabua. From this table we can
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give the following abstract of the average cost of delivering Indian

manganese-ore c.i.f- at English and Continental ports :

—

Table 51.

Average cost of Indian manganese-ore delivered c.i.f. at English and

Continental ports.

Area from whioh derived.
Port from which

exported.

Average cost

per ton.

Rs. a.

Central Provinces ..... Bombay 26 14

Ditto ...... Calcutta 31 10

Jhabua, Central India .... Bombay 22 3

Vizagapatam, Madras .... Vizagapatam 23 7

Sandur, Madras Mormugao 23 7

Mysore....... Mormugao 29 8

It is a matter of some interest and importance to Indian manganese
miners to know approximately the costs at

Comparison of the costs which the ores of the two most important
of production of Brazilian, , . . , . , ^ ^ .

Russian and Indian ores. manganese-producmg countries besides India,

namely Brazil and Russia, can be put on

the same markets. In table 52 I give figures of costs of production of

manganese-ore in Russia and Brazil, alongside similar figures for

Indian ore from the Central Provinces and Vizagapatam. The figures

for Brazil are taken from a paper by Leon Demaret entitled ' Les

principaux gisements des Minerals de Manganese du Monde 'l.

He gives the figures for the various items of cost incurred in putting

the ore f.o.b. at Rio Janeiro in milreis Now the rate of exchange between

1 dnnales dcs Mines de Bdgique, X, pp. 843.886, (1905).
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the coinage of Brazil and that of America and European countries is

subject to considerable fluctuations. When the rate of exchange is very

high, then the cost of putting the ore j.o.h. at Rio is so high that unless

the price per unit of manganese-ore on the American and European

markets is also abnormally high it is very difficult to work the Brazilian

ore at a profit ; on the other hand in times of low exchange the profits on

the Brazilian ore may be very large. For this reason I have converted

the various items expressed in milreis into Indian currency, first on a

basis of a rate of exchange of 1 milreis= 7 pence, i.e., 7 annas, and second-

ly on a basis of 1 niilreis= 14 pence, i.e., 14 annas. The first of these is

a low rate of exchange and the latter a high rate. In the case of Russia,

I have given two different estimates of the costs of putting the ore c.i.f,

at United Kingdom ports. That of Demaret being of later date may
be the more accurate ; but it must be remembered that it also relates

to the time before the disturbances that so upset the manganese industry

in the Caucasus. An estimate by W. Venator ^ gives the cost of Caucii-

sian ore del vered c.i.f- in England as 49 francs, which equals Rs. 29-2-4,

at £1 = 25*22 fr. This agrees closely with Drake's figure. It is possible,

now that the conditions have become quieter, that the rates may be

considerably different on account of changes of labour or transport

conditions.

From the table it will be seen that in times of low exchange in Brazil

it costs about the same amount to put the Brazilian ore on the Euro-

pean markets, as that of Vizagapatam ; whilst in times of high exchange

the cost of putting the Brazilian ore on the market may be consider-

ably higher than for either Russian or Indian ore. The average cost

of putting Russian ore on the market is evidently approximately the

same as for that of the Central Provinces, and higher than for that

of Vizagapatam.

1
' Die Deckung des Bedarfs an Manganerzen', iilahl unci Eisen, XXVI, p. 71> (1906).
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Table 52.

Comparison of cost of delivering Brazilian, Russian and Indian manganese

ore c. i. f. at London.

Br.^zil (Mmas (3eiaes). Russia Caucasns). INI lA.

• Accord-
ing to
Dema-
ret'

(1905).

At 1 -000

milreis =
7 annas

At 1 -000

milreis=
14 annas.

Accord-
ing to
Dema-
ret -

(1905).

Accord-
ing to

Dralie
{ 1898).

Central
Provinces

vid
Bom bay.

Vizagapa-
tam.

Milreis. Rs. a. i>.
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a, 71.

I. Extractiou ami ad-
ministration .

1

14-000 0 2 0 12 4 0 2 0 5 2 14 0 2 12 0 5 0 0

2. Transport to railway 2 000 0 14 0 1 J2 0 2 4 0 i
2 3 6 1 8 0 18 0

i. Loading into railway
wagons 0-200 0 1 5 0 2 10 (fl) (a)

4. Loading and transliip-
ment eliarges between
Tcliiatoura and Poti . 10 0 1 2 0

.'). Jlailway transport to
port of shipment 1 0 - J 40 4 7 0 8 14 0 8 Vi 4 11 14 0 8 0 0 0 13 0

0. Handling at port 1-500 0 10 6 1 5 0 1 7 6 1 6 9 1 4 0 12 0

7. Royalty to state ('') 0 4 « 0 4 U

8. Royalty to proprietor 1-000 0 7 0 0 14 0

9. Rent to state . 0 8 7

10. Agent's commission 0 4 0 0 4 0

Total cost /. 0. 6. at port 28-840 12 9 11 25 3 10 16 7 10 19 8 3 14 0 0 8 15 0

11. Ocean freight to
London . ' 9 0 0(c) 9 0 0(c) 10 1 2(c) 9 13 9 12 0 0

;

13 8 0

12. Destination charges 1 6 0 J 6 0
f

I 4 1 4 0

Total cost c.i.i. at Lou-
don. 22 15 11 35 9 10 26 9 0 29 6 0 27 4

i

1

0 ::3 11 0

' AnnaUs des mints de Belyitjue, X, p. 843, (1905). («) Included In item 2.
~ loc cit, p. 886. (6) Probably included ;n item 2.
' Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., XXVIII, p. 207, (1898). (c) Limits Rs. 6 to Rs. 15,
' Includes taxes.

Royalty.

Ill the foregoing figures of the cost of delivering manganese-ore at

the ports of the countries where it is to be used, T have not included

T ri F
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royalty (except in table 52). According to a resolution of the Gov-

ernment of India—Department of Revenue and Agriculture, Geology

and Minerals, No. 18—17-2, dated Simla, 20tli May 1899—grantees of

prospecting licenses and mining leases shall pay a royalty on all

minerals won, at the rates specified in Schedule C attached thereto.

Manganese-ore comes under the following section of this Schedule :

—

' Copper, tin, lead, or other metals . 2J per cent, on the sale value at the pit's

mouth or on the surface, of the dressed

ore or metal, convertible at the option

of the lessee to an equivalent charge per

ton to be fixed annually for a term."

This resolution applies to the grant of licenses and leases only in British

India. In the Native States a fixed royalty irrespective of market price

of the ore is usually arranged when a prospecting license or mining lease

is granted. The rates prevailing in various States are as follows :

—

Table 53.

Royalty, in annas jper ton, levied in certain Native States and Zaminddri

Lands.
Annas.

.Jhabua State, Central India . . . . 4

Mysore State . . . . . . . . &+2\%on pro-

fits over 10% of

capital.!

! Sandur State, Madras . . . . . . 6

The Vizianagram Samasthanum, Madras . . 4

In the Central Provinces, however, where the deposits are all in Bri-

tish India, the rates are levied on the principle of 2^ per cent, on the

wholesale value of the ore at the pit's mouth. In 1903 the rate levied

was 1| annas per ton. This was decreased to 1 anna per ton in 1904

when the price of manganese-ore was rapidly approaching its minimum
value. During 1906 the rate was again raised to 2 annas, and later in

the year to 4 annas per ton, this rise of royalty corresponding with a rise

in the price per unit of manganese-ore. It is obvious, however,

that the elevation of the royalty in 1906 was not nearly enough, even

on the 2 1 per cent, basis, if it was to have kept pace with the rise in

the price of the mineral. When the price of manganese-ore per unit

rises above 11 pence, then the profits of the operators increase enormous.

1 There is a proposal on foot to consolidat* this to a royalty of 10 annas per ton.
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ly, and it is certain that a substantial increase in the royalty levied by
Government would still leave a very handsome profit to the operators.

[The royalty levied in the Panch Mahals district of Bombay is l-J

annas a ton.]

In any case, however, a sliding scale of royalties should be drawn up,

so as to admit of the alteration of the royalty from time to time according

to the price of manganese-ore per unit, the royalty levied being on a

basis of 2-2 per cent, of the pit's mouth value of the mineral. In con-

structing this scale of rovfilr-es it might seem as first sight as if it should

be so drawn up as to take into account the differences in the quality of

the ores from different deposits, the different distances of the deposits

from the rail, the differences in the cost of winning the ores, and the fact

that contracts for the supply of ore are often made a year or two ahead.

This would, however, be so exceedingly complicated and so difficult of

application, and would lead to so many disputes, and also to invidious

distinctions between different firms, that it is desirable to avoid it. The
average percentage of manganese in the ores exported from the Central

Provinces can be taken as about 52. Hence if the royalty be fixed on the

assumption that all ores are 50 per cent, ores, it would on the average

be in favour of the operators. Hence, for the construction of what I

think would be a fair schedule of royalties, I have taken a basis of 50 per

cent, of manganese in the ores, and the quotations of the price per unit

of first-grade ore as given in the Mining Journal, London.

For the calculation of this table of rates it is necessary first to cal-

culate what would be the pit's mouth value of the ore at the various

prices per unit. Judging from the figures given in table 50 on page 486,

a very fair average value for the cost of delivering the manganese- ore

at the ports of destination would be Rs. 26-14, this being the value for

the Central Provinces ore exported via Bombay. For the purposes of

calculation Rs. 27 can be taken. Now the difference between this

value and the price per ton the ore will fetch at the contract price

when landed at the port of destination is the actual profit made by the

operators. The true value at the pit's mouth is obtained by adding to

this profit the cost per ton of quarrying or mining the ore and stacking it

on the mine. The average value for this is Rs. 2-12. Now at a price of

10 pence per unit, the price received per ton of ore is Rs. 31-4. Taking

the average cost of delivery c.i.f. at the port of destination as Rs. 27,

then the profit per ton at this price is Rs. 4-4. Adding to this the cost

of mining, Rs. 2-12, the pit's mouth value works oat at Rs. 7. The

III K 2
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royalty on this at 2| percent, is 2'8 annas or, to the nearest half anna,

3 annas. On this basis I have drawn up the following table :

—

Table 54.

Royalties in annas fer ton leviable on Central Provinces manganese-ore

at 2^% on fiCs moKth value.

1 2 3 4 t;

Price per

unit of
first-grade

ore.

Value of 50%
ore delivered
c.i.f. at Eng-
lish and Con-

tinental ports.

Profit per

ures in col-

umn 2 less

fi27).

X It o llIUlllIl

value (fig-

urcs in col*

iinin 3 plus
9- 1 9 flip

cost of min-
ing).

Exact roy-
alty levia-

ble at 2J%
on pit's

mouth
value.

Royalty
leviable at

2J% (giv-

en to near-
est half
anna).

Royalty levia-

Oic fix .'o up
to 1 2 pence a
UlllL .tUU O /q

above 12 pence.

Pence. Rs. a. Rs. a. Rs. a. Annas. Annas. Annas.

8 25—0 m. 2—12 110 1 1

9 28—2 1—2 .3—14 1 -55 li 11

10 31—4 4—4 7-0 2-80 3 3

11 34—6 7-^ 10-2 4 05 4 4

12 37—8 10—8 13—4 5-30 5i 54

13 40—10 13—10 16—6 6-55 6J 13

14 43—12 16—12 19—8 7-80 8 16

15 46—14 19—14 22—10 9-05 9 18

16 .50—0 23-0 25—12 10-30 30 J 21

17 r)3—

2

26—2 28—14 11-55 Hi 23

18
j

56—4 29—4 32-0 12-80 13 26

It seems to me that the best way of levying royalty according to this

schedule would be to fix it on the first of January every year, on the

basis of the true mean of the prices quoted in the Mining Journal during

the preceding year. As, however, the average price of first grade ore

during one year may be considerably higher or lower than during the

previous year, it would be necessary to bring about an adjustment at

the end of the year between the royalties actually paid by the operators

and the amounts payable on the basis of the average price during the year

under consideration. Thus if the rate had been fixed at the beginning

of a given year on the basis of an average price of 11 pence per unit during

the previous year, and at the end of this given year it was found that

the average rate had risen to 13 pence, then the mine operators should

be required to pay to the local government an amount per ton equal
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to the difference betv/een the royalties that would have been leviable

at the two different average prices per unit of manganese-ore ; whilst

if the average rate had fallen during the year to 10 pence, then it would

be necessary for the Government to make a refund of the difference per

ton between the royalties leviable at the two different rates. This might

be actually returned by the Government in cases where the operators

had actually ceased to work, or set aside towards the payment of the

royalties leviable during the ensuing year. This sounds rather compli-

cated, but in practice it would probably prove easy of application, and

satisfactory to the mine operators.
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ECONOMICS & mmmG-continued.

Valuation and Chemical Campasition of Manganese-
ores.

Valuation of manganese-ores—Mining Journal prices—Schedule of the Carnegie

Steel Company—Requirements made less stringent during K06—Special prices

—

Valuation of ores for chemical purposes—Nomenclature of manganese-ores and
manganiferous iron-ores—Ferruginous manganese-ores.

Tables of analyses of Indian ores—Summary of tables of analyses—Analyses
of Indian ores expected by buyers.

Analyses of manganese-ores of the World—Analyses of cargoes of Indian and
foreign ores landed at Middlesborough—Analyses of the manganese-ores of the

world.

The less important constituents of Indian manganese-ores—Alumina—Baryta

—

Lime—Magnesia—Potash—Soda—Arsenic—Sulphur—Cobalt and nickel—Copper-
Lead—Zinc—Titanium—Combined water—Carbon dioxide.

Valuation of Manganese-ores.

As has been explained on a previous page, the price per ton of man-

j^.^. J 1 ^
ganese-ore obtained on its delivery c.i.f. at the

a puc b.

^^^^ of destination is subject to great variations

according to the price per unit of manganese. On pages 415-6 is given

a table showing the fluctuations in the price per unit of manganese for

ores of different grades since 1890, as quoted in the Mining Journal. The

variations are illustrated by a diagram (fig. 23) on page 417. On
pages 447-9 I have considered the relation between the prices of man-

ganese-ore at different times and the Indian output

The prices given in these tables are for the three grades into which

manganese-ores are, for commercial purposes, classified :

—

1st grade .. .. 50% Mn. and upwards

2nd grade ., .. 47—00% Mn.

3rd grade .. .. 40—47% Mn.

As an example of the way in which the schedule of prices is apphed

we can take the case of a 52% ore from the Central Provinces in January

1907. The average price at this time was 15| pence per unit. The price

then per ton paid or this ore would be •^-^''^^-^-=67 shillings and 2 pence

per ton= £3 -7-2.
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In order that an ore should be subject to the application of the scale

of prices given in table 27 on page 415 it was formerly recessary

that it should not contain more than 10% of silica and 0*10% of phos-

phorus. [These rates may be considered as those applied to ore delivered

in the United Kingdom.]

In the United States, according to the ' Mineral Industry ' for 1905,

published in 1906, the schedule is fixed by the

Steei^Company'^*^

Cainegie
(;;a,rnegie Steel Company. The ore must not

contain more than 0'1% of phosphorus, nor

over 8% of silica
; deductions are made from the price of the ore of 15c.

per ton for each 1% of silica in excess of 8% and of Ic. per unit of

manganese for each 0*02% of phosphorus in excess of 0" 1%. The price

per imit of manganese given in this publication is as follows :

—

Over 49% of Mn. . . 28 cents.

46—49% of Mn. .. 27 „

43—46% of Mn. .. 26 „

40—43% of Mn. . . 2.-> „

Ore containing less than 40%, of manganese, or phosphorus or silics

in excess of the above limits, ie sometimes subject to acceptance or refusal

at the buyer's option. An additional price per unit of iron present in

the ore is sometimes paid by the steel-makers ; but the practice as regards

this constituent varies. In the ' Mineral Industry ' for 1903, issued in

1901, where the price per imit of manganese for ores containing over

49% of this constituent is given as 25c., the price paid by the Carnegie

Steel Company for each unit of iron is given as 5c.

Owing, however, to the rise in prices during 1906, and the great difficul-

ties steel-makers are said to have encountered during this year in obtaining

the full amounts of ore required, there seems to be a tendency for a slacken-

ing in the stringency of the requirements of the steel-makers, especially as

regards manganese and phosphorus contents. It is probable that a consi-

derable proportion of these restrictions are not
Requirements made less , i i , ^ -.r , n • i

stringent during 1900. always closely connected with any metallurgical

difficulties in the treatment of the ores, but with

the desire of the steel-makers to obtain their supplies of manganese-ore

at as favourable a price as possible, and to be able to cut down the prices

paid whenever possible by levying fines for the presence of a small per-

centage of a given constituent in excess of what is stated in their schedule

of prices. That this is probably the true interpretation of the situation

is shown by the fact that during 1906, under the influence of the great
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demand for Indian ores, it seems to have been possible to find a market

for almost every variety of ore that could be obtained, except the very

siliceous ones. There has for some years been a steady demand for the

ores of Vizagapatam, ranging in phosphorus from 0'25 to 0*45%, and for

the Jhabua ores averaging 0*20% of phosphorus. During 1905 and 1906

a market was also found for Vizagapatam ores containing between 30 and

40% of manganese ; and I understand that during 1907 some of the ores

from Shimoga in Mysore for which a market was foimd ran as low

as 30% in manganese. The constituent that seems to be of much more

importance than the phosphorus as a deleterious constituent is the sihca

and I do not know of any cases of contracts made for the supply of

Indian manganese-ores containing over 10% of this constituent.

According to John Birkinbinei the requirements of the steel manu-

facturers, particularly with regard to the permissible phosphorus, were

altered in a schedule issued in the latter part of December 1905. This

schedule appUes to the Carnegie Steel Company and the Illinois Steel

Company.
' Prices are jjlaced on ores delivered in the Pittsburg, Pa., and Chicago, 111., dis-

tricts, per long ton, containmg not more than 8 per cent silica and not more than 0 -25

per cent phosphonis, and are subject to deductions as follows

:

For each 1 per cent in excess of 8 per cent silica there shall be a deduction
of 15 cents per ton, fractions in proportion : for each 0-02 per cent or fraction thereof

in excess of 0-2.5 per cent phosphorus there shall be a deduction of 2 cents per unit

of manganese per ton.

Prices per unit.

Iron. Manganese.

Metallic manganese-ore containing above

—

Cents. Cents.

49 per cent. ..... C 30

4G to 49 per cent. .... « 2!)

43 to 46 per cent. .... 28

40 to 43 per cent. .... 27

' • Mineral Resources i>f the United IStates ' for 1905. published in 1906.
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' Note.—Ore containing less than 40 per cent manganese or more than 12

'

per cent silica or 0-27 per cent phosphorus, subject to acceptance or refusal,

buyer's option.

' Settlements are based on analysis of sample dried at 212°F., the percentage

of moisture in the sample as taken being deducted fi'om the weight.

' Prices subject to cliange without notice, unless otherwise specially agi'eed

upon.'

The Indian ores containing in excess of 0*27 per cent, of phosphorus

are those of Vizagapatam. These are sent

Use of the Vizagapatam ^-^^ Continent, where they are said to be used

in smelting the minette ores of Luxembui'g and

Lorraine, being mixed with the iron ores in the blast-furnace burden

in order to produce a pig low in sulphur, but high in manganese and

phosphorus, for use in the basic Bessemer process of steel manufacture.

As there are in many parts of the world manganese-ores that do not

.J
. come within the limits of the schedules for the

' purchase of manganese-ores, it is often necessary

to arrange special prices to suit special cases.

Thus, according to the ' Mineral Industry ' for 1905 :

' Russian ore of ordinary grades, during the five years 1898—1902, sold at an
average price of $11 "54 per ton. More recently, however, prices, particularly of

high-grade ore, have advanced strongly. The price is based on 50 per cent, man-
ganese, with phosphorus not to exceed 0'17 per cent., nor silica 9 percent. Samples
are dried at 100°C., and humidity is deducted. Such ore sells at European ports

for 16 to 28c. per unit of manganese ; from o to 10c. per ton is deducted for each

per cent, of silica.

• On Turkish ore, the base is 45 per cent, manganese, with limits of 0-03 for phos-

phorus and 11 per cent, for silica.

' Japanese brown ore sell? at Hamburg at from $i2 per ton for 65 per cent.

Mn02 ore (41 per cent. Mn.) to $27 '60 for 87 percent. Mn02 ore (55 per cent. Mn.)

' For German ore, the price is calculated on a basis of 50 per cent. Mn02 at $4-80

per ton, with an increase of 24c. for each unit of dioxide above 50.

' French ore, calcined, with 35 to 40 per cent, manganese, in 1904 brought 30c.

per unit.'

The prices noticed in the preceding pages are those obtaining

for manganese-ores destined for use in the iron

forlhimicaTpufposr^ ^^d steel industry. For chemical purposes,

however, it is not the percentage of manga-

nese that is of importance, but the oxygen in the form of peroxide of

manganese, Mn02, this oxygen being known as available oxygen, be-

cause it can be liberated from the ore on treating it with acid. The
prices obtained for ores fitted for chemical purposes are often much
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higher than those given above for ores used for the iron and steel industry.

This question I have discussed in the chapter on the uses of manganese,

where (page 599) the prices will be found, as well as the points

that have to be taken into account in valuing an ore for chemical pur-

poses.

It will be interesting to discuss the question of the nomenclature of

Nomenclature of man- manganese-ores for commercial purposes, deal-

ganese-ores and mangani- ing only with those used in the metallurgical
ferous iron-ores.

industry ; for these form by far the larger pro-

portion of the whole. It is customary to divide the ores containing

manganese into manganese-ores proper, and manganiferous iron-

ores. There is every gradation in composition between iron-ores

practically free from manganese, through iron-ores containing larger

and larger quantities of manganese, to manganese-ores containing

large quantities of iron, and from these, through manganese-ores con-

taining smaller and smaller quantities of iron, to manganese-ores

practically free from this constituent. All these grades of ore are of

use in the iron and steel industry. It is customary to divide them

into iron-ores, manganiferous iron-ores, and manganese-ores. The diffi-

culty is to decide what is the minimum percentage of manganese

in an iron-ore that shall necessitate the prefixing of the adjective

' manganiferous ', and what is the minimum percentage cf man-

ganese that shall necessitate calling an ore ' manganese-ore ' instead

of ' manganiferous iron-ore '. I understand that the least percentage

of manganese in an iron-ore that is usually paid for is 8%. And it

hardly seems necessary to call an iron-ore ' manganiferous iron-ore ' if

it contain a smaller percentage of manganese than 5. It was formerly

the custom in the United States to call an ore a manganiferous iron-ore

if it contained less than 44% manganese (equivalent to 70% Mn02)-

Later, ores with as little as 40% Mn have been termed manganese-ores,

and those below this limit manganiferous iron-ores. According to this

method one often sees an ore referred to as a manganiferous iron-ore

that contains more manganese than iron.
^^j^^enuginouM inanganese. rpj^-^ gggms to me to be irrational^ , and easily to

be avoided by creating a class of ferruginous

manganese-ores. Suppose the total of manganese plus iron in the ores of

1 The conirnercial nomenclature arises from the buyers and sellers calling iiiaiujaneic-

o;c all ore from which rich ferro-manganese alloys can be made, and mang .n jercw

iron-ore such ores as are suitable for making low grade ferro-manganese, and spiegel-

eisen.
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a given area to be usually somewhere about 60%. Then the following

classification would seem to be a rational one :

—

Mn . per cent

.

Fe per cent.

Manganese-ores ..... 4o-bU 0-15

Ferruginous manganese-ores 30-45 15-.30

Manganiferous iron-ores .... 15-30 30-45

Iron-ores ...... 0-15 45-60

Although the sum of the Mn and Fe in the ores of the Central Provinces

is usually nearly 60%, yet there are many cases where the sum of these

two constituents is considerably less than this amount. A reference

to the table on page 512 will show that the sum of these two constituents

in the average ore of different areas in India varies from 46* 77 (Singh-

bhum) to 59 "80% (Chhindwara). For ores in which the sum amounts

to 52% the nomenclature wotdd be as follows :

—

Wn. per cent. Fe per cent.

Manganese -ores ..... 3 £-52 0-13

Ferruginous manganese-ores 2e-39 13-26

Manganiferous iron-ores .... 13-26 26-39

Iron-ores ...... 0-13 39-52

Similar sets of figures could be drawn up for any other value of Mn -|-

Fe, by dividing the Mn and Fe percentages into four equal sections.

In the tables of analyses of Indian ores given on pages 501 to 513, I

have used this principle in classifying the ores, extending, however, the

class of manganiferous iron-ores in accordance with the next paragraph.

For commercial pui-poses, however, one table for all ores would pro-

bably be considered desirable. Hence to allow for the facts, (i) that ores
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from different soui'ces show a different average value for Mn-f-Fe, and

(2) that iron-ores, containing 5 to 15% Mn. which in the fore

going classifications would be designated iron-ores without any qualify-

ing adjective, would yet command a special price on account of the

manganese present, and (3) that ores containing more than 10 % iron or

possibly more than 8 %) had better be classed ae ferruginous manga-
nese-ores, and (4) that some iron-ores give nearly 70 % Fe. on bulk

analyses, I propose the following, 'or something very close to it,

as a more rational classification than the one at present in use :

Mn. per cent. Fe per cent.

Manganese-ores ..... 40-63 0-10

Ferruginous manganese-ores . . . 25-50 10-30

Man^aniferous iron-ores . . , . 5-30 30-65

Iron-ores ...... 0-5 45-70

This table is applicable to all ores with over 50 % of Mn + Fe. It will

also be found to apply to many with less than 50 % of Mn + Fe.

For ores wibh M,i+ Fe less than 50 it would be easy to construct

another table.

The classification of ores in this way is roughly conformable with

the product to be manufactured from each The four divisions corres-

pond roughly to higher grade ferro-manganese, low-grade ferro-manga-

nese, spiegel-eisen, and pig-iron.

Analyses of Indian Manganese-ores.

In the following tables I group together for convenient reference the

Tibl of inil se-
analyses that have been made of bulk samples

collected by myself either from the outcrops, or

from the ore-stacks, of the different Indian manganese-ore deposits.

In cases where I have not taken samples I give analyses kindly supplied

to me by the companies or individuals working the deposits. These

analyses are also scattered throughout the text of the descriptive

portion of this Memoir under the headings of the respective deposits. A
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few of the analyses represent hand-specimens ; whenever this is the

case it is so stated.

Table 55.

Analyses of manganese-ores and manganiferous iron-ores ftom Singhbhum,

Bengal.^

Locality.
Matlcam-
hatu.

Matkam-
hatu.

Tekra-
sai. Gitilpi. Gitilpi.

Bistarn

-

pur.
Tekra-
sai.2

Tekra-
sai.2

Tekra-
sai.2

Nature oj the
lire.

Psilo-
raelane
and
limon-

ite.

Manga-
niferous
limon-
ite and
hema-
tite.

Psilo-

nielane.

Manga-
niferous
limou-
ite.

Psilo-
melane.

Psilo-
melane
with
pyro-
lusite.

Psilo-
melane.

Psilo-
melane.

Psilo-
uielane.

Number • f

sampl '

.

A. 36 A. 37 A. 33 A. 34 A. .35 A. 38 A. 380 A. 381 J. 917

Manganese . 20-66 4-23 48-08 10-62 48-01 46-89 50-66 55-61 .'j7-]4

Iron . 25-60 41 -30 1 -22 38-00 6-10 1 -37 0-15 0-05 0 35

Siliea 16-58 18-10 8-30 14-70 1 -45 3 Jo 0 05 0-05 010

Phosphorus . 0-701 1-177 0-416 0-353 0-347 0-269 0-322 0-295 0-304

Moisture 1-00 1-40 0-55 1 -10 0-55 0-80 0-45 0-45 0-85

Table 56.

Analyses o/ manganese-ores from the Panch Mahals, Bombay}

locality. Sivarijpur.

Number of sample. A. 44 A. 45 A. 4 A. 47 A. 607

Manganese .... 38-77 48-41 49-35 30-20 51-40

Iron ..... 3-40 3-60 6-25 3-05 4-20

Silica .... 25-80 7-20 2-80 40-65 6-90

Phosphorus .... 0-223 0-158 0-253 0-174 0-160

Moi.sture .... 0-30 0-35 0-35 0-40 0-60

' By Mess rs. J. & H. S. Pattinson, of Xewcastle-on-Tyne.

' Analyses of hand-specimens, not samples.
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Table 57.

Analyses of manganese-ores from the Sdtdra District, Bombay.^

Locality. Lingm&la. Bhekowli. ChilfhU. Yeruli.

Xumber o£ sample. A. 48 A. .'50 A. 51 A. 52.

Manganese ..... 37-.58 41-89 45-62 38-08

Iron ...... 9-2') 4-40 5-OU 9-10

Silica 3-45 2-90 3-90 4-7.T

Phosphorus..... 0-036 0-073 0-060 0-098

Moisture ..... 2-50 2-00 1-70 1-75

Table 58.

Analyses of manganese-ores from Jhdbua State, Central India.

Locality. E&jlidongri. Bambhfipur. K&jlidongri.:

Number of Sample. A. 39 A. 40 A. 41 A. 42 A. 43 A. 467 A. 505 A. 520

Manganese . 47-77 48-49 48-25 44-29 45-92 50-02 53-53 57-85

Iron 8-60 10-40 9-45 7-90 5-86 6-75 3-30 3-00

Silica 6-60 8-40 8-60 5-85 11-25 5-60 4-25 8-70

Phosphorus 0-165 0-24 0-27 018 017 0-05 0-06 0-07

Moisture 0-20 0-20 0-45 0-75 0-55 0-20 0-20 0-40

1 By Messrs. .T. & H. S. Pattinson of Newoastlo-on-Tyiio.
* Analy.ses of liand-spef[mens, not samples.
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Table 61.

Analyses of manganese-ores from the Chhindwdra district, Central

Provinces.^

n
a C3

a
.G
« F 1 x:

1^

u
cS

M
Lakhac Gaimul

o.
d

•at

o,
c«

CO

>

o
Ghoti

.

Wagora
a s
li
C5~

Kachi

]

Number of sample. 9 11 12 10 lOA 13 14 8 7 797 752

Manganese . 54-73 50- 41 54-98 54-97 54-57 48-95 49-55 29-08 53-59 54-60 55-94

Iron .... 5-00 11-77 619 6-89 7-03 7-03 7-71 6-88 5-00 4-69 8-44

Silica.... 699 4-86 10-63 695 790 4-98 8-74 36-68 6-21 8-75 1-71

Phosphorus 0-07 0-20 0-04 006 0-12 0-28 0-28 015 0-07 001 0-03

Moisture 0-17 0-39 0-32 0-00 0-04 1-27| 0-52 0-86 0-31 0-09 0-07

' By the Imperial Institute, Londt n.
" Hand-specimen, not a sample. By Messrs. J. & H S. Pattin'on.
•' Hand-specime.i, not a sampl'. By the Imperial Institute.
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Table 67.

50d

Average analyses of the manganese-ores^ of the Vizagapatatn district,

Madras, as supplied by the Vizianagram Mining Company.

Locality. Garividi. Kodur.
Sandananda-

Duram. Perapi.
Itakerla-

pilli.
Garbh4in

.

Avagudem. Garuja.

Manganese 4:i 49-69 48-14 41 -63 43 00 45-39 42-41 41-45

10 02 7-41 2-35 11-52 8-74 9-99 12 -yo 11-70

Silica . 5-03 3-20 3-05 4-30 5-70 4-43 3-85 3*63

Phosphorus . 0-259 0-297 0-262 0-286 0-450 0-375 0-298

Table 68.

Average analyses of the ferruginous inanganese-ores'^ of the Vizagapatam

district, as supplied by the Vizianagram Mining Company.

Locality. Perapi. Garbh&m. Avagiidem. Aitemvalsa. Bondapilli. Garuja.
Rdmabhadrs-

pursm.

Hanganese . 36 17 35-43 35-75 35-77 38-48 38-51 37 11

Iron . 15-69 19-32 16-89 12-87 14-22 13-20 14-22

Silica 5-40 6-90 5-95 4-93 550 5 65

Phosphorus

.

0-204 0-423 0-439 0-222 0-332 0-269 0-455

It will be convenient to summarize the figures given in the foregoing

tables. In table 69 I have given the range, and
Summary of tables t^bie 70 the mean, of the various constitu-

of analyses.
, r i r i • • i

ents 01 the ores oi each area as given in the

tables on the preceding pages. The Belgaum, Dharwar, Sandur, and

Mysore, figures I have summarized from analyses kindly suppHed by

the firms concerned, but not reproduced in detail here.

' They include some ferruginous manganese-ores.
2 Designate I manganifercu? nr.n-ores by the Vizianagiam Mining Company.
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Table 70—contd.

PROVINCE. MADRAS. MYSORE.

District. GANjiM. Sandur.

Shimoga.

> l^.'VUAFATAM.

New Mysore Mangan-
ese Co.

Shimoga
Manganese

Oo.

Ferrugin-
ous man-
ganese-

ore.

Ferrugin-
ous man-
ganese -

Ferrugin-
ous mau-
ganese-ore.

Supplied by Viziana-
gram Mining Co.

Ferruginous
manganese -ore.

Class oi Ore.

Manganese-
ore.

Ferrugi-

nous man
ganes e-

ore.

Higher
grade.

Lower
grade.

Mauganese
ore.

Number of
analyses.

1 6 12 8 7 3 Half the
limits. 9

Mauganese ,
28-44 47-75 42-90 44-34 36-75 46-75 37 49-10

Iron 19-70 11-45 11-22 9-08 15-20 10-06 15 7-74

Silica .
10-25 0-61 4-29 4-15 5-72S 1-77 4 2-62

Phosphorus. 0-71 0-030 0-27 0-32 0-335 0-031 0-035 0-085

Moisture 2-55 0-90 0-95 1

Manganese+
Iron 48-14 59-20 54-18 53-42 51-95 56-81 52 56-84

For comparison with the figures given in table 69 I give below in table

71 figures, obtained from a reliable source, show-

orefex'Scted bytte- . ^^^S" Composition of the ores that

buyers expect to obtain when contracting for

the purchase of various Indian ores. It will b6 seen that they agree

very well, with one or two exceptions, with my figures given in table 69.

The most marked exception is the Panch Mahals. My figures are probably

lower than would be obtained in practice, because I took average samples

from the outcrop without any selection, such as would naturally take

place when the ores came to be worked. Some of these samples are,

moreover, probably from parts of the outcrop that it has not been found

profitable to work.
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Analyses of cargoes

of Indian and foreign

ores landed at Mid-
dlesborough.

Analyses of the Manganese-ores of the World.

Ill tables 72 and 73 I give the limits and averages, respectively, of

figures of analysis of cargoes of manganese-ores

and manganiferous iron-ores landed during the

years 18^)7—1906 at Middlesborough. The
figures were obtained by Dr. T, H. Holland in

1906 and represent not only Indian manganese-ore, but also the man-
ganese-ores of the Caucasus, Brazil, and Chile, and the manganiferous

iron-ores of Greece and Spain (via Carthagena). From these figures it

vfill be seen that the Indian ores contain less moisture than those of the

other coimtries. Some of the latter contain such large quantities of

moisture—Caucasus, 8-67% ; Brazil, II '35% ; and Spain, 8*44%—that it

is necessary to reduce the analyses to their condition when dried at 100°C.

before any fair comparison can be made. This has been done by assuming

that the constituents of the ores not given in the ' as received ' columns

would if determined make the analyses add up exactly to 100. From the

figures representing the dried ores it will be seen that the Indian ores

stand first as regards manganese contents, with Brazil a close second : as

regards silica, Brazil stands first, with India second : as regards phos-

phorus, however, India stands last but one, the only ores containing more

phosphorus being those of Russia : the Indian ores contain much less iron

than the manganiferous iron-ores of other countries ; but of the true

manganese-ores they contain the highest amounts of iron, in spite of

the fact that they also contain the highest amounts of manganese.

This feature of the Indian ores as regards iron contents may be regarded

as a point in their favour, or otherwise, according to the use to which

the ores are to be applied It is true that the high iron contents makes

it more difficult to manufacture the very highest grades of ferro-

manganese from the Indian ores ; but on the other hand if the very

highest grades are not required then the iron is of considerable value.

Both manganese and iron are of use in this case, and the buyer obtains

the following totals of Mn -j- Fe when he buys the ores of the difierent

countries :

—

Mn -I- Fe %
India 57*17

Brazil

Russia

Chile

Greece

Spain

5409
50-41

48-40

47-99

44-27
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As regards phosphorus, the figures for the Indian ores are rather mis-

leading ; for an examination of the analyses from which these figures

have been taken shows that the ores consist of two different varieties,

The majority of analyses are typical of the ores of the Central Provinces,

whilst four of them probably represent ores from the Vizagapatam

district. I have accordingly separated them into two groups, of which

the limits and averages are given in tables 74 and 75. From these

figures it will be seen that the Central Provinces ores average 0*096% and

the V^Lzagapatam ones 0"291% in phosphorus.
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Table 74.

Limits of analyses of Indian ores in Table 72 arranged according to

jyrobable source.

Central Provinces,

Source oi ore. and possibly Jhabua Vizagapatani.

nud Panch Mahals.

Number of cargoes. 22 4

Manganese , . . . • 47-25 —54 53 42 13 —47 C3

Iron ....... 3-85 — 7-98 9-14 —11-69

Silica ...... 3-33 — 9-99 2-63 — 3-60

Phosphorus ..... 0056— 0-163 0-235- 0-331

Mositure ...... 0-21 — 264 0 64 — 0-95

Table 75.

Mean of analyses of Indian ores in Table 73 arranged according to

probable source.

Source of ore.

Central Provinces,

and possibly .Jhabua
and Panch Mahals.

Vizagapatam.

Number of cargoes. 22 4

Manganese...... 51 -31 45-95

Iron .... . . 5-53 10-29

Silica ....... 613 310

Phosphorus ..... 0 096 0-291

Moisture ...... 0-71 0-76

Since the figures given in tables 72 and 73 represent a few only of the

manganese-ore producing countries of the world

ganl^S::; S: I gi-« ^-We 76 a further set of figures taken

from W. \enator's paper entitled the 'Die

Deckung des Bedarfs an Manganerzen', and published in Stahl und

Eisen, XXVI, pp. 146-148 (1906).
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Table 76.

Analyses of the manganese-ores of the world.

Source of Ore. Mn. Fe. SiOj. P. Reference or
Analyst-

Bosnia :

Cevljanovic, dressed ore
Do. do.

46 01
50-42

5 -30

3 -53
'

12-38
11 -48

0-07
0 07

1 Vogel, Jahrbuck
\ i /I JP'i oanhlit -

j tenwesen, 1900,
L p. 177.

Brazil :

Miguel Bumier . 55 00 1 -50 0-025 Dciiiftr6t'-FrcsoD

Carlos Wigg

Dried ore .

Average ore
Englisli shipments, 1900

United States shipments,
1900

44-43

53- 18

54-08
ol-9—53-4

51 -9—53-5

j 2 -99

3-58

0-90

-

0-94

LI 13

1 -05

1 -0—1 -4

1-1—1 -65

0-03

0 03
0-03:1

0-03T

4 01

15-8-18-2

130—16-7

p. 6.

J. W. Westmore-
land.

J. W. Westmore-
land ; 16-45 %
moisture.

ffi. Riley and
f Von E.LGottig.

Chile :

Santiago
Coquimbo .

Coquimbo .

53-00
52-66
49-79

0-05
0-06
0-02

) .T. SD. Weeks,

f 1894, p. 442.

France :

Vieille Aure, Hautes-
Pyr^nfees

Las Cabesses, raw
Do. roasted .

Saint-Giron
Do. .

Ral el Maden, Algiers .

46 -00
40-42
50—56
45-68
56-48
5-89

1 -5—2
2-00

45 16

37 00
6—7
8—9
5- 94
6- 48

12-29

0-04
0 -05

0 43
0 47
0-09

—

-

(Vogel, ibid, p.

1 176.

) Weeks, ibid, p.
/ 445.
Von B. Gottig.

Greece :

Miles
Average Milos
Manganiferous iron-ore

32-16
34-73
17-37

3-32
3 00

31 -10

19-76
22-92
7-1

0 -04

0-06
n-04 5-9

)

' Von E. Gottig.
>

Hungary :

Kolozvar

India :

Gosalpur

Average ore

56 -51

54-29

51 -43

3 -10

1 -41

5-6

3 10

3-27

9-52

0 '06

0-10

0 09

2-81

-

Vogel, op. cit.,

1902, p. 226.

J. D. Weeks,
1895, p. 40.

Von E. Gottig.

Italy :

Monte Porcile
Mont«Zenone
Island of St. Pietro, Sar-

dinia

48-75
42-52

37-00

19-89 f Vogel, ibid, p.

I
224.

1

Japan :

No. 1

No. 5 . . ;

Average ore

51 -19

44-09
48 -87 1

7-3
16-1
10-4

0-06
0-06
0-08

1
Von E. Gottig.

Panama :

Soledad mine
Average of 1,500 tons .

Average of 23.000 tons
I<ow-grade, siliceous ore
Conception, average of 6

ores

60-60
57 -5

53-74
47-00

.52-18

0-2

l-76( s)

4-07
4-18
8-68
30-00

4-36

0-01

0-06

1 -70

2-73
) J. Birkinbine,
> 1902, pp. 25
) &"28.

J. Birkinbine.
1902, p. SO.
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Snuroe ot Ore. Mil. Fe. SiO.. H,0.
fie:e;enct- or

Analyst.

RUSSIA :
'

' ^ „ ,

Caucasus, range of 5 ana- ;45 '5—58'2 0-4—1
'35' 0'9

—

Ti
lyses

Do. average do. 53 98

Poti (Caucasus), average
]

ore . . I 51 01
Xikopol (Ekaterlnoslav) 29 5

Do. do. 34 6
Ekaterinenburg (Perm) 53 7

Do. do. .
;

51-2

Spain :
i

Huelva Carbonate ore 4 28 26
Do. do. 6

I

41 15
Santo Domingo 6 . 38 "87

.Manganese Carbonate,
average from a cargo 38 33

Roa.«ted ore 49 fi

Huelva 43 70
Do. . 4915

Cartagena. niangani-
ferous iron-ore. 6 '33

Las Rozas, do. 7 '40

I'N'iTED States :

.Arkansas. Batesville,

range of 5 analyses 50 4—56 "9

Do. do. aver-
age of 5 ana-
l\T>es .54-90

do. Key-
stone mine ,

Martin mine
California. Corral HoUow

Do. Red Rock .

Ueorgia, Cartersville

0-79( j)

105

0-86
1 -33

6-58
0-77
1 -37

2-31

2-51

42-7
48-45

-3 -66

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

do.
do. aver-
age of 7 .

57-30
60-50
47-58
27-95
60-61
2-30

Do. Cave Spring,
pure ore .

Do. Dobbins mine
Do. do. .

Do. Dade mine
Do. do. .

Do. do. .

Indian Territory Lehigh,
average of 4 .

Lake Superior, high
Do. low

Virginia, Crimora mine
Do. do. average

ore
Do. Kendall <t

Flick's mine .

41 -47

53-44

.52 -72

48-83
30-32
43-45
42-93

38-90
12-02
4-89

.'.7-29

49
- 08

48 -25

1 -75

1 -61

2-28
3-72
1 -45

52 -02

15-41

1 -98

4-49
5-40
23-9
4-26
8-53

7-06
47-93
56 -35

0-37

2-83

2-70

4-62

9-86

27 00
810
9-33

4-95
14-10
22-50

10-85

17-10
!3-0

9 -.53

4-10

n-7—2-1

0-34

3-66( l) l-36{ ')

2-31
1 0
1 -98

35 -32

7-79

4- 30
5- 05
6- 37
16-45
12-30

1 45

10-21

10-50

0 13—0 -4810-61—5 -78 ) Von E. Gottig
' I and Stahl u.

!2 34(.) j f|;^«.
p.

Von E. Gottig.

ZZ Von E. Gottig.
) Stahl u. Eisen,_ S 1891, p. 521.

0-17
0-24
0-28
Tr.
0.36

010

0-22
0-10

0 035
0 02

0-10—0-29

018

012
0-17

0-61
0 05
0-24

014

0-06

019

01
0-10
0-11

0 06
0 05
0 05
0-075

010

1 -54

219

9-30
5 "72

—2-28

2-28(^
)

10-45

1 -56

4-37

•^ogel, ibitt., p.

Loss on roasting
2ft-30%.

,Von E. Gottig.

J. D. Weeks.
1895, p. 403,
et seq.

1 J. Birkinbine,

I

1902, p. 15,

j.SiO, rarely over

I

10 % ; 2-5 %
J on average.

J. Birkinbine,

1902, p. 16.

~l

S.J. D . Weeks,

I
1895, p. 403,
seq.

Tlie Rarer Constituents of Indian Manganese- ores.

From the preceding tables of analyses a good idea can be obtained

of the proportions in which the constituents that are taken iiito account

HI H
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in the valuation of manganese-ores are present in the Indian ores. I now
propose to notice in turn the various constituents found in the Indian

ores that are not taken into account in the commercial valuation of ores.

Except where I state otherwise I shall confine myself to the analyses

made by the Imperial Institute and Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson of

samples collected and specimens selected bv myself. I have 20 complete

analyses and 62 partial analyses by the Imperial Institute, and 25 com-

plete and 34 partial analyses by J. and H. S. Pattinson. from which to

draw conclusions. Though all the partial analyses were of great use in

the compilation of the preceding tables they mostly do not show any of

the constituents to be considered here. Hence, except in the case of

baryta and arsenic I have to rely almost entirely on the complete analy-

ses.

The analyses by the Imperial Institute represent the Central Provinces

only ; those by J. and H. 8. Pattinson represent specimens and samples

from Vizagapatam, Jhabua, Singhbhum. Panch Mahals, .Satara, Ganjam,

and a few from the Central Provinces a'so.

Alumina is invariably present in the Indian manganese-ores, though

usuallv to a small extent onlv. In 45 complete
Alumina in manganese-

analyses the amount of this^ constituent ranges

between 0-03% (Lohdongri) and 6-84%

(Kodur), the average of the whole number being 1"33%. The form

in which the alumina is present is a matter of speculation. In the case

of psilomelane and hollandite I have foimd that it can usually be calcu-

lated into the formula of the mineral as Al4(Mn05)3. It is doubtless

often present as an impurity mechanically included in the mineral,

however. There is one variety of ore fo\md in Mysore that seems, as far

as can be judged from a single analysis by Mr. C. 8. Fawcitt, to be

particularly aluminous. This is a dull oolitic to pisolitic ore. The

specimen analysed came from Kumsi and yielded 13"04 per cent. AI2O3.

Baryta is an almost invariable constituent of manganese-ores. For

this constituent I can refer not only to the 45
^^Baryta in n-.anganese-

^^^^^^^^^ analyses, but also to a large number of

the partial analyses carried out by J. and H. S.

Pattinson. In 78 analyses the amount of baryta ranges from 0'00%
in samples and specimens of mixed braunite and psilomelane. with

braimite usually predominant, from Kodegaon. Kachi Dhfina. Kandri, and

Kacharwahi, to 1 3*7(1 per cent, in a sample of psilomelane with pyrolusite

from Bislampur, and 15-08% in a specimen of psilomelane from

ores.
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Tekrasai, both localities being in Singhbhum. A specimen of hollancUte

from Kajlidongri analysed by Mr. Winch .showed 17-59% BaO. The

barvta seems to be present in all or nearly all of these ores in the

form of barium manganate, BagMnO-, in the psilomelane or hollandite.

It may also replace manganese in braunite as the molecule BaMnOg.

The average amount in the 78 ^samples and specimens noticed above

is 1-88%.

Lime is almost invariably present in Indian manganese-

ores. The 45 complete analvses show a maxi-
Liine in manganese-mes. . ^ rrvo/ •

i x • i -i imum 01 0- dO% m a sample oi mixed psilomelane

and braunite from Lohdongri, and a minimum of 0-00% in a picked

specimen of pyrolusite from Pah. The average of the 45 is 107%. In

many cases the lime is probably present as a manganate, Ca2MnO-, as a

part of the psilomelane or hollandite ; but in some cases it probably

replaces a portion of the manganese in braunite. e.g., in the specimen

of this mineral from Sitapar analysed by Mr. Blyth, and found to

contain 4-28% CaO.

Magnesia is another of the almost invariable constituents of Indian

manganese-ores, only one analysis out of 45
Magnesia in manganese- growing it absent. This is a Specimen of mixed

ores. . . - .

hollandite and braunite from Junawani. The

maximum amongst these 45 analyses is 3*15% in a specimen from Kachi

Dhana consisting almost entirely of braunite. The average amount

in the 45 analyses is 0-53°{) MgO. The magnesia probably plays a

similar part in manganese-ores to the lime.

Alkalies sometimes form quite an important part of the Indian man-
ganese-ores, potash being much more important

Potash in manganese- t^an soda. In 25 analyses bv J. and H. S.
ores.

Pattinson the lowest amount of K2O is 0-05%
in specimens from Guguldoho and Kajhdongri. In 10 cases the percentage

of K2O is over 1, the highest amounts being 3-75% in psilomelane con-

taining braunite from Kodur, 3-31% in hollandite with braunite from

Balaghat, 3-25% in lead- like psilomelane from Avagudem, 3-10% in

psilomelane from Guguldoho, and 2 63% in psilomelane from Tekrasai.

The average amount of K2O in these 25 analyses is 117%. In 21

analyses by the Imperial Institute the amount of K2O ranges from a

trace in four cases—namely, braunite ^\^th a little psilomelane from Kachi

Dhana, pyrolusite from Pali, vredenburgite from Beldongri, and braunite

containing a little psilomelane from Kacharwahi—to 0-82% in a sample

III H 2
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of mixed psilomelane and braunite from Kodegaon, and 0-50% in a

specimen of braunite with psilomelane from Kandri. The ai^erage of

these 21 is 0-175% K2O. The average of the whole 46 analyses is 0-71%

K2O. The results obtained by the two sets of analysts seem at first sight

to be very discrepant. But it must be remembered that the specimens

analysed by the Imperal Institute did not include any specimens of

psilomelane unmixed with braunite ; whilst amongst the specimens

analysed by .J. and H. S. Pattinson there were several pieces of pure

psilomelane, vrhich is the manganese-ore that contains the largest quanti-

ties of alkalies. The potash and soda in this mineral probably occur as

K^MnOg and Na^MnOg, respectively.

In the case of the soda, which is present in much smaller amount
than the potash, the two sets of analyses agree

. 0 a in ma h

^^^^ ^^^jj analyses by the Imperial Institute

show soda present in every case, the smallest amount being 0-13%, and

the largest O-oO^q, this latter being found in a specimen of braunite

mixed with a certain proportion of psilomelane, from Kandri. The 25

analyses by J. and H. 8. Pattinson show from as little as 0 -02% Na20 in a

specimen of the lead-like psilomelane of Avagudem, to 0-57% in the

hoUandite of Balaghat. The average amount in the total of 46 analyses

is 0-24%, which is one-third of the average amount of K2O.

An unexpected constituent of the Indian manganese-ores is arsenic.

The finding of three different species of arsenates
Arsenic in manganese- ores.

j. j '

-.i .r r t
associated with the Indian manganese-ore

deposits is noticed on page 218 in the section of mineralogy. It was the

detection of the Sitapar arsenate that led to the testing of the Indian

ores generally for this constituent. A sample of the Sitapar ore was

cleaned into two samples, one free from visible arsenate—which is practi-

cally white and hence easily separated—and the other containing all the

visible arsenate. The amounts of arsenic oxide, AS2O5, were found to

be 0-003% and 0-095% in the two cases. Fifty-nine samples and

specimens of Indian manganese-ores were tested for this constituent. Of

these, all tested by the Imperial Institute have been found to contain

arsenic, whilst of those tested by Messrs. J. and H. S. Pattinson, have

been found to be free from arsenic, and 24 to contain it. The maximum
was 0- 30.5% As20g found in a sample of mixed psilomelane, braunite,

and pyrolusite, from ICajlidongri, one of the arsenate localities. Other

results of 0-050 or over are : 0-214%, 0-05.5%, and 0-0.50%, in other

samples from Kajlidnngri, 0-006% in a sample of mixed psilomelane,
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braunite, and soft oxide, from Maadri ; and 0-055% in a sample of

psilomelane containing some pyrolusite from Sivarajpur. The average

of the 59 determinations is 0-023%. This is fortunately too small

an amount to affect the commercial value of the ores. Manganese-ores

could probably stand the presence of a considerably larger amount of

arsenic than the above without the market value being affected ; for

such amounts of arsenic would probably be volatilized off in the blast

furnace.

Every one of 25 analyses by J. and H. 8. Pattinson shows a small

amount of sulphur. There is remarkable uni-
Sulphur in .nangane^^e- formity between the amounts present, the

ores.
. .

'-

largest being 0-060%, in a sample from Kajli-

dongri, and the smallest 0-01-1% in a specimen from Garbham. The
average of the whole 25 is 0-029%. The sulphur may be suspected to

be present in the form of minute quantities of barytes, especially as the

maximum figure, 0-060^o, applies to Kajlidongri, in the ores of which I

have recognized barytes. Such small amounts of sulphur do no harm.

Indeed manganese-ores could probablv stand the presence of a consider-

able quantity of sulphur, without their commercial value being reduced,

except in so far as the sulphur took the place of manganese-ore ; for

manganese acts as a remover of sulphur in the furnace.

There seems to be considerable difference between the results of tests

made by different chemists on Indian manga-
Cobalt and nickel in r .-l xi_ii. i-ii

inancanese-ores. nese-ores for the presence of cobalt and mckel.

In many cases the chemists attached to the

mining companies have oeen unable to prove the presence of these con-

stituents ; whilst in other cases they have detected them. In some

analyses that I once made of some Indian ores I found 0-48% of CoO -f

NiO in a picked specimen of mixed psilomelane-brauuite ore from

Kodegaon ; 0-17 of CoO and 0 38 of NiO in a specimen of wad from

Sontulai in the Hoshangabad district of the Central Provinces

;

and 0 27 of CoO and 0 56 of NiO in a specimen of conglomerate

cemented by psilomelane from Pola Khal in the Dhar Forest,

Central India. Dr. T. L. Walker found 0-82% of CoO in a specimen

of wad from Olatura in the Kalahandi State. In the samples sent to

the Imperial Institute the oxides of cobalt, nickel, and copper, were all

determined together. The amounts of these constituents in 19

analyses vary from nil to 0-08, the average being 0-022%. These

analyses all represented specimens and samples from the Nagpur-Balaghat
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area of the Central Provinces. In 25 analyses by Messrs. J. and H. S,

Pattinson, cobalt is absent from 3 analyses of Kajlidongri samples, and

from one of a sample from Maudri. It is shewn as traces only in two

analyses of specimens from Kajlidongri. In the remaining analyses

it is given as present, the highest amounts being 0'35°o, 0*25%, and

0'20%. in three specimens of psilomelane from Tekrasai. and 0*20%

in a specimen of braunite crystals from Kacharwahi. The average

of the whole 25 is 0'090%, and of the 19 analyses in which it is

estimated, 0-120%. Nickel oxide is returned as absent in 18 out of

these 25 analyses, and present in the remainder. The highest amounts

are 0'20^ij and 0" 15% in specimens of psilomelane fi'om Tekrasai. The

average for the whole 25 analyses is 0'027% and for the 7 in which

it is present is 0'095^,y.

Copper is sometimes found in the Indian manganese-ores, though,

as in the case of cobalt and nickel, alwavs in
Copper in manganese- , . . / i

ores. small quantities. Ihe largest amount lomid

was in the sample of wad from Sontulai already

mentioned, the amount being O'lT. In the samples and specimens

analysed at the Imperial Institute, the copper was returned with the

nickel and cobalt, for which see the preceding paragraph. In the 25

analyses by J. and H. S. Pattinson copper was found to be

present in every case, although in three cases, Guguldoho, Balaghat, and

Mandri, all in the Central Provinces, the amoimt returned was only a

trace. The highest amount of CuO is 015% found in a sample from

KajUdongri. 0"034%isthe average amomit in the 25 analyses. It is

.nteresting to note that a specimen of gondite from Wagora showed

0"02% : a specimen of opalized kodurite from Kotakarra 0"02%; and

one of opalized kodurite from Boiraiii in Ganjam. a trace of CuO. Gondite

and kodurite are of comse the rocks from which at least a portion of the

manganese-ores of the Central Provinces and Vizagapatam, respectively,

have been derived. It is also of interest to notice that the analyses

of these rocks do not show the presence of oxides of cobalt and nickel.

Out of i samples and 21 specimens in which lead was looked for by

J. and H. 8. Pattinson, this constituent was
Lead in manganese-ores. . i • , i i n r t^'-i- i

found in three samples only, all from Kajhdongri.

The amounts were 0*01, 0"02, and 0'02%. An analysis made by James

E. Furguson of London, of a sample taken by Mr. J. H. Goodchild to

represent the whole of the Mandvi Bir-Junawani ore-band showed

0*013% PbO.
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In the 25 analyses of specimens and samples by J. and H. S. Pattin-

son zinc oxide is returned as absent in 9 cases,
Zinc ill niiinoranese-ores. . i • i , • i • ,i

as a trace m one, and is determined m the

remaining cases. The maximum amount of ZnO is 0'55%, found in a

specimen of psilomelane from Tekiasai. Amounts of 0*40% and 0'30%
ZnO were found in two other specimens of the same mineral from the

same locality. The average amount in the whole 25 analyses is 0 " 102%
ZnO. The analysis of the Junawani sample taken by Mr. Goodchild,

noticed in the preceding paragraph, shows 0'070% ZnO. An analysis by
Messrs. Pattrnson and Stead of a 300-ton cargo of Kodegaon ore shows

a trace of this constituent.

It is noticeable that all the rare metallic constituents, cobalt, nickel,

copper, lead, and zinc, found in the Indian manganese-ores, tend to occur

in greatest amount in specimens of wad and psilomelane. The most

noticeable examples are the wad-like psilomelanes of Sontulai and

Tekrasai. It is probable that these constituents tend to take the form

of manganates of the general formula RoMnOs in the ores in which

they are found, though they might also occur in braunite in molecules

of the general formula RMn03.

In the 25 analyses by J. and H. S. Pattinson titanic oxide is returned

as absent in four cases, as a trace in one,
Titanium in manganese- - . • i • ,i - • i

ores. and is determined in the remaimng analyses.

The maximum amounts are 0' 14% in a specimen

of vxedenburgite from Garividi. 0-14% and 0'12% in two samples of

mixed psilomelane-braunite ores from Kajlidongri, and 0*13% in a

specimen of speckled ore (psilomelane, braunite, and soft oxides) from

Guguldoho. The average in the whole 25 analyses is 0'058% Ti02.

The amount of combined water in Indian manganese-ores varies

greatly with the nature of the ore. It is never
Combined water in man- ., t < - i ii i •

i j

ganese-ores. in 4d analyses the highest amounts are

7 -30% in wad from Garbham ;
6 '16^ in

beldongrite, a variety of psilomelane from Beldongri ; 5 • 50% in wad
from Kodur ; and 4 • 40% in material intermediate in physical appearance

between wad and psilomelane, from Garbham. The average amount in

the 45 analyses is 2 '01%. It may be stated as a rough rule that the

larger the amount of psilomelane in an ore the larger is likely to be the

amount of combined water ; and the larger the amount of braimite the

smaller the amount of combined water : whilst wad contains an even
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larger proportion of combined water than psilomelane. In the psilomelane

the water is probably present as H4Mn05.

Manganese-ores, if free from rhodochrosite, should not contain any

d'
•

I

carbon dioxide. In 28 analyses by the Imperial

manganese-ores. Institute, however, CO2 is returned as present in

every case but one. The highest amounts are

3*49% in a sample from Ghogara in the Pench River; 1"14% in a

sample of nodule ore from Pali ; and 0*41% in a sample of ore, largely

braunite, from Gaimukh. In the first two cases the presence of the

carbon dioxide is to be ascribed to calcite ; for the ores were obtained

from crystalline limestones ; and in the third case rhodochrosite was

seen to be present in the ore. In all the other examples the highest

amount of CO2 is 0*35%; and the average of these 25, excluding the

foregoing 3, is 0"106%; and as there seems to be no way of

accounting for the presence of this CO2 by means of visible calcite or

rhodochrosite, it seems necessary to suppose that there may be

microscopic amounts of one or other of these minerals disseminated

through the ores, the calcite having perhaps been introduced by
percolating waters. Another hypothesis is that these small amounts

are the result of experimental errors connected with the determination

of such small amounts of a gas. In 25 analyses by Messrs. J. and H. S.

Pattinson this constituent is returned as absent in everv case.



CHAPTER XXV.

ECONOMICS & Mimm—continued.

Value of the Indian Manganese-ore Production.

Official statistics—The f.o.b. or export value, the true value to India—Tables

of export values—The c.i.f. or true market values—Comparison of the value

of India's manganese -ore production with that of other minerals—The ferro-

mangancse value of the Indian manganese-ore production—Prices of ferro-

manganese—Taking the ferro-manganese value, the Indian manganese-ore
production for 1906 is ab ut equal in value to that of coal—Enormous loss to India

through not manufacturing ferro-manganese.

It will be interesting to see what is the total value of the manganese

ore exported every year from India. There are of course several ways

of stating the value. Manganese-ore possesses one value per ton as

stacked at the pit's mouth, another as delivered f.o.r. at the railhead,

a third as delivered f.o.b. on board the ship at the port of shipment,

a fourth as delivered c.i.f. at the port of destination, and a fifth after

it has been converted into ferro-manganese.

With the price at fourteen pence per unit the average value of Central

Provinces' ore may be taken as :

—

Bs. a.

19 10 at the pit's mouth.

21 2 f.o.r.

30 12 f.o.b.

43 12 c.i.f.

The question to which of these values should be made use

, , , of in the compilation of the mineral statistics
Oliicial Indian statistics.

,

or India. Ihe ngiu'es tor the exports of

manganese-ore for every year ending 31st March are given in the Annual

Statements of Trade and Navigation of British India, and the export

values of the ore are given also. These figm-es of values are much below

the true export for /.O.6.) values. In the Statistics of Mineral Production

in India, issued annually, the export values of the ores are also given
;

and as in the preceding case these are usually considerably less than the

true export values. I do not know the exact way in which these figures

are obtained, but I expect they are based on figures supplied by the

mining companies exporting the ore. In the following table I give the

values, stated both in rupees and in sterling, that have been given in

the Statistics of Mineral Production in India from year to year.
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Table 77.

Value of the Indian manganese-ore production as reported in the Sta-

tistics of Mineral Production.

Year.

Total value in Rupees.

Central Pro-
vinces.

Madras.

Rs.

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900 5,30,340

1901 6,66,420

1902 13,94,135!

1903 15.23.310

1904 (')

1905 (3)

1906 C)

Rs.

21,301
77,651

1,07,636
3,87,022
5,01,429
4,11,386
.5,92,936

6,29,223
5,20,369
4,63,938
4,67,807

Total.

Rs.

21,30]
77,651

1,07,636
3,87,022
5,01.429
4.1 1.386
5,02.936

1 1,59,563
11,86,789
18.58.073
19,91.1 172

19:44,480
37.24.635

65,29,020

V.ALUE PER TON.

Value ill

Sterling. Central
Provin",^-.

Madras.

Totals .
,

2,04,93,038 1,366,203

Rs.

1,420

5,177
7,176

25,801
33,429
27.426
39,529
77,304
79,119

123,872
132,741
1 29,632
248,309
435,268

15 00
15 -00

15 -00

15 -00

Rs.

6 -80

6-80
6 -80

6 -80

6-80
6-80
6-80
6-80
6-80
6-80
7-37

^^erage.

Rs.

It is a difficult question to decide which of the values noticed on

page 529 should be taken as the true value

thJt^l/e'v^hll' toTdlu
''''^

of the Indian manganese-ore. The true market

value is of course the c.i.f. value. But the

proportion of this value that is made up of ocean freight and

destination charges cannot be regarded, except in an indirect wav, as

of value to India. Hence I think the true value of the ore to India is

the export or f.o.h. value ; for all the expenses incurred in placing the

ore at a port have benefited some one in India. The difference be-

tween the f.o.h. value and the cost of putting the ore f.o.b. a vessel

at one of the ports is of course the profit to the mine owner. And
this profit goes to companies or individuals working in India and

although it is true that a considerable proportion of these profits finds

its way when distributed as dividends to people living out of India,

yet it increases the capital of people interested in India, and so

may be regarded as increasing the stock of capital available for

use in this country. For these reasons, in the following tables, in

which I have made an attempt to arrive at the approximate value

1 The figiiri: reported is 13.44,135, due to an eiror in calculating the value at J<s. 15 per ton.
5 This total does not include .Ihiliua in Central India, which began to produce in this year.
'' Values lor the diflerent provinces not reported sejjarately, and only in sterling.
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of the manganese-ore mined in India from the beginning of the industry

in 1892 to the end of 1906. 1 have given the export values as being those

that give the truest expression of the value of the manganese

industry to India.

The calculation of these figures has. of course, been largelv a matter

of gue.ss-work c»r estimation. For I have little
Tables of export value. r j- ^ ^i. • •

imtormation as to the prices mine owners have

received from their ores from time to time, nor as to the average com-

position of the ores exported from year to year. I have consequentlv

had to take the quotations given in the Mining Journal and assume that

these are the prices that have been obtained by the Indian manganese

workers, modifying them where it seemed necessary : I have also had to

assign to the ores of each area an average value for the manganese—and
in the case of the lower grade ores for the iron—contents, this value

being based on what I know of the composition of the ores cf each area ;

but this figure is not nece.ssarily the same as, though close to, the figures

for each year on which the mine operators have been paid. StiU I

think that the errors are not as a rule serious, and that probably they

more or less balance one another. Thus it is possible that I have

sometimes allowed slightly higher prices for the Vizagapatam ores than

have been obtained ; whilst I know that in the case of the Central

Provinces contracts have sometimes been made a long way ahead at

times of low prices, so that it has not been possible for full advantage

to be taken of the prices when they have risen. Other operators, on the

other hand, have held back their stocks and never sold far ahead, so that

they have been able to take a full advantage of the rises in price, as for

example during 1906. Then, again, in some cases, ores that according

to their manganese percentage should be graded as second or third grade

ores, have been able at times of high prices and comparative famine in

manganese-ore to fetch prices corresponding to thf grade of ore above.

I have allowed as far as possible for all these points : I ha ve also allowed a

price of 5 cents or '2\ pence per unit of iron, this being the American pay-

meut. in cases where I think that the price according to the grade of

the ore for manganese aloce, is lower than the ore probably fetched ; but

I do not know that any payment for iron has actually been obtained in

these cases. I do not think it wiU be possible to compile such figures

with greater accuracy unless the companies concerned are willing to

divulge the average prices and percentages of manganese obtained on

their cargoes from vear to vear. It is also to be noted that I have
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assigned values to ores from Belgaum and Singhbliuin although, as far

as I am aware, none of the ore extracted in these two districts had been

exported up to the end of 1906. The amounts of ore extracted in

these two districts is, however small, so that the values of these i'res

do not make much difference in the totals. It is better to include the

values of these ores under the years in which they were extracted,

rather than when they were exported, so as to prevent confusion in

the statistics.

It will be seen from the tables that the total export value of the ore

mined in the Vizagapatam district during the 15 years 1892 to 1906 is

Rs. 1,24.19,012 or £827,934, giving an average annual value of

Rs. 8,27.934 or £55,196 ; whilst th? total export value of the ore mined

in the four districts of Balaghat, Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur. in

the Central Provinces, during the 7 years 1900 to 1906, is Rs. 2,13,16,282

or £1 ,421,086, giving an average annual value of Rs. 30.45,183 or £203,012.

The total export value of the Indian Production during these 15 years is

Rs. 3,65,61,913 or £2,437,462. It has risen from Rs. 15,755 or £1,050

in 1892 to Rs.l ,45,36,131 or £969,078 in 1906, with an average aimual

value for the whole 15 years of Rs. 24,37,462 or £162,497, and for the

7 years 1900 to 1906 of Rs. 45.26,276 or £301,752.
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Table 78 .

Export values of the manganese-ore produced in the Madras Presidency

from 1892 to 1906.

Year.

1

District.

Assumed
price per
unit of

Assumed
per cent,
of 11 n.

Value
e. i. f.

Value
/. 0. 6.

at
Production
ior year
from tables

>'os. -^i

and :j4.

Total export (/. o. b.)

Value.

2nd
grade
ore. (•)

und Fe.
(3)

at U. K.
pons.

Indian
ports. |3; In Indian

currency. In sterling.

Pence. JRn. a. Rs. a. Long tons. Rs.

1892 Vizagapatam. 13 46 Mn 37 6 23 6 674 15,755 1,050

1893 Do. 12i 35 15 21 6 3,130 66,904 4,460

1894 Do. 10 28 12 14 12 11,410 1,68,297 11,220

1895 Do. 95 27 5 13 5 15,816 2,10,550 14,037

1896 Do. 11 31 10 17 10 56,869 10,02,316 66,821

1897 Do. m 30 3 16 3 74,467 12,05,435 80,362

1898 Do. 27 5 13 5 62,980 8,38,421 55,895

1899 Do. 101 30 3 16 3 84,652 13.70,304 91,354

1900 Do. 12 34 8 20 8 92,008 18,86,164 125,744

1901 Do. 101 30 3 16 3 76,473 12,37,907 82,527

1902 Do. 9i 26 9 12 9 68.171 8,56,398 57,093

1903 Do. 81 24 7 10 7 63,074 6,58,335 43,889

1904 Do. Si 10 7 53,602 5,59,471 37,298

1905 Sandur

Vizagapatam

8J

Si

23 11

23 11

9 11

9 11

1,200

63,789

11,325

6,17,956

775

41,1971
41,972

1906 Sandur 11 Si 10 17 10 3,209 56,559 3,771

Vizagapatam 11 31 10 17 10 72,315 12,74,552 84,970 1=114,212

Do. 9i (3rd
grale)

37Mn.
+ 13 Fe.

23 12 9 12 39,186 3,82,063 25,471

Petals and averages. 9 -ged. 28 12 14 12 343,025trn3
Rs

',24,19,012 £327,934

* 46%Mn. puts the Vizagapatam ores as 3rd grade. But they have often been much over 46 %
and probably always fetch 2nd grade prices, except the ferrrginons ores entered separately under 1906.

2 For the ferruginous manganese -ores—.3rd grade—I have added on 5 cents=2! annas per to a
for each unit of iron.

s Obtained by subtracting Rs. 14 from the e.i.f. figures. In table 50 thefcost of landing the ore
e. 1. /. at its destination is given as Rs. 14-12-0. But the average Agure givsn for ocean freight is pro-
bably too high when applied to all the past years,

, ^.

.
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Table 79.

Export values of the manganese-ores produced in the Central Provinces

from 1900 to 1906.

Assum-
ed

price
per
unit
of 1st

grade
ore.

Assum-
ed

per cent,

of Mn.

Value
per

ton c.i.f.

at
U.K.
ports.

Value
per

ton f.o.b.

at
Indian
ports. •

Output
for year
from
table
No. 3.5.

Total
U.o.b.)

EXPORT
VALUE.

Year. District.

In Indian
currency.

In sterling.

Pence.
i

Rs. a. Rs. a. Cong tons. Rs. £

1900 N4gpur 14i 52 45 15 31 15 47,257 15,09,270 100,618

1901 Bai^guat .

Bhand^ra .

N&gpur i
52 ;i8 10 24 lof

(.

3,839
499

76,925

94,535
12,288

18,94',278 1
133,407

1902 Bmgh&t .

Bhandi.ra .

NS.gpur
ho
3

52 32 8 18 8}
I

1,975
5,360

68,819

36,538
99,160

12,73,152 ^ 93,923

1903 B&14gli4t .

Bhandira .

Nigpur
]m 52 33 5 19

7,898
4,998

95,051

1,52,530
96,524

18,.35,672
j

1 38,982

1904 Baiaghit .

Bhandira .

Nfigpiir

1 u; i[
10,323
8.559

66, 1 42

1,65,813
1,37,479

10.62,406
> 91,047

1905 Bfiiaghftt .

Bhand&ra .

Nfigpur
52 30 1 10

1

1

16,246
35,238
I00,0B3

2,60,951
5,66,010

16.07.262
1 162,281

1906 B&14ghftt .

Bhand&ra .

(Uihindwdra
N^gpiir

13.; 43 14 29 14

1

102,260
96,017
7,486

146,117

30,55,017
28,08,508
2,23,644

43.65,245
1
700,828

average average ave-'agc 901,072

Totals and averages. 11 •58(i.

Rs. a.

37 10
j

1

Rs a.

23 10

tons.

Rs.213,16,2a2 £1,421,088

> Calculated from tlie c. i. /. value by subtracting Rs. 14. Tins Is a little more than the cost of

ocean freight plus destination charge^ (Rs. 13-4) as given in tnl>le50, and may be considered to allow

for the fact that some of the ore goes to Amciica, whilst a llHlc Is exp' rted flirnugh Calcutta.
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Table 80.

Export values of the manganese-ores produced in Bengal, Bombay. Central

India, and Mysore, from 1903 to 1906.

Assumed price
per unit o£ Mn.

Proviiice. District or
Sta;e.

"Assumed
pel cent,
of Mn.
and Fe.

Value
per
ton
ci.f.
at

U. K.
ports.

Value
per

ton
f.o.b.

at
Indian
ports.

Pro
duction
for yea
from
u ble
84.

Pence. Pence. Pence. Rs. a. St. a. Long
tons.

1903 Central India Jb4bua . 9 47Mn. 26 7 12 7 6,800
1904 9 47Mn. . 26 7 12 7 11,564
1905 Bombay Belgaum

.

45Mn.+ 21 4 7 4 40
lOFe

1906 Central India Jh&bua . SI 47Mn. 23 8 9 8 30,251
Bengal Singh-

bhum
12 47Mn. 35 4 21 4 1,000

Bombay Belgaum

.

n 45Mn -r 27 9 13 9 234
lOFe

Pancli Ma- 13" :.OMn. 42 3 28 3 7,286
hals.

Central India Jb&bua .
12 47Mn. 35 4 21 4 50,074

Mysore Shimoga

.

12 4sMn.-r 37 9 23 9 40,773
lOFe

Tumkur . 9t 45ilii. > 27 9 13 9 4,126
lOFe.

Total export
U.O.b.) YALVE.

In
India i

currency.

In
sterl-

ing.

Rs. £

84,575
1,43,827

290

5,638
9,588

19

12,87,384
21,250

19,159
1,417

! 3,174 212

,2,05,374 .13,692

10,64,072
9,60,714

70,938
64,048

55,959 3,731

Obtained by subtracting Rs- 14 from ci.f. values, as in preceding tables.

Table 81.

Export values in Rupees, f.o.b. at Indian ports, of the manganese-ore

produced in the various Provinces of India from 1892 to 1906.

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

I

1897
1898 I

1899
i

1900
1901

I

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

Tot«U

Bengal.

21.250

Bombay.

Rt.

290
2,08,548

Central
India.

R».

84,575
1.43,827
2.87,384

10,64,072

Central Pro-
vinces.

Rt.

15,09,270
20,01,101
14,08,8.50

20,84,726
13.6.5.698

24,34,223
1,05.12,414

-Madras.

Rt.

904
297
550
316
435
421
304
164
907
398
335
471

581
174

Mvsore.

Rt.

10,16.673

Totals.

Rt.

15,755
''66,904

1.68,297
2,10,550
10,02,316
12,05,435
8,38,421
13.70,304
33.95,434
32,39,008
22.65,248
28.27,636
20,68.996
3.3,51-478

1,45,36,131

2.08.83S 15.79.858 2,13,16.282 1,24,19,012 10,16,673 3,6.5,61,913
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Table 82.

Exfort valves in Sterling, f.o.b. at Indian ports, of the nmnganese-ore

prcyimed in the various Provinces of India from 1892 to 1906.

Bengal. Bombay. Central
India.

•

Central Pro-
vinces.

Madras. Mysore. Totals.

£ £ £ £ £

1892
1893
1854
ISEb
189e.

1897
139>-

1SE9
190U
1901
1902
J 903
1904
1905
1906 1,417

19
13,904

i

i

3,638
9,588
19,159
70,938

300,618
133,407
93,923
138,982
91,047
162,281
700,828

1,030
4.460

11.220
14,037
66,821
80,362
33,895
91,354

12.5,744

82.527
57,093
43,889
37,298

41,972
114,212 67,779

1,050
4,460

11,220
14,037
66,821
80,362
55,895
91,354
226,362
215,934
151,016
188.509
137,933
223,431
969,078

Totals' 1.417 13.923 105,323 1.421.086 82 7. 934 67,779 2,437.4 62

The values given here are the export values. But it must be re-

membered that the true value oii the world's
The c.i.t. or true market j^arkets is the ci.f. value. This can be ob-

value.'*.

tained from the f.o.b. figures by the addition

of Rs. 14 per ton. This gives the total annual values of the Indian

production for the last seven years shown below :

—

Table 8.3.

Values in sterling ci.f. at destination of the mangancse-ore produced iv

India from 1900 to 1906.

Year. R.s. £

1900 53,45,14

1

356,343

1901 54,47 312 363,154
11;02 42,85,798 285,720
V.tOS 53.17.130 354,475

19C4 41 ,7 1 ,656 278,110

1905 68,15,456 454,364

l<<Ofi 2,25,37.001 1.502,471

Average annual value 77,02,794 513,520

Total value for the 7 years 5,39,19,.557 .1.594,637
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We can now compare the value of India's manganese-ore production

Comparison of lndia-.s
^^^^h tliat of her other mineral products,

manganese-ore production Taking the export or f.o.h. values of the Indian
with that of other minerals. i • ,^ • i

manganese-ore, and comparing them with

the values for the other chief Indian minerals as given in the anni'al

statistics of Mineral Production^, we see that in 1903, 1904, and 1905,

manganese-ore was the sixth in value, being surpassed by gold, coal,

petroleum, salt, and saltpetre, in the order named. But in 1906

manganese-ore jumped up to the third position, being surpassed only

by gold and coal. The figures are shown in the following table :

—

Table 84.

Valiief! of the 8 chief mineral products of India for the years 1903 to 1906.

1903. 1904. 1905. 190(i.

Gold .... £

2,303,144 2,366.079

£

2,416,971

£

2,230,284

Coal (a) .... 1.299,716 1.398.826 1,419.443 1,912,042

Manganese-ore (6) 188,509 137,933 223,431 969,078

Petroleum [ri) 354,365 473,971 604,20J 574,238

Salt (a) . . . 336,147 437,530 441,392 420,901

Saltpetre (6) . . . 290,196 266,349 235,723 270,547

Mica (6) . 86,296 97,932 142,008 259,544

Rubies .... 88,819 90,612 88,340 96,867

(«! Spot jirices
;

(h) Exi^irt vahv s.

The above figures give roughly the relative values of the respective

minerals to India ; but they do not give the true relative values of these

minerals on the world's markets. The true values of the minerals are the

values at the places where the minerals are to be used. The gold is, of

course, appraised at its true market value. If the other substances

^ J{,r. G. S. I..XXXUI, p.:}. (lOOfi): XXXIV, p. 47. (l!)0(i) : XXXVI, p. 65,

907).

Ill f
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were given their true market values where used, the true order of value

of the first constituents would probably be found to be coal, petroleum,

pold, manganese-ore, salt, and saltpetre. If we take the mineral pro-

duction for 1906 and give the following values :—coal Rs. 7-8 per ton,

petroleum 5 annas per gaUon, salt spot price (avoiding duty), saltpetre

I85. Gd. per cwt. c.i.f. value ^, manganese-ore its c.i.f. value, and mica its

f.o.h, value -, the following are the values of the eight chief mineral

products :

—

Coal 4,891,625

Petroleum 2,928,190

Gold 2,230,284

ilanganese-ore ....... 1,502,471

Salt . 420,901

Saltpetre .•?21,207

Mica 258,782

Rubies 96,867

Even the comparison of the c.i.f. value of manganese-ore with the

~, , „ market values of the seven other mineral
The ferro-manganese

value of the Indian man- products noticed above. is not a fair one,
sanese-ore production.

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ -j ^.^j^^ ^^^^
ganese-ore is the value of the substance only before it is ready for use.

Coal needs no working up, except when it is to be converted into coke,

and is ready as soon as mined for the purpose for which it is used,

namely as fuel. The petroleum is valued after it has been sufficiently

refined and is ready for lighting purposes and as a fuel. The salt and

saltpetre are valued after being refined, so as to be ready for human
consumption and the manufacture of gunpowder, respectively. The

mica when valued has been separated from its matrix and cut into

shapes and sizes and is ready for use, except in the case of the scrap

from which micanite is manufactured. The rubies have been separated

from their accompanying minerals and need no further treatment

except cutting. The gold is only in the form of bullion ; but it is

(jiven practically its full value and has been won from its ore after

complex metallurgical treatment. For the value of the manganese-ore

to be fairly comparable with that of the other constituents it should

therefore be valued after it has been converted into ferro-manganese,

1 The mean of the prices quoted during 1906 for crude saltpetre in the Engineer-

ing and Mining Journal.
2 I have given the f.o.b. value of the mica because I do not know the cost of

sending it to Europe. This can for;n only a small portion of the total value of the

•ui'a, however, so that the f.o.b. value is not much less than the c.i.f. value.
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that is after the metallic manganese has been separated from its accom-

panying constituents in the same way as the gold has been separated

from its gangue.

Of course, all the Indian manganese-ore is not converted into ferro-

manganese ; but as it is not possible for me to say what proportion of it

is converted into spiegeleisen, and what proportion is used in other ways
;

and as it all could be converted into ferro-manganese we shall obtain the

best idea of the potential value of the Indian manganese-ore, by supposing

it all to be converted into ferro-manganese. In table 85 I give the

weekly prices quoted in the Enqineerinq and
Prices of ferro-manganese. . r i /• -vt it- i ^ ^

Mining Journal of New York from 1901 to

1907 ; the volumes of this journal for years previous to 1902 are not

in the library of the Geological Survey of India, and so I cannot

give the quotations previous to 1901. From the table it will be seen

that the quotations vary between $41 in May 1904, and $150 in

February 1906, with a mean for the whole period of $61 '39^ It will

be noticed on comparing this table with table 27 on page 415 showing

the variations in the price of manganese-ore from 1900 to 1907,

that the price of ferro-manganese varies more or less in sympathy with

that of manganese-ore, though the two are not strictly proportional.

Hence as the prices for manganese-ore were on the average

higher during the years 1892 to 1900 than in the succeeding years, we

should probably not be over-estimating the average price of ferro-

manganese during these years if we applied the same average as for

the 7 years 1901 to 1907. But to be quite sure of not over-estimating

let us take $50, or, say, £10 or Rs.l50, as the average price per ton during

the years before 1901. In table 86 I give (1) the annual totals for

Indian manganese-ore production, (2) the number of tons of ferro-

manganese they would give on the assumption that two tons of

Indian manganese-ore would be required for the production of 1 ton of

80% ferro-manganese (allowing for a loss of 20% of the manganese in

the smelting), (3) the average price of ferro-manganese per ton assumed

for each year, and, finally, (4) the total value of the Indian ferro man-

ganese that could have been manufactured from the Indian manganese-

ore produced each year. The fact that some of the Indian ore would not

give as high grade ferro-manganese as 80% is more than neutralized

by the fact that I have probably underestimated the price of ferro-

manganese for the years previous to 1901.

1 In December 1905 one car-lot was sold for $175.

Ill I 2
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Table 85.

Average prices per ton. at Pittsburg, United States of America,

cent, ferro-manganese for the years 1901 to 1907.

of SO per

January
Febrnary
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Xorember
December

Average tor year

1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907

$ $ $ $ S s S
6-2 -50 52-50 51 46 45 135 81
62-50 52-50 50 44 46 150 74
62-50 52-50 50 43 47 140
5jl-50 52-50 50 42 51 125 71
53-50 52-50 50 41 50 105 69
58-50 52-50 50 41 50 90 64
53-50 51 -50 50 41 50 85 63
53-50 52-50 49 41 50 85 62
53-50 52-25 48 41 54 83 58
53-50 51-25 48 41 62 78 57
53-50 52-50 48 42 too 82 33
52-50 51 !» 47 42 1-25 S3 52

00 -92 52-17 49-25 42 -OS 60-83 103-42 64-92

oiE,—laken from the nrst number of the Engineeritig and ilining Journal of each year. Figures

for 1902 compiled from the weekly qnctati ns in thii journal, the first n'Jmber for this year being mis-

sing from the Ge^loeical Survey Library. Figures for 1907 compiled in same way. In most cases the

pri'e represents 'domestic' ferr -manganese, ».<., made in United S ates of America : but sometimes
quotations of English ani Germsn ferro-mangan^se hive been used to fill up blsnts. They never vary
greatly from the domestic quotations.

Table 86.

Value of the Indian manganese-ore production from 1892 to 1906,

converted to ferro-manganese.

ichen

Tear.
T -tal annual

I liian mang-an-
ese-ore pro-
duction.

I

1892 I

1893 I

1894
1895 !

1896
1897

;

1898
1899

I

1900
I

1901
1902
1903 I

1)04
1905 I

1906

Long tens.

674
3,1-30

11,410
15,816
56.869
74,467
62,980
84,652
139.265
157.736
144.3-25

177.821
150.190
247.4-27
571.495

Total; l,89*.-257

Equivalent
amoimts of S0°o
ferro-mangan-

ese.

Long tons.

337
1,56»
5,705
7,908

28.4:}4

37.234
31.490
42.326
69.632
7S.S68
72.163
88.910
75.095
12:3.714

285.747

949.128

Average annual
price of ferro-

manganese pet
ton.

AXNTaL TiirES OF FEREO-HaMGiSESE
EQOVAlEXrS OF THS JtASGiSESE-ORE.

10

10-8
10-3
9-55
8-5

16-95
17- 4

13-i>5

(average)

In Indian Cur-
rency.

50.550
2,34,750
8.55,750
11.86.-200

4-2,65,100

.55.85.100
47.-23.500

63,48,900
1.04,44,300
1.27.76.610
1.11.49,135
1,-27.36,350

95.74.605
3.14.54. -280

7,45.79.970

18.59.65,650

In sterling.

3,370
15,650
57,050
79.080

284.340
372,340
314,900
423,260
696.3-20

851.774
743.-279

849.090
6:}8.307

2.096.952
4.971,993

12.397,710

For the average annual price of ferro-manganese given in the

fourth column, I have not taken the averages given in table 85 ;
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instead of this I have taken averages based on the last nine months
of a given year and the three first months of the next. This is to aUow
for the fact that a certain time must elapse between the despatch
of the ore from the mines and its conversion into ferro-manganese
m America or Europe

; so that ferro-manganese made from ore
exported during a given year would come on to the market in
time for the prices obtaining during the last nine months of that vear

Taking the ferro-man- three of the next year. From this
ganese value, the Indian table it will be seen that the value of the ferro-
manganese-ore production . , , ,

is about equal in value to manganese eqmvalent of the manganese-oie
that of coal. produced in 1906 was nearly five milUon sterling

or 7^ crores of rupees. This valuation actually places manganese-ore at
the head of the list of India's mineral products for 1906.

But the value given above for coal in this year is very little less

than that of the manganese; and hence as both valuatiors are based on
asstmiptions it is better to say that the ferro-manganese value cf

India's 1906 production of manganese-ore is about equal to the true
value of the coaL

The chief interest of these figures does not, however, lie in the

Enormous loss to India position they give to ^he Indian manganese-ore
through not manufacturing production relative to that of the other Indian
ferro-manganese. - i j i. .u

• i-x, nmineral products ; but m the enormous finan-

cial loss they show that India suffers by the export of its manganes >
ore in the raw condition. Because the ore is exported in this

condition the total value of the Indian manganese-ore production since

1892 to 1906 has been worth to India only 3 crores and 5 lakhs

of rupees, or about £2,437,000. ^Tiilst. if this ore had been con-

verted into ferro-manganese in India, the least value to India would
have been the export value of the ferro-manganese produced.
The export value of the ferro-manganese is its market value where it is

to be used minus the expenses incurred in getting it to those markets,

on the assimiption that none of it remains in India for home con-

sumption. £1 or Ks. 15 may be taken as a fair average for the

expenses that would be incurred in putting the ferro-manganese manu-
factured in India on the European and American markets. Making
this deduction per ton from the values given in table 86 we see

that the export value of the ferro-manganese for the whole period of 15

years would have been Rs. 17,17,28,730 or £ll,448,rS2. Instead of this
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the export value of the manganese-ore, since it was exported in the raw

condition, was only Rs. 3,65,61,913 or £2,437,461 ; from which we see

that India has suffered a loss of Rs. 13,51,66,817 or £9,011,119, or,

say, roughly 131 crores of rupees or 9 millions sterling, during the 15

years 1892 to 1906, through not manufacturing ferro-manganese in

the country. The loss for the year 1906 alone may be put at 6

crores of rupees or 4 millions sterling ; and for the present year (1907),

in which prices for ferro-manganese rule lower, the loss calculated in this

wav will probably not be less than 1-| to 2 millions sterling.

The above potential losses considerably overstep the mark, however,

for the reason that if all the manganese-ore mined in India were worked

up in the country into ferro-manganese, the demand for the ferro pro-

duced would not be as great as it is at present for the manganese-ore.

For those countries in which there are furnaces set aside for the manu-

facture of ferro-manganese would, if deprived of their Indian supplies

of manganese-ore, do their best to obtain the ore required from other

countries, such as Russia ; for the steel companies naturally prefer to

make their own manganese-ore and secure the profits on its manufacture,

to bupng the substance ready-made, when the profits go to some one

else. There are, however, many steel manufacturers who do not manu-

facture their own ferro-manganese, and these would no doubt be willing

to buy Indian ferro-manganese if the price were favourable as compared

to that of ferro from other sources. Hence we see that the true

potential loss is less than given in the preceding paragraphs ; but how

much it is impossible to say.

In any case the potential loss to India through ferro-manganese not

being made in the country is so large, that the enormous exports of man-

ganese-ore year by year cannot be a matter of congratulation to the

country. For although they mean employment to some 10,000

coolies, a considerable number of cartmen, a small number of skilled

workmen and mining men, and a considerable income to the railways

and mine o\TOers, yet each ton of ore that goes out of the coimtry means

the loss of a certain amount of employment to men who might be

employed in the smelting of the ore into ferro-manganese. Further,

each ton of ore that goes out of the country means a smaller

amount of ore left against the time when the iron and steel industry

becomes a large and flourishing one in India. It would be a great pity,

considering how excellently India has been endowed by Nature with

many of the materials—iron-ore, manganese-ore, chrome-ore, and wolf-
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ram,—needed in the modern processes for the manufacture of iron and
steel, if, when the time came for iron and steel to be manufactured in

the country, it were found that all the subsidiary minerals—manganesa-

ore, chrome-ore, wolfram, etc.,—had been exported from the country,

so that the manufacturer had to import these materials from other

countries.

I do not want to take up an alarmist position ; for there can be no

doubt that India has enormous supplies of manganess-ore. Still if the

export of this commodity continues at the present rate, the next 20 to 30

years will see the exhaustion of a very large number of deposits, at least as

regards high-grade ores. Some deposits already show signs of exhaustion

and every year will see more deposits put on to the list of defimct. For-

tunately, however, there are signs that the Indian iron and steel industry

will get into full swing in the next 10 years, so that it may be in time to

take advantage of the existence of manganese-ores in this covmtry. But

in the course of the next 20 or 30 years either metallurgical practice

will have to be improved so that lower grade and more sihceous ores

can be utilised
;

or, second y, mechanical processes for concentrating

and improving these lower grade siliceous ores will have to be adopted
;

or, thirdly, the continuity in depth of the high grade ores of the Central

Provinces will have to be proved by boring or actual mining ; otherwise

the Indian manganese industry will probably come to an end. In the

third case the supply of high grade ores would be ensured for a consider-

ably longer period than the 20 to 30 years—which is only a guess

—

mentioned above. With regard to the possibility of manufacturing

ferro-manganese in India see page 585.

One reason for not advccating at present any restrictions on the

export of manganese-ore is that the metallurgy of iron and steel pro-

gresses at such a rate that one cannot be certain that the use of

manganese may not one day be discontinued in favour of some more

efficient substance ; or that steel may not be made by some new

process in which there is no need for manganese or any substance per-

forming similar functions.



CHAPTER XXVI.

ECONOMICS & mmm—continued.

The Mining or Quarrying of Manganese-ores.

General principles for deciding whether to mine or quarry a deposit—Mode of

occurrence and structure of the deposit—Depths to which manganese-ore deposits

extend—Relation of the outcrop of the deposit to the topography- The value of

the ores—Nature of the ' country ' of the deposits—The presence of water—Cost

of timb3r, tools, and plant— Cost of labour—Cost of employing technically -trained

managers.

The way to prospect a manganese-ore deposit.

The way to work a manganese-ore deposit—Four mistakes to be avoided—Thick

ore-band of moderate dip forming a hill—Thick ore-band of steep dip forming a

hill—Thin ore- band in a hill—Thick ore- band cropping out on low ground

—

Thin ore-band cropping out on low ground—Scattered ore-bodies in lithomarge

—

Lateritoid cappings—Deposits of detrital ore or talus-ore.

To mining men the larger part of this chapter will probably seem

trite and unnecessary and out of keeping with the character of the re-

mainder of this Memoir, so that an apology for its introduction is perhaps

desirable. Now it so happens that there are a large number of people

engaged in the Indian manganese industry who have had no previous

acquaintance with mining, and consequently in most cases do not recognize

the complexity of the problem of working even such an apparently simple

thing as a manganese-ore deposit
;
according to popular notions, in fact,

one has only to dig out the ore, send it to the markets, and draw in the

profits. I hope the first section of this chapter will open the eyes of such

people and show both them and any other laymen who contemplate

taking a part in the Indian manganese industry that to get the best

results, and indeed any that are not much below the best, it is necessary

to employ men who by training are qualified to deal both with the

considerations put forward in this section and with many others not

mentioned here.

In the section on the way to prospect a manganese-ore deposit, I

propose to give a few hints as to the best way in which to obtain some
idea of the value of a deposit when found. My object is that if a layman

attempt to open up a deposit without proper advice, as is bound fre-

quently to happen, his attempts shall be made on some reasonable basis
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so that these preliminary workings shall not be carried out to the detri-

ment of the deposit, and force the technically-trained man, when he cnme?

on the scene, to spend a considerable portion of his time for some months

in cleaning up the deposit before he can begin to work it in a systematic

way.

In the third section—on the way to work a deposit—I propose to

indicate roughly the outlines of the methods that it seems to me could be

adopted with the best advantage when it comes to actually working the

deposits. I have not gone into any details, both on account of the space

it would take up and because each deposit is reahy a problem in itself

with legard to details. This section will, I hope, be of use even to the

(juahfied miner ; for on CL.ming to a new country he is not likely to be

able to grasp at once the true structure and mode of occurrence of the

deposits,and his employers are not as a rule likely to let him sit down
and find this out in a satisfactory way, unless he can contrive to do

it in company with a large output of ore, and a small expenditure. The
figures illustrating this section practically all represent, as regards mode
of occurrence, deposits that actually exist.

General Principles for Deciling whether to Miae or Quarry a
Deposit.

It may be laid down as an axiom that in working any given mineral

deposit that method should be chosen that will give the maximum
profit per ton of ore extracted ; the profit being of course, in the case of

ores that are exported in a raw condition, the difference between the

total costs of extracting the ore and putting it on the market, and the

price it will fetch on that market
;

or, in the case of ores that are to be

smelted or otherwise worked up on the spot, the difference between

the total costs of extraction, smelting or preparing, and transporting to

the market, and the price the treated product will fetch when it reaches

the market.

In calculating the maximum profit obtainable from a given deposit,

however, it is necessary to consider the whole of the merchantable ore

that the deposit may be known to contain, or that it is possible that

future development may prove it to contain ; that is, it is necessary

to consider the life of the deposit.

Now the chief factors that have to be considered in deciding in what

way to open up a given deposit are the following :

—

(1) The mode of occurrence and structure of the deposit.

(2) The relation of the deposit to the topography.
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(3) The value of the average ores of the deposit, and of the best ores.

(4) The character of the ' country ' of the deposit, as regards both
the soundness of the rock and the abundance of water.

(5) The costs of mining materials, such as timber, tools and plant,
when delivered at the mine.

(6) The cost of labour, both local and imported.

(7) The cost of employing men with knowledge sufficient to develop
the deposit in the way proposed.

The two chief methods of working a mineral deposit—leaving' out of

account detrital and alluvial deposits, which may be treated by dredging,

hydraulicking, etc.,—are :

—

(a) Opencast working, or quarrying.

[h] Underground working, or true mining.

We can now consider the influence of each of the above factors in

determining the way in which manganese-ore deposits in general, and the

Indian manganese-ore deposits in particular, should be worked.

1. It is obvious that if the body or bodies of ore lie at or close to the

surface, with no or very little overburden,

£!L1 o7'^th™o:rt oP^'^^-^t work, or quarrying, is all that will

be necessary. If, however, the ore-body, in the

form of either bed, lenticle, vein, or irregular mass, extend to some

considerable depth, it will be necessary to resort to the methods of

underground mining to win, at any rate the deeper portions of, the ore.

If it be decided that it will pay to win the ore lying below the depth

to which opencast working can be carried, it will be necessary to decide

whether the whole of the ore-body is to be mined, or whether the

upper portion is to be quarried and the lower mined.

It is also obvious that before any proper decision can be reached

on these points it is necessary to know something about the structure

of the deposit. This can of course be obtained only by testing the deposit,

first by means of surface prospecting, involving the digging of surface

cross-cuts or costeans, and trial pits ; and then, if the ore be found to go

to as great a depth as can be conveniently reached by these methods,

by putting down shafts or bore-holes.

It has yet to be proved that deposits of manganese-ore extend to a

greater depth from the surface than a few

cse^oTc* depoSrcxtcnd^ hundred feet, say 300 to 500 feet (many of course

do not extend to greater depths than 50 feet
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or less). In fact the mining and quarrying of manganese-ore deposits in

different parts of the world has shown that the deposits of oxide-ores

have been formed, in the majority of cases, at or close to the surface,

and do not extend to any considerable depth, say beyond 50 to 500 feet.

It is to be noted, however, that if any portions of the ores of the Central

Provinces of India can be considered as the product of the direct compres-

sion of original manganese-oxide sediments, then such portions may
be found to continue to as great a depth as the associated rocks of

the gondite series, and this may be in some cases considerably more

than 300 to 500 feet. The same remarks apply to any other deposits,

such as those of Sweden, that have been formed by the direct compres-

sion and metamorphism of original manganese-oxide sediments, without

any passage through a silicate stage with subsequent chemical alteration.

(The franklinite deposits of New Jersey in America, in which the frank-

linite, a manganese-zinc-iron mineral, is regarded by some as having been

formed by the metamorphism of original sediments containing both

manganese and zinc, and which has been proved by boring to continue

to depths of over 1,000 feet, may be cited as an example of a man
ganese-oxide mineral proved to continue to a great depth.)

Even on the assumption that none of the Indian deposits will be proved

to continue to a greater depth than 300 to 500 feet below the original

outcrop, there is still plenty of scope for true mining ; namely, between

the depths of 50 to 100 feet and 300 to 500 feet. Before passing on to

the next section I will state the depths to which the Indian manganese-

ore deposits have been proved, and may be expected to continue.

Table 87.

Deaths to which Indian manganese -ore deposits extend.

.\rea.
Depth to which

proved.

Depth to which
may be e.xpected

in some cases to

continue.

Depth to which
possibly in some
cases continue.

Feel Feet. Feet.

Central Provuices 80 150—200 .W—."^OO, or
more.

Vizagapatam 100 150—200 300—400
Sandur .... 50 80 100
Mysore .... .30 00 80

The figures given in the first columa refer only to the larger deposits.

Ill some cases in each area deposits have been found not to continue

even to the depths given in this columa. Those in the second column
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also apply to the larger deposits in each area, such as Kandri, Kodiir,

Diirgjvmma Kolla, and Kumsi, typical of each of the four areas mcr,-

tioned. The figures given in the third column may be regarded as the

probable outside limits to which the most extensive deposits in each

area may possibly extend- It must be remembered, however, that

these figures are based on theoretical guesses, in the absence of any

bore holes or shafts proving the deposits to continue to any greater

depths than in the first column.

2. The position of the outcrop of the deposit with regard to the

Relation of the outcroi)
*opography of the surface is also a matter of some

of the deposit to the topo- importance. Thus it might be possible to work a
graphy.

deposit outcropping on a hill 200 feet high with

reference to the surrounding plains, and proved by boring or other

methods of prospecting to continue to a depth of 200 feet from the top

of the outcrop, entirely by opencast work, given favourable circum-

stances as to the nature of the ' country' : whilst a deposit, the top of

which only just appears above the surface of plain country, and also

proved to extend to a depth of 200 feet below the outcrop, could be

worked by opencast work to a depth of some 100 feet only, except by

carrying out an enormous amount of deadwork ; in fact, except at

enormous expense, or in most exceptional circumstances, it would be

necessary to resort to mining to extract the second hundi'ed feet of ore.

3. If an ore deposit extend to a considerable depth so that deep

^ ^

mining will be necessary to win all but say the top

100 feet of it, then the value of the deeper

ore decides whether it will pay to follow it to this depth. It has already

been noticed that in all probability deposits of manganese-oxide ores, with

possibly a few rare exceptions, do not extend to greater depths than 50 to

500 feet. And it is doubtful
,
considering the comparatively low market

value of manganese-ore, whether it would pay to follow a manganese

deposit below the depth of 300 to 500 feet, even if it continued. The

necessary conditions for it to be workable below this depth would

probably be that the deposit should be a thick, regular deposit of high-

grade ore situated close to the smelting centres. But let us confine our.

selves to ores lying at depths less than this 300 to 500 feet. It is obvious

that the average quality of the ore would have a considerable bearing

on the possibility of extracting that portion lying at depths greater than

50 to 100 feet. Thus near the suiface with favourable conditions it

might easily be possible to extract ore of very low grade, say 20 to 30

per cent, of manganese, and treat it mechanically so as to concentrate
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it up to a marketable grade ;
whilst at depths below this 50 to 100 feet,

but otherwise under the same conditions, it might not be possible to

work ere that was not of fairly high grade, and required mechanical

treatment to render it marketable. Some manganese-ore deposits

contain bands of ore requiring mechanical treatment to render them

fit for the market, alternating with bands of ore not requiring such

mechanical treatment. In such a case if an average sample of the

whole width of the ore-body were taken at a depth of 100 feet, the assay

result might indicate that the deposit could not be profitably worked

at such a depth. ^Miilst if the poor and rich ore were analysed separately

it might turn out that it would pay to work the deposit at this depth

bv rejecting the lower grade ore. It is possible to imagine the case of two

manganese-ore deposits, the average ore of which taken from a depth

of 100 feet assayed 35 per cent, manganese in each case. But on account

of the ore of one being uniformly of 35 per cent, grade throughout,

a considerable proportion of the remainder being quartz, it might be

unprofitable to work it, on account of the cost of treating the ore mecha-

nically in order to fit it for the market. On the other hand, the

other deposit, being composed of bands of ore of variable composition,

some as high as 50 per cent, manganese, and some as low as 20 to

30 per cent, manganese, might possibly be workable at a profit by saying

only the higher grade ore, and rejecting the remainder, so as to avoid

the cost of mechanical concentration.

4. The character of the ' country ' or enclo.sing rock of the ore

deposit is also a matter of considerable import-

oft'he deposit

'-ou^tn
^nce. In cases where it is extremely soft and

wet, as in the case of the Hthomargic ' country '

of Kodur and other mines in the Yizagapatam district, it might be a matter

of extreme difficulty and danger, with very high working costs, to mine

the deeper portions of the deposit ; whilst on account of the ex-

treme softness of the ' country ' it might be possible, by carrjdng

out an enormous amount of deadwork, to work opencast to a much
greater depth than would be passible ^vith hard ' country' , at a cost

much lower than that of true mining ;
the quarrj- would be very much

wider than the width of the ore-body, and would have its sides stepped

on account of the softness of the ' country '
; and the soft ' country

'

would be removed in slices as the quarry was constantly deepened.

Such is the practice that has been followed in the case of the Kodur
quarry in Yizagapatam. which has now reached a depth of about 100

feet below the original surface of the plains. Such a method of work
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would, however, be prohibitive in cost and unnecessary, were the

' country ' hard and sound. On the other hand, the soundness of the

o-round would reduce the cost of true mining on account of the smaller

cost of timbering required, and might make mining cheaper than

quarrying.

The presence of water m a deposit is also of great importance. One

of the reasons why it is possible to work to
The presence of water.

gj.gg^pj, (Jepths opencast on a deposit situated on a

hill, than on a deposit the top of which is only at plains level, is that the

former deposits are usually comparatively dry, and if not they can be

easilv rendered so by the construction of drainage adits driven into

the side of the hill. Pumping, when necessary, may be a serious item

in the total costs of mining.

5. Tn cases where it is doubtful whether to quarry or mine a deposit

the relative costs of the tools and plant required

and°plant^
^™ °° " cases, and the cost of the timbering

that may be required in case underground mining

is resorted to, have to be considered.

6. When labour is very cheap it may often be advisable to work

a deposit in a simpler way and with less labour-
Cost of a our.

saving apparatus than would be desirable in the

case of dear labour. India is a country of cheap labour. But it must

be remembered that besides the cheapness of labour, as measured by the

wages per head paid, the efficiency and abundance of the labour has to be

considered. Though the amount of ore or coal excavated per man

per day is considerably less in India than with European labour in colder

climes, vet the greater expense of the white labour probably overbalances

the extra efficiency. [In coal mining it is probable that no country

works more cheaply than India.] Further, if a supply of labour

cannot be obtained sufficient to keep a mine in full swing, as often

happens in some of the manganese-mining districts of India, then in

spite of the relative cheapness of such labour as is obtainable it may

still be desirable to make use of as much labour-saving apparatus as

possible. In considering the respective merits of quarrying and mining

in the case of a deposit extending to such a depth that it might be

treated in either wav, it has to be remembered that for underground

work a greater proportion of skilled labour is necessary than for opencast

work. It then usually happens that the labour for underground work

has to be trained, or to be imported from elsewhere at a higher rate

than would obtain for local labour employed for opencast work.
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7. A further point that has to be considered is that opencast work can

be carried out wnth a smaller amount of skilled

• ^'^f^
^"^P^^y'^g supervision than underground mining. In fact

nically-trained managers. ^ ....
it is often the custom in India—though this is

most undesirable from the point of view of the life of the deposit, and

therefore of the good both of the country and of the indi\'idual or com-

pany to whom the country has entrusted the development of the deposit

—to open up a deposit, extract the ore in large quantities, and export

it, without ha\'ing any technically-trained man or men to superintend

and direct the work.

Without the technically-trained men noticed under heading 7, it is of

course impossible for the Ucensee or lessee of a property to ascertain

anything accurate about the mode of occurrence of his deposit, and about

its structure, and therefore impossible to work the deposit in the most

advantageous way.

The Way to Prospect a Manganese-ore Deposit.

Let U3 suppose that one has found a loose piece of manganese-ore

either in a stream-bed or on a hill-side. One goes of course upstream,

or uphill, as the case may be, to see where the fragment has come from.

As likely as not the prospector will be rewarded by finding other pieces

of ore in increasing quantities, and will finally arrive at an outcrop of

manganese-ore in situ. This outcrop may be an isolated one projecting

through alluvium or soil, and showing no indications of strike or

dip, e-g-, 0 in figure 28. The soil should then be removed to a depth

Fig. 28.—Prospecting an o tcrop oq low ground 'i
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of a few feet, for a distance of some yards in all directions round the

deposit, such as up to the circle in the figure. Further indications of

ore will then probably be found, such as the cross-hatched areas in

figure 28. These will probably show some signs of direction ; in the

figure they indicate a strike AB. A trench, CD, should then be dug

at right angles to this supposed strike, and carried down to a depth

suflBcient to show both the full width of the ore-body, and its contact

with the ' country ' or enclosing rocks. From the boundaries of the ore-

band as seen in the trench, it will probably be found that this first trench

has not been dug exactly at right angles to the strike of the ore-body,

but askew. Another trench, such as EF in the figure, should then

be constructed in a direction at right angles to the supposed strike of the

ore-body, and for the purpose of testing the extension of the ore-body

in this direction. It will probably be found necessary to dig this trench

deeper than CD in order to reach rock in situ, for, as likely as not, the

original outcrop corresponds to a small hill or hillock submerged in the

alluvium. With this second trench the true strike of the ore-body

should be ascertained ; and the width of the deposit will now be known

at two points. The extension in both directions should now be tested

by further trenches both to the right and left of the original ones.

Possibly, however, there may be several small outcrops ranged along a

low ridge some .'30 to 100 feet high, or along a higher range or hill from

100 to 300 or even 500 feet high. In this case the length of the ridge

probably corresponds with the strike of the ore-body, at least roughl)^

Figure 29 may be taken to represent a ridge about 100 feet high, showing

Fig 29.—Prospecting an outcrop along a rid£;e
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several small outcrops (black) arranged along the crest of the ridge.

Possibly the outcrops will show signs of a dip, if the ore-body be a sheet-

hke mass. Whether it does or not a series of trenches should be cut

across the ridge at regular intervals. There is no necessity to carry them

down to the level of the plain round the hill, but they should be carried

down deep enough to reach rock everywhere. From this series of

trenches it will be possible to ascertain the true strike of the ore-body,

its dip—probably varying from point to point—, and the width at several

points, from which an average of some value can be struck. Other

trenches should be put across the assumed extension of the deposit on

the plains at either end of the ridge to test the continuation of the deposit

in both directions. One of the trenches on the hill itself might

be cut down to a depth of at least 30 feet, in order to show that the

deposit extends to at least this distance. It may be objected that the

trenches shown in figure 29 are much too long, considering the width of

the ore-band. It must be noticed, therefore, that both slopes of the

ridge would probably be covered with talus-ore and these trenches

would therefore indicate the quality and quantity of such ore available,

and, moreover, reveal any subsidiary ore-bands, should such exist, as is

not infrequently the case. It may happen that the outcrop takes the

form of a more or less horizontal capping on the top of a hill, with

the ore not extending down the sides. A trench or trial pit carried

to a depth of 20 to 50 feet—or an adit driven into the edge of the

capping some 30 feet below the top—will then probably show a

passage down into rock that is too poor in manganese-ore to be

workable ; and in such a case, as is so common in Mysore, it will

probably be useless to look for ore on the low ground surrounding the

hill, or on its sides, except in the form of detritus derived from the

ore in situ on the top. This case is illustrated in figure 35.

The Way to Work a Deposit.

It is not to be supposed that the information gained in the way
described above, valuable though it be, is necessarily all that is required

before work can be started on rational lines. If it has revealed the

existence of large bodies of ore near the surface, then there can be no

doubt that the deposit should be opened up as a quarry. If the pros-

pecting has revealed the fact that the deposits are of a superficial charac-

ter, as in the case illustrated in figure 35, there is then also no doubt

that the deposit is a quarrying proposition. But supposing that the opera-

tions have shown the presence of a band of ore of good quality, but of

III K
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small width, say orily 5 feet thick. Such a deposit could of course

be opened up as a quarry. But it would be much better to ascertain

if the deposit extend to any depth, either by a small prospecting shaft,

calculated to strike the ore-band at 100 feet, by a small incline shaft

on the ore, or by means of boreholes calculated to strike the deposit

at depths up to 300 feet. For it would not be economically possible

to follow such a thin band to a great depth by quarrying, on account

of the enormous expense of the earthwork that would have to be

done ; and if mining were necessary it might be better to start

straight away on it. This case is illustrated in figure 33, which might

well be taken to represent the Gowari Warhona deposit in the Chhindwara

district. There must also be many deposits of characters intermediate

between the large bodies of ore referred to above, and the thin

band found at Gowari Warhona. Hence it is evident that in many
cases it would be advisable to wait before opening up the deposit as a

quarry, until it has been ascertained whether the ore go to any

considerable depth or not, and then to decide if it would not be

better to mine the deposit, instead of quarrpng it. I suppose, however,

it is useless to mention this point, because the owner of a manganese-ore

deposit always wants money returns with the greatest possible speed,

and can never wait to have the deposit properly developed. However,

by following the ore on an inclined shaft it i,« possible to prove the

ore and win ore at the same time.

Having determined the character of the deposit, at least to the extent

of finding out something about its width, strike, and dip, and whether

any considerable amount of ore be available, the operator can think

about opening it up.

If quarrying be decided upon then there are four main points to be

Pour mistakes to be observed if the deposit is to be properly
^^oided. worked. These are :—

1. The waste must not be dumped on the line of strike of the deposit.

2, The waste must not be dumped too near the sides of the deposit,

assuming it to be longer in one direction than in the other ; and by

preference the waste should be dumped on the side away from which the

ore is dipping and not on the dip side. The distance to which the waste

should be carried depends on the angle of dip of the deposit, and on the

depth to which it is likely to be worth while to follow it by opencast

work. The flatter the dip, the wider will the quarry have to be

for the ore to be extracted down to a given depth, say 100 feet ; and the
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deeper to which it is worth while to follow the deposit, the wider will be

the workings necessary for opencast work, C

3. The work of extracting the ore must be accompanied by a suit-

able amount of deadworJc, i.e., extrsiction ol the ' country ' or wall-rock

on either side of the deposit. Otherwise the workings will tend to take

the shape of an ever-narrowing groove, from which it will be increasingly

difficult and dangerous to extract the ore.

4. Care should be taken when constructing buildings or tramways not

to put them in places from which it may afterwards be necessary to

remove them ; such as on top of an extension of the ore-body, or

where they interfere with the proper working of the deposit.

The above remarks may seem to be trite. But all the principles

there mentioned have been broken again and again in the course

of Indian manganese mining, usually through ignorance of the structure

of the deposit being worked, and an eager attempt to obtain as much ore

as possible without any regard for the future ; but sometimes, in cases

where a qualified man is employed, because the management of the

syndicate or company will not provide the funds required for the

rational development of the deposit.

I now take a few typical cases and give roughly what seems to me
the best method of opening up and working'^the deposit in each.

Figures 30 and 31 can be taken to represent cases found fairly

.
, , often in the Central Provinces, in which a bed-

Ihick ore-band of moder- , , . . ^ ii f i,- i,

ate dip forming n hill. bke ore-body gives rise to a small hill, oi which

it forms the backbone. We can suppose that in

each case the ore-body has been shown by the preliminary cross trenches,
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constructed as illustrated in figure 29, to be of considerable thick-

ness, say 50 feet. In figure 30 it is shown dipping at an angle of

40°, and in figure 31 at an angle of 80°, the slope of the bill on the dip

side of the deposit being in each case about 30°. We can also suppose

that the hill is in each case about 300 feet high as referred to the low

ground at the base. The difference in the dip of the deposits may produce

a radical difference between the methods of work to be adopted in each

case. In the case illustrated in figiu-e 30, there is little doubt that

the deposit should be quarried, at least down to the level of the low

ground. This quarrying could probably be most systematically carried

out by working the deposit in horizontal slices of a convenient thickness,

say 5b feet—AA', BB', CC, etc., in figure 30. Work should be started

at the summit of the hill with the removal of the overburden AA'^O

along the whole length of the ore-body down to the level of the bottom

of the fiiTst 50-foot slice, AA'. On AA" a level or bench should then

be constructed parallel to the whole length of the ore-band, and

tram lines laid down. To remove the ore to the bottom of the hiU

on the dip side, gravity inclines (tramways) or aerial ropeways,

one or more according to the length of level A, should be constructed,

with the loading station just below level A, so that the ore in the trucks

on this level could be tipped direct into the trucks or buckets of the

incline or ropeway. With the slope of the hill given, inclines would

probably be better than ropeways ; an incline also has the advantage

of a greater carrying capacity than a ropeway. From level A the waste

should be rim out on to the scarp side, OF', of the deposit, through

openings made by deepening the original prospecting cross-trenches down

to the 50-foot level AA'. It would be advisable to start work on the out-

crop, 0, before the level A and the incline are finished, so as to have

a supply of ore ready to despatch to the bottom of the lull at the earliest

possible moment. With the level A constructed and the dip slope

OA" of the ore-band exposed, it would be an easy thing to remove the

ore down to the level A and transport it expeditiously to the foot of the

hiU. It would probably be advisable to remove the country on the foot-

wall side also of the deposit down to the 50-foot level. It would be

as well to arrange to work away the first slice of ore sooner at one end

of the deposit than at the other, so as to allow the removal of the country

AA" B"B and the preparation of level B at this end before the ore had

been completely removed from the other end of level A. Arrangements

would have to be made for moving the loading stations of the inclines

down slice by slice as the work progressed. In this way work would be
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carried down slice by slice as long as the work of removing the ' country
'

on the hanging-wall side of the deposit did not become too expensive.

This would depend on the relation between the slope of the hill and the

dip of the deposit as the base of the hill was reached. It might be neces-

sary in case the slope of the hill became very small to extract the last

slice or two by means of a trough-like quarry, instead of removing all

the ' country ' on the hanging-wall side at this level. As regards

the ' country ' on the foot-wall side, this would probably have to be

removed only for a few feet back from the foot-wall of the deposit,

in a stepped fashion as illustrated, the stepping being for safety's sake,

except in the case of very sound ' country '. As regards the disposal

of the waste, it would probably be too expensive to send it to the scarp

side of the deposit, after the first two slices had been worked, unless there

happened to be a neck somewhere along the ridge through which a level

for the waste could be run. Further, those portions of the waste derived

from the workings towards the ends of the ridge could be run round these

ends to the scarp side. But the waste from the middle portions of

the ridge would probably have to be taken down the inclines on to the low

ground on the dip side of the deposit. The above is given as a method

suitable for a big thick deposit. The Balaghat deposit is an example

of a deposit that is being worked after this method, with the modifications

necessary to adapt it to the configuration of the ground. In the case of

smaller deposits suitable modifications would be introduced ; but the

general plan should be based on the above.

In figure 31 we have a case similar to the above, except that the deposit

the much increased amount of ' country ' on the hanging-wall side of the

dips at a much steeper angle (80°) than that

0

D

scale:-
\

3(10 FEET

Fig. 31.—Miningor quarrying a thick ore-band of stoep dip in a hill.
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deposit, it would probably not pay to remove more than one or two 50-

foot slices in the way ilhistrated in figure 30. If the ' country' were very

sound and tough, it would probably be cheapest to remove the top 100

feet of the ore by means of an open quarry, as indicated in figure 31, but

less wide,, and then to drive in tunnels along the strike of the ore-band at

the 20C-foot and 300-foot levels respectively, and to fixst stope out the

ore from the 200-foot level up to the 100-foot level, removing the ore

through the 200-foot tunnel, and to treat the next slice in the same way,

removing it throiigh the 300-foot tunnel. [During 1907 a beginning has

been made to mine in this way the portions of the Mansar deposit lying

below the 100-foot level.] These tunnels woiild also serve for drainage.

In the exceptional case of the ore-band not running the whole length

of the hill so that it did not crop out at the two ends, it might be

cheaper to drive the cross-cut tunnels B, C, and D, as in figure 31,

instead of tunnels on the strike. If, however, the groimd were very

soft and decomposed it might be easier to continue the quarrying system

as indicated by the stepped lines, representing successive stages, down
to the base of the hill. Arrangements would have to be made for

draining the quarry, probably through the two ends of the ridge. In

fact the free drainage of the deposit could to a certain extent be

secured by working the ends of the ridge quicker than the middle and

so keeping them at a lower level. But whether the ore down to the

base of the hill were quarried or mined there is no doubt that mining

would have to be resorted to, in order to follow it any deeper, should it

continue.

It is, of course, only if the ore-band were fairly thick that it could pay

to quarry the deposit by removing the whole
Thin ore-baud in a hill. .

^
. ^ „X i i- -j

SIX suces as m figure 30, or by makmg a wide

quarry, as in figure 31. If the ore-band were thin, say only 5 to 10 feet

thick, then it would probably be found that the only economical way of

recovering all except the top 50 feet would be by mining the deposit

like a mineral vein, as indicated in the previous paragraph for the

case of a steeply dipping band of considerable thickness, with sound
' country '.

We now come to the case illustrated in figure 32 of a fairly thick

ore-band, the outcrop of which is on low ground.

ouro?Tow^^ound^^'°^ this case it does not make much difference

whether the angle of dip of the deposit is mode-

rate, as represented in the figure, or whether it is steep, say from 70'^ to
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00° (vertical). In either case it would probably be better to open up the

Fig. 32.—Quarrying a thick ore-band cropping out on low ground.

deposit as a quarry, with stepped sides as indicated in the figure, the

stepped lines indicating the approximate positions of the sides of the

quarries for different depths. The difference introduced by the different

angles of dip is that with a shallow dip more ore can be won down to a

given depth than with a steep dip, the most favourable condition as

regards dip being the one in which the ore-band is folded so as to be

kept at the surface for a considerable distance across the strike, as at

Kaihdongri (Plate 19). The depth to which such an open quarry could

be carried, supposing the ore to continue, depends on a variety of condi-

tions, of which the chief is probably the character of the ' country ' or

waU-rock of the deposit. It might conceivably be carried to a depth

of 150 to 200 feet ; but it is probable that before this, except under

exceptional circumstances, such as great thickness of the ore-band,

accompanied by very high quality, it would pay better to start mining the

deposit, by the ordinary methods apphcable to veins. It will be seen that

if worked as illustrated in figure .30 in the case of a hiU deposit, or as in

figure 32 in the case of a plains deposit, the side of the quarry on the

foot-wall side would keep moderately close to the foot-wall side of the

deposit. In these cases it would be as weU to drive one or two tunnels

into the foot-wall side in order to ascertain whether a second ore-band

be present, as might easily be the case, and as is illustrated in

figure .32. Or of course the same could be tested by boring.

In the case illustrated in figure .33, in which the ore-band is supposed

to be only 6 feet thick, and to crop out on low

out on low ground!*^^'"" ground, there is little doubt that if the deposit

continue to any considerable depth, and it be
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desired to win the ore down to this depth, the deposit should be treated

j! d' c' b'

Fig. 33.—A thin ore-band cropping out on lowjgi-ound.

like a mineral vein from the beginning, and worked by inclined shafts

following the dip of the ore, and stoped right out- The deposit at Gowari

Warhona in the Chhindwara district, Central Provinces, is a case in

point. The dip of the deposit is about 50° as seen in nala sections, and

its width is 5| to 6 feet. The depth to which the ore extends is as usual

unknown ; the proper way to treat this deposit would be first to bore

it and see to what depth workable ore extends. It might only be tested

to depths of 150 to 200 feet at fijst. Then, if the ore were found to

extend to only 50 feet or a little more, calculation might show

that it would be cheaper to quarry the deposit. But if the ore were

proved to continue to 100 feet or more, then calculations would probably

show it to be a case of either mining the deposit or leaving it alone

altogether. It would not be a fair thing to extract what could

be won by opencast work and abandon the remainder. The deposit

should therefore either be mined, or let alone altogether until such time

as an improvement of communications or prices allow the deposit to

be mined. From figure 33 it can be seen how expensive it would be to

quarry down to a depth of 100 feet. To win the ore DE between the

80-foot and 100-foot levels, it would be necessary to remove all the

' country ' EE' D'D ; and the deeper the quarry became, the larger

would be the amount of dead work necessary to win each 26 feet of ore

measured on the dip.

We can now consider the case represented in figure 34, which may be

taken as a generalized expression of the condi-
Scatteredore-bodies in

^-^^^^ obtaining in some of the Vizagapatam
hthomarges.

_ _ . .

deposits, although in these deposits there is

usually some sign of arrangement of the manganese-ore bodies parallel to
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the boundaries of the rock in which they are situated. Let us suppose

that workable ores continue to a depth of 300 feet as indicated and that

they are scattered through soft lithomargic rocks. The original outcrop

is shown at 0. The ore-body of which this is part has been worked by

0

Fig. 34.—Scattered ore- bodies in lithomarge.

means of a large quarry, and found to terminate at a depth of about 100

feet. In quarrying this large mass, however, several small concretions

and pockets of ore have been found scattered through the surrounding

soft Uthomarges. Now it is obvious that if the quarry be abandoned

with the idea that the ore has come to an end a great mistake will be

made, several times as much ore as that extracted being left in the

ground. The obvious point is that the subsidiary concretions and

pockets should be taken as a warning, and the surrounding rock

explored. Mr. T. Caplen tells me that at Kodur he has found putting

down small bore-holes with a percussion drill a very successful method

of proving the existence of scattered bodies of ore. Timnels driven

horizontally from the sides of such a quarry would also be of great

value, as illustrated by B, C, and D, in the figure, two of them striking

ore and one missing it. Having proved the existence of these scat-

tered ore-bodies to a depth of 300 feet, it is a very difficult question to

settle how to win this ore, considering the softness of the rocks in

which it lies. It is obvious that to make sure of missing no body of any

size it would be necessary either to remove the whole of the rock from
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the ore-bearing area, forming an enormous quarry of great depth, or to

mine the lower portions of the deposit, driving a large number of bore

holes to find where the ore-bodies lie. Such a process of mining

would need very expensive timbering on account of the softness of the

ground, and would be very uncertain, with the probability of

leaving undiscovered in the ground a considerable proportion of the

ore. A similar problem has arisen at Crimora in Virginia, where the

manganese-ore occurs as concretionary nodules and pockets scattered

through clays occupying a basin over 200 feet deep. This occurrence

has been tackled at different times by means of shafts and open

pits ; the former method was found to be so uncertain that it has been

lately decided to hydraulick the whole deposit, as described on

page 575. The Vizagapatam deposits are not however suitable for this

treatment, in the first case because it would rarely be possible to find

lower ground close at hand on to which the water from the hydraulicking

could run, and secondly because the proportion of small concretions in

the lithomarge is small compared to the more massive ore-bodies,

which are usually of much too large a size to be amenable to

such treatment. It might be possible in rare cases to treat Indian

deposits by hydraulicking, but I cannot point to any good example.

Hence it is an alternative between mining siich deposits as Kodur

below the 100-foot level, this being uncertain as to finding all the

ore, very expensive on account of timbering, and not improbably dan-

gerous ; and continuing the quarrying to depths greater than 100 feet

(a depth already reached at Kodur). It will probably be found neces-

sary to continue the open quarry system to still greater depths than

have at present been reached and then either to abandon the deposit or

attempt to win as much as possible of the remaining ore by underground

mining, at times when the market is high.

The next case to be considered is that illustrated in figure 35. It

represents a capping of mixed manganese- and
Latentoid cappings.

iron-ores of lateritoid aspect,i such as is often

found in Mysore. These deposits do not continue to any depth, for they

have been formed by the superficial replacement of quartzites and phyllites

and pass irregularly down into these rocks through a zone of decomposed

and partly replaced rock. The thickness (i.e., depth) of the deposits is

1 For Ihe meaning of this word see page 382.
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in all probability rarely greater than 30 to 50 feet, and hence the problem

Fe-ore Mtirore

i __•
_

Lithomar^^e and

altered quartzite

< / / <ALTERED
/ / UOCK.

Fig. 35.—A lateritoid capping.

of working them is a simple one. It consists in removing the whole ca p
of the hill wherever it shows a sufficient proportion of manganese-ore.

The waste can be thrown down the slopes in any direction, once the

loose deposits of detrital ore, derived by denudation from the cap and

lying on the slopes, have been worked over. When the underlying

soft rocks have been reached, it is hopeless to expect any continuation of

the deposit at greater depths, except perhaps for a few isolated pockets

scattered through the soft Uthomarges (or decomposed quartzites), the

form usually taken by the decomposed rock immediately underlying the

manganese-ore of the cap. The point then to be settled by the

operator is whether it is worth his while to turn over this soft

lithomarge in search of isolated pockets, or whether it is better to leave

such pockets in the ground. To do the latter would not be a matter

of much concern to the Government ; for the quantity of ore so lost

would be smaU ; but it is probable that at times of high prices it

might pay to work over these soft hthomarges in cases where the

indications look favourable.

The last type of deposit to be considered is that illustrated in figure 36,

namely the deposits of detrital ore, to which I

have usually referred in this Memoir as detrital

ore or talus-ore but which is usually termed

boulder-ore or float-ore by the mining community. These detrital deposits

are formed by the denudation of deposits in situ and are usually to be

found on the slopes and at the foot of hills showing an outcrop of

manganese-ore, being as a rule best ou the scarp side. In the case, alao,

Deposits of detrital ore

or talus- ore.
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of deposits that crop out on low ground there is usually a covering of

Fig. 36.—A detrital or talus-ore deposit.

detrital ore a few feet thick. In many cases these detrital deposits have

to be worked in the course of opening up the ore-body in situ. But this

is not always the case. Thus, in the case shown in figure 30 on

page 555, there would in all probability be a considerable quantity of

detrital ore on the scarp slope OF'. Before throwing down this slope the

waste from uncovering the ore-body in situ, all the detrital ore should be

worked over. This is not a counsel of perfection ; for it often happens

that considerable quantities of good merchantable ore may be quickly

won at a small cost from the detrital deposits ; and the income derived

from such may be a great help to the hard-pressed manager by allowing

him to give his company an immediate output of ore, and leaving him

some time to open up the deposit in situ in a rational way. It is also

worth noticing that some in situ deposits, namely those formed at the

surface, show a progressive deterioration with depth, the best ore being

that immediately at the surface. From this it follows that in many cases

the ore found in the detrital deposits, having been formed by the denu-

dation of the uppermost portions of the ore-body in situ, must be of a

better quality than that found in the latter. Even in working over

detrital deposits, in which the ore fragments occur in variable abundance,

and usually in a matrix of clayey, loamy or gritty soil, it is well to employ

some system. I had the difference well illustrated at the deposits

situated near Shiddarhalli, in the Shimoga district. In both cases I am
referring to detrital deposits consisting of loose fragments of ore scattered

through a clayey or loamy soil to depths up to 10 feet or a little more,

and lying on comparatively level ground at the base of hills from which

the ore had probably been derived. In the one case the deposits—those

situated in the Kadur district, Hadikere village limits, just over the

Shimoga boundary, and east of Shiddarhalli—had been worked anyhow.

Pits had been dug here and there and the waste from the extraction
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of the ore dumped immediately by the side of the pit, usually on ore-

bearing ground not yet turned over, and the whole then abandoned,

though it may be but temporarily. To win the ore now covered up

will cost more than if the waste had been carried to a safe distance
;

and in some cases the cost of removing this overburden will doubtless

be considered too great to permit of the working of the ground under-

neath. In the other case, in a deposit lying to the south-west of Bale-

katte and north of Shiddarhalli village, the ground had been divided

into strips 5 or 6 feet wide as illustrated in figure 37. Alternate strips A
were being worked. The method adopted was to excavate the C end

of the strip to as great a depth as was considered payable—some 5 or

6 feet in this case—and remove the waste from tliis to a safe distance.

The remainder of the strip was worked over by men advancing from

C towards A and pulling down with kodalis, into the cavity already

made, the ground in front of them. In this way they worked along

the whole strip, extracting the loose pieces of ore as they turned them

A A A A

Fig. 37.— Systematic plan of working detritnl deposits.

up, and raking the loose soil behind them, women being employed to

remove a certain proportion of this soil so as to keep the trench

sufficiently open. When the A strips had been worked over, then the

B strips were to be treated in the same way. The reason for working

alternate strips was probably the convenient disposal of the ore won,

and the convenient access of the coolie women who removed the

ore and waste. It struck me that this was the best and most systematic

method I had yet noticed of working detrital deposits. It must be
observed that in this case the only object was to win the loose frag,

ments of ore, for there was no reason for supposing that the detritus

overlay manganese-ore in situ. In the latter case, it would have been

necessary to remove all the soil to a distance. These detrital deposits,

when of large extent, would seem to be admirably suited for treatment

on the lines of the Northamptonshire iron-ore deposits, i.e., by working
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with a long working face and tramlines that are moved forward every

time a slice of ore of given width has been removed from the whole

length of the face.

In the foregoing paragraphs I have attempted to indicate roughly

the methods that seem to me to be most applicable to the working of the

various types of manganese-ore deposit. There are many departures

from the above types, and each departure introduces a modification

in the precise method of tackling the deposit.
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The Methods Actually Used in Working the Indian Manganese-ore
Deposits.

We can now consider the methods actually employed for the extrac-

tion of the Indian manganese- ores. In the first place it must be remarked

that owing to the occurrence of large bodies of ore at the surface, the ore of

which can be won with Uttle trouble, practically all Indian manganese

extraction comes under the head of quarrying. In rare instances, such

as at Kodur, Ramandrug, and BikonhalU, small tunnels have been driven

into the quarryside or hillside, in order to extract ore, or test the extension

of the deposit below the level at w^hich work was actually being carried

on. Such timnels can be put under the head, of mining ; but this is all

that can be so described. There is of course no doubt that in India the

conditions—chiefly the presence of large quantities of high-grade ore at or

close to the surface, and the cheapness of the labour—greatly favour

quarrying as compared with mining. But, there is also little doubt that

considerable portions of the ore-bodies in some parts of India lie at such

depths below the surface that they can be worked only by true mining

methods. And to me it seems there is little doubt that in years to

come, after the more-easily-won portions of the deposits Ipng near the

surface have been removed, it will be found necessary to resort to mining

And with a view to this some of the manganese companies and syndicates

will probably find it desirable to test the extension of their deposits, below

the depths at which they are at present working, by means of bore-holes,
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and of tunnels into hillsides, in the case of deposits forming compara-

tively high hills.

It is mteresting to note here that although practically aU the manga-
nese workings in India can be most accurately

Indian manganese quarnes j ^ • ,
, t , i"

letrallv mines. Qescnbed as ' quarries yet according to the

Indian Mines Act, 1901, clause 3 (J), the term
' mine ' apphes to all workings made for commencing or opening any mine ;

but it does not include any pit, quarry or other excavation the depth rfno
part of which, measurod from the level of the adjacent ground, exceeds twenty
feet and no part of which extends beneath the superjacent ground ' '

Hence all manganese workings deeper than 20 feet are legally mines,

and as such subject to the operation of the Indian Mines Act, 1901.

Hence, except in this chapter, I have not been strict in the use of the

term ' mine ' as apphed to the Indian manganese workings, and have

often used it in heu of the more correct term ' quarry

From the point of view of the extraction of ore the Indian manganese -ore

deposits mav be di\aded into two main groups.
Classification of deposits.

^^^.^ sub-divisions, as foUows :—

A. Those occurring on hills, ranging in height usually from 50 to 500

feet ; divided into :

—

(a) Those that form a sort of backbone to the hills, often extending

down to and below plain level.

(b) Those that form cappings to the hiUs.

B. Those l}Tng on low ground so that their highest points are, or

were before being worked, either just a few feet above the level

of the low ground, just on a level with it, or even a httle below,

the presence of the deposit in the last case being indicated as a

rule by the presence of detrital ore on the surface ; di\'ided

into :

—

(ci) Those extending to some considerable depth below the siu-face,

either in the form of a sheet-like mass or bed, or in the

form of an irregular mass or masses.

(6) Those of purely superficial character, that do not as a rule

extend to greater depths than 20 or 30 feet.

1 W. H. Pickering and W. Graham, 'The Indian Mines Act, 1901 p. 12 (1907),

Calcutta. S. K. Lahiri and Co., Csilcutta.
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As examples of the foregoing divisions the following may be

mentioned :

—

A. (a) The Kajlidongri deposit, .Jhabua State : many of those of the

Central Provinces, such as Kandri, Mansar, Balaghat,

Manegaon.

A. (b) Nearly all the deposits of the Sandur Hills and Mysore, and

most lateritic deposits.

B. (a) Many of the deposits of the Central Provinces, such as Kode-

gaon and Waregaon ; a large number of those of Vizagapa-

tam, such as Kodur and Perapi.

B. (b) Several of those of Mysore, such as those near Karelcurchi. in

the Tumkux district.

There are of course many deposits that do not fit conveniently into this

classification. Thus Kumsi in the Shimoga district, Mysore, occurs on the

slope of a hill. It can be put into A. (&), however.

The chief difference caused by the situation of the deposit is that when
working on a hill drainage troubles are avoided, if the work is done ration-

ally, whilst the labour of transporting the ore to the stacking ground can

be greatly facilitated by the erection of aerial ropeways and inchned planes,

gravity being the motive power ; see Kandri (Plate 28), Mansar

(Plate 33), and Balaghat. In this way large quantities of ore often can

be won for many years from the hiU deposits before quarrying down to

the level of the surroundiiig plains. On the other hand, in the case of a

quarry commenced at the level of the plains, as soon as a depth of 20 to

40 feet is reached, water troubles usually begin, so that extensive

pumping is required, as at Kodur (Plate 47) and Garbham in the

Vizagapatam district, and Beldongri and Kacharwahi in the Central

Provinces (Plate 41). Eventually a depth is reached at which it

becomes a matter of great diflSculty to quarry the ore, and it is then that

proper mining operations become necessary if the deposit is not to be

abandoned, as was done in the case of the Waregaon deposit, in the Xagpur

district. But in the case of such a deposit as Waregaon, which is imagined

to have given out at the same time as water troubles prevented further

work, there seems to be no desire on the part of the miners to ascertain to

what depth the ore continues, and determine whether it would be worth

while to try and win the remainder of the deposit by mining it.

The chief difference between the working of the deposits of groups A. (a)

and A. (6) is that in the latter case the problem is simply one of removing a

III I.
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capping of some 50 feet in tliickness, or less, and separating the ore from

the rock with which it is so often associated and intimately mixed, this

admixture being due to the fact that these cappings are usually the result

of the superficial, and often very irregular, replacement of some practically

non-manganiferous rock: wdiilst in the case of A. (a) prtAdsion has to be

made for the probability that the ore-body extends into the hill as a sort of

backbone, by carrying out a sufficient amount of deadwork to prevent the

quarry becoming an ever-narrowing groove.

The chief difference between the workings of the deposits of groups

B. (a) and B. (b) lies in the fact that the deposits of group B. {b) do not

extend to any depth ; so that it is not necessary to make the provision in

the wav of deadwork that is necessary in the case of the deposits of group

B. (a) to prevent them becoming ever-narrowing grooves or pits.

Whatever may be the situation of the deposit, a large propor-

tion of the work is done by hand. When in very hard, compact masses

the ore is first hand-drilled, two men usually working at each drill (see

Plate 30), and then blasted. Otherwise it is simply prized out with crow-

_ . , , ... c bars, advantage being taken of the divisional
Brief description ot ' o o

methods of working Indian planes of the ore-body when such are present,
nanganese-ore deposits. rpj^^ Ymge blocks thus detached are broken with

heavy sledge-hammers to a manageable size and then, though with

many exceptions, carried down the hill, or up out of the quarry, as the

case may be, on the heads of women and children. At a number

of quarries light rails have been out down to faciUtate the disposal of

both manganese-ore and waste. The ore is, if necessary, cleaned by

women, children, and old men, with small cobbing-hammers, and finally

piled into rectangular stacks ready for measurement. Where a

chemist is employed the stacks are usually sampled (Plate 36), and

assayed separately, and the ore then carted or trammed to the railway

station, where the products of different quarries are often mixed or

blended so as to yield a cargo of a certain standard (Plate -11).

The foregoing represents the most general practice, to which there are

of course, many variations. As already men-
Gravity-inclines and

tioned the carriage of ore from the summits of
aenal ropeways. ^

_

hills to the foot has been in several cases facilita-

ted by the construction of gravity-inclines (gravity tramways) and aerial

ropeways. Gravity-inclines have been constructed at ICandri, Mansar,

and Balaghat, all worked by the Central Provinces Prospecting Syndi-

cate, and at Ramandrug, worked by the General Sandur Mining
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Company, Limited. Aerial ropeways have been erected at Kandri,

Mansar, and Ramandrug. Of these the Mansar ropeway has been dis-

mantled and replaced by a gravity-incline. The Ramandrug one has a

length of about 2,100 feet with seven supporting trestles, and lowers the

ore about 750 feet. The details as to these ropeways and inclines will

be found under the headings of the respective deposits. Occasionally

ore-shoots have been constructed to facilitate the lowering of ore from

one level to another, as at Manegaon, worked by the Central India

Mining Company, Limited. The rails used on the mines are usually

of 2-foot gauge, but are occasionally of 2' 6" gauge, as on the mines

of the Central Provinces Prospecting Syndicate.
Mining tramways and ^

i- i

railways. several cases light steam tramways or light

railways have been constructed to connect up

various mines to the railway systems of the country. An account

of these is given on page 477.

On the 2-foot gauge lines laid do^vTi by the mining companies, the trol-

lies or trucks usually used hold from one to two tons, according to the size

of truck. The New Mysore Manganese Company, however, is using some

trucks that hold up to three tons of ore. On the 2' 6" and metre-

gauge lines constructed by the railway companies, wagons holding 6 to

16 tons are used.

Samples for analysis are not always taken from ore stacked at the mine

Sunplin"
mentioned on page 570 ; at some mines the

ore is never stacked. Thus, at Balaghat, the

ore receives what cleaning it needs near the working face and is then

charged into mine trollies and conveyed by a series of tramways and
inclines to the railway wagons. The ore is sampled by taking some
ore out of each mine trolly as it passes the manager's bungalow.

At Kumsi the ore is railed part of the way and carted the remainder.

The chemist takes his samples from the carts on arrival at Shimoga^.

I do not propose to give here descriptions of how particular deposits are

worked. For this I will refer the reader to the fourth part of this

^'emoir. There he will find, at the end of the description of each deposit,

an accoimt of the way in which it was being worked at the time of my visit.

The description given on page 570 applies to most of the deposits. But
in a few cases the work has been carried out on more elaborate lines

;

for this attention may be directed to the descriptions of the way in which

1 For some rpiniuk= on sampling Indian manganese-oies ^^cc rra?)-'. Min. Geol. It'xt.

hid., II, pp. 95—98.

Ill P ^
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the Kandri; Mansar, and Balaghat deposits, are being worked, these

being the best examples of deposits well worked.

It will have been gleaned, however, from the earlier portions of this

chapter, that many of the Indian manganese-ore

Deposits often badly deposits have been very badly worked. In my
paper ' Manganese in India ', p. 107, I wrote :

—

' ore has often been recklessly extracted to meet present demands and contracts

without any regard either to geological considerations or the future working of the

deposit. This has frequently resulted in the subsequent discovery, either that the

waste or mati has been dumped on to the hidden extension of the ore-body, or

that so much dead-^^ ork will be necessary before the miner can work at a slightly

increased depth, that it becomes a matter of doubt if the deposit can any longer be

profitably exploited : such want of foresight and reckless woi king leads, of course, to

a grievous waste of the country mineral resources.'

Since this was written I have been able to revisit some of the deposits

in the Central Provinces. I was pleased to find a general improvement in

the methods of work, although there were still some deposits left to

which the foregoing was applicable. I have also since visited some of the

Sandur deposits, and some of those of Mysore. The Sandur deposits were

being worked with some care and forethought. So also were some of

those of Mysore ; but not the majority. The majority were being worked in

a very careless fashion ;
but, considering the fact that these deposits

do not extend to any depth, this is not a matter of much consequence. In

working loose detrital deposits, however, it must be very difficult to tell

which ground has been worked over and which not, if the waste is dumped

immediateAy by the side of an excavation and on top of ground not worked

over, as noticed on page 565. I have heard it remarked that working

some of the Mysore deposits is like digging for potatoes. The simile was

meant to apply to the irregular distribution of the ore in the lateritoid

masses. But it is more aptly applied to the deposits of detrital ore,

where fragments, pebbles, and boulders of ore lie scattered through a

clayey soil
;
except that in some cases the workings are much Jess regular

than digging for potatoes would be if the digger did not wish to leave a

considerable proportion of his potatoes in the ground.

Not only is there in India a strong tendency to work the manganese

-

ore deposits in a very wasteful way, especially
Waste of smalls and dust.

^j^^ beginning of work by a new operator,

but there is also a tendency to waste a considerable proportion of the

ore won. To begin with, all ore at all small in size, say below one inch

jn diameter, is in most cases thrown away irrespective of quality,
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probably because some mechanical treatment might be necessary to

separate these small pieces from small pieces of foreign matter. It is to

be noted that the worst offenders in this waste of smalls are those opera-

tors who can obtain large quantities of ore in large pieces. Operators

with properties that turn out inferior grades of ore only, do often stack

these smalls and seem to be able to find a market for them. Further, at

many even of the best deposits, a certain proportion of the ore breaks

down into powder during excavation. This applies particularly to those

deposits in the Central Provinces in which there is any ore consisting

entirely or almost entirely of granular braunite, without any psilomelane

as cementing material. Kandri is a good example of a deposit in which

a lot of the ore breaks down into powder on quarrying. All this is

wasted. The same applies to deposits in which there is a con-

siderable proportion of pvrolusite, such as some of those of Vizagapatam,

and many of those of Mysore. In some cases pyrolusite has been bagged

and sold, as at Kodur in Vizagapatam.. and Hoshalli in Mysore. But in

the majority of cases this pyrolusitic ore is stacked in such lumps ar

can be obtained, all that breaks into powder during quarrying being

lost. Such ore if exported in the unbagged condition must then inevi-

tably loose greatly in weight owing to powdering at every transhipment

or dumping. My opinion is that such soft ore should be bagged at the

mine, and that when a large amount of ore breaks down into powder,

some attempt should be made to recover this by some means of washing

the dust and concentrating it ; this applies especially to such a deposit

as Kandii, whence there ' is a large outturn of lump ore bringing in

a handsome profit to the operators, so that there can be no lack of the

comparatively small capital required to provide the plant that would

be needed for the treatment of smalls and dust. It is very pleasing to

the miner to export the very best ore and make a sovereign a ton profit

on it with a comparatively small amount , of trouble, and to neglect

all ore that will not bring in profits at the same rate ; but it is not

gratifying to India, to see a portion of her mineral capital wasted.

Similarly, of the ore that is obtained in lump size, only that of the

very best quality is considered worth noticing

Waste of low-grade and ^^^^ quarter? in the Central Provinces, It
siliceous lump ores.

probably sometimes the case that a firm

wishes to get a reputation for supplying ore only of a certain quality,

although it could also work lower grade ore at a profit if it liked. To do

this such firms throw away all ore of lower grade than their standard,
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except what they can blend in with the highest grade ores without the

product falling below the standard. But much of such ore as is rejected

could probably, with a little trouble in cleaning it, be sold at a profit, at

least at times of high prices. It seems moreover to be overlooked in

India that much of the ore that is rejected because it is too high in

silica, although it is not very much below marketable standards as

regards manganese contents, could be worked up into a merchantable

product by crushing and concentrating. Each particular case would

., r , . need investigation to see if such a process
Possibility ot washing,

. ^ _

concentrating, and briquet- could be Commercially successful, considering
ting, smalls and fines. ^-^^ distance of the markets. But I think that in

many cases the treatment of this ore would pay, at least at times of high

prices. And in the event of the ore being smelted in this country for

the manufacture of ferro-manganese there could be little doubt of the

financial possibility of such a project. It is probable, however, that, if

the Indian manganese operators have considered any such project, they

have rejected it because they can supply all demands from the easily-

won lump-ore of high grade, and not because they have seriously

determined that it would be financially impossible. In case then the

Indian manganese operators are content to make use only of the high-

grade lump-ores, I think they should recognize that they are probably

throwing away large quantities of material that has a possible value

in the present and a more probable value in the futui-e, and that they

should make some attempt to stack the lower grade and siliceous ores

separately from the waste thrown on the dumps.

Methods of Mining, Washing, Briquetting-, etc., used 'Abroad.

The reasons why I think that washing, and concentrating if necessary

the fines, and crushing and concentrating the low-grade ores at present

thrown away, and in either case either bagging or briquetting the product,

could be made a commercial success, is that it has been done in several

cases before in other parts of the world. Thus Mr. H. Kilburn Scott

. ., in some notes appended to a letter sent to me
Briquetting in Brazil. . -,,^r^n e i i •m February l!»Ob refers to the briquetting of

manganese- ores in Brazil as follows :

—

'The Usina Wigg, the principal mine operator in the Ouro Preto Branch Line
deposits, commenced last year the erection of a pUxnt for briquetting the finely

divided ore after reducing its moisture contents.
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' The installation has been carefully designed, and will have a capacity of 100

tons of briquettes per day. The process has been evolved by Messrs.' Zeitz & Co.

of Saxony who are supplying the greater part of the machinery. The binding

material will be furnished by a proportion of the moisture left in the ore after re-

ducing to the size of 1| millimetres. The presses will work with a pressure

of 10 tons per square inch and the briquettes will weigh 800 grammes each.

' Experimental briquettes have been found to resist shock and high tempera-

ture without disintegrating, so much is expected from the process.'

The Brazilian ores are very high in moisture (up to 20%) ; in bri-

quetting soft Indian ores it might be necessary to add moisture.

Further in an article in the Engineering and Mining Journal, 9th

March 1907, p. 478, Mr. E. K. Judd gives an interesting account

Hydrai.licking and wash,
of the way in which the manganese-ore deposit

ing at Crimora in Vir- at Crimora in Virginia is worked by the Crimora
o^^^- Manganese Company, by hydra ulicking and
washing. In order to show with what elaborateness a manganese-ore

deposit may be worked I quote extensively from this article :

—

' The Potsdam quartzite, forming the base of the district, has been eroded by
some peculiar agency so as to form a bowl, perfectly inclosed on all sides, except,
where, at the north, a stream has eroded a narrow gorge. This drains only a small
part of the bowl, and the remainder has no natural drainage whatever. The
bottom of this bowl has been filled to a depth of 212 ft., at the centre, with a stiff red
clay, covered with a layer of gravel drift with an average depth of 15 ft. In this

clay, manganese oxides are found in rounded concretions, and irregular pockets,
seams and stringers, whose position follows absolutely no apparent rule. They are

found at ail depths, and in all shapes and sizes, from that of a pea to masses of

several tons weight

' The manganese-bearing portion of the bowl has been determined, by drill

borings, to cover an area of a little over 100 acres.

Method of Mining.

' In the early days, when the ores first attracted the attention of the Carnegie
steel interests, the clay was thoroughly honeycombed with shafts and drifts which
required timbering of the most substantial nature. The lowest workings of that
epoch reached a depth of about 100 ft. below the original .surface, when the copious
influx of water naturally gravitating to this .spot and finding no outlet, forced aban-
donment of the project. Although the old operators removed the choicest ore-
bodies, the inefficiency of their methods is showi by the great quantity of valuable
ore that is now recovered, by ojjen working, from the close neighbourhood of the
old openings, and even in among the very timbers of the disused drifts.

' The present system of mining may have been suggested by that so successfully

practised among the largest gold gravel operators of the Sierras, hut it is probably
unique among manganese miners. The first step was to drive a drainage tunnel
5,800 ft. long through the quartzite run, tapping the bottom of the basin at its

lowest point, and discharging into one of the small streams that flow into the south
fork of the Shenandoah. A shaft 202 ft. deep then connected its inner end with
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the surface, i In^^the neighbouring mountains, an extensive system of reservoirs

and flumes was then constructed, ending in a small masonry tank above the mine,
from which a steel pipe, crossing on a trestle the deep gulch above referred to,

jeads the water to a nozzle in the working place. The tank is now 224 ft. higher
than the nozzle, and the discharge is 640 gal. per minute.

' The wash from the clay banks thus attacked is allowed to settle in the bed
of the working place, so that only the clay is carried off in the overflow down the
drainage shaft. The sand and gravel, together with the big fragments of ore,

are then collected in cars travelling on movable tracks, and carried to the washing
plant, close to the edge of the pit. The area now under work covers 5J acres, and
a depth of 56 feet below its present level will have to be gained before the untouched
ore will become available. The entire output now comes from ground that was
overlooked by the earlier workers. An ordinary section of clay bank, in which
no especially hea^'y lumps are encountered, will carry around 10 per cent., by weight,
of. manganese oxides. Wad, which is rather abundant in some spots, can not be
saved in this way, and is lost. In any case it would require calcining to bring it

up to shijjping grade.

' A steam shovel is used for removing the gravel overburden. Trains of dumping
cavi are brought around to it, on track laid clos^ to the edge of th? pit, loaded,

and drawn off to a wast? dump at some distance from the mine, at a total ccst of

about 6(?. per cu. yd. Waste from the washery is disposed of in the same way

.

Washery Operations.

' Th3 washery has a double-tracked incline extending from its top floor to the

bottom of the pit, and carrying a pair of self-dumping skips. The loaded cars

from the pit, whose contents still retain a lot of adherent clay, dmnp into a sump
which is kept half full of water, so as to cause the material to flow easily. The
mixture is then drawn off through gates into the skips and hoisted to the top of

the washery. Here it passes into an inclined double logwasher fed abundantly with

water, where most of the clay is washed oft" and discharged. The lumps then go
through a crusher and into another, but horizontal log^\asher, where the last clay

is removed.

' The discharge from this washer goes into a trommel with |-inch holes ; the

oversize passes to picking belts where waste is discarded and the ore becomes
ready for market. The undersize goes to another trommel, which makes four

sizes, and each size falls into a separate jig. The JlcClannahan jig has proved

admirably suited for this work and makes a clean separation into heads and tails,

with no middling product. The tails, carrymg 3 or 4 per cent, of manganese, are

sold to foundries and basic steel makers. The waste from the picking belt some-

times carries as much as 20 per cent, manganese. A great deal of this waste is

in the form of quartzite conglomerate, manganese oxide being the cementing agent,

and, if crushed again, might yield some good ore ; the management, however, is

s toring this material until it can find a market, it being worth more than jig taiUngs.

' No attempt is made to reduce the size of the ore, the management preferring

to sell its product in lump form to the steel industry It is probable that the small

additional outlay for grinding equipment would prove a good investment, smce the

other consuming industries, the glass, the paint, and the storage battery manu-
factvuers, are accustomed to pay about-double the price allowed by the steel

makers.

' The lump ore shipped from the mine averages around 48 per cent, metallic

manganese, and occasional lumps reach nearly to 60 per cent. Phosphorus rarely
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exceeds 0-10 per cent., but silica is rather high, ranging from 2 or 3 up to 15 per
cent. The jig concentrates range in silica 2 or 3 per cent, higher than the lump ore

produced at the same time.'

As a further example of the trouble that is thought worth while

Methods of mining, wash-
'^^ ^ther parts of the world in working manga-

ing, etc., employed in nese-ore deposits, SO as to make use of all pos-
Panama.

^jj^l^ j ^1^,^ following abstract from a

paper by Mr. E. G. Williams, entitled ' The Manganese Industry of

the Department of Panama, RepubHc of Columbia '. Trans. Amer.

Inst. Min. Emj., XXXIII, pp. 214, 215 (1902).

' The discovery outcrop is about 100 ft. below the summit of the hiU. An
open cut was begun about 20 ft. below the outcrop and carried in until the walls

were 100 ft. high. The mountain, rising faster than the ore-body, gave a con-

stantly increasing over-burden to remove ; and this, « ith the difficulty of holding
the side-waUs, led to the abandonment of open-cut work and the beginning of under-

ground mining in 1898. A tunnel was driven into the ore-body from the open-cut
level, and from the same level a shaft was stmi; 110 ft. and two levels were opened.

The mine is drained by a timnel on the bottom level connecting with the shaft.

" The ore is usually stoped for the entire width of the deposit, both heavy tim-

bering and supplementary fiUing being required. At some points it is necessary

to leave piUars of ore in place, to be extracted when the stope is about to be finally

abandoned. The ground is difficult to hold, because of the decomposed rocks

surrounding the ore and the large masses of clay associated with it. Occasionally

a pocket of clay is opened which is under heavy pressme from the surrounding

rock or ore. As soon as an outlet is furnished, the clay begins to flow into the

stope in a plastic mass ; and great difficulty is often experienced in checking

this flow. The most satisfactory method of working—indeed, the only one by which
the soft clay walls can be held—is to keep the slopes filled to within about 7 ft. of the

roof. The ore-shoots and man-ways are built up from the level below, as the filling

is carried up. The material for filling, apart from what is furnished from waste

in the mine, is obtained outside, on the open-cut level.

' Square-set timbering has been used in large stopes, but it has been found better

and cheaper, where the filHng system was employed, to support the roof with cribs

of round logs, which accommodate themselves, without damage, to the shrinkage

of the newly-filled material and the pressure from the ore.

' The ore from the lower levels is hoisted to the open-cut level by a gasoline hoist,

which was installed on account of the difficulty of obtaining a supply of water
through the dry season.

' The ore is hand-picked on the open-cut level, the large pieces going direct to

the tramway which connects the mine with the railroad, while the small pieces

and finely-powdered ore are transported separately, taken to the log-washer, and
screened after washing.

' The size above 0"5-in. mesh is hand-picked and shipped ; the finer portion

being reserved until a suitable concentrating-plant shall have been erected. This

care in sorting the ore is rendered necessary by the presence of particles of jasper

in the ore, which, if not removed, subject the ore to a penalty for silica.

' The ore is stored on the upper level of a 50-ton bin at the loading terminal

of a Bleichert tramway. This tramway, about one-third of a mile in length, has
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its upper terminal 420 ft. above the railroad to which it conveys the ore. At the

railroad there is a 300-ton ore-bin, from which the railroad cars are loaded. The
tramway is operated by gravity, the descending loadfd buckets developing 6-H.P.

All mine-supplies, timber, etc., are brought up to thf mine on the tramway, which

has a capacity of 25 tons per hour.

'Hand-drilling was used until the present year, when, on account of the difficulty

of obtaining labourers during the revolution in the country, an air-compressor was
installed, driven by a 35-H.P. gasoline-engine, and power-drills are now used.'

From this account it will be seen that not only has it been found

profitable to work the deposit (the Soledad deposit) by the methods of

undergroimd mining, but it has also been thought worth while to wash

and screen the smalls, whilst it was intended to set up a concentrating

plant for ore passing a J-inch sieve. It is also interesting to note that

power drills have been introduced in place of hand-drilling. The ores

shipped from this deposit are of about the same grade as those of Kandri.

The methods described have been no doubt largely adopted on account

of the scarcity of labour. The same desire to save labour appears in

the arrangements for the transport of the ore which are described as

follows (loc. cit., p. 219) :

—

'From the bins at the railroad the ore is loaded by gravity into small side-dump-

ing cars, of about 3 tons' capacity, and hauled to the shipping-port. Here it is

dumped from a trestle upon the stock-pile. There is storage here, without re-

handling, for about 3000 tons. The ore is shipped in steamers which are loaded

alongside the Company's wharf. It is loaded into tubs, holding about 1800 lbs.

each, which rest on small trucks nmning on a track of O'o meter gauge. There

are two endless tracks, one on each side of the ore-pile, extending on to the wharf.

The ore-trucks make a continuous circuit, the loaded tubs being hoisted and

their contents dumped into the steamer's hold, and replaced empty up on the truck

which then returns to the ore-pile to reload. Each track serves a separate

hatch on the steamer ; and the ore is loaded at the rate of 400 tons or more daily.'

This railroad is of 3 feet gauge, 9 miles in length, and connects up the

Soledad and Concepcion mines of the Caribbean Manganese Company, by

whom it was built, to the port of Nombre de Dios.

Amongst other deposits at which true mining methods have been

Mining of manganese-ore adopted, Or at which the Ore is Subjected to

deposits in other ijarts of some sort of concentration, or other mechanical
the world.

treatment, the following may be mentioned :

—

1, The Mi(juel Burnier mines, Ouro Preto area, Minas Geraes

State, Brazil^. Steeply-bedded deposit of average width

of 2 metres. Levels driven into hill-side at vertical intervals

of 30 metres, and ore stoped out. Briquetting of ores.

1 H. K. Scott, Jour. Iron Steel Inst., No. 1 of 1900, pp. 190-195.
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2. Mono da Mina deposit, Quelaz area. Brazil 1. A vertically

dipping deposit of great thickness, the ore being interbanded

with clay. Tunnels driven into the hillside at depths up

to 147 feet below original outcrop.

3. Ponupo deposits, Santiago de Cuba area, Cuba 2. Irregular

pockets in clay and associated \vith jasper and porphyry

at the surface. Some of the ores are washed and concen-

trated.

4. Las Cabesses deposits, Ariege, France 3. An irregular carbonate

deposit, altered to oxide at the surface, associated with

Upper Devonian limestones. In 1894 a depth of 70 metres

had been reached, and the deposit was worked by a series

of 8 levels. The ore was treated by means of sjTinging

and hand-picking, grizzlies being used to separate the smalls,

and trommels to classify them. The ores are fnaUy roasted.

5. Romaniche, Saone et Loire, France 4. Veins, up to 8 metres

wide, and masses, of psilomelane and pyrolusite, associated

with fault-junction between granite and Keuper, Liassic,

and Tertiary, sediments. Worked by shafts, levels, stopes,

etc., and gradually passes into iron-ore (hematite) at depths

of 260—330 feet.

(). Island of San Pietro, Sardinia ». A seam of manganese-oxide

ore, averaging 10 inches in thickness, associated with ochres,

and interbedded with trachytic rocks. Average manganese

percentage only 30%. Worked by galleries and cross-cuts

with timbering.

7. Rhiw Mines, Caernarvonshire, North Wales 6. The workings

are in veins of ore from 4 to 30 feet thick. Ore averages

30 to 36% manganese, iron 7 to 10%, silica 18%, phos-

phorus \ to J%. Worked by adits and shaft ; a depth

of 110 feet reached.

1 M. A. Lisboa, Reprint from Brazilian Engineeriiig and Mining Review, III, Nos.

fc 7. Received 1907.

2 H. Souder, Trans. Amer. Insi. Min. Eng., XXXV, pp. 309-312, (1904).

3 C. A. Moreing. Trans. Inst. Min. Met., II, pp. 250-2C4, (1894).

4 Fuchs & Laiinay, ' Gites Mineraux', II, pp. 13-lG, (1893).

5 E. HaLse, Trans. Xorlh Eng. Inst. Min. Mech. Eng., XXX1\', pp. 145-158, (1885).

6 Mining Journal, June 22nd, 1907, p. 828.
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Grant of Mineral Concessions in India.

Originally it was my intention to give in this Part cf the Memoir

an account of the regulations governing the grant of prospecting

licenses and mining leases (1) in British India, (2) in Mysore, and (3)

in Portuguese India. But unfortunately I have not had the time

for this. Still I can indicate here the sources of information available.

The regulations for British India are contained in Resolution No.

18—17-2. dated Simla, the 20th May 1899, of the Department of

Revenue and Agriculture. Mr. C. E. Lew, Director of Industrial

Surveys, Central Provinces, has prepared a handbook explanatory of these

regulations with regard to their bearing on the Central Provinces.

The rules are, however, at present being revised. Mines in British

India are worked under the Mines Act, 1901, for which see a small

book of this title by Messrs. W. H. Pickering and W. Graham, pub-

lished in Calcutta, in 1907, by Messrs. S. K. Lahiri & Co, The rules

in force in Mysore are contained in ' Notification by the Government

of His Highness the Maharaja ot Mysore, Geological Department,

No. 555-S., dated 2nd March 190-1'. These were modified in subsequent

Notifications Nos. 2490, 2521, and 2759, dated 1st, 4th, and 13th June,

1906, respectively ; these have, I believe, been subsequently cancelled,

leaving the Notification of 1904 still in force. The regulations appli-

cable to the Portuguese territory of Goa are contained in * Boletim

Official do Governo General da Estada da India', No. 84, dated October

23rd, 1906. A translation of this has been prepared by Mr. R. A.

Becher, His Britannic Majesty's Consul at Goa, and is for sale at the

British Consulate at Mormugao.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

ECONOMICS & Mimm—continued.

The Uses of Manganese.
Uses in metallurgy—List of uses—History of the application of manganese in

the iron and steel industry—Spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese—Manufacture of

spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese—Manufacture of ferro-manganese in India—Use of

spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese—(Quantity of manganese required in the manufac-
ture of steel—Phosphorus and silicon in spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese—Use of

the Indian phosphoric ores—Use of manganese-ore for de-sulphurizing—Manganese
in foundry practice—Manganese-steel-—Effects of manganese on iron and steel

—

Other manganese alloys—Silicon-spiegel—Manganese-bronze—Metallic manganese.

Smelting of manganese-ores by the natives of India—Kheri.

Use of manganese oxide as an ox.idizer—For the decolourization of glass—For
bleaching powder, bullion smelting, and potassium permanganate.

Use of manganese as a colouring material-—For glasses and enamels—For pottery.

Ornamental applications.

It has already been shown how widespread is the element

manganese in Nature (see pages 18-20). The following listi will give

some idea of the numerous uses to which manganese and its compounds

have been applied by man :

—

I Alloys of manganese with aluminium, zinc, tin, lead, mag-
nesium, titanium, gold, etc.

fManufacture of chlorine, bromine, and bleaching powder,

I

Decolourizer of glass.

I
Dryer in varnishes and paints.

Table 88.

List of uses of manganese.

I.—Alloys

II.—Oxidizers •> Leclanche's cell.

I Preparation of oxygen on a small scale.

I Manufacture of disinfectants (manganates and permanga-
L nates).

1 Based on that of Penrose, An. Rep. of the Geol. Surv. of Arkansas for 1890, Vol.
I. ' Manganese : its Uses, Ores and Deposits ', p. 7.
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ITT —Colourin2 C
t'^lico-printing and dyeing.

i • 1 ^ Colouring glass, pottery, tiles and bricks,
matenals.

} ^^^^^
^''"^^^

1 Violet.

IV.—Various lesser ohemical, manufacturing and medical purposes.

V.—Occasionally as a gem when in the form of rhodonite or .spessartite,

VI.—Occasionally as a flux in smelting silver-ores.

I do not propose to discuss here each of the applications of manganese

mentioned in the preceding table. That will be found already accom-

plished, as far as they had been discovered up to 1890, in the most

interesting fashion in the work of Penrose just quoted. But I shall

notice briefly the most important uses, namely^in the metallurgy of iron

and steel, and a few of the others as applied to India.

Uses in Metallurgy

In all probability at least 90% of the world's output of manganese-

History of the applica-
Consumed in the manufacture of iron and

tion of manganese in tlie steel. It wiU therefore be interesting to trace
iron and steel industry.

^^.j^g^ j^j^^^^.^ manganese in the

iron and steel industry. Between the years 1799 and 1837 various

patents were taken for the use of manganese in metallurgy. In 1830

David Mushet even succeeded in making a low-grade ferro-manganese

containing 30% of manganese. Josiah Marshall Heath, however, in

1839, was the first to conduct experiments on a large scale and bring

manganese into general use in the iron and steel industry. Heath

was a Madras civilian who abandoned the Indian Civil Service to take

up the development of the iron industry of Southern India. He
attempted to make use of the low-grade iron-ores used by the natives

of Porto Novo in the North Arcot district, in the manufacture of ivooiz,

a variety of steel produced by cementation in crucibles. According

to Penrose^ on whom this account is based, and for whose book see for the

references to the literature of the subject :

—

' He not only succeeded in this, but also completely revolutionized the steel

industry of England. His original object was to improve both malleable iron

and cast steel. In the first case he mixed with the cast or plate-iron, while fused

in the puddling furnace, from 1 to 5 per cent of pureo.xide of manganese, the scs-

quioxide being preferred. In the second case he mixed in the crucible, with the

materials to be converted to steel, from I to 3 per cent of what he called carburet

of manganese. The latter consisted of a manganese pig corresponding to white

iron pig, and was composed of metallic manganese with a small proportion of carbon.

1 Loc, cit., p. 13.
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It was made by smelting an intimate mixture of oxide of manganese and coal-tar.

By the addition of this material, it was foimd that the low grade

steel made from the Wootz ore could be converted into an excellent product, easily

malleable and weldable.'

He later improved his process by moulding the manganese oxide

and tar into bricks, drying them by heating in a closed vessel, and using

them in their raw state.

' In this form he soon found an extensive demand for this manganese comf)ound
among the steel manufacturers, who, after the first trial, realized the great advantage
derived from it. Heretofore the best quality of steel in England had been made
of high grade and expensive bar-iron from Sweden and Russia, but by the employ-
ment of Heath's process it was possible to make an equally good product from a

comparatively low grade iron of English manufacture.'

Heath lost the benefit of his researches through neglecting to patent

the use of his mixture in the raw state. D. Mushet calculated that the

immediate result of Heath's invention was a reduction of £30 to £40 in

the price of good steel, with an aggregate saving up to 1855 of £2,000,000.

The Bessemer process for making steel was made public in 1856

and perfected by 1858, the difficulties experienced in the early working of

the process, owing to the burning off of all the carbon in the converter,

being obviated by the introduction by Robert Mushet in 1856 of a

' triple compound ' of iron, manganese, and carbon, an early form of the

alloy later called spiegeleisen. This alloy was used in the Bessemer

process for adding to the steel the requisite amount of carbon, the manga-

nese performing various offices, then not properly understood. The

need for an alloy containing a higher percentage of manganese than

that in the spiegeleisen then made (5 to IO^q of manganese and some-

times 6 to 7% of carbon) soon arose, and as the results of some experi-

ments carried out by W. Henderson of Glasgow, at the instigation of

Bessemer, a ferro-manganese containing 25 to 309o of manganese was
produced in 1865. A little previous to this, however, Dr. Prieger of Bonn
seems to have already succeeded in making a high-grade ferro-manganese.

The process was taken up by the Terre Noire Company of France, and

from about this date a greatly increased demand for manganese-ore

sprang up (see account of fluctuations of price of manganese ores given

on page 414 ,

Spiegeleisen is an alloy of iron and manganese containing usually

5 to 27% of manganese and 4 to 5% of carbon.
Spiegeleisen and ferro-

j^. ghows mirror-like reflecting surfaces on frac-
manganese.

, . , .

tures, and hence the name, which is the German

for mirror-iron.
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Ferro-manganese contains 27 to 86% (or sometimes even 90) of manga-

nese and 6 to 7% of carbon. Standard ferro-manganese contains 80%
manganese. [

According to 0. Simmersbach^, on passing above 27% of

manganese, the Fe—Mn, alloys loose their magnetic properties and

assume different crystalline characters.]

According to Penrose^ :

—

' Spicgeleisen was formerly made by using a manganiferous iron ore in a blast-

furnace, or by inserting small quantities of manganese
Manufacture of spiegeleisen ... "

, ° '
, .1

and ferro-manganese. ^ 'be iron ore charge. vVnen the amount of man-
ganese became large, however, great difificulties were

experienced on account of the high temperatures required to smelt the metal and
the loss due to the combination of the manganese with the slag. The more manga-
nese contained in the charge the higher the temperature that is required, and a white

heat is needed to reduce oxide of manganese alone. Consequently, in the early

manufacture of ferro-manganese, the metal was reduced either in graphite crucibles

as in Prieger's method in Germany, or in a Siemen's furnace as in the Hender.son

method in England, which was later improved by the Terre Noire Company of

France. These processes were expensive, the loss was considerable, and the product

limited. More modern appliances, however, and greater experience in the use

of manganese -ores have considerably facilitated the reduction of the metal, and now
ferro-manganese is readily made in any properly arranged blast-furnace, with a

high temperature and a strong hot blast. Coke is the best fuel, as it admits of a

sharper blast and gives a stronger heat, but charcoal can be used, and Wm. P.

Blake describes the manufacture of ferro-manganese with that fuel from a highly

siliceous ore at Reschitza, in Hungary. 3 The other desirable features in the process

besides those mentioned are : a highly basic slag, secured by large charges of lime ;

an abundance of fuel ; and sufficient time. The basic character of the slag causes

the saving of a considerable part of the manganese, which with a less basic, or an

acid slag, would combine with the latter and be lost. If the slag is too basic, how-
ever, other difificulties are met ; and even with all precautions, a loss of 4 to some-
times over 15 per cent of manganese, the quantity varying according to the amount
of the metal in the product to be obtained, is often sustained in smelting the ores'

.

According to 0. Simmersbach, in the article already cited, while

100% (of the metal obtained) of coke is required for the reduction

of iron, 250% is required for the reduction of manganese. The charge

must be calculated so that the oxygen of the earthy bases, lime, magnesia,

and alumina, is at least as great as the oxygen of the silica. A certain

proportion of barytes or flour-spar is also necessary, according to seme

authorities. A practical rule for fluxing given by Phillips and Bauerman^

is to give twice as much lime (in the form of limestone) and J as much

1 ' Uber die HersteUung von Ferromangan', Berg- und Hultenrndnnische Rundschau,
I, pp. 305-308, (1905) ; abstract in Trans. Min. & Geol. Insl. Ind., I, pp. 133-135, (1906).

2 Lnc. cit, p. 1 1.

3 Trans. Amcr. Inst. Min. Em/., IV, p. 217- (1875-187G),
4 ' Elements of Metallurgy,' (1891), p. 286.
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barytes as there is silica present in the ore and fuel. An actual example
of the charge used at Terre Noire is the following :

—

Huelva ores, pyrolusite, 9-6 cwts., with Fe= 2-91%, Mn= 52-50%
Almoria do. do. 4-0 Fe= 15%^ Mn= .50 %
Tafna. do. hematite, 0-4 Fe= 55%
Total :— 14 cvvts. ore, containing average of 4°i', Fe, and o0-28°o Mn.

P'or this are required :

—

Limestone . . . . . . . . . . 4-4 cwts.
Barytes . . . . . . . . . . 1-2 cwts.

Or more conveniently we can say that 1 ton of manganese-ore, aver-

aging 50% Mn and 4% Fe, requires 6-3 cwts. limestone, and 1-7 cwts.

barytes. The product was ferro-nianganese containing

—

Manganese.. .. .. .. .. 83 90
Iron . . . . . . . . . . 8-83

Carbon & silicon .. .. .. .. 7 26

99-99

and the loss of manganese was 25%.

Judging from the amount of limestone used the average silica percent-

age of the ores used mtist have been about 8%, assuming none to have

been derived from the fuel. Consumption of coke was 54 cwts. per ton

of ferro made.

According to T. Turner 1, in smelting spiegeleisen, the charges are

calculated for a reduction of 75% of the manganese into the alloy, and

with ferro-manganese for a reduction of 80% of the manganese. Accord-

ing to Simmersbach good ferro-manganese slags contain 7 to 10% of

manganese, according to the composition of the ferro-manganese, whilst

up to 18 to 20% is not uncommonly found in the slag v/hen easily fusible

ores are smelted. Besides the loss of manganese that takes place by

passage into the slag, there is also a considerable loss through volatiliza-

tion in the blast-furnace ; this may range up to 17% and over of the ori-

ginal manganese contents. When casting it is necessary to shut off the

blast, as otherwise the composition of the metal might be seriously altered

both by volatilization and oxidation. Owing to the corrosive action of

the manganiferous fumes from the blast-furnace on stonework, it is

advisable to pass the furnace gases through a washer or dust-catcher

before letting them into the fire-brick stoves. If the ore is highly oxidized,

containing a high percentage of Mn02> the gases derived from the furnace

1 • Metallurgy of Iron p. 150, (1895).

Ill M
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have a low heating power owing to the surplus oxygen burning CO to C02-

In this case it may be necessary either to add bituminous coal to the

charge to furnish gas for the boilers and stoves, or to calcine the ore

beforehand to reduce the Mn02 to MngO^..

Ferro-manganese has of recent years also been manufactured in

the electric furnace. One of the drawbacks of ferro-manganese for some

purposes is the large amount of carbon it contains. A recent paper by

Messrs. E. G. L. Roberts and E. A. Wraightl, entitled ' The Preparation

of Carbon-free Ferro-manganese ', describes experiments carried out to

determine the commercial possibility of refining ordinary ferro-manganese
;

the authors consider that the most hopeful method consists in treating

the molten alloy with manganese oxide. The paper is valuable for the

review it gives of the attempts to make metallic manganese and to manu-

facture and refine ferro-manganese.

I have given the foregoing brief account of the manufacture of ferro-

manganese, because the question of the manufacture of this alloy in India

has already arisen, and because it is very difficult to get any definite

information on the subject. The details of the manufacture seem to

be more or less secret. From the figures given above, however, we can

form a rough idea as to the possibility of manu-

manganesf irindia. facturing ferro in India. Let us take the aver-

age ore of the Central Provinces to contain :

—

Manganese . . . . . . . . . . 52
Iron . . . . . _ , _ . . 7
Silica .. .. .. .. .. 6|
Phosphorus . . . . . . . . . . O'lO

Assuming that the loss of manganese in smelting this, without admixture
with any other ores, would be 20%, then the composition of the ferro

obtained would be :

—

Manganese . . . . . . . . . . 79'2
Iron . . . . . . . . . . 13-3

Carbon and silicon .. .. • .. ..7-5
assuming the total of carbon and silicon to be that given in the last line.

By picking out the less ferruginous ores the ferro-manganese could easily

be raised to the 80% grade if this were desired. Assuming that for every

ton of ferro-manganese 2| tons of Giridih coke would be required, then

as this contains about 14 % of ash, which we can assume as equivalent

to 6% of silica^, the total amount of limestone required for fluxing the

1 Jour. Iron Steel Inst, No. II for 1906, pp. 229 286.
2 No analyses of the ash of Indian coals seem to be available-
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silica in both the ore and fuel would be 0-98 ton for each ton of ferro-

raanganese made. Hence the total charge would be in the following

proportions for every ton of 79% ferro made :

—

Manganese-ore . . . . . . TQ tons

Coke . . . . . . . . 2 5

Limestone . . . . . . , . 10

Now the average price for first grade ore from 1901 to the beginning

of 1908 has been 11-13 pence per unit of manganese. Let us take

11 pence. The c.i.f. value of 52% ore at United Kingdom ports would

therefore be Rs. 35-12 per ton on the average; allowing Rs. 13-4

(see table 50) as the cost cf sending this ere from Bombay to England,

the/. 0. h. or export value at Bombay would be Rs. 22-8 per ton. Let

us assume, for the sake of a concrete example, that it is proposed to

make the ferro-manganese at Sini, Bengal-Nagpur Railway. As this

place happens to be about the same distance (521 miles) from Kamthi
as Bombay is (529 miles), Kamthi ore delivered at Sini would have to

be paid for at the export value at Bombay, namely Rs. 22-8 per ton.

The coke would probably not cost more than Rs. 16 per ton i in

wagons at Sini. The cost of the limestone I do not know ; but it

would probably not be more than Rs. 5 delivered at Sini, especially if

the Bisra limestone should prove suitable. Hence the cost of the

materials necessary for the production of one ton of ferro-manganese

is as follows :

—

Rs. a.

r9 tons of manganpse-ore..... 42 12

2'o tens cf cokp . . . . . . 40 0

I'O tons of limestone. ..... 50

87 12

Now the average market price of ferro-manganese at Pittsburg

during 1901 to 1907 as quoted in the Engineering and Mining Journal

is $61-37 or Rs. 191-12. It would probably cost Rs. 18 to 20 to

send the ferro-manganese from Sini to the European and American

markets. Assuming the latter figure, the average value of the ferro

at the works at Sini would be Rs. 171-12. The difference between

this and R.'-. 87-12, the cost of the materials, is Rs. 84. From this

has to be deducted the costs of smelting the charge for the production

of the ferro and all the other charges, such as depreciation on plant

1 The figure given me by Mr. H. Macleod, for IP07, when prices were high.

ITI M 2
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and interest on rapital laid out. What is left after making this

deduction is the approximate profit per ton of ferro-manganese manu-

factured. I have no information as to costs of plant, smelting, etc.,

and consequently cannot give a figure for this deduction. The market

price for pig iron in England in the early part of 1908 has ranged from

48 to 50 shillings ; this has of course to cover the manufacturer's

total costs of materials and smelting, interest on capital, etc., and

his profit, though the latter may have been small at this time.

Since ferro-manganese is smelted in a similar way to pig iron, even

though the wear of the furnace is greater, and men who understand the

manufacture of ferro mav be able to command higher salaries, it is not

probable that the deduction that has to be made from the figure of

Rs. 81 given above is greater than Rs. 30, and not at all improbable

that it is considerably less. Hence it mil be seen that even though the

figures I have given are very rough, yet there seems to be room for a

handsome profit in manufacturing ferro-manganese in India ; and it

certainly looks as if it should be worth some one's while to go seriously

into the question.

These two alloys, spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese, are used chiefly

in the Bessemer and open-hearth processes for
Use of spiegeleisen and

j^aking both acid and basic mild steel. In all
ferro-manganese. <^

cases they are added at the end of the process.

The alloy may either be charged direct into the furnace, or it may be put

in the launder through which the molten metal rims on being tapped from

the furnace into the casting ladle, or it may be put into the casting ladle

itself. On account of the requisite time (5-12 minutes) and temperature

conditions being obtained and a more thorough mixing being efTected,

with a consequent more uniform product, the first method is preferred

by some, i The reason for the addition of the alloy is twofold :

—

(1) To supply the carbon requisite to convert the metal, which has

become decarburized in the furnace, into steel.

(2) To remove the oxygen taken up by the bath of molten metal

with the formation of oxide of iron.

All the manganese concerned in this process of breaking up the iron

, oxide passes into the slag as manganous oxide.
Quantity of manganese '

,

required in the maniifac- But, as Will be Seen from page 592, a certam pro-
ture of steel. portion of manganese in the finished steel is

I Iron and Steel Mag.. IX, May 190i5, pp. 474—5.
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beneficial ; hence it is necessary to add a quantity of alloy sufiicient for

some manganese to he left in tlie steel after tlie removal of the oxygen.

Penrose says that the amount of the alloy added varies from 1 to 5% of

the steel, according to its metallic contents, and according to the amount
of manganese it is desired to leave in the steel. The amount left in

ordinary mild steel, such as is used for rails, varies from less than

0-5% to over 2%, but is not as a rule much over 0-5%. As the man-
ganese alloy always contains silicon and phosphorus and other im-

purities, the less of it that has to be added the better ; also the less

that has to be added the milder can the resulting steel be made. Hence
high-grade ferro-manganese is usually preferred to the lower grade

spiegeleisen.

In paper on the covering of the demand for manganese-ores 1,

W. Venator takes an average consumption in the iron and steel industry

of 1 '3°Iq of manganese as necessary per ton of steel produced. The

50,000,000 tons of steel produced by the world in 1906, would thus

account for a consumption of 650,000 tons of manganese, or 1,300,000

tons of 50°/q manganese-ore, out of the 1,445,000 tons of ore produced

in that year.

As regards the impurities permissible in the alloy used 0. Simmers-

D, , , .,. bach gives it as a rule that spiegeleisen with
Phosphorous and sihcou c

.

in spiegeleisen and ferro- 20% Mn should not contain more than 0-1% of
niangane-e.

phosphorus, and for every IOOq Mn above this

the phosphorus contents should not increase by more than 0 02%,
so that ferro-manganese with 80% Mn should not contain more than

0-1 -|-(6 X 0-02)=0-22% P. The standard for silicon is spiegeleisen

containing 20% Mn and 1% Si with a pernussible increase of 0-1% Si

for every 10% increase in the manganese ; hence 80% ferro-manganese

should not contain more than l-0-|-(6 xO-l)=:rl-6% siUcon. From
the above we see that ore of the composition given on page 586

should not, if it is to give 80°/^ ferro, contain more than 0-1 16% or, say,

0-12% of phosjjhorus. The average figure for phosphorus given there is

0-10. This is possibly a trifle higher than that of the ore exported ;
0-08 to

0-09 would probably be a more accurate figure. The ores of the Central

Provinces are therefore within the phosphorus limits necessary for high

grade ferro. Of ores exported from other parts of India, those of Mysore

and Sandur are well within the Hm.its. But those of Jhabua (0-16-0-27°o P)

and the Panch Mahals (015-0"25% P) are over the Kmit, and those of

1 ' Die Deckung des Bedarfs an Manganerzen ', StaM. u- Eisen, XXVI, p. 66, (1906).
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Vizagapatam (0"20-0"45% P) very much so. The question then arises

as to what use is made of these ores. Now for the preparation of 20%
Spiegel it would take "309 tons of manganese-ore of composition

Manganese . . . . . . . . . . 45

Iron . . . . . . . . . . 10

assuming a loss of 25% of manganese in smelting, to give one ton of 20%
Spiegel, the remainder of the charge being made up of iron-ore in requisite

quantity (1-36 tons if containing 50% of iron, and the loss in smelting

were nil). If the iron-ore were absolutely free from phosphorus then

the maximum possible phosphorus in the manganese-ore, so that the

Spiegel should not contain more than 0']0% of phosphorus would be

0'18%. Hence we see that some of the Jhabua and Panch Mahals ores

could be used for Spiegel, but nut; those of Vizagapatam.

It is to be noted, however, that although Simmersbach gives

0'22% P as the upper limit that 80% ferro-manganese should contain,

he gives analyses of ferro-manganese from various localities showing

0-20-0 -36% P with 76-85% Mn. Other analyses often show figuree in

excess of those given by Simmersbach as permissible. Thus Penrose

gives analyses of spiegeleisen showing 0*002-0'196% P with 8-26% Mn
;

and analyses of ferro-manganese ehowing 0'005-0'471% P with 40-88%

Mn. The above deductions as to the employment of the ores of Jhabua

and the Panch Mahals should therefore be taken with reserve.

I am told that a considerable proportion of the Indian phosphoric

, , , , ,
ores is used in the manufacture of basic mild

Use of the Indian phos-
i i i mi /^-i t i

phoric ores. steeJ by the Ihomas-Gilchnst process, and pro-

bably in the basic open-hearth process as well

;

but whether it is used in the manufacture of the pig required for this

process or whether it is put into the charge in the steel furnace, I have

not heard. In either case the excessive amount of phosphorus would pass

into the slag along with the phosphorus derived from the iron-ores.

For use in this way Indian phosphoric manganese-ores find their way

to England, Germany, and America.

Now manganese has a great affinity for sulphm' and is consequently

. . used as a de-sulphmizer. I understand that a
Use ot manganese-ore tcir •iii • ttt i ^

(le-sulphurizing. considerable quantity of Indian phosphoric

ore is used in the smelting of the highly

phosphoric low-grade oolitic iron-ores (' minettes ') of Luxemburg and

Lorraine, the manganese-ore being put into the blast-furnace charge ; the
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product is a phosphoric nonsulphurous pig, the manganese having com-

bined with the sulphur, which I am told these ores contain in considerable

quantity, and carried it into the slag. This pig is converted into steel

by the basic process.

There is also a process known as J. Massenez' de-sulphurization

process. In this the cast iron is tapped out of the furnace into a ladle

or ' mixer ' to which an iron-manganese alloy containing the required

amount of manganese is added. On allowing to stand at rest for some

time the manganese combines with the sulphur in the iron and floats to

the surface, as manganese sulphide. The slag may be returned to the

blast-furnace, when the greater part of the sulphur is eliminated and the

manganese recovered.^

Manganese is also sometimes used in foundry practice. The presence

of manganese in foundry pig, if not over 1 to 2%,
ilangauese in fouiuuv . , >> •

i i . , , . , , ,

practice.
' IS beneticiai, because it makes the pig harder and

closer grained ; it is also indirectly useful because

it prevents the absorption of su'phur from the coke during remelting. It

may be added in the form of ferro-manganese or of ore.^ When added

in small quantities to the molten metal in a foundry ladle the immediate

effect may be the softening of the iron, owing to the manganese elimina-

ting the sulphur and counteracting the effect of silicon.^

Manganese-steel contains a considerably higher percentage of man-

ganese than is present in all ordinary steels.
Manganese-^teel.

Proportions of manganese from 1 to 7% are

said to render steel brittle ; but when the manganese is present in the pro-

portions of 7 to 30% the steel becomes remarkably strong and ductile,

both toughness and ductility being increased without loss of hardness, by

heating to a yellow or white heat and quenching in water. Manganese-

steel thus contrasts ^vith carbon steel ; for in the latter great hardness is

produced only on quenching and is accompanied by brittleness and less

ductility. Besides combining great toughness with great hardness, manga-

nese-steel is practically non-magnetic. It is also remarkable for its ex-

tremely low electric conductivity, so that it might be used for resistance

coils. It is also a very bad conductor of heat. These alloys were investi-

gated by Hadfield, who patented steel with amounts of manganese between

7 and 20%. The well-known Hadfield Era Hteel is said to contain about

1 Turner, ' Metallurgy of Iron ', pp. 151-2, (1895).

2 F. Wiist, Jour. Iron Steel Jnsk, 1903. No. II, pp. 646-8.

3 Turner, lac. cit., p. 205
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13% of manganese and 1% carbon. Although, on account of its hardness,

very difficult to work, manganese-steel is now being used extensively for

many purposes where combined hardness, toughness, and consequent

great ability to resist grinding wear, are required. Among such appli-

cations niav be mentioned all kinds of mining machinery, especially that

used for crushing and milling, such as the jaws of rock-breakers, crusher-

heads, rolls, etc., and also mine-car wheels, dredging machinery, and safes.

Manganese-steel rails are used in America on the Boston Elevated Rail-

way ^ wherever there are sharp curves,with consequent great wear of the

rails. The manganese-steel rails are found to be more economical than

either carbon-steel or nickel-steel rails, owing to their excessively slow

rate of wear. Manganese-steel has also been used for tools, such as

axes and razors.

The above gives only a brief outline of the uses of manganese in the

metallurgy of iron and steel. The effects of man-

iion'^^and TteeL'^""''"''''^
ganese on iron and steel have been summarized

by H. M. Howe - as follows :—

'It is easily removed fiom iron by oxidation, being oxidized even by silica, and
partly in this way partly in others it restrains the oxidation of the iron, while some-
times restraining sometimes permitting the oxidation of the other elements com-
bined with it. It is also apparently removed from iron by volatilization. Its

presence increases the power of carbon to combine with iron at very high tempera-
tures (say 1400"C ), and restrains its separation as graphite at lower ones

By preventing ebullition during sohdification and the formation of blow-
holes, by reducing or removing oxide and silicate of iron, by bodily removing sulphur
from cast-iron and probably from steel, by counteracting the effects of the sulphur
which remains as well as of iron-oxide, phosphorus, copper, silica and sihcates, and
perhaps in other ways, it prevents hot-shortness, both red and yellow. (It does not
however counteract the cold-shortness caused by phosphorus.) These effects are
so valuable that it is to-day well nigh indispensalale, though admirable steel ^\as

made before its use was introduced by Josiah Marshall Heath 3.

It is thought to increase tensile strength slightly, hardness proper, and fluidity,

to raise the elastic hmit, and, at least when present in considerable quantity, to di-

minish fusibihty. It is generally tiiought to diminish ductihty : evidence' will be
ofl'ered tending to show that its ctfeots in this respect liave been exaggerated. While
1-5 to 2-5% of manganese is nearly universally admitted to cause brittleness, steel

with 8% of manganese is astonishingly ductile : with further increase of manganese
the ductility again diminishes. Steel with 8 to 10% manganese, thougli extremely
tough, is so liard as to be employed without quenching for cutting-tools. It is denied
and asserted with equal positiveness that manganese confers the power of becoming
harder when suddenly cooled, but it is generafly thought to make steel crack when
quenched.'

1 Iron 'ind Sled Maq., IX, |)p. 170-481, ..May 1905. Abstracted from Railroad
Gazette, .March 17, 1!»05.

2 ' The Melalluigy of Slcel I, [>. 42, (1891).
3 Percy : Iron and fcitocl, p. 840.
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Roberts-Austen explains the effect of manganese on steel in the

following manner :

—

Manganese having a lower atomic volume (6-9) than iron (7-2) delays

during cooling the change from the ^, or hard alio tropic variety of iron

into the «, or soft variety, as well as that of hardening carbon into carbide

carbon. Hence with equal rates of cooling it tends to increase the pro-

portion of ^-iron present in cooled iron and steel, and consequently the

hardness of the metal ' .

' Speaking generally, if the steel contains,

in addition to carbon, per cent, of manganese, each class of steel would

be equivalent, as regards tenacity and hardening properties, to the one

above it ', i.e., it would be equivalent to a steel with more carbon 2.

Above 7% of manganese appears to prevent entirely the passage of y8-iron

into a-iron, and since y8-iron cannot be magnetized—the temperature of

recalescence, at which iron in cooling down changes from the y8 to the a
form, being also that at which iron on heating up looser- the power of

being magnetized and passes from the a to the y8 form— , steels with over

7% of manganese are non-magnetizable. Ewing concludes that ' no

magnetising force to which the metal is likely to be subjected, in any of

its practical applications, would produce more than the most infini-

tesimal degree of magnetisation ' in Hadfield's manganese-steel.^ That

high manganese may to a certain extent counteract the deleterious

effects of phosphorus is explained by the fact that the manganese

phosphide has the formula Mn3P2, whilst that of the iron phosphide is

FesP, so that the manganese can take up twice as much phosphorus as

the iron. When in the phosphide condition the phosphorus is less

injurious to the mechanical properties of the steel than when evenly

disseminated through the steel.

4

Hadfield ^ has recently patented a manganese-steel containing

10-40°/o manganese and less than 1% carbon. It is prepared by the

addition to decarburized iron of ferro-manganese, made in the electric

furnace, and containing only 2-3% of carbon. Owing to the compara-

tively low percentage of carbon in the steel, it is less hable to fracture

during treatment. It is also distinguished by its relatively strong

magnetic characters.

1 ' Introduction to the Study of Metallurgy ', p. 121, (1902).

2 Loc. cit., p. 17H.

3 Loc. cit., p. 171.

4 J. A. Mathew.s, ' Mineral Industry ', XI. p. 073.

5 Electrochemical and Melallargical Induatrt/, July 1907, p. 283.
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In addition to spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese there is a large

number of other alloys containing manganese.i
Other manganese alloys; . ^ ^- \ < n "

• •

An mterestmg account or the alloys contammg
manganese is given by Penrose in his book on manganese, and
to this reference may be made. Since this was written, however, much
work has been done on alloys containing manganese. Attention may be

drawn to Heusler's magnetic alloy of copper, manganese, and aluminiums,

and to Guillet's work on nickel-manganese steels.^ The only alloys

that can be mentioned here in addition to those abeady noticed are

silicon-Spiegel and manganese-bronze.

For some purposes alloys of iron rich in both manganese and silicon

are required. Such allovs are known as silicon-
Silicon-spiegel. • 7 i w • / ' < 1

Spiegel &rva sikcon-ferro.manganese. An example

of silicon-spiegel is an alloy containing 10% silicon and 20% manga,

nese. The name manganese-bronze is applied to alloys of manganese

and copper, sometimes with iron as well. In
-Mansaneise-bionze. ,, , i r , i

commerce there are now two grades 01 metal.

One is a mixture used for rolling into sheet, or drawing into wire or

tubes, and also for forging. It contains no aluminium and cannot be

cast in sand. The other grade contains aluminium, and is suitable for

sand-casting, being largely used for the manufacture of ship's propellers.

Both these grades apparently also contain zinc.4 Manganese-bronze is

distinguished by a remarkable strength, toughness, and hardness, and

by a non-liability to corrosion by sea-water ; hence its use for propellers.

Metallic manganese also is now manufactured on a commercial scale,

namelv at Essen in Germany, the Goldschmidt
Metallic- manganese.

process of reduction by aluminium being used.

Owing to its high cost as compared with ferro-manganese (about 10 to 1

)

its use is limited mainly to the manufacture of copper and other special

alloys 5. The price is quoted in the Engineering and Mining Journal

for January 25th, 1908, page 239, as 75 cents per lb., at New York,

for metal containing 98-99 % Mn.

1 In the Iron ond Coal Trades Review, June 29th, 1906, pp. 2316, 2317, there i.': an
interesting article entitled ' Some Use« ol Pure Manganese and its Alloys.'

2 Eng. Milling Journal, 13th Jan. 1906, p. 84 : B. V. Hill, Electrician, Nov. 24, 1905 ;

A. D. Ross, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., XXVII, pp. 88-92, (1907).

'i Revue de 31etaUurgic, Nov. 1005. Ahstraot in Iron avd Steel Mag., XI, April 1906,

p. 329.

4 Eng. Minimj Jour., 8th Sept. 1906, p. 458.

6 ' Mineral Industry '. X, p. 441, (1901).
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Iron-ores occur iii great abundance in many parts of India and have

T,, ,
. , been smelted from time immemorial bv the

I he smelting of manga- •

nese-ores by the natives of natives. It is interesting to note that in some

cases the ores smelted have been mangani-

ferous, sometimes highly so. Whether the use of manganiferous

ores was dependent on local occurrence and hence merely accidental,

it is difficult to say. But. judging from the fact that in some cases

true manganese-ores have been mixed in with iron-ores in the

furnace, it seems probable that in these cases at least the native

smelters have recognized that the addition of this constituent has

some beneficial effect on the quality of the iron produced. Thus I found

that the Dhavads or iron-smelters of Mahabaleshwar in the Western

Ghats have a separate name

—

iraral—^for manganese-ore, and that in

former days, before smelting was stopped here on accoimt of the damage

done to the forests, some of the manganese-ore was used in the charge.

This was on the authority of two Dhavads who had formerly smelted in

the times when this industry was flourishing. A writer in the Indo-

European Commemal Trade Register^ refers to a tradition amongst

the Dhavads that the Phoenicians used to carry away manganese-ores.

Mr. H. G. Turner, taking as his evidence the occurrence of vestiges of

furnaces close to Garbham Hill-, says that the manganese-ores of

Garbham in the Vizagapatam district were formerly worked by the

native smelters. The example best known in India is the smelting that

. at present goes on at Ghogra in the Jabalpur

district. Here a manganiferous iron-ore is smelt-

ed in small native iron-furnaces ; the product is a rather hard steely iron

known as Meri, and is La greet demand in the surrounding country, where

the hhdrs or blacksmiths weld it on to ordinary country-made soft iron to

form the edges of axes and scythes, the striking faces of hammers, and the

heads of anvils. As an example of the demand for this metal I may mention

that when I was at Ghogra I foimd some blacksmiths who had come all the

way from Rewah simply to get a fresh stock of this iheri. The ore from

which the iron is smelted is a manganiferous micaceous hematite, the

manganese occiirring as veinlets and films of psilomelane in the hematite,

into which it has been secondarily introduced. Some of the ore I saw
being selected for smelting was pure psUomelane, however. The shallow

pits from which the ore is obtained are in Dhanwahi \-illage limits. Mallet

1 I. p. 47, (1907).

2 Jour. Iron Steel Inst., Xo. U for 1896, p. 160.
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some years ago took a sample from the whole of these pits and obtained

the following result on analysis^:

—

Manganese
Iron

Silica, etc.

Phosphorus
Sulphur

12-262

9-55

0-19

trace-

When at Jauli, in the same districc. I took a sample of the soft hematite

being smelted there for the production of the soft iron on to which the

Men is welded. The analysis, made by Messrs. J. & H. S. Pattinson of

Newcastle, is given below :

—

Sam pie No. A. 10.

Manganese
Iron

Silica

Phosphorus

0-1 (i

59-90

.5-80

0-043

Samples taken from the rough blooms of kheri and soft iron produced from

these ores were analysed by the same firm of analysts with the follow-

ing results :

—

Table 89.

Analyses of native-made irons.

Kheri fioin Soft iron from Iron shot from
Ghogra. Jauli. •lauli.

Iron ..... !)8-2.53 99-247 95-407

Manganese .... 0-290 trace 0-080

Carbon ... 1-214 0-378 3-918

Silicon ..... 0-095 0-327 0-235

Phosphorus . . . . ()-140 0 039 0-333

Sulphur .... 1)002 0-009 0-021

100-000 100 000 100-UOO

The third sample represents some round shot found amongst the

ashes and charcoal left after the bloom has been taken out of the furnace.

From these analyses it will be seen that the superior hardness of the

kheri over the soft iron can hardly be attributed to the 0 -3% of mangan-

ese it contains ; but must rather be attributed to the larger amount of

carbon. The manganese has no doubt had a purifying effect on the kheri

1 Etc. G. 6'. /., XVI, p. 101, (1883).

3 Contains traces of cobalt.
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in the same way as in the manufacture of mild steel, whilst the manganese

left in the klieri may exert some effect in keeping the carbon in the com-

bined condition. It is to be noted, however, that although the hheri

is much superior in hardness to the soft iron, so that the faces of the

hammers and anvils assume a smooth shining mirror-like appearance

under the influence of constant impact, yet one of these shining surfaces

was easily dented by the corner of my geological hammer. Of the man-
ganese in the iron-ore from which the soft iron is manufactured, it will

be seen that practically all has left the iron and has hence passed into

the slag, except for a small portion found in the shot. T did not see the

use to which the shot are put, but I was told that they are made into

plough-shares, the iron thus made being harder than the soft iron, but

more liable to break. If the composition of the finished metal be like

that of shown by the analysis, the ploughshare metal must be interme-

diate between cast iron and steel. An account of the manufacture of

Men is given by P. N. Bosei.

Use as an Oxidizer.

We can now turn to the use of manganese-ore as an oxidizer. For
this purpose the value of the ore does not

Use of manganese as , -,
, r

an oxidizer. depend on the amount of manganese it

contains, but on the amount of available-

oxygen, i.e., oxygen that can be obtained from it by the action of acids.

This available oxygen is usually stated in terms of manganese peroxide

(MnOg). The mineral containing the largest amount of Mri02 is of

course pyrolusite, which when pure consists of 100% of Mn02.2

Psilomelane, also, often contains a considerable quantity of Mn02.
Psilomelane is, as noted in Chapter IV, a manganate corresponding to

the general formula ^^nO^. If the R consisted entirely of

manganese, giving a formula for the mineral of Mn2Mn05, then the

amoimt of MnOo present in the theoretically pure mineral would be

77-33%. Going to the other extreme, if the R consisted entirely

of hydrogen, a condition not approached even nearly in Nature,

then the formula of the compound would be H^MnOg, and the

amount of Mn02 in the theoretically pure compound would be only

62*57%^. But it will be seen that after deducting 2H20^ the radicle

Mn03 is left ; in this case, therefore, it would be misleading to state

1 Rec. G. 8. I., XXI, pp. 87, 88. (1888).

2 Polianite also has this formula, MnOg, but it is too rare to be considered conimer.
cially.
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the available oxygen in terms of MnOo, the amount of available oxygen

being in fact equivalent to 2 X 62-57% of Mn02. On the assumption

of R being entirely Ba, so that the formula would be Ba.^lnO^,

the Mn02 works out at 2r23%, but the available oxygen is equivalent

to 2x2r23= 42*i6% Mn02. Hence it will be more convenient to

state the available oxygen as such in the way given below :

—

Table 90.

Available oxygen and manganese peroxide present in pyrolusite. psilo-

melam, and hollandite.

Formula.

P}^ oliisite. Psilomelane (and hollandite).

>In02. Ba2Mn05 :Mn2Mn05. H4Mn05.

Available oxygen
Mn02 equivalent of avail-

able oxygen
Mn02 present

18-39

100-00
100-00

7-81 1306

42-46 77-33

21-23 77 33

2301

1-2.5-14

'V2-57

From this it wiU be seen that in theoretically pure psUomelanes the

amount of available oxygen should range between the limits of 7 -81 and

23-01. Since in most psilomelanes the bulk of the R group is manganese,

the majority of psUomelanes should range round 13% in their available

oxvgen, this corresponding to about 77% of Mn02. Allowing for the

fact that most psilomelanes contain a little mechanically-included im-

purity these figures would be in actual practice a little less than 13 and

77, respectively. The 5 analyses of psilomelane given in Chapter TV show

70-78 to 83-13*^0 Mn02, whilst the 12 calculated analyses show from 73-14

to 84-12% Mn02. The four analyses of hollandite, to which the foregoing

figures as to composition also apply, show 65'63 to 75'05°o Mn02.

As is shown below the other ores of manganese contain much smaller

amounts of MnO., :

% Mn02-
-Manganite .......... 49-44

Braunite 4311

Hausmannite .......... 37-99

Rhodochro -ite .......... Nil.

The standard ore for chemical purposes is that containing 70% Mn02
equivalent to 44-25°o manganese, and below this limit there is not much

demand for ores for these purposes. Hence we see that for chemical
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purposes the best ore is pATolusite. but that psilomelane is often good

enough ; whilst the other ordinary ores of manganese are of little or no use.

The chief chemical use of manganese-ore is for the manufacture of

clUorine, and before the use of manganese in the metallurgy of iron and

steel, this accounted for by far the larger proportion of the consumption

of manganese-ore. Of recent vears. however, the demand for manganese-

ores for the manufacture of chlorine has decreased o\\-ing to the manu-

facture of chlorine electrolytically. For chlorine manufacture not only

must the ore be as high in Mn02 as possible, but the impurities making

up the remainder of the ore should be such as are insoluble in hydro-

chloric acid. Thus ore containing 75"^o manganese peroxide would be of

more value if the remaining "25^0 were quartz, than if it were iron oxide or

carbonates. Owing to the fact that soft ores are more qmckly attacked

by acid than hard ones, pvrolusite is preferable to psilomelane, even when
the two contain the same percentage of MnOo. There are many deposits

in India where a fair quantity of p^Tolusite, ranging over 70% of MnO.?,

can be obtained ; and at times Indian pyrolusitic ores have been sold for

chemical purposes. Thus some of the Kodur pyrolusite is said to have

been bagged and sold for this piupose. as also has some of the Mysore ores.

The analysis of a picked specimen of Kodur pyrolusite given on page 82,

shows 92-31% MnOo : whilst bulk samples of pyrolusitic ores from

Bankuravalsa and Sandanandaptiram in rhe same district show

71*64 and 72'03Oo Mn02 re.<!pectively (see pages 1105 and 1076). And
if it were specially required I believe that at several localities a product

of over 80°o of MnOo could be sorted. It must be remembered that ore

sold for its Mn02 contents fetches a much higher price than if sold for

its manganese contents. In the following table the figures given in the

first and second coliminr are taken from the Engineering and Mining

Journal for August 3, 1907, page 236, and refer to crude powdered ore.

In the third column I have converted the price in cents per pound into

sterhng per ton :

—

Table 91.

Prices of manganese-ores nold for peroxide.

Percentage of MnOo. Cents per pound. Sterling per ton.

£ ^- d £ s. d.

TO-75 4-U 5 16 S to 7 0 0
75-85 U-2' 7 0 0 to 9 6 8
85-90 lJ-5 8 3 4 to 23 6 8
90-95

1
t

worth £30 6 8
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When it is remembered that even if the ore contained 95% Mn02, which

is equivalent to 60% of manganese, and were sold for its manganese at

16 pence per unit, it would fetch only £4 a ton, i.e., less than ore con-

taining only 70% of MnOg eqmvalent to only 44% manganese, if sold

for its MnOo, it will be seen that the extra cost of bagging the ore

would be handsomely repaid
; and corsideriug the great increase in the

price for the higher grades, it would probably pay to concentrate the ore

before shipping.

Another use to which manganese-ore is put on accoimt of its oxidizing

power is the decolourization of glass i, from
U.-;e of manganese for the i.- i -j. „ i j ^

deoolourization of glass. ^^^^^ \^ removes the green colour due to

ferrous iron. P}Tolusite for this purpose must

be extremely pure—iron being of course a very deleterious con-

stituent—and fetches a very high price. The only pyrolusite sufficiently

pure for this purpose, yet found in any quantity in India, is that

of Pali in the Xagpur district. A picked specimen of this (see

No. 9.32 on page 82) yielded on analysis 95-57% Mn02 with only

0-06% Fe903. Of ore similar to this, a sufficient quantity could probably

be won to pay handsomely for the trouble of extracting it from the

limestone in which it occurs in scattered pockets. A bulk sample of

ore not specially selected for this purpose gave 72 -71^0 Mn02, ^vith still

only 2-98% FcsOg.

A well-known region from wliich high-grade pyrolusite has long been
'

obtained suitable for use for chemical purposes and for the glass industry

is Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Some of the ores from this region

are exceptionally high in Mn09 and low in iron. The less pure ores are

often prepared for the market by crushing, washing, and sizing with

screens.

To give an idea of the high prices that the Canadian ores fetch I give

below a table showing the official statistics for the quantity and value of

the Canadian production of manganese-ore from the years 189.3 to 1905
;

the values per ton for each year are shown in the last column. It

will be seen from this that the value of the Canadian ores has fluctuated

during this period from a maximum of £19-12-3 per ton in 1893 to a

minimum of f2-5-7i in 1901, the value for the last year for which I have

1 According to Knowledge and Scitntific Netfs, October 1907. p. 230, the use of

manganese oside as a decolourizer of glass was known to the Romans, colourless glass be-

coming popular about the first century A.D. A specimen of colourless glass, unearthed

at Raalburg, near Hamburg, and of Roman origin, showed 0-36% of manganese oxide and
0-49% of iron oxide.
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obtained figures being £16-5-9. The violent fluctuations are probably

due to great variations in the quality of the ore, rather than to vari.

ations in price. And it must be remembered that the price for any

given year is probably below that of the best ore, because the value is

calculated on the whole of the ore produced.

Table 92.

Quantity and value of the Canadian manganese-ore 'production from

1893 to 1905.

Quantity. Total value. Value per ton.

Tons. $ $
1893 133 12,521 94-14

1894 56 3,120 55-71

189.5 108-3 6,351 58-61

1896 123-5 3,975 32-19

1897 15-25 1,166 76-46

1898 11 325 29-55

1899 70 2,410 34-43

1900 34 1,720 50-59

1901 440 4,820 10-95

1902 172 4,062 23-62

1903 135 1.889 13-99

1904 123 2,706 22-00

1905 22 1,720
•

78-18

Manganese-ore might also be used for the preparation of bleaching

powder in India, for which there would pro-
Use of manganese for j j£_ t t

bleaching powder, bullion bably be a demand from the Indian paper
melting, and potassium mills. I also imderstand that manganese
permanganate.

peroxide has been used on the Kolar Gold

Field to assist in the oxidation of the zinc when the auriferous preci-

pitates obtained in the cyanide process from the zinc boxes are being

converted into bulhon. Large quantities of potassium permanganate are

used in India as a disinfectant. It is a pity that this material should

be imported when the material, namely manganese-ore, from which it

is made, exists in such abundance in India.

Use as a Colouring Material.

From very early times there has probably been a small consumption

„ , , of manganese-ore by the natives of India
Use of manganese for

i • i
"

i

colouring glasses and ena- for colouring glasses and enamels, it being

possible to impart green, \-iolet, brown, and
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black tints by the nse of tliis substance. According to Sir George Watti

the colours in the Indian enamels are invariably due to borates and sihcates

of the metals, manganese carbonate being used to produce violet. The

pyrolusite of Gosalpur in the Jabalpur district is supposed to have

been worked from ancient times for use by glass-workers as a colouring

material. Watt2 gives an interesting account
Use of manganese for gf the ornamentation of the pottery of Pesha-

war. He says ;

—

pottery.

' The pottery of this northern town has been spoken of as resembling majolica.

It is a rough " faience". Ths reddish earth body or " paste " is coated with a dressing

in white earth—the " slip ' or " engobe " which consists of a preparation of karia miiti

or chalk, obtained from the Khaibar. It is then dipped into the glaze of which the

basis is lead oxide. For the ordinary greenish white pottery, nothing else is needed.

But when it is desired to ornament the plate or jar, the design is outlined on the un-

burnt glaze, with a paint made of manganese, and the details are filled in with a

preparation of copper. When burned, green leaves, outlined in brown, are produced

on a dirty white. Sometimes the glaze is more thoroughly fused and the colours

then run and the bro%vn takes a purplish tint. Further colours are red, obtained

from a red earth, and black, from a stone of dark colour—both procured from the

Khaibar.

'

The dark ere last referred to may very well be an ore of manganese.

At Raniganj, Messrs. Burn & Co. use manganese-ore to a small

extent for imparting dark brown and black body colours to tiles and

pottery, and also for imparting dark brown and black glazes to ordinary

biscuit-ware. Formerly, inferior black tiles were produced without the

use of manganese, the black colour being obtained by using disintegrated

laterite with a Uttle salt—not enough to glaze—added at a high beat,

a reducing atmosphere being maintained. But about 20 years ago the

use of manganese -ore was begun with the production of a very superior

black colour.

The mixture used by Messrs. Burn & Co. in 1904 for producing black

tiles is the following :

—

Parts by measure.

Black biscuit

Kankar 3

Durgapur clay .

Manganese- ore .

Felspar ,

The material all passes a sieve of -10 holes to the hnear inch.

3

2
2

3

2

Bv using

half the quantit} of manganese-ore, a chucolate-coloured tile is obt lined.

1 ' Indian Art at Delhi '. p. 22, (1903).

2 Loc. cil.. p. 89.

8 Roally diisintegratod laterite.
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The next recipe is that in use for a black body clay for plaster

moulds and the potter's wheel :

—

Recipe No. 63.

rts by measure.

Black broken pipes ....... 3

Uncalcined kankar i ....... 2
Durgapur clay ........ 2
Giri mati (red ochreous clay) ...... 2
Manganese-ore......... 1

Then take of

Recipe No. 63 3

Felspar and biscuit mixed ...... 1

The materials are all passed through a small washmill and sieve of 120

holes to the linear inch. This latter recipe is used for producing statuary,

vases, jeroboaras, and other ornamental ware. When unglazed this

ware is very similar in colour to psiloraelane, emits a heil-like sound when
struck, and is extremely hard and tough. Just the merest trace of

glazing changes the colour to slaty-black, and when adorned with silver

monogram, or other silver ornamentation, articles of this ware are ex-

ceedingly handsome.

Manganese -ore is also used for glazing terra-cotta biscuit-ware, the

colour produced varying, according to the proportion of ore used, from

chocolate to pure black. The following recipe is one now in use for im-

parting a deep brown glaze to such articles as teapots, chilams, and

hookahs :

—

Parts by weight

White lead 12^
Cornish stone ^ ....... . 3
Calcined English flint ....... 2i
Manganese-ore......... 2\
Durgapur clay......... \^

By increasing the proportion of manganese-ore a deep black colour is

obtained. Articles—presented by Mr. A. Whyte of Messrs. Burn k Co.,

to whom I am indebted for the foregoing information— illustrating the

foregoing recipes Avill be found in the Geological Museum.

The ore used is all obtained from the neighbourhood of Sihora and

Gosalpur in the Jabalpur district. The pyrolusite and psiloraelane of

this district are often mixed with quartz and clay ; but these foreign

materials do not spoil the ore for pottery purposes, for which it need

not be particularly pure.

1 Real]-- disintegrated la'erite.

2 Residue from Cornish kaolin.
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Ornamental applications.

In additiou to the manganese-ores proper, use might also be made

of two of the Indian silicate minerals of manganese. In my paper
' Manganese in India ', p. 120 ^, I wrote :

—

' Moreover, I would draw attention to the fact that many of the manganese-
ore deposits of the Central Provinces contain considerable quantities of rhodonite,

at present being consigned to the dump-heap ; but that the rhodonite from other

parts of the world, especiilh' th? Ural Mountains, is often used as an ornamental
ston^. It would b? difficult to find a more bsautiful ornamental stone than the

pink rhcdonite with d^'cate veins of black mangan°s'-oxide, such as occurs at

MaEegain, Xagpur district, or than the rhcdonite studded with orange spessartite,

such as 's found at Chargaon, Xagpur d'strict, and in the Chhindwara district.

In th'^ United States, moreover, spessartite when found clear and transparent is

sometimes turned to account as a very beautiful gem-stone of orange and red

colours.- I have not seen any Indian spessartite, except very small crystals,

sufficiently clear for this purpose-, but it is as well to keep it in view '.

Since this was written 3Ir. H. D. Coggan, Manager of the Central

India Mining Company, has kindly tried to obtain some large specimens

of the rhodonity found in the Manegaon deposit referred to aboye. He
was not able to obtain anywhere pieces of rhodonite large enough for such

purposes as the manufacture of small table-tops, because the rock was too

much altered into manganese-ore. The specimens he obtained were

nearly all of them interbanded with spessartite-rock, so that it would be

difficult to select a piece of rhodonite more than 6 inches across. But
if the banded rock could be used, fairly large pieces of rock might be

obtained. As it is, however, a considerable supply of small pieces up to

6 inches across could easily be obtained, should anyone wish to start

an industry for making small ornamental objects from rhodonite. And
until some of the other deposits containing abundance of rhodonite have

been carefully exploited, I shall not take it as demonstrated that it is

impossible to obtain in India moderately large pieces of rhodonite

suitable for ornamental work.

1 Trans. Min. Geol. Inst. Ind., I, (1906).
2 Ilimz ;

" Gems and Precious Stones of North Amen'ja'. p. 79, (1890).
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APPENDIX TO PARTS I, 11, AND III.

In this appendix I propose to give some figures that I have found

extremely useful in making the calculation involved in turning analyses

of minerals and ores into terms of their mineralogical composition, and

in other calculations.

The atomic weights used throughout this Memoir aie shown below :

—

List of aioifiic weights.

Aluminium . . . . . . . .27*1
Arsenic ......... 75*0

Barium 137-4

Calcium 40-0

Carbon 12-0

Chlorine . . . . . . . . . 35'45

Cobalt 59-0

Copper . . . . . . . . . 63'6

Fluorine 19-0

Hydrogen . • . . • • • •
1

' 01

Iron . . . . . . . . .56-0
Lead 206-9

Magnesium ........ 24- 36

Manganese . . . . . . . . 55-0

Nickel 58-7

Oxygen 16-0

Phosphorus , . . . . . . .31-0
Potassium . . . . . . . . 39'15

Silicon 28-4

Sodium 23-05

Zinc . . . . . . . . .60-4
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Table showing the composition of certain manganese minerals.

Name of mineraU
Formula of mineral

or compound.

Per cent,

of
Mn.

Log. of

per cent,

of
Mn.

Per cent,

of
oxygen
com-
bined
with
Mn.

Log. of
per cent.

cf
oxygen.

Per cent, of

other
constituents.

Manganosite] . MnO 77
' 46 1 '8891 22 -54 1 -3530

Hausniamiite MnsO, . 72 '05 1 -8576 27 -95 1 -4464

(Manganese
sesquioxide).

MujOj . 69 '62 1 -8427 30 -38 1 -4826

Psilomelane ? . Mn305 (2MnO.Mn03) 67-35 1 -8283 32-65 1 -5139

(Pyrolusite and
polianite ).

MnO, . 63 -22 1 -8009 36-78 1 -5656

Manganite . J . Mn203.H20 62 50 1 -7959 1 -4357 HjO = 10.23.

(Manganic manga-
nate).

SMnjOj.SJInOj 61 -60 1 -7896 38-40 1 -5843

(Manganese trioxide) ' MnO, . 53-40 1-7275 46-60 1 -6684

Braunite SMDjOj.MnSiOs 63-59 1 -8034 26-43 1 -4221 Si02;;= 9.98.

Rhodonite MnSiOj 41-86 1-6218 12-18 1 -0856 SiOj = 45.96.

Rhodochrosite MnCOj . 47-83 1 -6797 13-91 1 -1433 COj = 38.26.

Spessartite 3MnO.AlsOj.3SiOJ . 33 24 1 -5217 9-67 0 -9854 SiO, = 36.50 ;

AljOj = 20 . 59.

List showing composition of certain manganese minerals in terms of oxides.

Hausmannite .... MnO = 31 -00 or 2 MnO = 62-01

mnf>^) .... MdoOj = 69-00 MnOj = 37-99

100-00 100-00

Manganese sesquioxide ...... MnO =: 44-94

(MnA)] MnOj = 55-06

100-00

Psilomelane {">) or . . . 2 MnO = 57-96 or 2 MnO = 28-98

manganoiis mangnnate . . MnO, = 42-04 MnOj = 71-02

(MnjMnOj)

100-00 100-00
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Manganic manganate 2 MDjOj = 50-5Gor MnOj 97-14

(2Mnj03 .SMnOj) 3 MnOg = 49-44 Oxygen = 2-56

100-00 100-00

Manganite MdjOs ^= 89-76 or MnO - 40-33

(MdjO^.HjO) MnOo = 49.43

HjO - 10-24 HjO = 10-24

100-00 100-00

Braunite 3 -Mn^Og = 78-29 or MnO = 46-91

(3Mno03.MnSi03) MnO = 11-73 MnO„ = 43-11

SiO„ = 9-98 SiO. = 9-98

100-00 100-00

Rhodonite MnO 54-03

(MnSiO,) SiOg = 45-97

100-00

Rhoiochrosite

(MnCO,)

Spessartite

(3MaO.A]j03.3Si02)

MnO 61 - 74

CO, = 38-26

100-00

3 MnO = 42-91

AI2O3 = 20-59

3 SiOj = 36-50

100-00
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List of factors for psilomelane and hollandite.

i,og 01 jinUg
multiplier.

To form Fe^fMnOJj z Fe203require xxO 9656 MdO, . 1-9848

FejMnOj X FeO xxO 7153 i - 8545

Al,(Mii05)3 a; AljOg XX 1 512 0-1796

BajMnOj X BaO XXO 3357 i - 5260

CajMnOj X CaO xxO 9196 2-9636

MgaMnOj X MgO XXl 276 0- 1C58

X KjO xxO 5461 i-7373

Na^MnOj a; NhjO xxO 8293 i-9187

CojMnOs X CoO xxO 6867 i - 8368

X NiO xxO 6894 i-8385

CujMnOj X CuO xxO 6470 i-8109

PbjMnOj X PbO xxO 2310 5-3636

ZOjMnOs X ZnO xxO 6327 i-8012

H^MnOs X H„0 xx2 858 0-4561

X MnO xXO 7254 i-8606

Mn,(Mn05)3 X MrioO, XXO- 9778 i-9903
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Figures for the conversion of phosphoric oxide into phosphorus.

p n p. P.,0.. P2O-. ! p P 0 p. P0O-. p. P0O-. p.

• ni • 21 •092 •41 • 179 •61 • 266 •81 •354 1 -01 •441

•99 • 096 •42 • ig3 •fi9 •271 •82 •358 1 ^09 •445

> vo •1% • 100 • 188 •6^ •275 •83 •362 ! "03 •450

•AJ. ' 94. • 105 4/1 • 192 • 64 •279 •84 •367 1 '04 •454

• Ci^\JO •9'5 • 109 •45 • 196 •65 •284 •85 •371 1 OS •458

uo •026 •26 • 113 •201 •66 •288 •86 •375 1-06 •463

I//
• nilVOL •97 • 118 •47 •205 •67 •292 •87 •380 1^07 •467

Woo • 122 •48 •210 •68 •297 •88 •384 1*08 •471

* AO Vou • 90 • 40 •214 •69 •301 •89 •389 1*09 •476

• 1

A

• ndj. ov • 131 •5n •218 •70 •306 •90 •393 1-10 •480

• 1 111 • 135 •51 •223 71 •310 •91 •397 Ml •485

• 1 O• 1^ 3- 52 227 72 •314 •92 •402 1^12 •489

' lo UO /
•33 • 144 • tI •231 •73 •319 •93 •406 ri3 •493

•14 •061 •34 •148 •54 •236 •74 •323 •94 •410 1-14 •498

lo
• OO • 153 •55 •240 •75 •327 •95 •415 1-15 •502

•16 •070 •36 •157 •56 •244 •76 •332 •96 •419

•17 •074 •37 •162 •57 •249 •77 •336 •97 •423

•18 •079 •38 •166 58 253 78 •?40 •' 8 •428

•10 •083 39 •170 .59 •258 •79 •345 •99 •432

•20 •087 •40 •175 •60 •262 •80 •349 •100 •437

III 0
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Miscellaneous factors.

Logarithm.

For braunite, multiply combined SiOa by 4-320 for the -AlnOj •6355

^•700 „ MnO •6722

For apatite, 1 of P^Og requires 1*314 CaO (including as CaO the

CaClg or CaFg). To calculate chlorine or fluorine required multiply :

—

F<ir CI. For F.

P2O, by •1664 •08929

•1266 •06786

For oxygen required to form MngMnO^. multiply % Mn by

= 4848, of which the logarithm is i" 68556.

Tons and Poods.

1 Long ton = 2240 lbs.

1 Metric ton =: 1000 kilogrammes = 2204-62 lbs.

1 Short ton = 2000 lbs.

1 Pood = 36-113 lbs.

1 Metric ton = 61 - 048 poods.

T ) convert long tons to metric tons multiply by 1 "01605 ot winch log is 0 OOeDl')!

„ short tons,, metric tons „ 0-90718 „ T'957693r,

„ poods „ metric tons „ 0-0163806 „ 2" -2143272

poods „ long tons „ 0-0161219 „ ^-2074163

CALCUTTA : PRINTED BY STTPDT. GOVT. PRINTING, INDIA, 8, HASTINGS STREET.
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MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.,

Vol. I. Pt. 1, 1856 {out of print) : Coal and Iron of Talchir.—Talchir Coal-field.—
Gold-yielding deposits of Upper Assam.—Gold from Shue-gween. Pt. 2,,

1858 {out of print) : Geological structure of a portion of Khasi Hills.

—

Geological structure of Nilgiri Hills (Madras). Pt. 3, 1859 {out of print) :

Geological structure and physical features of districts of Bankura, Mid-
napore, and Orissa.—Laterite of Orissa.—Fossil fish-teeth of genua
Ceratodus, from Maledi, south of Nagpur.

Vol, II. Pt. 1, 1860 {out of print) : Vindhyan rocks, and their associates in Bnndel-
kand. Pt. 2, 1860 {out of print) : Geological structure of central portion
of Nerbudda District,—Tertiary and alluvial deposits of central portion
of Nerbudda Valley.—Geological relations and probable age of systems,
of rocks in Central India and Bengal.

Vou HI. Pt. 1, 1863 {out of print) : Raniganj Coal-field.—Additional remarks on
systems of rocks in Central India and Bengal.—Indian Mineral Statis-

tics, I. Coal. Pt. 2, 1854 {out of print) : Sub-Himalayan Rangea.
between Ganges and Ravi.

Vol. IV. Pt. 1, 1863 {out of print) -. Cretaceous Rocks of Trichinopoly District,

Madras. Pt. 2, 1864 {out of print) : Districts of Trichinopoly, Salem,
etc. Pt. 3, 1865 {out of print) : Coal of Assam, etc.

Vol. V. Pt. 1, 1865 {out of print) : Sections across N.-W. Himalaya, from Sutlej to

Indus.—Gypsum of Spiti. Pt. 2, 1866 {out of print) : Geology of Bom-
bay. Pt. 3, 1866 {out of print) : Jheria Coal-field.—Geological Observa-
tions on Western Tibet.

Vol. VI. Pt. 1, 1867 {out of print) : Neighbourhood of Lynyan, etc., in Sind.

—

Geology of portion of Cutch. Pt. 2, 1867, Rep. 1908 {prire. 2 Rs.) :

Bokaro Coal-field.—Ramgarh Coal-field.—Traps of Western and Central
India. Pt._ 3, 1869 {price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Tapti and Nerbudda Valleys.—
Frog-beds in Bombay.

—

Oxyglossus pusiUus.
Vol. VII. Pt. 1, 1869 {price 3 Rs.) : Vindhyan series.—Mineral Statistics.—Coal.

—

Shillong Plateau. Pt. 2, 1870 {price 1 Re.) : Karharbari Coal-field.—
Deoghar Coal-field. Pt. 3, 1871 {out of print) : Aden water-supply.

—

KAranpura Coal-fields.

Vol. VIII. Pt. 1, 1872 {price 4 Rs.),: Kadapah and Karnul Formations in Madraa
Presidency. Pt. 2, 1872 {price 1 Re.) : Itkhuri Coal-field.—Daltonganj.
Coal-field.—Chope Coal-field.

Vol. IX. Pt. 1, 1872 {price 4 Rs.) : Geology of Kutch. Pt. 2, 1872 {price 1 Re.) :

Geology of Nagpur.—Geology of Sirban HUl.—Carboniferous Am-
monites.

Vol. X. Pt. 1 (price 3 Rs.) : Geology of Madras.—Satpura Coal-basin. Pt. 2, 1874-

{price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Pegu.
Vol. XI. Pt. 1, 1874 {price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Darjiling and Western Duars. Pt. 2,

1876 {price 3 Rs.) : Salt-region of Kohat, Trans-Indus.
Vol. XII. Pt. 1, 1877 (price 3 Rs.) : South Mahrdtta Country. Pt. 2, 1876 {prict

2 Rs.) : Coal-fields of Naga Hills.

Vol. XIII. Pt. 1, 1877 {price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Wardha Valley Coal-field. Pt. 2, 1877
{price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Geology of Rajmahdl Hills.

Vol. XIV. 1878 {price 5 Rs.) : Geology of Salt-range in Punjab.
Vol. ,XV. Pt. 1, 1878 {price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Aurunga and Hutar Coal-fields (Palamow).

Pt. 2, 1880 {price 2 Rs. 6 As.) : Ramkola and Tatapani Coal-fields

(Sirgnja).

Vol. XVI. Pt. 1, 1879 {price 1 Re. 8 As.) : Geology of Eastern Coast from Lat. IS"

to Masulipatam. Pt. 2, 1880 {price 1 Re. 8 As.) : Nellore Portion of
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YoJi. iXVII. Pt. 1, 1897 {price 3 Rs.) : Geology of Western Sind. Pt. 2, 1880 (price

2 £s.) : Traos-Indus extension of Punjab Salt-range,
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Vol. XVIII. Pt. 1, 1881 (price 2 Rs.) : Southern Afghanistan. Pt. 2, 1881 {out of
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Vol. XX. Pt. 1, 1883 (out of print) : Geology of Madura and Tinnevelly. Pt. 2, 1883
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Punjab Frontier between Quetta and Dera Ghazi Khan.

Vol. XXI. Pt. 1, 1884 (out of print) : Geology of Lower Narbada Valley. Pt. 2, 1884
(out of print) : Geology of Kathiawar. Pt. 3, 1885 (out of print) : Coal-
field oi South Rewah. Pt. 4, 1885 (out of print) : Barren Island.

Vol. XXII. 1883 (price 5 Rs.) : Geology of Kashmir, Chamba, and Khagan.
,
Vol. XXIII. 1891 (2}rice 5 Rs.) : Geology of Central Himalayas.
Vol. XXIV. Pt. 1, 1887 (out of print) : Southern Coal-fields of Satpura Gondwana basin.

Pt. 2, 1890 (out of print) : Geology of Sub-Himalaya of Garhwal and
Kumaun. Pt. 3, 1890 (out of print) : Geology of South Malabar, be-
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Parts of Jabalpur and INIirzapur. Pt. 2, 1901 (price 3 Rs.) : Baluchis-
tan Desert and part of Eastern Persia, Pt. 3, 1901 (price 1 Re.) :

Peridotites, Serpentines, etc., from Ladakh.
Vol. XXXII. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 1 Re.) : Recent Artesian Experiments in India. Pt. 2,
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1904 (price 3 Rs.) : Jammu Coal-fields.
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Central Provinces.

Vol. XXXIV. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 1 Re.) : Peculiar form of altered Peridotite in Mysore
State. Pt. 2, 1902 (price 3 Rs.) : Mica deposits of India. Pt. 3, 1905
(price 1 Re.) : Sandhills of Clifton near Karachi. Pt. 4, 1908 (price

4 Rs.) : Geology of Persian Gulf and adjoining portions of Persia and
Arabia.

Vol XXXV. Pt. 1, 1902 (price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Western Rajputana. Pt. 2, 1903
(price 1 Re.) : Aftershocks of Great Earthquake of 12th June 1897.

Pt. 3, 1904 (price 1 Re.) : Seismic phenomena in British India and their
connection with its Geology. Pt. 4 (in the Press) : Geok'gy of Andamac
Islands, with references to Nicobars.

Vol. XXXVI. Pt. 1, 1904 (price 4 Rs.) : Geology of Spiti. Pt. 2, 1907 (price 3 Rs.) :

Geology of Provinces of Tsnng and t) in Central Tibet.

Vol. XXXVII. Manganese-Ore Deposits of India. Part 1 (price 3 Rs.) : Introduction and
Mineralogy, Part 2 (price 3 Rs.) : Geology. Part 3 (price 3 Rs.) :

Economics and Mining.
Part 4 (price 5 Rs.; : Description of Deposits (in the Press

V

Vol. XXXVIII. (In the Press) : Kangra Earthquake of 4th April 1905.
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PAL^OiNTOLOGlA INDICA.

(Ser. I, III, V, VI, VIII.)—CRETACEOUS FAUNA OF SOUTHERN INDIA, by
F. STOLICZKA, except Vol. I, Ft. 1, by H. F. BLANFORD.

See. I & III.—Vol. I. The Cephalopoda (1861-65), pp. 216, pis. 94 (6 double),

v.—Vol. II. The Gastropoda (1867-5a), pp. xiii, 500, pis. 28.

Vi.—Vol. 111. The Felecypoda (1870-71), pp. xxii, 537, pis. 50.

VIII.—Vol. IV. The Branchiopoda, Ciliopoda, Echinodermata, Coralfl, etc. (1872-

73), pp. V, 202, pis. 29.

(See. II, XI, XII.)—THE FOSSIL FLORA OF THE GONDWANA SYSTEM, ly
O. FEISTMANTEL, exctft Vol. I, Pt. 1, by T. OLDHAM and J. MORRIS.

Vol. I, pp. xviii, 233, pis. 72. 1863-79. Pt. 1 ;
Rajmahal Group, Rajmahal Hills, Pt. 2

;

The same [continued). Pt. 3; Plants from Golapili. Pt. 4; Outliers oh
the Madras Coast.

Vol. II, pp. xli, 115, pis. 26. 1876-78. Pt. 1 ; Jurassic Flora of Each. Pt. 2; Flora of

the Jabalpur Group.
Vol. Ill, pp. xi, 64+149, pis. 80 (9 double) (I—XXXI+IA—XLVIIA). 1879-81. Pt. 1;

The Flora of the Talchir-Karharbari beds. Pt. 2; The Flora of the
Damuda and Panchet Divisions. Pt. 3; The same {concluded).

Vol. IV, pp. xxvi, 25-t-66, pis. 35 (2 double) (I—XXV+IA—XLVA). tl. 1 (1882);
Fossil Flora of the South Rewah Gondwana basin. Pt. 2 (1886)

;

Fossil Flora of some of the coal-fields in Western Bengal.

(Ser. IX.)—JURASSIC FAUNA OF EACH.
Vol. I (1873-76). Tl^e Cephalopoda, by W. Waagen-, pp. i, 244, pis. 60 (6 double).

Vol. II, pt. 1 (1893). The Echinoidea of Each, by J. W. Geegory, pp. 12, pis. 2.

Vol. II, pt. 2 (i900). The Corals, by J. W. Gregory, pp. 196, I—IX, pis. 26.

Vol. Ill, pt. 1 (1900). The Brachiopoda, by F. L. Kitchin, pp. 87, pis. 15.

Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1903). Lamellibranchiata : Genus Trigonia, by F. L. Eitchii«, pp. 122,

pis. 10.

(See. IV.)—INDIAN PRE-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA.
Vol. I, pp. vi, 137, pis. 26. 1865-85 Pt. 1 (1865); The Vertebrate Fossils from the

Panchet rocks, by T. H. Huxley. Pt. 2 (1878) ; The Vertebrate Fossils

of the Eota-Maleri Group, by Sm P. de M. Grey Egerton, L. C. Ml\ll,
and V/. T. Blanfoed. Pt. 3 (1879) ; Reptilia and Batrachia, by R.
Lydekkee. Pt. 4 (1885) ; The Labyrinthodont from the Bijori group,
by R. Lydekkee. Pt. 5 (1885) ; The Reptilia and Amphibia of the
Maleri and Denwa groups, by R. Lydekkee.

(See. X.) -INDIAN TERTIARY AND POST-TEKTIARY VERTEBRATA, by
R. LYDEEEER, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by R. B. FOOTE.

Vol. I, pp. XXX, 300, pis. 50. 1874-80. Pt. 1; Rhinoceros deccanensis. Pt. 2; Molar
teeth and other remains of Mammalia. Pt. 3 ; Crania of Ruminants,
pt. 4 ;

Supplement to Pt. 3. Pt. 5 ; Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia.



Vol. 11, pp. XV, 363, pis. 45. 1881-84. Pt. 1; Siwalik RhinoceiotidcX. Pt. 2 : Supple-

ment to Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia. Pt 3; Siwalik and Narbada
Equidae. Pt. 4; Siwalik Camelopardalidae. Pt. 5; Siwalik Selenodont
Suina, etc. Pt. 6; Siwalik and Narbada Carnivora.

Vol. Ill, pp. xxiv, 264, pis. 38. 1884-86. Pt. 1; Additional Siwalik Perissodaclyla and
Proboscidia. Pt. 2 ; Siwalik and Narbada Bunodont Suina. Pt. 3

;

Rodents and new Ruminants from the Siwaliks. Pt. 4 ; Siwalik liirds.

Pt. 5; Mastodon Teeth from Perim Island. Pt. 6; Siwalik and Nar-
bada Chelonia. Pt. 7; Siwalik Crocodilia, Lacertilia and Ophidia,
Pt. 8 ;

Tertiary Fishes.

Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1886). Siwalik Mammalia (Supplement 1), pp. 18, pis. 6.

Vol. IV, pt. iS (1886). The Fauna of the Karnul caves : and addendum to pt. 1 ; pp. 40
(19—58), pis. 5 (vii—xi).

Vol. IV, pt. 3, 1887. Eocene Chenolia from the Salt-range; pp. 7 (59—65), pis. 2 (xii

—

xiii).

(Ser, vii, XIV.)—tertiary and upper cretaceous FAUNA OF WESTERN
INDIA, by MARTIN DUNCAN and W. PERCY SLADEN, except Pt. 1, by
F. STOLICZKA.

Vol. I, pp. 16+110+382+91zr599, pis. 5+28+58+13 = 104. 1871—85. Pt. 1 : Tertiary
Crabs from Sind and Kach. Pt. 1 (new 2) : Sind Fossil Corals and
Alcyonaria; by P. Martin Duncan. Pt. 3 : The Fossil Echinoidea oL
Sind : Fas 1, The Cardita beaumordi beds; Fas. 2, The Ranikot SerieS
in Western Sind ; Fas. 3, The Khirthar Series ; Fas. i, The Nnri
(Oligocene) Series ; Fas 5, The Gaj (Miocene) Series ; Fas. 6, The
Makran (Pliocene) Series; by Duncan and Sladen. Pt. 4 : The Fos^i!

Echinoidea of Kach and Kattywar; by Duncan, Sladen and Blanford.

(See. XIII.)—SALT-RANGE FOSSILS, by WILLIAM WAAGEN, Ph.D.

Productus-Limestone Group : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1879). Pisces, Cephalopoda, pp. 72, pis. 6.

„ 2 (1880). Gastropoda and supplement to pt. I,

pp. Ill (73—183), pis. 10 (1 double), (vii~
xvi).

„ „ „ „ 3 (1881)_._ Pelecypoda, pp. 144 (185—328), pis. 8
(xvii—xxiv).

„ „ „ „ 4 (1882—85). Brachiopoda, pp. 442 (329-770),
pis. 62 (xxv—ixxxvi).

„ „ „ 5 (1885). Bryozoa—Annelidas—Echinodermata,
pp. 64 (771—S34), pis. 10 (Ixxxvii—xcvi).

„ „ „ „ 6 (1886). ^Coelenterata, pp. 90 (835-924), pis. 20
(xcvii—cxvi).

„ ,, „ ,, 7 (1887). Coelenterata,
_
Protozoa, pp. 74 (926—

998), pis. 12 (cxvii—cxxviii).

Fossils from the Ceratite Formation : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1885). Piscus—Ammonoidea, pp. 324,

pis. 40.

Geological ReSults : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1889), pp. 1—88, pis. 4.

„ „ „ „ 2 (1891), pp. 89—242, pis. 8.

(Ser. XV.)—HIMALAYAN FOSSILS.

Upper-triassic and liassic faunae of the exotic blocks of Malla Johar in the Bhot Mahals of
Kumaon : Vol. I, pt. I (1808), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 100, pis. 16 (1 double).

Anthracolithic Fossils of Kashmir and Spiti : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1899), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 96,
pis. 8.

The Permocarboniferous Fauna of Chitichun No. I : Vol. I, pt. 3 (1897), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 105, pis. 13.
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the Permian Fossils of the Productus Shales of Kumaon and Garhwal : Vol. I, pt. 4 (1897),

by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 54, pis. 5.

The Permian Fossils of the Central Himalayas : Vol. I, pt. 5 (1903), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 204, pis. 10. ^
The Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1897), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 182,

pis. 23.

The Cephalopoda of the Muschelkalk : Vol. II, pt. 2 (1895), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 118,

pis. 31.

Upper Triassic Cephalopoda Faunae of the Himalaya : Vol. Ill, pt. 1 (1899), by Dr. E.

von Mojsisovics, pp. 157, pis. 22.

Trias Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata : Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1899), by Alexander Bittner.

pp. 76, pis. 12 (2 double).
The Fauna of the Spiti Shales : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1903), by Dr. V. UhHg, pp. 132, pis. 18.

The Fauna of the Tropites-Limestone of Byans : Vol. V, Memoir No. 1 (1906), by Dr. C.

Diener, pp. 201, pis. 17 (1 double).
The Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk : Vol. V, Memoir No. 2 (1907), by Dr. C.

Diener, pp. 140, pis. 17 (2 double).
Ladinic, Carnic and Noric faunae of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 3 (1908), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 167, pis. 24 (3 double).

The Cambrian Fossils of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 4 (in the Press), by F. R. C. Reed.
Lower triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, Malla Johar and Byans : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 1

{in the Press), by Drs. A. von Krafft and C. Diener.
The Fauna of the Traumatoeiinus Limestone of Painkhanda : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 2

(in the Press), by Dr. C. Diener.

(See. XVI.)—BALUCHISTAN FOSSILS, by FRITZ NOETLING, Ph.D., F.G.S.
The Fauna of the Kellaways of Mazar Drik : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1895), pp. 22, pis. 13.

The Fauna of the (Neocomian) Belemnite Beds : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1897), pp. 6, pis. 2.

The Fauna of the Upper Cretaceous (Maestrichtien) Beds of the Mari Hills : Vol. I, pt 3
(1897), pp. 79, pis. 23.

(NEW SERIES.)

The Cambrian Fauna of the Eastern Salt-range : Vol. I, Memoir 1 (1899), K. Redlich,
pp. 14, pi. 1.

Notes on the ilorphology of the Pelecypoda : Vol. I, Memoir 2 (1899), Fritz Noetling,
pp. 58, pis. 4.

Fauna of the Miocene Beds of Burma : Vol. I, Memoir 3 (1901), Fritz Noetling, pp. 378,
pis. 25.

Observations sur quelques Plantes Fossiles des Lower Gondwanas : Vol. II, Memoir 1

(1902), E. Zeiller, pp. 39, pis. 7.

Permo-Carboniferous (Lower Gondwana) Plants and Vertebrates from Kashmir : (1)
Plants, by A. C. Seward ; (2) Fishes and Labyrinthodonts, by A. Smith Woodward •

Vol. II, Memoir No. 2 (1905), pp. 13, pis. 3.

The Lower Palaeozoic Fossils of the Northern Shan States, Upper Burma : Vol. II Memoir
No. 3 (1906), by F. E. C. Reed, pp. 154, pis. 8.

The Fauna of the Is^apeng Beds cr the Rha;tic Beds of Upper Burma : Vol II Memoir
No. 4 (1933), by Miss M. Healey, pp. 88, pis. 9.

The Devonian Faunas of the Northern Shan States : Vol. 11, Memoir No 5 fl908) bv
F. R. C. Reed, pp. 183, pis. 20. ^ " '

The MoUusca of the Ranikot Series : Vol. Ill, Memoir No. 1 (in the Press), by M.
Cossmann and G. Pissarro.

'

On Some Fish-remains from the Beds at Dongargaon. Central Provinces • Vol III Memoir
No. 3 (1908), by A. Smith Woodward, pp. 6, pi. 1. ,

n

The price fixed for these i-nblications is four annas (4 pence) per single plate with a
minimum charge of Re. 1.

'
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RECORDS OF THt GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Vol. I, 1868.

Part 1 [out of ^rj'nO-—Annual report for 1867. Coal-seams of Tawa valley. Coal in

Garrow Hiils. Copper in Bundelkhand. Meteorites.

Fart 2 (out of prinf).—Coal-seams of neighbourhood of Chanda. Coal near Nagpur. Geo-

logical notes on Surat collectorate. Cephalopodous fauna of South Indian cretaceous

deposits. Lead in Raipur district. Coal in Eastern Hemisphere. Meteorites.

Part S (out of prinS).—Castropodous fauna of South Indian cretaceous deposits. Notes on

route from Poona to Nagpur via Ahmednuggur, Jalna, Loonar, Yeotmahal, Mangali,

and Hingnnghat. Agate-Hake in pliocene ( /J deposits of Upper Godavery. Boundary

of \'indhyan series in Rajputana. Meteorites.

Vol. II, 1869.

Part 1 [out of pnn().—VaUey of Pooma river, West Berar. Kuddapah and Kurnool

formations. Geological sketch of Shillong plateau. Gold in Singhboom, etc. Wells

at Hazareebagh. Meteorites.

Part 2.—Annual report for 1863. Pangshnra tecta and other species of Chelonia from

newer tertiary deposits of Nerbudda valley. Metamorphic rocks of Bengal.

Part 5.—Geology of Kuch, Western India. Geology and physical geography of Nicobar

Islands.

Part 4.—Beds containing silicified wood in Eastern Prome, British Bui-ma. Mineralogical

statistics of Kumaon division. Coal-field near Chanda. Lead in Eaipur district.

Meteorites.

Vol. Ill, 1870.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1869. Geology of neighbourhood of Madras. Alluvial deposits

of Irrawadi, contrasted with those of Ganges.
Part 2 (out of print).—Geology of GwaUor and vicinity. Slates at Chiteli, Kumaon.

Lead vein near Chicholi, Pwaipur district. Wardha river coal-fields, Berar and Cen-
tral Provinces. Coal at Karba in Bilaspur district.

Part 3 (out of print).—Mohpani coal-field. Lead-ore at SLimanabad, Jabalpur district.

Coal east of Chhatisgaih between Bilaspur and Kanchi. Petroleum in Burma. Petro-
leum locality of Sudkal, near Futtijung, west of Rawalpindi. Argentiferous galena
and copper in Manbhum. Assays of iron ores.

Part i (out of print).—Geology of Mount Tilla, Punjab. Copper deposits of Dalbhum
and Singbhum : 1.—Copper mines of Singbhum : 2.—Copper of Dalbhum and Sing-
bhum. Meteorites.

Vol. IV, 1871.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1870. Alleged discovery of coal near Gooty, and of indications
of coal in Cuddapah district. Mineral statistics of Kumaon division.

Part 2.—Axial group in Western Prome. Geological structure of Southern Konkan,
Supposed occurrence of native antimony in the Straits Settlements. Deposit in boilers
of steam-engines at Raniganj. Plant-bearing sandstones of Godavari valley, on south-
ern extensions of Kamthi group to neighbourhood of Ellore and Rajamandri, and on
possible occurrence of coal in same direction.

Part 3.—Borings for coal in Godavari valley near Dumagndem and Bhadrachalam.
Narbada coal-basin. Geology of Central Provinces. Plant-bearing sandstones of
Godavari valley.

Part If.—Ammonite fauna of Kutch. Raigur and Hengir (Gangpur) Coal-field. Sandstones
in neighbourhood of first barrier on Godavari, and in country between Godavari and
Ellore.

Vol. V, 1872.

Part 7.—Annual report for 1871. Relations of rocks near Murree (Mari), Punjab. Mineral-
ogical notes on gneiss of South Mirzapur and adjoining country. Sandstones in
neighbourhood of first barrier on Godavari, and in country between Godavari and
Ellore.
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Part i.—Coasts of Baluchistan and Persia from Karachi to head of Persian Gulf, and
some of Gulf Islands. Parts of Kummummet and Hanamconda districts in Nizam's
Dominions. Geology of Orissa. New coal-field in south-eastern Hyderabad (Deccan)
territory.

Part 3.—Llaskat and Massandim on east coast of Arabia. Example of local jointing.

Axial group of Western Prome. Geology of Bombay Presidency.
Part If.—Coal in northern region of Satpura basin. Evidence afforded by raised oyster

banks on coasts of India, in estimating amount of elevation indicated thereby.
Possible field of coal-measures in Godavari district, Madras Presidency. Lameta cr
intra-trappean formation of Central India. Petroleum localities in Pegu. Supposed
eozoonal limestone of Yellam Bile.

Vol. VI, 1873.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1872. Geology of North-West Provinces.
Part 2.—Bisrampur coal-field. Mineralogical notes on gneiss of South Mirzapur and ad-

joining country.
Part 5.—Celt in ossiferous deposits of Narbada valley (Pliocene of Falconer) : on age of

deposits, and on associated shells. Barakars (coal-measures) in Beddadanole field,

Godavari district. Geology of parts of Upper Punjab. Coal in India. Salt-springs
of Pegu.

Part Jf.—Iron deposits of Chanda (Central Provinces). Barren Islands and Narkondam.
Metalliferous resources of British Burma.

Vol. VII, 1874.

Part 1 {out of print).—Annual report for 1873. Hill ranges between Indus valley in Ladak
and Shah-i-Dula on frontier of Yarkand territory. Iron ores of Kumaon. Raw
materials for iron-smelting in Raniganj field. Elastic sandstone, or so-called Itaco-

lumyte. Geological notes on part of Northern Hazaribagh.
Part 2 (out of print).—Geological notes on route traversed by Yarkand Embassy from

Shah-i-Dula to Yarkand and Kashgar. Jade in Karakas valley, Turkistan. Notes
from Eastern Himalaya. Petroleum in Assam. Coal in Garo Hills. Copper in

Narbada valley. Potash-sa'*, from East India. Geology of neighbourhood of Man"
hill station in Punjab.

Part 3.—Geological observations made on a visit to Chaderkul, Thian Shan range.
Former extension of glaciers within Kangra district. Building and ornamental stones

of India. Materials for iron manufacture in Raniganj coal-field. Manganese-ore in

Wardha coal-field.

Part If (out of print).—Auriferous rocks of Dhambal hills, Dharwar district. Antiquity
of human race in India. Coal recently discovered in the country of Luni Pathans,
south-east corner of Afghanistan. Progress of geological investigation in Godavari
district, Madras Presidency. Subsidiary materials for artificial fuel.

Vol. VIII, 1875.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1874. The Altum-Artush considered from geological point of
view. Evidences of ' ground-ice ' in tropical India, during Talchir period. Trials of
Raniganj fire-bricks.

Part 2 (out of print).—Gold-fields of south-east Wynaad, Madras Presidency. Geological
notes on Khareean hills in Upper Punjab. Water-becring strata of Surat district.

Geology of Scindia's territories.

Part 3 (out of print).—Shahpur coal-field, with notice of coal explorations in Narbada
region. Coal recently found near MoHong, Khasia Hills.

Part 4 (out of print).—Geology of Nepal. Raigarh and Hingir coal-fields.

Vol. IX, 1876.

Part 1 (out of print).—Annual report for 1875. Geology of Sind.
Part 2.—Retirement of Dr. Oldham. Age of some fossil floras in India. Cranium of

Stegodon Ganesa, with notes on sub-genus and allied forms. Sub-Himalayan series in
Jamu (Jammoo) Hills.

Part 5.—Fossil floras in India. Geological age of certain groups comprised in Gondwana
series of India, and on evidence they afford of distinct zoological and botanical terres-
trial regions in ancient epochs. Relations of fossiliferous strata at Maleri and Kota,
near Sironcha, C. P. Fossil mammalian faunae of India and Burma.

Part 4-—Fossil floras in India. Osteology of Mervcopotamus dissimilis. Addenda and
Corrigenda to paper on tertiary mammalia. Plesiosaurus in India. Geology of Pir
Panjal and neighbouring districte.
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Vol. X, 1877.

Part ^.-Annual report for 1876. Geological notes on Great Indian Desert between Sind

and Raiputana. Cretaceous genus Omphalia near Nameho lake, Tibet, about li> miles

north of Lhassa. Estheria in Gondwana formation. Vertebrata from Indian tertiary

and secondary rocks. New Emydine from the upper tertiaries of Northern Punjab.

Observations on under-ground temperature.
, _^ , , o i i? -i n^-oo

Part 2.—Eocks of the Lower Godavari. * Atgarh Sandstones near Cuttack. Fossil floras

in India. New or rare mammals from the Siwaliks. Arvali series in North-eastern

Raiputana. Borings for coal in India. Geology of India. ^ „ • t j-

Part 5.—Tertiary zone and underlying rocks in North-west Punjab. Fossil floras in India.

Erratics in Potwar. Coal axplorations in Darjiling district. Limestones in neighbour-

hood of Barakar. Forms of blowing-machine used by smiths of Upper Assam.

Analyses of Raniganj coals.
_ j i , t

Part 4.—Geology of Mahanadi basin and its vicinity. Diamonds, gold, and lead ores ot

Sambalpur district. ' Eryon Comp. Barrovensis,' McCoy, from Sripermatur group

near Madras. Fossil floras in India. The Blaini group and ' Central Gneiss '
in

Simla Himalayas. Tertiaries of North-West Punjab. Genera Chceromeryx and

Rhagatherium.

Vol. XI, 1878.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1877. Geology of Upper Godavari basin, between river

Wardha and Godavari, near Sironcha. Geology of Kashmir, Kishtwar, and Pangi.

Siwalik mammals. Palaeontological relations of Gondwana system. ' Erratics in

Punjab.'
PQft S.—Geology of Sind {second notice). Origin of Kumaun lakes. Trip over Milam

Pass, Kumaun. Mud volcanoes of Ramri and Cheduba. Mineral resources of Ramri,

Cheduba and adjacent islands.

Part 5.—Gold industry in Wynaad. Upper Gondwana series in Trichinopoly and Nellore-

Kistna districts. Senarmontite from Sarawak.

Part If.—Geographical distribution of fossil organisms in India. Submerged forest on

Bombay Island.

Vol. XII, 1879.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1878. Geology of Kashmir (third notice). SiwaUk mammalia.
Siwalik birds. Tour through Hangrang and Spiti. Mud eruption in Ramri Island
(Arakan). Braunite, with Rhodonite, from Nagpur, Central Provinces. Palteontologi-

cal notes from Satpura coal-basin. Coal importations into India.

Part S.—Mohpani coal-field. PjTolnsite with Psilomelane at Gosalpur, Jabalpur district.

Geological reconnaissance from Indus at Kushalgarh to Kurram at Thai on Afghan
frontier. Geology of Upper Punjab.

Part S.—Geological features of northern Madura, Pudukota State, and southern parts of
Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts included within limits of sheet 80 of Indian Atlas.
Cretaceous fossils from Trichinopoly district, collected in 1877-78. Sphenophyllum and
other Equisetaceae with reference to Indian form Trizygia Speciosa, Royle (Spheno-
phyllum Trizygia, Ung.). Mysorin and Atacamite from NeUore district. Corundum
from Khasi Hills. Joga neighbourhood and old mines on Nerbudda.

Part If.
—

' Attock Slates ' and their probable geological position. Marginal bone of unde-
scribed tortoise, from Upper Siwaliks, near Nila, in Potwar, Punjab. Geology of
North Arcot district. Road section from Murree to Abbottabad.

Vol. XIII, 1880.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1879. Geology of Upper Godavari basin in neighbourhood of
Sironcha. Geology of Ladak and neighbouring districts. Teeth of fossil fishes from
Ramri Island and Punjab. Fossil genera Noggerathia, Stbg., Noggeratbiopsis, Fstm.,
and Rhiptozamites, Schmalh., in palreozoic and secondary rocks of Europe, Asia, and
Australia. Fossil plants from Kattywar, Shekh Budin, and Sirgujah. Volanic foci
of eruption in Konkac.

Part t.—Geological notes. Palaeontological notes on lower trias of Himalayas. Artesian
wells at Pondicherry, and possibility of finding sources of water-supply at Madras.

Part S.—Kumaun lakes. Celt of palaeolithic type in Punjab. Palaeontological notes from
Karharbari and South Rewa coal-fields. Correlation of Gondwana flora with other
floras. Artesian wells at Pondicherry. Salt in Rajputana. Gas and mud eruptions
on Arakan coast on 12th March 1879 and in June 1843.
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Part 4-—Pleistocene deposits of Northern Punjab, and evidence they aSord of extreme
climate during portion of that period. Useful minerals of Arvali region. Correlation

of Gondwana flora with that of Australian coal-bearing system. Reh or alkali soils

and saline well waters. Reh soils of Upper India. Naini Tal landslip, 18th Septem-
ber 1880.

Vol. XIV, 1881.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1880. Geology of part of Dardistan, Baltistan, and neighbour-
ing districts. Siwalik carnivora. Siwalik group of Sub-Himalayan region. South
Rewah Gondwana basin. Ferruginous beds associated with basaltic rocks of north-

eastern Ulster, in relation to Indian laterite. Rajmahal plants. Travelled blocks of

the Punjab. Appendix to ' Palaeontological notes on lower trias of Himalayas.' Mam
malian fossils from Perim Island.

Part 2.—Nahan-Siwalik unconformity in North-Western Himalaya. Gondwana verte-

bratps. Ossiferous beds of Hundes in Tibet. Mining records and mining record offica

of Great Britain; and Coal and Metalliferous Mines Act of 1872 (England). Cobaltite

and danaite from Rhetri mines, Kajputana; with remarks on Jaipurite (Syepoorite).

Zinc-ore {Smithsonite and Blende) with barytes in Karnul district, Madras. Mud
eruption in island of Cheduba.

Part 3.—Artesian borings in India. Oligoclase granite at Wangtu on Sutlej, North-West
Himalayas. Fish-palate from Siwaliks. Palaeontological notes from Hazaribagh and
Lohardagga districts. Fossil carnivora from Siwalik hills.

Part If.—Unification of geological nomenclature and cartography. Geology of Arvali region,

central and eastern. Native antimony obtained at Pulo Obin, near Singapore. Tnr-
gite from Juggiapett, Kistnah district, and zinc carbonate from Karniil, Madras.
Section from Dalhousie to Pangi, via Sach Pass. South Rewah Gondwana basin.

Submerged forest on Bombay Island.

Vol. XV, 1882.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1881. Geology of North-West Kashmir and Khagan. Gond-
wana labyrinthodonts. Siwalik and Jamna mammals. Geology of Dalhousie, North-
Weat Himalaya. Palm leaves from (tertiary) ilurree and Kasauli beds in India.

Iridosmine from Noa-Dihing river. Upper Assam, and Platinum from Chutia Nagpur.
On (1) copper mine near Yongri hill, Darjiling district; (2) arsenical pyrites in same
neighbourhood

; (3) kaolin at Darjiling. Analyses of coal and fire-clay from Makum
coal-field. Upper Assam. Experiments on coal of Pind Dadun Khan, Salt-range, with
reference to production of gas, made April 29th, 1881. Proceedings of International
Congress of Bologna.

Part 2.—Geology of Travancore State. Warkilli beds and reported associated deposits at

Quilon, in Travancore. Siwalik and Narbada fossils. Coal-bearing rocks of Upper
Rer and Mand rivers in Western Chutia Nagpur. Pench river coal-field in Chhind-
wara district. Central Provinces. Borings for coal at Engsein, British Burn.a. Sap-
phires in North-Western Himalaya. Eruption of mud volcanoes in Cheduba.

Part 3.—Coal of Mach (^luch) in Bolan Pass, and of Sharigh on Harnai route between
Sibi and Quetta. Crystals of stilbite from Western Ghats, Bombay. Traps of Darang
and Mandi in North-Western Himalayas. Connexion between Hazara and Kashmir
series. Umaria coal-field (South Rewah Gondwana basin). Daranggiri coal-field,

Garo Hills, Assam. Coal in ilyanoung division, Henzada district.

Part Jf [out of 'print).—Gold-fields of Mysore. Borings for coal at Beddadanol, Godavari
district, in 1874. Supposed occurrence of coal on Kistna.

Vol. XVI, 1883.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1882. Richthofenia, Kays (Anomia Lawrenciana, Koninck)
Geology of South Travancore. Geology of Chamba. Basalts of Bombay.

Part 2.—Synopsis of fossil vertebrata of India. Bijori Labyrinthodont. Skull of Hippo-
therium antilopinum. Iron ores, and subsidiary materials for manufacture of iron, iu

north-eastern part of Jabalpur district. Laterite and other manganese-ore occurring
at Gosulpore, Jabalpur district. Umaria coal-field.

Part 3.—Microscopic structure of some Dalhousie rocks. Lavas of Aden. Probable occur-
rence of Siwalik strata in China and Japan. Mastodon angustidens in India. Traverse
between Almora and Mussooree. Cretaceous coal-measures at Borsora, in Khasia Hills,
near Laour, in Sylhet.
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Part If.—Palaeontological notes from Daltonganj and Hutar coal-fields in Chota Nagpur.
Altered basalts of Dalhousie region in North-Western Himalayas. Microscopic struc-

ture of some Sub-Himalayan rocks of tertiary age. Geology of Jaunsar and Lower
Himalayas. Traverse through Eastern Khasia, Jaintia, and North Cachar Hills.

Native lead from Maulmain and chromite from the Andaman Islands. Fiery eruption
from one of mud volcanoes of Cheduba Island, Arakan. Irrigation from wells in

North-Western Provinces and Oudh.

Vol. XVII, 1884.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1883. Smooth-water anchorages or mud-banks of Narrakal and
AUeppy on Travancore coast. Billa Surgam and other caves in Kurnool district.

Geology of Chuari and Sihunta parganas of Chamba. Lyttonia, Waagen, in Kuling
series of Kashmir.

Part -Earthquake of 31st December 1881 Microscopic structure of some Himalayan
granites and gneissose granites. Choi coal exploration. Re-discovery of fossils in

SiwaUk beds. Mineral resources of the Andaman Islands in neighbourhood of Port
Blair. Intertrappean beds in Deccan and Laramie group in Western North America.

Part S (out of 'print).—Microscopic structure of some Arvali rocks. Section along Indus
from Peshawar Valley to Salt-range. Sites for boring in Kaigarh-Hingir coal-field

(first notice). Lignite near Eaipore, Central Provinces. Turquoise mines of Nishapur,
Khorassan. Fiery eruption from Minbyin mud volcano of Cheduba Island, Arakan.
Langrin coal-field. South-Western Khasia HiUs. Umaria coal-field.

Part J^.—Geology of part of Gangasulan pargana of British Garhwal. Slates and schists

imbedded in gneissose granite of North-West Himalayas. Geology of Takht-i- Sulei-
man. Smooth-water anchorages of Travancore coast. Auriferous sands of the Suban-
siri river. Pondicherry lignite, and phosphatic rocks at Musuri. BUIa Surgam caves.

Vol. XVIII, 1885.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1884. Country between Singareni coal-field and Kistna river.

Geological sketch of country between Singareni coal-field and Hyderabad. Coal and
limestone in Doigrung river near Golaghat, Assam. Homotaxis, as illustrated from
Indian formations. Afghan field notes.

Part S.—Fossiliferous series in Lower Himalaya, Garhwal. Age of Mandhali series in
Lower Himalaya. SiwaUk camel (Camelus Antiquus, nobis ex Falc. and Caut. MS.).
Geology of Chamba. Probability of obtaining water by means of artesian wells in

plains of Upper India. Artesian sources in plains of Upper India. Geology of Aka
Hills. Alleged tendency of Arakan mud volcanoes to burst into eruption most
frequently during rains. Analyses of phosphatic nodules and rock from Mussooree.

Part 3.—Geology of Andaman Islands. Third species of Merycopotamus. Percolation as
affected by current. Pirthalla and Chandpur meteorites. Oil-wells and coal in

Thayetmyo district, British Burma. Antimony deposits in Maulman district. Kash-
mir earthquake of 30th May 1885. Bengal earthquake of 14th July 1885.

Part 4-—Geological work in Chhattisgarh division of Central Provinces. Bengal earth-

quake of 14th July 1885. Kashmir earthquake of _30th May 1885. Excavations in

BiUa Surgam caves. Nepaulite. Sabetmahet meteorite.

Vol. XIX, 1886.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1885. International Geological Congress of Berlin. Palaeozoic

Fossils in Olive group of Salt-rcnge. Correlation of Indian and Australian coal-

bearing beds. Afghan and Persian Field-notes. Section from Simla to Wangtu, and
petrological character of Amphibolites and Quartz Diorites of Stitlej valley.

Part S.—Geology of parts of Bellary and Anantapur districts. Geology of Upper Dehing
basin in Singpho Hills. Microscopic characters of eruptive rofks from Central Hima-
layas. Mammalia of Kamul Caves. Piosrects of finding coal in Western Rajputana.
Olive group of Salt-range. Boulder-bed? nf Salt-range. Gondwana Homotaxis.

Part S.—Geological sketch of Vizagapatam district. Madras. Geology of Northern Jesal-

mer. Microscopic structure of Malaini rocks of Arvali region. Malanjkhandi copper-

ore in Balaghat distri'^t, CP.
Part 4.—Petroleum in India. Petroleum exploration at Khdtan. Boring in Chhattisgarh

coal-fields. Field-notes from ii.fghanistan : No. 3, Turkistan. Fiery eruption from
one of mud volcanoes of Cheduba Island, Arakan. Nammianthal aerolite. Analysis
of gold dust from Meza valley. Upper Burma.
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Vol. XX, 1887.

Part 7.—Annual report for 1886. Field-notes from Afghanistan : No. 4, from Turkistan

to India. Physical geology of West British Garhwal; with notes on a route traversed

through Jaunsar-Bawar and Tiri-Garhwal. Geology of Garo Hills. Indian image-
stones. Soundings recently taken off Barren Island and Narcondam. Talcbir boulder-

beds. Analysis of thosphatic Nodules from Salt-range, Punjab.
Part 2.—Fossil vertebrata of India. Echinoidea of cretaceous series of Lower Narbada

Valley. Field-notes : No. 5—to accompany geological sketch map of Afghanistan and
North-Eastern Khorassan. Microscopic structure of Rajmahal and Deccan traps.

Dolerite of Chor. Identity of Olive series in east with speckled sandstone in west of

Salt-range in Punjab.
Part 3.—Retirement of Mr. Medlicott. J. B. ^lushketoff's Geology of Russian Turkistan.

Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Himalaya, Garhwal, and Kumaun, Sec-

tion I. Geology of Simla and Jutogh. ' Lalitpur ' meteorite.
Part 4-—Points in Himalayan geology. Crystalfine and metamorphic rocks of Lower

Himalaya, Garhwal, and Kimiaun, Section II. Iron industry of western portion of

Raipur. Notes on Upper Burma. Boring exploration in Chhattisgarh coal-fields.

(Second notice). Pressure Metamorphism, with reference to foliation of Himalayan
Gneissose Granite. Papers on Himalayan Geology and Microscopic Petrology.

Vol. XXI, 1888.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1887. Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Himalaya,
Garhwal, and Kumaun, Section III. Birds'-nest of Elephant Island, ilergui Archi-
pelago. Exploration of Jessalmer, with a view to discovery of coal. Facetted pebble
from boulder bed (' speckled sandstone ') of Mount Chel in Salt-range, Punjab.
Nodular stones obtained off Colombo.

Part S.—Award of Wollaston Gold jNIedal, Geological Society of London, 1888. Dharwar
System in South India. Igneous rocks of Raipur and Balaghat, Central Provinces.
Sangar Marg and Mehowgale coal-fields, Kashmir.

Part 3.—Manganese Iron and Manganese Ores of Jabalpur. ' The Carboniferous Glacial

Period.' Pre-tertiary sedimentary formations of Simla region of Lower Himalayas.
Part ])..—Indian fossil vertebrates. Geology of North-West Himalayas. Blown-sand rock

sculpture. Nummulites in Zanskar. Mica traps from Barakar and Raniganj

V^OL. XXII, 1889.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1888. Dharwar System in South India. Wajra Karnr
diamonds, and iNI. Chaper's alleged discovery of diamonds in pegmatite. Generic posi-

tion of so-called Plesiosaurus Indicus. Flexible sandstone or Itacolumite, its nature,

mode of occurrence in India, and cause of its flexibility. Siwalik and Narbada
Chelonia.

Part 2.—Indian Steatite. Distorted pebbles in Siwalik conglomerate. ' Carboniferous
Glacial Period.' Oil-fields of Twingoung and Berne, Burma. Gypsum of Nehal Nadi,
Kumaun. Materials for pottery in neighbourhood of Jabalpur and Umaria.

Part 3.—Coal outcrops in 'Sharigh Valley, Baluchistan. Trilobites in Neobolus beds of
Salt-range. Geological notes. Cherra Poonjee coal-field, in Khasia Hills. Cobalti-

ferous Matt from Nepal. President of Geological Society of London on International
Geological Congress of 1888. Tin-mining in Mergui district.

Part L.—Land-tortoises of Siwaliks. Pelvis of a ruminant from SiwaUks. Assays from
Sambhar Salt-Lake in Rajputana. Manganiferous iron and Manganese Ores of Jabal-
pur. Palagonite-bearing traps of Rajmahal hills and Deccan. Tin-smelting in Malay
Ppninsula. Provisional Index of Local Distribution of Important Minerals, Miscel-
laneous Minerals, Gem Stones and Quarry Stones in Indian Empire. Part 1.

Vol. XXIII, 1890.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1889. Lakadong coal-fields, Jaintia Hills. Pectoral and pelvic
girdles and skull of Indian Dicynodonts. Vertebrate remains from Nagpur district

(with description of fish-skull). Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Hima-
layas, Garhwal and Kumaun, Section IV. Vivalves of Olive-group, Salt-range.
Mud-banks of Travancore coasts.

Part S.—Petroleum explorations in Harnai district, Baluchistan. Sapphire Mines of
Kashmir. Supposed Matrix of Diamond at Wajra Karur, Madras. Sonapet Gold-
field. Field notes from Shan Hills (Upper Burma). New species of Syringospheerida.
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Part 5.—Geology and Economic Resources of Country adjoining Sind-Pishin Railway

between Sharigh and Spintangi, and of country between it and Khattan. Joiirney

through India in 1888-89, by Dr. Johannes Walther. Coal-fields of Lairungao, Mao-

sandram, and Mao-belar-kar, in the Khasi Hills. Indian Steatite. Provisional Index

of Local Distribution of Important Minerals, Miscellaneous Minerals, Gem Stones, and

Quarry Stones in Indian Empire.
Part 4.—Geological sketch of Naini Tal; with remarks on natural conditions governing

mountain slopes. Fossil Indian Bird Bones. Darjiling Coal between Lisu and

Ramthi rivers. Basic Eruptive Rocks of Kadapah Area. Deep Boring at Lucknow.

Coal Seam of Dore Ravine, Hazara.

Vol. XXIV, 1891.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1890. Geology of Salt-range of Punjab, with re-considered

theory of Origin and Age of Salt-Mart. Graphite in decomposed Gneiss (Liaterite) m
Ceylon. Glaciers of Kabru, Pandim, etc. Salts of Sambhar Lake in Rajputana, and
' Reh ' from Aligarh in North-Western Provinces. Analysis of Dolomite from Salt-

range, Punjab.
Part S.—Oil near Moghal Kot, in Sherani country, Suleiman Hills. Mineral Oil from

Suleiman Hills. Geology of Lushai Hills. Coal-fields in Northern Shan States.

Reported Namseka Ruby-mine in Mainglon State. Tourmaline (Schorl) Mines in

Mainglon State. Salt-spring near Bawgyo, Thibaw State.

Part 3.—Boring in Daltongunj Coal-field, Palamow. Death of Dr. P. Martin Duncan.
Pyroxenic varieties of Gneiss and Scapolite-bearing Rocks.

Part 4.—Mammalian Bones from Mongolia. Darjiling Coal Exploration. Geology and
Mineral Resources of Sikkim. Rocks from the Salt-range, Punjab.

Vol. XXV, 1892.

JPart 1.—Annual report for 1891. Geology of Thai Chotiali and part of Mari country.
Petrological Notes on Boulder-bed of Salt-range, Punjab. Sub-recent and Recent
Deposits of valley plains of Quetta, Pishin, and Dasht-i-Bedaolat ; with appendices on
Chamans of Quetta ; and Artesian water-supply of Quetta and Pishin.

Part S {out of print).—Geology of Safed Koh. Jherria Coal-field.

Part 5.—Locality of Indian Tscheffkinite. Geological Sketch of country north of Bhamo.
Economic resources of Amber and Jade mines area in Upper Burma. Iron-ores and
Iron Industries of Salem District. Riebeckite in India. Coal on Great Tenasserim
River, Lower Burma.

J'art !f.—Oil Springs at Moghal Kot in Shirani Hills. Mineral Oil from Suleiman Hills.

New Amber-like Resin in Burma. Triassic Deposits of Salt-range.

Vol. XXVI, 1893.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1892. Central Himalayas. Jadeite in Upper Burma. Bur-
mite, new Fossil Resin from Upper Burma. Prospecting Operations, Mergui District,

1891-92.

Part S.—Earthquake in Baluchistan on 20th December 1892. Burmite, new amber-like
fossil resin from Upper Burma. Alluvial deposits and Subterranean water-supply of
i^angoon.

Part 3.—Geology of Sherani Hills. Carboniferous Fossils from Tenasserim. Boring at

Chandernagore. Granite in Tavoy and Mergui.
Part If.—Geology of country between Chappar Rift and Harnai in Baluchistan. Geology

of part of Tenasserim Valley with special reference to Tendau-Kamapying Coal-field.

Magnetite containing Manganese and Alumina. Hislopite.

Vol. XXVII, 1894.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1893. Bhaganwala Coal-field, Salt-range, Punjab.
Part 2.—Petroleum from Burma. Sdngareni Coal-field, Hyderabad (Deccan). Gobna

Landslip, Garhwal.
Part S.—Cambrian Formation of Eastern Salt-range. Giridih (Karharbari) Coal-fields.

Chipped (?) Flints in Upper Miocene of Bunna. Velates Schmideliana, Chemn., and
Provelates grandis. Sow. sp., in Tertiary Formation of India and Burma.

Part If.—Geology of Wuntho in Upper Burma. Echinoids from Upper Cretaceous System
of Baluchistan. Highly Phosphatic Mica Peridotites intrusive in Lower Gondwana
Eocks of Bengal. Mica-Hypersthene-Hornblende-Peridotite in Bengal.

Vol. XXVIII, 1895.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1894. Cretaceous Formation of Pondicherry. Early allusioD
to Barren Island. Bibliography of Barren Island and Narcondam from 1884 to 1894.
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Part —Cretaceous Rocks of Southern India and geographical conditions during later
cretaceous times. Experimental Boring for Petroleum at Sukkur from October 1893-

to March 1895. Tertiary system in Burma.
Part 3.—Jadeite and other rocks, from Taramaw in Upper Burma. Geology of lochi

Valley. Lower Gondwanas in Argentina.
Part Igneous Rocks of Giridih (Kurhurbaree) Coal-field and their Contact Effects.

Vindhyan system south of Sone and their relation to so-called Lower Vindhyans.
Lower Vindhyan area of Sone Valley. Tertiary system in Burma.

Vol. XXIX, 1896.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1895. Acicular inclusions in Indian Garnets. Origin and
Growth of Garnets and of their Micropegmatitic intergrowths in Pyroxenic rocks.

Part S.—Ultra-basic rocks and deiived minerals of Chalk (Magnesite) hills, and other
localities near Salem, Madras. Corundum localities in Salem and Coimbatore districts^

Madras. Corundum and Kyanite in Manbhum district, Bengal. Ajacient Geography
of " Gondwanaland." Notes.

Part 3.—Igneous Rocks from the Tochi Valley. Notes.
Part If.—Steatite mines, Minbu district, Burma. Lower Vindhyan (Sub-Kaimur) area of

Sone Valley, Rewah. Notes.

Vol. XXX, 1897.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1895. Norite and associated Basic Dykes and Lava-flows in-

Southern India. Genus Vertebraria. On Glossopteris and Vertebraria.
Part 2.—Cretaceous Deposits of Pondicherri. Notes.
Part 3.—Flow structure in igneous dyke. Olivine-norite dykes at Coonoor. Excavations

for corundum near Palakod, Salem District. Occurrence of coal at Palana in Bikanir.
Geological specimens collected by Afghan-Baluch Boundary Commission of 1895.

Part Jf.—Nemalite from Afghanistan. Quartz-barytes rock in Salem District, Madras-
Presidency. Worn femur of Hippopotamus irravadicus, Caut. and Falc, from Lower
Pliocene of Burma. Supposed coal at Jaintia, Baxa Duars. Percussion Figures od
micas. Notes.

Vol. XXXI, 1904.

Part 1 (out of print).—Prefatory Notice. Copper-ore near Komai, Darjeeling district.

Zewan beds in Vihi district, Kashmir. Coal deposits of Isa Khel, Mianwali district,

Pimjab. Um-Rileng coal-beds, Assam. Sapphirine-bearing rock from Vizagapatam
district. Miscellaneous Notes. Assays.

Part S {out of inint).—Lt.-Genl. C. A. INIcMahon. Cyclobus Haydeni Diener. Auriferous
Occurrences of Chota Nagpur, Bengal. On the feasibility of introducing modern
methods of Coke-making at East Indian Railway Collieries, with supplementary note-

by Director, Geological Survey of India. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part S (out of print).—Upper Palaeozoic formations of Eurasia. Glaciation and History
of Sind Valley. Halorites in Trias of Baluchistan. Geology and Mineral Resources
of Mayurbhanj. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part If (out of print).—Geology of Upper Assam. Auriferous Occurrences of Assam.
Curious occurrence of Scapolite from Madras Presidency. Miscellaneous Notes. Index.

Vol. XXXII, 1905.

Part 1 (out of print).—Review of Mineral Production of India during 1898—1903.

Part S (out of print).—General report, April 1903 to December 1904. Geology of Pro-

vinces of Tsang and t) in Tibet. Bauxite in India. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 3 (out of print).—Anthracolithic Fauna from Subansri Gorge, Assam. Elephas
Antiquus (Namadicus) in Godavari Alluvium. Triassic Fauna of Tropites-Limestone

of Byans. Amblygonite in Kashmir. Miscell-aneous Notes.

Part Obituary notices of H. B. Medlicott and W. T. Blanford. Kangra Earthquake^

of 4th April 1905. Index to Volume XXXII.

Vol. XXXIII, 1906.

Part 1 (out of print).—Mineral Production of India during 1904. Pleistocene Movement in

Indian Peninsula. Recent I'hanges in Course of Nam-tu River, Northern Shan States.

Natural Bridge in Gokteik Gorge. Geology and Mineral Resources of Narnaul Dis-

trict (Patiala State). Miscellaneous Notes.

Part ? (out of print).—General report for 1905. Lashio Coal-field, Northern Shan States.

Namma, Mansang and Man-se-le Coal-fields, Northern Shan States,. Burma Mis-

cellaneoub Notc«- y
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Wurt 5.—Petrology and Manganese-Ore Deposits of Sausar Tahsil, Chhindwara districfe,

Central Provinces. Geology of parts of valley of Kanhan Eiver in Nagpur and
Chhindwara districts, Central Provinces. Manganite from Sandur Hills. Miscella-

neoiiB Notes.
Part Jf (out oj print).—Composition and Quality of Indian Coals. Classification of the

Vindhyan System. Geology of State of Panna with reference to the Diamond
bearing Deposits. Index to Volume XXXIIl.

Vol. XXXIV, 1906.

Part 1.—Fossils from Halorites Limestone of Bambanag Cliff, Kumaon. "Dpper-Triassic

Fauna from Pishin District, Baluchistan. Geology of portion of Bhutan. Coal Occur-

rences in Foot-hills of Bhutan. Dandli Coal-field : Coal outcrops in Kotli Tehsil of

Jammu State. Miscellaneous Notes.
Part 2.—Mineral Production of India during 1905. Nummulites Douvillei, with remarks

on Zonal Distribution of Indian Nummulites. Auriferous Tracts in Southern India.

Abandonment of Collieries at Warora, Central Provinces. Miscellaneous Notes.
Part 3.—Explosion Craters in Lower Chindwin district, Burma. Lavas of Pavagad Hill.

Gibbsite with Manganese-ore from Talevadi, Belgaum district, and Gibbsite from
Bhekowli, Satara District. Classification of Tertiary System in Sind with reference

to Zonal distribution of Eocene Echinoidea.
Part 4 (out of print).—Jaipur and Nazira Coal-fields, Upper Assam. Makum Coal-field

between Tirap and Namdang Streams. Kabat Anticline, near Seiktein, Myingyaa
district, Upper Burma. Asymmetry of Yenangyat-Singu Anticline, Upper Burma.
Northern part of Gwegyo Anticline, Myingyan District, Upper Burma. Breynia
Multituberculata, from Nari of Baluchistan and Sind. Index to Volume XXXIV.

Vol. XXXV, 1907.

Part 1.—General report for 1906. Orthophragmina and Lepidocyclina in Nummulitic
Series. Meteoric Shower of 22nd October 1903 at Dokachi and neighbourhood, Dacca
District.

Part 2.—Indian Aerolites. Brine-wells at Bawgyo, Northern Shan States. Gold-bearing
Deposits of Loi Twang, Shan States. Physa Prinsepii in Maestrichtian strata of
Baluchistan. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 3.—Preliminary survey of certain Glaciers in North-West Himalaya. A.—Notes on
certain Glaciers in North-West Kashmir.

Part If.—Preliminary survey of certain Glaciers in North-West Himalaya. B.—Notes on
certain Glaciers in Lahaul. C.—Notes on certain Glaciers in Kxunaon. Index i/3

Volume XXXV.
Vol. XXXVI, 1907-08.

Part 1.—Petrological Study of Rocks from hill tracts, Vizagapatam district, Madras
Presidency. Nepheline Syenites from hill tracts, Vizagapatam district, Madras Presi-
dency. Stratigraphical Position of Gangamopteris Beds of Kashmir. Volcanic out-

burst of Late Tertiary Age in South Hsenwi, N. Shan States. New suidse from
Bugti Hills, Baluchistan. Permo- Carboniferous Plants from Kashmir.

Part 2.—Mineral Production of India during 1906. Ammonites of Bagh Beds. Mis-
cellaneous Notes.

Part 3.—Marine fossils in Yenangyaung oil-field, Upper Burma. Fresh-water shells of
genus Batissa in Yenangyaung oil-field, Upper Burma. New Species of Dendrophyllia
from Upper Miocene of Burma. Structure and age of Taungtha hiUs, Myingyan dis-

trict. Upper Burma. Fossils from Sedimentary rocks of Oman (Arabia). Rubies in

Kachin hills, Upper Burma. Cretaceous Orbitoides of India. Two Calcutta Earth-
quakes of 1905. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 4-—Pseudo-Fucoids from Pab sandstones at Fort Munro, and from Vindhyan series.

Jadeite in Kachin HiUs, Upper Burma. Wetchok-Yedwet Pegu outcrop, Magwe dis-

trict. Upper Burma. Group of manganates, comprising Hollandite, Psilomelane and
Coronadite. Occurrence of Wolfram in Nagpur district, Central Provinces. Mis-
cellaneous Notes. Index to Volume XXXVl.

Vol. XXXVII, 1908-09.

Part 1.—General report for 1907. Mineral Production of India during 1907. Striated
boulders in the Blaini formation.

Part 2.—Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Freshwater Deposits of Baluchistan and Sind. Geo-
logy and Minerals of Rajpipla. Suitability of Rajmahal sands for glass-making.

Vredenburgite, Sitaparite and Juddite. Laterites from the Central Provinces. Mis-
cellaneous notes.

,The price fixed for these publications is 1 rupee (Is. 4rf.) each part or 2 ru^ettf (2s. Qc6.\

eaph volume of four parts.
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Vot. I, Pt. 1, 1856 {out of print) : Coal and Iron of Talchir.—Talchir Coal-field.—
Gold-yielding deposits of Upper Assam.—Gold from Shue-gween. Pt. 2,
1858 {out of print) : Geological structure of a portion of Khasi Hills.

—

Geological structure of Nilgiri Hills (Madras). Pt. 3, 1859 {out of print) :

Geological structure and physical features of districts of Bankura, Mid-
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Mineralogy. Part 2 (price 3 Rs.) : Geology. Part 3 (price 3 Rs.) :

Economics and Mining.
Part 4 (pfice 5 Rs.; : Description of Deposits (in the Press'^.

Vol. XXXVIII. (In the Press) : Kangra Earthquake of 4th April 1905.



PAL^^ONTOLOGIA INDICA.

(See. I, III, V, VI, VIII.)—CRETACEOUS FAUNA OF SOUTHERN INDIA, hy
F. STOLICZKA, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by H. F. BLANFORD.

See. I & III.—Vol. I. The Cephalopoda (1861-65), pp. 216, pis. 94 (6 double),
v.—Vol. II. The Gastropoda (186Y-68), pp. xiii, 500, pis. 28.

VI.—Vol. 111. The Pelecypoda (1870-71), pp. xxii, 537, pis. 50.

VIII.

—

Vol. IV. The Branchiopoda, Ciliopoda, Echinodermata, Corals, etc. (1872-

73), pp. V, 202, pis. 2a.

(See. II, XI, XII.)—THE FOSSIL FLORA OF THE GONDWANA SYSTEM, hy
O. FEISTMANTEL, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by T. OLDHAM and J. MORRIS.

Vol. I, pp. xviii, 233, pis. 72. 1863-79. Pt. 1 ; Rajmahal Group, Rajmahal Hills, Pt. 2

;

The same {continued). Pt. 3 ; Plants from GolapDi. Pt. 4 ; Outliers oh
the Madras Coast.

Vol. II, pp. xli, 115, pis. 26. 1876-78. Pt. 1 ; Jurassic Flora of Kach. Pt. 2; Flora of
the Jabalpur Group.

Vol. Ill, pp. xi, 64-M49, pis. 80 (9 double) (I—XXXI-fIA—XLVIIA). 1879-81. Pt. 1;
The Flora of the Talchir-Karharbari beds. Pt. 2; The Flora of the
Damuda and Panchet Divisions. Pt. 3; The same (concluded).

Vol. IV, pp. xxvi, 25+66, pis. 35 (2 double) (I—XXV+IA—XLVA). Jrt. 1 (1882);
Fossil Flora of the South Rewah Gondwana basin. Pt. 2 (1886)

;

Fossil Flora of some of the coal-fields in V^estern Bengal.

(See. IX.)—JURASSIC FAUNA OF KACH.
Vol. I (1873-76). The Cephalopoda, by W. Waagex, pp. i, 244, pis. 60 (6 double).
Vol. II, pt. 1 (1893). The Echinoidea of Kach, by J. W. Geegory, pp. 12, pis. 2.

Vol. II, pt. 2 (1900). The Corals, by J. W. Gregory, pp. 196, I—IX, pis. 26.

Voi»III, pt. 1 (1900). The Brachiopoda, by F. L. Kitchik, pp. 87, pis. 15.

V"0L. Ill, pt. 2 (1903). Lamellibranchiata : Genus Trigonia, by F. L. Kitchin, pp. 122.

pis. 10.

(See. IV.)—INDIAN PRE-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA.
Vol. I, pp. vi, 137, pis. 26. 1865-85 Pt. 1 (1865); The Vertebrate Fossils from the

Panchet rocks, by T. H. Huxlet. Pt. 2 (1878) ; The Vertebrate Fossils

of the Kota-Maleri Group, by Sir P. de M. Grey Egerton, L. C. Miall,
and W. T. Blanford. Pt. 3 (1879) ; Reptilia and Batrachia, by R.
Lydekkee. Pt. 4 (1885) ; The Labyrinthodont from the Bijori group,
by R. Lydekkee. Pt. 5 (1885) ; The Reptilia and Amphibia of the
Maleri and Denwa groups, by R. Lydekker.

(Seh. X.) -INDIAN TERTIARY AND POST-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA, by
K. LYDEKKER, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by R. B. FOOTE.

Vol. I; pp. XXX, 300, pis. 50. 1874-80. Pt. 1; Rhinoceros deccanensis. Pt. 2; Molar
teeth and other remains of Mammalia. Pt. 3; Crania of Ruminants.
Pt. 4 ; Supplement to Pt. 3. Pt. 5 ; Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia.
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Vol. II, pp. XV, 563, pis. 45. 1881-84. Pt. 1; Siwalik Rhinocerotidae. Pt. 2 : Supple-
ment to Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia. Pt 3; diwalik and Narbada
Equidae. Pt. 4; Siwalik Camelopardalidse. Pt. 5; Siwalik Selenodont
Suina, etc. Pt. 6; Siwalik and Narbada Carnivora.

Vol. Ill, pp. xxiv, 264, pis. 38. 1884-86. Pt. 1; Additional Siwalik PeriEsodactjia and
Proboscidia. Pt. 2 ; Siwalik and Narbada Bunodont Suina. Pt. 3

;

* Eodents and new Ruminants from the Siwaliks. Pt. 4 ; Siwalik Birds.
Pt. 5 ; Mastodon Teeth from Perim Island. Pt. 6 ; Siwalik and Nar-
bada Chelonia. Pt. 7 ; Siwalik Crocodilia, Lacertilia and Ophidi.a,
Pt. 8; Tertiary Fishes.

Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1886). Siwalik Mammalia (Supplement 1), pp. 13, pis. 6.

Vol. IV, pt. (1886). The Fauna of the Karnul caves : and addendum to pt. 1: pp. 40
(19—58), pis. 5 (vii—xi).

Vol. IV, pt. 3, 1887. Eocene Chenolia from the Salt-range; pp. 7 (59—65), pis. 2 (xii—
xiii).

(See, VII, XIV.)—TERTIARY AND UPPER CRETACEOUS FAUNA OF WESTERN
INDIA, Ini MARTIN DUNCAN and W. PERCY SLADEN, txccpt Pt. 1, hxi

F. STOLICZKA.
Vol. I, pp. 16-fllO-f382+ 91 = 599, pis. 5-f28+ 58+ 13 = 104. 1871—85. Pt. 1: Tertiary

Crabs from Sind and Kach. Pt. 1 (new 2) : Sind Fossil Corals and
Alcyonaria; by P. Martin Duncan. Pt. 3 : The Fossil Echinoidea of
Sind : Fai 1, The Cardita beaumonti leds ; Fas. 2, Tht Ranikot Series
in Western Sind; Fas. 3, The Khirthar Series; Fas. The Nari
(Oligocene) Series; Fas 5, The Gaj (Miocene) Series; Fas. 6, The
Makran (Pliocene) Series; by Duncan and Sladen. Pt. 4 : The FosaiJ
Echinoidea of Kach and Kattywar; by Duncan, Sladen and Blanford.

(Ser. XIII.)—SALT-RANGE FOSSILS, hy WILLIAM WAAGEN, Ph.D.

Productus-Limestone Group : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1879). Pisces, Cephalopoda, pp. 72, pis. 6.

„ „ „ „ 2 (1880). Gastropoda and supplement to pt. I,

pp. Ill (73—183), pis. 10 (1 double), (vii-
xvi).

„ „ „ „ 3 (1881). Pelecypoda, pp. 144 (185—328), pis. 8
(xvii—xxiv).

„ „ „ „ 4 (1882-S5). Brachiopoda, pp. 442 (329—770),
pis. 62 (xxv—ixxxvi).

,t „ ,, 5 (1885). Bryozoa—Annelidae—Echinodermata,
pp. 64 (771—834), pis. 10 (Ixxxvii—xcvi).

„ „ ,, „ 6 (1886). Coelenterata, pp. 90 (835-924), pis. 20
(xcvii—cxvi).

„ ,, ,, ,, 7 (1887). Coelenterata, Protozoa, pp. 74 (926—
998), pis. 12 (cxvii—cxxviii).

Fossils from the Ceratite Formation : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1885). Piscus—Ammonoidea, pp. 324,
pis. 40.

Geological Results : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1889), pp. 1—88, pis. 4.

„ „ „ „ 2 (1891), pp. 89—242, pis. 8.

(Ser. XV.)—HIMALAYAN FOSSILS.

Upper-triassic and liassic faunae of the exotic blocks of Malla Johar in the Bhot Mahals of
Kumaon : Vol. I, pt. I (1808), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 100, pis. 16 (1 double).

Anthracolithic Fossils of Kashmir and Spiti : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1899), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 96,
pis. 8.

The Permocarboniferous Fauna of Chitichun No. I : Vol. I, pt. 3 (1897), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 105, pis. 13.
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The Permian Fossila of the Productus Shales of Kumaon and Garhwal : Vol. I, pt. 4 (189?),

by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 54, pis. 5.

The Permian Fossils of the Central Himalayas : Vol. I, pt. 5 (1903), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 204, pis. 10.

The Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1897), by Dr. 0. Diener, pp. 182,

pis. 23.

The Cephalopoda of the Muschelkalk : Vol. II, pt. 2 (1895), by Dr. C. Dienei", pp. 118,

pis. 31.

Upper Triassic Cephalopoda Faunae of the Himalaya : Vol. Ill, pt. 1 (1899), by Dr. E.

von Mojsisovics, pp. 157, pis. 22.

Tria-, Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata : Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1899), by Alexander Bittner,

pp. 76, pis. 12 (2 double).
The Fauna of the Spiti Shales : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1903), by Dr. V. TJhlig, pp. 132, pis. 18.

The Fauna of the Tropites-Limestone of Byans : Vol. V, Memoir No. 1 (1906), by Dr. C.

Diener, pp. 201, pis. 17 (1 double).
The Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk : Vol. V, Memoir No. 2 (1907), by Dr. C.

Diener, pp. 140, pis. 17 (2 double).
Ladinic, Carnic and Noric faunae of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 3 (1908), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 157, pis. 24 (3 double).

The Cambrian Fossils of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 4 (in the Press), by F. R. C. Reed.
Lower triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, Malla Johar and Byans : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 1

(in the Press), by Drs. A. von KrafTt and C. Diener.
The Fauna of the Traiunatociinus Limestone of Painkhanda : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 2

(in the Press), by Dr. C. Diener.

(Ser. XVI.)—BALUCHISTAN FOSSILS, luj FRITZ NOETLING, Ph.D., F.G.S.
The Fauna of the Kellaways of ]\Iazar Drik : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1895), pp. 22, pis. 13.

The Fauna of the (Neocomian) Belemnite Beds : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1897), pp. 6, pis. 2.

The Fauna of the Upper Cretaceous (Maestrichtien) Beds of the Mari Hills : Vol. I, pt 3

(1897), pp. 79, pis. 25.

(NEW SERIES.)

The Cambrian Fauna of the Eastern Salt-range : Vol. I, Memoir 1 (1899), K. Redlich,

pp. 14, pi. 1.

Notes on the Morphology of the Peleeypoda : Vol. I, Memoir 2 (1899), Fritz NoetUng,
pp. 58, pis. 4.

Fauna of the Miocene Beds of Burma : Vol. I, Memoir 3 (1901), Fritz Noetling, pp. 378,
pis. 26.

Observations sur quelques Plantes Fossiles des Lower Gondwanas : Vol. II, Memoir 1

(1902), R. Zeiller, pp. 39, pis. 7.

Permo-Carboniferous (Lower Gondwana) Plants and Vertebrates from Kashmir : (1)
Plants, by A. C. Seward ; (2) Fishes and Labyrinthodonts, by A. Smith Woodward :

Vol. II, Memoir No. 2 (1905), pp. 13, pis. 3.

The Lower Palaeozoic Fossils of the Northern Shan States, Upper Burma : Vol. II, Memoir
No. 3 (1906), by F. R. C. Reed, pp. 154, pis. 8.

The Fauna of the Napeng Beds or the Rhaetic Beds of Upper Burma : Vol II Memoir
No. 4 (19DB), by Miss M. Healey, pp. 88, pis. 9.

The Devonian Faunas of the. Northern Shan States : Vol. II, Memoir No. 5 (1908) bv
F. R. C. Reed, pp. 183, pis. 20. y

i' J

The MoUusca of the Ranikot Series : Vol. Ill, Memoir No. 1 {in the Press), by M.
Cossmann and G. Pissarro.

'

On Some Fish-remains from the Beds at Dongargaon. Central Provinces : Vol III Memoir
No. 3 (1908), by A. Smith Woodward, pp. 6, pi. 1.

The price fixed for these vablications is four annas (4 pence) per single plate with
minimum charge of Re. 1.

'
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RECORDS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Vol. I, 1868.

Part 1 {out of print).—Amwidil report for 1867. Coal-seams of Tawa valley. Coal in

Garrow Hills. Copper in Uundelkhand. Meteorites.

Part 2 (out of print).—Coal-seams of neighbourhood of Chanda. Coal near Nagpur. Geo-

logical notes on Surat collectorate. Cephalopodous fauna of South Indian cretaceous

deposits. Lead in Raipur district. Coal in Eastern Hemisphere. Meteorites.

Part 3 (out of print).—Gastropodons fauna of South Indian cretaceous deposits. Notes on

route from Poona to Nagpur rid -Vhmednuggur, Jalna, Loonar, Yeotmahal, Mangali,

and Hingunghat. Agate-tlake in pliocene (
''.) deposits of Upper Godavery. Boundary

of ^'indhyan series in Rajputana. Meteorites.

Vol. II, 1869.

Part 1 (out of print).—VaUey of Poorna river, West Berar. Kuddapah and Kurnool

formations. Geological sketch of Shillong plateau. Gold in Singhboom, etc. Wells

at Hazareebagh. Meteorites.

Part 2.—Aimual report for 1868. Pangshirra tecta and other species of Chelonia from

newer tertiary deposits of Nerbudda valley. Metamorphic rocks of Bengal.

Part 5.—Geology of Kuch, Western India. Geology and physical geography of Nicobar

Islands.

Part ^.—Beds containing silicified wood in Eastern Prome, British Burma. Mineralogical

statistics of Kumaon division. Coal-field near Chanda. Lead in Raipur district.

Meteorites.

Vol. Ill, 1870.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1869. Geology of neighbourhood of Madras. Alluvial deposit*

of Irrawadi, contrasted with those of Ganges.
Part 2 (out of print).—Geology of Gwalior and vicinity. Slates at Chiteli, Kumaon.

Lead vein near ChichoLi, Kaipur district. Wardha river coal-fields, Berar and Cen-
tral Provinces. Coal at Karba in BUaspnr district.

Part 3 (out of print).—Mohpani coal-field. Lead-ore at Slimanabad, Jabalpur district.

Coal east of Chhatisgarh between Bilaspur and Ranchi. Petroleum ia Burma. Petro-

leum locality of Sudkal, near Futtijung, west of Rawalpindi. Argentiferous galena

and copper in Manbhum. Assays of iron ores.

Part 4 (out of print).—Geology of Mount Tilla, Punjab. Copper deposits of Dalbhxmn
and Singbhum : 1.—Copper mines of Singbhum : 2.—Copper of Dalbhmn and Sing-

bhum. Meteorites.

Vol. IV, 1871.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1870. Alleged discovery of coal near Gooty, and of indications
of coal in Cuddapah district. Mineral statistics of Kimiaon division.

Part 2.—Axial groap in Western Prome. Geological structure of Southern Konkan.
Supposed occurrence of native antimony in the Straits Settlements. Deposit in boUers
of steam-engines at Raniganj. Plant-bearing sandstones of Godavari valley, on south-
em extensions of Kamthi group to neighbourhood of Ellore and Rajamandri, and on
possible occurrence of coal in same direction.

Part 3.—Borings for coal in Godavari valley near Dumagudem and Bhadrachalam.
Narbada coal-basin. Geology of Central Provinces. Plant-bearing sandstones of
Godavari valley.

Part i.—Ammonite fauna of Kntch. Raigur and Hengir (Gangpur) Coal-field. Sandstones
in neighbourhood of first barrier on Godavari, and in country between Godavari and
Ellore.

Vol. V, 1872.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1871. Relations of rocks near Murree (Mari), Punjab. Mineral-
orfcal notes on gneiss of South Mirzapur and adjoining country. Sandstones in
neighbourhood of first barrier on Godavari, and in country between Godavari and
Ellore.
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part i.—Coasts of Baluchistan and Persia from Karachi to head of Persian Gulf, and
some of Gulf Islands. Parts of Kummummet and Hanamconda districts in Nizam's
Dominions. Geology of Orissa. New coal-field in south-eastern Hyderabad (Deccan)
territory.

Part S.—Maskat and Massandim on east coast of Arabia. Example of local jointing.

Axial group of Western Prome. Geology of Bombay Presidency.
Part

]f.—Coal in northern region of Satpura basin. Evidence afforded by raised oyster
banks on coasts of India, in estimating amount of elevation indicated thereby.
Possible field of coal-measures in Godavari district, Madras Presidency. Lameta cr
intra-trappean formation of Central India. Petroleum localities in Pegu. Supposed
eozoonal limestone of Yellam Bile.

Vol. VI, 1873.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1872. Geology of North-West Provinces.
Part S.—Bisrampur coal-field. Mineralogical notes on gneiss of South Mirzapur and ad-

joining country.
Part 3.—Celt in ossiferous deposits of Narbada valley (Pliocene of Falconer) : on age of

deposits, and on associated shells. Barakars (coal-measures) in Beddadanole field,

Godavari district. Geology of parts of Upper Punjab. Coal in India. Salt-springs
of Pegu.

Part —Iron deposits of Chanda (Central Provinces). Barren Islands and Narkondam.
Metalliferous resources of British Burma.

Vol. VII, 1874.

Part 1 [out of print).—Annual report for 1873. Hill ranges between Indus valley in Ladak
and Shah-i-Dula on frontier of Yarkand territory. Iron ores of Kumaon. Raw
materials for iron-smelting in Raniganj field. Elastic sandstone, or so-called Itaco-

lumyte. Geological notes on part of Northern Hazaribagh.
Part 2 (out of print).—Geological notes on route traversed by Yarkand Embassy from

Shah-i-Dula to Yarkand and Kashgar. Jade in Karakas valley, Turkistan. Notes
from Eastern Himalaya. Petroleiim in Assam. Coal in Garo Hills. Copper in

Narbada valley. Potash-sa'*. from East India. Geology of neighbourhood of Man'
hiU station in Punjab.

Part 3.—Geological observations made on a visit to Chaderkul, Thian Shan range.

Former extension of glaciers within Kangra district. Building and ornamental stones

of India. Materials for iron manufacture in Eaniganj coal-field. Manganese-ore in

Wardha coal-field.

Part 4 {.out of print).—Auriferous rocks of Dhambal hills, Dharwar district. Antiquity
of human race in India. Coal recently discovered in the country of Luni Pathans,
south-east corner of Afghanistan. Progress of geological investigation in Godavari
district, Madras Presidency. Subsidiary matei'ials for artificial fuel.

Vol. VIII, 1875.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1874. The Altmn-Artush considered from geological point of
view. Evidences of ' ground-ice ' in tropical India, during Talchir period. Trials of

Raniganj fire-bricks.

Part 2 [out of print).—Gold-fields of south-east Wynaad, Madras Presidency. Geological
notes on Khareean hills in Upper Punjab. Water-becring strata of Surat district.

Geology of Scindia's territories.

Part 3 [out of print).—Shahpur coal-field, with notice of coal explorations in Narbada
region. Coal recently found near Moflong, Khasia Hills.

Part i {out of print).—Geology of Nepal. Raigarh and Hingir coal-fields.

Vol. IX, 1876.

Part 1 (out of print).—Annual report for 1875. Geology of Sind.
Part 2.—Retirement of Dr. Oldham. Age of some fossil floras in India. Cranium of

Stegodon Ganesa, with notes on sub-genus arid allied forms. Sub-Himalayan series in
Jamu (Jammoo) Hills.

Part 3.—Fossil floras in India. Geological age of certain groups comprised in Gondwana
series of India, and on evidence they afford of distinct zoological and botanical terres-
trial regions in ancient epochs. Relations of fossiliferous strata at Maleri and Kota,
near Sironcha, C. P. Fossil mammalian faunae of India and Burma.

Part —Fossil floras in India. Osteology of Merycopotamus dissimilis. Addenda and
Corrigenda to paper on tertiary mammalia. Plesiosaurus in India. Geology of Pir
Panjal and neighbouring districts.



Vol. X, 1877.

Part /.-Annual report for 1876. Geological notes on Great Indian Desert between Sind

and Rajputana. Cretaceous genus Omphalia near Nameho lake Tibet about 75 miles

north of Lhassa. Estheria in Gondwana formation. VertebraU from Indian tertiary

and secondary rocks. New Emydine from the upper tertianes of Northern Punjab.

Observations on under-ground temperature.
r. i v^^.w fl^r^a

Part f.—Rocks of the Lower Godavari. ' Atgarh Sandstones near Cuttack. Fossil floras

in India. New or rare mammals from the Siwaliks. Arvali series in North-eastern

Raiputana. Borings for coal in India. Geology of India. „ ., „ • t r
Part 5 --Tertiary zone and underlying rocks in North-west Punjab. Fossil floras in India.

Erratics in Potwar. Coal axplorations in Darjiling district. Limestones in neighbour-

hood of Barakar. Forms of blowing-machine used by smiths of Upper Assam.

Analyses of Raniganj coals.
_ j , j *

Part A —Geology of Mahanadi basin and its vicinity. Diamonds, gold, and lead ores of

Sambalpur district. ' Eryon Comp. Barrovensis," McCoy, from Snpermatur group

near Madras. Fossil floras in India. The Blaini group and 'Central Gneiss in

Simla Himalayas. Tertiaries of North-West Punjab. Genera Choeromeryx und

Rhagatherium.

Vol. XI, 1878.

Part /.—Annual report for 1877. Geology of Upper Godavari basin, between river

Wardha and Godavari, near Sironcha. Geology of Kashmir, Kishtwar, and Pangi.

Siwalik mammals. Palaeontological relations of Gondwana system. ' Erratics in

Part gl^^eology of Sind (second notice). Origin of Kumaun lakes. Trip over Milam

Pass, Kumaun. Mud volcanoes of Ramri and Chednba. Mineral resources of Ramri,

Cheduba and adjacent islands.

Part 5.—Gold industry in Wynaad. Upper Gondwana series m Trichinopoly and NeUore-

Kistna districts. Senarmontite from Sarawak.

Part 4.—Geographical distribution of fossil organisms in India. Submerged forest on'

Bombay Island.

Vol. XII, 1879.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1878. Geology of Kashmir (third notice). Siwalik mammalia.
Siwalik birds. Tour through Hangrang and Spiti. Mud eruption in Ramri Island

(Arakan). Braunite, with Rhodonite, from Nagpur, Central Provinces. Palaeontologi-

cal notes from Satpura coal-basin. Coal importations into India.

Part 2.—Mohpani coal-field. Pyrolusite with Psilomelane at Gosalpur, Jabalpur district.

Geological reconnaissance from Indus at Kushalgarh to Kurram at Thai on Afghan
frontier. Geology of Upper Punjab.

Part 3.—Geological features of northern Jladura, Pudukota State, and southern parts of

Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts included within limits of sheet 80 of Indian Atlas.

Cretaceous fossils from Trichinopoly district, collected in 1877-78. Sphenophyllum and
other Equisetaceae with reference to Indian form Trizygia Speciosa, Royle (Spheno-
phyllum Trizygia, Ung.). Mysorin and Atacamite from Nellore district. Corundum
from Khasi Hills. Joga neighbourhood and old mines on Nerbudda.

I'art If.
—

' Attock Slates ' and their probable geological position. Marginal bone of unde-
scribed tortoise, from Upper Siwaliks, near Nila, in Potwar, Punjab. Geology of

North Arcot district. Road section from Murree to Abbottabad.

Vol. XIII, 1880.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1879." Geology of Upper Godavari basin in neighbourhood of
Sironcha. Geology of Ladak and neighbouring districts. Teeth of fossil fishes from
Ramri Island and Punjab. Fossil genera Noggerathia, Stbg., Noggerathiopsin, Fstm.,
and Rhiptozamites, Schmalh., in palaeozoic and secondary rocks of Europe, Asia, and
Australia. Fossil plants from Kattywar, Shekh Budin, and Sirgujah. Volatdc foci

of eruption in Konkan.
Part i.—Geological notes. Palaeontological notes on lower trias of Himalayas. Artesian

wells at Pondicherry, and possibility of finding sources of water-supply at Madras.
Part 3.—Kumaun lakes. Celt of palaeolithic type in Punjab. Palaeontological notes from

Karharbari and South Rewa coal-fields. Correlation of Gondwana flora with other
floras. Artesian wells at Pondicherry. Salt in Rajputana. Gas and mud eruptions
on Arakan coast on 12th March 1879 and in June 1843.
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Part ^.—Pleistocene deposits of Northern Punjab, and evidence they afford of extreme
climate during portion of that period. Useful minerals of Arvali region. Correlation

of Gondwana flora with that of Australian coal-bearing system. Eeh or alkali soils

and saline well waters. Reh soils of Upper India. Naini Tal landslip, 18th Septem-
ber 1880.

Vol. XIV, 1881.

Part 1.—^Annual report for 1880. Geology of part of Dardistan, Baltistan, and neighbour-
ing districts. Siwalik carnivora. Siwalik group of Sub-Himalayan region. South
Eewah Gondwana basin. Ferruginous beds associated with basaltic rocks of north-
eastern Ulster, in relation to Indian laterite. Eajmahal plants. Travelled blocks of
the Punjab. Appendix to ' Palaeontological notes on lower trias of Himalayas.' Mam
malian fossils from Perim Island.

Part 2.—Nahan-Siwalik unconformity in North-Western Himalaya. Gondwana verte-

brates. Ossiferous beds of Hundes in Tibet. Mining records and mining record oflB< ?.

of Great Britain ; and Coal and Metalliferous Mines Act of 1872 (England). Cobaltite
and danaite from Khetri mines, Kajputana; with remarks on Jaipurite (Syepoorite).

Zinc-ore (Smithsonite and Blende) with barytes in Karnul district, Madras. Mud
eruption in island of Cheduba.

Part 3.—Artesian borings in India. Oligoclase granite at Wangtu on Sutlej, North-West
Himalayas. Fish-palate from Siwaliks. Palseontological notes from Hazaribagh and
Lohardagga districts. Fossil carnivora from Siwalik hills.

Part Jf.—Unification of geological nomenclature and cartography. Geology of Arvali region,

central and eastern. Native antimony obtained at Pulo Obin, near Singapore. Tur-
gite from Juggiapett, Kistnah district, and zinc carbonate from Karnixl, Madras.
Section from Dalhousie to Pangi, via Sach Pass. South Rewah Gondwana basin.

Stibmerged forest on Bombay Island.

Vol. XV, 1882.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1881. Geology of North-West Kashmir and Khagan. Gond-
wana labyrinthodonts. Siwalik and Jamna mammals. Geology of Dalhousie, North-
West Himalaya. Palm leaves from (tertiary) Murree and Kasauli beds in India.
Iridosmine from Noa-Dihing river, Upper Assam, and Platiniun from Chutia Nagpur.
On (1) copper mine near Yongri hill, Darjiling district; (2) arsenical pyrites in same
neighbourhood ; (3) kaolin at Darjiling. Analyses of coal and fire-clay from Makum
coal-field. Upper Assam. Experiments on coal of Pind Dadum Khan, Salt-range, with
reference to production of gas, made April 29th, 1881. Proceedings of International
Congress of Bologna.

Part 2.—Geology of Travancore State. WarkUli beds and reported associated deposits at

Quilon, in Travancore. Siwalik and Narbada fossUs. Coal-bearing rocks of Upper
Per and Mand rivers in Western Chutia Nagpur. Pench river coal-field in Chhind-
wara district. Central Provinces. Borings for coal at Engsein, British Burma. Sap-
phires in North-Western Himalaya. Eruption of mud volcanoes in Cheduba.

Part 3.—Coal of Mach (Much) in Bolan Pass, and of Sharigh on Harnai route between
Sibi and Quetta. Crystals of stilbite from Western Ghats, Bombay. Traps of Darang
and Mandi in North-Western Himalayas. Connexion between Hazara and Kashmir
series. Umaria coal-field (South Picwah Gondwana basin). Daranggiri coal-field,

Garo Hills, Assam. Coal in Myanoung di\-ision, Henzada district.

Part 4 (out oj print).—Gold-fields of Mysore, borings for coal at Beddadanol, Godavari
district, in 1874. Supposed occurrence of coal on Kistna.

Vol. XVI, 1883. •

Part 1.—Annual report for 1882. Richthofenia, Kays (Anomia Lawrenciana, Koninck).
Geology of South Travancore. Geology of Chamba. Basalts of Bombay.

Part f.—Synopsis of fossil vertebrata of India. Bijori Labyrinthodont. Skuli of Hippo-
therium antilopinum. Iron ores, and subsidiary materials for manufacture of iron, in
north-eastern part of Jabalpur district. Laterite and other manganese-ore occurring
at Gosulpore, Jabalpur district. Umaria coal-field.

Part 3.—Microscopic structure of some Dalhousie rocks. Lavas of Aden. Probable occur-
rence of Siwalik strata in China and Japan. Mastodon angustidens in India. Traverse
between Almora and Mussooree. Cretaceous coal-measures at Borsora, in Khasia Hills,
near Laour, in Sylhet.
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Part 4-—Palaeootological notes from Daltonganj and Hutar coal-fields in Chota Nagpur.
Altered basalts of Dalhousie region in North-Western Himalayas. Microscopic struc-

ture of some Sub-Himalayan rocks of tertiary age. Geology of Jaunsar and Lower
.Himalayas. Traverse through Eastern Khasia, Jaintia, and North Cachar Hills.

Native lead from Maulmain and chromite from the Andaman Islands. Fiery eruption
from one of mud volcanoes of Cheduba Island, Arakan. Irrigation from wells in

North-Western Provinces and Oudh.

Vol. XVII, 1884.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1883. Smooth-water anchorages or mud-banks of Narrakal and
Alleppy on Travancore coast. Billa Surgam and other caves in Kurnool district.

Geology of Chuari and Sihunta parganis of Chamba. Lyttonia, Waagen, in Kuling
series, of Kashmir.

Part 2.—Earthquake of 31st December 1881 Microscopic structure of some Himalayan
granites and gneissose granites. Choi coal exploration. Ee-discovery of fossils in
Siwalik beds. Mineral resources of the Andaman Islands in neighbourhood of Port
Blair. Intertrappean beds in Deccan and Laramie group in Western North America.

Part S (out of print).—Microscopic structure of some Arvali rocks. Section along Indus
from Peshawar Valley to Salt-range. Sites for boring in Kaigarh-Hingir coal-field

(first notice). Lignite near Raipore, Central Provinces. Turquoise mines of Nishapur,
Khorassan. Fiery eruption from Minbyin mud volcano of Cheduba Island, Arakan.
Langrin coal-field. South-Western Khasia HUls. Umaria coal-field.

Part 4.—Geology of part of Gangasulan pargana of British Garhwal. Slates and schists

imbedded in gneissose granite of North-West Himalayas. Geology of Takht-i-Sulei-

man. Smooth-water anchorages of Travancore coast. Auriferous sanas of the SabaD-
siri river. Pondicherry lignite, and phosphatic rocks at Musuri. Billa Surgam caves.

Vol. XVIII, 1885.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1884. Country between Singareni coal-field and Eastna river.

Geological sketch of country between Singareni coal-field and Hyderabad. Coal and
limestone in Doigrung river near Golaghat, Assam. Homotazis, as illustrated from
Indian formations. Afghan field notes.

Part 2.—Fossiliferous series in Lower Himalaya, Garhwal. Age of Mandhali series in

Lower Himalaya. Siwalik camel (Camelus Antiquus, nobis ex Falc. and Caut. MS.).
Geology of Chamba. Probability of obtaining water by means of artesian wells in

plains of Upper India. Artesian sources in plains of Upper India. Geology of Aka
Hills. Alleged tendency of Arakan mud volcanoes to burst into eruption most
frequently during rains. Analyses of phosphatic nodules and rock from Mussooree.

Part 3.—Geology of Andaman Islands. Third species of Merycopotamue. Percolation as
affected by current. Pirthalla and Chandpur meteorites. Oil-wells and coal in

Thayetmyo district, British Burma. Antimony deposits in Maulman district. Kash-
mir earthquake of 30th May 1885. Bengal earthquake of 14th July 1885.

Part 4.—Geological work in Chhattisgarh division of Central Provinces. Bengal earth-

quake of 14th July 1885. Kashmir earthquake of 30th May 1885. Excavations in

Billa Sm-gam caves. Nepaulite. Sabetmahet meteorite.

Vol. XIX, 1886.

Part 1.—^Annual report for 1885. International Geological Congress of Berlin. Palaeozoic

FossUs in Olive group of Salt-rcage. Correlation of Indian and Australian coal-

bearing beds. Afghan and Persian Field-notes. Section from Simla to Wangtu, and
petrological character of Amphibolites and Quartz Diorites of Sutlej valley.

Part 2.—Geology of parts of Bellary and Anantapur districts. Geology of Upper Dehing
basin in Singpho Hills. Microscopic characters of eruptive rocks from Central Hima-
layas. Mammalia of Karnul Caves. Prospects of finding coal in Western Rajputana.

Olive group of Salt-range. Boulder-beds of Salt-range. Gondwana Homotaxis.

Part S.—Geological sketch of Vizagapatam district, Madras. Geology of Northern Jesal-

mer. Microscopic structure of Malaini rocks of Arvali region. Malanjkhandi copper-

ore in Balaghat district, C. P.

Part If.—Petroleum in India. Petroleum exploration at Khatan. Boring in Chhattisgarh

coal-fields. Field-notes from .^Afghanistan : No. 3, Turkistan. Fiery eruption frora

one of mud volcanoes of Cheduba Island, Arakan. Nammianthal aerolite. Analysis

of gold dust from Meza valley, Upper Burma.
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Vol. XX, 1887.

Pan i.—Annual report for 1886. Field-notes from Afghanistan : No. 4, from Turkistan
to India. Physical geology of West British Garhwal ; with notes on a route traversed

through Jaunsar-Bawar and Tiri-Garhwal. Geology of Garo Hills. Indian iiSage-

stones. Soundings recently taken off Barren Island and Narcondam. Talcbir boulder-

beds. Analysis of thosphatic Nodules from Salt-range, Punjab.
Part 2.—Fossil vertebrata of India. Echinoidea of cretaceous series of Lower Narbada

VaUey. Field-notes : No. 5—to accompany geological sketch map of Afghanistan and
North-Eastern Khorassan. Microscopic structure of Rajmahal and Deccan traps.

Dolerite of Chor. Identity of Olive series iu east with speckled sandstone in west of

Salt-range in Punjab.
Part S.—Retirement of Mr. Medlicott. J. B. MushketoS's Geology of Russian Turkistan.

Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Himalaya, Garhwal, and Kxmiaun, Sec-

tion I. Geology of Simla and Jutogh. ' Lalitpur ' meteorite.
Part If.—Points in Himalayan geology. Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower

Himalaya, Garhwal, and Kumaun, Section II. Iron industry of western portion of

Raipur. Notes on Upper Burma. Boring exploration in Chhattisgarh coal-fields.

(Second notice). Pressure Metamorphism, with reference to foliation of Himalayan
Gneissose Granite. Papers on Himalayan Geology and Microscopic Petrology.

Vol. XXI, 1888.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1887. Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Himalaya,
Garhwal, and Kumaun, Section III. Birds'-nest of Elephant Island, Mergui Archi-
pelago. Exploration of Jessalmer, with a view to discovery of coal. Facetted pebble
from boulder bed (' speckled sandstone ') of Moimt Chel in Salt-range, Punjab,
Nodular stones obtained off Colombo.

Part —Award of Wollaston Gold Medal, Geological Society of London, 1888. Dharwar
System in South India. Igneous rocks of Raipur and Balaghat, Central Provinces.

Sangar Marg and Mehowgale coal-fields, Kashmir.
Part S.—Manganese Iron and Manganese Ores of Jabalpur. ' The Carboniferous Glacial

Period.' Pre-tertiary sedimentary formations of Simla region of Lower Himalayas.
Part 1)..—Indian fossil vertebrates. Geology of North-West Himalayas. Blown-sand rock

sculpture. Nummulites in Zanskar. Mica traps from Barakar and Raniganj-

Vol. XXII, 1889.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1888. Dharwar System in South India. Wajra Karur
diamonds, and M. Chaper's alleged discovery of diamonds in pegmatite. Generic posi-

tion of so-called Plesiosaurus Indicus. Flexible sandstone or Itacolumite, its nature,

mode of occurrence in India, and cause of its flexibility. Siwalik and Narbada
Chelonia.

Part 2.-—Indian Steatite. Distorted pebbles in Siwalik conglomerate. ' Carboniferous
Glacial Period.' Oil-fields of Twingoung and Berne, Burma. Gypsum of Nehal Nadi,
Kumaun. Materials for pottery in neighbourhood of Jabalpur and Umaria.

Part 3.—Coal outcrops in Sharigh Valley, Baluchistan. Trilobites in Neobolus beds of

Salt-range. Geological notes. Cherra Poonjee coal-field, iu Khasia Hills. Cobalti-
ferous Matt from Nepal. President of Geological Society of London on International
Geological Congress of 1888. Tin-mining in Mergui district.

Part If.—Land-tortoises of Siwaliks. Pelvis of a ruminant from Siwaliks. Assays from
Sambhar Salt-Lake in Rajputana. Manganiferous iron and Manganese Ores of Jabal-
pur. Palagonite-bearing traps of Rajmahal hills and Deccan. Tin-smelting in Malay
Ppninsula. Provisional Index of Local Distribution of Important Minerals, Miscel-
laneous Minerals, Gem Stones and Quarry Stones in Indian Empire. Part 1.

Vol. XXIII, 1890.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1889. Lakadong coal-fields, Jaintia Hills. Pectoral and pelvic
girdles and skull of Indian Dicynodonts. Vertebrate remains from Nagpur district

(with description of fish-skull). Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Hima-
layas, Garhwal and Kumaun, Section IV. Vivalves of Olive-group, Salt-range.
Mud-banks of Travancore coasts.

Part S.—Petroleum explorations in Harnai district, Baluchistan. Sapphire Mines of
Kashmir. Supposed Matrix of Diamond at Wajra Karur, Madras. Sonapet Gold-
field. Field notes from Shan Hills (Upper Burma). New species of Syringosphserida.
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Part S.—Geology and Economic Resources of Country adjoining Sind-Pishin Railway
between Sharigh anJ Spintangi, and of country between it and Khattan. Journey
through India in 1888-89, by Dr. Johannes Walther. Coal-fields of Lairungao, Mao-
sandram, and Mao-belar-kar, in the Khasi Hills. Indian Steatite. Provisional Index

of Local Distribution of Important Minerals, Miscellaneous Minerals, Gem Stones, and
Quarry Stones in Indian Empire.

Part 4.—Geological sketch of Naini Tal; with remarks on natural conditions governing

mountain slopes. Fossil Indian Bird Bones. Darjiling Coal between Lisu and
Ramthi rivers. Basic Eruptive Rocks of Kadapah Area. Deep Boring at Lucknow,
Coal Seam of Dore Ravine, Hazara.

Vol. XXIV, 1891.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1890. Geology of Salt-range of Punjab, with re-considered

theory of Origin and Age of Salt-Mart. Graphite in decomposed Gneiss (Laterite) in

Ceylon. Glaciers of Kabru, Pandim, etc. Salts of Sambhar Lake in Rajputana, and
' Reh ' from Aligarh in North-Western Provinces. Analysis of Dolomite from Salt-

range, Punjab.
Part S.—Oil near Moghal Kot, in Sherani country, Suleiman Hills. Mineral Oil from

Suleiman Hills. Geology of Lushai Hills. Coal-fields in Northern Shan States.

Reported Namseka Ruby-mine in Mainglon State. Tourmaline (Schorl) Mines in

Mainglon State. Salt-spring near Bawgyo, Thibaw State.

Part 3.—Boring in Daltongunj Coal-field, Palamow. Death of Dr. P. ^lartin Duncan.
Pyroxenic varieties of Gneiss and Scapolite-bearing Rocks.

Part If.—Mammalian Bones from Mongolia. Darjiling Coal Exploration. Geology and
Mineral Resources of Sikkim. Rocks from the Salt-range, Punjab.

Vol. XXV, 1892.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1891. Geology of Thai Chotiali and part of Mari country.
Petrological Notes on Boulder-bed of Salt-range, Punjab. Sub-recent and Recent
Deposits of valley plains of Quetta, Pishin, and Dasht-i-Bedaolat ; with appendices on
Chamans of Quetta ; and Artesian water-supply of Quetta and Pishin.

Part 2 {out of pn'ni).—Geology of Safed Koh. Jherria Coal-field.

Part S.—Locality of Indian Tscheffkinite. Geological Sketch of coimtry north of Bhamo.
Economic resources of Amber and Jade mines area in Upper Burma. Iron-ores and
Iron Industries of Salem District. Riebeckite in India. Coal on Great Tenasserim
River, Lower Burma.

Part 4-—Oil Springs at Moghal Kot in Shirani Hills. Mineral Oil from Suleiman Hills.

New Amber-like Resin in Burma. Triassic Deposits of Salt-range.

Vol. XXVI, 1893.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1892. Central Himalayas. Jadeite in Upper Burma. Bur-
mite, new Fossil Resin from Upper Burma. Prospecting Operations, Mergui District,
1891-92.

Part S.—Earthquake in Baluchistan on 20th December 1892. Burmite, new amber-like
fossil resin from Upper Burma. Alluvial deposits and Subterranean water-supply of
*^ngoon.

Part 3.—Geology of Sherani HiUs. Carboniferous Fossils from Tenasserim. Boring at

Chandernagore. Granite in Tavoy and Mergui.
Part If.—Geology of coxmtry between Chappar Rift and Harnai in Baluchistan. Geology

of part of Tenasserim Valley with special reference to Tendau-Kamapying Coal-field.

Magnetite containing Manganese and Alumina. Hislopite.

Vol. XXVII, 1894.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1893. Bhaganwala Coal-field, Salt-range, Punjab.
Part S.—Petroleum from Burma. Sdngareni Coal-field, Hyderabad (Deccan). Gohna

Landslip, Garhwal.
Part S.—Cambrian Formation of Eastern Salt-range. Giridih (Karharbari) Coal-fields.

Chipped (?) Flints in Upper Miocene of Burma. Velates SchmideHana, Chemn., and
Provelates grandis, Sow. sp., in Tertiary Formation of India and Burma.

Part If.—Geology of Wuntho in Upper Burma. Echinoids from Upper Cretaceous System
of Baluchistan. Highly Phosphatic Mica Peridotites intrusive in Lower Goodwana
Bocks of Bengal. Mica-Hypersthene-Hornblende-Peridotite in B«ngal.

Vol. XXVIII, 1895.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1894. Cretaceous Formation of Pondicherry. Early allnsioD
to Barren Island. Bibliography of Barren Island and Narcondam from 1884 to 1894.
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Part 2.—Cretaceous Rocks of Southern India and geographical conditions during later
cretaceous times. Experimental Boring for Petroleum at Sukkur from October 1893
to March 1895. Tertiary system in Burma.

Part 3.—Jadeite and other rocks, from Tammaw in Upper Burma. Geology of I'ochi
Valley. Lower Gondwanas in Argentina.

Part 1^.—Igneous Rocks of Giridih (Kurhurbaree) Coal-field and their Contact Effects,

Vindhyan system south of Sone and their relation to so-called Lower Vindhyans^
Lower Vindhyan area of Sone Valley. Tertiary system in Burma.

Vol. XXIX, 1896.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1895. Acicular inclusions in Indian Garnets. Origin and.
Growth of Garnets and of their Micropegmatitic intergrowths in Pyroxenic rocks.

Part 2.—Ultra-basic rocks and deiived minerals of Chalk (Magnesite) hills, and other
localities near Salem, Madras. Corundum localities in Salem and Coimbatore districts,

Madras. Corundum and Kyanite in Manbhum district, Bengal. Ancient Geography
of " Gondwanaland." Notes.

Part 3.—Igneous Rocks from the Tochi Valley. Notes.
Part If..—Steatite mines, Minbu district, Burma. Lower Vindhyan (Sub-Kaimur) area of

Sone Valley, Rewah. Notes.

Vol. XXX, 1897.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1896. Norite and associated Basic Dykes and Lava-flows in-

Southern India. Genus Vertebraria. On Glossopteris and Vertebraria.
Part S.—Cretaceous Deposits of Pondicherri. Notes.
Part S.—Flow structure in igneous dyke. Olivine-norite dykes at Coonoor. Excavations-

for corundum near Palakod, Salem District. Occurrence of coal at Palana in Bikanir.
Geological specimens collected by Afghan-Baluch Boundary Commission of 1895.

Part If.—Nemalite from Afghanistan. Quartz-barytes rock in Salem District, Madras^
Presidency. Worn femur of Hippopotamus irravadicus, Caut. and Falc, from Lower
Pliocene of Burma. Supposed coal at Jaintia, Baxa Duars. Percussion Figures on
micas. Notes.

Vol. XXXI, 1904.

Part 1 {out oj print).—Prefatory Notice. Copper-ore near Komai, Darjeeling district.

Zewan beds in Vihi district, Kashmir. Coal deposits of Isa Khel, Mianwali district,

Punjab. Um-Rileng coal-beds, Assam. Sapphirine-bearing rock from Vizagapatam
district. Miscellaneous Notes. Assays.

Part S {out of inint).—Lt.-Genl. C. A. IMcMahon. Cyclobus Haydeni Diener. Auriferous
Occurrences of Chota Nagpur, Bengal. On the feasibility of introducing modern
methods of Coke-making at East Indian Railway Collieries, with supplementary note

by Director, Geological Survey of India. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part S {out oj print).—Upper Palaeozoic formations of Eurasia. Glaciation and History
of Sind Valley. Halorites in Trias of Baluchistan. Geology and Mineral Resources
of Mayurbhanj. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part If {out of print).—Geology of Upper Assam. Auriferous Occurrences of Assam.
Curious occurrence of Scapolite from Madras Presidency. Miscellaneous Notes. Index.

Vol. XXXII, 1905.

Part 1 {out of print).—Review of Mineral Production of India during 1898—1903.

Part % {out of print).—General report, April 1903 to December 1904. Geology of Pro-
vinces of Tsang and t) in Tibet. Bauxite in India. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part S {out of print).—Anthracolithic Fauna from Subansri Gorge, Assam. Elephas
Antiquus (Namadicus) in Godavari Alluvium. Triassic Fauna of Tropites-Limestone

of Byans. Amblygonite in Kashmir. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part Obituary notices of H. B. Medlicott and W. T. Blanford. Kangra Earthquake-

of 4th April 1905. Index to Volume XXXII.

Vol. XXXIII, 1906.

Part 1 {out of print).—Mineral Production of India during 1904. Pleistocene Movement in

Indian Peninsula. Recent Changes in Course of Nam-tu River, Northern Shan States.

Natural Bridge in Gokteik Gorge. Geology and Mineral Resources of Narnaul Dis-

trict {Patiala State). Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 2 {out of print).—General report for 1905. Lashio Coal-field, Northern Shan States.

Namma, Mansang and Man-se-le Coal-fields, Northern Shan States, Burma Mis-

cellaneoub Notes-
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Part Petrology and Manganese-Ore Deposits of Sausar Tahsil, Chhindwara district,

Central Provinces. Geology of parts of valley of Kanhan River in Nagpur and
Chhindwara districts, Central Provinces. Manganit* from Sandur Hills. Miscella-
neous Notes.

Part 4 [out of pnni).—Composition and Quality of Indian Coals. Classification of tha
Vindhyan System. Geology of State of Panna with reference to the Diamond
bearing Deposits. Index to Volume XXXill.

Vol. XXXIV, 1906.

Part 1.—Fossils from Halorites Limestone of Bambanag Cliff, Knmaon. TJpper-Triasaic
Fauna from Pishin District, Baluchistan. Geology of portion of Bhutan. Coal Occur-
rences in Foot-hiUs of Bhutan. Dandli Coal-field : Coal outcrops in Kotli Tehsil of
Jammn State. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 2.—Mineral Production of India during 1905. Nummulites Douvillei, with remarks
on Zonal Distribution of Indian Nummulites. Auriferous Tracts in Southern India.

Abandonment of Collieries at Warora, Central Provinces. Miscellaneous Notes.
Part S.—Explosion Craters in Lower Chindwin district, Burma. Lavas of Pavagad Hill.

Gibbsite with Manganese-ore from Talevadi, Belgaum district, and Gibbsite from
Bhekowli, Satara District. Classification of Tertiary System in Sind with reference
to Zonal distribution of Eocene Echinoidea.

Part 4 (out of 'print).—Jaipur and Nazira Coal-fields, Upper Assam. Makum Coal-field

between Tirap and Namdang Streams. Kabat Anticline, near Seiktein, Myingyaa
district. Upper Burma. Asymmetry of Yenangyat-Singu Anticline, Upper Burma.
Northern part of Gwegyo Anticline, Myingyan District, Upper Burma. Breynia
Multituberculata, from Nari of Baluchistan and Sind. Index to Volume XXXIV.

Vol. XXXV, 1907.

Part 2.—General report for 1906. Orthophragmina and Lepidocyclina in Nummulitic
Series. Meteoric Shower of 22nd October 1903 at Dokachi and neighbourhood, Dacca
District.

Part 2.—Indian Aerolites. Brine-wells at Bawgyo, Northern Shan States. Gold-bearing
Deposits of Loi Twang, Shan States. Physa Prinsepii in Maestrichtian strata of
Baluchistan. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 3.—Preliminary survey of certain Glaciers in North-West Himalaya. A.—Notes on
certain Glaciers in North-West Kashmir.

Part
!f.—Preliminary survey of certain Glaciers in North-West Himalaya. B.—Notes on

certain Glaciers in Lahaul. C.—Notes on certain Glaciers in Kumaon. Index to

Volume XXXV.
Vol. XXXVI, 1907-08.

Part 1.—Petrological Study of Rocks from hill tracts, Vizagapatam district, Madraa
Presidency. Nepheline Syenites from hill tracts, Vizagapatam district, Madras Presi-

dency. Stratigraphical Position of Gangamopteris Beds of Kashmir. Volcanic ont-

burst of Late Tertiary Age in South Hsenwi, N. Shan States. New suidse from
Bugti Hills, Baluchistan. Permo-Carboniferous Plants from Kashmir.

Part 2.—Mineral Production of India during 1906. Ammonites of Bagh Beds. Mis-
cellaneous Notes.

Part 3.—Marine fossils in Yenangyaung oil-field, Upper Burma. Fresh-water shells of
genus Batissa in Yenangyaung oil-field, Upper Burma. New Species of Dendrophyllia
from Upper Miocene of Burma. Structure and age of Ta^ngtha hills, Myingyan dis-

trict. Upper Burma. Fossils from Sedimentary rocks of Oman (Arabia). Rubies in

Kachin hills, Upper Burma. Cretaceous Orbitoides of India. Two Calcutta Earth-
quakes of 1906. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part i.—Pseudo-Fucoids from Pab sandstones at Fort Munro, and from Vindhyan series.

Jadeite in Kachin HiUs, Upper Burma. Wetchok-Yedwet Pegu outcrop. Magwe dis-

trict. Upper Burma. Group of manganates, comprising Hollandite, Psilomelane ai^d

Coronadite. Occurrence of Wolfram in Nagpur district, Central Provinces. Mis-
ceUaneous Notes. Index to Volume XXXVl.

Vol. XXXVII, 1908-09.

Part 1.—General report for 1907. Mineral Production of India during 1907. Striated

boulders in the Blaini formation.
Part 2.—Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Freshwater Deposits of Baluchistan and Sind. Geo-

logy and Minerals of Rajpipla. Suitability of Rajmahal sands for glass-making.

Vredenburgite, Sitaparite and Juddite. Laterites from the Central Provinces. Mis-

cellaneous notes.

The price fixed for these publications is 1 rupee (1«. 4c?.) each part or 2 mpe«w (2i. 8<f.)

each volume of four parts.
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PUBLICATIONS.

The publications of the Department include

—

Pal^ontologu Indica, arranged in series, and sold in parts which are priced at

4 annas (4 pence) per plate.

Memoibs, Vols. I—XXXVI, including the larger papers on geological subjects.

Recohds, Vols. 1—XXXVl, including the shorter papers and Annual Reports from

1858 to 1908, sold in parts, price one rupee each.

Manuals, Guides and Maps.

A complete list of the contents of these publications can be obtained by application to

the Registrar, Geological Survey of India, 27, Ghowringhee Road, Galcutta. Indexes to

the Genera and Species described in the Palaeontologia Indica up to 1891, to the Memoire,

Vols. I—XX, and to the Records, Vols. I—XXX, have been printed for sale.
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MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Vou I, Pt. 1, 1856 {out of print) : Coal and Iron of Talchir.—Talchir Coal-field.—
Gold-yielding deposits of Upper Assam.—Gold from Shue-gween. Pt. 2,
1858 {out of print) : Geological structure of a portion of Khasi Hills.

—

Geological structure of Nilgiri Hills (Madras). Pt. 3, 1859 {out of print) :

Geological structure and physical features of districts of Bankura, Mid-
napore, and Orissa.—Laterite of Orissa.—Fossil fish-teeth of genus
Ceratodus, from Maledi, south of Nagpur.

VOL. II. Pt. 1, 1850 {out of print) : Vindhyan rocks, and their associates in Bundel-
kand. Pt. 2, 1860 {out of print) : Geological structure of central portion
of Nerbudda District.—Tertiary and alluvial deposits of central portion
of Nerbudda VaUey.—Geological relations and probable age of systems
of rocks in Central India and Bengal.

VOL. III. Pt. 1, 1863 {out of print) : Raniganj Coal-field.—Additional remarks on
systems of rocks in Central India and Bengal.—Indian Mineral Statis-

tics, I. Coal. Pt. 2, 1864 {out of print) : Sub-Himalayan Ranges
between Ganges and Ravi.

Vot. IV. Pt. 1, 1863 {out of print) : Cretaceous Rocks of Trichinopoly District
Madras. Pt. 2, 1864 {out of print) : Districts of Trichinopoly, Salem
etc. Pt. 3, 1865 {out of print) : Coal of Assam, etc.

Voii. V. Pt. 1, 1865 {out of print) : Sections across N.-W. Himalaya, from Sutlej to
Indus.—Gypsum of Spiti. Pt. 2, 1866 {out of print) : Geology of Bom
bay. Pt. 3, 1866 {out of print) : Jheria Coal-field.—Geological Observa
tions on Western Tibet.

Vol. VI. Pt. 1, 1867 {out of print) ; Neighbourhood of Lynyan. etc., in Sind.-
Geology of portion of Cutch. Pt. 2, 1867, Rep. 1908 {price. 2 Rs.)
Bokaro Coal-field.—Ramgarh Coal-field.—Traps of Western and Central
India. Pt. 3, 1869 {price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Tapti and Nerbudda Valleys.—
Frog-beds in Bombay.

—

Oxyglossus pusillus.
Vol. VII. Pt. 1, 1869 (price 3 Rs.) : Vindhyan series.—Mineral Statistics.—Coal.

—

Shillong Plateau. Pt. 2, 1870 {price 1 Re.) : Karharbari Coal-field.—
Deoghar Coal-field. Pt. 3, 1871 {out of print) : Aden water-supply.

—

Karanpura Coal-fields.

Vol. VIII. Pt. 1, 1872 {price 4 Rs.) : Kadapah and Karnul Formations in Madras
Presidency. Pt. 2, 1872 {price 1 Re.) : Itkhuri Coal-field.—Daltonganj
Coal-field.—Chope Coal-field.

Vol. IX. Pt. 1, 1872 {price 4 Rs.) : Geology of Kutch. Pt. 2, 1872 {price 1 Re.) :

Geology of Nagpur.—Geology of Sirban HUl.—Carboniferous Am-
monites.

Vol. X. Pt. 1 {price 3 Rs.) : Geology of Madras.—Satpura Coal-basin. Pt. 2, 1874
{price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Pegu.

Vol. XI. Pt. 1, 1874 {price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Darjiling and Western Duars. Pt. 2,

1876 (price 3 Rs.) : Salt-region of Kohat, Trans-Indus.
Vol. XII. Pt. 1, 1877 {price 3 Rs.) : South Mahratta Country. Pt. 2, 1876 {price

2 Rs.) : Coal-fields of Naga Hills.

Vol. XIII. Pt. 1, 1877 {price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Wardha Valley Coal-field. Pt. 2, 1877
(vricf. 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Geology of Rajmahal Hills.

Vol. XIV. 1878 {price 5 Rs.) : Geology of' Salt-range in Punjab.
Vol. XV. Pt. 1, 1878 {price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Aurunga and Hutar Coal-fields (Palamow).

Pt. 2, 1880 {price 2 Rs. 6 As.) : Ramkola and Tatapani Coal-fields

(Sirguja).

Vol. XVI. Pt. 1, 1879 {price 1 Re. 8 As.) : Geology of Eastern Coast from Lat. 15°

to Masulipatam. Pt. 2, 1880 {price. 1 Re. 8 As.) : Nellore Portion of

Carnatic. Pt. 3, 1880 {price 2 Rs.) : Coastal Region of Goddvari
District.

Vo^ XVII. Pt. 1. 1897 {price 3 Rs.) : Geology of Western Sind. Pt. 2, 1880 {price

2 Rb.) : Trans-Indus extension of Punjab Salt-range.
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Vol. XVIII. Pt. 1, 1881 {price 2 Es.) : Southern Afghanistan. Pt. 2, 1881 (out of
print) : Manbhum and Singhbhum. Pt. 3, 1881 (price 2 Rs.) : Pranhita-
Godavari Valley.

Vol. XIX. Pt. 1, 1882 (price 2 Rs.) : Cachar Earthquake of 1869. Pt. 2, 1882 (price

1 Re.) : Thermal Springs of India. Pt. 3, 1883 (jirice 1 Re.) : Catalipgue
of Indian Earthquakes. Pt. 4, 1883 (out of print) : Geology of parts of
Manipur and Na-ra Hills.

Vol. XX. Pt. 1, 1883 (out of int) : Geology of Madura and Tinnevelly. Pt. 2, 1883
(out of print) : Geological notes on Hills in neighbourhood of Sind and
Punjab Frontier between Quetta and Dera Ghazi Khan.

Vol. XXI. Pt. 1, 1884 (out of print) : Geology of Lower Narbada Valley. Pt. 2, 1884
(out of print) : Geology of Kathiawar. Pt. 3, 1885 (out of print) : Coal-
field oc South Rewah. Pt. 4, 1885 (out of print) : Barren Island.

Vol. XXII. 1883 (price 5 Rs.) : Geology of Kashmir, Chamba, and Khagan.
Vol. XXIII. 1891 (price 5 Rs.) : Geology of Central Himalayas.
Vol. XXIV. Pt. 1, 1887 (out of print) : Southern Coal-fields of Satpura Gondwana basin.

Pt. 2, 1890 (out of print) : Geology of Sub-Himalaya of Garhwal and
Kumaun. Pt. 3, 1890 (out of print) : Geology of South Malabar, be-
tween Beypore and Ponnani Rivers.

Vol. XXV. 1896 (out of print) : Geology of Bellary District, Madras Presidency.
Vol. XXVI. 1896 (out of print) : Geology of Hazara.
Vol. XXXVII. Pt. 1, 1895 (out of print) : Marine Fossil from Miocene of Upper

Burma. Pt. 2, 1897 (out of print) : Petroleum in Burma and its techni-

cal exploitation.

Vol. XXVIII. Pt. 1, 1898 (price 2 Rs.) : Geological Structure of Chitichun region.—
AUahbund in north-west of Rann of Kuchh.—Geology of parts of MyiJV
gyan, Magwe and Pakokku Districts, Burma.—Geology of Mikir Hills

in Assam.—Geology of Tirah and Bazar valley. Pt. 2, 1900 (out of
print) : Chamockite Series, group of Archaean Hypersthenic Rocks in

Peninsular India.

Vol. XXIX. 1900 (price 5 Rs.) : Earthquake of 12th June 1897.

VOT. XXX. Pt. 1, 1900 (price 2 Rs.) : Aftershocks of Great Earthquake of 12th June
1897. Pt. 2, 1900 (price 1 Re.) : Geology of neighbourhood of Salem,
Madras Presidency. Pt. 3, 1901 (price 1 Re.) : Sivamalai Series of

Elseolite-Syenites and Corundum Syenites. Pt. 4, 1901 (price 1 Re.) t

Geological Congress of Paris.

Vol. XXXI. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Son Valley in Rewah State and of

Parts of Jabalpur and Mirzapur. Pt. 2, 1901 (price 3 Rs.) : Baluchis-

tan Desert and part of Eastern Persia, Pt. 3, 1901 (price 1 Re.) :

Peridotites, Serpentines, etc., from Ladakh.
Vol. XXXII. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 1 Re.) : Recent Artesian Experiments in India. Pt. 2,

1901 (price 2 Rs.) : Rampur Coal-field. Pt. 3, 1902 (price 3 Rs.) :

" Exotic Blocks " of Malla Johar in Bhot Mahals of Kumaon. Pt. 4,

1904 (price 3 Rs.) ; Jammu Coal-fields.

Vol. XXXIII. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 8 Es.) : Kolar Gold-field. Pi. 2, 1901 (price 2 Rs.) :

Art. 1 : Gold-fields of Wainad. Art. 2 : ii.uriferous Quartzites of

Parhadiah, Chota Nagpur. Art. 3 : Auriferous localities in North
Coimbatore. Pt. 3, 1902 (price 1 Re.) : Geology of Kalahandi State,

Central Provinces.

Vol. XXXIV. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 1 Re.) : Peculiar form of altered Peridotite in Mysore
State. Pt. 2, 1902 (price 3 Rs.) : Mica deposits of India. Pt. 3, 1903
(price 1 Re.) : Sandhills of Clifton near Karachi. Pt. 4, 1908 (price

4 Rs.) : Geology of Persian Gulf and adjoining portions of Persia and

Vol. XXXV. Pt. 1, 1902 (price 2 Rs.) : Geology of Western Rajputana. Pt. 2, 1903
(price 1 Re.) : Aftershocks of Gi'eat Earthquake of I2th June 1897.

Pt. 3, 1904 (price 1 Re.) : Seismic phenomena in British India and their

connection with its Geology. Pt. 4 (in the Press) : Geology of Andamac
Islands, with references to Nicobars.

Vol. XXXVI. Pt. 1, 1904 (jrrice 4 Rs.) : Geology of Rpiti. Pt. 2, 1907 (price 3 Rs.) :

Geology of Provinces of Tsang and t) in Central Tibet.

Vol. XXXVII. Manganese-Ore Deposits of India. Part 1 (price 3 Rs.) : Introduction and
Mineralogy. Part 2 (price 3 Rs.) : Geology. Part 3 (price 3 Rs.) :

Economics and IMining.

Part 4 (price 5 Rs.) : Description of Deposits (in the Press^.

Vol. XXXVIII. (In the Press) : Kangra Earthquake of 4th April 1905.



PAL^.ONTOLOGIA INDICA.

(Sek. I, III, V, VI, VIII.)—CRETACEOUS FAUNA OF SOUTHERN INDIA, hy
b'. STOLICZKA, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by H. F. BLANFORD.

See. I & III.—Vol. I. The Cephalopoda (1861-65), pp. 216, pis. 94 (6 double),

v.—Vol. 11. The Gastropoda (186V-6b), pp. xiii, 500, pis. 28.

VI.—Vol. 111. The Pelecypoda (1870-71), pp. xxii, 537, pis. 50.

VIII.

—

Vol. IV. The Branchiopoda. Ciliopoda, Echinodermata, Corals, etc. (1872-

73), pp. V, 202, pis. 2y.

(See. il, XI, XII.)—THE FOSSIL FLORA OF THE GONDWANA SYSTEM, by
0. FEISTMANTEL, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by T. OLDHAM and J. MORRIS.

Vol. I, pp. xviii, 233, pis. 72. 1863-79. Pt. 1 ;
Rajmahal Group, Rajmahal Hills, Pt. 2

;

The same {continued). Pt. 3; Plants from Golapili. Pt. 4; Outliers on
the Madras Coast.

Vol. II, pp. xli, 115, pis. 26. 1876-78. Pt. 1 ; Jurassic Flora of Kach. Pt. 2; Flora of

the Jabalpur Group.
Vol. Ill, pp. xi, 64-f 149, pis. 80 (9 double) (I—XXXI+IA—XLVIIA). 1879-81. Pt. 1;

The Flora of the Talcliir-Karharbari beds. Pt. 2; The Flora of the
Damuda and Panchet Divisions. Pt. 3 ; The same {concluded).

Vol. IV, pp. xxvi, 25-1-66, pis. 35 (2 double) (I—XXV+IA—XLVA). Jrt. 1 (1882);
Fossil Flora of the South Rewah Gondwana basin. Pt. 2 (1886)

;

Fossil Flora of some of the coal-fields in Western Bengal.

(See. IX.)—JURASSIC FAUNA OF KACH.
Vol. I (1873-76). The Cephalopoda, by W. Waagex, pp. i, 244, pis. 60 (6 double).
Vol. II, pt. 1 (1893). The Echinoidea of Kach, by J. W. Geegoey, pp. 12, pis. 2.

Vol. II, pt. 2 (i900). The Corals, by J. W. Geegoey, pp. 196, I—IX, pis. 26.

Vol. hi, pt. 1 (1900). The Brachiopoda, by F. L. Kitchix, pp. 87, pis. 15.

Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1903). Lamellibranchiata : Genus Trigonia, by F. L. Kitchin, pp. 122.

pis. 10.

(See. IV.)—INDIAN PRE-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA.
Vol. I, pp. vi, 137, pis. 26. 1855-85 Pt. 1 (1865); The Vertebrate Fossils from the

Panchet rocks, by T. H. Huxley. Pt. 2 (1878) ; The Vertebrate Fossils

of the Kota-Maleri Group, by SiE P. de M. Geey Egeeton, L. C. Miall,
and W. T. Blanfoed. Pt. 3 (1879) ;

Reptilia and Batrachia, by R.
Lydekkee. Pt. 4 (1885) ; The Labyrinthodont from the Bijori group,
by R. Lydekkee. Pt. 5 (1885) ; The Reptilia and Amphibia of the
Maleri and Denwa groups, by R. Lydekkee.

(See. X.) -INDIAN TERTIARY AND POST-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA, by
n. LYDEKKER, except Vol. I, Pt. 1, by R. B. FOOTE.

Vol. I, pp. XXX, 300, pis. 50. 1874-80. Pt. 1; Rhinoceros deccanensis. Pt. 2; Molar
teeth and other remains of Mammalia. Pt. 3 ; Crania of Ruminants.
Ft. 4 ; Supplement to Pt. 3. Pt. 5 ; Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia.
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Vol. tl, pp. XV, ^63, pis. 45. 1881-84. Pt. 1; Siwalik Rhinocerotidac. Pt. 2 : Supple-

ment to Siwalik and Naibada Proboscidia. Pt 3; Siwalik and Narbada
Equidae. Pt. 4; Siwalik Camelopardalidse. Pt. 5; Siwalik Selenodont
Suina, etc. Pt. 6; Siwalik and'Narbada Carnivora.

Vol. Ill, pp. xxiv, 264, pis. 38. 1884-86. Pt. 1; Additional Siwalik Perissodactyla and
Proboscidia. Pt. 2 ; Siwalik and Narbada Bunodont Suina. Pt. 3

;

Rodents and new Ruminants from the Siwaliks. Pt. 4 ; Siwalik Birds.

Pt. 5; Mastodon Teeth from Perim Island. Pt. 6; Siwalik and Nar-
bada Chelonia. Pt. 7; Siwalik Crocodilia, Lacertilia and Ophidia,
Pt. 8; Tertiary Fishes.

Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1886). Siwalik Mammalia {Supplement 1), pp. 18, pis. 6.

Vol. IV, pt. (1886). The Fauna of the Karnul caves : and addendum to pt. 1; pp. 40
(19—58), pis. 5 (vii—xi).

Vol. IV, pt. 3, 1887. Eocene Chenolia from the Salt-range; pp. 7 (59—65), pis. 2 (xii—
xiii).

(Ser, vii, XIV.)—TERTIARY AND UPPER CRETACEOUS FAUNA OF WESTERN
INDIA, hxi MARTIN DUNCAN and W. PERCY SLADEN, except Pt. 1, hy
F. STOLICZKA.

Vol. I, pp. 16+110-f382+91^599, pis. 5+ 28+ 58-f-13 = 104. 1871—85. Pt. 1: Tertiary
Crabs from Sind and Kach. Pt. 1 (new 2) : Sind Fossil Corals and
Alcyonaria; by P. Martin Duncan. Pt. 3 : The Fossil Echinoidea oi

Sind : Fai 1, The Cardita becnnaonti beds; Fa^. 2, The Ranikot Series

in Western Sind ; ^'as. 3, The Khirthar Series; Fan. If, The Nari
(Oligocene) Series; Fas 5, The Gaj (Miocene) Series; Fas. 6, The
Makran (Pliocene) Series ; by Duncan and Sladen. Pt. 4 : The FomjI
Echinoidea of Kach and Kattywar; by Duncan, Sladen and Blanford.

(Ser. XIII.)—SALT-RANGE FOSSILS, by WILLIAM WAAGEN, Ph.D.

Productus-Limestone Group : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1879). Pisces, Cephalopoda, pp. 72, pis. 6.

,, 2 (1880). Gastropoda and supplement to pt. I,

pp. Ill (73—183), pis. 10 (1 double), (vii-
xvi).

„ „ „ „ 3 (1881). Pelecypoda, pp. 144 (185—328), pis. B
(xvii—xxiv).

„ „ „ „ 4 (1882—85). Brachiopoda, pp. 442 (329—770),
pis. 62 (xxv—ixxxvi).

„ ,, ,, ,, 5 (1885). Bryozoa—AnnelidtE—Echinodermata,
pp. 64 (771—834), pis. 10 (Ixxxvii—xcvi).

„ „ ,, „ 6 (1886). Coelenterata, pp. 90 (835-924), pis. 20
(xcvii—cxvi).

„ „ „ „ 7 (1887). Ccelentenita, Protozoa, pp. 74 (926—
998), pis. 12 (cxvii—cxxviii).

Fossils from the Ceratite Formation : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1885). Piscus—Ammonoidea, pp. 324,

pis. 40.

Geological Results : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1889), pp. 1—S8, pis. 4.

„ 2 (1891), pp. 89-242, pis. 8.

(Ser. XV.)—HIMALAYAN FOSSILS.

Upper-triassic and liassic faunae of the exotic blocks of Malla Johar in the Bhot Mahals of

Kumaon : Vol. I, pt. I (1808), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 100, pis. 16 (1 double).

Anthracolithic Fossils of Kashmir and Spiti : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1899), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 96,

pis. 8.

The Permocarboniferous Fauna of Chitichun No. I : Vol. I, pt. 3 (1897), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 105, pis. 13.
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ibe Permian Fossils of the jProductus Shales of Kumaon and Garhwal : Vol. t, pt. 4 (1897),

by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 54, pis. 5.
,^ t^.

The Permian Fossils of the Central Himalayas : Vol. I, pt. 5 (1903), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 204, pis. 10.

The Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1897), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 182,

pis. 23.

The Cephalopoda of the Muschelkalk : Vol. II, pt. 2 (1895), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 118,

pis. 31.

Upper Triassic Cephalopoda Faunse of the Himalaya : Vol. Ill, pt. 1 (1899), by Dr. E.

von Mojsisovics, pp. 157, pis. 22.

Tria^ Brachiopoda and Lnmellibranchiata : Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1899), by Alexander Bittner.

pp. 76, pis. 12 (2 double).
The Fauna of the Spiti Shales : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1903), by Dr. V. Uhlig, pp. 132, pis. 18.

The Fauna of the Tropites-Limestone of Byans : Vol. V, Memoir No. 1 (1906), by Dr. C.

Diener, pp. 201, pis. 17 (1 double).
The Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk : Vol. V, Memoir No. 2 (1907), by Dr. C.

Diener, pp. 140, pis. 17 (2 double).
Ladinic, Carnic and Noric faunae of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 3 (1908), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 157, pis. 24 (3 double).
The Cambrian Fossils of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 4 (in the Press), by F. K. C. Reed.
Lower triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, Malla Johar and Byans : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 1

(171 the Press), by Drs. A. von Kratft and C. Diener.
The Fauna of the Traumatocrinus Limestone of Painkhanda : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 2

(in the Press), by Dr. C. Diener.

(Ser. XVI.)—BALUCHISTAN FOSSILS, by FRITZ NOETLING, Ph.D., F.G.S.
The Fauna of the Kellaways of Mazar Drik : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1895), pp. 22, pis. 13.

The Fauna of the (Neocomian) Belemnite Beds : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1897), pp. 6, pis. 2.

The Fauna of the Ui^per Cretaceous (Maiistrichtien) Beds of the Mari Hills : Vol. I, pt 3

(1897), pp. 79, pis. 23.

(NEW SERIES.)

The Cambrian Fauna of the Eastern Salt-range : Vol. I, Memoir 1 (1899), K. Redlich,
pp. 14, pi. 1.

Notes on the Morphology of the Pelecypoda : Vol. I, Memoir 2 (1899), Fritz Noetling,
pp. 58, pis. 4.

Fauna of the Miocene Beds of Burma : Vol. I, Memoir 3 (1901), Fritz Noetling, pp. 378,
pis. 25.

Observations sur quelques Plantes Fossiles des Lower Gondwanas : Vol. II, Memoir 1

(1902), R. Zeiller, pp. 39, pis. 7.

Permo-Carboniferous (Lower Gnndwana) Plants and Vertebrates from Kashmir : (1)
Plants, by A. C. Seward ; (2) Fishes and Labyrinthodonts, by A. Smith Woodward •

Vol. II, Memoir No. 2 (1905), pp. 13, pis. 3.

The Lower Palaeozoic Fossils of the Northern Shan States, Upper Burma : Vol II Memoir
No. 3 (1906), by F. R. C. Reed, pp. 154, pis. 8.

The Fauna of the Napeng Beds cr the Rhsetic Beds of Upper Burma : Vol II Memoir
No. 4 (1908), by Miss M. Healey, pp. 88, pis. 9.

The Devonian Faunas of the Northern Shan States : Vol. 11, Memoir No 5 fl908) bv
F. R. C. Reed, pp. 183, pis. 20. ^

'

The MoUusca of the Ranikot Series : Vol. Ill, Memoir No. 1 {in the Press), by M.
Cossmann and G. Pissarro.

'

On Some Fish-remains from the Beds at Dongargaon. Central Provinces : Vol III Memoir
No. 3 (1908), by A. Smith Woodward, pp. 6, pi. 1.

The price fixed for these vablications is four annas (4 pence) per single plate with a
minimum charge of Re. 1.

'
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RECORDS OF IHE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA

Vol. I, 1858.

Part 1 (out of inint).—AmxnaX report tor 1867. Coal-seams of Tawa valley. Coal in

Garrow Hills. Copper in Bundelkhand. Meteorites.

Part 2 [out of print).—Coal-seams of neighbourhood of Chanda. Coal near Nagpur. Geo-

logical notes on Surat collectorate. Cephalopodous fauna of South Indian cretaceous

deposits. Lead in Raipur district. Coal in Eastern Hemisphere. Meteorites.

Part 3 (out of pz-in*).—Gastropodous fauna of South Indian cretaceous deposits. Notes on

route from Poona to Nagpur via Ahmednuggur, Jalna, Loonar, Yeotmahal, Mangali,

and Hingunghat. Agate-Hake in pliocene
(

'I) deposits of Upper Godavery. Boundary

of ^'indhyan series in Rajputana. Meteorites.

Vol. II, 1869.

Part 1 (out of print).—Yalley of Poorna river, West Berar. Kuddapah and Kurnool

formations. Geological sketch of Shillong plateau. Gold in Singhboom, etc. Wells

at Hazareebagh. Meteorites.

Part 2.—Annual report for 1868. Pangshura tecta and other species of Chelonia from

newer tertiary deposits of Nerbudda valley. ]\Ietamorphic rocks of Bengal.

Part 5.—Geology of Kuch, Western India. Geology and physical geography of Nicobar

Islands.

Part 4.—Beds containing silicified wood in Eastern Prome, British Burma. Mineralogical

statistics of Kumaon division. Coal-field near Chanda. Lead in Raipur district.

Meteorites.

Vol. Ill, 1870.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1869. Geology of neighbourhood of Madras. Alluvial deposits

of Irrawadi, contrasted with those of Ganges.
Part 2 (out of print).—Geology of Gwalior and vicinity. Slates at Chiteli, Kimiaon.

Lead vein near Chicholi, Raipur district. Wardha river coal-fields, Berar and Cen-
tral Provinces. Coal at Karba in Bilaspur ' district.

Part 3 (out of print).—Mohpani coal-field. Lead-ore at Slimanabad, Jabalpur district.

Coal east of Chhatisgarh between Bilaspur and Ranchi. Petroleum in Burma. Petro-

leum locality of Sudkal, near Futtijung, west of Rawalpindi. Argentiferous galena

and copper in Manbhum. Assays of iron ores.

Part 4 (out of print).—Geology of Mount Tilla, Punjab. Copper deposits of Dalbbum
and Singbhum : 1.—Copper mines of Singbhum : 2.—Copper of Dalbhum and Sing-

bhum. Meteorites.

Vol. IV, 1871.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1870. Alleged discovery of coal near Gooty, and of indications
of coal in Cuddapah district. Mineral statistics of Kumaon division.

Part 2.—Axial group in Western Prome. Geological structure of Southern Konkan.
Supposed occurrence of native antimony in the Straits Settlements. Deposit in boilers

of steam-engines at Raniganj. Plant-bearing sandstones of Godavari valley, on south-
ern extensions of Kamthi group to neighbourhood of EUore and Rajamandri, and on
possible occurrence of coal m same direction.

Part 3.—Borings for coal in Godavari valley near Dumagudem and Bhadrachalam.
Narbada coal-basin. Geology of Central Provinces. Plant-bearing sandstones of
Godavari valley.

Part J^.—Ammonite fauna of Kutch. Raigur and Hengir (Gangpur) Coal-field. Sandstones
in neighbourhood of first barrier on Godavari, and in country between Godavari and
EUore.

Vol. V, 1872.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1871. Relations of rocks near Murree (Mari), Punjab. Mineral-
ogical notes on gneiss of South Mirzapur and adjoining country. Sandstones in
neighbourhood of first barrier on Godavari, and in country between Godavari and
Ellore.
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Part S.—Coasts of Baluchistan and Persia from Karachi to head of Persian Gulf, and
some of Gulf Islands. Parts of Kummummet and Hanamconda districts in Nizam's
Dominions. Geology of Orissa. New coal-field in south-eastern Hyderabad (Deccan)
territory.

Part 3.—Maskat and Massandim on east coast of Arabia. Example of local jointing.

Axial group of Western Prome. Geology of Bombay Presidency.
Part If.—Coal in northern region of Satpura basin. Evidence afforded by raised oyster

banks on coasts of India, in estimating amount of elevation indicated thereby.
Possible field of coal-measures in Godavari district, Madras Presidency. Lameta or
intra-trappean formation of Central India. Petroleum localities in Pegu. Supposed
eozoonal limestone of YeUam Bile.

Vol. VI, 1873.

Part 1.—Aimual report for 1872. Geology of North-West Provinces.
Part 2.—Bisrampur coal-field. Mineralogical notes on gneiss of South Mirzapur and ad-

joining country.
Part 3.—Celt in ossiferous deposits of Narbada valley (Pliocene of Falconer) : on age of

deposits, and on associated shells. Barakars (coal-measures) in Beddadanole field,

Godavari district. Geology of parts of Upper Punjab. Coal in India. Salt-springe

of Pegu.
Part 4-—Iron deposits of Chanda (Central Provinces). Barren Islands and Narkondam.

MetaUiferous resources of British Burma.

Vol. VII, 1874.

Part 1 {out of print).—Annual report for 1873. Hill ranges between Indus valley in Ladak
and Shah-i-Dula on frontier of Yarkand territory. Iron ores of Kumaon. Raw
materials for iron-smelting in Raniganj field. Elastic sandstone, or so-called Itaco-

lumyte. Geological notes on part of Northern Hazaribagh.
Part 2 {out of print).—Geological notes on route traversed by Yarkand Embassy from

Shah-i-Dula to Yarkand and Kashgar. Jade in Karakas valley, Turkistan. Notes
from Eastern Himalaya. Petroleum in Assam. Coal in Garo Hills. Copper in

Narbada valley. Potash-sa'*, from East India. Geology of neighbourhood of Mari
hin station in Punjab.

Part S.—Geological observations made on a visit to Chaderkul, Thian Shan range.

Former extension of glaciers^within Kangra district. Building and ornamental stones

of India. Materials for iron manufacture in Raniganj coal-field. Manganese-ore in

Wardha coal-field.

Part 4 {out of print).—Auriferous rocks of Dhambal hills, Dhavwar district. Antiquity
of human race in India. Coal recently discovered in the country of Luni Pathans,
south-east corner of Afghanistan. Progress of geological investigation in Godavari
district, Madras Presidency. Subsidiary materials for artificial fuel.

Vol. VIII, 1875.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1874. The Altum-Artush considered from geological point of
view. Evidences of ' ground-ice ' in tropical India, during Talchir period. Trials of
Raniganj fire-bricks.

Part 2 {out of print).—Gold-fields of south-east Wynaad, Madras Presidency. Geological
notes on Khareean hills in Upper Punjab. Water-becring strata of Surat district.

Geology of Scindia's territories.

Part 3 {out of print).—Shahpur coal-field, with notice of coal explorations in Narbada
region. Coal recently found near Moflong, Khasia Hills.

Part
]f

{out of print).—Geology of Nepal. Raigarh and Hingir coal-fields.

Vol. IX, 1876.

Part 1 {out of print).—Annual report for 1875. Geology of Sind.
Part 2.—Retirement of Dr. Oldham. Age of some fossil floras in India. Cranium of

Stegodon Ganesa, with notes on sub-genus and allied forms. Sub-Himalayan series in
Jamu (Jammoo) Hills.

Part 5.—Fossil floras in India. Geological age of certain groups comprised in Gondwana
series of India, and on evidence they afford of distinct zoological and botanical terres-
trial regions in ancient epochs. Relations of fossiliferous strata at Maleri and Kota,
near Sironcha, C. P. Fossil mammalian faunae of India and Burma.

Part ^.—-Fossil floras in India. Osteology of Merycopotamus dissimilis. Addenda and
Corrigenda to paper on tertiary mammalia. Plesiosaurus in India. Geology of Pir
Panjal and neighbouring districts.
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• * Vol. X, 1877.

Part 7.—Annual report for 1876. Geological notes on Great Indian Desert between Sind

and Rajputena. Cretaceous genus Omphalia near Nameho lake, Tibet, about /i) mUes

north of Lhassa. Estheria in Gondwana formation. Verfcebrata from Indian tertiary

and secondary rocks. New Emydine from the upper tertianes of Northern Funjab.

Observations on under-ground temperature.
, -r. -i a

Part f.—Rocks of the Lower Godavari. ' Atgarh Sandstones ' near Cuttack. FossU floras

in India. New or rare mammals from the SiwaUks. Arvali series in North-eastern

Rajputana. Borings for coal in India. Geology of India.
• t j-

Part 5.—Tertiary zone and underlying rocks in North-west Punjab. Fossil floras in India.

Erratics in Potwar. Coal ixplorations in Darjiling district. Limestones in neighbour-

hood of Barakar. Forms of blowing-machine used by smiths of Upper Assam.

Analyses of Raniganj coals.
, , j -

Part f—^Geology of Mahanadi basin and its yicinity. Diamonds, gold, and lead ores of

Sambalpur district. ' Eryon Comp. Barrovensis,' McCoy, from Sripermatur group

near :Madras. Fossil floras in India. The Blaini group and ' Central Gneiss ' in

Simla Himalayas. Tertiaries of North-West Punjab. Genera Chceromeryx and

Rhagatherium.

Vol. XI, 1878.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1877. Geology of Upper Godavari basin, between river

Wardha and Godavari, near Sironcha. Geology of Kashmir, Kishtwar, and Pangi.

Siwalik mammals. Palaeontological relations of Gondwana system. ' Erratics in

Punjab.'
Part S.—Geology of Sind (second notice). Origin of Kmnaun lakes. Trip over Milam

Pass, Kumaun. !klud volcanoes of Ramri and Chednba. Mineral rtsources of Ramri,

Chednba and adjacent islands.

Part S.—Gold industry in Wynaad. Upper Gondwana series in Trichinopoly and Nellore-

Kistna districts. Senarmontite from Sarawak.

Part 4.—Geographical distribution of fossil organisms in India. Submerged forest on

Bombay island.

Vol. XII, 1879.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1878. Geology of Kashmir (third notice). Siwalik mammalia.
Siwalik birds. Tour through Hangrang and Spiti. Mud eruption in Ramri Island

(Arakan). Brannite, with Rhodonite, from Nagpur, Central Provinces. Palicontologi-

cal notes from Satpnra coal-basin. Coal importations into India.

Part 2.—Mohpani coal-field. PjTolusite with Psilomelane at Gosalpur, Jabalpur district.

Geological reconnaissance from Indus at Kushalgarh to Kurram at Thai on Afghan
frontier. Geology of Upper Punjab.

Part S.—Geological features of northern Madura, Pudukota State, and southern parts of
Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts included within limits of sheet 80 of Indian Atlas.

Cretaceous fossils from Trichinopoly district, collected in 1877-78. SphenophyUum and
other Equisetaceas with refeience to Indian form Trizvgia Speciosa, Royle (Spheno-
phyUum Trizvgia, Ung.). Mysoiin and Atacamite from Nellore district. Corundum
from Khasi Hills. Joga neighbourhood and old mines on Xerbudda.

Part 4.
—

' Attock Slates ' and their probable geological position. Marginal bone of unde-
scribed tortoise, from Upper Siwaliks, near NUa, in Potwar, Punjab. Geology of
North Arcot district. Road section from Murree to Abbottabad.

Vol. XIII, 1880.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1879. Geology of Upper Godavari basin in neighbourhood of
Sironcha. Geology of Ladak and neighbouring districts. Teeth of fossil fishes from
Ramri Island and Punjab. Fossil genera Noggerathia, Stbg., Noggerathiopsi*. Fstm..
and Rhiptozamites, Schmalh., in paljeozoic and secondary rocks of Europe, Asia, and
Australia. Fossil plants from Kattvwar, Shekh Budin, and Sirgnjah. Volanic foci
of eruption in Konkan.

Part t.—Geological notes. Palaeontological notes on lower trias of Himalayas. Artesian
wells at Pondicherry, and possibility of finding sources of water-supply at Madras.

Part 3.—Kumaun lakes. Celt of palaeolithic type in Punjab. Palaeontological notes from
Karharbari and South Rewa coal-fields. Correlation of Gondwana nor^i with other
floras. Artesian wells at Pondicherry. Salt in Rajputana. Gas and mad eruptions
on Arakan coast on 12th March 1879 and in June 1843.
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Part ^.—Pleistocene deposits of Northern Punjab, and evidllice they afford ofextreme
climate during portion of that period. Useful minerals of Arvali region. Correlation

of Gondwana flora with that of Australian coal-bearing system. Reh or alkali soils

and saline well waters. Reh soils of Upper India. Naini Tal landslip, 18th Septem-
ber 1880.

Vol. XIV, 1881.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1880. Geology of part of Dardistan, Baltistan, and neighbour-
ing districts. Siwalik carnivora. Siwalik group of Sub-Himalayan region. South
Rewah Gondwana basin. Ferruginous beds associated with basaltic rocks of north-

eastei'n Ulster, in relation to Indian laterite. Rajmahal plants. Travelled blocks of
the Punjab. Appendix to ' Palaeontological notes on lower trias of Himalayas.' Mam
malian fossils from Perim Island.

Part S.-—Nahan-Siwalik unconformity in North-Western Himalaya. Gondwana verte-

brates. Ossiferous beds of Hundes in Tibet. Mining records and mining record office?

of Great Britain ; and Coal and ]\Ietalliferous Mines Act of 1872 (England). Cobaltitc
and danaite from Khetri mines, Kajputana; with remarks on Jaipurite (Syepoorite).

Zinc-ore (Smithsonite and Blende) with barytes in Karnul district, Madras. Mud
eruption in island of Cheduba.

Part 3.—Artesian borings in India. Oligoclase granite at Wangtu on Sutlej, North-West
Himalayas. Fish-palate from Siwaliks. Palaeontological notes from Hazaribagh and
Lohardagga districts. Fossil carnivora from Siwalik hills.

Part ^.—Unification of geological nomenclature and cartography. Geology of Arvali region,

central and eastern. Native antimony obtained at Pulo Obin, near Singapore. Tur-
gite from Juggiapett, Kistnah district, and zinc carbonate from Karnul, Madras.
Section from Dalhousie to Pangi, via Sach Pass. South Rewah Gondwana basin.

Submerged forest on Bombay Island.

Voi,. XV, 1882.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1881. Geology of North-West Kashmir and Khagan. Gond-
wana labyrinthodonts. Siwalik and Jamna mammals. Geology of Dalhousie, North-
West Himalaya. Palm leaves from (tertiary) Murree and Kasauli beds in India.

Iridosmine from Noa-Dihing river, Upper Assam, and Platinum from Chutia Nagpur.
On (1) copper mine near Yongri hill, Darjiling district; (2) arsenical pyrites in same
neighbourhood

; (3) kaolin at Darjiling. Analyses of coal and fire-clay from Makum
coal-field. Upper Assam. Experiments on coal of Pind Dadun Khan, Salt-range, with
reference to production of gas, made April 29th, 1881. Proceedings of International
Congress of Bologna.

Part 2.—Geology of Travancore State. Warkilli beds and reported associated deposits at

Quilon, in Travancore. Siwalik and Narbada fossils. Coal-bearing rocks of Upper
Rer and Mand rivers in Western Chutia Nagpur. Pench river coal-field in Chhind-
wara district, Central Provinces. Borings for coal at Engsein, British Burma. Sap-
phires in North-Western Himalaya. Eruption of mud volcanoes in Cheduba.

Part S.—Coal of Mach (Much) in Bolan Pass, and of Sharigh on Harnai route between
Sibi and Quetta. Crystals of stilbite from Western Ghats, Bombay. Traps of Darang
and Mandi in North-Western Himalayas. Connexion between Hazara and Kashmir
series. Umaria coal-field (South Rewah Gondwana basin). Daranggiri coal-field,

Garo Hills, Assam. Coal in Myanoung division, Henzada district.

Part 4 [out of print).—Gold-fields of Mysore. Borings for coal at Beddadanol, Godavari
district, in 1874. Supposed occurrence of coal on Kistna.

Vol. XVI, 1883.

Part 7.—Annual report for 1882. Richthofenia, Kays (Anomia Lawrenciana, Koninck)
Geology of South Travancore. Geology of Chamba. Basalts of Bombay.

Part 2.—Synopsis of fossil vertebrata of India. Bijori Labyrinthodont. Skuli of Hippo-
therium antilopinum. Iron ores, and subsidiary materials for manufacture of iron, in
north-eastern part of Jabalpur district. Laterite and other manganese-ore occurring
at Gosulpore, Jabalpur district. Umaria coal-field.

Part 3.—Microscopic structure of some Dalhousie rocks. Lavas of Aden. Probable occur-
rence of Siwalik strata in China and Japan. Mastodon angustidens in India. Traverse
between Almora and Mussooree. Cretaceous coal-measures at Borsora, in Khasia Hille,
near Laour, in Sylhet.
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Part If.—Palaeontological notes from Daltonganj and Hutar coal-fields in Chota Nagpnr.
Altered basalts of Dalhousie region in North-Western Himalayas. Microscopic struc-

ture of some Sub-Himalayan rocks of tertiary age. Geology of Jaunsar and Lower
Himalayas. Traverse through Eastern Khasia, Jaintia, and North Cachar Hills.

Native lead from Maulmain and chromite from the Andaman Islands. Fiery eruption
from one of mud volcanoes of Cheduba Island, Arakan. Irrigation from wells in
North-Western Provinces and Oudh.

Vol. XVII, 1884.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1883. Smooth-water anchorages or mud-banks of Narrakal and
Alleppy on Travancore coast. Billa Surgam and other caves in Kurnool district.

Geology of Chuari and Sihunta pargams of Chamba. Lyttonia, Waagen, in Kuling
series of Kashmir.

Part 2.—Earthquake of 31st December 1881 Microscopic structure of some Himalayan
granites and gneissose granites. Choi coal exploration. Re-discovery of fossils in
Siwalik beds. Mineral resources of the Andaman Islands in neighbourhood of Port
Blair. Intertrappean beds in Deccan and Laramie group in Western North America.

Part S (out of print).—Microscopic structure of some Arvali rocks. Section along Indus
from Peshawar Valley to Salt-range. Sites for boring in Kaigarh-Hingir coal-field

(first notice). Lignite near Raipore, Central Provinces. Turquoise mines of Nishapur,
Khorassan. Fiery eruption from Minbyin mud volcano of Cheduba Island, Arakan.
Langrin coal-field, South-Western Khasia Hills. Umaria coal-field.

Part .^.-—Geology of part of Gangasulan pargana of British Garhwal. Slates and schists

imbedded in gneissose granite of North-West Himalayas. Geology of Takht-i- Sulei-

man. Smooth-water anchorages of Travancore coast. Auriferous sands of the Suban-
siri river. Pondicherry lignite, and phosphatic rocks at Musuri. Billa Surgam caves.

Vol. XVIII, 1885.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1884. Country between Singareni coal-field and Kistna river.

Geological sketch of country between Singareni coal-field and Hyderabad. Coal and
limestone in Doigrung river near Golaghat, Assam. Homotaxis, as illustrated from
Indian formations. Afghan field notes.

Part S.—Fossiliferous series in Lower Himalaya, Garhwal. Age of Mandhali series in

Lower Himalaya. Siwalik camel (Camelus Antiquus, nobis ex Falc. and Caut. MS.).
Geology of Chamba. Probability of obtaining water by means of artesian wells in

plains of Upper India. Artesian sources in plains of Upper India. Geology of Aka
Hills. Alleged tendency of Arakan mud volcanoes to burst into eruption most
frequently during rains. Analyses of phosphatic nodules and rock from Mussooree.

Part 3.—Geology of Andaman Islands. Third species of Merycopotamus. Percolation as

affected by current. Pirthalla and Chandpur meteorites. Oil-wells and coal in

Thayetmyo district, British Burma. Antimony deposits in Maulman district. Kash-
mir earthquake of 30th May 1385. Bengal earthquake of 14th July 1885.

Part 4.—Geological work in Chhattisgarh division of Central Provinces. Bengal earth-

quake of 14th July 1885. Kashmir earthquake of _30th May 1885. Excavations in

Billa Surgam caves. Nepaulite. Sabetmahet meteorite.

Vol. XIX, 1886.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1885. International Geological Congress of Berlin. Palaeozoic

Fossils in Olive group of Salt-r:.-ige. Correlation of Indian and Austialian coal-

bearing beds. Afghan and Persian Field-notes. Section from Simla to Wangtu, and

petrological character of Amphibolites and Quartz Diorites of Sutlej valley.

P(j:rt 2.—Geology of parts of Bellary and Anantapur districts. Geology of Upper Dehing

basin in Singpho Hills. Microscopic characters of eruntive rocks from Central Hima-

layas. Mammalia of Karnul Caves. Prospects of finding coal in Western Rajputana.

Olive group of Salt-range. Boulder-beds of Salt-range. Gondwana Homotaxis.

Part 5.—Geological sketch of Vizagapatam diptrict, Madras. Geology of Northern Jesal-

mer. Microscopic structure of Malaini rocks of Arvali region. Malanjkhandi copper-

ore in Balaghat district, CP.
. . _,, , ,.

Part 4.—Petroleum in India. Petroleum exploration at Khatan. Boring in Chhattisgarh

coal-fields. Field-notes from ^Afghanistan : No. 3, Turkistan. Fiery eruption from

one of mud volcanoes of Cheduba Island, Arakan. Nammianthal aerolite. Analysis

of gold dust from Meza valley. Upper Burma.



Vol. XX, 1887.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1886. Field-notes from Afghanistan : No. 4, from Turkistan
to India. Physical geology of West British Garhwal; with notes on a route traversed
through Jaunsar-Bawar and Tiri-Garhwal. Geology of Garo Hills. Indian image-
stones. Soundings recently taken off Barren Island and Narcondam. Talchir boulder-
beds. Analysis of thosphatic Nodules from Salt-range, Punjab.

Part 2.—Fossil vertebrata of India. Echinoidea of cretaceous series of Lower Narbada
Valley. Field-notes : No. 5—to accompany geological sketch map of Afghanistan and
North-Eastern Khorassan. Microscopic structure of Rajmahal and Deccan traps.

Dolerite of Chor. Identity of Olive series in east with speckled sandstone in west of

Salt-range in Punjab.
Part 3.—Retirement of Mr. Medlicott. J. B. Mushketoff's Geology of Russian Turkistan.

Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Himalaya, Garhwal, and Kumaun, Sec-

tion I. Geology of Simla and Jutogh. ' Lalitpur ' meteorite.
Part 4-—Points in Himalayan geology. Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower

Himalaya, Garhwal, and Kumaun, Section II. Iron industry of western portion of

Raipur. Notes on Upper Burma. Boring exploration in Chhattisgarh coal-fields.

(Second notice). Pressure Metamorphism, with reference to foliation of Himalayan
Gneissose Granite. Papers on Himalayan Geology and Microscopic Petrology.

Vol. XXI, 1888.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1887. Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Himalaya,
Garhwal, and Kumaun, Section III. Birds'-nest of Elephant Island, Mergui Archi-
pelago. Exploration of Jessalmer, with a view to discovery of coal. Facetted pebble
from boulder bed (' speckled sandstone ') of Moimt Chel in Salt-range, Punjab,
Nodular stones obtained off Colombo.

Part 9..—Award of Wollaston Gold Medal, Geological Society of London, 1888. Dharwar
System in South India. Igneous rocks of Raipur and Balaghat, Central Provinces.
Sangar Marg and Mehowgale coal-fields, Kashmir.

Part 3.—Manganese Iron and Manganese Ores of Jabalpur. ' The Carboniferous Glacial

Period.' Pre-tertiary sedimentary formations of Simla region of Lower Himalayas.
Part If.—Indian fossil vertebrates. Geology of North-West Himalayas. Blown-sand rock

sculpture. Nummulites in Zanskar. Mica traps from Barakar and Raniganj.

Vol. XXII, 1889.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1888. Dharwar System in South India. Wajra Karur
diamonds, and M. Chaper's alleged discovery of diamonds in pegmatite. Generic posi-

tion of so-called Plesiosaurus Indicus. Flexible sandstone or Itacolumite, its nature,
mode of occurrence in India, and cause of its flexibility. Siwalik and Narbada
Chelonia.

Part 2.—Indian Steatite. Distorted pebbles in Siwalik conglomerate. * Carboniferous
Glacial Period.' Oil-fields of Twingoung and Beme, Burma. Gypsum of Nehal Nadi,
Kumaun. Materials for pottery in neighbourhood of Jabalpur and Umaria.

Part 3.—Coal outcrops in Sharigh Valley, Baluchistan. Trilobites in Neobolus beds of
Salt-range. Geological notes. Cherra Poonjee coal-field, in Khasia Hills. Cobalti-
ferous Matt from Nepal. President of Geological Society of London on International
Geological Congress of 1888. Tin-mining in Mergui district.

Part If.—Land-tortoises of Siwaliks. Pelvis of a ruminant from SiwaUks. Assays from
Sambhar Salt-Lake in Rajputana. Manganiferous iron and Manganese Ores of Jabal-
pur. Palagonite-bearing traps of Rajmahal hills and Deccan. Tin-smelting in Malay
Ppninsula. Provisional* Index of Local Distribution of Important Minerals, Miscel-
laneous Minerals, Gem Stones and Quarry Stones in Indian Empire. Part 1.

Vol. XXIII, 1890.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1889. Lakadong coal-fields, Jaintia Hills. Pectoral and pelvic

f;irdles and skull of Indian Dicynodonts. Vertebrate remains from Nagpur district

with description of fish-skull). Crystalline and metamorphic rocks of Lower Hima-
layas, Garhwal and Kumaun, Section IV. Vivalves of Olive-group, Salt-range.
Mud-banks of Travancore coasts.

Part 2.—Petroleum explorations in Harnai district, Baluchistan. Sapphire Mines of
Kashmir. Supposed Matrix of Diamond at Wajra Karur, Madras. Sonapet Gold-
field. Field notes from Shan Hills (Upper Burma). New species of Syringospharidte.
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Part 3.—Geology and Economic Resources of Country adjoining Sind-Pishin Railway
between Sharigh and Spintangi, and of country between it and Khattan. Journey
through India in 1888-89, by Dr. Johannes Walther. Coal-fields of Lairungao, Mao-
sandram, and Mao-belar-kar, in the Khasi Hills. Indian Steatite. Provisional Index
of Local Distribution of Important Minerals, Miscellaneous Minerals, Gem Stones, and
Quarry Stones in Indian Empire.

Part Jf.—Geological sketch of Naini Tal; with remarks on natural conditions governing

mountain slopes. Fossil Indian Bird Bones. Darjiling Coal between Lisu and
Ramthi rivers. Basic Eruptive Rocks of Kadapah Area. Deep Boring at Lucknow.
Coal Seam of Dore Ravine, Hazara.

Vol. XXIV, 1891.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1890. Geology of Salt-range of Punjab, with re-considered

theory of Origin and Age of Salt-Mart. Graphite in decomposed Gneiss (Liaterite) in

Ceylon. Glaciers of Kabru, Pandim, etc. Salts of Sambhar Lake in Rajputana, and
' Reh ' from Aligarh in North-Western Provinces. Analysis of Dolomite from Salt-

range, Punjab.
Part $.—Oil near Moghal Kot, in Sherani country, Suleiman Hills. Mineral Oil from

Suleiman Hills. Geology of Lushai Hills. Coal-fields in Northern Shan States.

Reported Namseka Ruby-mine in Mainglon State. Tourmaline (Schorl) Mines in

Mainglon State. Salt-spring near Bawgyo, Thibaw State.

Part S.—Boring in Daltongunj Coal-field, Palamow. Death of Dr. P. ^lartin Duncan.
Pyroxenic varieties of Gneiss and Scapolite-bearing Rocks.

Part 4-—Mammalian Bones from Mongolia. Darjiling Coal Exploration. Geology and
ilineral Resources of Sikkim. Rocks from the Salt-range, Punjab.

Vol. XXV, 189^.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1891. Geology of Thai Chotiali and part of Man country.
Petrological Notes on Boulder-bed of Salt-range, Punjab. Sub-recent and Recent
Deposits of vaUey plains of Quetta, Pishin, and Dasht-i-Bedaolat ; with appendices on
Chamans of Quetta ; and Artesian water-supply of Quetta and Pishin.

Part 2 [out of print).—Geology of Safed Koh. Jherria Coal-field.

Part S.—Locality of Indian Tscheffkinite. Geological Sketch of country north of Bhamo.
Economic resources of Amber and Jade mines area in Upper Burma. Iron-ores and
Iron Industries of Salem District. Riebeckite in India. Coal on Great Tenasserim
River, Lower Burma.

Part i.—Oil Springs at Moghal Kot in Shirani Hills. Mineral Oil from Suleiman Hills.

New Amber-like Resin in Burma. Triassic Deposits of Salt-range.

Vol. XXVI, 1893.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1892. Central Himalayas. Jadeite in Upper Burma. Bur-
mite, new Fossil Resin from Upper Burma. Prospecting Operations, !Mergui District,

1891-92.

Part 2.—Earthquake in Baluchistan on 20th December 1892. Burmite, new amber-likg
fossil resin from Upper Burma. Alluvial deposits and Subterranean water-supply of
l^ngoon.

Part 3.—Geology of Sherani Hills. Carboniferous Fossils from Tenasserim. Boring at

Chandernagore. Granite in Tavoy and Mergui.
Part 4.—Geology of country between Chappar Rift and Harnai in Baluchistan. Geology

of part of Tenasserim Valley with special reference to Tendau-Kamapying Coal-field.

Magnetite containing Manganese and Alumina. Hislopite.

Vol. XXVII, 1894.

Fart 1.—Annual report for 1893. Bhaganwala Coal-field, Salt-range, Punjab.
Part 2.—Petroleum from Burma. Singareni Coal-field, Hyderabad (Deccan). Gohna

Landslip, Garhwal.
Part 3.—Cambrian Formation of Eastern Salt-range. Giridih (Karharbari) Coal-fields.

Chipped (?) Flints in Upper Miocene of Burma. Velates SchmideUana, Chemn., and
Provelates grandis, Sow. sp., in Tertiary Formation of India and Burma.

Part If.—Geology of Wuntho in Upper Burma. Echinoids from Upper Cretaceous System
of Baluchistan. Highly Phosphatic Mica Peridotites intrusive in Lower Gondwana
Bocks of Bengal. Mica-Hypersthene-Hornblende-Peridotite in Bengal.

Vol. XXVIII, 1895.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1894. Cretaceous Formation of Pondich«rry. Early allnsiou
to Barren Island. Bibliography of Barren Island and Narcondam from 1884 to 1894.
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Part 2.—Cretaceous Rocks of Southern India and geographical conditions during later

cretaceous times. Experimental Boring for Petroleum at Sukkur from October 1893
to ilarch 1895. Tertiary system in Burma.

Part 3.—Jadeite and other rocks, from Tammaw in Upper Burma. Geology nf lochi
Valley. Lower Gondwanas in Argentina.

Part 1^.—Igneous Rocks of Giridih (Kurhurbaree) Coal-field and their Contact Effects.

Vindhyan system south of Sone and their relation to so-called Lower Vindhyans.
Lower Vindhyan area of Sone Valley. Tertiary system in Burma.

Vol. XXIX, 1896.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1895. Acicular inclusions in Indian Garnets. Origin and
Growth of Garnets and of their Micropegmatitic intergrowths in Pyroxenic rocks.

Part 2.—Ultra-basic rorks and deiived minerals of Chalk (Magnesite) hills, and other
localities near Salem, Madras. Corundum localities in Salem and Coimbatore districts,

Madras. Corundum and Kyanite in Manbhum district, Bengal. Ancient Geography
of " Gondwanaland." Notes.

Part 3.—Igneous Rocks from the Tochi Valley. Notes.
Part If.—Steatite mines, Minbu district, Burma. Lower Vindhyan (Sub-Kaimur) area of

Sone Valley, Rewah. Notes.

Vol. XXX, 1897.

Part 1.—Annual report for 1896. Norite and associated Basic Dykes and Lava-flows in
Southern India. Genus Vertebraria. On Glossopteris and Vertebraria.

Part 2.—Cretaceous Deposits of Pondicherri. Notes.
Part 3.—Flow structure in igneous dyke. Olivine-norite dykes at Coonoor. Excavations

for corundum near Palakod, Salem District. Occurrence of coal at Palana in Bikanir.
Geological specimens collected by Afghan-Baluch Boundary Commission of 1896.

Part 1)..—Nemalite from Afghanistan. Quartz-barytes rock in Salem District, Madraa
Presidency. Worn femur of Hippopotamus irravadicus, Caut. and Falc, from Lower
Pliocene of Burma. Supposed coal at Jaintia, Baxa Duars. Percussion Figures on
micas. Notes.

Vol. XXXI, 1904.

Part 1 {out of 'print).—Prefatory Notice. Copper-ore near Komai, Darjeeling district.

Zewan beds in Vihi district, Kashmir. Coal deposits of Isa Khel, Mianwali district,

Punjab. Um-Rileng coal-beds, Assam. Sapphirine-bearing rock from Vizagapatam
district. Miscellaneous Notes. Assays.

Part 2 (out of inint).—Lt.-Genl. C. A. IMc'Mahon. Cyclobus Haydeni Diener. Auriferous
Occurrences of Chota Nagpur, Bengal. On the feasibility of introducing modern
methods of Coke-making at East Indian Railway Collieries, with supplementary note

by Director, Greological Survey of India. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 3 {out of print).—Upper Palaeozoic formations of Eurasia. Glaciation and History

of Sind Valley. Halorites in Trias of Baluchistan. Geology and Mineral Resources

of Mayurbhanj. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part If {out of print).—Geology of Upper Assam. Auriferous Occurrences of Assam.
Curious occurrence of Scapolite from Madras Presidency. Miscellaneous Notes. Index.

Vol. XXXII, 1905.

Part 1 (out of print).—Review of Mineral Production of India during 1898—1903.

Part 2 (out of print).—General report. April 1903 to December 1904. Geology of Pro-

vinces of Tsang and t) in Tibet. Bauxite in India. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 3 (out of print).—Anthracolithic Faun^ from Subansri Gorge, Assam. Elephas

Antiquus (Namadicus) in Godavari Alluvium. Triassic Fauna of Tropites-Limestone

of Byans. Amblygonite in Kashmir. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part i.—Obituary notices of H. B. Medlicott and W. T. Blanford. Kangra Earthquake

of 4th April 1905. Index to Volume XXXII.

Vol. XXXIII, 1906.

Part 1 (out of print).—Mineral Production of India during 1904. Pleistocene Movementfein

Indian Peninsula. Recent Changes in Course of Nam-tu River, Northern Shan Sta^s..

Natural Bridge in Gokteik Gorge. Geology and Mineral Resources of Narnaul Dii^ fni

trict {Patiala State). Miscellaneous Notes.

Part 2 (out of print).—General report for 1905. Lashio Coal-field, Northern Shan Stato^

Namma, Mansang and Man-se-le Coal-fields, Northern Shan States, Burma Mif
cellaneoub Note*-
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Part 5.—Petrology and ^langanese-Ore Deposits of Sausar Tahsil, Chhindwara district.

Central Provinces. Geology of parts of valley of Kanhan River in Nagpur and
Chhindwara districts, Central Provinces. Manganite from Sandur Hills. Miscella-

neous Notes.
Part 4 (out of print).—Composition and Quality of Indian Coals. Classification of the

Vindhyan System. Geology of State of Panna with reference to the Diamond
bearing Deposits. Index to Volume XXXIH.

Vol. XXXIV, 1906.

Part 1.—Fossils from Halorites Limestone of Bambanag Cliff, Kumaon. Upper-Triassic
Fauna from Pishin District, Baluchistan. Geology of portion of Bjiutan. Coal Occur-
rences in Foot-hills of Bhutan. Dandli Coal-field : Coal outcrops in Kotli Tehsil of

Jammu State. Miscellaneous Notes.
Part 2.—Mineral Production of India during 1905. Nummulites Douvillei, with remarks

on Zonal Distribution of Indian Nummulites. Auriferous Tracts in Southern India.

Abandonment of Collieries at Warora, Central Provinces. Miscellaneous Notes.
Part S.—Explosion Craters in Lower Chindwin district, Burma. Lavas of Pavagad Hill.

Gibbsite with Manganese-ore from Talevadi, Belgaum district, and Gibbsite from
Bhekowli, Satara District. Classification of Tertiary System in Sind with reference

to Zonal distribution of Eocene Echinoidea.
Part If [out of print).—Jaipur and Nazira Coal-fields, Upper Assam. Makum Coal-field

between Tirap and Namdang Streams. Kabat Anticline, near Seiktein, Myingyaa
district, Upper Burma. Asymmetry of Yenangyat-Singu Anticline, Upper Burma.
Northern part of Gwegyo Anticline, Myingyan District, Upper Burma. Breynia

• Multituberculata, from Nari of Baluchistan and Sind. Index to Volume XXXIV.
Vol. XXXV, 1907.

Part 1.—General report for 1906. Orthophragmina and Lepidocyclina in Nummulitic
Series. Meteoric Shower of 22nd October 1903 at Dokachi and neighbourhood, Dacca
District.

Part S.—Indian Aerolites. Brine-wells at Bawgyo, Northern Shan States. Gold-bearing
Deposits of Loi Twang, Shan States. Physa Prinsepii in Maestrichtian strata of

Baluchistan. Miscellaneous Notes.
Part 3.—Preliminary survey of certain Glaciers in North-West Himalaya. A.—Notes on

certain Glaciers in North-West Kashmir.
Part Preliminary survey of certain Glaciers in North-West Himalaya. B.—Notes on

certain Glaciers in Lahaul. C.—Notes on certain Glaciers in Kumaon. Index to

Volume XXXV.
Vol. XXXVI, 1907-08.

Part 1.—Petrological Study of Eocks from hill tracts, Vizagapatam district, Madras
Presidency. Nepheline Syenites from hiU tracts, Vizagapatam district, Madras Presi-

dency. Stratigraphical Position of Gangamopteris Beds of Kashmir. Volcanic out-

burst of Late Tertiary Age in South Hsenwi, N. Shan States. New suidse from
Bugti Hills, Baluchistan. Permo-Carboniferous Plants from Kashmir.

Part 2.—Mineral Production of India during 1906. Ammonites of Bagh Beds. Mis-
cellaneous Notes.

Part S.—Marine fossils in Yenangyaung oil-fleld, Upper Burma. Fresh-water shells of
genus Batissa in Yenangyaung oil-field. Upper Burma. New Species of DendrophyUia
from Upper Miocene of Burma. Structure and age of Taungtha hUls, Myingyan dis-

trict, Upper Burma. Fossils from Sedimentary rocks of Oman (Arabia). Eubies in

Kachin hills. Upper Burma. Cretaceous Orbitoides of India. Two Calcutta Earth-
quakes of 1906. Miscellaneous Notes.

Part i.—Pseudo-Fucoids from Pab sandstones at Fort Munro, and from Vindhyan series.

Jadeite in Kachin HiUs, Upper Burma. Wetchok-Yedwet Pegu outcrop. Magwe dis-

trict. Upper Burma. Group of manganates, comprising Hollandite, Psilomelane and
Coronadite. Occurrence of Wolfram in Nagpur district, Central Provinces. Mis-
cellaneoas Notes. Index to Volume XXXV 1.

Vol. XXXVII, 1908-09.

Part 1.—General report for 1907. Mineral Production of India during 1907. Striated
boulders in the Blaini formation.

Part 2.—Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Freshwater Deposits of Baluchistan and Sind. Geo-
logy and Minerals of Rajpipla. Suitability of Rajmahal sands for glass-making.
Vredenburgite, Sitaparite and Juddite. Laterites from the Central Provinces. Mis-
cellaneous notes.

The price fixed for these publications is 1 rupee (Is. 4<f.) each part or 2 rupetti [2s. Qd.)

each volume of four parts.
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PUBLICATIONS.

The publications of the Uepartment include

—

Pal^ontologia Indica, arranged in series, and sold in parts which are priced at

4 annas (4 pence) per plate.

Memoies, Vols. I—XXXVI, including the larger papers on geological subjects.

Records, Vols. I—XXXVl, including the shorter papers and Annual Reports from

3868 to 1908, sold in parts, price one rupee each.

Manuals, Guides and Map.s.

A complete list of the contents of these publications can be obtained by application to

the Registrar, Geological Survey of India, 27, Chowriughee Road, Calcutta. Indexes to

the Genera and Species described in the Palseontologia Indica up to 1891, to the Memoirs,

S'ols. I—XX, and to the Records, Vols. I—XXX, have been printed for sale.
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